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PREFACE

This book had its origin, like many another text, in dis-

satisfaction with the available teaching materials. Prior to

the timej some four years ago, when*work on it was com-

menced, one ofmy tasks was to teach a year’s course in Inter-

national Economics to upper-class students in Liberal Arts.

There were then available as textual aids only volumes which

were rather briefand limited in scope, or which were primarily

suited to the needs of Commerce students. Being convinced

that an adequate understanding of the subject must rest upon a

firm foundation of up-to-date theory, I found it necessary to

follow the policy of assigning readings in a wide variety of

sources. This procedure has, of course, many merits. In-

deed, even the best textbook is no adequate substitute for

first-hand acquaintance with ideas as presented by their

originators. Nonetheless a systematic and well-organised

. text may be a useful aid to teaching, especially where classes

are large and library appropriations small.

In spite of the fact that other volumes with a somewhat

similar purpose have appeared since its inception, it is to be

hoped that the approach and the content of this work are

sufficiently different to justify its publication. Starting from

the assumption that mere description of facts, or even descrip-

tion supplemented by a modicum of highly oversimplified

theory, is inadequate to a thorough comprehension of the

subject, it attempts a somewhat more ambitious task. Thjs

is to provide upper-division students with the theoretical

equipment necessary to an analytical underslanding of the

phenomena of international economic relations and of the

policies of governments bearing upon these relations. This

object may be unattainable, and no doubt in part,it is bound

to be. Yet I am convinced that it is better to set a goal which

may be impossible for a fraction of each class, J)ut of 'solid .

vii



viii PREFACE

benefit to the remainder, than to submit to the rule of the

lowest common denominator. *

The approach adopted with respect to the theory oi inter;

national trade proper follows the lines established by Professor

Bertil Ohlin, an approach which has the virtues of consistency

with the general equilibrium analysis and of comprehensive-

ness. To provide an account of the development of theory

and to furnish a contrasting background for the basic analysis,

two chapters are devoted to the history of international trade

theory and to the formulation of the modern classical ^ or

neo-Ricardian point of view. A student who has mastered

the first six chapters should have a firm grasp of the principles

determining the international movement of goods and services

under settled conditions, as well as some appreciation of the

characteristics of satisfactory analytical tools.

As a basis for understanding the complex phenomena result-

ing from disturbances to an established international situation,

surely the price specie-flow mechanism is inadequate. Yet

it is impossible, I feel, without breeding confusion, to give a

diluted account of the more modern view of the mechanism of

adjustment to change. Therefore in addition to two chapters .

on the foreign exchanges, three rather long chapters are

devoted to the presentation, as I understand it, of modern

received doctrine on the subject of the processes by which

international adjustment to economic change is brought about.

Part II, on Policy, attempts to indicate the nature, to

analyse the import, and to evaluate the significance (from

the viewpoint of their effects on economic well-being) of the

more important lines of governmental policy in the sphere of

ipternational cconoijiic relations.

It is not the purjpose in Part I to enter into theoretical

controversy, nor in Part II to undertake a detailed examina-

tion of particular national policies. The object rather has

been, on the ,one hand to present the generally accepted

results of the theoretical investigations of the past, and on the

other hand to discuss critically, on the basis of the preceding

account of.theoi;y, only the broader and more important
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problems of national policy. For the instructor who wishes

ft) make more thorough excursions into^either field, it is hoped

jhe suggested references at the end of each chapter will prove

helpful. These are arranged, first in the order of the topics

covered in the chapter to which they relate, and second in the

order in which it is felt they may prove useful for further study.

In addition, frequent footnote suggestions are made in the

body of the various chapters to works \^hich more fully elabo-

rate the point under discussion or which oppose the position

taktn in the text. The lists of suggested references consist

principally of works which, in the course of teaching this

volume in mimeographed form, I have found useful as supple-

mentary reading. It was no part of my intention to offer

them as a comprehensive bibliography of the subject.

My design in writing this book was obviously not to con-

struct new tools of economic analysis, nor even to attempt to

improve upon those already in existence. Rather it was, in

large part, to familiarise the student with the analytical

equipment available and to acquaint him with its use. Natu-

rally, therefore, this volume can make no claim to originality.

• Its purpose is exposition, not discovery. In its preparation

with this end in view, I have attempted to present an accurate

synthesis of certain contributions of modern scholarship. This

procedure obviously necessitates considerable reliance upon
the published views of other writers. If the reader feels that I

lean too heavily, at certain points, upon the works of particular

individuals, I can only plead that I do so because I feel their

contributions represent the best or the most complete materials

available.

It is my wish to take this op{)ortunity of expressing rny

gratitude for aid extended in the preparation of this volume.

In particular, I want to thank Professor Clifford L. James of

Ohio State University and Professor Walter B. Harvey of the

University of Cincinnati for their careful readipg, in its earlier

stages, of Part I, and for many valuable criticisijis and sug-

gestions. To my students at the University of Cincinnati who

suffered as gumea pigs when the manuscript was in muhco- .
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graphed form, I must express my appreciation of their patience

and fortitude. Finally, I am grateful for permission to quote,

sometimes rather extensively, from volumes copyrighted by

the following publishers: Harcourt, Brace and Company,
Inc.; Harper & Brothers; Harvard University Press; P. S.

King & Son, Ltd.; Longmans, Green & Co.; McGraw-Hill

Book Company, Inc.; Oxford University Press; Sir Isaac

Pitman & Sons, Limited; as well as to the following: American

Economic Review; Foreign Policy Association Incorporated;

League of Nations, Publication Department; The Quarterly

Journal of Economics; and The Tale Review.

P. T. Ellsworth
Berkeley, California.

July 30, 1938.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

E
ver since the decline of Feudalism at the end of the

Middle Ages, the nation has constituted the dominant

political and economic unit. Its existence has shaped

the habits of thought and the attitudes of millions of individuals

for some three hundred years
;

it has given a special form to

many if not most of our economic problems. At some unfore-

seeable time in the future, nations may, to avoid complete

extinction, be forced to surrender some significant portion

of their sovereignty to a world parliament. If and when this

day arrives, a cosmopolitan attitude toward the use of eco-

nomic resources will be established. In the meantime,

however, the conflict of national interests will continue, and

•decisions on matters of production, trade, finance, and money
will, as in the past, be made by representatives of these

interests.

If we arc to influence these decisions, if possible making

them more intelligent, we must be able to understand and to

evaluate them. For this purpose we must have some knowl-

edge, on the one hand of why current policies are advocated,

on the other hand of what their consequences may be expected

to be and what alternatives are available. It is to provide

some part at least of the knowledge necessary to an under^

standing of these matters that this book has been written.

It is possible, of course, to approach the suE)ject of inter-

national economic relationships from any one of a number
of different direc tions. The nature of the approach will

depend upon- the interests of the student. One who is

interested in the actual practices and methods of trade ]^ill

require an intiinate knowledge of technical details. The
3



4 INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS

economic geographer will be concerned with the background

of economic resource*, trade routes, and the physical movft-

ment of commodities. Since our interest is with knowledge

as a basis for improving the condition of human affairs (and

in part also as a means of satisfying a legitimate intellectual

curiosity), our approach will be that common to all social

sciences. That is, while it will be necessary to have some
knowledge of the commercial and geographic aspects of

international affairs, our primary concern will be with the

significance of facts and with the principles which underlie

them. This is merely another way of saying that our interest

is theoretical and analytical. For this reason, considerable

space— approximately half the volume — is devoted to

theory. This portion of our study provides a foundation for

understanding concrete national policies relating to inter-

national economic relations by first analysing the phenomena
to which they apply. In this section of the book we deal with
such questions as the determination of the prices of inter-

nationally-traded commodities, the localisation of production,
the mechanism of the foreign exchanges, and the processes
of adjustment to various types of disturbance to international
transactions. In Part II we examine various broad policies
relating to international trade and finance, such as free trade,
protection, other types of trade restriction, national self-

sufficiency, and the international aspects of monetary policy.
An attempt is made to understand the rationale of these
various policies and, on the basis of the earlier study of prin-
ciples, to evaluate them as well. Attention is also directed
to the technique of comm<jrcial policy.

, The procedure in most books on general economics tends
to reenforce the student’s natural inclination to regard inter-
national trade as something quite different and distinct from
domestic trade. For the usual general textbook adopts,
either explicitly or implicitly, the viewpoint of a closed
economy,, postponing for later and .separate consideration
the problems arising out of the relations between different
national econonjies.
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This tendency to accentuate the differences between

dbmestic and international economio problems and the

principles applicable to them is reenforced by the theory

of international trade generally expounded: namely, the

classical theory stemming from Ricardo. This approach to

international trade is based on a sharp distinction as to the

mobility of labor and capital within ^a given nation and

between nations. In the former case, perfect mobility is

assumed; in the latter, perfect immobility. This distinction,

howSver, by no means fits the facts. The ability of labor and

capital to move between different regions of a single country

is far from complete, while a considerable degree of movement

from one country to another is frequently to be observed.

The interregional and the international mobility of the

factors are more similar than unlike. For this reason, a type

of economic analysis suited to interregional problems may be

extended to problems of international scope. According to

. this view, the nation is, depending on its size, simply one

region or a group of more or less sharply distinguishable

regions, while international trade is in most essential respects

closely comparable to interregional trade. This amounts

to saying that international trade is not essentially different

from a large proportion of trade inside a nation’s borders.

The approach to international economic problems by way
of interregional analysis is followed in this volume. Though
based upon a distinction with respect to the mobility of labor

and capital which is similar to that upon which the classical

theory rests,' it lays less emphasis upon international differ-

ences than the latter and thereby permits a somewhat greater

realism of treatment. In another w^y also does the approacl^

adopted here differ from that of classical writers. Instead

of formulating a separate theory of value for tlie analysis of

international trade, the general equilibrium theory of value,

almost universally used in dealing with the problems of the

* Within a single region perfect competition is assumed, both 'in the com-

modity markets and in the markets for the factors of production, while absence

of perfect competition (or mobility) characterises the relations between sepafatc

regions, whether these are intra- or internationak
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domestic market, is extended to the international field.

Thereby greater ihtorctical consistency is, it is believed,

attained.

Although the essentials of international trade may be

analysed by means of an extension of interregional trade

theory, a number of characteristics which distinguish one

national economy frgm another warrant a separate study of

international economic pioblems, especially in the monetary

sphere. Outstanding among these characteristics is the

possession of independent systems of banking and of ptiblic

finance. This docs more than anything — not even excepting

international immobility of the factors, which exceeds only

in degree their interregional immobility — to constitute a

given geographical area a distinct national economy. The
existence of separate banking institutions raises the problem

of transmitting payments from one economy to another, a

problem which is in essential respects different when only one

banking system is involved. Again, the existence of tariffs

on goods entering a given country has distinct effects upon
the course of trade. It is true, of course, that nations differ

also as to language, laws, and customs, as well as in many
other respects. These differences may exist within the

boundaries of a single nation, however, without giving rise

to special economic problems. It is otherwise, as we have

indicated and as we shall later see, with respect to differences

in banking and fiscal institutions. Disturbances arising in one

country tend to spread to other countries, and in doing so,

they involve these essential institutions. It is one of the chief

tasks of the theory of international trade and finance to

•examine the mechanisn? by which such disturbances are

transmitted ^nd the effects they produce.

Finally, w^e may call attention to the fact that although

reliance for purposes of analysis is in these pages placed upon
a set of theoretical tools which differ in certain respects from
those created by classical writers, nonetheless the classical

thi^ory is explained and developed at some length. The
reason for this^ procedure is tw^ofold. First, the classical
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doctrines are of great importance in the history of the develop-

ment of international trade theory, and second, they form a

Ijody oS economic principles which still largely dominate

both teaching and analysis in the field of international eco-

nomics.
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CHAPTER II

THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE
THEORY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE

I
T is well to begin the theoretical portion of our study with

a survey of the genesis and historical development of the

principles of international trade. There is much of

interest in itself in such an investigation, as it shows the slow

and piece-meal growth of understanding. More important,

however, is the fact that a knowledge of how the structure of

theory has grown facilitates a better understanding of the

completed structure itself. Furthermore, consideration of

earlier views not only discloses the roots of doctrines currently

accepted by economists as valid, but also uncovers the origins

of many popular fallacies as well.

The mercantilist writers of the sixteenth and seventeenth*

centuries were the first to develop the elements of a theory of

international commerce. While economic principles of a

sort are to be found in the writings of Plato, Aristotle, and
Thomas Aquinas, among other earlier authors, there was no
attempt at a systematic treatment of international economics.

Indeed, until the time of the Mercantilists, little attention was
paid to trade of any sort, partly owing to the low esteem in

which mercantile pursuits were held. But by the sixteenth

^century, trade and traders* had become important and
powerful, wlvle nations in the modern sense (non-existent in

the Middle Ages) had come into being through the consoli-

dation of petty principalities. These nations— the most
important being Spain, France, Holland, and England —
were extremely self-conscious and self-asscrtiv6, owing partly

tOfitheir comparatively recent origin and partly to the atmos-

phere of strife ili which they arose. This nationalism, as we
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would call it today, colored all their economic views and
jft-edisposed thinkers of the day to pay especial attention to

transactions between rival nations. Before proceeding to

trace the development of particular doctrines, it is perhaps

best to give a brief general statement of the assumptions and
implications of sixteenth century Mercantilism.

MERCANTILISM

Mercantilism is a term applied to the system of commercial

policy dominant in England and in many countries of the

Continent in the 16th and 17th centuries, as well as to the

associated body of economic doctrine. Both theory and pol-

icy were marked by a vigorous and self-assertive nationalism

which placed strong emphasis on the prosperity and strength

of the nation. The welfare of the latter, indeed, was regarded

as something separate from and superior to the welfare of its

individual subjects. The resources of the community, it was

felt, existed chiefly to serve the interests of the state. More-

over, economic activity was viewed, not as a means of satisfying

,the wants and desires of individuals, but principally as a

source of national power. “While the mediaeval conception

of the object of human effort was the salvation of human souls

and while economic liberalism, or laisscz faire, aimed at the

temporal welfare of individuals, mercantilist statesmen and

writers saw in the subjects of the state means to an end, and

the end was the power of the state itself.”^

The reason for the emergence in this particular period of a

strongly nationalistic economic philosophy is to be found in

the political and economic developments following the decay^

of the feudal order. This system of tlie Middle Ages gave way,

at widely separated times in different countries,^o young and

struggling nations, each intent upon the creation of ^ unified

state, and frequently embroiled in war with Us rivals over

trade and colonies. Inevitably kings and statesmen adopted

and fostered a strongly national point of view which was like-

' Eli F, Hcckschcr/article on “Mercantilism,” Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences,
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wise reflected in their practical political measures. Tracts

and pamphlets in valt quantity poured out to justify or to

criticise these concrete manifestations of the prevailing nation-

alistic temper, in turn influencing the direction of policy.

Since it is in the views set forth in these writings that one finds

the reason or rationale of Mercantilist statesmanship, we shall

belter understand thg latter if wc first examine some of the

more important theoretical doctrines of the times. For while

the current nationalist bias gave direction to the ideas of

Mercantilist writers, their particular form was in large *part

determined by peculiar and widely prevalent views on eco-

nomic phenomena.

The study of economics has since its earliest beginnings been

concerned with the acquisition and sharing of wealth. Both

the subject matter, its manner of treatment, and the conclu-

sions reached, however, depend upon just what one regards

as constituting wealili. Since the time of Adam Smith,

economists have univ^ersally agreed that wealth consists of

goods useful to man, yet scarce relative to his needs. Because

of this initial agreement, their analysis of the causes affecting

the production and the principles determining the distribution'

of wealth has followed a common direction and resulted in the

establishment of conclusions which, in spite of violent con-

troversy on the frontiers of knowledge, are accepted with a

high degree of unanimity.

A similar unanimity attached to the doctrines of the Mer-
cantilists, which, however, were quite different from those

current today. The divergence between the conclusions of

modern and of Mercantilist economic thought is in large part

<B consequence of the fact, that their view of wealth had little

in common \yith ours. For it gave the place of paramount
importance, not to want-satisfying commodities in general,

but to the precious metals. Running through most mercantile

writings is a ^;trong tendency, not merely to emphasise gold

and silver, but even completely to identify wealth with these

mQjtals. Even those writers who were not always guilty of a

positive identification of wealth and money can at least be
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charged with a failure to distinguish at all clearly with respect

td their relative social significance. Th^ following quotations

aye typical of the attitude of the times

:

. . .
gold and silver is the only or most useful treasure of a nation.

. . . nothing but bullion imported, can make amends for bullion

exported.^

... to take the right way of judging of the increase or de-

crease of the riches of the nation by tke trade we drive with

foreigners, is to examine whether we receive money from them,

or send them ours ; . . .

^

^he great and ultimate effect of trade is not wealth at large,

but particularly abundance of silver, gold, and jewels, which are

not perishable, nor so mutable as other commodities, but are

wealth at all times, and all places. . .

All other commodities end with the consumer, but money still

lives, and the more hands it runs through the better
;

so that in

a sense the use doth not destroy it, as it doth other commodities,

but leaves it as it were immortal.^

The reason for this preferential treatment of the precious

metals is not difficult to establish. It was the consequence of

a simple confusion of thought, perfectly natural at the time,

since economic analysis was as yet too undeveloped to pene-

trate beneath the surface phenomena of a comparatively

recently established money economy. In such an economy,

where incomes are paid in money, where a man’s wealth is

measured in terms of money, where all business transactions

are dependent upon the use of money, it requires a rather high

degree of economic sophistication to avoid attributing an

excessive importance to the universal medium of exchange

and measure of value. Even today, a tendency to identify

money and wealth is widespread, .as witnessed by the strong

popular support for crackpot “share-the-wealth” schemes an^

for crude inflationary programs.

‘John Polh^xfrn, England and East-lndia Inconsistent in Their Manufactures, 1697,

pp. 18-19. Cited in Viner, Studies in the Theory of International Trade, p. 18.

^Joshua Gee, The Trade and JSIamgation of Great-Briiain Considered (1729)

1767 cd., p. 205. Cited in Vincr, op, cit,, p. 18. •

® Sir William Petty, Political Anihmetick (1690). in Economic Writings, I, 259-

260. Cited in Vincr, op. cit., p. 28.
* Hugh Chamberlain, A Collection of Some Papers, 1696, p. 9. Cited in Vjper.

Qp. cit,, p. 28.
*
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In addition to this comparatively simple identification of

money and wealth, other related fallacies muddied the strealn

of Mercantilist thought. The practice of saving, highly

gaurded because it led to the accumulation of wealth, was not

understood as a social process resulting in the formation of

capital equipment, desirable because of its capacity to aid

in the production of a stream of consumable goods and services.

Instead, Mercantilists looked upon saving as a simple storing-

up of wealth. Naturally, therefore, the durability and high

value of gold and silver made them seem especially suited to

this end, while their presence in abundance was held desirable

as guaranteeing to a thrifty population the means necessary

to a high rate of accumulation.

Among other beliefs reenforcing the simple identification

of wealth and money we may mention a widespread conviction

that abundance of money provided an active stimulus to trade

and production. Although this view attributes importance

to money as a means rather than as an end in itself, its ad-

herents appear not to have realised its inconsistency with the

cruder doctrine.

The peculiar veneration in which the precious metals were
held makes intelligible many other elements of Mercantilist

thought, as well as most of their practical political measures.

If money alone was wealth, if saving consisted principally in

the storing-up of “treasure,” if abundance of money facilitated

trade and production, then a statecraft aiming at the increase

of national wealth and power should certainly promote by
every possible means the accumulation of a large national

stock of gold and silver. \Ve find, therefore, among the earlier

Jylercantilist practices (prior to the middle of the 16th century),

restrictions on the export of bullion and direct regulation of

the foreign exchanges.

In the course of prolonged controversy the predilection

for such crude measures gave way to the doctrine for which
Mercantilism is chiefly famous: namely, the balance-of-trade

theory. According to this doctrine, a nation not possessed of

gold and silver n^ines cap acquire bufl^'^n only through foreign
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trade, and then only if it sells abroad more than it buys.

Therefore, to the end of the augmentation of the national

v^ealth, every measure must be taken to bring about a ‘‘favor-

able’* or export balance of trade.

In line with this principle, we find Mercantilist writers

advocating and Mercantilist statesmen putting into practice

heavily protective tariffs, drastic regulations of foreign com-

merce (as in the British Navigation Acts), and a restrictive

colonial policy. The latter aimed at establishing a monopoly

of ttfe colonial trade and markets, and at the subordination,

in the interests of the mother country, of colonial manu-
factures. Working toward the same end, but also reflecting

the nationalistic spirit, was the strong emphasis on measures

of national defense.

Conveniently accepting the view that laborers were natu-

rally a lazy and dissolute lot. Mercantilist writers inveighed

against high wages, urging the necessity of poverty as a

stimulus to hard work. As a corollary to this doctrine, they

laid great stress on the need ^or an abundant population,

and emphasised the virtues of productive employment. The
successful propagation of such views meant not only cheap

and voluminous exports, but also handsome profits to their

authors, many if not most of whom were actively engaged in

manufacture or commerce. Even more closely related to

their special viewpoint with respect to foreign trade were the

attempts to control consumption, particularly of luxurious

(and expensive) imported products.

With this brief general outline of Mercantilist principles

and practices, we may now proceed to trace with somewhat

more detail the evolution of the views of Mercantilist writer^

on foreign trade, which so far have been stated only in the

most summary form.^

* For a fuller discussion of Mercantilist doctrines and policies, the reader

should consult Vincr, Studies in the Theory of International Trade^ Chapters I

and II, to whose .account I am ntpeh indebted. A most interesting study of

certain special aspects of Mercantilism is The Position oj the Laborer in a System

of J^ationalismt by E. S. Furniss. The most thoroughgoing and comprehcfisive

work on the subject is Eli F. Heckscher’s Mercantilism, ^
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MERCANTILIST THEORIES OF FOREIGN TRADE
«

In the earlier stages of Mercantilist thought the predilectiQn

for money-wealth was particularly dominant. The natural

outcome of this emphasis was, as has already been indicated,

what is now called the bullionist doctrine of foreign trade.

Gerard Malynes, writing in England in 1 622, well exemplified

this position. Regarding money as of overweening impor-

tance in a nation’s economy, he held that loss of bullion was

ruinous to a country’s trade and its retention desirable at all

costs, even to the extent of the direct prohibition of the export

of specie. Nonetheless, in that he saw clearly that an unfa-

vorable trade balance required the shipment of specie, he did

recognise a connection between the flow of specie and the

balance of trade. He made no use of this, however, in his

recommendations as to policy. Bullionists generally con-

centrated upon the retention of specie within a country’s

borders.

From the bullionist position Mercantilist thought advanced

to the more familiar balancc-of-trade view. Writers of this

school perceived clearly that exports and imports of bullion

depended chiefly on the state of the balance of trade: an

export balance of merchandise trade would lead to an inflow

of specie, while an excess of merchandise imports would cause

an outflow. Accordingly they urged the vigorous pursuit of

foreign trade as a means to national wealth and prosperity.

On the ground that they embodied a greater amount of value,

the export of manufactured goods was preferred to that of

raw materials.

^
This emphasis upon manufacturing for export had interest-

ing consequences in other branches of economic thought:

it led to the ‘advocacy of a large population to furnish an

adequate labor supply, and to the view that low wages were

desirable as permitting a nation to compete successfully in

international markets. The balance-of-trade position was

represented, among innumerable other writers, by the Italian

Antonio Serra (1613), and by the Englishman, Thomas Mun,
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whose EnglaruTs Treasure by Foreign Trade appeared in 1664*

Sir William Petty, another English Mercantilist of the second

half of the seventeenth century, also espoused this view, con-

tributing to it a recognition of the existence of “invisible

items” such as freight charges.

Three authors, Dudley North, John Locke, and Samuel

Clement, writing in the last decade of the seventeenth cen-

tury, made significant contributions to the growth of Mer-
cantilist views on foreign trade. North perceived clearly that

the Supply of money adjusts itself automatically between

nations according to the needs of trade. It is worth while to

quote from his Discourse of Trade : “There is required for

carrying on the trade of the nation, a determinate sum of

specific money which varies, and is sometimes more, some-

times less, as the circumstances require. . . . This ebbing

and flowing of money supplies and accommodates itself, with-

out any aid of politicians . . . the buckets work alternately

;

when money is scarce, bullion is coined
;
when bullion is

scarce, money is melted down.” He went on to condemn
prohibitions on the export of specie as self-defeating, in that

they make men unwilling to import it. North did not,

however, take the further step of linking his theory of the

automatic flow of specie between countries with commodity

price changes. This step was taken by Locke, who enunciated

a clear-cut quantity theory of money which attributed the

value of money to the relative plenty or scarcity of money and

of goods.

Locke made a further advance in the field of international

price relationships : he declared tlv^t prices in different coun-

tries must be equal or close together, else a country wit^

low prices would do a large volume of business, while a coun-

try with high prices would suffer from much*idle industry.

Yet he did not take the next logical step forward to show how
such a situation would undergo automatic correction by means

of the international flow of specie with its subsequent effect

upon prices in the two countries. Because of this failure to

make the most df his quantity theory qf money. Locke reverted
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in the field of practical policy to a position of extreine Mer-

cantilism* •
*

Clement, the latest of these three writers, added to Mer-

cantilist thought a clear statement of the essentials of the

specie-point mechanism. Recognising the usefulness of bills

of exchange as dispensing with shipments of bullion, he

indicated how fluctuations in the rate of exchange are confined

within a range about mint par determined by the costs of

exporting or importing bullion.

The seventeenth century was thus a period of the growth*and

refinement of Mercantilist thought. At its close the works

then in print contained scattered elements of an explanation

of international price relationships. These elements were:

a quantity theory of money; a recognition that there was some

relationship between price levels in different countries; an

understanding of the connection between specie flows and the

balance of trade, of the automatic world distribution of the

precious metals, and of the limitations set on exchange fluctu-

ations by the specie points. It is important to bear in mind

that no one author grasped all these points — they were

scattered throughout the literature of the time. Nor did an

understanding of the quantity theory of money prevent a

writer (strikingly in the case of Locke) from being a rabid

Mercantilist in the field of practical policy. But the com-

ponent parts of a rather complete theory were ready to hand,

awaiting unification by a penetrating mind.

DAVID HUME
«

, This great task of synthesis was performed nearly fifty /ears

later (1741) by David Hume. In his hands, the scattered

elements of a theory of international price relationships were

welded into a unified whole. So satisfactory was his work

that it not only wrecked completely the logical foundations of

the Mercantilist balance-of-trade theory, but also formed the

core of the doctrines of the nineteenth century classical writers.

Beginning with the crugial principle, the quantity theory of
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money, Hume expanded this doctrine to fit all nations, thereby

dtestroying at one blow the validity o£ the balance-of-trade

theory. • The short, brilliant passage in which he does this ii

well worth quoting

:

Suppose four fifths of all the money in Great Britain to be annihi'

latcd in one night . . . what would be the consequence ? Mus<
not the price of all labour and commodities sink in proportion

. . . ? What nation could then dispute with us in any foreign

market, or pretend to navigate or to sell manufactures at the

same price, which to us would afford sufficient profit?

In how little time, therefore, must this bring back the money
which we had lost and raise us to the level of all the neighboring

nations? Where, after we have arrived, we immediately lose

the advantage of the cheapness of labour and commodities;

and the farther flowing in of money is stopped by our fullness

and repletion.^

Here we have recognition of the causes of specie movements

coupled with the quantity theory of money to form the now
well-known price-specie flow analysis. Prices in any one

country arc determined by the quantity of money
;

prices in

different countries arc interdependent— a low price country

can undersell a high price country; such underselling will

lead to a flow of specie to the low price country, raising prices

there and lowering them in the other country. Equilibrium

is finally reached with some common relationship between

national price levels. To this analysis Hume added the

doctrine that ordinarily money is distributed among countries

in a manner ‘‘nearly proportionable to the art and industry

of each nation,” as well as the less important observation that

exchange rate changes (within ^the specie points) affect

imports and exports through their effects on prices.
^

During the remainder of the eighteenth century, little

advance was made upon Hume’s theoretical analysis. It is

true Sir James Steuart came close to formulating the principle

of reciprocal demand, fully developed only some seventy-five

years later by Mill; yet his chief work, the Principles of Political

Economy (1767), though studded with brilliant suggestions,

^ Da\dd Hume, I^ssay of the Balance of Trader jj. 300. •
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represented on the whole a thoroughly Mercantilist point of

view. Even Adam Smith, whose epoch-making work, An
Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations^ (1776},

gave a new orientation to the study of political economy,

added to Hume’s formulation only a clear expression of the

advantages of international specialisation/ Although The

Wealth of Nations gained no new ground for the theory of our

subject, it so consolidated the territory already conquered and

so changed the whole approach of economic thought that it

demands at least brief consideration.

ADAM SMITH

Adam Smith has often been called the father of economic

science. This is clearly not true in the sense that he was the

first to enunciate valid principles of the subject, nor is it any

more true that he was the first to write a broad, comprehensive

treatise on political economy. Yet it may be justly argued

that he deserves the name, for he performed the essential task

of unifying, expanding, and enlivening the field, of presenting

the materials in a manner so convincing and so interesting

that public understanding was tremendously increased.

The Wealth of Nations became the veritable textbook of states-

men for many years after its publication. Furthermore, not

only did he demolish, with cogent argument and apt illus-

tration, the entire structure of the Mercantile system, but

also he constructed to take its place an economic philosophy

which became the creed of future statesmen and economists,

a philosophy which has only in recent years become the object

of general attack. ,

^ * Indeed, with respect to the ^elf-regulating mechanism of international

trade, Smith’s account is definitely inferior to that given by Hume. “One of

the mysteries of the history of economic thought is that Adam Smith, although

he was intimately acquainted with Hume and with his writings, should have

made no reference in the Wealth of Nations to the self-regulating mechanism in

terms of price levels and trade balances, and should have been content with an
exposition of the ‘'international distribution of specie in the already obsolete

terms of the requirement by each country, without specific reference to its

relative price level, of a definite amount of money to circulate trade.” Viner,

op. p. 87. Little attention, as a matter of fact, was accorded Hume’s contri-

bution until the early part of tjie 19th century.
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On the destructive side, Smith used the theoretical foun-

dations laid down by Hume as the base for a broad and

(devastating attack upon both the philosophy and policies of

Mercantilism. The identification of wealth with money, the

doctrine of a favorable balance of trade, restraints up)on

imports and bounties upon exports— all were dealt smashing

blows. And his attack was merciless^ not content with a

logical exposure of fallacious reasoning, he proceeded to heap

ridicule and sarcasm upon his opponents. The following

passage, dealing with the predilection for the precious metals,

is illustrative of his method.

It is not for its own sake that men desire money, but for the sake

of what they can purchase with it. Consumable commodities,

it is said, are soon destroyed
;
whereas gold and silver are of a

more durable nature, and, were it not for this continual exporta-

tion, might be accumulated for ages to the incredible augmenta-

tion of the real wealth of the country. Nothing, therefore, it is

pretended, can be more disadvantageous which consists in the

exchange of such lasting for such perishable commodities. We
do not, however, reckon that trade disadvantageous which

consists in the exchange (jf the hardware of England for the

wines of France
;
and yei hardware is a very durable commodity,

and were it not for this continual exportation might, too, be

accumulated for ages together, to the incredible augmentation

of the pots and pans of the country.^

To this brilliant work of destruction, and to his rather

unsatisfactory reformulation of the doctrines covering the

relations between prices, specie flows, and trade movements,

Adam Smith added a discussion of the underlying basis for

foreign commerce, the advantages derived from the inter-

national division of labor. This principle is a logical expan-

sion of his famous and elaborate presentation of the benefits

of the division of labor. It is vividly expresseH in this well-

known passage

:

The natural advantages which one country hsfs over another

in producing particular commodities are sometimes so great

that it is acknowledged by all the world to be in vain to struggle

* Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, p. 385., (Everyman’s Edition.)
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with them. By m^an? of glasses, hotbeds, and hot walls, very

good grapes can be raised in Scotland, and very good wine too

can be made of them at about thirty times the expense for which
at least equally good can be brought from foreign countries.

Would it be a reasonable law to prohibit the importation of all

foreign wines merely to encourage the making of claret and
burgundy in Scotland? But if there would be a manifest ab-

surdity in turning towards any employment thirty times more
of the capital and inciustry of the country than would be neces-

sary to purchase from foreign countries an equal quantity of the

commodities wanted, there must be an absurdity, though not

altogether so glaring, yet exactly of the same kind, in turning

towards any such employment a thirtieth, or even a three-

hundredth part more of either. Whether the advantages which
one country has over another be natural or acquired is in this

respect of no consequence. As long as the one country has those

advantages, and the other wants them, it will always be more
advantageous for the latter rather to buy of the former than to

make. It is an acquired advantage only, which one artificer

has over his neighbor, who exercises another trade; and yet

they both find it more advantageous to buy of one another than
to make what does not belong to their particular trades.^

It has been indicated earlier in this chapter that Mer-
cantilism was far more than a narrow set of precepts relating

to foreign commerce
;

that, on the contrary, it was a broad

economic and political philosophy aiming at the welfare of

the state, issuing, in the field of practical policy, in manifold

governmental regulations of industry and trade. Now Adam
Smith did far more than attack and destroy the validity of

particular mercantilist measures
; he substituted for the view

that national welfare requires the continuous active inter-

vention of government the^fundamentally opposed philosophy

•f individualism, of laissez-faire. Here, again, his own words
are worth repeating

:

As every individual endeavors as much as he can both to

employ his capital in the support of domestic industry, and so

to direct thSt industry that its produce may be of the greatest

value ; every individual necessarily labours to render the annual
revenue of the society as great as he can. He generally, indeed,

^ Adam Smith, Tke Wealth rf Nations^ p. 402.
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neither intends to promote the public interest, nor knows how
^ much he is promoting it. By preferring the support of domestic

to th^t of foreign industry, he intends only his own gain, and he

is in this, as in many other cases, led by an invisible hand to

promote an end which was no part of his intention. Nor is it

always the worse for the society that it was no part of it. By
pursuing his own interest he frequently promotes that of the

society more effectually than when he rylly intends to promote

it. I have never known much good done by those who affected

to trade for the public good. It is an affectation, indeed, not

vq^y common among merchants, and very few words need be

employed in dissuading them from it.^

In this and in numerous other passages, Adam Smith set

forth the essentials of the economics of individualism. No
longer is the state regarded as something above and beyond

its individual citizens with interests and objectives independent

of and more important than theirs. Instead, government is

relegated to the position of an umpire, providing a framework

of law and order and enforcing the rules of the economic

game, while the individual and his welfare assume the center

of the stage. Self-interest is to provide the drive, natural

liberty (in the economic sphere, its name is competition) the

means whereby the new desideratum, individual welfare, is to

be attained. At the hands of Bentham and John Stuart Mill,

individual welfare was translated into ^‘the greatest happinesiS

of the greatest number,” and this goal was in turn later sub-

jected to criticism. Throughout the nineteenth century,

however, self-interest and freedom, or free private enterprise

and competition, continued to be generally regarded as the

proper means of realising the individual’s desires.

So complete a change in viewpoint must be regarded as ncb

less than revolutionary. Entire credit for producing such a

vast change can by no means be given to Adam Smith, for

this new philosophy was elaborated and expolinded by

numbers of writers, among whom the more important were

Bentham and the Mills. Yet The Wealth of Nations was one

of the earliest and certainly one of the most vigorous ^d
' Ibid,^ p. 400
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widely read works embodying the essentials of the new creed.

Its influence was undoubtedly tremendous. The rapid

spread of the doctrines of individualism cannot, however, he

attributed to the effects of the written word alone. Quite as

important was the fact that the new principles were suited to

the underlying conditions of the age, particularly to conditions

in England. The Ii^ustrial Revolution was just beginning;

new inventions and techniques were being developed and

applied in both industry and agriculture ; transportation and

communication were being rapidly improved. England’s

population was sharply increasing, and her foreign as well as

her domestic trade was growing by leaps and bounds.

Indeed, in the field of manufactured exports, she had some-

thing closely approaching a monopoly. In such an economic

situation, merchants and manufacturers resented the re-

strictive measures of the Mercantile system. They were only

too ready to embrace and put into practice principles which

would guarantee them greater freedom. Little wonder, then,

that at the blasts of Adam Smith and other individualist

writers doctrinaire Mercantilism crumbled and collapsed.

Let us now turn from this brief but necessary digression into

general economic philosophy to summarise the situation in

the narrower field of international economics. I^avid Hume
had woven together into a consistent fabric the scattered

threads of earlier thought to furnish a fairly complete though

elementary theory of international price relationships.

Money and prices in any given country were regarded as

intimately connected in a rather rigorous quantity theory of

money. The various national price levels were seen to be

closely linked through tlje'. effects of specie flows upon the

supply of money. The mechanism responsible for specie

flows was discovered in the foreign exchanges, the pressure of

inward or outward payments driving the rate of exchange to

the specie inrport or export point. Finally, exchange rate

fluctuations were known to be limited by the specie points, and

to jiffect directly, to a very limited extent, commodity prices.

To this price analysis, Adam Smith added nothing; in fact,
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so far as he discussed it, his formulation was less clear and

convincing than Hume’s, He did, however, call attention

tp the fundamental basis on which all international trade

rests — the advantages flowing from the international division

of labor. No writer had as yet attempted a detailed analysis

of the causes underlying international trade and governing

its terms. This task awaited solution |^y nineteenth century

writers.

» DAVID RICARDO

Throughout the nineteenth century, two men stand out in

the field of international trade theory above all the rest:

David Ricardo and John Stuart Mill. Many other writers,

it is true, made noteworthy contributions to the subject, but

these were mainly in the form of qualifications or elaborations.

After Mill, the main outlines of the classical doctrines were

complete. For this reason, the remainder of this chapter will

be devoted largely to the work of these two men. Further

additions will be but briefly mentioned, especially as their

importance can be more readily brought out when we analyse

the present status of the classical theory.

Both Mill and Ricardo were primarily concerned with and

did most to advance the understanding of that aspect of our

subject hitherto largely ignored : the causes governing the

movements and exchange ratios of internationally-traded

goods. Because of the Mercantilists’ emphasis on gold and

silver as the type of wealth most useful to the state, attention

had long been focussed on the monetary factors involved in

international transactions. When; with Adam Smith, the

individual replaced the nation as, the arbiter of economic

activity, goods useful in satisfying human wants naturally

assumed the position of central importance. This shift in

emphasis was responsible for the greater concern shbwn hence-

forth for the goods side of international economic relationships.

Ricardo’s theory of domestic value is well known. The

ratios at which goods exchange within a given country tejid,

in the long run,* to be governed by their labor costs. More-
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over, since he assumed perfect mobility of labor and capital

within a country, commodities would be produced in thoi3e

localities where their costs in terms of labor were lowest. Tp
illustrate, let us suppose the labor costs of producing a given

quantity of cloth and of cheese in Yorkshire and in London

to be as follows

;

Cloth Cheese

Yorkshire .
*

. . . 90 days 80 days

London . . . . 100 days 120 days

Under these conditions, with no restrictions on the flqw of

labor and capital, both commodities would be produced in

Yorkshire, and the ratio of exchange would be 1 unit of cloth

for units of cheese, London would then be left to produce

something in which her labor costs were absolutely lower than

those of Yorkshire, say hardware at 60 days labor as compared

with 80 days for Yorkshire. London hardware would then

be exchanged for Yorkshire cloth or cheese at the rate of

Hardware for 1 cloth or 1 cheese.

When Ricardo came to consider trade between different

countries, rather than between different parts of the same

country, he decided that a totally dissimilar situation existed.

The same rule which regulates the relative value of commod-
ities in one country, docs not regulate the relative value of the

commodities exchanged between two or more countries. . . .

The quantity of wine which she (Portugal) shall give in exchange
for the cloth of England, is not determined by the respective

quantities of labour devoted to the production of each, as it

would be, if both commodities were manufactured in England,
or both in Portugal.^

The reason is simple.

The difference in this* respect, between a single country and
many, is easily accounted for, by considering the difficulty with
which capital moves from one country to another, to seek a more

. profitable employment, and the activity with which it invariably

pas^s from -one province to another in the same country.^

* Ricardo, Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, Conner Edition, 1919,

pp. 113, 115.

^ Ibid,

9

p. 116. Ricardo elsewhere (p. 114) mentioj^s the immobility of

labor, or “population.**
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Using figures identical with those above, but applied insttod

tt) separate countries

:

^ aotk Wine

Portugal .... 90 days 80 days
England .... 100 days 120 days

it appears that it will be advantageous for the two countries to

specialise, Portugal in the production of wine, England in

the production of cloth. For Portugml can exchange her

wine, the product of 80 days^ labor, for England’s cloth,

thereby securing at a cost of 80 days’ labor a commodity
whicli would have cost her (Portugal) 90 days had she pro-

duced it herself. England likewise benefits from the trade,

for she acquires at a cost of 1 00 days’ labor a quantity of wine
which she could only have produced in 120 days. Of course,

the cloth-making population of England would be better off

if it could move to Portugal, where conditions are more
favorable to cloth manufacture, but the restrictions on the

movement of labor and capital^ prevent this from occurring,

giving rise instead to trade between the t\\o countries on a

basis, not of labor cost, but of comparative cost.

While Ricardo did not attach a name to his doctrine, it has

long been known as the law of comparative cost. Neither

did he state it in the form of a general principle, as it is now
advisable for us to do. The law of comparative cost may
be expressed as follows: Whenever two countries produce

commodities at relatively different (labor) costs, it will be

advantageous for each country to specialise in the production

of those commodities whose costs are relatively lowest. The
full meaning and implications of this doctrine will become

clear when we examine the modern formulation of the classical

theory of international trade. •

It is obvious upon reflection, as Ricardo himself made clear,

that this principle is merely a derivative of the advantages of

the division of labor in general.
•

* Tht^se restrictions are, “the fancied or real insecurity of capital, when not

under the immediate control of its owner, together with the natural disinclina-

tion which every man has to quit the country of his birth and connections, and

entrust himself, with, all his habits fixed, to a strange government and ifew

laws.” a/., p. 117. * •
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If of two individuals, one is of outstanding ability both as

an executive and as a stenographer, while the other is a

miserable executive and only a competent stenographer,

it will pay the one to concentrate on executive work where

his ability counts most, leaving the stenographic duties to the

person who is less efficient at both tasks. Stated generally,

it is advantageous fqr the competent to specialise on those

tasks where competence makes the most difference, while the

incompetent concentrate on the work where incompetence

makes the least difference.
•

This principle, extended by Ricardo to the case of two

trading nations, becomes in that field the law of comparative

cost. It marks a distinct advance over the position taken by

Adam Smith, who perceived only that it pays to import those

products which other countries can produce at an absolutely

lower labor cost, for it furnishes a basis for determining the

precise conditions under which particular commodities may
profitably be imported or exported. Yet the doctrine fell

short of completion, for it left undetermined the actual ratios

at which goods would exchange. Ricardo assumed these

ratios — the product of one hundred days in cloth for eighty

days in wine — without bothering to discuss them. This

further step in the development of theory was taken by

John Stuart Mill.

Ricardo’s position with regard to the monetary aspects of

international exchange is of some interest, though he did little

to advance understanding in this portion of the field. As tc

the world distribution of the precious metals, Ricardo enun-

ciated the doctrine that* gold and silver arc so allocated

j^etween the various countries that trade goes on as it would

under barter conditions. That is, the ratios of exchange

between internationally-traded commodities are determined

by the underlying principle of comp^arativc cost; money will

flow between* countries until these basic exchange ratios hold

good, when equilibrium will exist.

Jhe means by which gold movements arc brought about is

the familiar price specie-flow mechanism. * Suppose, in the
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simple England-Portugal illustration above, that the labo7

cost in England of producing wine is so lowered that the

comparzftive cost situation becomes one where specialisation

will no longer pay. England will continue for a time to ship

cloth to Portugal, since the price of cloth remains unchanged.

Portugal, however, will have an unfavorable balance of trade,

and will be forced to ship gold to England to pay for the cloth.

The price of both commodities will rise in England and fall

in Portugal until the exportation of cloth from England, as

well 'as the importation of wine from Portugal, becomes

unprofitable.^

When, on the other hand, prices in one country are unduly

high, owing to an excessive supply of money (a “redundancy

of the currency”), the price specie-flow apparatus again

furnishes an automatic corrective, according to Ricardo,

redistributing the money metals in such fashion that prices

reflect the underlying comparative cost situation.^ Thus

price levels in various trading nations are linked.

Ricardo maintained, however, that tliere is no tendency to

a world equality in price levels. Two factors prevent this

equality from existing : the industrial position of a country,

and its distance from the mines. A country with developed

manufactures is likely, he held, to have high prices of domestic

commodities (“home commodities and those of great bulk”),

because it will presumably have a favorable balance of trade.

* There is a unique labor cost of producini^ wine in England, 88.!) days,

in the illustration given, which will give ri'j** to this situation, for with any
other cost there will still be tdative dilferenccs in costs, which would ir?dke the

continuance of tnide (ignoring transport charges) prolitablc. Ricardo does

not discuss this point, liiuugh it is iinpilicit in his analysis.
^ W. Angoll argues (in 1 he 7 hemy of Intntintiamil Prices, pp. 56 and 70) thaf^

Ricardo held specie inoveiiients to be due exclusively to a redundancy of the

currency, and not at all to prior disequilibria in the balancc'^of trade. Yet a

careful reading of Chapter VII of Ricardo’s Principles seems to indicate that

an altered balance-of-trade situation could be the cause, as well its the result,

of gold movements. What, as a matter of fact, is involved the wine-cloth

illustration but an alteration in the balance of trade (induced by industrial

changes) which leaih to specie movements? It is true, however, that Ricardo

contradicted this view in other writings, and in any event, the balance-of-trade

view of gold moverneyts was first clearly stated some years prior to the appc*hr

ance of the Primiples by Henry Thornton, a eontomporary Ricardo’s,
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and attract much gold ; countries distant from the mines will

have low prices of these commodities, owing to the great cdst

of shipping both their exports and the gold. Cleariy, how-
ever, a flow of gold to a country with efficient manufactures

could not continue indefinitely ; it would stop when the prices

of international goods corresponded to their comparative labor

costs of production.
^
Prices of such goods would then differ,

in the trading countries, only by the costs of carriage, while

domestic commodities might differ by any amount up to the

costs of carriage. This further step, required to mate his

doctrine consistent, Ricardo failed to take.

JOHN STUART MILL

Mill’s original contribution to the field of international

economics was limited to one point: his theory of reciprocal

demand. In all other respects, while he did much to advance

the understanding of the subject, this advance was due to the

clarity and unity with which he endowed it by elaborating,

reformulating, and combining the scattered strands of thought

to be found in Hume, Smith, Ricardo, and other writers.

Mill restated in a clearer and more general form Ricardo’s

principle of comparative cost. He also made unmistakably

clear the nature of the advantages to be derived from inter-

national trade. The chief of these are, he pointed out, that

countries arc enabled either to secure commodities they could

not produce at all, or to secure goods they could produce only

at a higher real cost. In this connection, he furnished an

incomparable refutation of the view that even today lingers

on, that the benefits of folTeign commerce are somehow to be

•found in the market it provides for a country’s exports. His

words will be^ar repetition :

An extended market for its produce — an abundant con-

sumption for its goods— a vent for its surplus— are the phrases

by which it has been customary to designate the uses and recom-

mendations of commerce with foreign countries. This notion

is intelligible, when we consider that the authors and leaders of

opinion on marcantile. questions have always* hitherto been the
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selling class. It is in truth a surviving relic of the Mercantile

‘theory. . , . The notion that money alone is wealth has been
long d-^funct, but it has left many of its progeny behind it; and.

even its destroyer, Adam Smith, retained some opinions which
it is impossible to trace to any other origin. Adam Smith’s

theory of the benefit of foreign trade was that it afforded an outlet

for the surplus produce of a country, and enabled a portion of

the capital of the country to replace itself with a profit. These
expressions suggest ideas inconsistent with a clear conception of

the phenomena. The expression surplus produce, seems to imply

thajt a country is under some kind of necessity of producing the

corn or cloth which it exports
;

so that the portion which it does

not itself consume, if not wanted and consumed elsewhere, would
either be produced in sheer waste, or, if it were not produced,

the corresponding portion of capital would remain idle, and
the mass of productions in the country would be diminished by
so much. Either of these suppositions would be entirely errone-

ous. The country produces an exportable article in excess of its

own wants from no inherent necessity, but as the cheapest mode
of supplying itself with other things. If prevented from exporting

this surplus, it would cease to produce it, and would no longer im-

port anything, being unable to gi/e an equivalent
; but the labour

and capital which had been employed in producing with a view to

exportation, would find employment in producing those desirable

objects which were previously brought from abroad
;

or, if some

of them could not be produced, in producing substitutes for them.'

The law of comparative cost, it will be remembered, fur-

nished a basis for determining what commodities might profit-

ably be traded; yet it left indeterminate the ratios at which

these commodities would be exchanged. To remedy this short-

coming, Mill formulated his doctrine of reciprocal demand, or,

as he called it, the “Equation of ,International Demand.*’

Using a numerical illustration similar to Ricardo’s,^ he

^ John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economyy Ashley edition, pp. 579-580.
* Ricardo took as a constant the quantity of the commodi'ties produced in

each of the two countries, using as a variable the cost in days of labor. Thus
his formulation runs in terms of comparative cost. Mill, howevt^r, takes as a

constant the labor cost, using as a variable the respective outputs of the two

commodities in the two countries. Thus his formulation runs in terms of

comparative advantage, or comparative effectiveness of labor. It is possible

that because this method of stating the problem forcibly calls one’s attention

to the possible range c/ barter terms of trade, the concept of reciprocal demand
suggested itself to Mill.
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assumed that with a given quantity of labor the output ot

goods in two countries might be as follows

:

Broadcloth Linen

Enp;land ... 10 15

Germany ... 10 20

Here the comparative advantage situation is one of superi-

ority for Germany ir^ the production of linen, one of equality

and hence of comparatively smaller disadv^antage for England

in the production of broadcloth. If no trade takes place

between the two nations, 10 units of broadcloth will exchange

in England for 15 of linen, in Germany for 20. Clearly,

however, trade will be profitable for England if for 10 units

of broadcloth she can secure anything more than 15 of linen,

and for Germany if 10 of broadcloth can be secured for any-

thing less than 20 of linen. The limits to the possible ratios

of exchange are set by the comparative advantage situation

;

within these limits, any single ratio may obtain. The question

Mill sought to answer was: what factors determine the actual

rate at which the commodities will exchange?

Mill begins his attack on the problem by assuming that the

ratio is 10 of cloth for 17 of linen. This ratio will be a stable

one only provided England’s requirements for linen and

Germany’s for cloth arc of sucli a size that the exports of the

two commodities will just pay for one another. This condi-

tion will be satisfied when each country's requirements reach

a common multiple of the terms of trade: for example, when
England wall take 1000 X 17 = 17,900 units of linen and

Germany 1000 X 10 = 10,000 units of cloth. But suppose,

at a ratio of 10 to 17, England wants only 800 X 17 units.

•Then at that price or rafjo, 'Germany can obtain only 800 X
10 units of cloth. To obtain the additional 2000 of cloth

which she still presumably wants, she will have to offer more
favorable terms of trade, say 18 linen for 10 cloth. At that

ratio, England might take 900 X 18 linen, while Germany’s

demand, at what now amounts to a higher price, might

slyrink to 900 X 10 cloth, at which point shipments of the two
commodities would again just pay for one another. On the
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Other hand, had Germany’s demand for cloth been less intense,

a similar multiple mif/ht have been reached at a ratio of

10 to 16f

On the grounds of this reasoning, Mill concludes that within

the limits set by comparative cost conditions, the actual ratio

at which goods are traded will depend upon the strength and
elasticity of each country’s demand for^ the other country’s

product. In Mill’s words

:

It may be considered, therefore, as established, that when two
countries trade together in two commodities, the exchange
value of these commodities relatively to each other will adjust

itself to the inclinations and circumstances of the consumers on
both sides, in such manner that the quantiti(*s required by each

country, of the articles which it imports from its neighbour,

shall be exactly sufficient to pay for one another.^

A further corollary is to be drawn from this Equation of

International Demand. Since the c(;st of a country’s imports

is the goods it exports to pay for them, that country will

benefit most from international trade for whose products the

demand is most intense and elastic, and whose demand for

imports is least intense and elastic. In the above illustration,

the ratio of 10 to 18 was favorable to England, and resulted

from the fact that at 10 to 17, England’s demand was slack,

while Germany’s was intense.

Mill next proceeds to examine the effects of introducing

costs of carriage, more than two commodities, and more than

two countries. He finds that these changes make no essential

difference to his principle, which he restates in the following

broader form

:

The produce of a country exchant^es for the produce of others

countries, at such values as are required in order that the whole

of her exports may exactly pay for the whole oT her imports.

This law of International Values is but an extension pf the more
general law of Value, which wc called the Equation of Supply

and Demand . . . supply and demand arc but another expres-

sion for reciprocal demand; and to say that value will adjust

itself so as to equalise demand with supply, is in fact to say that if

' Of), cit,^ p. 587.
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will adjust itself so as to equalise the demand on one side with

the demand on the other

•

In this form, Mill’s principle has become known as fhe law«of

reciprocal demand.

It was not long before critics pointed out that more than one

rate might satisfy the conditions of the Equation, and that

hence the determination of ,the ratios of exchange was still

inexact. Mill’s attempt to meet these critics was uncon-

vincing. His doctrine, however, contains an important

element of truth whose exact position in the general theory of

international trade can best be assayed later.

With regard to the monetary aspects of international rela-

tions, Mill’s contributions were not of sufficient importance to

warrant examination here. Let it suffice to say that he

accepted a modified quantity theory of money, the price

specie-flow mechanism of Ricardo and Thornton, a doctrine

of the world distribution of the precious metals similar to

Ricardo’s, and that his position on national price level

relationships was rather indecisive.

FURTHER REFINEMENTS

The main lines of the theory of international trade as laid

down by Ricardo and Mill continue to represent the teaching

of orthodox or “classical” economists. From time to time,

however, additional refinements were introduced, the more
important of which we may now briefly consider.

Writing somewhat earlier than Mill (in 1830) Nassau

Senior made a definite advance toward the understanding of

the factors ruling the relative levels of money incomes and
* prices in diflferent countries.* His views may be summarised

as follows. •First, wages in a country’s export industries

depend upon the productive efficiency of its labor, relative to

that of other countries. The more efficient are the producers

of exports, the higher will their money wages be.^

^ Op. «/., pp. 592-593.

“The diligence and skill with which English labour^ is applied enables the

English labourer to# producean a year exportable commodities equal in value
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Second, the height of wages in domestic industries will,

uriHer the force of competition, be brought to the same height

as . wageg^ in the export industries. Domestic commodity

prices will then be high or low according as the labor in the

aomestic industries is less or more efficient than labor in the

export industries, comparison in both cases being made with

foreign countries as a standard.

Some twenty-five years after the first appearance of Mill’s

Principles E. Cairnes made further significant additions to

the analysis of international trade. Both Ricardo and Mill

had established an insurmountable gulf between values in

internal and values in international trade. With regard to

internal values, Ricardo held these were governed by labor

cost, while Mill took a similar but qualified and much less

consistent position. Both agreed, however, that international

values bore no relation to cost of production. Cairnes was

able to bring the two theories of value into a clear relationship

with one another. Where peifcct competition between labor

and capital exist, he says, commodities will exchange in

proportion to their hiaman costs (in labor and abstinence) of

production. Where, on the other hand, such competition

does not exist, or in other words, in trade between non-

competing groups, the principle of cost of production does not

apply. In such trade, exchange value depends solely upon
the relative strength of each group’s demand for the other

group’s product — that is, upon reciprocal demand. Now
trading nations are similar to non-competing groups within a

country; consequently the exchange values of the goods they

trade will be determined by principles identical with those

applying to trade between domestic^ non-competing groups.

Thus there is no sharp break in the treatment^of domestic

and international values; the theory applying to some types

of domestic trade applies likewise to all foreign trade.

to thoiie produced in a year by eight Hindoos.” Nassau Senior, On the Cost

of Obtaining Money, London, 1830.

^The first edition of Mill’s Principles of Political Economy appeared in 1848;

Cairnes* Some Leading Principles of Political Economy was published in 1874.
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Cairnes was also the first to provide an adequate discussion

of the place and importance of the “invisible items” ‘in

international transactions. He was enabled thereby to make
his treatment far more realistic. Worthy of note in this

connection is his reformulation of the “Equation of Inter-

national Demand,” according to which equilibrium between

trading countries re^sults, not when imports and exports just

balance, but when there is “such a relation of imports and

exports among them as (aiablcs each country by means of her

exports to discharge all her foreign liabilities.” ^

Cairnes’ concern with invisible items, in particular with

international financial transactions, led him to develop the

now well-known analysis of the stages of borrowing operations.

He distinguishes three such stages: (1) an initial one at the

beginning of lending, when the lending country after an initial

loss of gold will pay tlie loan in goods, thereby establishing an

export balance of trade; (2) an intermediate stage, when
interest payments from the borrowing country gradually offset

continuing capital exports and counteract their effects;

(3) a final stage, when interest payments by the borrower

exceed new loans
;

the lending country will then have an

import balance of trade.

Writing at about the same time as Cairnes, Alfred Marshall

extended in a generalised form the theory of reciprocal

demand. Mill’s statement of this theory applied only to a

single export and a single import. At any given time, how-

ever, the trade of any country consists of many individual

commodities in each category. By expressing the exports of

each of two trading countries in terms of “representativt

bales of goods,” Marshall,was al:>le to give a complete although

somewhat arbitrary picture of the results of the whole trading

process.-

Decidedly in the nature of expansion and elaboration of the

' op. cit.^ p. VS7.

2 An excellent brief resume of Marshall’s analysis is given in Haberler, Tht

Theory of International Trade., pp. 150 -159. Marshall’s own statement is to be

ftfjnd in his Money Credit and Commerce, Chapters VI, VII, and VIII, and Ap-
pendix J . *
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classical doctrine were the contributions of C. F. Bastable.

wfiting at the close of the nineteenth century. We can

merely mention the results of his work here, reserving fuller

discussion for the next chapter, when a complete statement

of the modern neo-classical position will be undertaken. Ri-

cardo and Mill had tacitly assumed conditions of constant

cost in their analysis
; Bastable, by introducing into the dis-

cussion the possibilities of increasing and decreasing returns,

rounded out and made more complete this aspect of the theory.

He also examined the qualifications necessitated by the intro-

duction of varying elasticity of demand, which Mill had

mentioned but not discussed. (Mill called it “extensibility

of demand” rather than elasticity ) By introducing these

factors, Bastable served to make the received doctrines more

complex but at the same time more adequate.^

An attempt at greater realism in the treatment of inter-

national trade phenomena was made by J. S. Nicholson, a

contemporary of Bastablc’s. Nicholson dispensed with the

whole barter approach, stating the problem of international

values at the very outset in terms of prices and money wages.

Though he was led into inconsistency and obscurity by the

complexities of price relationships, his viewpoint was novel

and suggestive, and may be regarded as a forerunner of a very

recent and much more thorough and consistent attack along

similar lines.

Our historical study of the development of the classical

theory of international trade may fittingly be brought to a

conclusion with the work of Professor F. W. Taussig. His

latest volume in the field, rcpn\scnts#a great task of synthesis,

for in it he has brought together all the various strands of
^

thought scattered among the writings of over a century,

added significant threads of his own development, and woven

the whole into a consistent fabric. Though in most respects

he follows the earlier classical writers, Taussig nonetheless so

^ Bastablc’s original attempt to include under the heading of cost other

elements than labor wc shall reserve for discussion in Chapter III.

® F. W, Taussig, International Trade^ New York, J 928.
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amplifies and clarifies many points first advanced by his

predecessors that both the doctrines and their relationships

stand out with a precision not hitherto attained, v; This is

especially conspicuous in his statement of Senior’s briefly

phrased thesis regarding national levels of prices and money

wages, wherein the causal relationships existing between the

strength of foreign demand for a country’s exports, the relative

effectiveness of labor in the export industries, and the national

level of money incomes and prices are clearly and explicitly

portrayed.

Taussig’s original contributions, aside from the major task

of synthesis, consist mainly in his analysis of the benefit from

international trade, in his full discussion of the part played by

non-competing groups, and in his introduction of capital

charges into the cost situation. Fuller treatment of these

points will be undertaken in the following chapter.



CHAPTER HI

THE MODERN CLASSICAL POSITION

I
N .the preceding chapter, the slow development of a

theoretical explanation of the forces underlying and
determining the movement of goods in international trade

has been traced. The parallel course of a theory of the

monetary relationships involved has likewise been followed.

Such an historical study was considered worth while, partly

because of the inherent interest it possesses, and partly because

of the way in which it lays bare the roots of modern thought.

Throughout the nineteenth century, and until very recent

years, the explanation of the classical economists and their

followers was the only consistently worked-out theory extant

It still remains, with modern elaborations and qualifications,

the analysis most widely accepted even among specialists in

international economics. The past and present importance

of the classical doctrines, therefore, warrant both a review of

their growth and a full statement of their current formulation.

To this latter task we must now turn.^

A clearer understanding of our subject will result if we first

examine the aims and purposes of the theory of international

trade. Three main objectives are to be distinguished.

(1) The first of these is an explanation of the forces deter-

mining what kinds of goods will be traded internationally.*

An answer is sought to the question : what specific conditions

determine the particular commodities moving between

countries? (2) A second problem follows logically and

immediately: having discovered the fundamental bases on

^ In this chapter, the writer has drawn heavily upon Taussig’s International

Ttade, as being both the most precise and the most thorough statement of the

neo-classical position.
* *

37
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which goods movements rest, what factors govern the terms

of international exchange of these goods, in a settled equilfb-

rium situation? (3) Finally, still a third problem 'emerges

:

suppose equilibrium in international trade is disturbed, by

what means is a new position of equilibrium reached? In

other words, what is the mechanism of adjustment to dis-

turbances of international equilibrium?

In the foregoing historical study, the assumptions of the

various writers have only incidentally been brought to light.

It is now essential, however, to state clearly the postulates

upon which the theory rests. Only if this is done is it possible

to appreciate the significance of the qualifications introduced

or to judge the validity of the criticisms directed against the

classical structure.

Every scientific investigation must begin with assumptions,

as the foundation stones on which the investigation rests.

These assumptions may be as unreal or abstract as one pleases

to make them. It is important to realise, however, that the

conclusions reared upon them arc applicable without altera-

tion only to the imaginary kind of world one has arbitrarily

created. If it is desired to apply a theory based upon and

erected by means of abstract assumptions to the real world,

a process of qualification and relaxation of those original

assumptions is essential. They must be regarded as merely

provisional, later to be supplemented or supplanted by more

realistic postulates. In this case, they perform the same

function as the scafiblding of a building, which is discarded

when the structure is complete. Abstract assumptions are

ordinarily employed wh^rc, as in economic studies, the situa-

( tion to be analysed is hig^hly complex. This makes it possible

to proceed, step by step, from simple, easily understood

beginnings to all the complexities of reality by a process of

gradual relaxation and qualification of the first extremely

simple and Tigid assumptions. This method was the one

adopted by the classical writers on international trade; it

St^ll characterises the modern formulation of their theories.

Consequently it will be noted that many of the assumptions
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presently to be stated are by no means in accord with the facts.

This need not concern us, if the proper qualifications are later

introduced, bringing the theory into relation with reality.

Whether the qualifications themselves are adequate is another

question, which will occupy our attention from time to time,

especially in the following chapter.

The assumptions with which we will jpegin our theoretical

exposition are as follows
: (1) costs are regarded as consisting

of labor cost alone, to be expressed in terms of so many days

of labor
; (2) production is considered as taking place under

conditions of constant cost — variations in output are pre-

sumed to have no effect upon unit cost

;

(3) perfect mobility

of the factors of production is assumed to exist within a

country, and (4) complete immobility of the factors inter-

nationally; (5) gold, and gold alone, is the money of all

countries
; (6) the validity of the quantity theory of money

is accepted
; (7) trade in goods alone is considered, invisible

items such as capital movements being ignored; (8) trans-

portation charges arc ignored
;
and (9) trade is supposed to

be free from all arbitrary restraints. Furthermore, (10) only

two countries and (11) two commodities at a time are to be

considered, and finally, (12) disturbances from such sources

as the business cycle arc presumed not to exist, that is, the

economic order is assumed to tend constantly toward a condi-

tion of stable equilibrium.^

With these assumptions in mind, let us proceed in search of

a systematic answer to the first of our problems: namely;

what forces determine the specific goods traded between

countries? If labor costs alone a?>e reckoned, and if the

factors of production arc perfectly rnobilc within a country,

then clearly in domestic trade commodities will exchange at

ratios determined by labor costs of production, wViile into this

trade will enter any commodity for which there' exists an

effective demand. To use a simple illustration, suppose that

in Ohio ten days of labor will produce 20 tires or 10 bolts of

' It is to be noted that these assumptions are the initial ones used cxpliciliy

or implicitly by both Ricardo and Mill, and bv most of their successors as well.
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cloth, while in the adjacent state of Pennsylvania, the same

amount of labor will produce 10 tires or 20 bolts of doth. In

Ohio, workers will specialise in the production of-tires, jn

Pennsylvania in the production of cloth, and the ratio of

exchange will be 20 tires for 20 cloth. IfOhio labor succeeded

in exacting a more favorable ratio, say 10 tires for 20 cloth,

laborers would migi^te from Pennsylvania to Ohio, where

real wages (in terms of both tires and cloth) were higher.

This would go on until the output of tires was so increased that

exchange between the two commodities took place on af basis

of labor cost, when the return to labor would be equal in both

districts.

If, however, labor cannot move freely between regions

(such as separate countries) in which costs of production

differ, the rewards of labor may be widely divergent, and

exchange ratios may vary considerably from those which

would be set by labor costs. If costs of production in different

countries were identical, on the other hand, no basis for

international trade would exist. Differences in costs of

production furnish the basis for international trade; com-

parative immobility of labor (and of other factors as well)

between countries results in a disparity of rewards and in a

divorce of international values from cost of production.

Given cost differences, the lack of free movement between

countries gives rise to characteristics of international trade so

prominent that the whole subject seems to require a separate

approach.

ABSOLUTE IJIFFERENCES IN GOST

I Three cases of differe;nces in cost may be distinguished:

absolute differences, equal differences, and comparative

differences. Let us proceed to analyse the first of these.

Absolute differences in cost may be said to exist when, in

the production of two or more commodities, eacA of two coun-

tries has absolutely lower costs in the production of one or

ippre of these commodities. A simple illustration will serve

to make this clear. Confining our attention to two countries,
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and considering their production limited to two commodities,

th*e following situation^ may be presumed to exist:

Otaput

Total Cost Wheat Coffee

United States ... 10 days 20 10
Brazil 10 days 10 20

Here the United States clearly has absofutely lower costs (or

an absolute advantage) in the production of wheat, Brazil in

the production of coffee. If the two countries are cut off

from one another, each will produce both commodities, and
in the United States, 20 wheat will exchange for 10 coffee, in

Brazil, 10 wheat for 20 coffee. Let trade between the two
be opened up, and obviously the United States will specialise

in the production of wheat, Brazil in the production of coffee.

The United States will benefit if she can secure 10 coffee for

anything less than 20 wheat, Brazil if she can for 10 coffee

secure anything more than 5 wheat. The “barter terms of

trade” (ignoring fractions) range anywhere from 10 coffee

for 6 wheat to 10 coffee for 19 wheat. The former ratio will

be very much to the advantage of the United States, the latter

to the advantage of Brazil.

What the exact exchange ratio will be is as yet indeter-

minate, but at this point, certain definite conclusions stand

out. A condition of absolute differences in cost makes,

international trade profitable; each country will specialise

in the production of that commodity in which its costs are;

lowest (or its advantage greatest)
;

the outside limits to the

possible terms of trade are set by^the cost ratios in each;

country.

Let us now introduce the use of money. If we assume that

wages in the United States are $3.00 a day ahd in Brazil

$2.00 a day, the following situation results

:

^This and the following examples are not, strictly speaking, illustrations

of comparative cost, but of comparative advantage, since total costs are assumed
identical, the variations being in the output. This makes no essential differ-

tnce, however, since v^th a given total cost, a large output indicates low uflit

cost, a small output high unit cost • •
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Wheat Coffee

Labor Daily Total Output Umt Output Umt
Cost Wages Wages Cost Cost

u . s . . . 10 $3.00 $30.00 20 $1.50 $3.00

Brazil . . 10 $2.00 $20.00 10 $2.00 20 $1.00

Even with higher wages, the United States has a sufficient

advantage in the production of wheat to enable her to turn

it out at a lower cosft than Brazil. As in the barter illustra-

tion, American wheat will be exchanged for Brazilian coffee

;

but since we now have a determinate money cost for the two

articles, a definite exchange ratio emerges. It will be 10

coffee for 6f wheat, as 10 coffee cost $10.00, and this sum
of money spent on w'hcat will purchase just 6-§- units.

Suppose, on the other hand, that the w^age situation were

reversed — that wages were higher in Brazil and lower in

the United States

:

Wheat Coffee

Labor

Cost

Daily

Wages

Total

ft ’ages

Output Unit

Cost

Output Umt
Cost

U . S . . . 10 $2.00 $20.00 20 $1.00 10 $2.00

Brazil . . 20 $3.00 $30.00 10 $3.00 20 $1.50

Specialisation and trade continue as before, though the

barter terms of trade will differ. These will now be 10 of

coffee for 15 wheat. Just as the first situation was to the ad-

vantage of the United States, who acquired her coffee cheaply

in terms of wheat, so now it is to the advantage of Brazil, who
acquires more than twice as much wheat for the same amount

of coffee. The advantage clearly goes to the country with

the higher level of money wages, owing to the fact that while

its inhabitants have larg(J-r money incomes, they pay no more

i for their purchases than/people of the poorer country. Fur-

thermore, it appears that under conditions of absolute

differences in cost, either country may have the higher level

of money incomes. What it is that determines which coun-

try’s incomes will be higher we shall consider later; here

the relative figures are merely assumed.

There must be some limit to the divergence of income levels.

Let us cxamine*the pofisibilities. Assume that wages are $4.00
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a day in the United States and $2.00 a day in Brazil. With
the same labor costs as before, we get the following results:

• Wheat Coffee

Labor

Cost

Daily

Wages
Total

Wages

Output Unit

Cost

Output Unit

Cost

u . s . , . 10 $4.00 $40.00 20 $2.00 10 $4.00

Brazil . . 10 $2.00 $20.00 10 $2.00 20 $1.00

Brazil can now produce wheat just as cheaply as the United

States, and will presumably grow it for herself. She will,

howe^^er, continue to sell coffee to the United States, and

since the latter country has no other means of paying for these

imports (if these arc the only commodities traded), gold will

be sent from the United States to Brazil. Prices and wages

will rise in Brazil, fall in the United States, until a stable

condition results, with shipments of the two commodities just

paying for one another. Had we assumed wages in Brazil to

be $4.00, in the United States $2.00, the situation would

have been exactly the reverse, with coffee costing $2.00 a

unit in both countries, and gold flowing from Brazil to the

United States in payment for wheat imports.

It now becomes apparent that the upper limit to any

disparity in wages is set by the ratios of efficiency, or advan-

tage in output. Wages in the United States cannot become

twice as high as in Brazil, for that obliterates the superior

American efficiency in wheat production, nor can wages

in Brazil become twice as high as in the United States, for

then her advantage in coffee growing is wiped out. If by

any chance wage levels diverge by as much as or more than

these limits, an unstable situation is greated, which is corrected

by gold flows and price changes; in other words, the price^

specie-flow mechanism is called into operation.

Professor Taussig has called attention to the *fact that the

condition of absolute differences in cost or advantage pre-

sumably underlies a very important class of. trade: that

between tropical and temperate countries. Because of the

extreme differences in climate, soil, or natural resources,

conditions of nroduction in these regions are wjdelv dissimilar,
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with the result that some commodities are produced at an

absolutely lower labor cost in the temperate countries, otht&'s

in the tropics. Of this character is such trade as tha^betwe^n

the United States and Brazil in wheat and coffee, between

the United States and Bolivia in manufactures and tin, amd

between France and West Africa in wines and palm oil.

EqUAL DIFFERENCES IN COST

A second set of conditions with respect to cost differences

may conceivably exist when one country has lower costs in

the production of all commodities, but lower in exactly the

s^me degree throughout. As an illustration of this possibility,

we may assume the following simple cost and output data

:

Labor Output

Cost Tires Cloth

u. s. . . . . . 10 20 40
England . . . . 10 10 20

Here the labor cost in the United States for both commodi*

ties is one-half, the efficiency twice, that in England. In both

countries, 10 tires would exchange for 20 cloth. Trade be-

tween the two could be in no way advantageous, for neither

country could afford to give more than 20 cloth for 10 tires,

nor more than 10 tires for 20 cloth.

Nor would the introduction of money make any permanent

difference. Suppose wages in the United States were $3.00

a day, in England $1.00 a day. The money cost situation

would then be

:

Tires Cloth

Labor Daily Total Output Unit Output Unit

Cost Wages ' Wages Cost Cost

, U. S. . . . 10 $3.00 $30.00 20 $1.50 40 $0.75

England . . 10 $1.00 ‘ $10.00 10 $1.00 20 $0.50

Money costs are lower for both commodities in England;

she would consequently export both to the United States,

receiving in return gold. This would go on until prices and

wages had risen in England and fallen in the United States

to^a point where stable equilibrium resulted. Stability could

clearly only exyst when the ratio of wages in the two countries
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was identical with the ratio of efficiency, when prices, too,

Wbuld be the same. With any other wage and price relation-

ship, one^ountry or the other would have lower prices for both

commodities, and the process of adjustment would have to

continue.

COMPARATIVE DIFFERENCE;^ IN COST

The most important type of cost differences is that in which

one country has lower costs of production for all commodities,

but in differing degrees for the various products.* Such a

situation is known as one of comparative differences in cost,

and may be illustrated by the following sample figures

;

Labor Output

Cost Tires Cloth

u. s. . . . 10 20 40
England 10 10 30

Here the American costs are one-half as great as the British

for tires, three-fourths as great for cloth. In terms of effi-

ciency, the American advantage in tires is as 2 to 1, in cloth

as 4 to 3. If the two countries are isolated, the domestic

ratios of exchange for the two commodities will be : in the

United States, 10 tires for 20 cloth, in England, 10 tires for

30 cloth, since these ratios embody equality of labor cost.

Clearly, however, trade between the nations will be mutually

profitable if the United States can secure for 10 tires more

than 20 of cloth, and if England can purchase 10 tires for

anything less than 30 of cloth. Conditions are suitable for

trade, with the United States specialising on tires, England

on cloth, and with a range of possible barter terms of trade

extending (if fractions be ignored) from 10 tires for 21 cloth*

to 10 tires for 29 cloth. At any ratio of exchange within

' Strictly speaking, one country need not have absolutely lower costs for all

conunodities ;
it might have equal costs for some commodities. The require-

ment of comparative differences in cost would then still be fulfilled. For

Instance, if the United States had an output of 20 units for both tires and cloth

while England could produce 10 tires or 20 cloth, the ratios of cost or effective-

ness would still differ. Equality of costs thus constitutes a limit ;
if the ratio

for one or more commodities rises above this, the situation becomes ones of

comparative differences in cast. , •
'
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this range of possible barter terms, each country will con-

centrate upon the production of that commodity in which

its comparative advantage is greatest or (as with^England

in this illustration) its comparative disadvantage is least.

Introduce now the use of money. Suppose wages in the

United States are $3.00 a day, in England $2.00. Our
illustration then tak^ the following expanded form:

Tires Cloth

Labor

Cost

Daily

Wages
Total

Wages

Output Unit

Cost

Output Unit

• Cost

u. s. . . . 10 S3.00 $30.00 20 $1.50 40 $0.75

England . . 10 $2.00 $20.00 10 $2.00 30 $0.66|

The barter terms of trade are now determinate : 1 0 tires for

22J cloth (10 tires sell for $15.00, and this sum will buy 22

J

cloth). And the United States can produce tires more

cheaply than England, in spite of its higher wage level,

simply because the effectiveness of its labor in the production

of tires more than offsets the higher wages. England, on

the other hand, produces cloth more cheaply, its relative in-

efficiency being more than counteracted by its lower wage level.

Is there any limit to the excess of American wages over

English? And in such a situation, mu.st American wages

exceed English? A moment’s reflection will show that both

questions must be answered affirmatively. If American

wages rise to $4.00, or double the English, llie cost of tires in

the United States likewise becomes $2.00, and an unstable

situation is created. England would send cloth to the United

States, who would have to send gold in payment. This would

continue, with wages and prices rising in England, falling in

.the United States, until a stable balance was attained with
• • .

England’s cloth exports just paying for her imports of

American tires. On the other hand, had we begun with

wages in the United States at $3.00, but $2.25 in England

(corresponding with the ratio of advantage, 4 to 3), this

would have resulted in a unit cost for cloth in England of

$0.75, the same as the American cost. The price specie-

flow mechanispi woujd again be called* into operation,
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though in the opposite direction. A generalisation now
appears possible: wages must be higher in the country ol

superior^fficiency by something more than the ratio of least

a^lvantage, but by something less than the ratio of greatest

advantage.

DETERMINATION OF THE ACTUAL BARTER TERMS
OF TRADE •

In the preceding illustration, the barter terms of trade

turned out to be 10 tires for 22^ cloth. Needless to say, these

terms, and the correlative wages and prices used in the

example, would only continue to exist if there were no

tendency for gold to flow from one country to the other, with

resultant changes in wages and prices. And such stability

could only obtain if England’s exports of cloth were just

sufficient in money value to pay for her imports of American

tires. A stable situation of this kind might exist with the

following (approximate) figures:

England takes 5,000,000 tires from the U. S. at $1.50 = $7,500,000

The U. S. takes 11,250,000 yards of cloth from England at $0.66t = $7,500,000

Suppose, however, that the demand of English buyers for

tires increases to a point where they will take 6,000,000 at the

price of $1.50. This would require payments by England

to the United States of $9,000,000, whereas her claims

upon Americans amount to but $7,500,000. The balance

of $1,500,000 would move in the form of gold, with familiar

effects upon wages and prices in the two countries. The
adjustments might be something as follows

:

,
^ ires Cloth

Labor Daily Total Output Unit Output Unit

Cost Wages Wages •
Cost Cost *

u. s. . . . 10 $3.25 $32.50 20 $1.62i 40 $0.8H
England . . 10 $1.75 $17.50 10 31.75 • 30 so.ssi

American wages and prices are higher, English lower.

With these prices, equilibrium might be reached with results

similar to these

:

England takes 5,021,000 tires from the U. S. at $1.62^ = $8,160,000 ^
The U. S. takes 14^000,000 cloth from England at $0.58^- *= $8,160,000
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Now examine the barter terms of trade. With tires at

$1.50 and cloth at $0.66|- and demands such as to produee

equilibrium at these prices, the barter terms were IGL tires for

22.5 cloth. But with a more intense English demand for

tires, prices became $1.62^ and $0.58J respectively, and with

equilibrium at these prices, the barter terms are 10 tires for

approximately 27.9 cloth, a situation much more favorable

to the United States. A similar outcome could have been

obtained had we assumed, instead of an increase in English

demand, a shrinkage in American demand for cloth. • The
conclusion reached by Mill now becomes clear: The barter

terms of trade are determined by the relative demand of each

country for the other country’s products
;

further, the terms

will be more favorable the more intense is the foreign demand
for one’s own products, and the less intense one’s own demand
for foreign products. Such a favorable barter situation is

indicated by relatively high money incomes and relatively

high prices for the things one sells
; the cause is to be found

in the state of reciprocal international demands.

But relative intensity of demand does not tell the whole

story. Had we assumed the elasticity of American demand
as given (11,250,000 cloth at $0.66f, 14,000,000 at $0.58-J-),

but a more inelastic English demand (that is, had the quantity

of tires purchased declined less as price rose to $1.62^), then

American purchases of cloth would not have sufficed to pay

for English purchases of tires, and additional gold flows would

have been necessary, with a still higher price for tires and a

lower price for cloth. The final outcome would have been

still more favorable to Aijierican buyers, so far as their pur-

^chases of imports {i.e,, barter'terms of trade) were concerned.

On the other hand, had a more elastic English demand been

assumed, the'more rapid shrinkage of English takings of tires

as their price rose would have checked the gold flow sooner,

and produced equilibrium with the price of tires somewhat

below $1.62^ and the price of cloth somewhat above $0.58f.

Such results would clearly give less favorable barter terms to

the United States than the ones actually achieved.
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Furthermore, had we assumed the elasticity of English

dimand as given (6,000,000 tires at $1.50, 5,021,000 at

$J.62^),4)ut a more inelastic American demand (a less rapid

increase in cloth purchases as the price fell to $0.5SJ-), Ameri-

can takings of cloth would again not have sufficed to pay for

English purchases of tires. England would have had to send

us still more gold, with still higher incomes and prices in this

country, still lower in England. The final barter terms of

trade would again have been even more favorable to the

Unit^ States. But had a more elastic American demand
been assumed, our takings of cloth would have increased

as its price fell so as to neutralise the gold flow more quickly.

Equilibrium would have come about before the price of

tires reached $1.62J and before the price of cloth fell to

$0.58^. The barter terms would have been less favorable to

Americans.

Certain general but rather complex conclusions with regard

to elasticity of demand now emerge. When foreign demand
for one’s own products is increasing, or one’s own demand for

foreign products decreasing, inelasticity of both foreign and

domestic demand will produce more favorable barter terms

for the home country. But where foreign demand for one’s

own products is decreasing, or one’s own demand for foreign

products increasing, elasticity of both foreign and domestic

demand will result in more favorable barter terms for the

home country. If reciprocal demand conditions are stable,

and equilibrium exists, elasticities of demand do not matter

;

it is only when demands change that elasticities are called

into play. »

This concludes the classical analysis of international trade^^

as applied to greatly simplified conditions. To facilitate

summarisation of the theory up to this point, as well as to

avoid a possible misunderstanding, it will be well td introduce

a word here as to the relation between absolute and compara-

tive differences in cost. These two types of situation have,

in the preceding pages, been treated as separate and distinct

phenomena. They are not mutually .exclusive, however, but
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can perhaps best be thought of as two aspects of the same thing;

namely, all international comparisons of costs in which the

ratios of costs of two or more commodities diff^'. Th^t

absolute advantage is really only a special case of comparative

advantage may easily be shown. For if each of two countries

possesses an absolute advantage in the production of a given

commodity, it also possesses a comparative advantage in the

production of that commodity, relative to the other country.

Thus comparative advantage or comparative differences in

costs may be regarded as a broad category which includes

both those differences in costs which are merely comparative

(where one country possesses a superior but varying advantage

in the production of all commodities) and those differences in

costs which are absolute (where each country possesses a

superior advantage).

As a first step in summarising that portion of the classical

theory so far expounded, the doctrine of comparative cost or

advantage may now be stated in the following inclusive form

:

Any country will specialise in the production of those com-

modities in which its advantage is comparatively greatest or

its disadvantage least. This covers in a single statement both

types of situation described separately in the foregoing pages.

In this broad principle of comparative advantage is to be

found the basis for international specialisation and trade.

The limits to the possible barter terms of trade are determined

by the range of the differences in cost or efficiency. The
actual barter terms of trade are governed by reciprocal demand,

that is, by the demand of each country for the other country’s

products, having regard to both the volume and the elasticity

,of these demands. Since the barter terms of trade may be

relatively favorable or unfavorable to a country, it follows that

the advantage derived from international trade is likewise

decided by the state of reciprocal demand. Whatever the

final results,* the concrete form in which they eventuate is

certain levels of money incomes and prices, a relatively high

income and price level indicating favorable barter terms, and

vice versa. Chi?nges in demand conditions, and unstable
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situations generally, are adjusted through operation of the

ptice specie-flow mechanism, gold movements provoking

price and income changes until the exports and imports of

each country just balance.

THE GAINS FROM TRADE

Before advancing any farther with thg theoretical analysis,

it will be well to pause a moment to consider the nature of the

gain from international trade, a topic on which popular

writiflgs even of the present time exhibit many misconceptions.

Numerous articles appearing in our more widely read maga-

zines show a very considerable understanding of the techni-

calities of foreign trade — of the foreign exchanges, of the

complexities of international banking, even of the technique

of production — but little enough of what it is all for.

Readers are led to believe that because their country can

produce a commodity or a suitable substitute (for example,

synthetic rubber), therefore it should produce it. The virtue

of self-sufficiency in certain products is exalted into a worship

of self-sufficiency in general, with a reckless disregard of the

costs. International trade is treated as a mere casual outlet

for goods of which we produce a temporary surplus, an outlet

which could well be dispensed with in a better-ordered

economy. No great effort of tliought is needed to show that

this view is based on a complete misunderstanding of the

nature of trade. Exchange of goods is but a necessary

corollary of the division of labor and the specialisation of

tasks to particular aptitudes and resources, practices which

modern productive methods embody to the wth degree. If

we want to secure the immense benefits of specialisation, we*

must be willing to trade the products of one spccjalised group

for the products of other specialised groups of producers.

This is indisputable. And international trade is in no essen-

tial different from domestic trade; it rests upon the same

foundation — the division of labor ;
it produces the same

results— a more intelligent use of our productive resources,

a larger national* income. If our foreign trade is based on
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absolute differences in costs, this means but one things we
allow others to produce those things which they can produtc

better than we, and buy them with the products ofrour own
efficiency. If the basis of trade is to be found in comparative

cost differences, it implies but this : we concentrate our efforts

where they are relatively most efficient, while others do like-

wise. The outcome^ is the same in both instances— a more

productive utilisation of labor, capital, and natural resources,

a larger real income for all concerned.

The exact nature of the benefit from trade founded on
absolute differences in cost is not difficult to comprehend. If

with 10 days of labor the United States can produce 20 units

of wheat or 10 units of coffee, while Brazil can obtain 10 units

of wheat or 20 units of coffee, exchange of products is cer-

tain to bring to each country a greater total return than

could be secured by each alone. Suppose the principle of self-

sufficiency were followed, with each nation devoting half its

efforts to the production of wheat, half to the production of

coffee. Then for an outlay of ten days of labor thus evenly

divided, the results would be as follows

:

Real Income from 10 Days Labor

U, S. Brazil

Wheat ... 10 5

Coffee .... 5 10

With trade, however, assuming 10 wheat exchange for 10

coffee (that is, reciprocal demand such that the gain is

divided equally), the results would be:

Real Incomejrom 10 Days Labor

U. S. Brazil

Wheat * ... 10 10

Coffee .... 10 10

The United States has gained 5 units of coffee, Brazil 5 units

of wheat.

The benefits from trade resting on comparative differences

ir^ cost are parallel. Using the illustration on page 45, it

appears that wi/h an outlay of 1 0 days of labbr equally divided
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between the two products, tires and cloth, real income in

conditions of isolation would be

:

Retd Incomejrom IQl Days Labor

U. S, England

Tires .... 10 5

Cloth .... 20 15

If free trade is permitted, however, then»with barter terms of

10 tires for 25 cloth (again dividing the gain equally), the

total returns to each nation are greater.

Real IncomeJrom 10 Days Labor

U. S. England

Tires .... 10 6

Cloth .... 25 15

The United States gains 5 units of cloth, England 1 tire.*

With terms of trade more favorable to England, she would

gain more tires, we less cloth; with terms more favorable

to the United States, the opposite would be true. Yet in

either case, gain there would be. Increased yield from pro-

ductive efforts is the inevitable outcome of applying those

efforts where they are more effective. Of course, English

workers would presumably be better off economically were

they to move to the United States. Since difficulties stand in

^ In this illustration, we arc concerned with the real income resulting from

a common outlay of labor in each of the two countries. Therefore, only the

outcome of the trading process is shown. Misunderstanding will be avoided

if the method by which those results are achieved is explicitly stated.

In the comparative cost illustration on which our calculations are based,

with 10 days of labor the U. S. can produce 20 tires or 40 units of cloth, England
can produce 1 0 tires or 30 cloth. The range of possible barter terms of trade is

between 20 and 30 units of cloth for 10 tires. ,Equal division of the gain from

trade clearly occurs at 10 tires for 25 cloth. This ratio of exchange we assume

to be established. ^

Let us assume the U. S. devotes 5 days labor to producing 10 tires for domestic

consumption, 5 days to producing 10 tires for export, with w^ch it acquires

25 units of cloth. The total amount of English labor, specialising in the manu-
facture of cloth, required to provide the same real income (10 tires ^d 25 cloth)

will be I6f days. Half this labor, oi 8 j days, will produce 25^cloth for export

to the U. S. in exchange for 10 tires, the other half will produce 25 cloth for

domestic use. To find what a total of 10 days of English labor will produce,

in comparison with a similar quantity of American labor, the amount of tires

and of cloth must each^ be reduced in the ratio of 5 to 8i, which gives us 6 tifes

and 15 doth. • •
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the way of such migration, relative differences in costs furnish

the basis for a trade profitable to both countries.

REFINEMENTS AND qUA LIFIG ATI ONS

We may now proceed to trace the steps by which the bald

doctrines of the previous pages, valid only for a rigourously

simplified and unreal world, have been gradually refined,

elaborated, and qualified in an attempt to fit them to the

complex realities of international trade.

(a) Domestic versus International Goods, — In the foregoing

analysis, commodities have been treated as if they were

universally the objects of international trade. Each country

was regarded as producing only those things in which it

possessed an absolute or a comparative advantage, exchanging

them for products produced under similar conditions abroad.

Prices were found to be identical in all markets (since trans-

portation charges were ignored), though wage levels were seen

to differ from country to country, their divergence being

determined by relative advantage in production and the state

of reciprocal demand. Not all commodities, however, enter

into international trade. Many, probably most, goods arc

both produced and consumed at home. What determines

the prices of such domestic, as distinguished from inter-

national, products?

The answer is very simple. Whatever the level of wages

in a country, its domestic commodities will be relatively low

in price wherever labor is used cfT('ctivcly, relatively high in

price where labor is used ineffectively. If wages in country A
arc twice as high as in country B, A’s home products will be

^comparatively low in price wherever her labor is more than

twice as effective as B’s, relatively high in price wherever her

labor is less than twice as effective. Emphatically, high

wages need not mean high prices. This is equally true of

domestic and international goods.

(b) Money Wages and Real Wages in Different Countries. —
It has already been made clear that so far as a nation’s export

industries are i:oncerqed, these industries* can maintain a
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relatively high money wage level only if they occupy a position

of absolute or comparative advantage. Moreover, the maxi-

mum divergence of wages is limited by the ratio of advantage

in the industry of greatest effectiveness. In our earlier

illustration, American labor efficiency relative to English was

in the tire industry as 2 to 1, in the cloth industry as 4 to 3.

If these data are representative of the export industries in the

two countries, then in those occupations American workers

will receive somewhere between twice and four thirds the pay

of Eh^lish workmen. The actual relative level of money wages

will depend on the conditions of international demand.

So much for the wage situation in the export industries.

What of the level of money wages in industry as a whole?

What is the bearing of domestic industries on this problem?

Let us continue our discussion in terms of the tire-cloth illus-

tration, and begin by making an extreme assumption. Sup-

pose that certain industries in the United States producing for

the domestic market alone arc tlirce times as effective as similar

industries in England, and that employers in these industries

offer wages three times those paid in England. Suppose

further that their competition for labor drives wages in the

export industries up to the same level. Under such condi-

tions, American tire costs will rise to such a height that their

manufacture can no longer be undertaken — both tires and

cloth will be imported from England. The stage is now set

for the operation of the price specie-flow mechanism. Hav-

ing, presumably, no other means of paying for our imports, we
are forced to ship gold. Prices and wages fall generally in the

United States, rise generally in England. This process will

continue until checked by the fall of wages to such a level that i

tires, instead of gold, can move to England in full payment

for our cloth imports. This means that the gold movements

will not stop until the wages paid our tire workers are some-

thing less than twice the level of English wages. • Finally, the

fall in American wages will be general, not limited to export

lines alone, since the effects of a reduction in the supply pf

money spread throughout the whole economy.
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Thus international trade provides direct lines of connection

between the money wage levels of the different countries ‘of

the world. Prices of exports must be low enough to penqit

exportation. This implies export wages confined within the

limits set by ratios of cost or advantage. Moreover, com-

petition of the export industries for labor insures that wages

in domestic industrios will be equally high, else workmen will

turn for employment to the export lines. Finally, the wage

level in domestic industries cannot be higher than that obtain-

ing among producers of exports, for that would compePa rise

of export wages to an impossibly high range, thereby bringing

into operation, through the monetary mechanism, a general

readjustment downward of all prices and wages until these

were consonant with international equilibrium.* The wage

pace is set by the export industries
;

others must follow.

What determines this pace has already been discussed.

Limits are imposed by cost ratios
; within these limits, recip-

rocal demand is the determining factor. A country will have

a high wage level if it possesses an outstanding comparative

advantage and if the demand for its exports is strong, its

demand for imports relatively weak.

But what of that more important type of income, real wages?

Does a high money income imply an equally high goods

income? So far as imported and exported products are

concerned, high money wages are advantageous, for a larger

volume of purchasing power is directed against commodities

which are low in price for the same reason that the money
wages in question are high. Concerning domestic products,

however, no generalisation can be made. Real wages will

• be high in terms of thes^ goods just so far as the effectiveness

of labor devoted to their production is great, low so far as that

*Wc are still adhering to the assumption of perfect competition within

a nation’s borch^rs. Of course, if friction is considerable, wages in different

industries for the same kind of labor may vary greatly. It might appear, how-

ever, that even with perfect labor competition, effective domestic industries

might maintain wages in the export industries at a level very close to the upper

lii^t permitted by the cost ratios. This is to overlook thp function of reciprocal

demand in detennitiing wha^ actual level can be maintained.
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effectiveness is small. The road to a high standard of living

tKhs lies in the direction of promoting freer international

trade, sonhat we may procure a larger volume of those com-

modities that can be produced cheaper abroad than at home,

and in reducing the costs of domestic goods by stimulating

efficiency.

(c) Non-Competing Groups. — In all thg preceding analysis,

while wages were seen to differ between countries, it was

assumed that they were identical throughout the various

industries of a single country. Clearly, however, this assump-

tion is in direct contradiction to obvious economic facts.

Wages are by no means uniform from industry to industry

even for the same grade of labor. The assumed perfect

mobility of labor simply does not exist; impediments of

various sorts prevent the free movement of workers from

industry to industry that is required to equalise wages. In-

stead, we find non-competing groups of labor scattered about

the industrial landscape, with wages either higher or lower

than those commonly paid. It consequently becomes neces-

sary to abolish the unwarranted assumption and to amend the

theory by means of some adequate qualification.

Because of the presumed identity of wages throughout in-

dustry, it was possible to treat money costs per unit of product

as directly proportional to labor costs per unit. If 10 days

of labor in the United States would produce 20 tires or 40

cloth, then unit labor costs would be \ day for tires, J day for

cloth. At a common wage of $3.00 a day, unit money costs

would then be $1.50 for tires, $0.75 for cloth. If, however,

wages in the tire industry were abnormally low, say $1.50 a

day, then although unit labor costs are twice as great for tires
,

as for cloth, the money cost would be the same, $0.75. Now
since money prices are the immediate deternunant of the

place and person favored with the purchase of goods, the

course of international trade might be vitally affected by such

wage discrepancies.

To examine their possible effects, let us consider a situation

ofequal differences in cost, where trade, is ex hypothesi ruled out.
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and see what results follow from the introduction of non-

competing groups. It will be recalled that when the expo^rt

industries of two countries are characterised by equal differ-

ences in cost, wages tend to differ in a ratio equivalent to the

cost ratio. Our earlier illustration (p. 44) might become

stable with figures somewhat as follows

:

c* Tires Cloth

Labor

Cost

Daily

IVages

Total

Wages

Output Unit

Cost

Output Unit

Cost

u. s. . .. . 10 $4.00 $40 20 $2.00 40 $1.00

England , . 10 $2.00 $20 10 $2.00 20 • $1.00

American productive efficiency is double the English for both

the industries considered. Wages arc likewise double, and

prices are naturally identical in both countries. Now assume

that labor in the English cloth industry is a submerged group

receiving wages only half those paid in other lines.

7/r<?r Cloth

Labor Daily Total Output Unit Daily Total Output Unit

Cost IVaises Wages Cost Usages Wages Cost

U. S. ... 10 S4.00 $40 20 $2.00 $4.00 $40 40 $1.00

England . . 10 $2.00 $20 10 $2.00 $1.00 $10 20 $0.50

England is now enabled to produce cloth more cheaply than

the United States. Cloth v/ill move to America, gold to

England, until the familiar price and wage adjustments arc

sufficient to bring equilibrium. The following outcome may
be taken as representative

:

1 ires Cloth

Labor Daily Total Output Unit Daily Tatai Output Unit

Cost Wages Wages Cost Wages Wager Cost

u. s. . . . 10 $3.50 $35 20 $1.75 $3.50 $35 40 $0.87 i
England . . 10 $2.50 $25 10 $2.50 $1.50 $15 20 $0.75

I Wages have risen in England, fallen in the United States, so

that the United States now has a price advantage in tires.

The rise of wages of the non-competing group in England

has not been sufficient, however, to raise the cost of cloth

to the level obtaining in the United States. Trade will con-

tinue, American tires being exchanged for English cloth

The results arc the same as if the United States had possessed

a superior advantage jn the production of*tires, England an
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inferior disadvantage in the production of cloth. Apparently

otlier causes than a simple absolute or comparative advantage

may furifish a solid basis for trade.

In the above discussion, the part played by non-competing

groups of labor has been deliberately simplified. The English

cloth industry was regarded as employing only the members
of a submerged class of workers. In actuiil fact, each industry

employs many different kinds of labor, among which there

may be one or more non-competing groups of workers,

receiving cither higher or lower wages than those ruling in

industry at large for the comparable grade. A sort of

hierarchy of labor pervades the industrial scene, varying from

country to country and from industry to industry. It would

be possible to take account of this diversity in a numerical

illustration, but it is clear that it would merely complicate

matters, not change them in their essentials. If a particular

industry employs an unusually large proportion of abnormally

low-paid workers, or if it draws upon an unusually large

number of low-paid groups, this fact may be sufficient to give

it the equivalent of a comparative advantage in production.^

The question now remains, how important is the qualifica-

tion that must obviously be introduced into the clear and

simple doctrine of comparative costs? Professor Taussig, who
has probably devoted more attention to this subject than any

other writer, states both question and answer.
.
He says

:

Are we to conclude that the more simple analysis with which

we started, resiing on the assumptions of homogeneity in labor

groups and uniformity in w'ages, becomes quite inapplicable

where there are heterogeneous soci^fl and industrial conditions

and wide diversities of wages in any one country? . . . The^
general conclusion ... is that the existence of non-competing

groups within a country affects international traSe only so far

as the situation is peculiar to that country. If thc^groups are

in the same relative positions in the exchanging countries as

regards wages — if the hierarchy, so to speak, is arranged on

' If “high-paid” were substituted for “low-paid,” the industry would obvi-

ously be put in a position equivalent to that of a comparative disadvantag<^ in

production, • •
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the same plan in each— trade takes place exactly as if it were
governed by the strict and simple principle of comparative coto.

The answer . . . depends not so much on the existence of non-

competing groups in the several countries as on the similarity

or dissimilarity of their make-up. Their bearing on international

trade depends on whether they are of the same sort or of different

sorts in the trading countries. Now, in the occidental countries

— those of advani^pd civilisation in the Western world— as

a rule the stratification of industrial groups proceeds on the

same lines, and it is between these countries that the principle

of comparative costs is presumably of greatest importance . . .

in the Western countries, to repeat, we find roughly the same
social and industrial layers. The unskilled, by far the most

numerous, get the lowest wages
;
the mechanics and well-trained

stand distinctly higher; and so upward. This being the case,

the differences in money costs between the countries are mainly

determined by differences in labor costs; even tho within each

country this factor may be profoundly modified.^

The position of followers of Ricardo and Mill, represented

by Professor Taussig, is clear and definite. The doctrine of

comparative costs is still valid. Only so far as the hierarchy

of non-competing groups varies from country to country is it

necessary to introduce another governing principle into the

explanation of international trade. And in actual fact, the

new principle is of only minor importance, since we may
regard the Western countries as possessing a similar industrial

stratification (while the trade between tropical and temperate

regions is mainly based on absolute cost differences).

That he regards a varying labor stratification as having

some bearing on the course of foreign trade, Professor Taussig

indicates in citing the .German chemical industry and the

, American iron industry (prior to 1914). In the former,

employers were able to secure chemists, chemist’s assistants,

and other types of highly-skilled workers at abnormally low

rates of pay, while in the latter, an unusually large supply of

unskilled labor reduced its wage level to an extraordinary

degree. To a considerable extent, the ability of both indus-

tries to export rested upon these facts.

^F. W. International Trade, pp. 47-48, 55-56.
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(d) Capital Charges.— Let us now xnodify still further our

firk simple assumptions, and take one step more in the

direction* of reality by introducing the complication arising

from the use of capital. Hitherto, labor has been regarded

as the sole factor involved in production, the wages bill as

comprising all money costs. (All necessary labor has been

implicitly included, that devoted to producing raw materials

as well as fabricating the finished product.) Yet interest on

capital is equally an expense, capable, where heavy fixed

investinent is required, of dominating money costs. This

important new element would seem to demand further

amendment of the original theory.

If both interest rates and the proportion of capital to labor

in each industry were the same throughout the world, the

mere existence of an interest charge could have no influence

on international trade. All prices would simply be boosted

by a given percentage. Nor would any permanent effect

appear even if interest rates or the capital-labor proportion

varied from country to country, provided these differences

applied to all commodities alike. For this would merely

raise the money costs of a country with heavy capital charges

by a given degree throughout, a result identical in effect to the

reduction of that country’s ratios of labor effectiveness. Only

when the burden of interest charges bears differently on the

different commodities in different countries does it have to be

taken into account as a factor influencing trade movements.

Just what part is played by varying interest charges can

best be made clear by an example. Let us use again the

illustration of equal differences in cost (page 58), adding to

the costs of production of cloth a capital charge which is ,

relatively higher in the United States, while continuing to

assume that wages represent all costs in the tire industry.

This amounts to stipulating that the cloth indvistry is a

relatively large user of capital. Suppose the rate of interest

in the United States is 6%, in England, 3%, but that the

relative use made of labor and of capital in the production

of cloth is the same— say $100 of .capital, equipment is
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used for every SIO outlay on wages in both countries. Cost

figures then become

:

Tires Cloth

Labor Daily Total Out- Unit Daily Total Total Out- Unit
Cost Wages Wages pul Cost Wages Wages Interest Cost Cost put Cost

U. S. . 10 $4 uo 20 $2 $4 $40 $400 (a] 6% $24 $64 40 $1.60

England 10 $2 m 10 $2 $2 $20 $200 Cai 3% $ 6 $26 20 $1.30

The price of cloth is now lower in England, owing to the

smaller burden of interest charges. The price specif-flow

mechanism is called into operation; in the end, equilibrium

would be established with wages and prices somewhat lower

in the United States, somewhat higher in England. A price

advantage in cloth would presumably remain with England,

a price advantage in tires would go to the United States, and

trade would continue in those commodities. A non-trading

situation is changed into a trading situation, all because of the

interest factor. A relative difference in the incidence of

capital charges in the two countries replaces comparative

differences in cost as a cause of trade. For goods made with

much capital, a low rate of interest tends to give a country the

equivalent of a comparative advantage.

As to the quantitative importance of this theoretical amend-

ment, the consensus of opinion among followers of the classical

economists seems to be that it is not great. As Professor

Taussig points out, its range of influence is limited to special

circumstances; not only must interest rates vary, but the

relative use of capital must likewise be different.

High or low interest dges not in itself act as an independent

factor
;

it exercises an influence of its own only so far as it enters

to greater degree in one* commodity than another.

Moreover, Professor Taussig feels that variations in interest

rates, at least between western countries, are not of sufficient

magnitude to be significant.

. . . since, as a matter of fact, the differences in the interest rate

, between countries are not considerable, we are justified in con-

cluding that .this elecnent in the economic* situation, like the
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element of persisting differences in wages to different workers,

tloes not lead to a radical modification of our first conclusions.^

Another aspect of the use of capital involves, if we are to be

accurate, a reformulation of the labor costs in our illustrations.

Capital is used in conjunction with labor
;
but it represents,

since it is itself a product of labor, a more roundabout and

indirect application of that labor. Production requires not

just current labor, but current labor combined with past labor.

Furtht^rmore, these roundabout or capitalistic methods are

more productive than direct methods. Hence our figures of

labor cost should be, for a given output, not merely 10 days

of labor, but a somewhat smaller total compounded of current

and past labor — say 3 days current and 5 days past.

While this added complication requires no alteration of

the theory of international trade, it has a significant bearing.

For it indicates an important cause of variations in compara-

tive advantage. Not only do capitalistic methods increase

the effectiveness of labor, but these methods are themselves

applied with varying degrees of effectiveness in different

industries and in different countries. Consequently, those

commodities in the production of which a country can use

tools and machines better than can other countries will tend

to be exported
;

their labor costs will be relatively low because

labor is more effectively applied there than elsewhere. Such

efficient utilisation of roundabout methods is an important

factor underlying American exports of automobiles and type^

writers, English exports of textiles and ships, and German
exports of chemicals and electrical cejuipment.

(c) Varying Costs. — Let us now drop the assumption that

unit cost remains the same no matter what the volume of

production. If commodities are produced, as in fttet they are,

under conditions of increasing and perhaps also of decreasing

cost, what consequences does this involve for thepry?

If unit costs increase as the scale of output of an entire

industry is enlarged (owing to the pressure of diminishing

^ F, W. Taussig, op. cit., pp, 67-68.
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returns), the effectiveness of labor must be declining. A
country specialising in such an increasing-cost good will fihd

its comparative advantage becoming smaller and smaller, as

the output of this commodity increases. Hence it will be able

to offer less and less of this product in exchange for the exports

of other countries. The range of the possible barter terms

of trade will be steadily narrowed.

If, on the other hand, unit costs fall as output is increased,

the terms of trade will be widened as demand for these

products grows. For falling unit costs represent an increasing

comparative advantage, a rising effectiveness of labor. A
country specialising on a decreasing-cost commodity will be

able to offer more and more of this product in trade as the

growing scale of production lowers costs.

Relaxation of the original constant-cost assumption requires

no amendment or qualification of the basic theory, but does

make necessary a more elaborate statement. Increasing and

decreasing costs indicate a falling or rising comparative

advantage ; they imply further a narrowing or a widening of

the jjossible barter terms of trade.

A further peculiar consequence of diminishing returns is

of considerable importance. The entire supply of goods

produced at increasing cost will seldom be drawn from the

most favored producing locality, even though its comparative

advantage be great; some portion of the output will be

produced locally over a wide area. Thus, though Great

Britain secures most of its wheat from the low-cost countries

of the new world, nonetheless a not inconsiderable amount of

wheat continues to be raised in the British Isles. This result

springs from the fact that land (to continue our agricultural

illustration) is not all of equal fertility. While Canadian

wheat costs are low, and any attempt to meet British require-

ments entirely from domestic production would raise costs

to an inordinate height, yet there are some British acres on
which wheat can be produced at costs as low as in Canada.

Hence the scattered production of wheat, even in the face of

great international specialisation. As tHe fwices of such
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increasing-cost products rise, localised production will ex-

pahd, and because of the increasing donand for land, local

rents will tend to rise. The opposite results will follow a fall

in their prices.

(f) Numerous Commodities.— In all the preceding discussion,

trade has been treated as if it were confined to two commodities

and to two countries, each country specialising upon and

exporting one product. In the real world, however, there are

many trading nations, and innumerable goods cross national

boundaries. Let us now relax these conditions, first by

introducing additional commodities produced under varying

degrees of compcirative advantage.

Let us return to the simplest conditions, considering only

labor cost, and suppose that the United States and Japan
are both capable of producing glass, steel, and silk, the

former country having a comparative advantage in all three

commodities, though of different degree for each. Suppose

further that wages are set— by the play of international

demand— at $3.00 a day in the United States, at $1.00 a day

in Japan. The following figures illustrate such a situation

:

Glass Steel Silk

Labor Daily Total Output Unit Output Unit Output Unit

Cost Wages Wages Cost Cost Cost

U. S. ... 10 $3.00 $30 10 $3.00 10 $3.00 10 $3.00

Japan ... 10 $1.00 $10 2 $5.00 3 $3.33 8 $1.25

With these assumed data, the cost of glass and steel is lowest

in the United States, of silk in Japan. Glass and steel will

then move from the United States to Japan, in exchange for

Japanese silk, the quantities involved being presumed to be

such as to bring about a balance of international payments.

Had we begun, however, with ^ state of international

demand sufficient only to maintain a wage level of^0.75 a day

in Japan (a situation less favorable to Japan), the results

would have been as follows

;

Glass Steel Silk

Labor Daily Total Output Unit Output Unit Output Unit

Cost Wages Wages Cost Cost Cost

U. S. . . 10 $3.00 $30.00 10 $3.00 10 $3.00 10 $3.00

Japan . . 10 $0.75 $ 7.50 2 $3.25 . 3 $^50 8 $0.93|
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The United States can still undersell Japan in glass but no

longer in steel, for American labor efficiency in steel is only a

little over three times as great as Japanese while wages are

four times as high. Steel and silk are now both produced in

Japan, glass alone in the United States.

One other alternative with regard to international special-

isation remains. I^ international demands are somewhat

more favorable to Japan than in the last illustration, though

not quite as favorable as in the first, so that a Japanese wage

level of $0.90 per day is set, the situation becomes :
•

Glass Steel Silk

Labor

Cost

Daily

Wages

Total

Wages
Output Vmt

Cost

Output Unit

Cost

Output Unit

Cost

u. s. . . 10 $3.00 $30.00 10 $3.00 10 $3.00 10 $3.00

Japan . . 10 $0.90 $ 9.00 2 $4.50 3 $3.00 8 $1.12i

The cost of glass continues to remain lowest in the United

States, of silk in Japan, while the cost of steel is identical in

the two countries. Glass and silk will move in payment for

one another
;

steel will be produced for domestic consumption

in both nations.

The conclusions to be drawn from these illustrations seem

obvious. The principle of comparative advantage still holds

;

each country produces that commodity in which it has the

greatest advantage or the least disadvantage. As regards

intermediate commodities, the outcome is uncertain
;
which

country produces these depends on conditions of reciprocal

demand.^

The number of commodities could easily be increased from

three to any given totah We could then list these commod-

$ ities in order, according to the degree of comparative advan-

' The arguftient with regard to the connection between reciprocal demand
and wage levels is not reproduced here

;
the forgetful reader may be referred

to pp. 47, 48, and 49. It would, of coui’se, be possible to attack the problem

directly, in terms of ratios of advantage and barter terms of trade. In order

to economise space, this has not been done. The interested reader could work

this out for himself, using the output figures above, and calculating the various

possible barter terms of trade in accord with the assumptions he makes relative

tf reciprocal demand. For such an analysis, sec Taussig’s International Trade,

Chapter 9. r .
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tage obtaining in their production in one of the two countries

whose costs were being compared. A full list would begin

with the highest comparative advantage for the country in

question, run through a constantly diminishing scale of

comparative advantage until the comparative disadvantage

became also an absolute disadvantage, with the ratio of

advantage being equal for some one or more commodities

in between the two extremes. The following abbreviated

schedule may be taken as representative

:

A B G D E F

Country I .... 10 10 10 10 9 7

Country II .... 2 3 8 10 10 10

Those commodities at the top of the list for Country I

(commodities A and B) would in all likelihood always be

produced there, those at the bottom of the list (commodities

E and F) in Country II. For Country I, the comparative

advantage of producing A and B, relative to all other prod-

ucts, is greatest, while for Country II, the comparative

advantage in producing E and F is greatest. It also happens

to be true that in the production of A and B relative to E
and F, Country I has an absolute advantage, while in the

production of E and F relative to A, B, and C, Country II

has an absolute advantage. Looking at the matter from

the point of view of all the commodities involved, how^ever,

it is obvious that absolute advantage is simply an excep-

tionally large comparative advantage.

Whether C or D — or for that matter, under certain condi-

tions, B or E — will be produced in Country I or Country II

depends upon the state of reciprocal. demand. The precise

commodity dividing the list into top and bottom, or into

exports and imports, will vary with the shifts in international

demands (and, of course, with changes in conditions of pro-

duction). The simple doctrine of comparative gfdvantage

still holds good ;
the only amendment required is to admit

reciprocal demand to the role of determining, not only the

actual barter terms of trade, but also which country will

produce certain commodities lying in an intermediate zone.
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(g) Numerous Countries. — Now let us examine briefly the

consequences of introducing more than two countries with

varying cost ratios. Revert to our original simple assump-

tions, considering only labor costs with respect to two com-

modities. Suppose that in three, countries, the United States,

England, and Germany, the comparative advantage set-up

for tires and cloth lakes the following form

:

Labor Tire Cloth

Cost Output Output

United States . . . . 10 20 40

England . . . . . 10 10 30

Germany . . . . . 10 10 25

As before, tires may move from the United States in exchange

for English cloth, within a range of possible barter terms of

trade of 10 tires for 21 to 29 cloth. If the barter terms lie

within the range of 10 tires for 21 to 24 cloth, the United

States will presumably buy some of its cloth from Germany,

sending tires in payment. If, on the other hand, the terms

fall within the upper range of 10 tires for 26 to 29 cloth, it

will be to Germany’s advantage to produce not cloth but

tires, obtaining with this product the cloth she needs from

England. Yet another outcome is possible: if the actual

terms of trade are exactly 10 tires for 25 cloth, Germany
will be effectually excluded from trade, and will produce

both commodities for herself. In any event, the United

States will produce tires, England cloth. But as regards

the third country, Germany, three possibilities emerge: she

may produce cloth, sending it (together with England) in

exchange for American tires; she may produce tires, ex-

changing them (in common with the United States) for Eng-

lish cloth, or she may rhanufacture both products herself.

Which o'! the three possible alternatives becomes the actual

appears to depend upon the precise barter terms arrived at,

while these in turn are determined by the relative strength

of international demands. The answer to the problem, what

will be the channels of active trade where more than two

countries are concerned, turns out to be the same as with
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multiple commodities: reciprocal demand is the deciding

factor. The results will be worked out, also, in an identical

imginer : through the impact of international demands upon
wages and prices in the various countries. When the demand
for tires is strong, that for cloth weak, wages in both the

potential tire-producing countries (the United States and

Germany) will be high relative to wage# in England, and

Germany as well as the United States will manufacture tires

in exchange for English cloth. When, however, the demand
is stroilg for cloth and weak for tires, wages in the two po-

tential cloth-producing countries (England and Germany)
will be high relative to wages in the United States ; then both

England and Germany will send cloth to the United States

for tires. With a special intermediate demand situation,

Germany will be excluded from international trade. ^

(h) Further Qualifications. — The more important qualifi-

cations required to make the classical theory of international

trade correspond more closely with reality have now been

considered. Not all the original simplifications, however,

have been covered in the discussion. For the sake of con-

sistency and thoroughness, let us briefly examine those

omitted.

Transportation charges are of considerable quantitative

importance, yet their direct eflFect upon the traffic in goods

is limited. Some commodities are, because of costs of

carriage, excluded from international trade altogether. In

this category would fall all those articles for which differences

in production costs were less than transport charges. As

regards traded goods, the volume of international shipments

will be somewhat restricted, owing to the inclusion in their

' Further complications lurk under the surface. In the abo^e illustration,

with a strong tire demand, for Germany to be able to compete wijh the U. S.

in the sale of tires in England, wages in that country must be just h^f American
wages, to offset her relative inefficiency. With a strong cloth de^pand, German
wages must be just five-sixths of English wages, for a similar reason. Equi-

librium, it will be noted, can exist only with these precise wage ratios, so long

as labor effectiveness is as given. In the intermediate case, German wages

must be half of American wages and, at the same time, five'-sixths of English

wages: • •
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prices of this additional cost item. In the language of baiter

terms of trade these terms will be confined within narrotvcr

limits.

If instead of free trade, tariff barriers are assumed to exist,

these will have effects similar to transportation charges.

The imposition of a tariff reduces the volume of international

trade and therewith the benefits derived from international

specialisation. Moreover, the higher the tariff is raised,

the narrower becomes the range within which the barter

terms of trade are confined.

The question of the internal mobility and the external

immobility of the factors of production has been examined
from but one angle, the lack of free movement between non-

competing labor groups. But capital and business ability

likewise flow into the various industries of a country with

varying degrees of freedom, while perfect immobility of the

factors by no means characterises the international situation.

The more these assumptions have to be relaxed, the more
nearly will the conditions of international and of domestic

trade resemble one another, with parallel results for theory.

“With the exception of non-competing groups, writers in the

classical tradition have given very little attention to this

problem. Mainly for this reason, it is merely mentioned

here. The question will be more fully discussed in the

critical chapter to follow.

Finally, because this chapter has been primarily concerned

with an explanation of goods movements rather than with

the monetary mechanisms of adjustment, the violently un-

realistic assumptions of a universal gold money and a rigid

quantity theory will also' be left untouched. They were
introduced, principally to avoid complicating the analysis

of trade with an elaborate adjustment mechanism. Their

truth or falsity is of less moment to the theory under discussion

than the other assumptions. The problems involved can be

more suitably considered when we come to the related but

distinct subject of the monetary aspects of international

conunerce. At that, point also we can more conveniently
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take into account the invisible itfems which have so far received

only casual mention, as well as make some allowances, at

leqst, for the fact that the actual world is one characterised

not by all-pervading equilibrium but by large and recurrent

fluctuations of economic activity.

SUMMARY
•

It is now possible to attempt to see as a whole the rather

complex structure that has been reared. At the outset two

principal questions demanding solution were posed
: (1 ) What

commodities will move in international trade, and why?

(2) What governs the terms on which these commodities

will exchange, in settled equilibrium conditions? Still a

third, though for the time being, a subordinate question, was

raised
; (3) How are disturbances of equilibrium adjusted?

Under the simplest of assumed conditions, and considering

only two countries and two commodities at a time, definite

answers were reached. (1) Each country will produce and

export that product in which it has either an absolute or a

comparative difference in (labor) cost or advantage. (2) The
possible terms of barter exchange fall within a range deter-

mined by cost ratios in the two countries ; the actual barter

terms of trade are governed by the volume and elasticity

of international demands. (3) The mechanism by which

stable trade conditions are arrived at, or by which departures

from equilibrium are corrected, is the familiar one of price

specie-flow; through its operation, levels of incomes and

prices are established which are suited to the underlying

cost conditions.

But these answers were merely a first approximation, valid

only for an over-simplified hypothetical situarion. One
by one, each assumption had to be examined, and where

necessary discarded or disqualified, the theory then being

altered to accord with the changed assumptions. • The result

was a series of qualifications and elaborations of the basic

theory outlined above. Ignoring mere elaboration, thf

significant amendments found to be required vvgere as follows

:
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(1) So far as non-competing||(roup3 are different in nature

or in relative importance from country to country, they niust

be considered equivalent to comparative advantage as a

cause of trade. Such heterogeneity in the structure of labor

is to be regarded as exceptional, however, in the western

world. (2) Capital charges likewise may take the place of

comparative advantage, to the extent to which they constitute

a different proportion of the total cost of different commodities

in different countries. This disturbing factor, too, is treated

as an exception. (3) The presence of increasing or diminish-

ing returns merely involves a variation downward or upward

in the international cost ratios. (4) When numerous com-

modities, produced at varying degrees of comparative advan-

tage, are considered, it appears that the borderline between

effective comparative advantage or disadvantage is regulated

by reciprocal demand. (5) As between numerous countries

with different cost ratios, it appears that reciprocal demand
also determines where the production of each commodity

will take place.
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CHAPTER IV

CRITICISMS OP THE CLASSICAL APPROACH

The classical theory of international trade speaks with

the dominant voice of authority. From the publica-

tion of Ricardo’s Principles down to the present day,

the principle of comparative cost— elaborated, qualified,

and supplemented by a long series of writers— has formed

the core of the only generally accepted explanation of inter-

national trade. In the English-speaking countries, adherence

to the classical doctrines has been almost a prerequisite to

the title of economist, and while in Europe acceptance of

these principles has been less widespread, even there no

alternative analysis has attracted a comparable number of

followers. Translated into the language of textbooks, the

ideas of Ricardo and Mill have been passed on to thousands

of students as final verities, as indisputable as the law of

diminishing returns or the advantages of the division of labor.

Yet the theoretical structure rests upon exceedingly shaky

foundations, foundations, moreover, which are essentially

inconsistent with other important aspects of classical economic

thought. It will be the task of this chapter to undertake a

systematic statement of the more significant criticisms which

have been directed against the classical theory of international

trade. .

Because the views to which we have devoted so much space

have enjoyed a position of preeminence, it would-be wrong
to conclude that critics have only recently, in a period of

general self-analysis and criticism, raised their voices in

protest. Continental writers early (Cournot, 1838) stated

cogent objections tjo the orthodox system ; at their hands the

literature of dissent has assumed conriderabte proportions.

73
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Challenges from English eddnomists began to appear in

the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Of most of these

earlier criticisms, however, it may be said that they were

concerned with specific points, often with matters of technical

detail. In recent years, not only has the attack increased

in volume— it has broadened its front as well, being now
interested primarily in the validity of the whole classical

approach. We may now proceed to consider the arguments

of the critics. No historical survey will be attempted — we
shall merely give a resume of the more fundamental objections.

Perhaps the most vital criticism is one directed against

the assumption with which all statements in the classical

tradition begin— the assumption of a labor-cost theory of

value to explain the domestic exchange of goods. Com-
mencing with the supposition that commodities exchange

within a country on the basis of their labor costs of production,

the classical analysis recognizes that the international im-

mobility of the productive factors requires the introduction

of a different principle to explain trade between different

countries. Such a principle is found in the comparative labor

costs of producing the various articles of trade.

In the explanation of relative values within a country,

however, the labor-cost theory was long ago given up. The
existence of non-competing groups of labor, contributing to

the value of the product in proportions quite different from

their contributions in terms of labor time, alone compelled

recognition of the inadequacy of a theory explaining value

by quantities of labor effort. Equally foredoomed was any

attempt to analyse value by a broader real-cost approach,

including with labor the costs of capital (waiting) and of

enterprise /risk). For this would entail adding together the

cost contributions, not only of qualitatively different grades

of labor, but also of entirely distinct factors whose qualitative

differences 'are even greater. Thus the units comprising a

given real cost would be quite incommensurable. Indeed,

j^o homogeneous unit of real costs can be found, for no such

unit exists. Money alone furnishes a common denominator.
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Once these conclusions were reached, once it was recognised

that real costs cannot be measurably related to value, this

whole approach was abandoned. The modern explanation

of value takes one form or another of the familiar demand-
supply analysis, both demand and supply being expressed

in monetary terms. Money costs are the only measurable

costs, their magnitudes being ultimately^explainable by the

relative scarcity of the factors of production. Real costs—
the human sacrifices involved in production— though still

regarded as important, assumed the position of a partial but

non-quantitative explanation of the scarcity of the factors.

Yet, curiously enough, even those economists, like Marshall

and Taussig, who adopt this line of attack upon the general

value problem, revert in their discussion of international

values to the simplest labor-cost assumptions. Any theory

embodying the principle of comparative cost must involve

such an atavism, for comparative costs can only mean com-

parative labor (or real) costs. Of course the inadequacy

of this principle, unadulterated, is fully recognised; various

attempts to reconcile it with the facts have not been wanting.

Let us examine some of the solutions ofl'ered.

Professor Taussig’s method of handling the problem, out-

lined in the previous chapter, is very ingenious. With

regard to non-competing groups, the frank admission is made
that within a country, the prices of goods will not be pro-

portional to the quantities of labor devoted to their produc-

tion. Likewise in international trade — there, too, the

sale of goods depends on prices, “and prices are not neces-

sarily, perhaps not usually, deternjined by quantities of

labor given to producing the goods.” Yet in spite of these

facts, if the structure of labor group^ is the same in trading

countries, prices will be affected to the same dbgree, and

the validity of the basic explanation of international trade

remains unimpaired — “trade takes place exaQtly as if it

were governed by the strict and simple principle of com-

parative costs.” ^ Only if the hierarchy of labor varies from

* Taussig, Internationai Trade, pp. 47-48.
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country to country must non-competing groups be reckoned

with as an independent factor affecting trade. This factor,

moreover, operates only as an exception to the general rule,

for among western nations the social and industrial layers

are ‘'roughly the same.”

Notice, however, what assumptions are involved. If non-

competing groups are to be relegated to a position of sub-

sidiary importance, not only must labor stratification in a

broad sense be identical in the industries compared — the

relative wage differences of the various groups must be and

must remain the same, as must likewise the relative numbers

of the different grades of labor employed. For even though

the same kinds of labor were used in any given industry

wherever located, variations from country to country in the

relative rates of pay of these different types of labor or in

the relative numbers of these groups employed would establish

differences in money costs where otherwise none would exist.

Yet it is a known fact that changes in technique frequently

alter the proportions of the various kinds of workers needed,

while variations in relative rates of wages are constantly

occurring. If similarity in the stratification of labor ever

existed, it must have been very rough and very temporary.

Capital charges arc handled by Taussig in similar fashion.

Though interest is a cost, and as such, an important element

in a general theory of value, its recognition need not rule out

comparisons of labor cost as the ultimate determinant of

international trade. As long as the relative burden of capital

charges is identical from industry to industry in trading coun-

tries, prices are raised, in the same degree, and hence are

proportional to simple labor costs. The assumption of such

a similar incidence is believed to be warranted. The dif-

ferences ir! interest rates, as between the leading industrial

nations, are presumably unimportant. Furthermore, the

relative use, of capital in the industries of these countries

may be regarded as essentially the same. By such reasoning

are capital charges reduced to the status of an exceptional

influence.
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What may be said against these arguments? In the first

pla*ce, this view greatly underrates the importance of inter-

national variations in interest rates. Differences of from

one to two per cent (on the same type of loans) have persisted

for long periods of time, even between the western nations.

And a capital charge of five per cent, though it is only one

per cent higher than a charge of four pgr cent, involves an

interest burden that is twenty-five per cent greater in magni-

tude. It may be added that ever since the war, interest

rates in Germany and other central European countries have

ranged from eight to ten per cent and even higher, while in

England and the United States the charge for similar loans

has averaged close to six per cent.

As regards the capital structure in the various industries,

this, like the composition of labor groups, is constantly being

altered in all countries under the pressure of changing in-

dustrial processes. The relative use made of capital, if it

ever was the same in any two countries, could scarcely have

remained so for long. Moreover, a low rate of interest

promotes the introduction of more capitalistic methods,

thereby changing the nature of the capital structure.^ Rather

than being merely a special influence, this must be regarded

as one of dominant importance. Great Britain and the

United States, with plentiful supplies of capital and low rates

of interest, have long been noted for their great use of ma-

chinery and other forms of capital equipment
;
Poland and

the Balkan countries, on the other hand, where high interest

rates rule, are compelled to resort to more primitive methods.

Surely an influence which vitally affects the very industrial

structure of nations can scarcely be regarded as “restricted ^

to a special set of circumstances.”

In the attempt to avoid the difficulties involve3*in basing

the theory of international trade on a labor theory of value,

Bastable adopted a different approach. Instead of making

^ “A low rate of return on capital, then, tends to give to a country a compara-

tive advantage the equivalent of one) for those goods which are made wi^h

touch capital
;

these lend to be exported from it.”, Taussig op. cit., p. 66.
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comparisons of labor effectiveness alone, he attempted to

compare as to their productivity all the agents of productibn.

‘‘Units of productive power,’’ a sort of (undefined) blend of

land, labor, and capital, were to be imagined. International

comparisons were then made of the output obtainable in

different industries from a given quantity of such units.

Thereby a broade^r statement of comparative advantage

was derived, expressing not merely labor effectiveness, but

the efficiency of all the factors working together.

Though this attempt at realism is more direct than the

piecemeal introduction of qualification after qualification,

it cannot be regarded as satisfactory. For to make a valid

quantitative comparison of the efficiency of the various

factors of production operating in combination, one of two

things must be true Either (1) these “units of productive

power” must always be compounded in the same proportions,

or (2) if the proportions are allowed to vary, the agents

compounded must be capable of being resolved into one

another, that is, they must be commensurable. But the

ingredients of land, labor, and capital in these units cannot

be held constant if they are to be applied to industries of the

real world, for there the proportions of the factors vary

widely; the productivity of the assumed units would not

represent th(; productivity of actual factors working in totally

different combinations. Nor can the proportions of the

component parts of these units be varied, since land, labor,

and capital are generically different
;
no one of these factors

can be expressed in terms of another. Varying the pro-

portions would lead to, a comparison of the productivity of

essentially dissimilar units'. Thus Bastable’s solution faces

a dilemma : units of fixed composition cannot be applied

to varying^ industrial conditions, while units of changing

composition cannot be compared as to results.

The atten^pt to utilise the classical approach, while avoiding

its inconsistencies, still goes on. The latest proposed modi-

fication takes the form of stating the law of comparative

c6sts in terms of commensurable cost units In a compara-
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lively recent volume,^ R. F. Harrod states the problem and

his* solution in the following lines:

Since this is an attempt to define comparative cheapness of

production, it is necessary to have a unit for measuring cost of

production. The same unit need not, and indeed cannot, be

used for measuring cost at home and abroad. Cost may be

measured in terms of trouble or effort or ^ terms of the reward

that is paid for effort; this reward may again be measured as

so many baskets full of consumable goods, or as so much money.

Happily for the present purpose it docs not matter which method
be adopted. All methods must presuppose that different kinds of cost,

e.g. labour skilled and unskilled, waiting, the use of land or

mines, can be measured against each other in the same country. Com-
modity A may take more land per unit of labour expended on
it than commodity B. To compare the cost of producing A
with that of producing B, we must be able to equate land to

labour as elements in cost, to say that, for instance, 1 labourer

per annum = 100 acres per annum, or, = 150 acres per annum.^

Exactly. The problem could not be more clearly slated.

If we are to comparo%:osts, we must compare the same thing;

hence we must have a common unit of measurement. Quali-

tatively different costs must be expressed in terms of a common
denominator. It is also true that “ccjst may be measured

in terms of trouble or effort or in terms of the reward that is

paid for effort.” Few, however, would agree with Mr. Harrod

that “it does not matter which method be adopted.”® For

while the cost of labor, of capital, or of enterprise may each

be stated in terms of trouble or effort, we still do not have

a common measure of cost, for the effort involved in laboring

is not the same as that required in saving, nor is either type

the same as that called for in guiding enterprise. Moreover,

there is no effort cost attached to the use of land. If, on the

other hand, we measure these different costs in terms of re-

wards paid, we are using a value or money measure of costs,

whether the unit be baskets full of consumable goods or

money proper.

^ R. F. Harrod, hitermtional Economics, London, 1933. •

^ Ibid,, p. 15 (italics mine). ^ Ibid.
. ^
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Which of these alternative methods of cost measurement,

choice between which is supposedly a matter of indifference,

do we find Mr. Harrod using? In his very next sentence,

he says

:

If the relative values of the various factors of production are

determined, it is then possible to compare the cost of producing

commodities A, B„C, etc., in the same country unequivocally.

Money costs of production are to be compared, for the simple

reason that the only way in which different (real) cpsts can

be compared, even in the same country, is by first expressing

them in terms of value or money. Yet only twelve lines

later we find Mr. Harrod saying

:

Let us suppose that they (commodities A, B) each cost x units

to produce. It is well to leave it undecided whether this means
X, X labour days, or x baskets full of commodities, etc.

How can we leave it undecided when in the nature of things

it has already been decided for us? Too much emphasis

cannot be given to the fact that the only common measure

applicable to economic phenomena, whether we be comparing

commodities, services, or costs, is the value measure. How
can we suppose costs to be ‘‘a: labour days” when it is im-

possible to express the costs of saving, of enterprise, or of

land in terms of labor, or, indeed, in terms of anything except

pounds sterling, dollars, baskets full of commodities, or some

other value unit?

The difficulty of reconciling the labor or real costs approach

with the facts of varying combinations of the factors of pro-

duction, the difficulty, in fact, of finding any unit of costs —
other than a money unit'— that can serve as a basis of

comparison, suggests an obvious conclusion. Why not

scrap the whole real-costs approach, as economists have

scrapped it in dealing with the general problem of value,

and attack 'the problem of international trade by analysing

the causes determining prices, since it is prices that determine

what goods will move and who will produce them? Such

a solution woyld seerp more direct, more 'logical, and more
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consistent with other views of the very economists who continue

to use the methods of Ricardo and Mill in the field of intcrna-

tiopal trade. The answer is that this type of analysis has

been adopted by at least one modern writer. It will be the

task of the next chapter to consider the results he has achieved.

It should be clear by now that the labor-cost theory of

value inevitably requires the assumption that the various

factors of production are always combined in the same fixed

proportions. For if value is to be measured by labor cost

alone, ^hen if other kinds of cost are admitted to exist, they

must always constitute a constant percentage of total costs

— otherwise, value would be determined by something other

than labor cost. Now this assumption of fixed proportions

of the productive factors not only renders the classical theory

inapplicable to the real world, where the proportions of the

factors vary widely, but it also (together with the presumed

similarity of non-competing groups) rules out consideration

of the effects of international trade upon income distribution.

For the relative scarcity of each of the factors is assumed fixed

and unalterable, while the relative wage rates of the various

strata of labor must remain the same from country to country.

Therefore an increase in demand for a country’s exports

can only raise wages generally and heighten equally the

scarcity of all the factors. As a matter of fact, such an

increase in demand, since it impinges upon the export indus-

tries rather than others, would tend to raise the wages of

those non-competing groups and the returns of those factors

which are of relatively great importance to these particular

industries. Thus it appears that the^distribution of incomes

is not purely a domestic affair, but is closely related to the

facts of international trade. This relationship has— as a

logical consequence of their premises — been avoided in the

investigations of the classicists.

The assault on the classical position has not been limited

to the labor theory of value and the assumption of constant

factoral proportions. Another major object of the critical

attack is to be found in the premises regarding the mobility
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of the agents of production. Both the supposed internal

mobility (qualified by the recognition of non-competing

groups) and its counterpart, international immobility, ^re

held by critics to be out of accord with the facts. Freedom

of movement of the factors within a country, between different

regions as well as between various industries, is far from per-

fect. V/ages in thQ Southern states of this Union are noto-

riously lower, for the same grades of labor, than in other

portions of the country. The interest charged on comparable

types of loans ranges generally higher in the west and* in the

south than in the metropolitan east. Consider also, for

example, labor and capital in the coal mines of Great Britain

and the United States. For years these industries have been

seriously depressed in both countries, yet in neither has the

transfer of labor and capital into more prosperous occupations

been sufficient to bring appreciable relief. Again, American

and Canadian wheat acreage, which expanded rapidly during

the War, shrank thereafter too slowly to offset a decline in

demand and the resumption of production in former bellig-

erent countries. The general prevalence of unprofitable

prices failed to provoke an outward movement of the factors

sufficient to restore equilibrium. Sixteen years after the

War, when the problem became intensified as a result of the

depression, a government-imposed crop-restriction program

was introduced in the United States as a substitute for the

voluntary “natural” adjustment which various types of

friction prevented from coming about. A similar malad-

justed situation has existed in the Cuban sugar industry, the

East Indian rubber plantations, and the Brazilian coffee

fields. It is not suggested that adjustment never takes place,

but simply that it may occur so slowly that for considerable

periods of time the immobility of the factors significantly

affects prices. And since prices arc the proximate cause of

trade, it follows that for relatively long periods the very

course of international trade is affected. Indeed, one may

gp even farther and say, as has one critic,^ that this internal

‘John Hr Williams, Economic Journal^ Vol. 39, p. ivb.
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immobility and its effects are actually the restdts of inter-

national specialization — that a country like England, Cuba,

oi; Brazil, commits itself through such specialisation to a

particular industrial organization, under which alternatives

to the production of exports simply do not exist, or exist in a

very limited form.

A further criticism of the classical treatpient of international

trade problems is directed against the nature of the solution

offered. The analysis, it is held, is essentially static. From
begintiing to end only a cross-section of the facts is studied,

with primary concern shown for the value problem alone.

Moreover, an implicit static assumption, that the amounts

of the factors of production are given, is never relaxed to

permit treatment of changes in factor supplies. In contrast

with this over-rigid, cross-section approach is the essentially

dynamic nature of the facts. While prices are the immediate

cause directing the flow of goods, prices and goods movements

are by no means isolated phenomena, but influence, and in

turn are influenced by, transfers of the productive agents,

changes in the structure of industry, and variations in the

development of natural resources, to mention but a few of

the related factors. Because its method is cross-sectional

and static, the chissical attack is, it is felt, ill-equipped to

grapple with such a dynamically changing subject matter.

The conclusion is obvious: cither a new type of analysis,

more suited to its field, must be evolved to supplant the older

approach, or a very considerable amount of supplementary

investigation must be undertaken.

Somewhat similar in nature is a «till further objection to

the Ricardo-Mill-Taussig formulation of theory: that it is*

unduly cumbersome and unreal. In dealing with one of

its central problems, why a given country exports certain

commodities and not others, the classical theory avoids the

obvious and straightforward approach, taking instead a

perversely indirect route. Ohlin puts this point well:

The simple, straightforward course is, naturally, to take a ccyn-

pletc cost account in the different coujitries fqr the commodity
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in question and to examine to what extent the cheapness of pro^

duction in one country is due to low wage expenses, low interest

expenses, low transportation expenses, etc. Then the next step

is to go behind these cost items and examine their relation to the

quantity of labour employed, the wage level, the quantity of

capital employed, the interest level, etc.
;

in other words, the

relations of the cost items to the price system in each country.

The orthodox theor^^ does not permit such a simple procedure.

First the data must be used to calculate output per manual
worker and then the result must be compared with the wage
figures in the various countries. In many cases it is then^found

that the comparative cost table obtained is misleading, as other

cost items besides wages differ from one country to another.

Then these differences arc introduced as “modifications.” In

other words, one considers first the wage item alone in a some-

what artificial manner, namely by comparing the output of

labour per day with the wage, leaving other cost items for later

consideration. As a matter of fact they are often left out alto-

gether. Even in Taussig’s presentation they are unimportant

guests invited to come later, with very little right to be present.'

Another point under the general charge of cumbersome-

ness, also developed by Ohlin, is that the orthodox theory

is an especially clumsy and even dangerous tool when more

than two commodities or two countries arc considered.

Applied to such complex situations, the analysis becomes

very involved indeed. The “simple” doctrine of comparative

cost is incapable even of determining what commodities

will be exported — to settle this problem, it is necessary to

invoke international demand as well
;

for with the same table

of comparative costs different commodities will be exported,

according as international demands are assumed to vary.

Danger arises from the fact' that while most actual situations

are of this complex sort, involving several countries and

numerous‘8wmmodi ties, and while the main line of orthodox

reasoning applies specifically to but two countries and two

commodities^ yet the conclusions of this two-variable reason-

ing are often uncritically and unhesitatingly carried over

to the analysis of concrete problems.

* Ohlin, op, cit.j p. 582. In the original, the last two^sentences are in a foot-

note. • •
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Perhaps the most convincing proof of the unwieldiness of

the classical theory as a tool of explanation might be derived

frpm an attempt to phrase a clear statement of the principles

governing international trade. Suppose such an attempt

were made. It would have to begin with a formulation of

the doctrine of comparative cost, proceed to introduce recip-

rocal demand, and then, to become realistic, attach a series

of qualifications to cover the problems raised by non-com-

peting groups, by the presence of capital charges, by the

existelice of varying costs, and finally, by the fact that inter-

national trade is multilateral both as to countries and as to

commodities. Quite clearly, to summarise in a single clear

statement with even a remote degree of realism the findings

of orthodox international trade theory is a downright im-

possibility. Added to the difficulties involved in the assump-

tions of the classical approach, its quite apparent clumsiness

might well drive us to agree with an English writer, that “it

seems better to follow the example of the Swedish economist.

Professor Ohlin, and base our theory at the outset on modern
conceptions of value.” ^

To a consideration of such a more modern analysis we may
now proceed.
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CHAPTER V

INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND
EQUILIBRIUM THEORY

B
efore presenting the formulation of a theory of

international trade constructed on more modern lines,

it will be well to pause a moment and reconsider the

nature of the problems requiring explanation. The classical

theory was an attempt to answer two questions. First, how
account for international specialisation and trade? — why
are some internationally-traded goods produced in certain

countries, others in other countries? Second, just what is

it that governs the terms on which such international ex-

change of commodities takes place? Or in other words,

what are the forces determining international prices? If the

classical solution be rejected, on the ground that its assump-

tions are incapable of adequate modification or that its

method is unnecessarily clumsy and unrealistic, a fresh attack

upon these self-same problems is in order.

Rejection of the older theory imposes upon any new analysis

one requirement at the very outset: namely, that it shall meet

the criticisms upon which the rejection was based. Stated

in positive terms, this means that what is wanted is a theory

of international trade wfiich is based on a thoroughly modern
•theory of value (instead, of the discarded labor-cost theory),

and whicl\is direct and realistic instead of awkwardly round-

about and unreal. Such requirements appear in large part

to be met by the analysis furnished by the Swedish economist,

Bertil OhlinU His reasoning is essentially an expansion of

^Interregional and International Trade^ Cambridge, 1933. Another modern
international trade theory is that provided by Gottfried von Ha-
Theory oj International Trarle, London & New York, 1936). His

analysis also proceeds on the t>asis of the general equilibrium theory. It differs
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the now generally accepted theory of value, the general

equilibrium (or mutual interdependence) theory. As de-

veloped in the hands of Walras, Pareto, and CasJjel, this theory

has served primarily as an explanation of value relations in

a single market. Without changing these principles, Ohlin

has expanded their application to fit the case of numerous

but interconnecting markets. This is precisely the situation

raised by trade between nations or, for that matter, by trade

between different regions within a single country.^

Now while this approach is superior to the classical in that

it begins with and carries out to their logical conclusion

principles of value theory that, in whole or in part, are

accepted even by neo-classical writers, it does not follow

that it is simpler or easier of comprehension. The value

theory on which it rests is far more complex than the simple

labor-cost doctrine — complex, however, not because of any

internal defect, but rather because the facts it seeks to explain

are themselves involved. Though complicated, this new
approach furnishes a far more adequate handling of its

problems than the classical, which is inadequate chiefly

because its foundations are too simple. Moreover, com-

plexity does not necessarily involve cumbersomeness or

unreality
;

the modern theory, indeed, makes possible a

decidedly more flexible and realistic discussion of inter-

national economic problems than does the old.

Ohlin begins his analysis by considering certain character-

istics of international trade which seem to furnish a logical

point of departure. First of these is the obvious similarity

between individual specialisation op division of labor and

interregional specialisation in production. These two types *

of specialisation appear to be related phenomena. Now

from Ohlin’s in being formulated in terms of opjjortunity costs and in being

somewhat less comprehensive in scope. Chiefly because of its greater bieadth

and inclusiveness, I have chosen to follow Ohlin’s presentation here.

^ We shall follow Ohlin in discussing first interregional trade, then con-

sidering later the peculiarities of that type of interregional trade called inter-

nation^. This method serves to kill two birds with one stone and has the

virtue of treating international trade as a special case of a nvore general type
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individual specialisation rests, in part at least, on differences

in personal ability. Experience has proved it to be advan-

tageous, in terms of total output, for individuals to specialise

in production according to their aptitudes. Some people

make better executives, some better craftsmen, and some better

engineers or teachers than others. Both the total social income

and individual incomes will be maximised if they follow the

occupations for which they are suited. In an analogous way,

different geographical regions vary as to their endowment
with the productive agents. Some are plentifully equipped

with fertile land, others with mines and forests, while still

others are well supplied with capital and labor. Similarly

again, it will be to the advantage of each region and of all

together if, like individuals, they specialise in production,

each one devoting its energies to the preparation of those

goods for which its factor equipment is most suited.

Ranking with interregional variations in productive factor

equipment as a basic economic fact is another fundamental

datum : the immediate cause of interregional trade in goods

is to be found in price differences. In other words, inter-

regional (or international) trade is a price phenomenon.

These two observations suggest an obvious question : what

relation, if any, exists between them? Are interregional

variations in factor equipment and interregional differences

in costs and prices in any way connected? The answer to

this question should throw considerable light on the basic

problems of international trade: the explanation of inter-

national specialisation, and the determination of international

prices. In any event, the approach is both fresh and natural

;

to follow it should prove interesting.

To narrow our problem and bring it within manageable

limits, it is necessary to make certain assumptions. As with

all scientific investigations of complicated phenomena, this

is essential ;
' only by first applying an analysis to simplified

conditions can any progress be made. The objection to the

classical theory was not that it employed the step-by-step

method, but rather tha;t it took for a starting point a discarded
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theory of value and later introduced qualifications which
were inadequate to remedy this defect. It is hoped that the

new approach, although adopting a similar procedure erf

simplification, will avoid these errors.

We begin with the two observations just noted
: (1) regions

differ as to their endowment with the productive factors;

(2)

the immediate cause of interregional.trade is the fact that

commodity prices vary from region to region. The required

simplification is established by the following assumptions

:

(1)

*The factors of production will be regarded as perfectly

mobile within regions, but immobile between them. (It may
be remarked at this point that natural resources are in any

event immobile in fact. If the other factors could move with

perfect freedom between as well as within regions, then since

they would have unlimited access to the choicest natural

resources, the poorest of these would be deserted and the

maximum possible production would be attained. The
various industries would locate at the site of the best natural

resources
;
standards of living would be equalised throughout

the world.)

(2) All restrictions on the movement of goods will be

ignored for the time being; this includes transportation

charges and tariffs,

(3) Goods transactions alone will be considered; with

equilibrium, exports will then exactly pay for imports.

(4) The factors of production will be assumed to be per-

fectly divisible; this proviso postpones the consideration of

large-scale production.

(5) Qualitative differences in the factors in various regions

will be ignored.

(6) Two regions alone will be considered.

(7) Each region will be supposed to possess a"*paper cur-

rency independent of all outside financial influences.

(8) The forces causing cyclical movements^ of business

activity are assumed not to be operative, all disturbances of

equilibrium tending to be self-correcting.

It will be noted that assumptions (1)^, (2), (3), (6), and (S)
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are likewise found in the classical analysis. The remaining

simplifications differ from the classical assumptions, notably

(7), which presumes a regime of paper money instead of the

narrower case of a purely gold currency. The clEissical

provisions as to labor cost, constant cost conditions, two com-

modities instead of many, are notable by their absence.

Let us now exaipine the forces governing interregional

trade under such simplified conditions. Clearly, it will be

impossible for one region (A) to produce all commodities

cheaper than another (B). Suppose A did have lower money
costs for all commodities; then goods would move in one

direction only, from A to B. Residents of B, having no means

of acquiring money claims on A to ofi'set her claims on B,

would bid up the rate of exchange (the price of A’s currency

in terms of B’s). A rise in the rate of exchange would raise

the prices of all A’s commodities against B. This process

would continue until some of A’s prices were higher than B’s,

when B would begin to export such products. Equilibrium

would be attained when the rate of exchange was such that

B’s exports just sufficed to pay for her imports.

Only on the assumption that in the isolated state, before

trade began, relative commodity prices were identical in A
and B, could the result be different.^ With identical relative

prices, no trade could arise, for ex hypothesi neither region

would have any price advantage. This point may be made
clear by means of an illustration. Suppose that in both A
and B the money cost of producing silk is three times, of rayon

twice that of cotton. Relative prices of these sample com-

modities are then identical in the two regions — they conform

to the ratios 3:2: 1. Any rate of exchange that permitted

either region (say A) to buy any of these goods cheaper in the

other region (B) than at home would permit it to buy all of

the goods cheaper to an equal degree. Hence A would

^ The use of the term “relative” is obviously necessary, for in isolation (that

is, with no trade and hence no rate of exchange) each region has an entirely

independent system of prices. No means exists for expressing one such set of

plices directly in terms of the other region’s currency until a rate of exchange

is established.
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import all three. But having no means of paying for them,

the rate of exchange would be bid up to a point where imports

were as costly as home-produced goods, when trade would

cease. A condition prerequisite to the establishment of

interregional trade now appears. Relative prices in the two

isolated regions must differ.

This conclusion naturally raises a further question : under

what circumstances will relative commodity prices actually

be different? It is at this point that the analysis ties up with

the gdheral equilibrium theory of value. Before considering

the conditions under which interregional differences in rela-

tive commodity prices will exist, it will be well to devote some

space to stating this theory of value
;
for it furnishes the start-

ing point for all future reasoning and, indeed, constitutes an

integral part of that reasoning.

As an introduction to this topic, a statement by Ohlin

serves admirably :

*

The starting point for such an investigation [into the circum-

stances under which relative commodity prices will differ] is

the fact that all prices, of goods as well as of industrial agents, are

ultimately, in each region, at any given moment, determined

by the demand for goods and the possibilities of producing

them. Behind the former lie two circumstances to be considered

as known data in the problem of pricing : (1) the wants and
desires of consumers, and (2) the conditions of ownership of the

factors of production, which affect individual incomes and thus

demand. The supply of goods, on the other hand, depends

ultimately upon (3) the supply of productive factors, and (4) the

physical conditions of production . , . which are everywhere

the same.^ ,

'Ohlin, op. cit.y p. 14, By “physical rorylitions of production,” Ohlin *

apparently means only those of the most general sort, such as the fundamental

laws of mechanics, atomic structure, and the like, for these are th<fftnly physical

conditions which can be said to be “everywhere the same.” These identical

physical conditions, taken together with the prices of the productive agents,

which differ from region to region, determine the technique qf production in

any area.

By “conditions of ownership of the factors of production,” Ohlin means
mainly the degree of concentration of wealth. A more even distribution of

wealth would raise th^ incomes of the poorer classes, with imoortant effects

upon the demand for good$,
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The demand for each finished commodity depends upon

three factors, among which two elements at least arc known

:

(1) the wants and desires of the consumers, (2) consumers’

incomes, which in turn depend upon the conditions of owner-

ship of the agents of production^ and upon the prices of these

agents, (3) the prices of all commodities. Now since in

equilibrium the supply of each commodity will be equal to

the demand for it, while its price will be just sufficient to

cover its costs of production, the next step in analysis is to

account for the costs of producing finished commbdilies.

Clearly, the unit cost of producing each commodity will be

the sum of a series of products (in number equal to the agents

required) such as the following : the price of each productive

agent needed for the manufacture of a single commodity

unit, multiplied by the quantity of each such agent required.

The quantity of each industrial agent required for the pro-

duction of a unit of a single commodity is, furthermore, a

function of (/.<?., depends on) the prices of all these agents.

Factor prices, in other words, determine in what proportions

the productive factors are combined.

The chain of relationships recedes one step farther— we
must now explain the prices of the agents of production.

Reflection shows that these prices are established by the

interaction of the supply of the productive factors and the

demand for those factors. Demand for each factor traces back

to demand for finished commodities, while total industrial

demand for any one agent is the sum of the quantities required

in all industries. The quantity required in any one industry

is the product of the number of units of finished goods pro-

I duced and the quantity of this agent used to produce one

such unit,^hile the number of units of finished goods produced

depends upon the demand for such goods. But the demand
for consumers’ goods in part depends on incomes, which in

turn are high or low in accordance with the prices paid for

^ To avoid tiresome repetition of the same words, we shall use as synonymous

tRte terms “agents of production,” “productive agents,” “factors of production,”

and “productive factors.”
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the factors of production. Likewise, the supply of these

factors varies with the prices obtainable for their services, as

does the quantity of any such agent required to produce a

single unit of any good.

Thus it appears that the prices of commodities, the prices

of the productive agents, consumers’ incomes, the demand
for finished goods, and both the demand for and the supply

of the agents of production constitute a complex group of

interacting and intimately interrelated forces, which, taken

all together, mutually determine one another. To no single

element in the total situation can causal priority be attributed

;

each exerts its influence simultaneously with all the others.

This explanation of prices has been aptly characterised as one

of mutual determination, or, alternatively, as a general equilib^

rium theory. If, in addition to the elements above assumed

known (the wants and desires of the consumers, and the con-

ditions of ownership of the productive factors), the supply of

the productive factors be given, it is mathematically possible

to formulate a determinate solution of the pricing problem.^

The chief interest of the theory, however, does not rest in

this mathematical possibility. It resides rather in the fact

that, starting from an established and known price situation,

the effects of a change in any element may— since we know
the entire system of price relationships— be clearly traced

through to their ultimate consequences. What we most

frequently want to know is not so much the exact determining

factors of a total present situation, but what consequences

will follow when a change occurs at any point. For such a

purpose, the general equilibrium theory of value provides a

powerful tool of analysis.

Perhaps the meaning of mutual determination and general

equilibrium may be made clearer by citing an anaCgy. The
solar system is, for instance, equally with the price system,

one of mutually determined equilibrium, in which everything

depends on everything else. The position and motion of any

clear and excellent statement of this mathematical solution is giv<n

in Ohlin, Appendix 1. • .
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single planet depends upon the simultaneous position and

motion of the sun and every other planet. The movement’ of

such a planet cannot be determined until every element in

this complex situation is known, and all of these elements

depend on one another. A simpler analogy is the one given

by Marshall of a bowl full of steel balls, in which the position

of each and every one is determined by the position of all

the others, and vice versa.

We may now return to a consideration of the question:

when will the conditions necessary to the establishnient of

interregional trade exist, which, as we saw, reduces to the

further question, under what circumstances will relative com-

modity prices be different in isolated geographical regions?

Clearly, if the productive agents are available in both regions

in the same proportions, while the conditions determining

the demand for goods are identical, relative prices of all com-

modities will be the same. Likewise, if there exists a difference

in the supply of the factors which is balanced by an exactly

compensating difference in demand conditions, the same

result will ensue. These two statements come to the same

thing as saying that if the relative scarcity of the agents of

production is the same, relative factor prices and hence rela-

tive commodity prices (since these are derived from factor

prices) cannot differ. Given, however, interregional dif-

ferences in factor equipment not counterbalanced by exactly

equalising differences in demand, and relative differences in

factor prices will emerge. As a consequence, combinations

of the factors will be dissimilar in the two regions, as will also

the scales of relative coKirngdity prices.^

* Different relative factor prices could co-exist with equal relative commodity
prices, but cC.Iy on the assumption that the factors were used in the same pro-

portions in all industries in both regions. If, say, because of physical necessity

the factors were always applied in identical combinations, then commodity
prices in the two regions would have identical relative scales, no matter how
different were relative factor prices. This is due to the simple fact that equal

multipliers are always equal multipliers.

As a matter of fact, if the relative prices of the productive agents were different

A and B, this fact in itself would be sufficient to cause producers in the two
regions to combine them differently.
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Thus, for example, in regions possessed of bountiful lands

but supplied only scantily with capital and labor, land will

be cheap, the other factors relatively dear. Consequently

products which require rather large quantities of land but

only small amounts of other factors, such as wool, wheat, or

beef, will be comparatively cheap in such regions the

Argentine, Australia, the western United States). On the

other hand, in industrial districts, where laborers are nu-

merous, capital plentiful, and land scarce, the first two fac-

tors will be cheap, the latter dear
;
manufactures will typify

products calling for large quantities of the cheap and small

quantities of the dear factors. As compared with the lands

of the great open spaces, manufactures will be cheap, agricul-

tural products dear {e.g,^ England, Germany, Belgium, the

eastern United States).

With such differences in relative factor equipment, com-

modity prices will vary interregionally
; the basis for inter-

regional trade is present.^ Once a definite exchange rate is

established, trade will begin, each region specialising in the

goods it can produce cheapest. In the illustration given,

absolute differences in factor equipment are especially promi-

nent, because it is probable that in general such variations are

more important in effecting relative differences in factor

equipment than are differences in demand conditions.

Loosely speaking, then, differences in factor equipment may
be said to be the fundamental cause of interregional trade,

provided we remember that such differences are relative to

demand.

Given, then, the necessary basis for interregional trade in

regional differences in the supply of^the productive factors, ^

it remains to discover what principles govern the actual

content and terms of that trade. For diversity inline condi-

* Unless, of course, differences in factor supply arc just offset by differences

in demand conditions. But, as Ohlin has put it (p. 16 ), “There is no reason

why demand in a scantily populated region should turn especially to goods

requiring much land and little labour, say wheat, and thus prevent rent from

being lower, relatively ^to wages, than in a densely populated region, wher#.

as people cannot after all do without food, land is pecessarily scarce
”
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tions of factor supply merely ensures that some commodities

will be relatively cheaper in each of two regions
;

it is insuf-

ficient in itself to determine what particular commodities will

be traded. To know this, it is essential that buyers in each

region be able to compare the prices of home- and foreign-

produced goods. Direct price comparisons, however, require

either (1) the use of«a common currency, or (2) the expression

of two currencies in terms of one another by means of an

exchange rate.

If both regions possess the same currency, the establiJihment

of trading relations brings the demands of each region directly

into contact with the price system of the other region. To
the domestic demand for the products of the relatively cheap

factors is added a ‘foreign” demand, while the domestic

demand for the products of the more costly factors is directed

toward imports. As a consequence of the impact of these

reciprocal demands upon each of the two price systems, the

scale of factor and therefore of commodity prices established

in isolation will be somewhat altered, with eventual equi-

librium attained when an equal value of goods travels in both

directions.^

Consider now the broader problem of commodity trade

where each region possesses an independent paper currency.

The change in this single circumstance affects, not the sub-

stantive results, but merely the process by which they are

attained. The necessity of expressing one region’s currency

in terms of the other introduces another variable, the exchange

^ It may be noted that just cuch an assumption of a common currency under-

lay our discussion of the comparative-cost doctrine. Adjustment to changes

in reciprocal demands was presumed to take place through the operation of

the. price specie-flow mechanism, which may also, for the sake of simplicity,

be assumed%' apply to the present discussion. There is, however, an essential

difference in the two cases. According to the comparative-cost doctrine, shifts

in reciprocal demands have no effect on the basic scales of labor costs, but merely

alter wage rates in a uniform fashion, and through wage rates, prices and the

terms of trade. The analysis presented in this chapter, on the other hand,

brings out the interdependence which exists between reciprocal demands and

th^ basic cost conditions in each region. Changes in reciprocal demands cause

diiatiges in relative factor prices and therefore in relative costs. Gf. Ohlin,

p. 23 12. < ^
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rate, which provides an intermediary throughwhich reciprocal

demands act upon prices in both regions.

Let us investigate the nature of the relationships between

the exchange rate, factor and commodity prices, and reciprocal

demands. Suppose that in each of the two regions, A and B,

there are five factors of production, <2
, 6, r, and e, A’s cur-

rency unit is the pound, B’s the dollar. One dollar will,

when the two regions are isolated, buy in B a certain quantity

of each of these factors. If the regions are differently endowed
with the productive factors, the price in A of the same quantity

of each of the five factors will vary from factor to factor ; in

other words, relative factor prices will differ. Such a situation

may be represented by the second and third columns of the

accompanying table, where B’s price is $1 for a certain

amount of each factor, while the price in A of the same quantities

Factor Prices and the Exchange Rate

(1) (2) (3) (4) (S)

Factors Price Price S Price S Price

in B in A in A at in A at

in $ in £ £7 = S2 £7 = %3

a SI £.2 S0.40 S0.60

b SI £.3 S0.60 S0.90

c SI £,4 S0.80 SI.20

d SI £.6 S1.20 SI .80

€ SI £.8 SI.60 S2.40

is different for each factor. So long as A’s relative factor

prices are as given in column 3, factor (a) will — whatever

the exchange rate — always be the cheapest of A’s factors,

and <2
,

bj r, and d will always be cheap relative to factor e.

But for the purposes of trade, not reiative cheapness of the

factors, but absolute cheapness in terms of a common currency

unit, is what is important. Now, which A factors will be

cheaper, reckoned in B’s currency, than the corresponding

factors in B, depends on what rate of exchange is established.

A glance at the last two columns of the table shows this. At

an exchange rate of £l = $2, factors a, b, and c are cheaper,

factors d and e dearer (measured in dollars) in A than in B,

while at a rate of*£l = $3, only factors a and b are cheaper
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in A; c, rf, and e being now cheaper in B. With the $2

exchange rate, A would specialise in producing commodities

requiring large quantities of factors a, and r, but with the

$3 rate, she would concentrate on those requiring large

amounts of only a and b\ the opposite would hold of B.

These ‘‘cheap factor products” would constitute the exports

of each region.
^

So much for the exchange rate. Depending upon its level,

different factors and commodities will be cheaper in each of

the two regions. It is important to realise, however, that

the exchange rate plays no independent part of its own— it

is in no sense a final determinant of interregional prices and

trade. Rather, just the opposite is true. The rate of ex-

change is merely an intermediary, itself subject to determina-

tion by a more basic force: namely, the state of reciprocal

demands. It must be such that, given the conditions of

factor supply, of domestic demand, and of demand for one

another’s products in each region, the value of exports and of

imports is equal.

Suppose, for example, that in the preceding illustration an

exchange rate of S2 per £ were established. At this rate A’s

cheap-factor products might be so numerous and so low in

price to buyers in B that their purchases would be very large,

while the opposite would tend to be true of A’s purchases of

B’s products. B’s demand for A's currency, required for the

purchase of the desired imports, would exceed the supply

made available by exports. The rate of exchange (the price

of £ in terms of $) would be forced up, rising until it reached

a level at which B’s demands for A’s products was matched by

A’s demands for B’s products, f.^., a level at which imports =
exports.

If we iTbw glance back at the ground covered, it becomes

apparent that we have simply extended the general equilib-

rium analysis to include two separate trading regions. When
isolated, each economic system is held in equilibrium by a

complex set of demand-supply relationships. Given inter-

regional differences in factor equipment (not counterbalanced
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by exactly equalising differences in demand conditions),

relative factor prices will differ. Commodity prices will be

relatively low in each region for those articles in the pro-

duction of which large quantities of the cheaper factors are

required. Permit the establishment of some definite exchange

rate, making possible a direct comparison of prices in the two

regions, and the demand of each is brought into relation with

commodity and factor prices in the other. A part of each

region’s demand shifts from domestic to foreign goods, thereby

effecting changes in both price structures, which in turn

react upon reciprocal demands. The exchange rate moves

upward or downward as required to establish equilibrium in

the trading relations of the two regions, a condition reached

when they buy an equivalent value of goods from one another.

In this final state of balance, no one element in the picture

is to be regarded as a first cause, determining all the other

elements. Again, we have a situation only to be described

as one of mutual interdependence, in which the prices of

factors and of commodities, the exchange rate, and the

purchases by each region of the other’s goods arc mutually

determined.

An important effect of the establishment of interregional

trade, as well as some of the consequences which result there-

from, may now be indicated. As long as a region is isolated,

its demand is quite self-contained, and impinges only upon

domestic factors of production. Moreover, these factors

arc confronted solely with home demands. Once trade is

established, however, commercial isolation ends and a

fundamental change in demand -supply relationships occurs:

the demand of each region enters into contact with the pro-

ductive factors in every other region. One consequence of

this is that the relative scarcity of factors will be different from

what it would be under isolated conditions, a matter that will

receive fuller consideration in the next chapter. Furthermore,

the explanation of interregional trade is thereby increased in

complexity. For it cannot be said that such trade is deterj

mined by the supply of the productive factors, nor yet by
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their relative scarcities in each region alone (as created by

the purely regional supply of factors over against regidhal

demands). Reciprocal demand— the demand of each re-

gion for goods from other regions— must also be considered.

Since the demand in a given region for any single commodity

depends on the prices of all commodities and these in turn

on factor prices, tbe same must hold of reciprocal demand;
it is affected by the prices of goods and factors in all regions.

Thus the price system (all the forces determining prices) of

any given region is bound up with the price system ta every

other region. In the end, then, interregional trade must be

said to be determined by all the forces affecting prices in each

and every one of the areas between which trade exists.

Such a complete analysis, however, is not only difficult to

grasp— it is altogether too unwieldy for constant use as an

explanatory device. If every time it were desired to explain

some phenomenon of interregional trade, the complete

theoretical structure of general equilibrium had first to be

stated in all its complexity, explanations would be few and

far between, if indeed there were any audience with the

patience to hear them. Consequently, though it is abun-

dantly true that in economics, as Ohlin has put it, ‘‘everything

depends upon everything else,” it is also possible— if this

fundamental be thoroughly appreciated — to answer prob-

lems in simplified form, with emphasis upon their most

significant aspects. Such answers, though never theoretically

complete, may be adequate for their immediate purpose.

Bearing it in mind, then, that the price systems of all trading

regions are related to ©ne another by reciprocal demands, we
may say that interregional trade may be explained in terms of

certain essential principles. First, differences in the relative

scarcities of the agents of production give rise to dissimilar

scales of relative commodity prices. Second, such relative

price differences are translated into absolute price differences

upon the establishment of a rate of exchange. It then

becomes evident in which commodities each region will

specialise. Third, the level of the rate of exchange and the
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value of interregional commodity trade is determined by
reciprocal demand.

We may even go further in simplification if we take for

granted the part played by the exchange rate and reciprocal

demand, and say that the primary condition underlying inter-

regional trade is the existence of differences between regions

in the supply of the productive agents. From a broad point

of view, varying productive-factor equipment may thus be

regarded as the fundamental cause of interregional trade and

specialfsation. One region, owing to geographical or his-

torical causes, may be abundantly endowed with certain

factors while but scantily supplied with others; another

region may find itself possessed of the same productive agents,

though in quite dissimilar proportions. Relative abundance

will mean (unless offset by an exactly compensating difference

in demand conditions) relative cheapness, not only of the

abundant factor, but of commodities in whose production

large quantities of the cheap factor may be effectively used.

Once an exchange rate is established, each region will

specialise in the production of those goods for which its factor

equipment specially suits it, and will exchange such goods

for the favored products of the other region. Abundance or

scarcity of the productive agents is the basic fact, and, if we
remember the qualifying conditions, these terms may be

substituted for ‘‘cheapness” or “dearness.”

This condensed version of his theory is well stated by Ohlin

in terms of an illustration

:

Australia trades wool and wheat againjst manufactures, because

the former products require much land of grades to be found in

large quantities in that region, whereas manufactures require

large quantities of labour and certain gifts of natur^ coal

and iron mines, which are scantily supplied in Australia. Thus,

certain grades of land are exchanged for labour and for other

grades of land. Strictly speaking, Australia will export goods

containing much land not because land is abundant, but because

land will be found to be cheaper there than in other regions when
trade has started. But this evidently comes to very much ih»

same thing only if demand conditions were so peculiar that
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land— in spite of the abundant supply— would not be cheaper

than in regions with a scanty supply, could circumstances'* be

different. Failing such extraordinary demand conditions, we
can say that trade implies an exchange of abundant factors for

scantily supplied factors.^

Further illustrations may serve to point the theory, as well

as to show its direct applicability to the facts.^ Maine, for

example, is a great potato-growing region, owing largely to

the fact that that state is possessed of an abundant supply of

rather mediocre land, while the population is too sparse for

intensive farming or a high development of manufactures,

even were other conditions favorable. With a considerably

denser population and more fertile land, Wisconsin, on the

other hand, has become a large producer of milk, butler, and

cheese, commodities whose production calls for rather con-

siderable quantities of labor.

Denmark occupies, in the international field, a position

similar to that of Wisconsin in the United States. Deficient

in natural resources other than land, but with a relatively

large population for her area, she has become the leading

European producer of dairy products. Ireland, too, is in a

comparable position.

As an example of regional specialisation resting almost

entirely upon a plentiful supply of a single natural resource,

the oil industry of Oklahoma, Texas, California, Mexico, and

Persia may be cited. In still another line of production,

the manufacture of oriental rugs, Persia has for different

reasons developed considerable exports. Her advantage in

this field rests upon cjieap wool, obtained from her barren

highlands, as well as upon, the presence of a large number of

highly skilled workers practicing a traditional and extremely

difficult Craft. (It is interesting to note that the imitation

article, produced in New Jersey, is sometimes sent to its

American piarkct via Persia, in order to give it a ring of

authenticity. As a competing though different product, its

* Op. cit., p. 30.

t * A number of excellent illustrations are given in 0]ilin, pp. 23-29. Others
may be found in almost any economic geography.
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ability to compete is based not on an abundant skilled labor

suj^ply, but on cheap capital, as well as technical and unskilled

labor.)

Note should also be made of the fact that in many instances,

different countries use different combinations of the productive

agents to produce the same commodity, the two technically

and geographically different sources of supply competing in

neutral or even in one of the producer’s markets. Thus
Canadian, Australian, and American wheat, produced with

much land and little labor, competes in Great Britain with

local supplies produced under conditions of intensive cultiva-

tion. The case of genuine and imitation Persian rugs is

similar to this situation, although the two products are by

no means identical. American automobiles, the product of

large-scale methods, compete in neutral markets with the

output of the less mechanised plants of England, France, and

Germany.

Additional illustrations of the bearing of abundance or

scarcity of the productive agents on the course of interregional

trade might be cited almost without limitation. This, how-

ever, is a task which may well be left to the reader as a useful

exercise.

NOTE ON THE ASSUMPTION OF GOLD STANDARD
CONDITIONS IN THE CLASSICAL THEORY

The classical analysis of international trade begins with a compara-

tive-cost situation which reflects the relative effectiveness of labor,

and which gives a range of possible barter terms of trade. Recipro-

cal demand determines the actual terms.

These constitute the main elements of the classical theory. The
introduction of gold movements and of iponey wages is something

of an afterthought to provide a mechanism by means of which the

effects of changes in reciprocal demands may be traced. ^According

to this mechanism, a variation in reciprocal demand alters the

barter terms of trade by means of gold flows and chginges in the

level of wages.

The classical writers could equally well have assumed paper

currencies. An initial position of the barter terms of trade would
then be consistent with one particular exqjiange rjate, that which
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brought about equality in exports and imports between the two
countries involved. A change in reciprocal demands, instead of

causing a rise in money wages in one country, a fall in the other,

would lead to a variation in the exchange rate such that equality

of exports and imports was preserved. This rise in the exchange

rate would have no effect on wages or the prices of goods within

the countries, but it would raise the price of foreign labor and of

imports in the currency of the country whose demand had increased,

lower the price of foreign labor and of imports in the other country.

Labor being the only cost considered, and non-competing groups

of labor being ignored, variations in exchange rates could only

produce uniform vertical changes in costs to each country of the

other country’s goods, exactly similar to those discussed by classical

writers in terms of gold flows. Failure to take into account other

costs than labor would continue to prevent a realistic and theo-

retically consistent approach to the problems of international value

and of international specialisation. Consideration of the effects

of changes in reciprocal demand (and other international changes)

upon the different sources of incomes and thus upon the distribution

of wealth would also continue to be impracticable.
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CHAPTER VI

SOME MODIFICATION^ AND
CONSEQUENCES OF THE THEORY

I
T may be remembered that the preceding chapter’s

analysis of the causes of interregional trade began by

calling attention to the similarity between the particular

aptitudes of individual human beings and the differing fac-

tor equipment of various geographical regions. These dis-

tinguishing characteristics of dissimilar producing units (the

individual and the region) might both be classed as aptitudes^

those of the individual taking the form of varying degrees

of certain human qualities, those of the region of varying

quantities of essentially dissimilar factors. In both instances,

possession of different aptitudes by various producers supplied

the basis for specialisation and the exchange of goods. (^Indi-

viduals obtained larger incomes if they applied themselves

to those tasks for which they were best qualified by nature

and afterward exchanged their output for the products of

other specialised producers. ) Regions likewise were econom-

ically benefited if they produced and traded with other

regions those commodities for whose production their factor

endowment or aptitude most fitted them.

ECONOMIES OF LARGE-SCALE PJ^ODUCTION AS A
BASIS FOR INTERREGIONAL TRADE

^

The parallel may be extended along another line, f^ven

though individuals were identical as to natural ability, it

would still pay them to specialise, for concentration upon a

single task permits the acquisition of much greater skill,

while it also eliminates the time wasted in changing over froift

one task to another. In a similar fasKion, regions identical

105
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as to productive factor equipment would still have a perfectly

valid reason for specialising and trading, owing to the fact

that production for more than a purely domestic market

permits organisation on a more economical scale, 2.^., permits

an acquired superiority to be developed. Were each region

or country completely isolated — a condition closely ap-

proximated, indeed, in certain regions during recent years —
all commodities whose low costs of production depended upon

large-scale manufacture for a broad international market

would have to be produced locally under conditions of high

cost. The high prices of automobiles in European countries

today are largely to be attributed to the enforced small-scale

production resulting from high tariff barriers.

frhe chief cause of the economies of large-scale production

is to be found in the lack of divisibility of certain of the pro-

ductive agents. If each of these agents could be divided into

units of any desired size without loss of efficiency, then while

there would still be an ideal or “optimum” proportion for

combining them, depending upon their prices, the total size

of any such combination would be a matter of indifference.

Expressed more concretely, this means that if such large and

expensive modern machines as power drills, presses, auto-

matic conveyors, and harvesting combines could be supplied

in miniature, or in lighter and much less costly form, the

present degree of intensive specialisation could be maintained

in small factories with output but an insignificant fraction of

that of huge modern establishments. (Where man-power
was concerned, it might be necessary to resort to part-time

employment of certaih types of labor.) The nature of the

productive factors, or, in some cases the materials worked

upon, r^turally does not permit such small units to be

employed. To punch holes in sheet steel, a heavy, powerful,

and expensive machine, f.r., a large unit of capital, is by the

very naturae of the operation essential. ^Without the pos-

sibility of a large volume of output, big and expensive pro-

{luctive agents cannot be fully— and hence, ecoriomically—
employed, l
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^Consequently it may be said that because the factors of

prcduction cannot be divided at will, because they come in

packages of a technically predetermined size, certain econ- ^
omies of production cannot be realised except in combina-

tions of the factors of considerable magnitude; ^Moreover,

these large-scale combinations can only be adopted when the

market for their products is broad enough fo allow full utilisa- ^

tion of plan^ There would be no. point to introducing
\

expensive machinery in a factory whose output was so small

that to absorb the costs of the machinery, unit cost would have

to be raised above the level attainable by simpler, more

direct, less specialised methods.

It is clear that if the factors of production were perfectly

divisible, there would be no peculiar advantage to the organi-

sation of industry on a large scale. ^ Small plants could

under such conditions achieve all the economies of larger

firms. So far as the theory of interregional trade is concerned,

all would take place as outlined in the previous chapter, with

no qualification required on this score. Owing, however, to

the actual lack of divisibility of the factors, economies of ,

large-scale organisation appear. They create an additional

basis for interregional traded two regions with identical

relative prices may well specialise in producing goods whose

purely domestic market is too small to permit large-scale

operations to develop. Though theoretically lack of divisi-^

bility of factors is a possible independent cause of trade, iq'

actual fact, identical sets of relative prices are so unlikely to ^

exist in different regions that this may be regarded rather as a

supplementary basis for interregional e^xchange.

If we suppose certain regions with identical relative factor

equipment to begin, quite by chance* to specialise in large-

scale industries, two important repercussions of ttfis initial

^ Lack of divisibility lies at the basis of most economies of large-scale produc-

tion, such as the use of expensive equipment and of high-priced executives,
,,

and the maintenance of a large research department. The economy of large-

scale purchases, on the other hand, seems to be of a slightly different character.

Raw materials, etc., may be bought in almost any quantities desired. Th<i

best price, however, can*frequently be obtained only on large orders.
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Specialisation may be noted: the demand fpr the factors of

production will differ from the demand in isolation, thereby

inducing differences in factor prices. Altered factor prices,

in turn, will give rise to ‘‘supplementary” industries using

large quantities of what have now become cheap factors,

•numerous regions

Having indicated the correction in the theory required by

the fact that productive factors arc not perfectly divisible,

we may now proceed to consider what further qualifications

are needed to bring our assumptions (pp. 89-90) into line

with economic reality. The simplest of all to deal with is

the one confining discussion to two regions. Any number

thereof may be included in the analysis without in any way
altering its conclusions or its methods.^ The sole effect is to

increase the complexity of the reasoning, and as a consequence,

as Ohlin says, to “make it more difficult to say a priori of any

one of the productive factors or commodities that it will be

cheaper in a certain region than in the others when trade

has been opened.”

DEFINITION OF AND QUAI.ITATIVE DIFFERENCES IN

FACTORS OF PRODUCTION

Considerably more difficult to handle is the proviso which

permitted us to ignore qualitative differences in the productive

factors. The usefulness of this assumption in simplifying the

argument is not to be doubted
;

it enabled us to make inter-

regional comparisons of the quantities and prices of productive

agents without stopping to inquire whether the agents whose

prices ami quantities were being compared were actually the

same. Now the necessity of such an inquiry at some time or

^ It is inteitesting to recall how the classical theory, when it came to dcdl

with more than one country, not only became more involved, but also found

it necessary to change its earlier conclusions, i.e., reciprocal demand became

^ determinant of the very course of trade as well as of the actually realised barttir

terms of trade. *
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other is apparent. For unless the comparisons we make
relate to the same things, any conclusions we may draw will

be vitiated, unless it is possible to justify them on quite inde*

pendent grounds.

Before considering the problem of qualitative differences

in the factors of production, it would seem logical first to

decide just what a productive .iactor-is# In the foregoing

chapter, we confined our attention to the conventional

division of the factors into land, labor, and capital. This

approach suffices for a first approximation, where only a

broad, general treatment of interregional or international

trade is desired. There is no question, however, but that

specialisation and the movement of commodity trade is in-

fluenced, not only by the relative abundance of land, labor,

and capital, but also by relative differences in the supply and
therefore in the prices of specific kinds of each of these major

groups of factors. A country possessed of an abundance of

skilled labor, for example, will tend to attract industries in

which such labor is important (notably the handicraft indus-

tries), while a country with abundant unskilled labor but

scarce and expensive skilled workers will tend to develop a

very different industrial structure.

Taking the broad tripartite division of the factors into land,

labor, and capital as a point of departure, let us inquire as to

the extent to which each of these must, for purposes of more

accurate analysis, be separated into distinct sub-factors. We
may begin with labor.

(a) Labor. — Just as the three major factors are dis-

tinguished by the fact that each is suited to the performance

of a different type of function in the process of production, so

different grades of labor may be marked off from one another

in terms of their varying suitability for different productive

operations. Unskilled labor performs different tasks from

skilled labor; the labor of the electrician is technically dif-

ferent from that of the carpenter.

Again, as with the broad categories of factors, it is not thf

technical fact thaf these different types of labor are capable
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of performing certain productive tasks that gives them their

economic importance, but rather their scarcity relative* to

demand- For labor as a whole, this is determined by the

size of the working population. The relative scarcity of the

various groups, on the other hand, depends upon two

basic considerations : heredity and environment. The par-

ticular technical efficiency required in any such group rests

partly upon inherent human traits, such as intelligence,

physical strength, and certain natural aptitudes, and partly

upon habits acquired as a result of training, t VVhfere the

capacity to perform a given type of function depends on the

possession of natural ability, little movement from one category

of labor to another can take place. The size of any par-

ticular group will be limited by the numbers of those in

the total population who have inherited the requisite traits.

On the other hand, to the extent to which any particular

technical proficiency can be acquired through education or

training, movement from one labor group to another may
occur. ^

The degree of inter-group movement, or the mobility of

labor, depends upon a wide range of circumstances —
facilities for education, the general level of incomes in a com-

munity, its social traditions and laws, trade union policy,

etc. Depending upon the nature of these environmental con-

ditions, movement from one non-competing group to another

will be comparatively free or decidedly restricted as

under the caste system of India). The mobility of labor in

any community, in other words, determines how competitive

its various non-competing groups will be. Since these inter-

group movements, by changing the relative scarcity of the

different kinds of labor, also alter relative rates of pay,

variations in relative wages provide a criterion for judging

the permanence of non-competing groups.

A moment’s reflection will show that the permanence or

^ In this respect, the factors constituted by the various groups of labor differ

from the three ba^sic factors, land, labor, and capital. These are relative to

ofie another, immobile, whereas some degree of mojbility characterises the

labor sub-factors.
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stability of any non-competing group will vary with the

period of time under consideration. So far as the technical

qualifications of different strata rest on underlying differences

in native ability, their relative numbers and their relative

rates of pay will tend to remain stable over long periods.

This would appear to be true of such rather broad divisions

as unskilled, skilled, and technical labpr. ^ery different

degrees of intelligence and other types of natural ability are

called for in these three main divisions. Mobility between

them k very imperfect
;

therefore wage differences tend to

be large and enduring.) rOn the other hand, the technical

requirements of sub-groups within each of these main cate-

gories (^.5., plumbers, carpenters, and electricians, among the

skilled group) would seem to be substantially the same in

their general nature. The various special skills can be

acquired by members of the skilled group within a relatively

brief time. Therefore substantial wage differences between

such sub-groups as these will tend to be of comparatively

short duration. Indeed, we may use the persistence of wage

differences as the basis for defining a non-competing group,

which may be said to exist so long as its members receive a

wage substantially different from that paid to other groups

of comparable technical requirements.

It should be apparent that in the various non-competing

groups of labor we now have a basis for distinguishing separate

labor factors of production. Each non-competing group

constitutes, for purposes of interregional comparison, a

separate factor. These clearly have an important bearing

on interregional trade, since for a* region possessing, for

example, skilled labor in abundance, this will constitute

a cheap factor and will attract industries requiring it in

relatively large quantities. Moreover, just as thC number

of distinguishable non-competing groups varies with the

period of time under consideration, so likewise will the

number of separate labor factors taken into account in an

interregional comparison. For most purposes, a classifica-

tion into the three main groups — unskilled, skilled, aifd
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technical labor*— will suffice. (^Provision must generally

be made, however, for two special sub-groups in the unskihed

class, namely the labor of wpmsh .and children, whose wages

are ordinarily low in proportion to their productive effi-

ciency.* )Where short-period changes are under considera-

tion, the number of labor groups may be as large zis the

number of distingi^shable wage scales. A scarcity of man-
agerial la^r may for some years hamper the development

ofTarge-scale enterprises, even though engineers and other

types of technical labor are plentiful. In the course of time,

however, the attraction of high earnings of management
should correct such a situation. Where the problem is one

of long-run tendencies of international trade, temporary

wage differences may generally be ignored; consideration

of the three major types of labor, together with such special

sub-groups as are marked by persisting wage differentials,

will be sufficient.

Having found a basis for determining the number of

separate labor factors to be taken into account, we may now
^return to the problem of qualitative differences. (^It is ob-

j

vious that if the supply of a productive agent in various

I

regions differs as to quality^ commodity costs of production

i
are bound to be influenced./' As the classical writers pointed

out, the effectiveness of labor is quite as important in determin-

' This is the classification adopted by Olilin, who says, “The second group
comprises mechanics, foremen, office clerks, etc., while the third represents

the technical and administrative leadership required in production.’^ Op. cit.y

* Ohlin also cites, as special sub-groups of unskilled labor of rather enduring
significance, the labor of blacj^s and whites in South Africa, and negro as com-
pared with white labor in the southern United States. As an example of a more
temporary unskilled sub-group, foreign immigrant labor in the coal and steel

industries in the United States* before the war may be mentioned. In the first

decade or ^ of this century, when the annual inflow of immigrants was close

to a million, this was an especially large and cheap sub-factor. With the

continuation of the post-War restrictions on immigration, and finally, with
the successful organisation of the major portion of the steel industry by the

C. I. O., the eldstencc of submerged non-competing groups in steel and coal

has been brought to an end.

Particularly interesting examples of skilled labor sub-factors are those non-
(pxapeting groups created by the closed-shop policy of strong tr<ide unions,

which persist as long as the unions maintain their strength.
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ing the price of a commodity as is the wage paid. Just

because the relative supply and relative wages of unskilled

labor are the same in two regions, it does not necessarily

follow that one of these regions will be unable to produce

more cheaply those products in which unskilled labor is

important. If this labor were suited to the performance

of quite different tasks, or if its efficiency at the same kinds

of work were dissimilar in these regions, costs of production

would inevitably be affected. (^Likewise, the advantage

derived by one region from a large and cheap supply of

unskilled labor might be entirely or partially offset were the

factor in question qualitatively inferior in that locality. }

How can this problem of qualitative differences in sup-

posedly identical factors best be handled? The simplest

and most direct solution is to treat a factor which is super-

ficially the same in two regions (e.g.y unskilled labor) but

characterised by great differences in quality as really two

different factors. (This is merely to recognise the patent

fact that low-paid, inefficient labor is not the same thing as

well-paid, efficient labor.) Thereby the difficulties inherent

in the comparison of dissimilar things is avoided by simply

refusing to compare them. Thus because ^‘native labour

in the colonies may do better than the white population,

when it comes to manual work in a warm and moist climate,

while white labour is as a rule more efficient in almost all

work in a suitable climate,’^ ^ these two types of labor (of the

same grade) must be regarded as quite distinct labor factors,

incapable of direct comparison.

At first sight, this may seem to rule out all possibility of

making interregional comparisons of any labor groups, for

nothing is more certain than that national and even regional

labor sub-factors differ in varying degree from, place to

place as regards education, intelligence, strength, or some

other of the numerous qualities affecting their usefulness.

Such a drastic conclusion is, however, hardly warranted.

For differences in these qualities are attributable to one or

^ Ohlin, op. cit.y p. 79.
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the other of two great influences : heredity and environment

It follows that qualitative differences in labor will be greatest

where these two sources of variation differ most markedly:

namely, between regions where racial or cultural dissimilarity

is sharpest. Races and cultures are most unlike in the ad-

vanced and in the backward countries of the world
;
hence

in comparisons of tfactor equipment between such regions

it would be necessary to treat many if not most labor factors

as essentially different species.' Again using unskilled labor

as an illustration, Java would be regarded as having ‘a large

supply of native unskilled labor, but little or no white labor

of this class, while England, with abundant white workers,

would be said to be entirely without a supply of ‘‘native”

labor. The number of factors considered is increased some-

what by this method of handling qualitative differences, and

the analysis is thereby rendered more complex, but its validity

as a theoretical tool remains unimpaired.

Between the more advanced countries possessing a common
racial and cultural background, diversity in the quality of

labor will naturally be much less marked.* Even here, how-

ever, differences may be sufficient to affect materially the

productivity of the workers. A thorough examination of the

forces determining trade cannot ignore this element, though

it is probable that quantitative rather than qualitative differ-

ences in the labor supply will be of predominant importance.

Frequently, indeed, the greater productivity of a particular

labor group in one country will turn out, on inquiry, to be

due more to the abundance of cooperating factors (rich

natural resources, large-scale— capitalistic — methods

of production) ihan to the possession of unlike traits by the

laborers themselves.
9

An American worker in a cotton mill produces more than an
English worker, at least in the lower grades of goods ;

the superi-

ority of the English over the Italian is perhaps still greater. But

an Italian immigrant in the United States will, after adapting

^
himself to the new conditions, produce more than the English

worker in an .English, mill and probahl/ as much as his English
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and American fellow workers in the American mill. To account

'for this by a change in his qualities does not seem practical;

a much better way is to classify all individuals as belonging to

the same labour group, if under similar conditions as regards

machinery and organisation they are found to be fairly equal

in efficiency, disregarding of course minor individual differences.^

(b) Natural Resources. — With this expended discussion of

labor factors behind us, we may now turn to a decidedly

simpler category: natural resources. Following Ohlin, five

main '•classifications of resources may be noted: (1) agri-

cultural and forest, (2) fishing and hunting, (3) mineral,

(4) water-power, and (5) transport, though for the sake of

inclusiveness perhaps there should be added (6) manufactur-

ing and building sites. For broad purposes, especially in a

preliminary comparison between regions, each classification

may be presumed to be made up of essentially similar units.

In fact, of course, each group is really a number of different

resources similar only in a general way. (Land, for instance,

is of many varying degrees of fertility, though each grade is

suitable for farming uses. Different plots of land likewise

vary as to their desirability for industrial or commercial sites,

though all parcels may be used for these same general pur-

poses.) Where a more refined and exact comparison is

desired, each major group may be subdivided into as many
sub-groups as seems economically relevant. , That is, w’hen

the supply of some given type of natural resource exhibits

such great qualitative differences between regions as to affect

costs of production to a significant degree, each regional

supply should be treated as a distinct* factor. ^ Thus Swedish

iron ore and German ore should be regarded as different

productive agents, since the Swedisfi deposits are so much
richer; the same is true of farming land in New England

and the Middle West, because of differences in fertility.

(c) Capital. — Turning now to capital factors, it should

be noted at the outset that it is differences in the rate of

interest that cause various regions to use capitalistic or round-

^ Ohlin op. cit.y pp. 79-80
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about production to a greater or less degree, and

that interest is paid for supplies of free, floating capital,

available for embodiment in concrete capital goods. Large

or small quantities of these concrete types of capital equip-

ment, in other words, are a result of the abundance of financial

resources, of money savings, so that comparisons of capital

resources should apffly to capital in the abstract, to financial

resources available for investment.^ Of capital in this sense,

two main divisions may be distinguished : short-term, free

to be invested only for short periods, and long-term, av&ilable

for long or even indefinite periods. Each of these categories

may be further subdivided into ‘^safe’’ and ‘‘risky” capital,

each, of course, paying a quite different rate of interest, that

for “risky” capital including a considerable element of com-

pensation for the risk incurred. That countries differ as to

available supplies of these varied kinds of capital is evident.

France, as Ohlin points out, possesses abundant “safe”

capital, the supply of “risky” capital being rather more

plentiful in England, and most abundant of all in the United

States.

SOCIAL CONDITIONS OF PRODUCTION

It is convenient at this point to introduce a further con-

sideration with respect to the risk element. Attention has

been called to the fact that there are regional differences in

the supply of capital (and for that matter, of labor as well)

willing to go into hazardous industries. The same industry,

however, may be morc^risky in one country than in another,

owing to differences in what may best be called “social condi-

tions of production.” This aspect of risk is quite distinct

from the* abundance or scarcity of factors willing to enter

risky enterprises; it is an independent clement in the total

^ Any country can acquire capital equipment of the most up-to-date sort—
by importation, if necessary— though it may not pay it to do so if it has to borrow
the wherewithal, free capital, at a high rate of interest. The possibility of

borrowing from countries with plentiful capital does not mean that it can be

rikd at the rate of interest current there. The higher rate ruling in the

borrowing country ‘must be paid.
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industrial situation, affecting all industries, but especially

those requiring stable conditions. Social ppnditipns „oi

production relevant to this problem include such phenom-

ena as .stable or unstable, gpyernments, the di^nger, of war,

the., level of business ethics, and similar rather intangible

matters. ^Thus large-scale plants, involving a heavy capital

investment, are rarely found where political stability is

frequently upset by revolutions; agriculture is more suited

to such an environment. Ohlin cites as an illustration of the

influence of the danger of war a differential of 9 to 12 per cent

in 1926 in the interest charges paid by first-class firms in the

Baltic countries adjoining Russia over the interest paid by the

same firms for capital invested in the Scandinavian countries.

Such “social conditions of production’’ constitute the frame-

work of every region, within which all types of industrial

activity must be carried on. As any one or a number of these

conditions may be expected to affect various industries to a

different degree, the course of development of a region’s

industries will naturally be influenced. This makes it essen-

tial, in making interregional comparisons, to take this matter

of “social conditions of production” fully into account;

Up to this point in the argument, three of the original

simplifying assumptions have been disposed of : the provision

that all factors are perfectly divisible, that only two regions

are involved in trade, and that factors are everywhere qualita-

tively the same. Of the five remaining assumptions, one, to

the effect that only transactions in goods are involved in

interregional trade, will be covered in part when the inter-

regional mobility of factors is introduced. For a full dis-

cussion we must wait until the subject of the balance of

payments is taken up, when all the items entering into the

international accounts will be examined. /

/ PAPER vs. GOLD CURRENCY SYSTEMS

Of the supposition that each region possesses an inde-

pendent paper currency, a few words may now be said. ;^s

a matter of fact, this proviso would be.valid fpr much of the
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international trade of the last twenty years. It does not,

however, cover the case of gold standard countries. The
essential difference between trade under the paper and under

the gold standard may be briefly stated, leaving the details

ifor later consideration. It amounts to this: under the paper

I standard, the rate of exchange is free to fluctuate, and the

j rate finally arrived at, the equilibrium rate, must accurately

I

reflect conditions of reciprocal demand. If this demand
changes in any way, adjustment is brought about through

changes in the exchange rate itself. Under the gold stahdard,

:

on the other hand, the rate of exchange is fixed within very

narrow limits. Adjustment to changing demand is more

- complicated, but provisionally we may say that it takes place

along the lines of the price specie-flow mechanism, through

• movements of gold and their effects on prices. When we
come to the question of the mechanism of adjustment, in later

chapters, both the paper and the gold case will be more fully

discussed.

The assumption that the factors of production were per-

fectly mobile within regions, but immobile between them, and

the neglect of restrictions on the movement of goods, the most

important of all our assumptions, remain untouched. Before

considering these themes, however, it is essential to acquire

some understanding of certain of the effects of interregional

trade. Consequently, we now introduce a brief digression

on that subject.

vcertain effects of interregional trade

(a) Equalisation of Commodity Prices, — Most obvious of all

the effeejs of trade is its tendency to equalise commodity

prices. This equalisation will be perfect if no obstacles to

trade exist
; that is, commodity prices will be identical in all

regions. Mpro^pycr, all commodities will be exported or im-

ported ; none will be produced locally. /Since obstacles^
3fand in the way of trade (to mention only transport costs and

tariffs), this price equalisation can never m fact be perfect.
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The prices of traded goods tend, however, to differ only by the

costs of overcoming these obstacles.

(b) Equalisation of Factor Prices. — Trade also promotes the

equalisation not only of commodity but also of factor prices.

The commodities traded are characteristically the products

of the most abundant factors of each region. Thus trade

adds to the domestic demand for theSe factors a foreign

demand
;
other things equal, their prices will be higher than

in isolation. Moreover, factors scarce in any region will be

met With a reduced demand, since their products will be

imported from regions in which they are relatively more
abundant. Prices of scarce agents will fall. ^'Interregional

trade, by raising the prices of abundant factors and lowering

those of scarce onfes, brings them more into line with factor

prices in other regions where the supply situation is different.

Factor prices in different regions tend to become more equap
Put in another way, the relative scarcity of the agents of pro-

duction is made less different.

One might conclude that complete equalisation of the

prices of the various productive factors would result. This,

however, is highly improbable if not impossible. It could

only occur if the demand for the various kinds of labor could

be concentrated largely on those areas where each kind

was most abundant, thereby raising wages there to a parity

with wages in scarce-labor areas. Likewise, the demand
for land would have to be concentrated on abundant land

areas, and the demand for capital on districts well sup-

plied with capital. Such a wholesale localisation of demand
is, however, quite impossible, owing to the technical require-

ments .of production, which in the, case of practically all

commodities calls, not for labor, land, or capital gjbne, but

for combinations of all three of these major groups "of factors.

Complete equalisation of factor prices would require an

unattainably perfect adaptation of demand to* the highly

varying local supplies of the different agents. Moreover, did

any such price equalisation occur, it would contain the seeds

of its own destruction. For when all factor prices were every--
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where the same, there would no longer be any reason for

trade, and with the cessation of trade, and therewith the

extinction of the demands which brought about the price

equalisation, the original disparities in factor equipment

would immediately reassert themselves.

(c) The Gain from Trade. — A third and most important

^^consequence of intefregional trade is that it makes possible

a much more efficient u§e of the factors qf production than

would otherwise occur, thereby raising their real incomes,

i This, indeed, is the chief gain from trade. Factors which in

isolation would be most unproductive of certain needed com-

modities may nonetheless by means of trade yield these

required articles in abundance. Each region can devote

its factors to their most efficient uses, exchanging part of

their output for goods produced more efficiently elsewhere.

’’Thereby all regions benefit from geographical specialisation

by acquiring a larger real income.

The highest average level of incomes throughout the world

would be attained were it possible everywhere to. combine

the factors. in,.their most productive proportions. In a world

whose various regions are very differently endowed with the

agents of production, however, this outcome could only be

realised if it were possible to move these agents from regions

where they are abundant to those where they are scarce.

This outcome is prevented, of course, by the immobility of

certain factors, notably natural resources. The next best

thing to moving the factors is to move their products, and this

trade permits; Scarcity of certain agents in one region is

compensated for by utilising them at a distance, where they

:
I

are abundant— that is, by importing their products. cX-ooked

iat in thif way, exports and imports of goods are in effect

j

an indirect export and import of the factors used to make
^ them^

(d) Effects of Trade on Demand. — An effect of trade of quite

a different sort is to be seen in the influence it exerts on the

,
<teipand ,for commodities. On the one hand, owing to the

fact that incomes are« raised, the qymtItatiVLeJtatome, of .dfc.
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tmand is iocrcascd. On the other hand, the direction of this

deWnd, its ^flua^tatiy^j^ For trade

acquaints us with a wider range of goods than we could

possibly know in isolation— our tastes and desires arc them-

selves affected. Were it not for international trade, the

American national drink might be Postum instead of coffee;

without the possibility of importing cinema films, the British

would never have known the manifold delights of Hollywood,

(Their ideas about America would certainly be different, and

perhaps more accurate.)

(e) Tendency to an Increase in Regional Differences in Factor

Equipment, — We have already seen that trade tends to raise

the prices of factors abundant in a given region, and to lower

the prices of scarce agents, thereby bringing about some degree

of interregional price equalisation. But this result has further

consequences, ^ovided the supply of the factors reacts to the

changes in their prices. So far as higher prices for the more

abundant agents effect an increase in their supply, and

lower prices for the scarcer factors cause a contraction of

supply, interregional differences in factor equipment are still further

increased. Our knowledge of these reactions is limited — it is

impossible to say a priori that the supply of any factor will

al^^ays respond positively to a change in its price. As regards

labor, it seems fairly certain that a rise in the wages of any

one labor group {e,g., skilled labor) relative to the wages of

other groups will stimulate an increase in its supply. Even

here, however, the effect upon the total supply of labor is

uncertain ;
higher wages for skilled workers may cause fewer

of their wives and children to seek work. And when a general

rise in the real wages of all labor is involved, the outcome. on #

the supply side is quite indeterminate. It depends, among
other things, upon the attitude of the laboring population

toward leisure as compared with higher real incomes, toward

a better standard of living as compared with earlier marriages

and larger families.

Of natural resources, one might be inclined to say th;^t

price changes cannot alter their supply,, that this is given once
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and for all by nature. There are, however, three ways in

which the supplies of natural resources economkal^ availahle

may be increased. Higher prices may stimulate additional

discoveries
; they may lead to the reclamation of»jiwri§ed re-

sources through irrigation and drainage)
;
or they may en-

courage the investment of additional capital to exploit more
rapidly or cultivate more intensively resources alreacly in use.

With regard to the response of capital supply to changes in

the rate of interest, it is impossible to give a clear and unequiv-

ocal answer. At a given level of income, it is probable that

a higher rate of interest would stimulate an increase in savings,

a lower rate a decrease. A rise or fall in the interest rate,

however, retards or accelerates the rate of investment, thereby

raising or lowering the general level of production and of

incomes. The whole subject is bound up with the theory of

the business cycle, which it is beyond the scope of this book

to discuss.

r (f) Broader EJfecls of Trade . — But trade affects far more

than the prices of the factors of production and the quantities

thereof made available: it determines to a very considerable

,
degree the quality of labor, the nature of the concrete forms

of capital, and the type of natural resources exploited. Were

the various regions of the world isolated from one another,

forced by this isolation to be self-sufficient, and thereby

limited to producing for a narrow market, specialisation and the

division of labor could be utilised only to a small degree. The
intricate, highly-organised industrial societies of today would

simply not exist; everything would be more primitive.

Without broad mark(fts, large-scale production would be

impossible. Without large-scale production, most of the

technical^ developments of the last hundred and fifty years,

embodied in elaborate capital instruments, would be useless.

Many natural resources, such as petroleum and rubber, would

lie untapped, while machine-tending factory labor and highly-

trained technical labor would give way to artisans and com-

rpon unskilled workmen. In a word, without interregional

trade the industrial structure of society, the qualities of labor,
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and the types of natural resources and capital instruments

used would be mediaeval in character,)

In summax^it may be said that interregional.tra4c equal-

ises commodity prices (within limits set by the obstacles to

trade)vr:that it likewise brings about a partial but.iiever xomr
plcte equalisation of factor priccs^^und that it raises the. real

incomes of the factors of production by permitting them to be^

combined in efficient proportions. Furthermore, trade in^

fluences both the volume and direction of demand through!

its effects on incomes and on tastes, while both the quantity*

and the quality of factor supplies are affected. Interregional!

differences in factor equipment tend to be increased,^\vhile al|

the same time the very nature of the various kinds of equip-^

ment itself is altered.

Having some understanding of at least the significant

effects of trade, it is possible to resume the process of gradual

qualification of the abstract theory of Chapter V. Only two

of the original assumptions remain unaccounted for : the

abstraction from obstacles to trade and the assumption of

intrarcgional mobility together with interregional immobility

of the factors. It will be convenient to take up first the con-

sequences resulting from the fact that labor and capital ac-

tually do move between regions.

INTERREGIONAL FACTOR MOVEMENTS

It may be stated at the outset that the chief obstacle to

movements of both labor and capital is psychological in

nature. Human beings dislike change, and the changes

involved in breaking home ties, leaving secure employment

and a familiar environment for a strange locality and an

uncertain economic future, are painful to make. This

psychological aversion to change is reenforced, when int^x;-

nation^ movements of labor are considered, by differences tn

langu^e, customs, and social instifutions. ^Owners of capital

are likewise reluctant to transfer their wealth across national

or regional boundaries to places where, it is no longer under
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their direct supervision, and where the “real or fancied

security’’ is greater.

To this psychological obstacle must be added another^ the

financial cost of moving. This often, in the case of labor,

though rarely with capital, constitutes an obstacle of the first

importance. In fact, with regard to much of the nineteenth

century emigration from Europe, especially from Russia and

the southeastern portion of the continent, the cost of a passage

to America was almost the only serious difficulty to be over-

come, any aversion to change being more than outweighed by

a positive desire to escape from compulsory military service,

political and religious oppression, and a discouraging or hope-

less economic situation.

Even when the obstacles to movement have been positive

in nature, large quantities of labor and capital have been

transferred from one part of the earth’s surface to another.

The characteristic stipiulus to such movements has been the

existence of a price differential : higher wages or higher in-

terest rates in the region or country toward which movement

occursy^

It will be recalled that one of the indirect, effects of com-

modity trade is to bring about some degree of factor price

equalisation. Anything that serves to increase the volume of

trade, then, by reducing the differences in factor prices tends

also to reduce^ the sumulus to factor mqyements and thereby

to lessen the interregional flow of labor and capital. On the

other hand, a shift of labor or capital from a low to a high wage

or interest area will tend, as a direct result, to make these

factor prices more unifornr. But more uniform factor prices

will mean greater equality of commodity prices, and hence a

I

smaller of trade. /Movements of goods and move-

Iments of factors may thus be regarded as substitutes for one

janother, trade in goods reducing the stimulus to interregional

transfer of the factors, and movements of the latter lowering

the incentive to trade.^^

* ^ Only the most general results of factor movements, i.e., price equalisation

and reduction of the volume of trade, are mentioned here. Under certain
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EFFECTS OF OBSTACLES TO TRADE
t*

Before examining the effects upon the volume and character

of trade ofjobstacles to the free movement of goods, a word
should be introduced as to the nature of these obstacles. The
conunonest, of coimse, are the inevitable costs of transporting''

goods from place to place, and the almost equally inevitable

though more artificial tariflK.^ But these By no means exhaust

the list— anything that tends to obstruct- trade must be

included, such as “differences between nations as to leinguage,

laws, banking systems, habits, and traditions, in a word

everything that makes it more difficult to trade in foreign

countries than in others.*’ * In any close study of trade in an

individual commodity or between particular regions, ail these

elements would have to be given due weight. But because

language and legal differences, etc., are so intangible, and

vary so much in every instance studied, they lend themselves

poorly to generalisation. Hence, having mentioned them and

indicated their importance, we must, if only for reasons of

space, compress our discussion of obstructions to trade very

largely under the heading “costs of transport,” with some

incidental attention to tariffs.

With regard to transport costs, a preliminary general

observation should first be made: the demand for_lraDS-

portation is a demand for numerous factors of production.

This demand, added to all the other requirements for pro-

ductive agents, of course affects their prices. Hence it is

essential, in a complete and detailed survey of factor endow-

ment and its influence on trade, to include this demand in the

conditions, as when capital or labor moves from an old to a new country, thereby

leading to a rapid development of virgin resources, incomes may be so increased

in the undeveloped region as to lead to an actual increase instead of a diminu-

tion of trade. The essential point involved here, however, seem^to be this:

that the development of the new region makes accessible new natural resources,

whose prices are still lower than those of older resources already being utilised

— f.^., price differences for this class of factor are increased. If, as is not un-

likely, the inward-moving labor and capital are very productive when applied

to these new resources, wage and interest differences may be increased rather

than reduced. For a fuller discussion of this and related points, see Ohlin,

op» cit., pp. 170-172. ,

*

1 Ibid., p. 245.
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price analysis. Such considerations can be left out of account

when tariffs are the subject of discussion, since the require-

ments in the way of productive resources for the enforce-

ment of tariff duties are relatively insignificant.

(a) Quantitative Effects, — (i) Reduction in Volume of

Trade. The most immediate and obvious consequence for

trade of the existence of transport costs is that the volume of

trade is thereby reduced. /In the absence of costs of transport

(and of all other obstructions), all commodities would be the

objects of exportation or importation, except so far as fhe cost

of producing some occasional article (by means of different

combinations of the factors) might happen to be identical in

two or more regions. But when costs of transport have to be

added to ordinary production costs, only those commodities

can move between regions whose production costs proper

differ by more than the cost of transferring them from one

region to the other. Distinct from these interrcgionally-

traded commodities are those goods whose interregional

differences in costs are less than their costs of transfer. Trade

in these domestic goods will not be profitable, and they will

be produced at home.

(ii) Interregional Price Differences Increased. With the

reduction in the volume of trade brought about by the pres-

ence of transport costs, a further correlative result ensues

:

the theoretical effect of trade upon prices in the trading

regions is somewhat weakened. If to the price of each im-

ported good a premium has to be added to cover the costs of

transportation, the demand for each good will be somewhat

reduced in volume. Hence the impact of reciprocal demand
will bear with less weight on the prices of goods and factors

in the reg^ions involved, confining the tendency toward factor

price equalisation within narrower limits.

(b) Qiialitative Effects of Transport Costs. — To begin and end

an examination of the effects of transport costs with a brief

discussion of the reduction in the volume of trade these costs

entail would, however, be inadequate. For not only is the

volume of tretde redtuced— the very nature of the goods
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traded is significantly affected, for the reason that costs of

transport bear with yaq^ing weight upon different

ti£§- )7lriTact, costs of transport, or costs of transfer (a broader

term, covering transport costs, tariffs, and the intangible

obstacles, to overcome which involves expense) must be putjust

below interregional differences in factor equipment as a basic

element influencing the direction and the nature of trade. To
the qualitative effects of these costs of transfer we may now
turn. Let us begin by clarifying the nature of the problem.

Then-elative importance of costs of transport to different

commodities depends upon two things: (1) the general level
^

of transport costs
; (2) the relative cost per ton-mile of trans-

porting the different articles. The first of these is determined

on the one hand by the geographical distance goods must be

carried and on the other hand by the ease or difficulty

characterising their transport (general conditions of trans-

port). Under the latter heading are to be included the nature

of the route over which goods are to be carried (ocean or

navigable rivers as compared with the more expensive land

transport, flat plains as contrasted with difficult mountainous

country, etc.) and the endowment of the region crossed with

the factors needed to provide good railways or roads and to

operate and maintain them. These general conditions of

transport may be regarded as elements which increase the

economic distance as contrasted with the geographical

distance goods have to be carried. /Either physical or /

economic distance serves to raise the general level of trans-

portation charges, whatever relative rates for individual

commodities may be. 'I

. The relative ton-mile cost of transport, on the other hand,

is dependent upon the varying ease with which different goods

may be carried (the transjportability 5f goods). Some com-

modities, like wheat, raw wool, iron ore, petroleum, and many
highly-fabricated articles, can be transported for a -charge per

ton-mile which is but a small fraction of their value, while

others, like bricks, stone, fresh fruits, and vegetables, bear a

transportation chatge which bulks large in comparison with
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their value. This relative transportability of goods (in terms

of money costs) is in part the result of a real physical ada'pt-

ability to carriage,^ in part the consequence of the somewhat

arbitrary freight classifications applied to different commod-
ities by rate-regulating bodies.

Consider now the bearing upon interregional trade and the

localisation of production of these two aspects of transport

costs : the general level of rates and relative charges for differ-

ent commodities.*^

Little need be added to what has already been said with

regard to the influence of the first element. Generally high

rates restrict the total volume of trade, low rates stimulate the

exchange of goods. Moreover, regions in close proximity or

easily accessible to one another will exchange a large quantity

of goods
;
regions separated by wide distances or linked by poor

transport facilities will find their mutual trade handicapped.

Taken together with a scale of ton-mile rates varying for

^different commodities, however, the geqpral level of mans-

port costs has a qualitative effect on trade and the location of

industry. Only goods subject to relatively low freight

charges will move in large volume between distant or inacces-

sible regions
;

trade in articles subject to relatively high rates

will be largely confined to regions between which the general

level of rates is low. The localisation of production will be

influenced in a similar fashion. Only the more cheaply

transportable goods will be produced for export in regions

distant geographically or economically from the chief markets,

though the production of domestic goods will be most diverse

in character. ^^Region’S close to the main markets, or linked

to them by good general conditions of transport, on the other

' Compfessibility of a large weight into a small bulk, as with wheat; pos-

sibility of applying efficient and cheap methods of handling or carriage, as with

iron ore or petroleum.
^ Since an economic region is always a sizable area, internal costs of transport

must be included in the calculation of the cost of transporting goods from one

region to another, taking the actual point within the region where production

takes place as the basing point. Great internal distances or poor internal

l^onditions of transport may thus influence the localisation of production in

the same way as if they were external to the region.
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hand, will tend to specialise upon export commodities whose

costs of carri^e are relatively high. At the saune time, of

course, the range of purely domestic products will tend to be

much narrower.'

(consider now the effect upon interregional trade and the

localisation of industry of differential freight rates alone,

regardless of interregional differences in their average levels.

Assume, that is, a number of regions between which the

general level of rates is identical. What then is the effect

upon the localisation of production and upon the direction

and the nature of the flow of goods of varying^ costs of carriage

for different commodities? This problem is especially im-

portant in connection with the various stages of production, in

particular with reference to the location of raw-material and

finished-goods industries and the movement of their products.

t The existence of differential freight charges establishes a

general tendency for the commodity relatively most expensive

to transfer (least transportable) to govern localisation, and

hence to determine what type of goods will move from one

region to another. This tendency holds whether only one

raw material is involved or several. When the raw materials

are costly to move as compared with finished (or more finished)

products, the production of tl^ finished articles will tend to

take place at the source of raw-materi^ supply, or with many
raw materials, near that one whose c^5k of transport is highest.

But when the raw material can be transported cheaply as

compared with the finished product, the finished-goods

industry will tend to locate _near. its market, the raw materials

being brought to this point.*

^ One difference between actual distance of carriage and general conditions

of transport, both of which affect the general level of freight charges, may be

noted at this point. Geographical distance is given once and fosr il, while

“economic distance” may be altered. Therefore changes in the cbnditions of

transport will tend to bring about correlative changes in interregional trade

and industrial relations. Improvements in transport facilities will bring

regions closer together, while deterioration of such facilities as the result

of war) will increase the degree of isolation.

* To allow for differences in the general level of rates between regions, no

new principle need be introduced. We can combine what is said here with

the reasoning of an earlier paragraph. Suppose tiiat of several commodities,
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Thus, in the manufacture of iron and steel, coal, which is

the raw material most costly to transport, attracts the iron ore

rather than the opposite. Pittsburgh and the surrounding

coal area is the greatest iron- and steel-producing region in

this country, drawing its ore supplies from the Lake Superior

district, though at such points as Gary, Indiana, where rail

meets water, the elimination of one handling of the ore (to-

gether with nearness of a great market) has encouraged a sort

of intermediate localisation. In the steel industry, instances

of purely market localisation are difficult to find*. The
“pull” of a large market is often very important, however,

notably in the case of the large mills at Sparrow’s Point,

Maryland, which obtain no important raw materials locally

except water. Iron ore comes from Brazil, Chile, Sweden,

Belle Isle, Cuba, and a score of other remote places, and to

some extent, low ocean freight rates on ore shipments explain

this case of localisation. Coal comes 160 miles or more from

the interior.

Before the War, when the iron mines of Lorraine were in

German territory, the bulk of the iron and steel produced in

that country came from the great plants in the Ruhr coal

the production of each is located at the source of the raw material, because the

freight rate on each of the raw materials is high relative to the charge for trans-

porting the finished product. Which of several regions (each possessing the

necessary raw materials) produces one or more of these finished products will

depend upon thnr relative costs of transport taken in conjunction with the

general level of rates. A distant or inaccessible region can only hope to export

a commodity of this class whose shipping costs arc low relative to those for the

other finished products. In no event will such a region export the raw material.

That question has already been decided by the relationship between freight

charges on raw materials and. finished goods.

Attention may be called at this* point to the fact that changes in what we
have called (following Otilin) the general conditions of transport need not

always be general, affecting all commodities alike, but may affect different

commodities differently. W^hcre this is the case, there has taken place a change
in relative costs of transport which must be allowed for as such. On not infre-

quent occasions, only one or a few commodities are influenced by improvements
in transport facilities. As an illustration of this we may cite the alteration in

the localisation of the packing industry of the United States resulting from the

introduction of refi igeration into railway transport. Before refrigerated cars

were available, cattle and hogs were shipped to the local markets, to be slaugh-

^red there. Now the great packing plants arc located chiefly in Chicago and
Omaha, points more centra], to the source of “raw materials.”
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district, the ore being brought from the Lorraine mines.

Since 1918, however, the iron deposits have been in French

hands, and French national policy has stimulated the growth

of steel production in Lorraine, As an illustration of market

localisation, British woolen manufactures and flour milling

may be cited. British coal and iron deposits have attracted

a great iron and steel industry, including therein those

branches devoted to the fabrication of machines, ships, and

other finished articles. The growth of these industries has

called forth large supplies of labor and capital, thereby at-

tracting still further industries, and creating great markets for

finished goods. The presence of large markets and adequate

supplies of the needed factors proved more powerful in at-

tracting the manufacture of woolen materials and flour than

did the raw materials themselves, which are comparatively

cheap to transport.^ Consequently, Australia and New
Zealand export raw wool and wheat, and were it not for

their import duties, would import their woolen manufactures

and flour from Great Britain. Among the most striking in-

stances of market localisation is the baking of bread. To
transport this product any distance is costly and difficult

while the cost of carriage of flour is, compared to that of bread,

very low. Hence flour moves from the mills, which are to a

considerable degree located near the largest markets, to the

bakeries, which are widely scattered in the vicinity of small

local markets.

INTERREGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE

The type of analysis applicable to interregional trade may
generally be used without substantial change in dealing with

problems of international trade. Nations, indeed, arc merely
/

' Historically, of course, the woolen manufacture in England antedates

iron in its rise to importance. Hence one is only entitled to say that the great

development of the iron and steel industry has stimulated the fifrther growth

of the woolen industry, and, together with the advantage derived from the fact

that the woolen manufacture is an old, established industry (inertia), has kept

it in England in spite of the fact that the source of raw materials has shifted from^

England itself to distant i^gions.
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regions distinguished from one another by such obvious

marks as national frontiers, tariff barriers, and differences in

language, customs, and monetary systems.

Two points wherein an economic region and a nation may
differ, however, require comment. Some regions, which

from many points of view are economically homogeneous,

include territory on both sides of an international boundary.

The western part of Roumania, for example, is economically

more closely linked with other portions of the great ©anubian

basin, notably the eastern portion of Hungary, than with

that part of the country lying east of the Carpathian Moun-
tains. (Prior to the War, what is now western Roumania
was actually a part of Hungary.) Confronted with such a

situation, the economist will do well to treat the international

region as an economic unit. Allowance must, of course, be

made for the effects of such artificial barriers as tariffs
;

yet

frequently the similarity of resources, the mobility of labor

and capital, and long-established trading habits will be of

more basic importance. Quite frequently, indeed, national

policy recognises the economic interdependence of such a

multi-national region, introducing into national tariffs excep-

tions with respect to border trade.

On the other hand, many nations (we need mention only

the United States, Russia, and China) comprise far more than

a single economic region, being made up, in fact, of several

regions differing widely in their endowment with the various

productive agents. Where regional differences within a

nation are important, it would seem best to adopt the regional

analysis. Insofar as any relevant economic considerations are

purely national (as with regard to matters relating to trans-

portation, communications, or the effects of monetary policy),

they must, of course, be so treated.

CONCLUSION

Among the wide range of topics covered in this cl^pter,

Wiefconsideration was accorded certain of*the more important
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effects of trade, as well as movements of the factors. The
remaining pages were devoted to qualifying and elaborating

the basic theory of interregional trade. With the object of

seeing in perspective the essential elements of this theory, let

us attempt to state it in a very condensed form.

Regional differences in factor equipment occupy the

fundamental position in the explanation of interregional

specialisation and trade. Given such differences, factor

prices will vary from region to region, which in turn means

that cohimodity prices will differ. As supplementary causes

of interregional price differences, the social conditions , of

productiorf and the economies of large-scale production must

also be taken into account, the latter resting chiefly on the

fact that certain concrete types of capital equipment are but

imperfectly divisible.

The establishment of commodity-price differences provides

the basis for interregional specialisation and the exchange of

each region’s specialties for those of other localities. In the

absence of costs of transfer, each region would produce those

commodities for which its factor equipment best fitted it,

exporting all these products in exchange for goods more
cheaply produced elsewhere. All commodities would enter

into interregional trade. The existence of costs of transfer

(in particular, transport costs), however, immediately both

narrows the range of goods traded and influences the local-

isation of production and the interregional movement of goods.

Attention should be called to the fact that the various forces

determining the character of national or regional industries

and trade differ in importance under different circumstances,

a point which must be borne in mind in applying the analysis

to a concrete situation. It must also be realised that these i

forces— relative endowment with the productive factors,

;

social conditions of production, economies of large-scale;

production, and costs of transfer— constantly react upon one i

another.^

‘F<Jf a fuller discussign of the topics treated in this chapter, the interested*

reader is referred to Ohlin*s book, especially Chapters VllI to Xlll. Con*
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CHAPTER VII

THE FOREIGN EXCHANGES: THE MECHANISM
OF •INTERNATIONAL PAYMENT AND THE

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

I
N the preceding five chapters, our primary concern has

been to explain the forces governing the movements of

goods and of factors of production between different

regions and countries and, as a coordinate problem, to explain

the source of origin— i.e., the localisation of production— of

the interregionally-traded goods. The explanation finally

accepted runs primarily in terms of relative differences in

regional factor equipment and of costs of transfer. While the

analysis given is not adequate to the solution of all problems

in its field, it docs disclose the most important basic forces

underlying the course of international trade.

The framework of the discussion, however, has been that of

a stable equilibrium situation. That is, on the assumption

that trade is carried on under settled, undisturbed conditions,

answers have been provided to the questions, what goods will

be traded and what will be the terms of this interregional

exchange? A third question (formulated at the beginning

of Chapter III), how is adjustment made to disturbances of

international equilibrium, has been touched only incidentally.

Furthermore, no attention has been given to the methods by

which internationally-traded goods are paid for — these pay-

ments have been tacitly assumed to be made, in^some way,

without difficulty. It is now time to attempt to understand

the mechanism of international payment and to discover the

method of adjustrnent to disturbances of international equi*

librium.

135
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This chapter will be devoted to the mechanism of inter-

national payment. That some special mechanism must be

provided in the case of international trade seems to be clear.

When business men of countryA sell goods to citizens of country

B, they will naturally want to be paid in their own currency

;

yet the buyers of B will have available only the currency of B.

The same holds true of many other types of international

commercial transactions, such as the services rendered in

banking, shipping, insurance, and the tourist trade, as well

as financial transfers such as loans and interest oA loans,

{t'hough merchandise transactions constitute the largest single

item in any nation’s international accounts, services and
financial payments are always of considerable quantitative

importance, and each and every item of this sort involves

making a payment in a foreign currency. It is, of course,

through the foreign exchanges that such payments are made.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE

International transactions have at least two characteristics

in common with those taking place in a given locality—
they are carried on by indi^duals, and they are reckoned and

paid for in the usual way, by means of mOney or bank deposits.

Unlike local transactions, however, those of international

scope cannot be settled on the spot
;
payment for them has to

be made at a distance, and this payment has to be made in the

money of another country. These differences give rise to

special methods of transferring funds.

If a buyer and seller are situated at different points within

the same country, they too are confronted with the problem

of making a payment at a distance. If only a cash payment
is involved, the cheapest and safest method is for the buyer to

mail a check on his bank. This, duly deposited in the seller’s

bank, completes the transaction so far as the immediate parties

are concerned. The seller’s bank will be recompensed by

paving the check cleared through the central banking institu-

tion of the country, ^n institution with which practically all
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civilis^ states are today provided. If, however, the buyer

hai w^hed to postpone payment until some more convenient

time in the future, a domestic bill of exchange might be used.

To illustrate, suppose a manufacturer in New York sells

$5,000 worth of goods to a Chicago wholesaler. The manu>
facturer would then draw a bill of exchange for this amount
on the buyer. Such a bill is merely an order by the drawer

(here, the manufacturer) on the drawee (wholesaler) to pay

a specified payee (usually a bank) at some definite time in the

future.* This bill the manufacturer would “sell” to his bank

for its face value less the current rate of discount for the dura-

tion of the bill, receiving in payment an addition to his deposits

at the bank. His bank, in turn, would forward the bill to a

correspondent bank in Chicago (probably named as the payee

in the bill), which would have it accepted by the wholesaler,

and, when it came due, would collect its full face value from

him, holding this amount to the credit of the New York bank.

As a result of this series of steps the balance of the New York

bank at its correspondent bank in Chicago has been increased

by $5,000, its own deposit liabilities have been increased by

this amount less the discount. The difference, equal to the

discount for the period the bill was outstanding, constitutes the

earnings of the New York bank for undertaking the transaction.

Alternatively, had the New York bank not wished to increase

its balance in Chicago, it could have held the discounted bill

until due, then turned it over to the Federal Reserve Bank of

New York for collection, receiving in payment additional

deposits with that bank.

Clearly, the use of a bill of exchange Vesults in the perform-,

ance of certain very definite services. The seller ofj^oods is

enabled to secure immediate payment, the buyer is permitted

to pay at some time in'^the future, and payment is.;taade at a

distance with gr^at ease.

Foreign payments are handled in a manner exattly similar

to that just outlined. The only difference is that two currency

units.axe involved. This naturally raises the question of th^

relative value of these currencies, but ibr the moment this
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problem may be postponed while we analyse more carefplly

the mechanics of international payments. To illustrate this

method as applied to an international transaction, suppose an

American exporter has shipped goods worth £1,000 to a

British importer. After drawing a sterling bill for this sum
upon his customer, he will have it discounted by the foreign-

exchange department of his bank. If we may presume the

value of a pound sterling to be $5.00, he receives $5,000 less

the rate of discount for the period the bill has to run. The
American bank will then send this foreign bill to its corre-

spondent bank in London, which will present it to the im-

porter for acceptance. The correspondent may hold it until

payment is due, in which case it will at the specified date

receive and hold to the credit of the New York bank £1,000,

or it may sell the bill in the London discount market. In

the latter event, the pound sterling value of the bill, less the

London rate of discount for the period it still has to run, will

be made immediately available to the New York bank. By
this simple mechanism, the American exporter receives pay-

ment in dollars, while the British importer is enabled to pay

in pounds sterling. To make this outcome possible, the

American bank has simultaneously increased Its dollar (de-

posit) liabilities and its pound sterling assets.

If American imports from England are handled in what is

to the British seller a parallel fashion, the British exporters will

draw dollar bills on American importers, selling them to

London banks. The exporters are then out of the picture,

having received sterling deposits equal to the value in sterling

of the dollar bills of exchl^nge, less discount until maturity.

The London bank will forward these bills to its New York

correspcindent for acceptance and later for collection. When
collected (or sold in the New York discount market), the

amount in dollars is carried to the credit of the London bank.

Thus the mechanism in this case is an exact replica, in the

reverse direction, of that in the previous situation, where

American exports were involved. \ Now, a British bank in-

creases its liabilities by advancing sterling deposits, whileJt
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increases its assets in the form of additional dollar balances in

I^w Vbr^. In bbtti instances, whether American or British

exports are in question, what happens is essentially this ; a bank
in the country where the bill originates takes over the debtor-

creditor relationship of the parties to the goods transaction

(that is, relieves the buyer and the seller of the status of owing

and being owed), advancing bank deposits to the creditor in

his own currency and, after collection service is rendered

by the foreign bank, holding bank deposits in the debtor

country.

Implicit in such a situation as that just described, wiA trade
"

in goods going on in both directions, is a simple method of

clearmgjobligatioiSs, thereby obviating the necessity of trans-

ferring directly from one nation to the other any appreciable
,

amount of funds. So far as each member of a pair of corre-

spondent banks becomes equally in debt to the other, they can

agree periodically to cancel their mutual indebtedness (calcu-

lating the relative value of the two currencies at the current

rate of exchange). Any single bank whose debit or credit

balances piled up to an undue degree in one market could

adjust its position by exchanging its excessive balance with

some bank whose balance ran the other way. For the foreign

exchange markets as a whole, considering all transactions be-

tween the two countries, the great bulk of the balances will

cancel out, leading only a small amount to be settled sepa- h

rately.

There is, of course, another way in which international

payments could be initiated and carried through. The initi-
'

ative may be taken by the importer. To illustrate, suppose an
American importer has arranged with the British exporter

from whom he is buying goods to follow this melhodT He
will proceed to the foreign-exchange department pPhis bank
(say in New York) and buy a draft on its correspondent bank
in London for the sum he owes.^ This draft will pf course be

^ In this illustration dealing with imports, the draft (or- banker’s demand
bill) is the usual form of instrument used, though on occasion, a banker’s long
bill, not payable until some future time, might also be purchased. In the export
illustration, however, fhc bill referred to was a trade acceptance, a bill
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drawn in pounds sterling, and will be made payable to tlie

Britwh gjcpwter. (Tlere again the debtor-creditor relationship

is taken over by the banks concerned. The American bank
is given a check in dollars to the value of the bill (calculated,

of course, at the current rate of exchange), which reduces its

deppsit liabilities (or, if it is drawn on another bank, increases

its dollar assets). When the draft is paid in London, the

balance it has built up by means of American export bills is

reduced. It exchanges part of its sterling assets for dollar

assets, or for a reduction of dollar liabilities. (From the

point of view of the London bank, a reduction of its indebt-

edness to the New York bank has occurred.) So far as pay-

ment for Ameriean exports is secured by sending sterling

export bills to London for collection, while payment for

American imports is made by the purehase of sterling drafts,

American banks are paying out and taking in dollar deposits,

while at the same time building up and tearing down sterling

balances at their correspondents in London.*

Let us carry this line of analysis a little farther. Each bank,

so far as it is a foreign exchange dealer, is a dealer in foreign

currency (in the form, espeeially, of bank balances). Now as

a dealer in foreign exchange, its profit is derived from selling

foreign balances at a slightly higher price than it pays for them.

Like all dealers, the foreign-exchange department will try to

keep its normal stock-in-trade aslow as is consistent with good

business practice. To this end, it will attempt to follow the

drawn upon a commercial or industrial firm and subject to acceptance by that

firm before payment could be demanded. There are, of course, many other

types of bills used in connection with exports, among which the more important

are bankers’ acceptances, similar to .a trade acceptance except that the drawee

and acceptor is a bank instead of a commercial or industrial firm ; commercial

demand (or sight) bills— bills payable by the drawee, a commercial or indus-

trial firm, immediately upon presentation— and long commercial bills, similar

to the latter except that they are not due for payment until the lapse of a specified

period of time. In addition to these common types of bills and drafts, there

are also cable transfers— in effect, telegraphic bankers’ demand bills, and
travelers’ checks— a special form of bankers’ demand bills.

^ These operations, of course, can be and are carried out in the opposite

direction^ i.e., British exports may give rise to dollar dcp>osits in American

banks, while these are reduced by drafts drawn for the payment of imports

from the United States.
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general principle of matching jjurc^a^jof ioceiga.. ea?-

change with a„.sjle. If it is successful in adhering to this

principle of matched purchase and sale, its balanw willxeipain

at a comtaat figure. Again, if any individual bank finds itself

unable to balance purchases and sales of foreign exchat^e and

thereby sees its foreign balance becoming either unduly large

or unduly small, it can reduce a deficit by acquiring additional

foreign funds from banks with surpluses, or reduce a surplus by

sales to banks that find their balances deficient.

Thils each individual bank, if it is successful in maintaining

a normal foreign balance (i.e., if it approximately- matches

purchases and sales of foreign exchange), effects a perfect

clearance through its correspondent balance of all inter-

national payments carried through by its aid. And the action

of all the individual banks taken together has an equal sig-

nificance for the foreign exchange markets considered as a

whole
;
payments due from one market to another are cleared jf'--

so far as clearance is possible.

Let us now briefly summarise the benefits derived from the

use of foreign bills of exchange and the establishment of the .

banking relationships thereby involved. This method of

making foreign payments makes possible the following results

:

(1) payment can be made at any distance'; (2) payment can

be made in a foreign currency j""
(3) the buyer is enabled to get

goods on credit, while the seller secures immediate payment^

(4) international payments are very largely cleared by the

mutual cancellation of debits and credits passing through for-

eign balances. All these consequences follow simply from

the fact that, as an incident in the pursuit of profit, banl^ take

over the debtor-creditor relationship of buyers and sellers. ,

Thereby there is established a simple means of securing the

first three results. Moreover, in following the trading logic of

matching each purchase with a sale, the banks effect a clear-

ance of the major portion of all foreign paym«its, thereby

making all but a smaill net settlement unnecessary.
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DEMAND FOR AND SUPPLY OF BILLS OF

EXCHANGE

From the foregoing illustrations it is apparent that, depend-

ing upon where the initiative in making or securing payment

for international shipments of goods is taken, exports will give

rise to a supply of bills of exchange and imports to a demand
for such bills. If international transactions were limited to

trade in merchandise, this would be the only topic related to

the demand for and the supply of bills of exchange that.would

require treatment. There are, however, many other types of

transactions for which international payments have to be

made. For convenience, these may be classified into three

groups, distinguished from one another (with minor excep-

tions) on the basis of differences in the motives for which they

are undertaken

:

(1) Commercial transactions. These include a very large,

normally much the largest, proportion of international

payments, such as those for goods, services, tourists’ expendi-

tures, earnings on international investments, and such

miscellaneous items as immigrants’ remittances, foreign

expenditures of gov^ernments, and the like.

^
(2) Financial transactions. This group includes both long-

and short-term international lending, responding primarily

to differences in interest rates between different countries.

(3) Speculative transactions, running all the way from anticipa-

tion of seasonal movements in exchange rates to panic

flights of capital.

Let ns examine these various sources of demand for and

supply of foreign exchfinge, at the same time giving brief

consideration to the forces determining the size of each type

of payment.^ Suppose that we consider the dealings of the

United States with the rest of the world to be carried out

' It seems advisable to enter a caution at this point. Whatever foreign

exchange market one imagines one’s self to be in, it is imperative to retain that

orientation, or, if a shift is made to another market, to revise all one’s calcula-

tions accordingly. For what is a demand for exchange in one market is a supply

of exchange in the other (related) market, and to change about from one market
tocanother, or to do so without a full understanding of the altered implications,

is to invite hopeless confusiom
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through the New York-London exchange markets, and that

we presume the initiative in making or securing all payments

to be taken in the United States. All payments due to

Americans by residents of other countries will then give rise

to a supply of bills of exchange drawn in pounds sterling,

while all payments due from Americans to foreigners will be

the source of a demand for draffs (bills of exchange) also

drawn in sterling. The balances through which clearance of

international indebtedness is effected will thus be the sterling

(Londbn) balances of American banks. These balances will

be built up by any transaction giving rise to a supply of

exchange, torn down by any transaction leading to a demand

for exchange.

(a) Commodity Exports, American commodity exports will,

as already indicated, be a source of supply of bills of exchange,

their total value depending upon the tastes and inebmes of

foreign consumers and the prices at which our exports are

sold. }
Variations in their volume and therewith in the supply

of foreign exchange may be caused either by changes in the

demand of foreign buyers or by changes in the costS of Ameri-

can producers or their foreign competitors. 'An alteration of

demand may be the consequence of a sudden or gradual

shift in tastes, perhaps induced by sales promotion activity

on the part of sellers, or it may result from a rise or fall in the

general level of buyers’ incomes or from a change in their

distribution. Changes in costs of production, as we saw in

earlier chapters, may proceed from any one of a number of

causes, such as the progress of invention, the extension of

large-scale production, or alterations in the supply of the

productive factors.^

An excellent example of some of the effects of^changing

factor supply is to be found in the opening of the Middle

West to exploitation. This event, a result of the prior

' The price in the foreign market, which, given the demand schedule of

buyers, determines the quantity of any export taken, of course includes transpor-

tation charges. Therefore changes in the supply of factors affecting transport

costs (internal or external) and improvements in transportation must also be

taken into account. •
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development of improved means of transportation, greatly

increased the supply of fertile farm land in this country.

Costs of producing wheat fell sharply, rents of competing land

tumbled throughout the world, American wheat experts

expanded steadily, and income distribution in this country

was altered in favor of the farming community. With larger

farm incomes, the demand for agricultural equipment in-

creased ;
with a broader market, producers of this equipment

were able to introduce large-scale methods of production,

thereby lowering their costs and stimulating increased foreign

as well as domestic sales.

Quite as effective as decreased costs of production iri

bringing about lower prices and increased exports is, of course,

any occurrence serving to lower or raise the costs of transfer.

The foregoing illustration, though it involved a great increase

in the supply of wheat land, had its beginning in the reduc-

tion of transportation costs through the expansion of railways

into the Middle West. Likewise a deci'ease in tariff rates

will serve to lower the prices of the commodities affected.

More of these goods will then be imported into the country

making the tariff reduction. Whether this country’s total

expenditure on these articles and thus its demand for foreign

exchange (or the supply of exchange in the exporting country)

will be greater, depends upon the average elasticity of these

demands.

(b) Commodity Imports, — Imports into the United States

are, of course, a source of demand for foreign exchange.

They are subject to similar considerations with respect to

variations in their volume a’S exports : namely, changes in the

underlying demand or cost conditions. The only difference

is that ir^ this case it is the demand of home consumers, the

costs (including transportation charges) of foreign producers

or their domestic competitors that are relevant.

(c) Servichs, — Closely related to commodity exports and
imports, and of considerable quantitative importance, are

v^ridus international services. These consist chiefly of

shipping, insurance, and banking services. When rendered
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Americans to foreigners, they give rise to a supply

sterling bills
;
when performed by foreigners for Americans,

they become the basis of a demand for exchange. While

dependent in the first instance upon the volume of recent

commodity and financial transactions, the total of inward

and outward service payments is also subject to independent

variation arising from changes in the costs of rendering these

services. Together with the influence of nationalist favoritism

and the hold of established connections, relative competitive

efficiency determines whether a domestic or a foreign actuary,

shipper, or banker is to be employed and therefore how these

charges are divided into payments due from and due to

foreigners.

(d) Tourists^ Expenditures. — Goods and services purchased

abroad by tourists are closely akin to the aforementioned

items. They are tantamount to imports into the country of

which the tourists are citizens, the only difference being

that the travelers instead of the goods and services are moved
to the point of consumption. If the consumers are American

citizens traveling abroad, their purchases are the basis of a

demand for foreign currency; if the foreigners travel in the

United States, our sales to them furnish, just as in the case of

exports, a supply of foreign exchange.^

Since tourists’ expenditures are a form of direct consumers’

outlay, they are determined on the one hand by the tastes

and incomes of the prospective travelers, and on the other

hand by the costs, at current rates of exchange, of foreign

travel. In the long run, the incomes of the touring class in

any nation depend on general productive efficiency in the

country, the size and relative incomes of various non-compet-

ing groups, and the distribution of ownership of tjje factors

of production. Oyer shorter periods of time, incomes of

such individuals very largely reflect business conditions.
•

* Usually the traveler purchases the foreign credits he is going to need before

his departure from his own country, taking these credits with him in the form

of a letter of credit or travelers’ checks. Hence when foreigners travel in

America, their prospective expenditures in this country were earlier the sourSc

of a demand for American dollars. • •
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Their desire for foreign travel rests primarily on previous

education, local and national habits, and the effectiveness of

advertising and propaganda in favor of such travel. Of
course political disturbances at home or abroad tend to

reduce the desire or the willingness to visit foreign countries.

(e) Miscellaneous Items, — Often listed together with tour-

ists’ expenditures in a sort of catch-all classification are other

miscellaneous transactions, such as immigrants’ remittances,

charitable contributions, foreign expenditures of governments,

and so on.^ From the point of view of American foreign

exchange relations, if these remittances of funds are made by

our nationals to residents of other countries, it is necessary

to buy foreign currencies— that is, the demand for foreign

exchange is augmented. To the extent that funds are trans-

ferred to this country, our supply of foreign exchange (or,

abroad, the demand for dollars) is increased, a Since the

initiative in making these payments is ordinarily taken by the

sender, they usually give rise to a demand for bills in the

sender’s country.

The volume of immigrants’ remittances during any period

depends primarily upon the incomes being earned by the

immigrants in question, upon the degree of their filial devo-

tion, and upon the state of need of their relations in the old

countries. Charitable contributions going to foreign points

(such as funds for foreign missionary establishments, Red
Cross relief work, etc.) are determined in the first instance

by the state of finances in which the charitable organisations

find themselves and the degree of need existing abroad. The

volume of funds in their ejtchequers may be traced back to

« the yield of endowments (a matter of the financial sagacity

^ Strictly^ speaking, immigrants’ remittances and charitable contributions

arc transfers of capital, and might therefore logically be placed in the second

grotip of international transactions, along with short-term and long-term

capital movements. These movements of funds, however, are not undertaken

for financial reasons, but from motives principally of ai liumanitarian nature.

Though these motives are decidedly non-commercial, nonetheless it seems more
appropriate to place them in a catch-all classification in the commercial group,

rlUier than in the category of financial transactions, cyr in a totally separate

and relatively unimportant group.
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of the investing body and of general business conditions) and

the philanthropic state of mind (perhaps financially or, as in

the case of the Italo-German invasion of Spain, politically

conditioned) of their benefactors.

(f) Earnings on Investments. — Arising as a consequence of

international investment operations is another considerable

source of demand for and supply of foreign exchange : int'iirest

and dividend payments. Although originating in financial

transactions, these payments are made for a service— the use

of capital — and therefore may be appropriately listed with

other service items in the commercial group. Here the

investor or security owner is the person to whom payment is

due for the use of his capital. Thus, so far as the relations of

American citizens with the rest of the world are concerned,

American owners of foreign stocks and bonds, having earnings

claims on the rest of the world, will enter the New York

foreign-exchange market with a supply of sterling,^ while

others in this country who have borrowed from (sold securities

to) foreigners and therefore with interest and dividends to

pay, will be in the market as Buyers of sterling.

Since interest due or receivable arises only out of past

loans, the amount of payments on this account and thus the

demand for or supply of exchange depends entirely upon the

volume of previous loans, whether short- or long-term.^

Earnings paid to owners of equities, on the other hand, will

vary with the level of business activity and with the dividend

policy of corporations.

The quantitative importance of this source of demand or

supply of exchange naturally varies with the history of a

country’s debtor or creditor status. When a nation lends or

borrows for a long period of time, the accumulation of interest

charges (and dividend payments) may come to Exceed the

' In actukl fact, the payment of claims of American owners of international

securities would probably be initiated abroad in the London exchange

market), and would thus give rise to an additional demand for American exchange

rather than to an additional supply of sterling exchange.
^

^ Except, of course, where business conditions affect the solvency of debtors

in general.
*
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amount of the new annual lendings or borrowings, for

Canada, during the period 1900-13, interest and repayment

of loans amounted, on the average, to nearly as much as cur-

rent new borrowings. And Great Britain, which has a

longer history as an international lender than any other

country, received during the post-War years considerably

more from interest on overseas investment than she was cur-

rently lending.

We may now proceed to an examination of the second

of the three groups into which we divided the sources of

demand for and supply of foreign exchange. This category

consists of two items, long-term and short-term loans, whose

movements into or out of a given country depend, in

the first instance at least, upon differences in the relevant

interest Irates in the more important international money
markets.

(g) Long-Term Foreign Investment. — The international pur-

chase and sale of securities constitute a very large and

important source of demand and supply of foreign exchange.

Sales of securities (including American-owned foreign stocks

and bonds) by Aniericans to foreigners give rise to paynients

due to the United States and thus to a supply of sterling

exchange, while American purchases of foreign securities

(or repurchase of foreign-owned American securities) means

that payments are due from this country and thus that our

demand for exchange is raised.

This particular type of international transaction may also

be treated as international lending and borrowing or as inter-

national investment, for * the act of lending or investing

involves the purchase of foreign securities. Then when
Americans lend or invest abroad, to transmit the loans it

becomes necessary to convert dollars into pounds sterling or

some other currency. Payments are due from our citizens

to others, and the demand for sterling exchange is increased.

When, on the other hand, Americans borrow abroad (for-

eigners invest here), foreign currencies must be converted into

dollars, payments are due to Americans, and we are entitled
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to draw an additional supply of foreign bills to the amount
of the sums borrowed.

These operations are also frequently referred to as the

export and import of capital. Thus American loans or

investments abroad constitute an export of our capital in

exchange for foreign securities, American borrowings abroad

an import of foreign capital in exchange for American

securities.

Which of these forms of statement is used is immaterial;

what is* essential is that the nature of the underlying trans*

action and its relation to the foreign-exchange markets be

clearly understood. Confusion may always be avoided,

however, if international investments, loans, or capital move-

ments are regarded as the international purchase or sale of

securities. For the movement of the securities, like that of

exports or imports of goods, is always in a direction opposite

to that of the accompanying payment. The use of the terms

“export of capital” and “import of capital” in particular are

apt to be confusing to the uninitiated, since an export of

capital is likely to be associated with an export of commodities

as to the direction of movement of both the things paid for

and the payment itself. As a matter of fact an export of

capital involves an import of securities and thus an outward

payment on the part of the capital exporter, directly opposite

in its effects on the exchange market to an export of goods.

Both the size and the direction of international investment

depend in the main on relative differences in interest rates,

although the risk of exchange fluctuations (to be considered

more fully in colfnection with short-term lending) will enter

into the calculations of investors. In addition, so far as the

securities concerned are not of grade A quality, there is the

danger of loss of principal, for which a premium in addition

to the basic rate of interest will be exacted. When the

securities in question are not of the fixed-income type (bonds),

but rather of uncertain yield (common stock), both current

and prospective earnings will enter into the calculations of

investors. On the basis, then, primarijy of qalculations as
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to yield, the stream of investment may pour into a country

or pour out of it, giving rise in the one case to a supply of

foreign exchange, in the other to a demand. (The general

trend of long-term capital movements is from the older, more

developed countries, with plentiful capital and low interest

rates, to the newer, undeveloped nations, where capital is

scarce and interest rates are highJ On occasion, of course,

the movement may be from a younger to an older country,

as from the United States to Germany after the War, owing

to the abnormal shortage of capital in Germany at that time.

And sometimes, even commonly, capital moves both ways.

Americans, for example, invest in British firms at the same

time that British subjects arc buying American securities,

each group of investors being influenced by similar con-

siderations of sound or profitable investment, though arriving

at different conclusions.^

(h) Short--Term Tniernational Loans. — In the period since

the War, short-term international loans have become an

increasingly important factor in the foreign exchanges, at

times, as in the financial crisis of 1931, exercising a seriously

disturbing, even disastrous influence. At this point, only

the more normal movements of short-term funds will be con-

sidered: those taking place in response to differences in dis-

count rates in the various money markets. These interest-

rate differentials may be the result of divergent conditions in

the two markets with respect to the abundance of loanable

funds in relation to the short-term capital requirements of

the community, or they may be the consequences of dis-

similar central banking policies. Thus more active business

in one center, giving rise to a relatively more substantial

demand^ for working capital, will tend to raise the rate

relatively to that ruling in the other money market. The
imposition by the central bank in one locality of a restrictive

^ Frequently these bilateral movements of capital are the result of the com*
mercial policy of corporations designed to establish international connections

and often related to schemes of international combination. On this topic, sec

Part 11, Chapter VIII. ,
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credit policy, in another of a neutral or easy-money policy,

will likewise tend to establish differences in discount rates.

International short-term loans are identical in their effect ^

upon the foreign-exchange market with long-term loans

(security sales and purchases). A New York bank borrbwing

temporarily from a London bank must have the sum of the

loan paid over to it. Looked at from the point of view of the

instruments involved, it exchanges its promise to'payJn the

future for a sum of money to be paid now. Hence it will

enter thfe New York exchange market with a claim on London,

or a supply of sterling exchange. Conversely, if a New York

bank lends to London, either it will have to purchase sterling

in order to transmit the loan to London, or the borrowing

bank in London will enter that market with an additional

supply of dollar exchange to the amount of the loan. Al-

though an outward or inward movement of funds, whether

short-term or long-term, thus gives rise to a demand for or

supply of foreign exchange in the market in question, none- i

theless the mechanism of short-term lending is sufficiently

unique to warrant separate consideration.

Suppose, then, the rate of interest for short-term loans

is higher in Ne\; York than it is in London. London banks

will then be anxious to lend in the New York market. New
York banks to borrow in London in order to re-lend in New
York. By mutual arrangement, New York banks will draw

sterling bills on London (long bankers’ bills), which when
accepted and discounted there will establish sterling balances

to their credit. These balances they can then sell to indi-

viduals having payments to make in England, the dollar

proceeds derived from the sale of these balances being lent in

the New York money market.^ An American buyer of such
/

^ The dollars acquired by the New York bank for its sterling balance may
be in the form of a check on some other bank, or if the bill is sold ^o one of its

own depositors, in the form of a check on itself. If the former is the case, its

reserves will be augmented, through a favorable clearing-house balance, to

the amount of the price paid for the bill. If the check is drawn by one of its

own customers, its deposit liabilities will be reduced by a like amount. In •

either event, it is now free to expand its loans and depo.vts by the sum in question
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a bill (say an importer) will forward the bill to London, where

after acceptance by the correspondent of the New York bank

it will be discounted in the London discount market, the

proceeds becoming available for payment of the importer’s

debt. ^ Just before the bill matures, the New York bank, will

be obliged to buy sufficient sterling exchange in the form of a

demand bill to meet its maturing obligation in London.

This n^w bill, sent to London, will provide the accepting

bank with funds to discharge its debt arising out of the original

bill when the latter is presented by the person who Acquired

it from the London discount market.

Should the difference in interest rates in the two markets

persist,^ both the New York and the London banks would

desire to continue these lending operations. This could

easily be done by renewing the loans in the following manner

:

each borrowing New York bank would, just before the original

sterling bill came due, merely draw a second long sterling

bill on its correspondent in London, sell this as usual in the

New York market, and use the proceeds to buy a demand
sterling bill to cover the original one.

Had the New York banks at the outset been possessed of

large sterling balances to their credit in London, it would

have been possible for them to draw drafts against these

balances and to lend the dollar proceeds as above without

entering into any debtor relationship with London. If this

were the case, the New York bank would simply be exchang-

ing a London balance of pounds sterling for dollars to be lent

in New York. In our illustration of short-term lending,

dollars are secured from. American purchasers of sterling

exchange in return, not for an existing sterling balance, but

for an advance of sterling funds, the ultimate source of these

funds being the London discount market.

Implicit in the foregoing discussion is the assumption that

the foreign-exchange rate is constant throughout the period

* Normally, of course, the effect of a movement of funds such as that described

(Avill be seff-eliminating, since it will tend to reduce the difference in discount

rates between the two markets.
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of lending. If, however, the rate varies during this interval,

the ’gain from lending may be much smaller or much latter

than was anticipated. Variations in exchange rates may,;

therefore, be of equal importance with interest-rate dif-j

ferentials in determining the volume and direction of move-j

ment of short-term funds. Their effect may best be made'

clear by means of an illustration. Suppose the short-term

rate of interest is 3% in London, 5% in New York, and the

current rate of exchange, $4.86. London banks will under

such circumstances, we may assume, authorise New York

banks to draw long bankers’ bills on them, sell these in the

New York exchange market, and lend the proceeds in the

New York money market. A bill for £l,000 will thus

provide $4,860 for investment in New York, and at the end

of the period for which the bill was drawn (say three months),

this sum plus $54.67 net interest ($60.75 interest less a com-

mission of ^%) or a total of $4,914.67 will be available for

repayment to London by the purchase of a sterling draft.

If the rate of exchange is still $4.86, this will yield £1,011.25,

which exceeds by £3.75 the principal plus what could have

been earned (£7.5) in London at 3%. If, on the other hand,

the rate has risen to $4.88, $4,914.67 will purchase but

£1,007.10, which is slightly less than the principal together

with interest at the London rate.

Thus a slight fluctuation in the exchange rate Can wipe
|

out all profit on a lending operation, turning it into loss.

!

On the other hand, a variation in the rale in the opposite

'

direction would yield a handsome profit. The more unstable

the exchanges, the greater is the risk entailed in lending.

Under unstable conditions, therefore, the volume of. such

international lending will tend to be reduced, being confined

to those lenders who are willing risk-takers. To thi^ conclu-

sion we may add the following: the prospect of a. rise in the

rate of exchange {i-e., of a fall in the international value of

one’s own currency) will encourage lending in foreign money

markets, since it promises a profit ;
the opposite holds true of

a prospective fall in the rate. The height of the exchangd
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rate at any moment is of no significance, because lending

involves the future, not the present.

The third group of forces operating in the foreign exchange

market, those of a speculative or exceptional nature, remains

to be considered. /Speculation may be defined as an expendi-

ture made under conditions of uncertainty as to the relation

between the outlay and the return, that is, a transaction

involving risk. It thus appears that practically all business

dealings, whether international or domestic i» scope, are

more or less speculative. Some transactions, however, have

as their principal object the deliberate assumption of a risk

;

their executors hope to gain because of the uncertainty inherent

in the situation. Such undertakings may be classed as pure

or outright speculation. It is with these that we shall be

principally concerned here. In all other business dealings,

although uncertainty (and therefore speculation) is in the

nature of things present, the speculative element is incidental

;

the source of gain is primarily to be found in a return which

may normally be expected (as in production for sale at a

profit, lending for the sake of the yield in interest, etc.).

Pure speculation in foreign exchange, possible because

the rate of exchange between any two currencies is constantly

fluctuating, is undertaken with the hope of anticipating

correctly these movements of the exchange rate. Speculators

may foresee a rise in the dollar-sterling rate. To profit from

this expectation, they will purchase sterling now (^‘go long”

of sterling), disposing of it at a later date (at a higher price,

if their anticipations prove correct). There arc three main

methods by which speculators may “go long” of a foreign

currency, say sterling. (1) They may purchase long (^.g.,

60-day) sterling bills, holding these until they fall due, or at

least not disposing of these holdings immediately, (2) They
may purchase sight drafts on London and hold the balances

there (presumably in the form of loans on which interest will

be earned).^ Or (3), they may enter into a contract to pur-

^
^ It will be noted that the interest earned on both these types of holdings is

incidental to the main purpose of speculating for a ^isc in the dollar-sterling
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chaj^e sterling at a future date, at a price stipulated now,

this contract not being offset or hedged by one in the opposite

direction. Such a transaction is known as a purchase of

forward exchange, of which more later.

Speculation for a decline in the exchange rate, on the

other hand, may be carried out by entering into a contract to

supply sterling at a future date at a price stipulated now
(sale of forward exchange), or by drawing and selling long

bills, the speculator waiting until later to provide the foreign

currency necessary as cover. The latter operation was quite

common in the United States before the War, when our heavy

agricultural exports, concentrated as they were in the autumn,

produced a fairly regular seasonal decline in the sterling rate

of exchange. The sale of additional long bills two or three

months in advance of this phenomenon, by increasing the

supply of exchange, served to lower the rate at that time,

while the necessity on the part of speculators of providing

cover in the autumn, when these bills fell due, increased the

demand and tended to support the sterling rate, thus evening

out seasonal fluctuations.

Speculation in exchange to take advantage of seasonal

movements in the rates is very common in relatively stable

times, when alone such variations are clearly distinguishable.

When conditions are disturbed, especially when currencies

are unstable, speculation based upon expectations as to the

future of a country’s monetary and budget policy is common,

and may exercise a notable effect upon exchange rates. Thus

speculative anticipation of German currency depreciation

resulted, at certain times in the years immediately following

the War, in a more rapid and earlier fall in the external than

in the internal value of the mark. ,

When fear of currency instability becomes acutd or wide-

spread, the speculative operations of exchange dealers may
be reenforced by a panic flight of capital from th^ weak cur-

rate. In the short-term international loans previously considered, on the other

hand, the principal objective was to gain from differences in the interest rates

in the two money markets. Here the speculative element involved in the pos-

sibility of exchange-rate fluctuations was incidental to the main purpose.
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rency, when everyone possessing liquid funds in that country

attempts to buy the exchange of a safer center. TWs phe-

nomenon was well illustrated by the rush to transfer capital

-out of England in 1931, and by a similar drain of resources

from France in 1935-36, leading in both events to the aban-

donment of the gold standard by these countries.

Having now surveyed the important sources of the demand
for and supply of foreign exchange, it is convenient to introduce

a brief summary in tabular form, assuming the point of view

of a buyer or seller in the New York market.

SOURCES OF DEMAND FOR FOREIGN EXCHANGE

1. Commercial transactions:

{a) Commodity imports.

(h) Services (shipping, insurance, communications, banking,

etc.) rendered Americans by foreigners.

(c) Expenditures of American tourists traveling abroad.

{d) Earnings (interest and dividends) on foreign-owned

American securities.

{e) Miscellaneous transactions : immigrants’ remittances,

foreign expenditures of the United States government

and of American charities, etc.

2. Financial transactions

:

(a) Long-term investments in foreign securities, or repur-

chase of foreign-owned American securities.

{h) Short-term loans by American to foreign borrowers, or

repayment ofAmerican short-term borrowingsfrom abroad.

3. Speculative transactions

:

{a) All speculative purchases of a foreign currency for a rise,

involving “going long” of that currency.

{h) Flight of capital from the United States.

SOURCES OF SUPPLY OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE

1. Commercial transactions:

(a) Commodity exports.

{h) Services rendered by Americans to foreigners.

{c) Expenditures of foreigners traveling in the United States.

{i) Earnings on American-owned foreign securities.

• {e) Miscellaneous items involving payments by foreigners

to Americans^
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2. Financial transactions

:

(a) Long-term investments in American securities by for^

eigners, or their repurchase of American-owned foreign

securities.

(i) Short-term loans by foreigners to American borrowers,

or repayment of American short-term loans to foreigners.

3. Speculative transactions

:

(d) All speculative sales of a foreign currency for a fall in its

dollar value, involving “going short” of that currency.

(i) Flight of capital from a foreign center.

•

THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

Up to this point, each of the sources of a demand or supply

of foreign exchange has been considered singly. Clearly, all

of them taken together, if the list is comprehensive, cover all

the inward or outward payments to be made across a nation’s

boundaries. In accounting terminology, these items—
exports, imports, services, loans, and so on — constitute the

debits and credits in the international accounts of a country.

Now such a whole scheme of payments for a single nation,

including all debits (amounts payable) and credits (amounts

receivable), is usually characterised by the term “balance of

payments.” Such a balance of payments, or itemised state-

ment of the international accounts of a country, may be

drawn up to cover any period of time one desires, though the

ones most commonly published are annual balances. On
the following page is shown the balance of international pay-

ments of the United States as published by the Department

of Commerce.

It should be observed that the word “balance” means just

what it says— a balance of payments, whatever the length of

timp covered, always balances. This must be so if tjie state-

ment is really comprehensive. If a nation sells mdre goods,

services, or securities to the rest of the world than it buys from

it, during any day, month, or year, the difference tvill appear

in the international statement of accounts or balance of

payments as an zimount owed to it by foreigners. Thi^

cr^it, or balance due, may take the. tangible fprm of a



^ Balance of International Payments of the United States, 1935-36

(In Millions of Dollars)

1935 1936
-

Item

Receipts

from
Foreign-
ers for
**Ex-

ports*'

(Credits)

Payments
to For-
eigners

for Im-
ports**

(Debits)

Net
Credits

(+) or

Debits

(-)

Receipts

from
Foreign-
ers for

1

ports**

(Credits)

Payments
to For-
eigners

for ''Im-
ports**

(Debits)

Net
Credits

(+) or

Debits

(-)

Trade and service items

:

Merchandise 2,283 2,047 f 236 2,456 2,422 + 34
Merchandise adjustments® 105 86 + 19 66 41 + 25
Freight and shipping . . 63 99 - 36 68 129 - 61
Tourist expenditures . . 117 409 - 292 125 497 • - 372
Immigrant remittances 5 92 - 87 5 115 - no
Charitable, educational,
and other contributions 28 - 28 32 - 32

Interest and dividends . . 521 171 + 350 568 238 + 330
War-debt receipts . . .

— — — 1 — + 1

Government transactions
(excluding war-debt re-

ceipts) 28 84
I

- 56 30 96 - 66
Miscellaneous services . . 129 52

1
+ 77 164 66 + 98

Total trade and service

items 3.251 3,068 -f 183 3,483 3,636 - 153

Gold and silver

:

Gold exports and imfwrts . 2 ' 1,741 - 1,739 28 1,144 - 1,116

Gold earmarking opera-
tions (net) _ ‘ _ — + 86

Gold movements (net) . .
— — - 1,739 — — - 1,030

- 180Silver exports and imports
i

355 - 336 3 183

Total gold and silver

movements (net) . .
— - 2,075 — — - 1,210

Capital items :
^

Long-term capital move-
ments ® 1,991 1,529 + 462 3,475 2,717 + 758

Movement of short term
banking funds (net) . .

_ _ + 970 + 404
Miscellaneous capital items

(net) _ + 105
35

- 12

Paper currency movements 31 31 — 57 + 22

Total capital items (net) — -
1

+ 1,537 —
!

— + 1,172

Residual item (net) . . .
— - + 355 — — + 191

“ This item consists roughly of threei)arts : (1) exports and imports of goods for which data

are available but not recorded in the official trade figures (e.g., ships, bunker-fuel purchases

and sales, etc.)
; (2) goods whose export or import is wholly or partly omitted from official

trade data (e.g., unrecorded parcel-post shipments, goods smuggled into the country, etc.)

;

(3) corrections of certain recorded trade figures to allow for ixissible overvaluation (in case

of goods sent on consignment) or undervaluation (in case of imports subject to ad valorem

duties), uncollectible accounts, etc.

^ Capital items are viewed as “exports” and “imports” of evidences of indebtedness.

« This item takes account of all reported security movements between the United States

and foreign countries and includes international sales and purchases of long-term issues, new
underwriting, sales and purchases of properties not represented by security issues, and

security transfers resulting from redemption and sinking-fund operations.

•Source: The Balance of International Payments of the United States in 1936,

U. S. Department of CoKimcrce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
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short-term l6an, or it may simply consist in an addition to the

foreign balances of exchange dealers. In any event, it is a

definite obligation of foreign debtors to creditors of the nation

in question. In case an excess in a given nation’s sales of

goods, services, or securities is paid for by shipments of gold

from the rest of the world, inclusion of the gold in the inter-

national accounts will show them to balance. Owing, how-

ever, to the fact that gold is used internationally as money,

it is generally— unlike other metals, which are regarded

simply ^s commodities— listed separately from merchandise

in the statement of a country’s international accounts. An
excess of visible and invisible exports offset by an import

of gold is regarded as a ‘‘favorable” balance. In such a

case, however, the accounts exactly balance. It is merely

because gold is treated differently from other commodities

that it is possible to speak of an excess on one side or the other.

It would be less misleading, though contrary to common
usage, to refer to the import of gold as being bought by the

excess of merchandise or other exports.

Various classifications have been applied to the items

making up the balance of payments.^ One of the commonest

divides them into the categories visible and invisible. Visible

items consist of all those things that could be seen by an

observer to move in ships and trains across national boundaries

and into customs houses— in other words, merchandise or

goods. All other items— shipping services, the service of

capital, loans, and so on— not being tangible, physical

objects, fall into the category of invisibles.

For many purposes, a more useful classification is one

which distinguishes between payments for goods or services

currently received, where the making of the payment com-

pletely closes the transaction, and payments arising out of

lending and borrowing transactions, where an international

^ In the foregoing discussion of the sources of demand and supply of exchange,

we adopted a classification convenient to our purposes, which grouped the

comf}onent items on both sides of the balance of payments according to the*

nature of the forces underlying tham.
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obligation continues to exist. Under such a classification,

the items in the balance of payments appear as follows

:

Current transactions

:

1. Merchandise sales or purchases.

2. Services rendered or received.

3. Tourists’ expenditures, immigrants’ remittances, etc.

4. Interest or dividend receipts or payments.

5. Exports or imports of gold.

Capital transactions

;

1 . Long-term lending and borrowing.

2. Short-term lending and borrowing.

One, though by no means the only, modern relic of mer-

cantilism is to be found in references to a favorable or un-

favorable balance of trade. If the merchandise exports of a

country exceed its imports, it is said to have a “favorable

balance of trade”
;

if imports exceed exports, the balance is

“imfavorable.” This terminology arose out of the mer-

cantilist predilection for gold; an excess of exports brought

in gold, hence such a balance of trade was favorable, and

vice versa. Though we have seen that there is no reason for

regarding imports of gold as especially desirable, the prej-

udice in favor of a “favorable balance of trade,” as well as

the terminology, lingers on. American business men and

popular “economists” regarded our large favorable balance

in the post-War years with satisfaction. They little realised

that this excess of exports over imports was made possible

because we were willing to take invisible items, foreign

securities, in large quantities in exchange for them. When
during the recent depiession many of these securities went

into default, the “favorableness” of our earlier balance of

trade no longer seemed quite so apparent to them. A more
suitable way of characterising an excess of exports or of imports

would be to speak of an export balance of trade or an imp>ort

balance of trade. These terms, because they are more ac-

jcuratfc, avoid the implication of approval or condemnation

involved in “favoraljle” and “unfavorable.”
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It should be clear that the terms “favorable” and “im-

favbrable” possess any meaning at all only when applied to

the balance of trade. To refer to a favorable or unfavorable

balance of payments would be meaningless, for the balance of

payments always balances— there is nothing left over to

which to apply the terms “favorable” or “unfavorable.”

There is, we must grudgingly admit, one sense in which such

a characterisation might have meaning. If we added up

all the explicit items due to a country and subtracted them

from all the items due to foreigners, we might find a net dif-

ference unaccounted for. This would be found to exist,

however, in the form of an increase in bank balances— either

foreign-owned domestic balanced or home-owned foreign

balances. If in favor of ourselves, we would call this net

balance a favorable one; if in favor of foreigners, we would

call it unfavorable.



CHAPTER VIII

THE FOREIGN EXCHANGES: DETERMINATION
OF THE RATE OF EXCHANGE

F
rom time to time in the previous discussion reference

has been made to the rate of exchange and the forces

determining it. We are now ready to examine this

problem.

Each commercial or financial transaction conducted across

a national boundary gives rise, as we have seen, to a demand
for or supply of foreign currency, or foreign exchange. All

such international transactions of the residents of a given

nation, taken together, make up its international balance of

payments and furnish also the total demand for or supply

of foreign currencies. Meeting in the foreign-exchange

market, these demands and supplies there determine, as is

usual with the forces of demand and supply, the price of the

thing against which they are directed. In this case, the

price determined is the price of a foreign currency— the

amount of domestic currency which must be given for a unit

of foreign currency.

The reactions of demand and supply in the foreign-exchange

market are the same as in any other. Thus, if, owing to

imperfections in the market; a rate of exchange is tempo-

rarily established at which demand exceeds supply, the com-
petition^ of buyers drives the rate up, thereby cutting off

some of the demand and increasing the supply, until equilib-

rium is established. On the other hand, if temporarily a

rate above* the equilibrium level were to rule, the competition

of lower-priced sellers would cause it to fall until equilibrium

reached, in the process eliminating high-priced sellers

and attracting into .the market additional buyers. Again,
162
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as in any market, an increase in demand (in the schedule

sensfi) would tend to cause the rate of exchange to rise, this

rise being moderated by additions to supply. An increase in

supply, on the other hand, would tend to cause the rate to fall,

this fall also being moderated by additions to demand.

Since by ‘‘balance of payments” is meant merely the entire

array of debit and credit (or demand and supply) items

between one country and others, the demand-supply analysis

of the determination of the rate of exchange may be stated

in tcrms*of the balance of payments. Thus when an equilib-

rium rate is established and demand and supply are equal,

the balance of payments is brought into balance. We cannot

then speak of a favorable or unfavorable balance unless

some item, such as short-term loans or inter-bank indebted-

ness, is left out of account. Further, we may also say that

the exchange rate is determined by the balance of payments,

with the understanding (1) that in the process of attaining

an equilibrium position, changes in the rate vvill affect this

balance both on the debit (demand) and credit (supply)

side, and (2) that a change in cither the debit or credit side

of the balance of payments will affect the other side as an

incident in the establishment of equilibrium.^

“automatic correctives” of exchange rate
FLUCTUATIONS

The fact that variations in the rate of exchange^ tend to be

self-limiting, in that they affect the balance of payments in

such a way as to check their own movements, has led to the

^ Admittedly, this brief discussion of the determination of the rate of exchange

is superficial, providing as it docs only a summary picture of the forces operating

in the exchange market. Its purpose, however, is mainly to emphasise the

fact that a foreign-exchange rate is merely a price determined, like any price,

by the market forces of supply and demand, and to indicate the chief components

of these forces. In the two succeeding chapters, a more detailed account of

the causes of changes in these supplies and demands will be provided, as well

as an analysis of the outstanding differences which characterise^the foreign

exchanges under gold-standard and inconvertible-paper-currency conditions.

“ In what follows, the “rate of exchange” will be used to signify the price

of a foreign currency in terms of the home currency. Where this usage is •

departed from for any spedial reason, clear indication will be given of that fact.
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use of the term ‘‘automatic correctives” in describing these

reactions. Thus a rise in the rate of exchange evokes various

forces which act as “automatic correctives” of the rise and

bring it to a halt.

This sounds more formidable and mysterious than it

really is. All that the term refers to is the elasticity in the

demand or supply of exchange. /Thus if there is an increase

in the demand for foreign exchange (or, alternatively ex-

pressed, in the debit side of the balance of payments), the

rate of exchange will rise as much as the demand price has

risen only if the supply of exchange is absolutely inelastic

(i.e.y if the supply curve is a vertical line).^ If it possesses

any elasticity whatever— if the supply forthcoming increases

as the rate goes up— the rise in the rate will be checked, or

“automatically corrected.”
^
Moreover, it is clear that the

more elastic is the supply of exchange, the smaller will be

the increase in the price of foreign currency corresponding to

any given increase in demand. Elasticity in the demand for

exchange, on the other hand, checks a decline (or rise) in the

exchange rate in the face of an increase (or decrease) in the

! supply. The effect of this “automatic corrective” will vary

directly with its own strength: that is, the more elastic is

the demand for foreign exchange, the less will the rate of

exchange fall or rise as supply increases or decreases.

It is impossible to make any a priori statement with respect

to the probable elasticity of the demand or supply of foreign

exchange, for the reason that both of these schedules are

comppsites of many different items (the various elements

making up both sides of the balance of payments) whose

relative importance will vary greatly from country to country

^ An increase in demand may be interpreted as a willingness to buy larger

quantities at each price in the old demand schedule or to pay higher prices

for the same qaantities. Thus, using the latter interpretation, if ,000,000

of sterling is initially demanded at $5.00 per pound, an increase in demand
ifUght raise' the demand price for this quantity of sterling to $5.50. With a

perfectly inelastic or vertical supply curve, the rate of exchange would become
$5.50. The presence of any elasticity whatever in the supply would result

o in the intersection of the new demand curve at some lower point; the rate

of exchange could not rise as much as the demand price had risen.
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ahd^flrom time to time.^ The basis forjud^g the ^bable
elasticity of a country’s demand and supply offoreign exchange

must be found in an analysis of the' compositiolf^f its balance

of payments, together with a consideration of the probable

elasticity of each of .the separate components. We may
develop the latter point at this juncture by means of a few

illustrations.

Consider the effect on the component parts of demand and

supply of foreign currency of a rise in the rate of exchange,

this rise‘being provoked either by an increase in the demand,

or a decrease in the supply, or by the fact that the previously

existing rate was below the equilibrium level, with a demand
in excess of supply. (It goes without saying that the effects

of a decline in the rate of exchange will be the opposite of

those described here.)

(a) Exports. — Exporters, with a supply of bills (say sterling)

to put on the market, will receive a prcmiunl at the new
higher rate. Hence they will be tempted to draw such bills

earlier than they had planned {e.g., by drawing long bills

now instead of sight bills later).*
,
Moreover, the receipt of

more dollars for their sterling currency than they had perhaps

anticipated will stimulate a shading of prices to foreign

buyers, thereby, if demand be elastic, evoking a larger supply

of bills. It appears, then, that this source of exchange supply

is likely to be rather elastic.

(b) Imports. — A higher rate of exchange means that

importers will have to pay more for bills. So far as they

are able, therefore, they will attempt to postpone payment

to a later date, unless it appears that the rise is apt to be

^ There is one general consideration which governs the degree of elasticity

of a country’s demand and supply of exchange: namely, the relative stability

or instability of foreign exchange rates themselves. This affects principally

short-term loans and the demands for or supply of foreign balances forthcoming

from bankers and dealers, and will be dealt with more in detail In Chapter IX.
* This effect will be chiefly felt if there is reason to believe the rise in the

exchange rate is likely to be succeeded by a decline. On the other hand, if

the initial rise promises to be merely the first stage of a rather prolonged upward
trend, exporters will presumably postpone their sales of bills as long as possible,

to take advantage of a still more favorable price for foreign currency. We have •

in mind here primarily a single ih^ease in the rate, not a steady rise therein.
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prolonged. Since goods cost them more, they will reduce

their orders, which will mean that the demand for foreign

means of payment will be smaller in the near future.^ It

may be that importers will first pass on the higher costs of

exchange to consumers in the form of higher prices of imports.

This, however, merely involves a delayed fall in orders, since

at higher prices, a smaller quantity of goods will be taken.

(c) Services, — The volume of both inward and outward

payments for international services {e.g,^ freight and insurance)

at any time depends on the volume of goods moving at that

time. Consequently the demand for bills from this source

would decline and the supply increase, with a rise in the

rate of exchange, in proportion to the effect of this same

cause upon imports and exports. . In addition, some flexibility

might arise from the postponement of outward payments

and the shading of charges for services rendered foreigners.

(d) Tourists^ Expenditures^ etc, — So far as exchange-rate

fluctuations arc confined within fairly narrow limits, the

demand of tourists for foreign currencies may be supposed

to be rather inelastic. When, however, the fluctuations are

considerable (as may be the case between countries with

unstable currencies), tourists may postpone foreign travel

when the rate is high, or alternatively, plan to sp(p.nd more

economically. (With a low rate of exchange, more people

will probably travel, and most travelers will be inclined to

purchase foreign currencies more freely because of the bargain

offered by foreign travel.) Immigrants’ remittances and

charitable contributions, on the other hand, would appear

to be more rigid"

(e) Long-Term Loans , — A rise or fall in exchange rates

will have an effect on long-term international investment

similar to that on commodity trade. A rise in the dollar-

sterling rate, for e^cample, assuming no change in relative

long-term* interest rates to take place, will make British

securities more costly to Americans, American securities

c *“In the future,” because payment does not have to be made when the

order is placed, but only iipon receipt of got>ds.t
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cheaper to British investors. Therefore American purchases

of British securities will be retarded, British purchases of

American investments stimulated. A fall in the dolleu:-

sterling rate would obviously have the opposite effects.

The shift in international investment thus evoked will

naturally tend to bring about a change in long-term interest

rates in the two markets. In the case considered, British

securities will tend to fall, American to rise in price. A fall

in the prices of securities, however, at least so far as concerns

those of the fixed-income type, is the same thing as a rise

in the long-term rate of interest, and vice versa. With a higher

long-term rate in England, a lower one in the United States,

the immediate effects of an increase in the dollar-sterling

rate will be counteracted; the flow of international long-

term investment will be stabilised at a new level.

(f) Interest Payments. — The demand for or supply of

exchange on this account is to pay or collect for interest due

on past loans. Such charges must be met at the stipulated

time'; consequently one may say that both the demand and

supply from this source are insensitive to exchange-rate fluctu-

ations. The particular manner in which a large percentage

of international interest payments are handled, however, giycs

some flexibility to this item in the face of movements of the

exchange rate. Many American corporations, for example,

who have to make periodic interest (or dividend) payments to

foreign security owners, arrange with foreign banks to meet

these charges for them. Reimbursement of the banks is taken

care of by the purchase of a draft, timed to arrive when the

interest charges fall due. With a rising rate of exchange, such

corporations would be tempted to arrange postponement of

the reimbursement until a later date. Essentially, the foreign

banks would be making short-term loans to the American

debtors. The effect, ho>yeyer, is to reduce, the demand for

exchange when the rate is rising, unless, of course, there is

reason to expect this rise to continue.

Interest payments due to Americans usually result in a^

demand for dollars’ abroad rather than
^
a supply of foreign
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currencies in our exchange market, since the initiative is

ordinarily taken by the debtor. The situation imaging
alraye, of a rising price of foreign currencies in dollars, appears

to the foreigner as a falling price of dollars. Hence the

tendency for him would be to purchase dollars in advance of

outlays for interest. Such an increased demand for American
currency abroad is tantamount to an increase in the supply

of foreign exchange in the United States.

(g) Short-Term Loans. — It is short-term loans, both those

made for purely financial and those made for spftculStive

> reasons, that provide, at least under conditions of reasonable

exchange stability, the greatest elasticity to the demand and
, supply of foreign exchange. . For reasons which may be

more appropriately advanced in the next chapter, a variation

in the balance-of-payments items other than short-term loans

tends to bring about a change in relative short-term interest

rates. At the same time, of course, a rise or fall of the

exchange rate occurs. In response to bodi these conse-

quences, an international movement of short-term funds

tends to take place, on the one hand to take advantage of the

altCTed relationship of discount rat& (a financial movement),

on the other hand to profif from the speculative possibilities

inherent in the new level of exchange rates (a speculative

movement).

These shifts of short-term funds between national monetary

centers have been, even in periods of comparative stability,

of very considerable volume, providing great ejlasticity to

the demand and supply of exchange, and serving thereby

to check (or “correct”) fluctuations in the exchange rate.

In times of financial instability and uncertainty, these move-
ments have been of huge magnitude. On such occasions,

' they have acted rather as a seriously disturbing than as a

stabilising factor.^ This is particularly true in the case of a

currency which all signs indicate is likely .to depreciate (or

^ Wc shall return to this topic in the next chapter. At the present juncture,

^ we are more concerned with the normal than with the abnormal aspects of

the ibi^gn exchanges.
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appreciate) markeiMv in the near future. For then the,

prcponderan(e~of8pecijjlativft funds wiU shift- jtp one side of"^

the maurket or the other, while spcculatWe considerations
,

will overwhelm purely financial calculations. If depreda- .

tion, for example, is strongly anticipated, selling sentiment

will be strengthened and buying sentiment weakened. The
supply of exchange will be augmented and its ^elasticity

increased, while demand will be diminished and made less

elastic. The prospective decline in the currency’s inters

national value is thus hastened and even accentuated.

;
Considering all the balance-of-payment items together, it

appears that both the demand for and the supply of exchange

of any country should have a considerable degree of elasticity,

though this will of course vary with respect to both time and

place according to the composition of the balance of pay-

ments. )

ARBITRAGE

In all the preceding discussion of exchange rates, it has

been assumed explicitly that all payments between the Umted
States and the rest of the world were handled by banks in

New York and London, or in other words, that there was

but one pair of foreign exchange markets. By this treatment,

the transactions between the United States and any single

foreign nation were merged with its dealings with all other

countries in a general and all-inclusive balance of payments.

Now it is only si«:h a balance of payments— vis a vis the

rest of the world— that must balance. A single country

cannot buy from foreigners in general, more than it sells. to

them. Its demand, for foreign currency must always equal

the supply thereof at some rate of exchange. ^This con-

clusion does not apply, however, to the relations of a single

pair of nations. The United States, for example, may in

any one year owe far more to Japan than Japan ’owes her,

or her claims on England may greatly exceed English claims

on Americans. ,,,fOnly the totals of inward and outward,

payments need balance.
’ *
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Though the assumption of one pair of exchange ma^kets^

acting, as it were, as a funnel for all international transactions

of the United States, disturbs in no way the conclusions

reached, it does do violence to fhe facts. For actually there

are, of course, many different pairs of exchange markets

between which payments arc constantly being made in both

directions. And likewise there is a separate rate of exchange

for each pair of markets, as the dollar-sterling rate, the dollar-

franc rate, the sterling-franc rate, the franc-mark rate, and

so on.

Each specific rate and each separate pair of markets is, it

must be observed, immediately subject only to the impact of

the demand for and supply of exchange directly attributable

to the dealings of the two countries in question. And such

narrowly derived demands and supplies of exchange not

only need not be equal h\xi rarely arc equal. It would be

natural to conclude that the rate of exchange on a country

which owes one much but is owed little should be low, while

the rate on a country in opposite circumstances should be

.high. Such a conclusion would, however, be incorrect. For

the rates of exchange between one nation and all the other

countries of the earth are tied to a common level: that level

of exchange rates which establishes equilibrium in the grand

total of the balance of payments of the country in question.

This tying-together is the result of profit-seeking operations

of exchange dealers, known as arbitrage.

An illustration will serve to make clear the nature of

arbitrage operations. Suppose that because British claims

on Americans exceed American claims on British, the rate

on London in New York is high, that for contrary reasons

the rate on Paris in New York is low, while in Paris the rate

on London is in an intermediate position, expressing an equal-

ity of national claims. In such a situation, it would pay

exchangedealers in New York to sell drafts on London at

the high rate, while purchasing sterling to cover these drafts

in Paris, using therefor French funds bought in New York

at the low price of francs. Needle to say, these operations,
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by increasing the supply of sterling in New York, increasing

the •demand for francs in the same market, and increasing

the demand for sterling in Paris,, would tend

rates into line with one another this tendency

would operate as long as the divergence between the rates

offered any profits from arbitraging. In this way^ aU exchange

rates are closely linked, the rates between any one country

and all others tending toward a level (hitherto typified by

the dollar price of sterling) that establishes equilibrium in

that country’s balance of payments.

FORWARD FOREIGN EXCHANGE

Even under monetary systems (e.g,, the gold standard)

providing the maximum of exchange stability, exchange

rates do fluctuate, though within narrow limits. With inde-

pendent paper curreneies, exchange rates may and often

do vary widely. The possibility of such fluctuations creates

a risk; as usual in such a situation, ways and means have

been devised to avoid the risk. ( In the foreign exchanges,

this device is to be found in the practice of buying and selling

future or forward foreign exchange.

When a given exchange rate is low, those who have foreign

payments to make in the future may desire to protect them-

selves against a possible rise in the rate by acquiring command
over foreign currency noiy, particularly provided they do

not have to make any present outlay of their own money.

This desire may be met by entering into contracts with

exchange dealers calling for the delivery at a future date

of foreign currency, payment to be made then at a price in

domestic money stipulated now.
,
At a high rate of exchange,

individuals having claims to foreign currency falling due

in the future may protect themselves against a drop in the

rate in a similar manner, by promising future delivery of a

supply of bills to dealers, at a price stipulated.when the

contract i.s made.

But what determines the price paid for purchases or sales of

forward exchange? • To answer this queslion we must examine*
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more closely the j)art played by dealers. When a dealer

agi^es to deliver foreign currency at a future date, it "will

be essential for him, since he is a dealer and not a speculator,

to cover himself by acquiring foreign funds at once at the

current or rate of exchange. Thereby
,
he avoids

the risk of a rise in the price of foreign money. At the same

time, however, he transfers his liquid domestic funds into a

foreign balance. The loss or gain from holding funds abroad

rather than at home will depend on the relation between the

short-term rates of interest in the two money ^mjjckets. If

the interest rate is higher in the foreign market, dealers will

be willing to sell forward exchange at a discount from the

spot rate measured by their excess earnings abroad for the

period of the forward contract, less a commission.^ If the

short-term interest rate is lower in the foreign market, the

forward selling rate will exceed the spot rate by a premium

equal to the deficiency in earnings abroad, plus a commission.

Purchases of forward exchange by dealers will, of course,

be made at a premium when the interest rate is higher abroad,

at a discount when it is lower, since purchases must be covered

by the current sale of foreign currency at the spot rate. This

is necessary to avoid the risk of a future fall in the price of

foreign money. It has the effect of transferring funds to the

domestic money market, the opposite of the covering operation

accompanying a forward sale.

Ordin^ily dealers will, of course, be making sales and

purchases of forward exchange concurrently. If opinion

as to whether the future trend of the exchange rate is upward

or downward is evenly divided, sales and purchases will

cancel. If, however, owing to distrust in the foreign currency

or to anticipated unfavorable changes in the foreign country’s

^Thc following illustration may serve to clarify this conclusion. Suppose

the spot rate for dollar-sterling exchange is $5.00, the short-term interest rate

in London 6%, in New York, 4%. The earnings on $5.00 (£1) m London for,

e.g., 90 days, will then be $.075, in New York, $.05, an excess in London of $.025.

Subtracting from these excess earnings a commission of i% ($.00625) gives

a^0unt for the forward selling rate over the spot rate of $.01825, making

j
the former $4.98175. The addition of a similar premium (excess earnings less

cc^iniasion) to the spot rate gives a forward buying rkte of $5.01825.
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bal|incc of payments, a belief in a falling tendency predomi^

nates, an interesting situation develops. This has been wcU
expressed by another writer as follows:

If there is a lack of confidence in the future of a currency, those

who wish to sell it forward will exceed those who wish to purchase

it forward. The spot sales of forward dealers covering themselves

will exceed spot purchases, and the opinion about the future of

the currency is thus reflected in a present excess of supply over

demand and a weakening in its spot quotation. This shadow,

whiclj the future casts before it, is particularly important in the

case of currencies the exchange in which is not stabilised. ^

SUMMARY

Since a survey of the general principles of foreign exchange

has now been completed, it is time to summarise the results.

Beginning with the mechanism by which payments are made
across national boundaries, we saw that the means resorted to

was the use of bills of exchange, these bills being bought and

sold by a specialised class of dealers. Persons owed sums of

money by foreigners for goods or services drew bills for definite

amounts in foreign currency, ordering the foreign debtor to

pay these to a third party, usually a foreign bank. These

bills were purchased by exchange dealers in the home country

with domestic currency or bank balances, the dealers thereby

building up abroad balances of foreign funds. ,< Importers or

others owing money to foreigners purchased, with home cur-

rency, drafts or bills on the foreign balances thus buUt up, in

this way making the payments due and at the same time de-

pleting the foreign balances of dealers. Basically, it was seen

that the foreign exchange banks or dealers took over the

debtor-creditor relationship of international buyers and sellers,

and that this action not only permitted an efficient means of

transmitting payments, but also resulted in a substantial

clearing of the great bulk of these payments.

Each of the main items of international transactions was

next examined in its relation to the foreign exchange market,

^ R. F. Harrod, Interudtional Economics

^

p. 94. In the main, Mr. Harrod*#

excellent discussion of forward exchange has been followed in the above account.
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to see whether or under what conditions it gave rire to a

demand for or supply of bills of exchange. At the same time,

the conditions governing the size of each class of inward or

outward payments were briefly considered. These various

sources of a demand for or supply of bills of exchange were

then shown to make up the items in a nation’s balance of

payments, and various classifications of these items were

enumerated.

Finally, the price paid for foreign currency by exchange

dealers, or the rate of exchange, underwent exam'ination.

As a price, it was seen to play the usual role, tending to attain

such a level as to produce equilibrium in the demand for

and supply of foreign balances. Again, like any price, it

was seen to be determined by the forces of demand and supply

meeting in the market.

In arbitrage operations appeared a force linking all ex-

change rates together, while in dealings in forward exchange

the present and the future were seen to be connected.
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CHAPTER IX

THE MECHANISM OF INTERNATIONAL ADJUST-
MENT UNDER GOLD-STANDARD CONDITIONS:
SHORT-RUN PROCESSES OF ADJUSTMENT

T
he technique of making international payments, the

part played by the foreign-exchange markets in con-

nection with this technique, and the forces determining

any given foreign-exchange rate were considered in the

preceding chapter. This analysis was limited in two ways

:

it was concerned only with the general principles underlying

the money mechanism of international transactions, and it

studied only the normal, undisturbed operation of that

mechanism. It is now time to apply the results of our study

to different types of monetary systems, and to consider how
and to what extent adjustment is made to disturbances of

international equilibrium.

Perhaps the most important and certainly the most promi-

nent monetary system is the one to which the bulk of the

civilised world has in effect adhered during most of the past

sixty years: the gold standard. It is the purpose of this

chapter to examine the functioning of the foreign exchanges

under gold-standard conditions, and to study the means by

which, under those conditions, adjustment is made to dis-

turbances in the flow of international payments. Before

considering these matters, however, it is necessary to get

some idea of the characteristics of the gold standard, as well

as at least a rudimentary understanding of the banking

system in a modern civilised state.

THE GOLD STANDARD

What is meant when it is said that a country is on th?

gold standard, the silver standard, or .the paper standard?

175
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Clearly the reference is to the money system of the country

in question. Such a statement means that in some way the

country’s money is linked with gold, with silver, or with paper.

But more specifically, what is the exact nature of this connec-

tion? Under the gold standard, in particular, what is the

precise relationship between gold and money?

In answering these questions, it is well to begin by reminding

ourselves that one of the chief functions of money is to serve

as a measure of value. Through its use, commodities and

services may be readily and quickly compared as to their

economic values. This power to command other goods in

exchange is put in general, easily-understood terms when it

is expressed as a money price. The prices of specific goods

and services are simply concrete measurements of value, de-

rived by using money as the instrument of measurement.

Now in any system of measurement, whether of length,

weight, or value, it is essential to have a definite basis of

reference, some ultimate criterion, in a word, a standard. For

the measurement of length, there exists a truly international

system, the metric system. In this system, the unit or instru-

ment of measurement is tlie metre. The ultimate criterion

or standard is a platinum bar of arbitrarily defined length,

kept under carefully controlled conditions in a laboratory

in Paris. All the ordinary metre bars and tapes are made
as nearly as possible equal in length to this standard bar,

clearly creating a situation superior to that existing in the

days when the arm or foot of the ruling king furnished a

strictly local and temporary standard of linear measurement.

For the measurement of value, there never has existed as

uniform an international system as has been furnished for

linear measurement by the metric system. Each country

jealously cherishes its right to name and define its own mone-
tary unit. Thus we have the pound, the dollar, the franc,

the mark, .the zloty, and so on almost without end. Yet

system and standard each country, after its own fashion, does

possess. A monetary system consists of these elements; the

fnpney unit, its multiples and fractions ; the various kinds of
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moi;^ey in circulation
;
and the relation they bear to the defined

standard. The standard, in turn, is simply that particular

kind of money established by law or custom as the ultimate

basis of reference for all money. The peculiar need for a

standard, in the realm of money, is made evident by the

fact that in many countries there are several different kinds

of money. Thus in the United States we have United States

notes, Federal Reserve notes, silver certificates, silver dollars,

and subsidiary coins (together with a few other quantitatively

unimportant items), while alongside of these different types

of currency circulate bank deposits subject to check. (Check-

ing deposits may be regarded as money or as substitutes for

money, according to the rigor with which money is defined.)

When the monetary standard is gold, the ultimate standard

of value becomes a defined weight of gold. Thus in the

United States prior to March 6, 1933, the gold dollar con-

sisted of 23.22 grains of fine gold or 25.8 grains of gold^ fine,

and served as the final basis of reference of all other dollars.

After January 31, 1934, when President Roosevelt signed

the devaluation proclamation, the gold dollar was redefined

as 13.71 grains of fine gold or 15^j- grains of gold fine.

Merely specifying by law that the currency unit shall con-

sist of so much gold is insufficient, however, to establish the

gold standard effectively. For the gold standard really to

exist, in the sense that gold is the true standard of value,

it is necessary that the value of the currency unit {any unit)

and the value of the defined weight of gold be kept equal to

one another.^ This end may be attained by any one of three

means.

Before the World War, the commonest device for maintain-

ing equality between the value of the currency and that of

gold was free {i,e,, unlimited) coinage and conversion (the

gold currency system). If gold money was always obtainable

in exchange for any other kind of money, dollar for dollar

or pound for pound, or if, on the other hand, paper money
or subsidiary coins could always be secured upon the offer

* Cf. Robertson, Money, Chapter IV. ,
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of gold, the two types of money could never vary from one

another in value.

Since the War, however, another method has become more

common, under which no actual gold money circulates from

hand to hand, as it does when the rule of free convertibility

holds. This has generally been called the gold bullion

system. It exists when gold in the form of bullion is freely

bought or sold for currency by some central authority, at a

fixed price. Thus in the law of 1925 reestablishing the gold

standard in England, the Bank of England was required to

sell gold at the fixed price of £3 Ms. 10Jr/, an ounce. Its

buying price was set at £3 Ms. 9d. (This small difference

is a technical matter, of little importance in this connection.)

As long as gold could be freely obtained at the fixed selling

price, or exchanged for currency at the buying price, the value

of currency, in terms of gold, could only fluctuate within

the narrow limits set by the difference between these prices.^

Closely related to the gold standard proper is the gold

exchange standard, which had a wide vogue shortly after

the War. Instead of establishing convertibility between

gold coins and currency, or of maintaining fixed buying and

selling prices for the physical receipt or delivery of gold,

countries adopting the gold exchange standard are prepared

to buy or sell exchange on some gold standard country at a

fixed price (or at narrowly separated prices). By this means

the currency of such a nation is linked with that of the country

using gold. In place of convertibility of currency into gold,

there exists convertibility of domestic money into gold-

standard money. This is an economical— and, so long

as the anchor country remains on gold — a safe substitute.

^ Since the devaluation of the American dollar, this country has introduced

a variation of the gold bullion system, which might well be termed a limited

gold bullion system. Under our laws, gold is both bought and sold at the fixed

price of $35. Of) an ounce, though not without restriction. There arc no restric-

tions upon its purchase by the Treasury, but this institution is only required

to sell the metal to licensed buyers, for the purpose of bona fide use in industry

or for shipment in the settlement of the international obligations of central banks.

tSince these are the two chief uses of gold, the introduction of this restriction

in no way hinders, the maiqtenance of equality in the value of gold and currency.
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Up to this point, currency alone has been mentioned. But

since the great majority of transactions in English-speaking

countries and a large proportion in the rest of the world

are conducted by means of bank credit rather than cash, it

is essential to show the relation of this means of payment to

currency and gold.

In a country which embodied the ideal of “hard-money”

enthusiasts, namely one where the only circulating medium
consisted of gold coins, each individual would provide his

reserves (against unforeseen contingencies and against a failure

of income to equal outgo at all times) in the form of hoards

of coin. The introduction of prudently managed banks,

ready to accept deposits of cash in exchange for checking

accounts and to extend loans to productive enterprise, would

probably see most of the individual cash hoards pouring into

their tills. Banks are generally much safer places to keep

cash reserves than mattresses, buried tins, and corner cup-

boards, while the use of checks in making payments affords

a great convenience.

If these banks followed a normal procedure, they would

make loans, since these form the chief source of income

for banks, and in so doing, would create deposit liabili-

ties. In order to be in a position to honor these liabilities

in cash, they would establish some definite percentage of

cash to deposits, endeavoring never to permit the actual

cash-deposit ratio to fall below this figure. Any single bank

holding more than sufficient cash to maintain this ratio

could lend out the surplus, and* so far as it responded to the

profit motive, it would lend it. All banks taken together,

because of the operation of the well-known mechanism of

the multiple expansion of deposits, could expand loans until

the normal cash-deposit ratio was reestablished.

A banking system such as that just described, with a number

of independent unit banks, each carrying its own gold reserve

against deposits and with all of them— since they are operat-

ing under the stimulus of the profit motive— fully “loaned

up” to the limit oT the legal or customary reserve ratio, has
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been variously characterised as a ‘‘natural” banking systepi,

as an “automatic” gold standard, and as a “pure” gold

standard. The pre-War banking system of the United States

was of this nature.

Just as the introduction of bank deposits as means of pay-

ment brought great economy in the use of cash and improved

efficiency in the task of niaking payments, so a further step

in economy and efficiency may be taken if there exists in the

community a central institution, a sort of bankers’ bank,

which can be relied upon always to furnish cash on demand.

For then the numerous individual banks need no longer keep

their own separate cash reserves, but may turn these over

to the central bank for safe-keeping. Their reserves then

become deposits in the central institution, which must, of

course, maintain at all times what are believed to be adequate

reserves of cash behind these deposits.^

In such a set-up, cash (consisting, in a fully developed

system, of gold, currency, and subsidiary coins) is relegated

to a comparatively minor place. Gold, whether in the form

of coins or bullion, will be needed only for the settlement of

international balances. It stands a very good chance of

disappearing almost altogether from circulation, as in the

United States after the War, being asked for only in times of

unreasoning panic and monetary uncertainty. Other forms

of currency will pass out of the central bank into the tills of

the commercial banks, from there to factories and farms for

the payment of wages and to individuals who cash personal

checks. As these people spehd their wages, salaries, or other

incomes, the cash previously drawn out from banks will

return to them again, via landlords, retailers, filling stations^

cinemas, and other types of business establishments. And
the banks, having need for only a bare modicum of till money,

will re-deposit any surplus with the central banking institu-

tion. During most of the year, this circulation of currency

^
* It might better be said that central banks attempt to maintain reserves

above a conventional minimum, since, as recent experience shows, even sub-

stantialiy large reserves may on occasion be inadequate.
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and coins will be a continuous in-and-out process, with the

banks receiving about as much from the incoming stream

as they pay out. At certain seasons of the year throughout

the country, as at Christmas, or in certain localities, as in

farming regions at harvest time, unusually large demands
for cash will be made upon the banks. Upon these occasions,

they will be forced to draw down their deposits at the central

bank. Since, however, these deposits are the reserves of

the commercial banks, and since the urge for profit will

impel them to keep their reserves at the minimum prescribed

by law or custom, to reduce them may be dangerous or

illegal.

This brings us to the consideration of another aspect of a

central bank’s activities. If, as was intimated above, it is

truly a banker’s bank, what is to prevent it from performing

for the commercial banks the same function that they per-

formed for the various business establishments of the com-

munity, namely, that of making loap^? By doing so it will

enable them to augment their reserves above the minimum,

thereby making it possible for them to be drawn against in

satisfaction of the unusual seasonal demand for cash. Similar

action will also permit the commercial banks to meet seasonal

needs for an expansion of loans and deposits, or to meet

a secular or long-run growth of the credit needs of the

country.

If the central bank is to be capable of answering such

legitimate seasonal or secular demands upon it, a definite

requirement of such an institution becomes clear. It must

at all times maintain its reserves, which are the ultimate cash

reserves of the country, well above the absolute minimum •

of safety. Should this requirement not be met, then the

appearance of even a seasonal need for additional currency

would require a deflationary contraction of loans and deposits,

with the almost certain sequel of falling prices, reduced busi-

ness activity, and unemployment.

The necessity which rests upon a central bank of maintain-

ing surplus reserves introduces a second requirement of
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such an institution. It must not operate with a single eye

to profit, but must conduct itself on the basis of a public

or quasi-public institution. Were it to set as its sole goal

the earning of a maximum return upon its capital investment,

it could not fail to let its reserves drop to the safety minimum,
through the simple method of expanding its earning assets

and therewith its deposit liabilities. Hence if a central bank
is to perform even its function of acting as the “lender of

last resort” for the banking system, it must become something

more than a mere business institution— an agency hlways

placing public welfare above profits.

Thus far we have considered two separate functions of a

central bank : its position as the holder and guardian of a

country’s ultimate cash reserves, and its place as the lender

of last resort. With these tasks, central banks— perhaps

best exemplified by the Bank of England — had become
familiar before the World War. Since that time, both the

pressure of circumstances and the growth of theoretical

insight into the working of the monetary system, plus the

growing realisation that they are really public institutions,

have led central banks to undertake a further and more
important obligation. This is the exercise of credit control.

While economists and central bankers arc not as yet in agree-

ment upon the specific objectives of such control, it is gen-

erally agreed that excessive expansion or contraction of

credit, and therewith the booms and depressions associated

with these phenomena, should be avoided. Moreover, the

means of checking an excessive credit expansion are well

understood and accepted,*. though there is less unanimity

of opinion as to the proper method of preventing a credit

contraction.

To check a too rapid growth of the loans and deposits of

conunercial banks, a central bank possesses two principal

weapons. *If, to permit them to increase their lending, com-
mercial banks must borrow additional reserves from the

pentral institution, the latter can raise its discount rate,

theoretically without limit, until the added cost of loans to
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business borrowers (to whom the increased cost will be passed

along) causes them to cut down their demand for credit.

On the other hand, if commercial banks themselves already

possess surplus reserves, or are acquiring them by one means
or another, the central bank can take these reserves away
from them by selling securities on the open market.^ This

process may be continued until the commercial banks are

forced, in order to maintain their legal minimum reserves,

to borrow at the central bank, at which time the discount

rate will become effective.

Suppose, on the other hand, that owing to some shock to

business confidence, a decline in loans, deposits, and business

activity has set in, which threatens to turn into a general

deflationary debacle. Interest in the public welfare will

require the central bank to act in such a manner as to check

this dangerous trend. It can lower its discount rate promptly

to a nominal level and, by vigorously purchasing securities

in the open market, provide the commercial banks with ample

surplus reserves. They will then be free to lend at low rates

of interest. These weapons (discount rate and open-market
j

operations) are, however, likely to prove much less effective

in checking a business recession than in arresting a boom.
|

It is all very well to make borrowing easj^, but quite another

matter to make it attractive. And unless business men can

be lucfid into borrowing and spending the proceeds to main-

tain the level of industrial production, the initial decline of

deposits, business activity, and employment will tend to

breed still further contraction, until the community is faced

with a full-fledged depression. Something more than the

conventional armory of central banks appears to be required

to deal with such a situation. The further pursuit of this

problem, interesting though it is, lies outside the field of our

present study.

^ The Banking Act of 1935 established in the United States a third important

central banking weap>on, by giving the Federal Reserve Board the power to

increase the reserves required of member banks to as much as double the legal

minima of 13, 10, and 7,%. From May, 1937, until April, 1938, this authority

was exercised to the maximum. •
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With this brief sketch of the different types of gold standards

and of the leading characteristics of a modern banking system

in mind, we may now turn to consider the manner in which

the foreign exchanges function under gold standard conditions.

FOREIGN EXCHANGES UNDER THE GOLD STANDARD

It was made apparent in the last chapter that the economic

transactions between one country and the rest of the world

must, when the stage of making or receiving payinent is

reached, pass through the foreign-exchange market. In

this market are focused the demand for and supply of foreign

currencies, arising out of all conceivable varieties of dealings,

from the transmission of funds to a Methodist mission in

the Malay States to the purchase of Brazilian coffee of

Russian caviar. The foreign-exchange market acts. ..as, a

sort of bottle-neck, through which pass, with few exceptions,

all commercial and financial transactions of international

scope. Moreover, since purchases and sales of goods, loans,

the demands of travelers, which arc the very fabric of inter-

national economic activity, must pass through the foreign

exchanges, so likewise most changes in the btisic economic

craditions of nations in the relative supplies of labor,

capital, and natural resources, and in the demands of buyers)

transmit their effects through this same bottle-neck.

( Now it is true that the sources of the demand for and

supply of foreign exchange; and the underlying causes of

changes in these demands and supplies, are the same under

gold-standard and under, paper-currency conditions/ Yet

the nature of the foreign-exchange bottle-neck is strongly

influenced by the nature of the monetary system of a country,

while, in turn, the peculiarities of the foreign exchanges

alter the impact of foreign economic forces, so that separate

consideration must be given to the operation of the foreign

exchanges between countries which are on the gold standard

and those which possess independent paper currencies. ‘

* The relations between gold-standard countries and paper-standard countries

are the only ones discussed tin detail in this book, though brief mention is later
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^'The distinguishing characteristic of the rate of exchange

between two gold-standard countries is this: it js..&ee,.to

fluctuate within very narrow lUnits) This relative rigidity

of the exchange rate is simply one aspect of the more basic

and equally rigid legal definition of the currencies in tcrrns

of fixed weights of gold. (It comes to the same thing if the

law prescribes instead the price at which gold must be

bought or sold,) Thus the pre-War dollar was legally

defined to be 23.22 grains of fine gold, while the pound
sterling, at the lawful selling price of £3 17j. per ounce,

contained 113.0016 grains. Therefore a pound was always

the arithmetical equivalent of 14^666, this figure being the

number of times 23.22 goes into 1 13.0016. Such a multiplier,

or ratio between the weights of gold in two currencies, of

course can be and is calculated for every pair of gold-stand2urd

currencies
; it is known as the “mint par.”

When gold is freely obtainable, or in other words, when
the gold standard is fully maintained, there is established

between each pair of gold-standard currencies a narrow

zone of possible exchange-rate fluctuations centering on this

mint par. Within this zone, actual movements of the

exchange rate are strictly confined. Suppose, for example,

that because of unusually large imports from Great Britain,

the demand for pounds sterling is abnormally great. The
sterling rate, as we saw in the last chapter, will rise— to

$4.87, $4.88, $4.89. But if, when the rate touches $4.88,

it costs no more to secure say $4,866.70 worth of gold (the

equivalent of £1,000 in England) from a bank, and to pay

insurance and shipping charges on the shipment of that gold

to London, than to buy bills of exchange in the market,

then clearly the rate of exchange can go no higher so long

as gold can be freely obtained from the banks. / This rate

is known as the “gold export point,” and represents the upper

limit to the rate of exchange on another gold-standard

made of transactions between a country on the gold standard and others on a

paper basis. The problem of the foreign exchanges under the silver standard

is not considered. For a discussion of this, see Furniss, Foreign Exchange^ Chaptc^p

in and V. •
. .
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country. There is, of course, likewise a “gold import point.’'

This is reached when (owing, let us say, to an abnormal

supply of exchange arising from an excessive volume of

exports) the rate of exchange goes so low that one realises

just as much from a bill of exchange by sending abroad for

payment in gold, insuring and shipping the gold to this

country, as by selling it in the market.
^ 'The gold points depend, of course, upon the charges for

insuring and shipping gold. This means that they are not

invariable, though in normal times they alter but^ little.

Moreover, since these charges are ordinarily but a small

fraction of each unit of currency, the range between the

gold points is very narrow, and the limit upon exchange

rate fluctuations correspondingly restricted. In the late

twenties, the costs of insurance and transport between London
and New York fixed the gold export point for sterling at

$4,848, the gold import point at $4,892, thus permitting a

variation in the stcrling-dollar rate of exchange over a range

of less than 1 %.
These, then, are the peculiarities of foreign exchange

under gold-standard conditions. There is a basic rate of

exchange, known as mint par, which expresses the ratio

of the gold content of the two currencies.^ On either side

of mint par, there arc gold points, or rates of exchange between

which fluctuations in the actual rate are confined. Within

these limits, however, the current rate of exchange is free to

vary. Whatever level it attains at any given moment de-

pends, as with any pair of currencies, upon the interaction

of demand and supply. When, on the other hand, the

demand or supply of the foreign currency so increases that

the gold export or gold import point is touched, gold begins

to flow out of or into the country. When either of these

points is reached, any further increase in demand or supply

serves not to raise or lower the exchange rate, but merely to

augment the outward or inward movement of gold.

^
^ There is, of course, no tendency for the actual rate of exchange to corre-

spond to mint par, which is a “ basic rate ” only in thetsense that it is the basis

for calculating the range of*^possible exchange fluctuations.
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THE MEANING OF EQUILIBRIUM: BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
EQUILIBRIUM AND ‘‘FULL” EQUILIBRIUM

The flow of gold into or out of a country, whether this

flow be slow but steady and persktcnt, or sudden and .violent,

is clearly in some way related to the existence of equilibrium

in that country’s balance of payments. For a country on

the gold standard cannot tolerate a continued loss of its

monetary reserves, while their steady increase wUl ultimately

present it with a difficult problem of credit control, probably

requiring extraordinary measures if it is to avoid an infla-

tioniary boom. On the other hand, a sudden large influx or

efflux of the precious metal indicates some sort of disturbance

in its internationM payments. If these were truly in equi-

librium, with all types of transactions proceeding smoothly

and evenly, no gold flow would be necessary.^

i While a persistent or sudden abnormal movement of the

money metal may be taken to indicate a lack of equilibrium

in the economic relations of a given country with the rest of

the world, it would be inaccurate to postulate the absence of

such a gold flow as a proof of balance. J For a seriously dis-

turbing element of one type, tending to produce a large

abnormal movement of gold, may be offset for a considerable

period of time by counterbalancing changes in other elements^

Thus when Great Britain returned to the gold standard in

1925, the evidence indicates that her price level was too high

in relation to prices in other countries, calling for a downward
revision of domestic prices and costs if she was to maintain

her share of world trade. In spite of the fact that the Bank

of England maintained a relatively high discount rate, thereby

exerting a deflationary pressure upon industry, costs, in par-

ticular wages, were too rigid to permit the necessary read-

justment to be made. British exports failed to keep pace

with the growth of world trade, and there was a steady

^ “No gold flow” is too rigorous. In a world in which the output of gold

is considerable, a nation which produces little or none will normally acquire a

certain share of the world’s annual production, while a country which is afh

important producer thereof wiil ordinarily export a substantial amount.
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tendency for gold to leave England.,^, Yet a large outwg^rd

movement of gold did not develop, owing in part to the

offsetting inflow of large amounts of short-term^.^

attracted to London by the high "^cpunt^mtes current

As we shall presently see, when a change in the demand for

or supply of foreign exchange takes place when a coun-

try’s balance of payments is disturbed), such movements of

short-term capital generally occur in advance of any flow of

gold, serving as an effective means of preserving equality in

both sides of the balance of payments. In other words, they

may be said to fill in or adjust the gap in the balance of pay-

ments caused by a change in the size of other items on one or

both sides of the international accounts. If of sufficient

volume, they may obviate entirely the shipment of gold in

^settlement of a debit or credit balance. "Thus it is possible

to say, at least tentatively, that the presence of either of these

‘adjustment items, short-t(^^rn capitaf movements or abnomial

;
Igold flows, indicates that equilibrium in the balance of pay-

j;ments has been disturbed. > , ,

While this may provide a satisfactory criterion of disequilib-

rium in the balance of payments, it throws little light on the

namre of such disequilibrium, nor does it furnish any basis

forjudging how long the period of adjustment may be ex-

pected to continue. Fully to understand these matters, we

must go behind the surface manifestation of**disequilibrium

in the international accounts and investigate the causes

thereof. We shall find tjiat such disequilibrium is often

rooted in some more ,fundam type of diseqtiilibrjum

within the economy.

In economic affairs in general, the term “equilibrium”

means a state of balance of opposing forces, any departure

from which tends to set those forces in operation to restore

economic balance again. Applying this concept to a nation’s

balance of payments, we may say that it is injauilibu not

merely when both sides ^are equal, for they must alwaj^^ be

equal, but when the* various cpmjDqncnts, (exports, imports,
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semccs, investment, etc.) are moving in response to^and are

in stable adjustment with^ their nn^erlyinfir d^ffityniTiinpr

forces (demands;f^relative supplies^of the factors, costs pro-

duction, interest'^rates, etc.).' Another way of expressing the

matter would be to say that all the elements of thejiififirentj

related national price systems are in a stable reladonslnp 1

with one another. In such a situation there would be no
•tendency for any price to change, nor for any variation to

occur in the flow of any of the objects (goods, services, capital)

of international commerce. Now if such a stable set of rela-

tionships is disrupted by the introduction of a short-lived

disturbance which has litde or no effect on the underlying

forces, the process of adjustment will tend toward the re-

establishment of the original condition of the balance qf pay-

ments. A disturbance which, on the other hand, itseff

changes the underlying determinants will set in motion a
series of reactions resulting in the establishment of a balance

of payments whose component items bear a different relation

to one another.

The balance of payments of any country expresses in sum-

mary fashion all its economic transactions with the outside

world. Disturbances therein may emanate from any of these

transactions— from those in goods, in services, or in securities

— and may be traced back to some form or other of dis-

equilibrium in the economy of the naffon whose balance of

payments is ir#olved, or in the econoihies of those countries

with which it has economic relationships. Ignoring services

and miscellaneous transactions and concentrating our atten-

tion on the trade in commodities and on international

movements of capital, it is possible to distinguish four principal

types of disequilibrium within a nation’s economy which give

rise to instability in the balance of paymente. j^iChese may
conveniently be calledStrade disequilibrium^ndustrial dis-

equilibriuirif'investment disequilibrium, and^*imdnetary dis-

equilibrium. We shall explain the meaning of these terms

indirectly, by describing, in each instance, the chauracteristic^

of the corresponding state of equilibriuip.
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Trade equilibrium may be said to exist, with respect to a

single traded commodity, when its price in any market exceeds

its price at its point of production by no more than the costs

of transfer.^ As Pigou has expressed the matter, “For any

commodity that docs flow, exchange equilibrium requires

. . . that a unit in the country of export shall buy a claim in

the country of import to a unit minus the cost in transport,

taxes, loss of interest and so forth involved in sending a unit

there. This amounts to saying that no possibility of

arbitrage operations exists with respect to the commodity in

question. When this condition is satisfied for all traded

commodities, equilibrium with respect to the trade in goods

may be considered to exist. So long as such an arbitrage

possibility is present, the volume of goods moving between

different countries will tend to increase, and the goods items

in their balances of payments cannot be said to be in equi-

librium.

Even though trade equilibrium in the foregoing sense

existed, with no excessive price differentials between various

national markets offering prospects of additional profits from

international trade in goods, nonetheless it could still be

true that industries producing for export were either more or

less profitable (with respect to both home and foreign sales)

than industries producing solely for the domestic market. In

such a case, the attainment of equilibrium would require the

movement of resources into or out of the export industries

' Subject to the exception of arbitrary limits to the movement of |3^oods (import

quotas, etc.) and of discriminating monopoly.
^ A. C. Pigou, “I’he Foreign Exchanges,” in Quarterly Journal of Economics,

Vol. 36 (1922), p. 54. (Reprinted in Essays in Applied Economics, London, 1930.)

Professor Pigou goes on to say, “For any commodity that does not flow between
the two countries exchange equilibrium requires that a unit in one country shall

exchange for a claim on a number of units in the other, not less than one unit

minus the cost of transportation (including taxes) outwards, and not more than

one unit plus the cost of transportation inwards.” By taking into account

commodities which are not traded, he develops a broader and more general

theory than is necessary for our purposes here.

It will be noted that what I have chosen to call “trade equilibrium,” to

avoid confusion with the more general term “equilibrium in the balance of

fJayments,” he calls “exchange equilibrium.” He uses the term “industrial

equilibrium” in the same sense in which it is used here.
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until a stable relationship between prices and costs was

established, with a rate of profit (barring monopoly) no greater

than that obtainable elsewhere. This condition of industrial

equilibrium is clearly related jtp eq,uilibrium in the balance of

5
payments. Until it is established, a continuing tendency

; toward increased or decreased output will inevitably affect

the volume of goods moving internationally,

Turning now to international capital movements, let us

first consider long-term investment. Just as relative dif-

ferences in the supply of labor in different countries give rise

to varying rates of wages, the continued existence of which is

perfectly compatible with trade and industrial equilibrium,

so likewise international differences in the supply of capital

may produce differences in long-term interest rates. These

will be lasting provided there is some degree of immobility

with respect to international movements of capital. That

this is the case, brief reflection clearly indicates. Even

ignoring risk factors, for which a premium in addition to

the pure return to capital must be paid, unfamiliarity with

foreign lands and investment opportunities, differertces in

laws and customs, the greater difficulty of supervising foreign

investments, and a natural fear of the unknown are together

sufficient to restrict considerably the international move-

ment of long-term capital.^

Now strictly speaking, investment equilibrium might be

said to exist only when international differences in interest

rates were just sufficient to neutralise the repugnance to

investing abroad. Then it would be a matter of indifl'erence

to the investor whether he kept his capital at home or invested

it in foreign lands, and there would be no tendency toward

any net international movement of capital. Such an inter-

pretation of investment equilibrium would put it 'on a par

with our concept of industrial equilibrium, which we have

^ An exception might have to be made in the case of Great Britain, particu-

larly in relation to certain fields of foreign investment, since the British invest-

ment market is better organised to deal with foreign than with home invest-

ment. On this point, see the Report of the Committee on Finance and Industtf

(Gmd. 3897, 1931), Part II, Chapter IV.
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seen consists in the absence of any tendency toward a moye-

ment of resources between industries.

We are here primarily concerned, however, with the

mechanism of international adjustment to disequilibria (in

the sense of changes) in the balance of payments. Any
country’s balance of payments (and back of this, its industrial

and price structure) may become adjusted to a constant rate

of flow of capital, in that no changes in prices or in the relative

volume of production of different industries may be required.

A disturbance of this rate of foreign investment, on the other

hand, will require changes first of a temporary character and

later of such a nature as to permit a continuance of the new
rate of capital movement. It seems more in accord with the

requirements of our problem, therefore, to consider inter-

national investment equilibrium as existing when long-term

capital is moving into or out of a country at a steady rate— a

rate, moreover, to which the price and industrial structures

of the countries concerned have become adapted.

Such a continuing movement of capital will occur whenever

conditions exist which establish a stable differential in national

levels of long-term interest rates in excess of the differential

which merely neutralises the attractiveness of domestic and

I foreign investment. So long as these conditions continue,

there will tend to be a steady flow of capital from the country

or countries with the lower rates of interest to the country or

countries with the higher rates. This capital movement will

then constitute a stable item in the balances of payments of

the nations concerned and will cause no disturbance therein

nor any need /or changes of an adjusting nature. When,
however, there occurs in one of these countries an increase or

decrease in the demand for or supply pf capital such as to alter

relative interest rates, the rate of flow of capital will tend to

change, the balance of payments will be upset, and adjust-

ment will Be requirecT.'^

When we consider the international movement of short-

term capital, on the other hand, we find a very different situa-

tion. The ease with which short-term funds. J3iay„ be „mpved
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center to another, givejii,.ijicdern

banking institutions, and the fact that.this type of investment

is available on demand, or within a very brief span of-lime,

gives it a very high degree of international mobility.^ ^In the

absence of re^rictions on its movement, under gold-standard

conditions a moderate difference in interest rates* will pro-

voke a substantial flow of short-term' capital. The only

serious exception is when a financial crisis in some country

(as in Germany in 1931) greatly increases the risk of currency

collap^. At such a time, even a large interest-fate differential

may be insufficient to attract outside money. ((Ihejpceat

international mobility of short-term capital under normal

conditions, then, would seem to warrant us in excluding

movements thereof from a balance of payments that is in

equilibrium. (^Fhe appearance of movements of this type of

capital, on the other hand, may be regarded as evidence, Qf,.a

disturbance of .equilibrium, the first steps in the restoration of

which it is their function to perform./

Closely related to the foregoing is the fourth type of equi-

librium, that having to do with monetary and banking rela-

tionships. Monetary equilibrium may be said to exist in any

country when the volume of effective money (the quantity of

money, including under that heading all means of payment,

multiplied by its circuit velocity) bears such a relation to the

^ Many long-term securities, especially those with an international market,

also possess a high degree of liquidity, in the sense of marketability. When
short-term interest rates are higji in some important national money market,

owing to a temporary stringency, international movements of these securities

may supplement the flow of short-term capital. The reason for this is that

a tight money market tends to be accompanied by a decline in the prices of

stocks and bonds, which makes their purchase in this country and their sale

in others (arbitrage in securities) profitable. Such a movement of securities,

though it may reverse a normal trend, is generally a temporary money-market
phenomenon, in no wise to be regarded as indicating a change in the basic

circumstances underlying the normal flow of long-term capital for investment.

* A difference of i to appears to have been a sufficient differential, as

between the leading financial markets in normal times, to induce short-term

capital movements. A considerably greater differential would naturally be

required to bring about a movement into or out of a country with a relatively

undeveloped financial market, while wkh respect to backward countries,

where no such market exists, short-term capital movements can hardly be

spoken of at all. *
^
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level of business activity that there is no tendency toward a

general expansion or contraction of output, employment, and

incomes.^ Thus monetary equilibrium is consistent with the

existence of industrial disequilibria which are in the process of

being corrected, though it is possible, as will appear later, that

such a process of adjustment may tend to disturb monetary

stability, requiring as an offset positive action by the monetary

authorities. Nor is full employment of the community’s

productive lesources essential to monetary equilibrium. A
condition of continuous stable balance with much less than full

employment is a distinct possibility.^

The existence of monetary equilibrium in each of a number
of interrelated countries ipso Jacto rules out disturbances in the

balance of payments attributable to monetary causes. Owing,

however, to the fact that monetary equilibrium in one country

may require a discount r^te higher than elsewhere, the enforce-

ment of a credit policy aiming at the establishment of equilib-

rium would tend to promote a movement of short-term capital

and thereby, for reasons presently to be made clear, disturb

monetary conditions in both the lending and the borrowing

country. Again, although monetary equilibrium might be

established, a disturbance such as a shift in demand could, by

the reactions it provoked in the balance of payments, similarly

disturb the monetary situation. Although prompt and effec-

tive action by the banking authorities to offset any changes in

the volume or velocity of money might suffice to counteract

such disturbances, these illustrations are ample to show the

close interrelatipn between a country’s monetary system and

its international transactions. They are, indeed, merely one

particular instance of the close interdependence of all aspects

of economic activity.

' This is not the place to discuss the interesting problem of whether monetary
equilibrium is attainable by means of a policy of stabilising pcr-capita money
incomes or by means of a policy of stabilising some price level, or through some
other policy. The interested reader is referred to A. D. Gayer, Monetary Policy

and Economic Stabilisation^ for a balanced discussion of this subject.

* On the subject of “underemployment equilibrium,’^ see J. M. Keynes,

Xhe General Theory of Employmentj Interest^ arid Money (The Macmillan Co-
New York, 1936).
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What we have chosen to call different types of equilibrium

are* thus in reality but particular aspects of general equilib-

rium, with no sharp dividing line between them. Nonethe-

less this separatism of treatment is useful in promoting clarity

of thought in the discussion of problems which are often

extremely complex.

DISTURBANCES OF EQUILIBRIUM IN THE
BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

Having outlined the more important aspects of general

economic equilibrium, disturbances of which constitute the

sources of disequilibrium in the balance of payments, we may
now proceed to examine the mechanism by which adjustment

to various specific disrupting forces is carried out.

Any force which increases (or decreases) the size of any item

on either side of a nation’s balance of payments without pro-

viding simultaneously for an offsetting increase (decrease) on

the opposite side, or for an offsetting decrease (increase) in

some other item on the same side, will disturb the previous

balance of debits and credits and call for adjusting changes.^

Of the manifold possible disturbances to the smooth movement

of goods, services, and long-term investment,^ the following

may be mentioned as among the more common

:

' Failure of an important crop;

,, Natural disasters such as earthquakes, floods, and famines

;

A speculative security or real estate boom in some country

;

- Changes in international demands

;

Changes in the relative supply of the productive factors (exhaus-

tion of natural resources, development of new sources of raw
material supplies, immigration or emigration, national differ-

ences in rates of population growth, etc.)

;

^ The only type of transaction of any importance which docs /provide its

own offset is the so-called “tied” loan, where it is expressly stipulated that the

entire sum of the loan is to be spent in the lending country. Even in this case,

however, unless the loan is spent as rapidly as the funds arc advanced, some
form of adjustment is called for.

* To simplify the discussion, we continue to ignore services, tourists* expendi-

tures, and miscellaneous items, except for occasional mention. The argument^

applied to the items considered may readily be extended to cover these omissions.
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i Varying rates of progress in invention and te^^hpique (affecting

the level of costs in different international industries," in

the long run changing the most efficient combination.of the

factors and hence their relative importance)

;

' Increasingj^mand for capital for the development of a new
region or of new resources

;

V Accumulation of capital as a country grows older and richer

;

Stimulation by monetary causes of a boom or dejpr^sion in any

given country

;

War;
- The exaction of an international indemnity.

^

It requires little reflection to perceive that any one of these

phenomena will tend to upset any preexisting equilibrium in

the balance of payments of the countries affected. Our task

is to enquire into the sequence of events by which adjustment

to such a source of disequilibrium is worked out — in a word,

|(o discover the mechanism of international adjustment to a

: disturbance in the balance of payments.

Two stages in this process of adjustment may be distin-

guished ; an initial or short-run period, which in the case of

a short-lived or superficial disturbance may comprise the

entire process of adjustment, and a long-run phase following

the initial stage, by which more enduring or deeper sources

of maladjustment are corrected.

SHORT-RUN PROCESSES OF ADJUSTMENT

We may logically begin our analysis of the mechanism of

adjustment with a study of the short-run processes involved.

In this connection, movements of short-term loans and inter-

national bilances, which we have already encountered in

discussing the sources of elasticity in the demapd and supply

I
of exchange, are of special importance* ^^For under gold-

i

' standard conditions these balance-of-payments items act to a

very great extent as a b^ancing clement in the international

accounts, "serving to fill in any gap therein caused by some

^ form of disturbance.^^

, ^
Where the disturbance is of a short-lived nature, the short-

terrn capital movenients may provide all that is needed to
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effqpt a gradual restoration of equilibrium. Where, howevo:,

a more bade of equilibrium is inyolved,

they serve as a meanf by which the necessary processes, of

adjustment may set in motion.

In order to discover the role ofshort-term capital movements

in the mechanism of international adjustment, let us consider

first the manner in which „they..jarfi- brought ^3Qut, then the

results, for which.they are responsible.

Suppose we imagine some change to take place in the forces

determining the volume of one important class of international

payments such as to cause an increase in the
. demand for

foreign exchange. This change might be any appropriate

form of the various types of disturbance to international equi-

librium listed above— for example, the failure ofan important

export crop, a marked increase in the demand for imported

raw materials contingent upon increased business activity, or

a sudden rise in the rate of foreign investment in response to

improved investment opportunities abroad. Each of these

developments would, by increasing the demand for or decreas-

ing the supply of foreign currency, lead to a rise in the ex-

change rate,

if no additional sources of supply of foreign exchange were

available, the rate (or more properly, rates) of exchange would

rise to the gold export point and gold would flow in settlement

of the excess in the international debits or payments owed;

Usually, however, from one or more of several possible sources,
’

new supplies of foreign exchange will be forthcoming. Their

addition to the normal supplies of foreign credits provided by

exports and other current transactions will render the supply

of foreign exchange more elastic and will tend to check the

rise in the exchange rate at a level below the gold export point.

Consider first the position, relative to the exchtmge market,

of the Central Bank. These institutions always hold some

portion of their resourdes in the form of foreign asete (bills or

deposits). Foreign-exchange dealers and banks, by purchas-

ing foreign balances from their Central Bank, are thus enabled,

to meet the increased demand .of the market. .In the course

'
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of making these purchases, however, banks will reduce their

reserves at the centr2d institution. Unless they had surplus

reserves to begin with, or unless the Central Bank itself offsets

their reserve losses by open-market security purchases, reserves

will fall below the required minimum.* The consequent

necessity of rediscounting or of contracting deposits will tend

to bring a rise in discount rates. As soon as a sufficient differ-

ential relative to foreign money markets is established, short-

term capital will move into the country whose balance of

payments k under pressure. Banks in this country (say the

United States) will draw, for example, long sterling financial

bills, thereby establishing credits in London against which

sterling drafts may be sold. The dollar proceeds of the sale

of the borrowed sterling credits will then be lent out in the New
York money market at the higher rates of discount now ruling

there. By borrowing from the London money market, addi-

tional supplies of foreign exchange are made available, serving

to fill in the gap in the balance of payments and checking the

tendency toward a loss of the country’s foreign exchange (or

gold) reserves.

Concomitantly with the movement of short-term foreign

funds in search of higher earnings (or even in advance of such

a movement, if the rise in discount rates is slow or inadequate

in magnitude) there will also appear an Inward flow of specu-

lative funds, For as the rate of exchange approaches the gold

export point, the less probable becomes any further rise, while

the greater becomes the probability that the future rate of

exchange will be lower. Speculation in exchange will tend to

develop. In terms of the above illustration, foreign-exchange

dealers in New York will borrow from London in the usual

fashion, selling their borrowed sterling balances at the current

high rate and planning to purchase cover for their loans at a

* On the other hand, if the reserve position of the Central Bank itself were
weak) the decline in its foreign-exchange holdings might lead it to impose a

more restrictive credit policy, raising its rediscount rate and perhaps even

selling securities in the open market. Thus central banking policy may offset

or it may reenforce forces tending to bring about higher interest rates. In

what follows, we shall assume its attitude to be neutral.
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later date when the dollar price of sterling is expected to be

lower. j|iere again short-term international borrowing (i.e.,

an inflow of foreign short-term capital) provides additional

supplies of exchange and checks the outflow of gold or loss

of foreign-exchange holdings that would otherwise develop..

Under certain rather unusual circumstances, when a coun-

try’s banks have surplus foreign balances, additional supplies

of exchange may be provided for a time without borrowing

abroad. A rise in the exchange rate will induce bankers to

place these funds on the market. These balances {e,g., sterling),

after being sold to importers and others with payments to

make in England, will be transferred to British ownership.^

Mention should also be made of one further source of an

additional supply of exchange which makes its appearance as*

discount rates rise in the market where the demand for foreign

exchange has increased. With a higher level of interest rates,

the cost to speculators of holding securities with borrowed

funds is increased. Excluding the possibility of a stock-market

boom, with sharply rising security prices, the demand for

securities will fall off, and their prices will decline. Those

securities which possess an international market will now
appear to be good bargains. Foreign sales will tend to

increase, adding from another source to the supply of foreign

exchange available.

Thus from one or more of several separate channels—
financial and speculative borrowings abroad, the sale of

foreign balances, and the sale of international securities— a

stream of additional supplies of foreign funds itiakcs its appear-

ance in the foreign-exchange market of a country whose,

balance of payments has suffered an adverse change. These

various additions to the supply of exchange check the rise in

the exchange rate and fill in the initial gap in the balance of

payments created by the increase in demand. If the original

disturbance in the balance of payments is mild, a ’rise in the

^ Since the foreign indebtedness of the country acquiring such balances—
in this instance, England — is reduced, their transfer is equivalent in effect to

a loan
;

t.^., it may be classed as one form of short-term international capitah

movement.
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rate of exchange and a movement of short-term speculajtive

capital may suffice to provide the needed foreign resources;

there may be not orUy no gpld flow but even ngJoSS offoreign-

exchange reserves by the Central Bank. If,..on the other hand,

the disturbing forces are powerful^ or if they operate for a

considerablie period of time, the volume of available.short-

term adjusting items (which are not unlimited) may be

inadequate tg prevent a rise of the exchange rate .to the_gold

export point and an outward movement of-g^d.^

i From the foregoing discussion it appears that movements of

*short-term capital into a country with an adverse balance of

Ipayments provide a substitute for a loss of foreign-exchange

I reserves or for an outward movement of gold, ^^^hey simul-

^ taneously act as a stop-gap in the balance of payments. This,

however, is only the first step in the process of adjustment. If

no further consequences followed from the international flow

of short-term funds, they could only be regarded as serving to

postpone temporarily the need for a transfer of gold or its

equivalent. It is to the next stages in the mechanism of

adjustment and to certain monetary effects of these short-term

capital movements that we must now turn our attention.

Clarification of the further role of international short-term

borrowing and lending in the task of adjusting a nation’s

balance of payments to some source ofdisturbance can perhaps

best be gained by asking the question : What must be accom-

‘plished to restore equilibrium? An enduring restoration of

. equilibrium, as the following chapter shows, will vary with the

nature of the disturbing cause, and will require certain basic

) changes in the economies affected by the disturbing forces.

Since we are not at this point concerned with changes of a

^ “The role of short-term capital movements as an equilibrating factor is

limited, however, by the imperfect international mobility of such funds. While,

in the absence of ‘fear movements,’ the international movement of short-term

funds tends to bring about equality of short-term interest rates in different money
markets; the amount of short-term funds which will move across national fron-

tiers in response to moderate differentials in interest rates is for many frontiers

always, and for all frontiers frequently, insufficient in quantity to bring about

^actual equality of interest rates or to reduce to-and-frq movements of gold to a

ndnimum.*’ (Vincr, op, cit., pp. 405-406.)
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long-run nature, but only with short-run processes which
prepare the way for more fundamental readjustments, the

question becomes one of immediate requirements, .One of;

these is that equality in the balance of payments be preserved,;

and this requirement is adequately fulfilled by the provisiori'

of additional supplies of foreign exchange. Clear also is a,

second immediate need— that by some means an inter- ’

national transfer of purchasing power be brought about.

This is true regardless of the specific nature of the forces which

have upset the equilibrium of the balance of payments. For

whether the disturbance is traceable to an increase in the

country’s demand for imported products, to a larger volume of

international long-term lending, or to a deficiency of exports,

the demand for foreign currency has undergone a relative

increase. Payments to be made abroad have grown in rela-

tion to payments due from abroad. In some manner or other,

this net increase in foreign payments due must be taken care of

— a net.transfer. of purchasing power tp foreigners,must be

madC-possible. How this is brought about by international

movements of short-term capital is the problem to which we
niay now turn our attention.

If an adverse balance of payments leads to an outward

movement of gold, the means by which an international trans-

mittal of payments occurs is perfectly obvious, since the gold

is itself money. Again, it is clear enough that when the

foreign-exchange reserves of a country’s Central Bank or

bankers’ surplus balances abroad are drawn upon, there is

simply a transfer in'^the ownership of foreign deposits, {^e
situation is very similar when the supply of foreign exchange is

provided by short-term international borrowing. The only (

difference is that instead of drawing upon foreign means of

payment alrcadYJ2mtcd.byinstitutions in the^.ajjpg^^vmtry,

funds are.borrowed froni the money market of the country to

which payments are being made.

Perhaps this matter may be made clearer if we consider

exactly what happens when, for example. New York borrows^

on short-term from’London. As we notpd aboye, New York
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banks will draw long sterling bills (either speculative, or

financial in nature, or both) on London banks. As these bills

arrive in London, they will be accepted by the agents of the

New York banks, then discounted in the money market, the

proceeds being put to the credit of the New York drawers.

These proceeds will then be transferred to English exporters

or other creditors of Americans as the drafts sold agaiast them
arrive. The funds thus made available are provided by

brokers in the London discount market, who borrow at call
«

from the banks, making their profit in the slightly higher rate

charged for discounting long bills. (Banks with idle funds

may themselves do some of the discounting.) ^ Thus the

foreign money market provides the funds needed to make
the net excess of foreign payments to which the disturbing

forces have given rise. The result is the same, so far as making
these payments is concerned, as if gold had moved between

l^the two countries. In effect, there has taken place an inter-

Jjnational transfer of purchasing power. Although there is no

.actual transfer of money from one country to another, the

result is the same as if there were
;

therefore the phenomenon
which has been described is usually referred to as a transfer of

purchasing power.

In bringing this result about, we perceive the second func-

tion of international short-term capital movements, the first

having been to substitute for gold or foreign-exchange reserves

as a means of making up a deficit in a country's balance of

payments. It is by effecting an international transmission of

payments that short-term capital movements are of primary

importance, for by so doing, they set in operation certain of the

longer-run processes of adjustment necessary to restore equi-

librium in the face of some deep-seated and enduring, dis-

' It is to be noted that if this discounting activity is to take place without
forcing up interest rates in London, bank credit in that center must be elastic

(i.f., the banks must have surplus reserves). Should the banks have no excess

reserves, funds for discounting sterling finance bills will have to be diverted

from other uses, at the cost of higher interest rates. This rise in interest charges
(relative to New York) will discourage the drawing of financial bills, and if

American balances in London are exhausted, gold will ^ave to move in payment
of excess American oblisrations.
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ttirhance. This topic, however, is reserved for discussion in

the ‘next chapter.

If the original disturbance is of a short-lived nature, such

as a brief and sudden increase in the demand for imports or a

temporary crop shortage, reestablishment of the original state

of equilibrium will be gradually achieved without the necessity

of setting in motion a complex series of long-run mechanism^^

First, assuming a sudden brief increase in the demand fod

imports to have occurred, the rate of exchange will rise, some

of the Central Bank’s foreign-exchange holdings may be pur-

chased, discount rates will tend to move upward, and a

financial and speculative movement of short-term capital into

the country in question will take place. The balance of pay-

ments is kept in balance, and purchasing power is ‘^trans-

ferred” abroad, providing the immediate wherewithal with

which to purchase the additional imports that are wanted^

So long as the rate of exchange continues higher than normal,

imports in general will in some measure be restricted, exports

stimulated. This effect will be further reenforced if the

increase in the demand for imports (presumably certain

special items) takes place at the expense of certain domestic

products, i,e.^ if there is a shift in demand. For in that case,

some diminution in domestic incomes will occur, and a

still further reduction of imports (other than those directly

involved in the initial change) will follow. Any decline

in imports and increase in exports will assist in closing the

gap in the balance of payments first filled in by short-term

capital movements. When the brief increase in foreign;

purchases comes to an end, the rate of exchange will decline

again, and a gradual liquidation of the short-term loans can

take place.

In the foregoing analysis of the role of international short-

term capital movements in the mechanism of international

adjustment, the standpoint adopted has been primarily that of

the country whose balance hf payments is under pressure.

The discussion did, however, bring out the fact that if the

mechanism is to operate.at all, the country to which payments*
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are to be made must permit an cx£aa§iojijffi[Jjai3^^ and

deposits. This is necessary to provide the foreign money to be

transferred to^the creditors of the country whose requirements

for international payments have increased, and is contingent

upon the possession or .the acquisition of surplus reserves by

the banks of the lending country-

Perhaps greater light may be thrown upon this matter if we
consider the situation as it exists, not in the country with an

adverse balance of payments but in the country (or one of the

countries) whose balance of payments is rendered moi*e favor-

able.^ Moreover, instead of assuming as above that the

initiative in making payments is taken in the debtor country

(say the United States) let us assume all steps in collecting or

transmitting payments to originate in the country to whom
an excess of payments is owed (England). In this event, an

adverse change in the balance of payments of the United

States, whatever the cause, will appear in England as an

increase in the supply of dollar exchange. The total value of

dollar exchange offered for sale to English banks will exceed

the current demand, and the sterling price of dollars will fall

toward the gold import point. This fall will be checked,

however, and no gold need move into the country if the Eng-

lish banks have surplus reserve^and if they are willing to

allow an increase in their American balance*s^ or in their short-

term loans to New York;' A sufficient fall in the value of the

dollar will establish a speculative motive for the accumulation

of dollar balances, while a moderate rise in discount rates in

New York will provide the necessary incentive to short-term

lending by London. If* these conditions are satisfied, the

excess supply of dollar exchange will be discounted by the

English banks. Note, however, what this means. Every

dollar deposit acquired by the purchase of a bill of exchange is

paid for by the creation of sterling deposits to the credit of the

seller of the bill an English exporter). Sc far as English-

* We could regard the disturbance which renders one country’s balance

• of payments adverse as a disturbance which changes some other country’s (or

balance of payments in a favorable directibn.
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me^ have payments to make in the United States, thdr

demand for dollars will resvilt in a sale of American funds and

a destruction of sterling deposits. But any excess in the

supply of exchange bought by the banks over and above their

sales will result in a net increase in the volume of sterling

deposits. Therefore if the excess supply of dollars is to be

purchased, either the banks_niust already, possess. lUtplys

reserves or they must be readily available.* Thus by a differ-

ent route— starting with different assumptions as to where

the initiative with respect to payments is taken— we reach the

same conclusion, as indeed we must, T International short-

term capital movements, which are capable of performing

a useful role in the mechanism of international adjustment, can

only take place if the country called upon to make short-term

loans is in a position tp permit an expamioa olcredit

J

MONETARY EFFECTS OF SHORT-TERM CAPITAL
MOVEMENTS

The analysis of the preceding section, though directly con-

cerned only with the function of short-term capital movements

in adjusting the balance of payments, has touched at a number

of points upon matters which are primarily monetary in

nature. These are of sufficient interest and importance to

warrant separate attention.

From what has just been said, it is clear that a country whose

balance of payments has been disturbed in a favorable direc-

tion— that is, a country whose claims to payment have been

caused to rise above current payments due abroaiji— is bound

to undergo an expansion in its supply of money.* (i/This is

perfectly obvious in case the disturbance leads to an inflpw of

^ If no surplus reserves are available, they may readily be secured by selling

some of the additional supplies of foreign exchange to the Central Bank. Hence
the absence of surplus reserves does not constitute a serious stujnbling block.

Only if the Central Bank is pursuing a restrictive credit policy will there be

any real difficulty in effecting adjustment without a movement of gold.

^ The supply of money is here taken to mean the sum total of means of pay-

ment, and includes cash in the hands of the public and deposits subject to»

check (demand deposits).
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gold.^
^
If domestic funds held by some foreign Central Bank

or foreign commercial banks are transferred to residents of the

country in question, though no actual increase in the total

supply of money has occurred, its velocity and thus the effective

supply of money may be increased!! This will be the result

if the funds formerly owned by foreigners were held idle or

were devoted to uses where their velocity of circulation was

low, while the new (domestic) owners put them more actively

to work.^
I

c When there occurs not an inflow of gold or transfer of

foreign-owned balances, but short-term lending by the

country with a more favorable balance of payments, the neces-

sity for an actual expansion in the supply of money is clear.

Either the supply of dollar bills in London (to continue our

earlier illustration) exceeds the current normal demand, or the

demand for sterling in New York exceeds the current normal

supply. If the former, then with a lower sterling price of

dollars and a relative rise in discount rates in New York,

London banks will themselves provide the demand necessary

to absorb the excess supply of dollars. In buying up the sur-

plus dollar exchange on the market, they will create new
sterling deposits, and the supply of money in England will

^ Unless the gold is brought in by a bank on its own account, in which case

member bank reserves are increased, but not the deposits of the public. See

C. P. Kindleberger, Internattonal Short-Term Capital Movements, p. 25.

* Foreign balances tend to be invested in the money market, where, even

though their turnover may be high, they are not exchanged against goods and
services. It is only as money is used to finance production, rather than the

purchase and sale of stocks and^ bonds, that it enters into national income.

Therefore a transfer of funds from foreign to domestic ownership will generally

tend to increase the volume of money devoted to industrial uses and to increase

the national income, since whether the transfer is for the purchase (by foreigners)

of exports or of securities of the country whose balance of payments is more fa-

vorable, presumably the funds so acquired will be used for productive purposes.

An exception would exist when, as in the United States in 1929, foreigners were
using their holdings of domestic funds to participate in stock-market speculation.

Even here, the money so used in the first instance might ultimately get into the

hands of issuers of new securities. The whole problem is too complex to warrant

extended discussion in a general book such as this. For a more elaborate treat-

ment of the issues, see C. P. Kindleberger, op. cit., and James W. Angell, “Elqui-

«librium in International Payments: The United States, 1919-1935” (in Ex*

fifffations in Economics).
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increase by an amount equivalent to the banks* own expend-

itures on foreign exchange., If, on the other hand, payments

and collections be initiated in New York, additional supplies

of sterling to match the increased demand will (under the

assumed conditions) be provided by sterling bankers’ bills

drawn by New York banks. As we have seen (p. 151), when
these bills arrive in London, they are first accepted by the

drawees, then discounted by brokers with funds newly bor-

rowed from the banks (or by banks willing to invest new
deposits? in these short-term assets). The supply of money
must be increased to permit discounting of these bills to take

place. Thus both approaches— as indeed they must— lead

to^the same conclusion: that if a country with a more favorable
\

balance of payments lends part or all of its additional foreign i

claims, its supply of money will to this extent increase.^

Consider now the monetary situation in the country (the

United States) whose balance of payments has suffered an

adverse change. If the initial gap in the balance is filled by

purchases of gold or foreign exchange from a Federal Reserve

Bank, buyers of this additional supply of exchange will draw

checks against their deposit accounts and demand deposits

will be extinguished: In order to get the gold or foreign

exchange from the Federal Reserve Bank, commercial banks

will have to draw upon their reserve deposits. Therefore,

unless member bank reserves were at the outset above the

legal minimum requirements, a secondary contraction of

credit will be necessary, over and above the initial extinction

of demand deposits.

If commercial banks possessed sterling deposits (or liquid ,

assets) above their normal current requirements, they might

provide the additional foreign exchange needed by selling

drafts against these deposits. The immediate resultwould be

a cancellation of demand deposits to the value of these sales

^ This would only be untrue if funds which had hitherto been lent to domestic

borrowers were diverted to the purchase of foreign bills or balances. If no

decline in the demand for short-term credit by domestic borrowers be assumed,

there is no reason why any such diversion of funds should occur, provided surplus*

reserves are available or tan be readily acquired.
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of sterling assets. Deposits so extinguished might, howeyer^

immediately be replaced by new loans, since the lending power
of the banks would in this case be in no wise reduced.

Suppose, however, that after moderate purchases of foreign-

exchange reserves, from the Federal Reserve Bank, the rise in

the dollar-sterling exchange rate and an increase in New York
discount^ rates stimulate short-term borrowing from.Xondon,
Dollar deposits are extinguished in the purchase of sterling

thus made available, but the banks are going to re-Jend the

proceeds of their sterling sales. They must do so, or face a

certain loss, since they will have to pay interest on the borrowed

sterling. In this event, there will be no decline in the total

supply of dollars. The velocity of circulation, and thus the

effective supply of money in the United States may, however,

be reduced. For if the increased demand for sterling proceeds

from an expansion of imports or larger purchases of foreign

securities (long-term foreign investment), dollars which would
have been used to buy American products or to invest in

American industry will be extinguished, while the dollars

which replace them will probably be lent out in the money
market, where the velocity of circulation is likely to be

smaUer.^

In conclusion, it may be said that where international short-

term capital movements develop in response to a disturbance

in the balance of payments, the country (with an adverse

balance) which borrows abroad on short-term will tend to

suffer a redu^ftion in the velocity of circulation of its money,
or even— if foreign-exchange reserve^ are drawn upon and
discount rates rise — a shrinkage in supply of money.

;
Qn

the other hand, the country (with a favorable balance of

^ In zmy event, funds lent to the money market are less likely to come promptly
and directly into contact with goods and services. Therefore funds available
to industry, and thus incomes earned in production, are likely to decline.

It is possible, of course, that the dollars used to buy sterling, especially if

the purpose is to make long-term investments abroad, may have been lying idle

in hoards. In this case, there would be a net increase in velocity. Again, for

a fuller discussion of the issues involved here, see J. W. Angell, and C. P. Kindle-
•bcfgef, op. cit. Dr. Kindlebcrgcr^s book furnishes the most thorough treatment
of its subject matter that is available.
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pa>jncnts) which^nds abroad on short term will witness an
increase in. its^io^ supply of money..

SHORT-TERM CAPITAL MOVEMENTS AS A

SOURCE OF INSTABILITY

So far as short-term capital movements permit the smooth

adjustment of brief, disturbances such as sudden spurts in the

demand for imports, crop shortages, and the like, or so. far as

they prepare tite wayfor the operation of longer-run processes

of adjustment, they are a stabilising factor in the balance of

payments. The necessity of large and recurrent shipments of

gold is done away with, and a more economical method of

handling the disturbances functions instead. This is particu-

larly conspicuous with respect to seasonal variations in the

balance of payments.

For short-term capital movements thus to facilitate the

processes of international payment, however, it is essential

that the general political and economic atmosphere be one of

reasonable stability '‘and confidence. For then the inter-

national transmission of funds is held within comparafiycly

narrow bounds
;

it is limited to the existing yolume of bankers*

and dealers’ foreign balance's and to that proportion of shprt-

term capital which will moye between countries in response

to moderate possibilities ofj;^giin. This requisite enyironment

was proyided for several decades prior to the World War.
Since that catastrophe, and even more since the outbreak of

the world-wide depression in 1929, uncertainty as to the future

has been greatly increased— in particular, currency insta-

bility has become a potent source of fears for the fptiire.'^ The
usual stimuli to capital movements-— the prospect of a moder-

ate speculative profit or of a larger interest return—frequently

give way to much more powerful forces; the fear of departure

from the gold standard or of currency devaluation, the danger

of the immobilisation or “freezing” of short-term irfvestments,

or the possibility of total loss in case of war. Under such

conditions, not only do the normally mobile short-term funds,

shift rapidly from center to center in search of a, safe resting-
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place, but to their movements may be added those of all foreign

and domestic assets which are or may be madel^iquid. Then,

as Viner has vividly expressed the matter,

. . . there have been notorious cases, and especially in recent

years, where the erratic and unpredictable movement of short-

term funds has influenced the international mechanism during

a period of stress very much in the manner in which loose cargo

operates on a ship during a storm. The high degree of inter-

national mobility of short-term funds becomes a liability instead

of an asset when there is alarm in the air, for short-term funds

are quick to fly to foreign countries in search of safety when there

is alarm at home, and are even quicker to be called back home
when there are signs of trouble abroad.^

Some of the outstanding recent exj^criences with this upset-

ting behavior of mobile funds warrants citation. Thus
Germany, which in the late twenties encountered increasing

difficulty in meeting her capital requirements by long-term

international borrowing, turned instead to short-term loans.

By the end of 1930, it is estimated that total foreign short-term

investments in Germany amounted to approximately four

billion dollars,^ even after the withdrawal in ihc last quarter

of that year of some S250 millions. This period of liquidation

of short-term credits (to which was added the withdrawal of

the proceeds of security sales) was brought to an end by the

advance by an international banking group of $125 millions.

It was not long, however, before a renewed run on Germany
broke out. In May, 1931, the Creditanstalt, a large Austrian

bank, disclosed heavy losses. This news started heavy with-

drawals from Austria; the loss of confidence also affected

foreign holdings in Germany. In a period of four weeks, that

nation lost another $250 millions of gold and foreign assets.

In spite of the advance of a credit of $100 millions by the Bank
for International Settlements and the inauguration early in

July of the Hoover moratorium on reparation and war-debt

payments, the run was intensified, largely as a consequence of

• * Viner, Studies in the Theory of International Trade, p. fiOl,

* Sec below, p. 213.
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the failure of one of the largest German banks (Darmstadter

und National Bank). For a period of several days every bank
in Germany closed its doors and the stock exchanges were shut

up. At this time the first steps toward exchange control were

taken with the centralisation of all foreign payments in the

Rcichsbank. After an inquiry conducted by the Bank for

International Settlements, a ‘Standstill” agreement was

established, by which Germany’s principal short-term creditors

extended their credits for six months. Subsequently, owing

to the impossibility of liquidating these credits, this “stand-

still” agreement was repeatedly extended. Since the institu-

tion of rigorous exchange control and exchange-clearing

arrangements, a considerable proportion of these “short-term”

German debts have been gradually liquidated.

But the credit crisis of 1931 was not limited to Germany and

Austria
;

it became truly international in scope, even France

and the United States, with their immense gold reserves, being

subjected to a considerable drain. It was Great Britain,

however, that, next to Germany, became most seriously in-

volved in the credit panic. For Great Britain had been one

of the heaviest lenders to Germany and other central European

countries, and now that her credits became frozen, foreigners

with deposits or other liquid assets in London became con-

cerned as to Britain’s ability to discharge them. Heavy with-

drawals began, and in the last half ofJuly the Bank of England

lost £30 millions of gold. Publication of an estimated budget

deficit of £120 millions added to the fears of foreign creditors.

In spite of the advance of total credits of £ 130 millions by the

Bank of France and the Federal Reserve Bank of New York,

the drain continued, amounting, in the period from the middle

of July to September 20, to over £200 millions. On Sep-

tember 21, Great Britain ended the gold drain by 'abandon-

ing the gold standard.

Another chapter in the story of short-term capital move-

ments of the ‘loose-cargo” variety covers the period from

1934 to 1937. Prior to and during these years, currency

depreciation by the United States, Great Britain, and numer-
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ous other countries intensified the difficulties of the gold>b}oc

nations (France, Belgium, Switzerland, and the Netherlands),

in particular making it difficult for them— with their cur-

rencies still at the 1929 parity— to meet foreign competition.

Faced with a constantly adverse balance of payments, these

countries, unduly fearful of inflationary recovery measures,

engaged in a rigorous policy of deflation, attempting thereby

to bring down prices and costs in line with those of countries

whose (gold) prices had fallen in consequence of currency

depreciation. The result was to aggravate already serious

depression conditions, and increasingly to unbalance govern-

ment budgets. (Between 1932 and 1936, the French public

debt increased by 75,000 million francs.)

Belgium was the first to crack under the strain. In April,

1935, she devalued her currency 28%. Distrust in the cur-

rencies of the remaining gold-bloc nations led to a chronic and

later to a rapid flight of capital. In the second quarter of

1936 the Bank of France lost over 11.5 billion francs of gold

and foreign assets. The reversal of the earlier deflationary

policy in France by the new Blum government, which took

office in early June, led to a temporary abatement of the run.

It was resumed, however, in September, and in that month

the inevitable step of currency devaluation was taken by all

three of the gold-bloc countries. France and Switzerland

devalued by approximately 30%, the Netherlands by close

to 20%.^ After this initial devaluation, the French franc was

allowed, in the summer of 1937, to depreciate approximately

an additional 13% of the original parity, as a consequence

partly of rising internal prices and partly of a renewed out-

flow of capital. Owing to continued economic pressure, the

Daladier government in May, 1938, undertook a third de-

valuation, which brought the franc down to a value of

or 42% of its 1936 dollar value (6.63^).

* Italy also cut the official parity of the lira by approximately 41 %, to bring

it in line with the exchange value of the dollar, while Czechoslovakia reduced

the value of the crown by 16%, to keep in adjustment with the franc. For

othor aspects of these devaluations, see Part II, Chapter XI.
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yVe may conclude this discussion by indicating the changes

that took, place in international short term indebtedness in the

four years following 1930. The following table shows the

total indebtedness on short term of European countries and

the United States, and probably is not far from the world

total. Of the 70 billion francs outstanding in 1930, Germany

International Short-Term Indebtedness, 1930-34^

(In Billions of Swiss Francs)

At End of Year

1930 1931 1932 1933 1934

Trade financing . . . 22 15 11 9

Central bank holdings . 14 7 4 3i 3*
Foreign debt service . 4 3 2 li
All other . 30 20 22 III 15

Total .... . 70 45 39 32 29

owed 20 billion, the United States 14 billion, and England

10 billion. Since these figures are for total rather than for

net indebtedness, they overstate the position of any single

country. (Some of Germany’s 20 billion of indebtedness^ for

example, was offset by the indebtedness of other countries to

Germany. An earlier estimate, apparently less comprehen-

sive, placed Germany’s total short-term foreign debt at 10,300

million marks, her foreign short-term assets at 5,300 millions,

leaving her with a net liability of 5,000 million marks.)^

The totals of the table are likewise considerably in excess of

the net figures
;
yet the significant facts are their huge size in

1930 and their reduction by nearly 60% in four year^. Al-

though later figures are not available, it is probable that with

the expansion of world trade since 1934, the sum of short-term

funds devoted to trade financing has increased, while those for

central-bank holdings and foreign-debt service appear to have

reached a minimum. In any event, the volume of short-term

international indebtedness is still very large, capable of acting

^ Joint Committee, Carnegie Endowment: International Chamber of Com-
merce, The Improvement of Commercial Relations between Nations

^ the Problem of

Monetary Stabilisation, p. 362, Paris, 1936.

* Report of the London Conference Committee, 1 931 , cited in World Economic

Survey, 1931-32, p. 77. (League of Nadons Publications, II. Economic and

Financial. 1932. II. A.* 18.)
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with a different relationship of the various interacting forces—
will require a longer period of adjustment and more funda-

mental changes than in the case of short-run phenomena.

Tlie initial stages of the mechanism of adjustment, however,

thpugh they will be succeeded by furthel" change, will follow

the lines laid down in the foregoing analysis of short-run proc-

esses. Therefore, in examining the chain of events by which

the international economy responds to an important type of

dislocation, we may begin where the short-period analysis

leaves off i'' namely, with the movement of short-term loans

and foreign balances and the concurrent “transfer” of pur-

chasing power, and with the effects of the fluctuations in

exchange rates upon imports and exports.

As will appear, whatever the specific form of disturbance,

it will tend primarily to affect equilibrium in the industrial,

the investment, or the monetary sphere, although its effects

will generally broaden out until all phases of general equilib-

rium are in some degree influenced. In particular, almost

any type of disturbance will tend to provoke monetary dis-

equilibriqjm} simply because the initial short-period processes

of adjustment tend to bring about changes in the money supply

of the countries involved. The severity of the monetary dis-

equilibrium thus established will in general depend upon the

strength of the initial disturbing force and upon the jwlicy

followed by the central banking authorities. But more of this

in the analysis which follows.

INVESTMENT DISEQUILIBRIUM AS A SOURCE OF

DISTURBANCE IN THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

A frequent cause of disequilibrium in a nation’s balance of

payments is a change in the forces determining the inter-

national flow of capital. As we have indicated, both the persis-

tenQe,of diflference'g^n interest rates as well as a continuous and

reasonably steady volume of capital movements are perfectly

ponsistent with equilibrium in the balance of payments. /But

when there occurs a change in the inve^tment^uiQspects in
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some cpiintry such as to raise the rate of interest (or Ae earn-

ing on capital invested in eqiiities), or when a rapid accumu-
lation of savings forces dpwn the fate of interest in a lending

country, a sharp increase in the international flow of capital

may take place. This naturally disturbs the balance of pay-

ments of the countries involved, and sets in jnution a process

of at^r^tment which may wqrk. itself out only over a rather

extended period.
^

Variations in internadbnal lending and borrowing are, at

least from the point of view of the volume of economic litera-

ture devoted to their discussion, the most important type, of

disturbance of equilibrium in the balance of payments.

Closely related to foreigifloans, so far as concerns the mechan-

ism of adjustment called into play, i^^he payment of _tt;ijbut5

or reparations. Both loans and reparations involve a transfer

of purchasing jjower from one nation to another. The only

difference is that loans are voluhtary and bilateral trans-

fers, securities being acquired .m return for thejunds lent,

while reparations are involuntary and unilateral, nothing

being returned for the money paid out. To the mechanism

of adjustment brought into operation by these transfers of

purchasing power we now turn our attention.

Let us begin with a brief resume of the classical analysis of

the effects of international lending. This runs in terms of the

well-known price specie-flow mechanism. Suppose that a

certain country, starting with its foreign payments in balance,

begins to lend annually a certain sum to another nation.

To the extent that the proceeds of the loans arc not directly

spent in the lending country (L), a movement of gold toward

the borrowing country (B) will be established. Incomes and

prices will fall in L, rise in B, thereby stimulating an increase

in L’s exports, a decrease in her imports, until the entire

amount of the loan is transferred in the form of goods. L will

then have a “favorable” balance of trade to the anrnunt of the

sum annually lent, while, since the prices of her exports are

now lower and those of her imports higher, her terms of trade^

with B will be less advantageous than formerly.
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In actual fact, as historical studies of fairly prolonged periods

of loan transfer on the part of various countries have shown,

the amount of gold movements under these conditions is

astonishingly small. Moreover, the changes in relative price

levels for which the classical analysis calls are not always

observed to take place. Balance in the international pay-

ments of a lending country seems to be quickly restored, with

only a modest flow of gold and change in prices. Comment-
ing on this unexpected smoothness in the process of adjustment.

Professor Taussig says :
•

The point that is less familiar, in connection with the theory of

the subject, or at all events is not fommonly considered, is the

closeness and rapidity with which the varying balance of pay-

ments has found its expression in the varying balance of trade.

The actual merchandise movements seem to have been adjusted

to the shifting balance of payments with surprising exactness

and speed. The process which our theory contemplates— the

initial flow of specie when there is a burst of loans
;

the fall of

prices in the lending country, rise in the borrowing country;

the eventual increased movement of merchandise out of the one

and into the other — all this can hardly be expected to take

place smoothly and quickly. Yet no signs of disturbance are

to be observed such as the theoretic analysis previses
;
and some

recurring phenomena are of the kind not contemplated by theory

at all. Most noticeable of all is the circumstance that periods

of active lending have been characterized by rising prices rather

than by falling prices, and that the export of goods apparently

has taken place, not in connection with a cheapening of goods

in the lending country, but in spite of the fact that the goods

have seemed to be dearer at times of great capital export.^

. . . the recorded transactions between countries show surpris-

ingly little transfer of the only “money"' that moves from one to

the other, gold. It is the goods that move, and they seem to move
at once

; almost as if there were an automatic connection between

these financial operations and the commodity exports or imports.

That the flow of goods should ensue in time, perhaps even at an
early date, is of course to be expected

;
it is a commonplace in the

theoretical reasoning that this must be the ultimate outcome.

What is puzzling is the rapidity, almost simultaneity, of the com-
modity movements. The presumable intermediate stage of gold

* International Trade, p. 239.
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f^ow and price changes is hard to discern, and certainly is ex-

tremely short.^

The suggestion, implicit in these passages, that perhaps the

price specie-flow mechanism does not provide a full explana-

tion of the processes involved in international transfers of

purchasing power and that further inquiry b needed, has

borne excellent fruit in recent years. Examination of the

problem by a number of economists has resulted in great

refinement of the theory of capital movements.^ This

modern analysis, to which wc may now turn our attention,

takes as its point of departure, as might be expected, the

situation created by a movement of short-term capital.

Let us consider a concrete illustration. Assume a certain

country (L) to commence a period of continued lending to

another country (B), the loans to be transmitted at the rate

of $10,000,000 a month.^ We may assume the proceeds., to

be used in B for the purpose of capital construction. The
problem is essentially that of effecting a lasting transfer of

purchasing power of this sum each month. As we have seen,

the short-run mechanism of adjustment provides a method

of transmitting payment for at least a brief period of time.

When, however, it is a matter of transferring large payments

continuously over a period of several years, clearly the rie^-

sojjrces of the short-term capital market will not, suffice, nor

can gold movemenis be suffered to continue indefinitely.

We may take it as axiomatic that in the long run international

payments must be made in the form of goods and sei^vices.
|

Therefore, the problem reduces to the following : what

mechanism, other than that of price specie-flows, explains

' Ibid., p. 260.

* Notably Bertil Ohlin, Roland Wilson, James W. Angell, H. D. White,

C. P. Kindleberger, Carl Ivt-rscn, and Ragnar Nurkse. These writejrs naturally

differ from one another in the emphasis they place upon different aspects of

the mechanism of adjustment; yet they can be said to share a common approach.
* While such an even rate of lending is not to be expected in actual fact, its

assumption simplifies the illustration without abstracting from the essentials

of the situation. It is to be noted that we also assume the same currency unit,

the dollar, used in both countries. This avoids the introduction into cur

illustration of the additional and, for the purposes of the present discussion,

unnecessary complexities arising from the use of different currency units.
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how cpntinuing international transfers of capital ma)^ be

n^ide by means of movements of goods and services? Or,

more concretely, by what mechanism can L’s receipts on

international income account be increased relatively to her

payments by $10,000,000 a month?

Since the loan of funds or the export of capital by L may
also be regarded as the sale, of securities by B, we may look at

the transactions from the latter point of view. 'Corporations

and perhaps also local governmental units in B, by whom the

construction of railroads, new industrial plants, and local

improvements are being undertaken, will issue new securities,

some of which are to be sold at home, some ($10,000,000 a

month) to purchasers in L. So far as the foreign sales are

concerned, the borrowing organisations will draw bills of

exchange on their purchasers abroad and sell these bills, with

the securities attached, to the banks in their own country (B).*

Thereby purchasing power is expanded in B lo the amount of

$10,000,000 of newly-created bank deposit^, the value (ignor-

ing for the moment any change in the exchange rate) of

current foreign sales of new securities.

Various corporations and governmental bodies in B now
have additional funds available for expenditure. Since this

money will in all probability be spent differently by them

than had it been kept at home and not lent by L’s citizens,

there exists the possibility of at least a partial immediate

solution of the transfer problem. With their additional

purchasing power, borrowers in B will presumably to some

extent buy more imports, to some extent increase their

purchase of B’s export goods, while they will spend the

remainder on home-market or domestic commodities. So

far as imports are increased and exports decreased, an addi-

* For B’s banks to buy these bills of exchange, they must have eufficient

surplus reserves to permit them to expand deposits by $10,000^000. If the legal

or customary•reserve ratio is 10%, $1,000,000 of surplus reserves will be required.

Otherwise— unless B has a central bank which is both able and willing to

difcount $1,000,000 worth of these bills (or any other eligible assets)— the

rate of exchange must drop to the gold import point, permitting an inflow of

*goJ<i from L until surplus reserves are ample to permit further purchases of

the bills by the banks, together with the correlative eslpansion of deposits.
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demand for exchange evoked which absorbs part of

the supply arising from the loan.

To the extent that the borrowers in B buy goods from L, they

pay for them with L’s currency
;

similarly, to the extent that they

buy goods produced in B, the export of these goods falls off,

the exporters have correspondingly less L currency to offer and
the importers have to obtain L currency from the borrowers,

paying them in B currency, which is just what the borrowers

need in order to buy B goods.^

«

The effect of B’s changed demands upon her balance of

payments may be clarified by means of an illustration.

Assume that prior to the inauguration of the lending opera-

tions, B’s international payments are in balance in the follow-

ing simplified form

:

Import Items Export Items

Imports .... $50,000,000 Exports .... $50,000,000

Immediately after the purchase by B’s banks of the newly-

drawn bills of exchange, but before any of the resultant funds

have been spent, the situation will be

:

Import Items Export Items

Imports .... $50,000,000 Exports .... $50,000,000

Bank balances in L . 1 0,000,000
,

Securities .... 1 0,000,000

$60,000,000 $60,000,000

The securities exported go into the “export items” column,

since these are being purchased by individuals in L. Bank
balances in L, which B’s banks have acquired (or more prop-

erly, will acquire as soon as the bills of exchange are padd

inL) enter the “import items” column for the reason that

these increased balances represent the import of short-term

promises of L’s banks to pay B’s banks, just as the securities

sent abroad are the long-term promises of B’s citizeds to pay

L’s citizens.

If now the borrowers in B purchase $3,000,000 worth of ad-

ditional imports and at the same time buy an extra $3,000,00C

* Ohlin, op, cit.y p, 408. The letters used have been changed to correspond

with the usage in these p^^^es.
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of the products of B’s export industries, spending the re-

maining $4,000,000 on domestic commodities and services,

the balance of payments takes the following form

:

Import Items Export Items

Imports .... $53,000,000 £xports .... $47,000,000

Bank beUances in L . 4,000,000 Securities .... 10,000,000

$57,000,000 $57,000,000

The increase in imports furnishes a sufficiently enlarged

demand and the decrease in exports a sufficiently reduced

supply of foreign exchange to absorb $6,000,000 of the* original

$10,000,000 addition to the supply of exchange. To this

extent, then, the alteration of B’s demands resulting from

the initial transfer of purchasing power has brought about

adjustment in the balance of payments, while a purely

temporary measure of adjustment is provided by the willing-

ness of B’s banks to hold additional balances in L.

But the process of adjustment does not stop with these first

reactions. Should the banks in B not care to hold larger

foreign balances, they may sell their surplus of bills to the

Central Bank. The effect of this would be to give additional

reserves to B banks, and would tend to generate an expansion

of loans and deposits and therewith increased business ex-

penditures. Undoubtedly some of these newly-created funds

would be used in the purchase of additional imports and for

an increased home consumption of export goods, thereby

still further exhausting the excess supply of exchange. So

far as this development took place, the central bank would

be relieved of its holdings of foreign balances. Only on the

assumption that B was in. the grip of a depression would the

expansion of loans and deposits be unlikely to occur, owing

to the absence of profitable opportunities for investment.

Under such conditions, however, the volume of international

lending is apt to be very small, if not altogether lacking.

Thus iit addition to the ‘‘primary” expansion of purchasing

power in B resulting directly from the loan transaction itself,

there may occur a “secondary” expansion as a consequence

of 2yi increase in the reserves of commercial banks. This
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tendency toward an expansion of loans and deposits may be

reenforced by the attitude of the central bank. As it discounts

the surplus bills of exchange for the commercial banks, its

own foreign currency reserves will grow. Since under the

gold standard these will be regarded as the equivalent of

gold, the central bank will lend to a^opt a more liberal credit

policy, perhaps lowering its discount rate or even engaging

in the open-market purchase of securities, thereby stimulating,

or at least reducing the resistance to, a further expansion of

credit.

The rate of exchange on L, which we have hitherto ignored,

will, of course, tend to drop. It need not, however, fall to

the gold import point if the banks in B are willing to accept

an increase in their foreign balances in lieu of gqld, if

their demand for balances in B is elastic within the range of

the gold points. Because of the possibility of a speculative

profit from a probable future rise in the value of L’s currency,

there is good reason for B’s banks to increase their balances

in L. This reason is reenforced if, as is likely, discount

rates in L rise.

Up^ to this point, we have considered the processes of

adjustment in the borrowing country alone. Opposite de-

velopments will, however, tend to take place at the same

time in the lending country. As the bills of exchange drawn

on the basis of the securities exported from B arrive in L,

their collection will involve a transfer of the ownership of

bank deposits from citizens of L to banks in B. Much
depends, of course, on what L’s investors would have done

with their funds had they not decided to buy securities of B.

They might have used them to buy consumers’ goods, to

invest in domestic securities, or they might have hoarded them.

If the first, there would be a drop in the demand f6r goods

consequent upon the transfer of bank deposits to the owner-

ship of banks in B. Had the alrernative been investment

in domestic securities, the long-term rate of interest in L
would tend to be raised and the volume of home expenditure

on capital gpods checked. In case the alternative had been
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hoarding, no changes in L’s demands could be assumed : the

purchasing power of B’s borrowers would be increased by
the sum placed at their disposal.

If we may assume it as probable that the funds lent to B
would have been distributed in some proportion among all

three of these alternative uses, it is clear that there would be

a net reduction in expenditures in L on commodities of various

kinds. The demand for home-market goods as well as for

imports and for exports would decline. To the extent to which

the reduced domestic demand for her exports matched the

increase in B’s demand for them, the only change would be in

the destination of these products. The smaller demand for

imports, so far at least as it affected imports from B, would

appear in the latter country as a smaller supply of exchange,

serving to offset part of the increased supply resulting from

the sale of securities. Part of the bank balances held in L
by B’s banks could be used to satisfy the increased require-

ments of B’s importers. So far as this is the case, deposits

originally transferred by investors in L to banks in B would

be re-transferred by the latter to exporters in L.

If the transfer of ownership of deposits from L’s citizens to

banks in B results in their being put to uses where the velocity

of circulation is lower, or where they come less directly into

contact with goods and services, the result in L will be defla-

tionary. Incomes will tend to fall. As we saw in the last

chapter, this is a distinct possibility, inasmuch as foreign-

owned deposits tend to be lent out in the money market of

the country where they are held.

In addition to the deflationary influence of reduced demands

by L’s citizens for her own products, uncompensated by loans

to industry out of the deposits now held by B’s banks, there

may occur an actvta,i contraction of the. volume,, ol^credit.

This will tend to be brought about if the foreign liabilities

of L’s Cefntral Bank increase or if its foreign assets (foreign-

exchange reserves) decrease, although the central banking

authorities may for domestic reasons prefer not to permit

(or bring about) a rise of discount rates. Should a rise in
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discount rates be allowed or encouraged, of course incomes

and ‘expenditures in L will tend to decline still further.

Thus far we have given no attention to ,Ae ppsability of

price changes in either of the two countries, having considered

only the initial transfer of purchasing power and the shift

in relative demands thereby permitted. That. Changes in

relative prices may take place, however, is obvious. As' the

borrowers in B acquired their new funds, the demand for

home-market goods, for imports, and for exports all were pre-

sumed tb increase. So far as the increased demand for im-

ports and exports is matched by a reduction in the demand
for these things in L, the greatest stimulus to a rise of prices

will be felt in B’s home-market industries. Output of their

products will be enlarged, and the increased demand passed

along to the factors of production. Those factors used in

relatively greatest abundance in the domestic industries will,

of course, be most affected. Their prices will tend to rise

most, since factors which are more characteristic of the export

industries will tend to shift away from the latter, where the

increased demand in B may be offset by some reduction of

demand in L.

Given the volume of international lending whose effects we
are analysing, the extent of the relative rise in the prices of

home-market commodities and factors will depend upon two

things: (1) the degree of credit expansion permitted, and

(2) the volume of unemployed resources. The importance of

credit expahsion is obvious. With a considerable amount of

idle resources, the chief effect of increased expenditures on
home-market goods will be a stimulation of output. Some
rise of prices will probably occur, since costs will increase as

the hitherto idle and presumably less efficient factors are put

to work. Any rise of factor prices will appear only at a later

date, as the surplus of unemployed agents is gradually ab-

sorbed and the competition for their services becomes keener.

By a similar process of reasoning, we can see that in L,

provided the tendency toward credit restriction is effective,

the prices of home-market commodities and factors will tend
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to fall relatively to those of imports and of exports. Increas-

ing demand in B for these two latter types of products ‘will

help to maintain their average price level
;

the decline in de-

mand will thus be concentrated upon the domestic industries.

For reasons the reverse of those set out above, any decline in

prices will be aggravated the more restrictive is the credit

policy adopted and the more numerous are the unemployed

factors.

Of the complex of interacting forces outlined in the fore-

going passages, each and every one may not be operating

simultaneously at any given moment. The process of adjust-

ment is a gradual and cumulative one. This means, on the

one hand, that there will ordinarily be some time la,g.hefbre

the loan installments will move entirely in the form of goods,

and on the other hand, that this stage of final adjustment will

be more promptly reached the more flexible is the credit

policy of the countries concerned. If a considerable secondary

^expansion of purchasing power is permitted in the borrowing

country, while some contraction takes place in the lending

country, the relative change in incomes and in demands may
be suflficient to establish a level of exports and imports which

is perfectly consistent with a steady flow .of long-term capital.

In terms of the illustration wc have used, B’s imports come to

exceed her exports by SI 0,000,000 a month, and are paid for

by the export of securities of equivalent value.

If, on the other hand, the banks (or the Central Bank) in

B prevent an expansion of loans and deposits from taking

place, while the Central Bank in L offsets the tendency to

contraction with an expansionist policy, the entire burden of

effecting the transfer of the loan installments in the form of

goods is thrown upon the primary change in purchasing

power in B and L respectively. In that event the mechanism
outlined would not have a chance to operate smoothly. Only
part of the increased supply of exchange (in B) would be

required to take care of increased imports and decreased

exports. The remainder would probably be used to bring

* gold from L to B, until the effects of the gojd flow accomplished
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by sheer economic pressure what voluntary banking policy

was not permitted to bring about.

It has been pointed out in the last few lines that for the

effective operation of the mechanism of “altered international

demands,’’ as Ohlin has termed it, certain requirements of

credit policy must be met. It is now necessary to indicate

that a special assumption is required, not only to permit the

mechanism to work smoothly, but also to get it started at all.

That is, even the initial transfer of purchasing power cannot

be mad^ without a considerable movement of gold unless a

certain condition is met. This condition is that one of three

alternatives be present : either the banks (or the Central Bank)

in B must be willing to acquire balances in L ; or L must have

deposits in B against which the new bills of exchange can be

offset
;

or, finally, L must have balances in a third country

which are acceptable to B’s banks. If none of these alter-

natives is available, gold must flow. If the banks in B are

unwilling, for example, to hold additional balances in L even

momentarily, the entire value of the initial loan installment

must move in the form of gold, since it will take an appreciable

interval of time for the borrowers to spend this installment

and thereby to effect a change in the volume of imports and

exports. If a temporary increase in L’s balances is permitted,

then only the gap in the balance of payments not covered by

increased imports and decreased exports need — in the

absence of the “secondary” expansion of purchasing power
— be filled with gold.^

As a matter of fact, one or another of these alternatives,

amounting in effect to a short-term loan from B to L, usually

is available. Thus in the decade after the War, the foreign

balances of the leading trading countries (England, France,

the United States) varied from year to year by several hundred

million dollars. By such changes in foreign bank holdings,

the initial transfer of purchasing power involved in^ an inter-

national lending operation is made possible. Moreover, at

1 In the illustration on page 221, $4,000,000 in gold would have to move,

since B’s banks permit a brief increase in their foreign balances of $10,000,000.
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leilSt iii the past, a flexible credit policy has facilitate^ the

adjustments necessary to permit capital to move ih the form

Of goods. This is clearly shown ih the case of Cahada’s

heavy borrowings in the period 1900-1913, when Canadian

bank deposits increased far more rapidly than net capital

imports. The evidence also points to a similar conclusion

with respect to American borrowing between 1860 and 1874.^

Because the requirements of the “altered international

demands” type of adjustment are, if not always, at least

frequently met, capital movements can take place ‘with the

smoothness which provoked comment from Professor Taussig.

That the necessary conditions are not invariably present,

however, is made clear by the case of German reparations.

One of the reasons why the transfer of reparations payments

was of exceptional difficulty after 1928, when foreign loans

to Germany practically ceased, was that Germany had no

considerable foreign balances upon which to draw, while

foreign banks were unwilling to increase their balances in

that country. Having inadequate gold reserves, and being

in any event prevented by the terms of the Dawes plan from

permitting any substantial amount of these reserves to leave

the country, the attempt to transfer reparations vras ef-

fectually checkmated.*

We may now briefly indicate some of the consequences of

international capital movements, or more properly, of changes

in international capital movements. Although the initial

source of disturbance (changes in relative interest rates)

affects in the first instance the flow of investment fimds, the

train of events set in motion by the process of adjustment soon

leads to a disruption of industrial equilibrium. As a result

of alterations in international demands evoked by the initial

transfer of purchasing power, the relative profitability of dif-

ferent industries in both the borrowing and the lending
|l

*For the evidence on the Canadian and American cases, see Angell, The
Thofty 6f International Prices^ Appendix B.

* For a most interesting discussion of the issues involved in the German repara-

tioiH case, see the controversy between Keynes and Ohlin in the Econamic

Volume 39 (192^) ; also Habcrlcf, op. cit., j)p, 66-76.
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counj^f 4 changed. If the altered vdutne of intmmtiooal

inv^tment 13 to be maintained, a new scheduk_c^ rates

of industrial PfPjiuction and possibly also a new stmc^c of

pri<^ must be brought into being. ", It is by a trantler of

productive agents from the less to the more profitable lines

of production in both cqnntries, perhaps accompanied % a

permanent alteration of relative prices, including factor prices,

that adjustment to the new rate of flow of capital is effected,

Once the industrial and price structure has become adjusted to

the international movement of capital, so that loans are trans-

mitted in the form of goods, we have a stable or equilibrium

situation which may be expected to continue as long as the

rate ofinternational lendingand borrowing remainsunchanged.

)

In addition to the disturbance of industrial equilibrium

brought about by the international movement of capital, a

second consequence is to be found in a tendency toward the
'

disruption of monetary equilibrium- If before the period of

lending began the effective volume of money, in both the

lending and the borrowing country, was such as to promote a

high and stable level ofeconomic activity, then any contraction

of the means of payment in the one or expansion thereof in^^

the other would tend to bring about a deflationary or anj

inflationary movement. Under certain conditions a serious^*

depression or boom might result. ' Where capital moves to a

young and developing country, however, as was true of most

of the large transfers of the hundred years prior to the World

War, it may merely permit a more rapid growth to take place

than would be possible but for the loans. Again, if, as is

usually the case, the loans are concentrated in periods of

active business in the lending country, the deflationary effect

of the outward transfer will be confined to restraining the

development of a boom. ,

CHANGES IN INTERNATIONAL DEMANEIS

Of the various other sources of disturbance to international

equilibrium, let us consider next a lasting change in inter-
^

national demands. . By this we mean a shift of the entire
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demand schedule in question to the right or left, resulting in a

permanently larger or smaller demand on the part of* one

country for a certain product (or products) of another country

(or countries),^ This shift might take place either gradually

or suddenly. As a matter of fact such changes in demand
are constantly occurring ; but, so far as the mechanism of in-

ternational adjustment is concerned, they are often imper-

ceptible, though perfectly obyious to the industries affected.

This is for the reason that several such changes may occur at

the same time, but in such manner as to offset one anbther, or

because still other forces, which taken alone would disturb

the equilibrium of the balance of payments, may also operate

simultaneously in a counterbalancing fashion. Here we shall

consider the effects upon the balance of payments of an

important increase in demand taken in isolation.

Suppose, therefore, that the demand in the United States

for the products of some foreign country increases sharply

and remains at the new high level. This may or may not

bring about a rise in the American prices of the goods affected,

thus causing trade disequilibrium. It is more likely that

there will be some increase in prices to buyers both in the

producing country and in the United States. In any event,

a persisting increase in demand will stimulate output, thereby

raising profits in the industries affected. In this way indus-

trial equilibrium is upset and a tendency is established for

resources to move into those more profitable lines of produc-

tion. We may now turn to an examination of the steps by

which equilibrium as between industries as well as equilib-

rium in the balance of payments is restored.^

^ Changes in tariffs, which arc an important source of disturbance to inter-

national balances of payments, may be considered as falling under this heading

of changes in international demands. Thus an increase in the American tariff

on sugar would appear to Cuba and other exporters of sugar as a decrease

in our demajnd for this commodity, since with no change in their export price

they would find it impossible to dispose of as large a quantity of sugar in our

market as formerly.

® Equilibrium, that is, in the long-run sense of a flow of goods, services, and
• investment responsive to balanced relations within and between the separate

national economies.
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XJie familiar short-term adjustments will first be called into

play, tiding over the initial months of the disturbance in the

balance of payments, The continij^ed presence, however, of

a cause giving rise to an excess in the demand for exchange

will soon or late exhaust the possibility of reaching a balance

by means of the reduction of foreign bank balances,' short-

term loans, and similar sources of a supply of exchange. As

the limit of these expedients is reached, an outward flow of

gold will — in the absence of any check— tend to develop.

Other more basic mechanisms, however, will in the meantime

have been called into operation.

Since the increased demand for foreign products is not, we
shall assume, being financed by a foreign loan, it can expand

only at the expense of the demand for the output of home
industries.^ To the extent that foreign purchases expand,

bank deposits which would have been devoted to buying

domestic goods are transferred to the purchase of foreign

exchange.*^ Presumably not all industries producing com*

modities for the domestic market will be affected equally.

Some may suffer a serious reduction in demand, others a

slight one
;

still others may be, at least directly, unaffected.

Consider what will happen in domestic industries which

are faced with an adverse market. In those characterised

by active price competition, prices and profits will fall, and

marginal and sub-marginal producers will tend to be elimi-

nated, until output attaijas a level consistent with the main-

tenance of a rate of profit similar to that earned in industries

^ If the increased demand for certain foreign products is at the expense of

our demand for other imports, it is obvious that no problem of adjusting our

international balance of payments will arise. It may be, of course, that adjust-

ment will have to take place in other countries. In any event, even if the

shift in American demand affects industries all of which are located in the same
country, a redirection of resources in that locality will be called for.

* This does not mean that there will necessarily be a net reduction in the

total of demand deposits in the United Slates. For although ^he increased

demand for imports in itself leads to a destruction of demand deposits, these

are immediately replaced by the lending out of the proceeds of foreign short-

term loans. The funds thus lent, however, arc likely to go into the stock

exchange or other channels of the capital market rather than into industrial
*

uses, owing to the decline’ in activity in domestic indijstrics.
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aot Jiffected by the chatige iti demand. Where, dn the other

hand, imperfect competition or monopolistic elements are

predominant, price maintenance will probably be the ntle,

the consequences of the smaller demand being seen in reduced

profits, output) and employment. While the tendency to the

elimination of the less efficient producers is present, it may
not operate if all units in the industry are substantial in Size

and well-equipped financially. Chronic under-employment

of resources may continue for some years, until failure to re-

place worn-out or obsolete equipment, or the secular growth

of demand which accompanies an increase in population, or

a combination of both influences, restores the level of profits.^

/^Whether the depressed industrieis are or arc not highly

competitive in nature, there will be set up a tendency toward

a reduction in the pay of the factors they use in relatively

greatest abundance.’ The prices of factors used in common
with the export industries will also tend to fall, immediately

if immobility prevents them from shifting into export lines,

ultimately as their movement increases competition in the

latter area. So far as the remuneration of characteristic

“export” factors is reduced, the prices of exports will likewise

fall, thereby increasing the volume (and if foreign demands

be elastic, the value) of our exports. At the same time, the

reduction in the money incomes of the various agents of pro-

duction resulting from depression in various domestic indus-

tries will lead to a decline in our expenditure on imports.

While these changes are taking place at home, an opposite

chain of events will be worked out abroad. To the industries

' The primary reduction in incomes consequent upon the appearance of

unemployment will tend to bring in its wake a secondary decline in employ-

ment ih industries whose markets arc adversely affected by the loss of purchasing

I>ower. To preserve monetary equilibrium, it would be essential for the central

banking authorities to pursue a liberal credit policy, with the objecdvC'of

chuntering the reduced activity in certain domestic industries by encouraging

increased activity in other lines.

It may be noted that the reduced activity in certain domestic industries

intpSes a similar reduction in the demand for working capital (and for long--

term requirements as well). This will act as an offset to the tendency toward
higher interest rates arising h'om the decline in the foreign assets and the in-

crease in the foreign liabilities of the American banking system.
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for wHpse commodities our demand has expanded, this will

appew as a net increase in demand. This increase in demand
is made effective, that is, the means of paying for the increased

exports abroad are provided by the expansiohin the suf^y
of. money in the foreign market. This is brought about, it

will be recalled, by the discounting in the foreign (e-g-, the

London) money market of the finance bills drawn by American
banks and by the transfer to foreign ownership of idle Ameri-

can balances abroad. In other words, the transfer of pur-^

chasing bower effected by the movement of balances and ofb
short-term capital permits the increase in American purchases |

tojtakeuplace.

The expenditure of these transferred funds then sets in

motion longer-run mechanisms of adjustment similar in

nature but opposite in direction to those operating in the

United States. The prices of tirticles now in greater deinand

and of the export factors used in relatively great abundance

in their production will tend to rise, as will likewise the

profits of their producers. Higher profits and increasing

demand will justify expansion in the industries affected.*

Both the increased rates of remuneration and the enlarge-

ment of output will raise incomes, with the probable result

of some additional expenditure on imports from the United

States. Foreign export products other than those directly

benefited by the increased American demand will be adversely

affected by any rise in the price of export factors. The
volume of these “other” exports will tend to diminish.

If the decrease in our imports (other than those directly

afiected by the changes in demand) and the increase in our

exports is insufficient to produce a balance in our international

accounts, gold will commence to flow, operatii^ through

credit restriction to bring down American prices and ipcppies

still farther, until a balance of payments is achieved. Under

a “pure” or “natural” gold standard, a restriction’ of credit

‘ The net effect, abroad, of the transfer of purchasing power is thus inflatiofi-

ary. Whether monetary equilibrium is seriously upset depends upon the

magnitude of the force operating (increased American demand) and upon the *

policy followed by the foreign monetary authorities.
^
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will be brought about promptly, but even with a managed

gold standard, credit contraction will ultimately become

necessary. Adjustment will be more quickly reached if at

the same time the countries gaining gold permit an expan-

sion of credit to stimulate a rise in their incomes^

The end results from the point of view of the United

States will be: a re-allocation of the productive agents

among the various domestic and export industries, a balance

of payments that is in harmony with the new industrial

relationships, probably lowered rates of remuneration of the

peculiarly domestic factors and lower prices for their products,

and possibly somewhat lower prices of exports and of export

factors. Abroad, in addition to a re-allocation of productive

resources, prices of exports and of export factors in the coun-

tries benefited by the increased demand should be higher.

Possibly also commodity prices and rates of pay in their

domestic industries will have risen somewhat. With regard

to those industries and countries adversely affected by de-

clining American incomes, the reverse will be true. The
outcome of the process of change described would, of course,

be affected quantitatively though not necessarily qualitatively

were we to assume the presence of unemployed factors both

in the United States and abroad. For then the rise in the

prices of export products and factors in foreign countries

would be minimised, while the decline in domestic factor and

commodity prices in the United States would be intensified.

CHANGES IN CONDITIONS OF SUPPLY

Other types of disequilibrium in the balance of payments

originating in a disturbance to industrial equilibrium are

those caused by changes in the underlying conditions of

supply, as for example, relative technical backwardness of

one country, exhaustion of certain of its important natural

resources, or lasting devastation produced by war. Any
such change, which for the sake of simplicity we shall assume

affects all industries alike, wquld put the export industries
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under severe pressure since it would mean a rise in their costs

relative to those ruling abroad. This rise in relative costs

would appear to producers in the country in question (A) as

a reduction in the foreign demand for their output. For if

they attempted to charge a price sufficient to cover costs,

foreign buyers would turn exclusively to the lower-cost

foreign producers. To maintain their export sales, A’s

exporters must meet the foreign price.

The reaction to this sort of situation would not be the

same in' all export industries, but would vary with the com-

petitive nature of each particular industry and with the

relative importance of its domestic and its foreign markets.

Fully competitive industries would tend to respond by Iqv^er-

ing the prices of their products to meet foreign competition.

Production would continue, though at a loss (or at least, with

subnormal profits), marginal firms would gradually be

eliminated, and economic resources would be transferred to

other lines. Eventual equilibrium might be achieved with a

smaller volume of exports produced at lower cost, proyided

that wages felf (owing to the pressure of unemployment) or

that employers managed to introduce improved technique or
^

equipment. Otherwise, the only apparent solution would

be a gradual withdrawal from the export market with output

limited to what could be profitably disposed of at home.^

The more important the foreign market, the more serious

would be the necessary readjustments.

Industries characterised by very imperfect conditions of

competition, on the other hand, would tend to maintain

prices and let the foreign market go. Elimination of in-

dividual producers would be slow, especially if the industries

concerned were made up of large and well-financed units.

As with the similar situation considered in the discqssion of a

1 Something very like this hypothetical situation has ever since the War
confronted Britain*s leading export industries— cotton textiles, coal, ship-

building, and iron and steel. Her case has been complicated by the presence,

in addition to some degree of technical backwardness, of many other factors,

m particular an overvalued currency (1925-31) and a shift in world demand «

^rom coal to petroleum. •
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thatig^ in mternatiotial demands, chronic under-femployineht

Of iresources might continue for some tithe, until a slower rkte

of replacement together With the secular growth of demand
restored a more normal relationship between capacity and out-

put. The seriousness of the situation would be determined, as

under conditions of competition, by the relative importance

of the foreign market.

;
Whatever the competitive status of each export industry,

there will take place a reduction of exports which will be

permanent unless costs are reduced sufficiently, by one means

or another, to restore foreign sales to their old volume. In

ahy event, the total value of exports is cilmost certain to be

permanently lower, except in the unlikely event that some of

A’s producers succeed in reducing their costs below the level

of their foreign competitors. In each instance also there is a

serious reduction of incomes, owing to the presence of un-

employment and to the reduction of profits. The export

industries generally will be less profitable than domestic in-

dustries, which provides the chief motive to a re-allocation of

resources (restoration of industrial equilibrium).

In spite of the fact that incomes in A are smaller, it is not to

be expected that the decline in exports will be matched by an

equivalent decline in imports, since only a portion of the lost

incomes was formerly spent on imported products. The
primary fall in employment in the export trades will of

course tend to produce a secondary reduction of employment,

which in turn operates to reduce imports. To the extent to

which this occurs, the need for movements of short-term

capital or of gold is diminished.^ No significant increase in

^ The situation under discussion involves a diminution in the supply of

foreign exchange rather than an increase in the demand. The rate of exchange
will rise, and as in the other cases discussed, this will tend to evoke additional

supplies of foreign exchange by way of inroads on bankers* foreign ba^nces
find short-term foreign loans. Funds made available from th^e spurccs will

fill in the gap in the balance of payments, permitting A*s purclmses of
to bl5 maintained In spite of the shrinkage of her exerts. Soon 6r late Uie

pboeeSSes of adjustment discussed above must rectify tke unbalanced ffelitioh-

» ship of exports and imports, else they will be recniorced by the deftaUptla^

effects of an outflow of gold.
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long-term boirowing from abroad or decrease in long-term

lending by A, cither of which would serve to counteract the

effect on the balance of payments of the reduction in exports,

fs to be anticipated. If anything, the export of capital might
be expected to increase, owing to the depressed condition of

A’s export industries and to the tendency for this state of

affairs to spread to other fields of production, thus making
investment in the securities of other countries appear more
attractive. If large individual and corporate incomes, which
provide the bulk of savings in industrial nations, are seriously

reduced, this tendency might be partially offset.

We must also take into account the disturbance of monetary
equilibrium brought about by the decline in output, employ-

ment, and incomes. The central banking authorities may,
by inaugurating a liberal credit policy (aided perhaps by
government expenditure on public works) be able to prevent

the deflationary effects of depression in the export industries

from spreading throughout the economy. Such action would

require courage, for it would have to be undertaken in the -

face of a tendency for the central bank’s for^eign balances and

gold reserves to decline. Moreover, the policy itself, if suc-

cessful, would increase this foreign drain by maintaining the

level of incomes and thus the demand for imports, as well as by

reducing the stimulus to inward movements of short-term

capital (low instead of high discount rates). The natural

policy under the implicit rules of the gold standard would be

just the opposite: namely, an attempt to encourage Ae
inflow and discourage the outflow of short-term funds by the

introduction of measures designed to raise short-term rates

of interest (open-market sales of securities, raising the redis-

count rate).

Here we gain our first glimpse of the sort of dilenuna which

may frequently arise to plague the monetary authorities of

a gold-standard nation. Shall they choose to promote, by

every means available to them, the maintenance of monetary

equilibrium within the country, with the possible result that

the foreign drain on the gold reserves of the country may*
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necessitate the abandonment of the gold standard? Or shall

they take action which is calculated to reduce the strain on

the central bank’s reserves and thus to preserve the gold

standard intact, but which inevitably reenforces powerfully

operating deflationary forces? This dilemma poses an issue

of major importance — the compatibility of the gold standard

with an adequate degree of monetary autonomy — an issue

which we shall examine at some length in a later chapter.^

Thus we see that what begins as a disturbance in the in-

dustrial sphere (technological backwardness, etc.), upsetting

the balance between industries and dislocating the balance of

payments, tends through its consequences to disrupt the

operation of the economy as a whole. A central banking

policy designed to facilitate the transfer of men and resources

from depressed to more active industries and to maintain

general business activity at as high a sustainable level as

possible to restore industrial and monetary equilibrium)

tends to hasten the decline of exports, sustain the level of

imports, and thus to accentuate the initial disturbance in the

balance of payments. Movements of short-term capital to

perform the function of temporary adjustment are made all

the more necessary, yet at the same time are retarded.

The gap in the balance of payments must somehow be filled

;

the rapid exhaustion of the country’s foreign balances and

depletion of its gold reserves appears inevitable. In the end,

the gold standard may have to be abandoned. Adjustment

to the price disparity which started the trouble will then be

reached via an alteration in the relationship of the maladjusted

country’s currency to the currencies of other countries by
a change in exchange rates).

On the other hand, a central banking policy calculated to

guard the country’s gold reserves by attracting foreign short-

term capital increases the difficulties of industrial readjustment

by lowering the level of business activity in industries toward

which idle export factors might move. A restrictive credit

^
policy, by stimulating latent and active deflationary forces,

* See Part II, Chapter XI.
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tends to bring about general deflation. Perhaps in the

end such a line of attack might solve the problem of a con-

tinuing disequilibrium in the balance of payments by forcing

down costs in the export industries sufficiently to bring exports

to a level adequate to keep the international accounts in

balance without the need for short-term adjustment items.

If, however, costs are resistant to downward pressure,^ the

outcome may be a prolonged period of industrial stagnation,

with no fundamental adjustment taking place either in in-

dustry, in the monetary field, or in the balance of payments,

and with a continuing gap in the international accounts

filled by an inward movement of short-term capital from

abroad. This was England’s experience in the late 1920’s

under just such a policy, and there is no reason to believe

that under similar circumstances another country might not

labor under the same difficulties.^

Sufficient has been said in the foregoing pages to indicate

the nature of monetary disequilibrium and how, once es-

tablished, such disequilibrium can affect a country’s balance

of payments. Moreover, fuller discussion will be accorded

this topic in a later chapter.^ Nonetheless, certain aspects of

monetary disequilibrium, in particular its relation to the

balance of payments, require at least brief systematic treat-

ment at this point.

MONETARY DISEQUILIBRIUM

Disturbance to monetary equilibrium in one country

affects its balance of payments in several ways, certain ofwhich

offset one another. An increase in the volume of effective

money which brings about an expansion in output and in-

comes tends directly, through the expenditure of part of the

' As, e.g., wages, transportation charges, public utility rates, and products

subject to price control of one form or another. ,

* I hasten to recall the reader’s mind to the fact that England’s problem was

complicated by overvaluation of the pound and by adverse changes in inter-

national demands. Without these complications, her troubles would doubtless

have been less severe, though of the same basic nature.

» Part II, Chapter XI:
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^additional incomes on iritertiationaliy-traded coOitlioditie$, lx)

incre^e imports and decrease ejcports. The balance a( the

Utitemationai accounts is disrupted. /The rate of exchange

riseS) and a mobilisation of foreign balances, an inflow of

1 short-term capital, and possibly an outflow of gold serve to

( Increase the supply of exchange needed to meet the relative

' increase in the demand therefor.

As output, employment, and incomes increase, this upward

movement in the level of business activity serves to reenforce

itself. Investment prospects improve as the increasing de-

mand for goods gives rise to higher profits from production.

'Prices on the stock market will tend to reflect the higher level

of business earnings, which at the same time act as a stimulus

to an inward movement of long-term foreign capital. This

inflow of long-term capital (probably directed principally

into stocks rather than bonds) may entirely replace the initial

movements of short-term funds. Thus after a period of time

varying with the speed with which profits rise, the initial

monetary disturbance, which at first upset the equilibrium in

the balance of payments, brings into play a force which

performs the role of restoring balance.

Equilibrium in the balance of payments may, however, be

achieved by another route : namely, through the effects of a

possible spread of increased business activity to other coun-

tries. An extension of the area of more active business tends

to be brought about in two ways as a consequence of the

disturbance in the first country’s (A) balance of payments.

The expenditure of some portion of A’s larger income on iqi-

ports gives a direct stimulus to an expansion of industry

abroad. ’Moreover, the international transfer of purchasing

power which occurs 2is psu't of the short-run mechanism of

adjustment provides foreign business men with additional

funds 'for increased operations and is thus definitely of an

inflationary tendency. If any gold moves from A, this

tendency is reenforced.^

* * Naturally, the strength of these inflationary forces abroad will depend ujun
the e^tmomic importance pf A, the country in which fhe upswing starts. Also
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Provide^ these forces succeed in in^ugvurating^ expansion

of mdi^strial operations in whatever nrea they aifect, this

area (perhaps consisting of several countries) will now tend

to have an adverse trade balance. But this will ^ist in the

adjustment of A’s balance of payments, since her exports will

incfease, If the increase in incomes abroad is equal to the

increase in incomes within A’s borders, the balances of pay-

ments of all the countries involved will tend to be brought

into equilibrium by means of changes on the goods side.

The uilderlying situation everywhere, however, is by hy-

pothesis characterised by monetary disequilibrium. If xm-

checked, the boom may proceed on its upward course until

all countries are involved in collapse and depression, to some

degree synchronised by a process of reactions opposite in

direction to those just considered.

Again, it should be noted that the spread of boom condi-

tions outside the country where they originate (A) will tend

tp check the movement of long-term capital in that direction,

since more attractive opportunities for investment will now be

available over a wider area. Instead of an inflow of long-

term capital, a readjustment in the relation of exports and
imports will restore equilibrium in A’s balance of payments.

If, on the other hand, the inflationary tendencies do not

spread from A to B, C, D, etc., the export of long-term capital

from the latter countries to A will, by decreasing the availa-

bility of capital for home investment and thereby raising

long-term interest rates, exert a deflationary influence in

the capital-exporting countries. This will neutralise the

effect of the inflationary forces emanating front A. Whether,

in regions external to A, expansion or contraction dominates

or whether the two sets of forces offset one another depend^

upon the response to the initial impetus — the increase of

A’s imports and the decrease in her foreign balances and in

her gold reserves. This cannot be determined in advance,

to be reckoned with is the relative importance in A of domestic and of inter-

national trade. The smaller is the proportion of foreign to domestic trade,

the more readily will an inflationary movement take hold within the country,^

and the less strong will be the tendency for it to spread to other nations.
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but will vary with the sensitiveness of different natipnal

economies to such stimuli, with the state of business condi-

tions when these stimuli operate,* and with the policy of the

central banks. In any event, if business abroad responds

positively to the initial impulses, the prospect of a movement
of long-term capital to A is diminished and the chances of a

general spread of rising business activity are greatly increased.*
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CHAPTER XI

THE MECHANISM OF INTERNATIONAL ADJUST-
MENT UNDER PAPER-CURRENCY CONDITIONS

The basic principles underlying the determination of

the rate of exchange were formulated in Chapter VIII,

where one of the leading points brought out was that

the rate of exchange is meirely a price, and that, like any price,

it is fixed as usual by the interaction of the forces of supply

and demand. i Moreover, it was made clear that the level

at any time of the demand and of the supply of exchange,

and hence of the rate of exchange, is affected, through the

forward exchanges, by anticipations as to the nature of the

forces likely to affect it in the future.

In the succeeding chapter, we saw that the general prin-

ciples of the supply and demand analysis explained the

determination of the rate of exchange under gold-standard

conditions. These same principles also apply when the

currencies of the countries in question are on an inconvert-

ible paper basis. There is, however, at least one important'

difference between the two cases. The limits to the range

of fluctuations in the rate of exchange between gold-standard

countries, provided by the gold import and export points,

are not present in the case of paper exchanges. It would'

appear, therefore, that the rate of exchange as between

nations on the paper standard is free to fluctuate without

limit. The question may be and indeed has been asked,

however : Is this true, or is there some sort of liniit, perhaps

flexible, imposed upon movements of the exchange rate

under these conditions? An attempt to answer this question

will be the first task, and one of the major concerns, of this*

chapter

243
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THE DOCTRINE OF PURCHASING POWER PARITY

During the years immediately after the War there was

enunciated a doctrine which holds that in the case of the

^exchanges between countries using inconvertible paper

currencies, therejs a basic rate of exchange from which the

actual day-to-day rate may deviate, but toward which the

actiaal rate constantly tends as a norm or equilibrium rate.^

According to this view, while there are no rigid limits to

fluctuations similar to the gold export and import points,

yet the market rate cannot depart widely from the basic rate,

called the purchasing power par. Any variations from that

rate, it is held, promptly set into action forces tending to drive

the rate back to the normal level. Thus the purchasing

power par of exchange occupies a place similar to that of the

mint pari It is a rate of exchange about which actual rates

fluctuate in response to the play of the forces of supply and

demand, but from which they cannot stray very far.^

How do we know the value of this par of the paper ex-

changes? The mint par of the gold standard is determined

by the relative weight of the gold in the two currency units

compared. No such simple calculation can be used to derive

purchasing power par, however. In the case of paper

exchanges, the point of departure for determining this equi-

librium rate is as follows: It is to be presumed that the

re2ison for wanting a foreign currency is its power to command
goods in the foreign country, that is, its purchasing power.

The purchase of such a currency is an exchange of domestic

purchasing power for foVeign purchasing power. . Hence

^ The theory of purchasing power parity was first developed in the opiening

years of the nineteenth century by a group of English writers, its clearest state-

Itient being provided by John Wheatley (1803). The forinulation of this doc^

trine during the War years by Professor Gustav Cassel consequently must be re-

garded as a revival rather than as a completely original statement of the theory.

(Sec Angell, The Theory of International Aices, pp. 52, 186.)

* Attention should be called to the fact that while under the gold standartl

there u no tendency for the actual rate to approximate to mint par, but rather

*ta stay within a certain range of that rate, under paper-currency conditions

purclmsing power par is a, rate toward which actual rates will constantly teOfi
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th<!L relative pui^hasii^ power of two currencies should be

the_cW(rf factor detertnitiing thft exchange rate, which is

ttiWeijr the price of one currency in terms of toother, Motfc-i

over, that rate of exchange which expresses the rcladvei

purchasing power of two currencies will be a btodequilibHiun^

rate, for the reason that any divergence from such a rate with

undervalui?^ one currency in terms of the other, thereb^,

stimulating a demand for the undervalued currency anmj

driving the exchange rate toward the equilibrium position.*"

To illustrate, let us suppose that Great Britain and the

United States are both using inconvertible paper currencies,

and that an exchange rate of $5.00 to the pound exactly

equalises the purchasing power of the two currencies! This

means that a given sum of pounds spent in Britain will

purchase as many goods in general as five times as many
dollars expended in the United States (ignoring transport

charges). If, however, the purchasing power of the two

currencies remaining the same (that is, assuming no change

in the price levels in the two countries), the rate of exchange

should fall to $4.00, the pound would be undervalued, since

one could for this sum buy as many goods in Great Britain

as it Would require $5.00 to purchase in the United States.

Increased purchases of sterling by Americans, decreased

purchases of dollars by the British, would quickly be stimu-

lated, this increase in the demand and decrease in the supply

of British currency continuing until the rate of exchange

reached $5.00 again. Equilibrium would then be reestab-

lished, with each country exporting only those conunodides

which it could produce at an absolutely lower money cost.

*
* This formulation of the theory of purchasing power par is what Professor

Pigou calls the “positive” pcirt of the doctrine. . . whereas the positive

doctrine asserts that exchange will be in equilibrium at any time if the rate

then ruling makes the externm and internal purchasing powers of sterling equal,

the comparative doctrine asserts that, if we start from a position of equilibrium

and conditions alter, the consequent change in the norm of exchange will be

proportionate to the change in the ratio between sterling and dollar prices.*’

(A. C. Pigou* “The Foreign Exchanges,” Quarterly Journal of EcommicSi Vol. 37

(1922)* p. 64. Also reprinted in Essays in Applied Economics^ P. S. King & Son,^

London, 1930.) The comparative form of the doctrine is elaborated in the

next paragraph but one in the text. »
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C In actual practice, the only method of comparipj

buying power of two currencies is by means of ifiSSices of

prices. These permit the comparison, however, not of the

absolute levels of purchasing power at a given date, but only

of changes in purchasing power relative to some previous

date. 'Hence the comparative form of the doctrine of

purchasing power par, which asserts that changes in the

equilibrium rate of exchange must conform to changes in

the ratio of price levels, is the one which is relevant to practi-

cal problems..

To compute that rate of exchange which will equalise the

value of two currencies now (the current purchasing power

par), we must multiply some previously existing equilibrium

rate of exchange by the relative change in price levels since

the equilibrium date. The previous equilibrium rate may
be chosen on the basis of objective evidence indicating that,

at that time and at that rate, the balance of payments of

each of the two countries was in substantial equilibrium.

Expressed as an arithmetical formula, purchasing power

par = old equilibrium rate X ratio of price levels in the

two countries, or, Rp = RhX P1IP2 .

Again using our hypothetical illustration of Great Britain

and the United States under paper-money regimes, let us

assume that in a certain year (I) the rate of exchange at

$5.00 produced equilibrium in the international accounts of

the two nations. Assume also that several years later (say

year VI) the price level in the United States has risen to

twice its height in the year I, while the British price level

has remained unchanged! Purchasing power par for year

VI (/?p) then equals $5.00 X 200/100 or $10.00. If instead

of rising 100%, prices in the United States had risen only

50% while in Great Britain the index had increased by

20%, our calculation would be $5.00 X 150/120 = $6.25.

3!ncidentalfy, this change in the illustration indicates clearly

/ bn)^„pcculiarity of purchasing power par : It is not a stable,

*bnchanging par, but rather one varying with relative fluctua-

tions in price levels.

.
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• DEVIATIONS FROM PURCHASING POWER PAR

Even the most ardent advocate of the purchasing power
parity doctrine does not deny that the actual rate of exchange

rnay deviate from the theoretical norm. Thus Cassel, for

example, distinguishes deviations both of a permanent and
of a temporary nature.

A permanent departure of the day-to-day rate of exchange

from the par determined by relative price levels will result

whenever the movement of trade is relatively more obstructed

in one direction than another. ' Such obstructions might be

provided either by restrictions on exports (direct prohibition,

export duties, licensing of exports) or by impediments to

importation (customs duties, import quotas, etc.). Export

restrictions, since they reduce 'the uses to which foreigners can

put the money of the country imposing them, tend to lower

the international value of its currency. That is, the demand
for its currency in the foreign-exchange markets of the world

is diminished and its price thereby lowered. Import restric-

tions operate in an opposite manner. The country applying

them in effect forbids its citizens the free use of their hold-

ings or acquisitions of foreign money. Such a limitation of

the right of purchasing abroad reduces the demand for for-

eign currency, or, from the point of view of other nations,

causes a diminution in the supply of exchange on the country

restricting imports. The rate of exchange on that nation

thus tends to rise.

The under- or overvaluation of the currency of a country

introducing either of these types of trade obstruction is per-

manent in the sense that it will continue so long as the

obstruction is present. There is, of course, no reason to.

expect a deviation from purchasing power par of this nature

to be self-correcting, since the continuation of the trade

restriction effectively prevents any readjustmeht. Thus,

to continue our earlier illustration, if purchasing power par

between Great Britain and the United States were $5.00,,

while the imposition in the former country of restrictions
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on the export of goods had caused the exchange rate to fall

to .14,50, there would be every rezison to expect it to remain

m this imderyaliJie^ level. Under ordinary circmnsjantfe^

gych an undervaluation of pound would lead to consider^

able increase in the demand for British currency, since in

view of the relative levels of prices, previously imported

commodities would be obtainable at bargain rates, while a

wide range of goods (in addition to the normal imports)

cpuld now be obtained more cheaply in England than in the

United States. In the case under consideration, hdwever,

any such automatic readjustment is ruled out, owing ,t0 - the

fact that even though pounds sterling can be obtained at

what seem to be bargain-covinter rates, they cannot be put to

their customary use,*

’ In addition to these permanent deviations of exchange

rates, there are many possible reasons for expecting temiSorary

id&viatjons. Thus the world may, because of the budgetary

, situation in a given country, anticipate a furjtb£l.,iQ|e^al

depreciation of its emrehey. Individuals who have claims

upon the inflation-ridden nation will hurry to dispose of

them; those who have payments to make in that country

will postpone settlement of them, ;Thereby the supply of

exchange is increased at the same time that the demand is

'' diminished, and the anticipated internail depreciation becomes

•foreshadowed in an earlier external depreciation of the

currency. Likewise, excessiye speculation in a dq?reciatcd

currency may serve to push its value temporarily above or

below the paper par. J Again, if a country dumps its cur-

rency upon the foreign-exchange markets at any price

obtainable, in a desperate effort to secure foreign funds, the

^ The full impact of export restrictions would naturally result only if these

trade obstructions were of an all-round, uniform character, applying equally

tp all existing or potential exports. If they were imposed only pn current

actual export^, or merely on certain ones of these, undervaluation of the pound
would stimulate exports of British products whose prices at the undervalued

of exchange were now lower than those of similar commodities; abroad,

ppportunities of selective new uses of the undervalued currency wqul(^

• diUi bring about a revival in the foreign demand for sterling and a recovery o)

loma part of the initial decline in the rate of exchange.
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ap^araricfe of this abnormal sii|)ply of exchange vnU tend

greatly t<^epres8 the fate. In jfhe years immediately after

the War, Germany was a particularly serious offender in

this respect. Indeed, she^added insult to injury when, by

Ae imposition of drastic exjwrt restrictions, she in effect

refused to honor the currency she had sold abroad in, .such

large quantities.

Having now dealt at least briefly with various types of

deviations from the normal or equilibrium rate of exchange,

it will be well if, before proceeding to a consideration of

certain leading criticisms of the purchasing power doctrine,

we attempt to assay the significance of that theory. If the

doctrine of purchasing power par is correct, it means that

— with the exceptions noted— the rate of exchange will

be determined by the relative
.

purchasing power of the two

currencies compared. Moreover, since the forces which

determine the internal purchasing power of a currency

{i.e., the price level) are to be found primarily in the mondf^y
and fisem policies followed, it is implied that thQ5£_4iolicies

are the basic determinants of the rate of exchange.

Up to this point our attention has been directed primarily

to an understanding of a widely-held theory of the normal

equilibrium rate of exchange under paper-currency conditions.

The question naturally arises, however, how valid is this

doctrine? Does it furnish a reliable guide as to what we may
expect the level of exchange rates to be, allowing for the

effects of disturbing influences? Are the reasons advanced

to support the supposed dominance on the foreign-exchange

markets of comparative price levels convincing?

The theory of purchasing power par has, as a matter of

fact, by no means gone unchallenged. To an exsunination

of the leading criticisms of this doctrine we khall now
turn, attempting in the process to arrive at a satisfactory

conclusion as to whether purchasing power ‘ par may
legitimately be regarded as a true norm or equilibrium

rate of exchange toward which current rates are constantly,

tending.
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CRITICISMS OF PURCHASING POWER PAR

The definitive criticism of the positive form of the doctrine

of pturcKasing power par has been enunciated by Professor

Pigou.

If it were the fact that all commodities produced in either of two
"

' countries flowed without cost between them, Professor Casscl’s

positive doctrine would follow immediately. But a large number
of commodities not only fail to flow without cost but do not flpw

at all. There is no necessity, in order that exchange equilibrium

may be established, for the interna^purchasing power of T5terling

in respect of these commodities to be the same as its external

purchasing power . . .

fThere is no reason to expect that the prices of the various sorts

of non-traded and partially-traded goods will bear the samp

ratio to the prices of traded goods in different countries. ^/^Con-

sequently, there is no ground for assuming that, even in the

absence of one-sided obstacles to trade, the rate of exchange

which conforms to purchasing power parity, as defined by

Professor Cassel, will be identical with, or even in the close

neighbourhood of, the equilibrium rate. The positive doctrine

of purchasing power parities cannot, therefore, be maintained

without reservations and qualifications so extensive as practically

to destroy it.^

Although this argument effectively destroys the positive

form of the doctrine, it does not necessarily mean, as Professor

Pigou goes on to state, that the comparative part of the theory

is likewise invalid. For even though we calculate purchasing

power par by means of index numbers which include both

traded and non-traded goods, nonetheless if tfie pricey ,of

both kinds of commodities move together, changes in the

price ratios will necessitate a proportional change in the

exchange ratejf equilibrium in trade is to be preserved.^

A proviso introduced above, to the effect that the prices

must be assumed to move together, suggests a really damaging

* Op. cit., jyj. 64-65.
* It is obvious that if the indices used to calculate purchasing power par

included only international prices, then, provided they moved together, the

comparative form of the doctrine would become a truism. For changes in

the exchange rate must correspond exactly to changes in the prices of inter-

nation^yTtraded goods, again provided the latter move equally.
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linf of criticism of the comparatiw doctrine of purchasing

power par. Unless all the prices included in the index

numbers rise or fall in exactly the saincjdegi^ee, that is, unless

the structure of prices remains the same, changes in the

quantities purchased of the various commodities would be

almost certain to result in a diffeent total demand for and

supply "of exchange in the foreign-exchange markets, with a

different equilibrium ris^te^of exchange as a consequence^

hlow as a matter of fact a general rise or fall of prices is

always accompanied by a dispersion of prices, that is to say,

by an unequal rate of movement, some rising (or falling)

more than the average, some often even moving in an opposite

direction. In view of this, there is little reason to expect a

change in the price level of a country’s internationally-

traded commodities to leave the foreign demand for these

goods unaltered.' Only on the highly improbable assumption

that the elasticities of foreigners’ demands were such as

exactly to neutralise the effects on purchases of changed price

relationships (accompanying a change in the price level)

would the total demand for its exchange remain the same.^

It is only fair to point out that the necessity of assuming

an unvarying price structure was clearly perceived by Pro-

^ To illustrate, assume the United States and Canada using paper currencies,

with purchasing power par at $1 .00, and assume only two commodities, A and
B, sold by Canada. Let the American demand for each of these products, at

a price of $1.00 a unit, be 1,000,000 units. The total American demand for

Canadian exchange will then amount to $2,000,000, which we may presume

to be matched by an equal demand on the part of Canada supply of

Canadian excliange in the U. S.). If now the price of A rises to $1.20 and
that of B falls to $0.80, an index of Canada’s internationally-traded goods will

remain at 100, and no change will take place in purchasing power par. If,

however, at $1.20 the demand for A recedes only to 900,000 units, while the

demand for B expands to 1,300,000 units at the new price of $0.80, the total

American demand for Canadian exchange will increase to $2,120,000, thereby

driving up the rate. As it rises, Canadian purchases of American products

will be stimulated, and a new equilibrium rate somewhat above the old $1.00

will be established.

For the calculated purchasing power par (still $1 .00, since no«change in the

relative price levels has occurred) to continue to represent an equilibrium

rate, it would have been necessary for the shrinkage in the American demand
for A to offset exactly the expansion in the demand for B. This situation would

have been realised with a demand for A (at $1.20 a unit) of 800,000 units.*

Any such result, however, would clearly be quite accidental.
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fegsor CasseL Thus in discussing the calculation of par aftw

a period of currency depreciation he says

:

In doing so, to be exact, we must presuppose that no other

changes have taken place. If in each country prices arc unaltered

in their relation to one another, but have only undergone a com-»

mon rise, then there is nothing to prevent our supposing the

balance of trade between the countries to be unaltered.^
^

Now while in times of extreme inflation this assumption may
perhaps be justified for rough work, it is never entirely valid,

and under more normal circumstances is quite unwarranted.

For relative prices within each country are constantly varying.

And whether the price levels rise, fall, or remain the same,

these variations in price structures may seriously affect the

total purchases by each country of another country’s goods,

thereby altering the demand and supply of foreign exchange

which meet in the foreign-exchange market and determine

the exchange rate.

The most damaging criticism of the purchasing power parity

doctrine aims directly at its fundamental assumption. This,

repeated in CassePs words, is

:

Our willingness to pay a certain price for foreign money must
^J ultimately and essentially be due to the fact that this money

^ possesses a purchasing power as against commoditie&.and services

in that foreign country

Against this it has been urged^ that foreign purchasing power

is warited, not to buy commodities in genqx^l or in the

abstract, but for the purchase of particular commodities.

Foreign-exchange rates, in other words, reflect a demand for

purchasing powder for specific ptirposes, not for general, all-

round usef. With respect to this kind of demand, any price

l^el is simply irrelevant ;
what is significant is the price of

each individual good or service. This much was intimated

in the foregoing paragraph, where it was shown that individual

^ Cassel, Gustav, Money and For^gn Exchange after 1914^ p. 141.

^Casscl, op. ciu, p. 138.
» fOhlin is the first, to my knowledge, to have stated tfiis objection. See
his Iniirregional and International Trade^ Chapter XXV.

«
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price changfes, in the absence of^anjr^ alteration in.the.jttiee

level, might, require fOT^uilibnum,in_.&^ of pay*

ments a quite different rate of exchange from the calculai;ed

purchasing power par. ? Factors, like monetar/^policy, which

affect individua^rices and through them the price level, do,

“like other variations, alter the supply and demai^ BcbedUles

in the foreign exchange market, and thereby, and only

thereby, the exchange rates.”^ Changes in any other factors

relevant to the foreign exchange market, such as intfirrat

rates, insurance or shipping charges, or even internal freight

rates, may, by increasing or decreasing the demand or supply

of foreign exchange
,
necessitatii an alteration in the rate of ex-

change which produces equilibrium in the balance of pay-

ments, quite without any variation in relative price levels.

The conclusion to which these various criticisms inevitably

lead is that /the doctrine of purchasing power par does not

provide us ivTfK ' a theoretically defensible equilibrium rate

of exchange.^. The weight of critical analysis in the years

since the War has been such that the theory no longer com-

mands wide acceptance among economists. While it cannot

stand close examination, nonetheless it does retain a limited \

usefulness. Qln circumstances in which fluctuations in thq^,

value of money predominate over other economic forces,

'

calculation of a purchasing power par may provide a useful

first rough approximation of the tendency of the exchange

rate between countries on an inconvertible-paper-currency

basis._j/lAt certain periods, as for example between 1919

and 1923 and even later, inflation in most countries of Europe

was the most important single influence affecting individueil

prices and thereby the course of trade. For these yeau*s,

then, when it was most popular, the doctrine of purchasing

power parity had a distinct usefulness and a limited validity

which it can possess only in times of currency disturbances.

In. addition, it served in this period to disabuse people’s

minds of a persistent belief that the old pre-War gold parities

still represented a normal rate of exchange, and to substitute*

> IbU., p. 350.
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in place of this belief a concept of the equilibrium rate more
suited to the changed conditions.

If, however, purchasing power par does not provide us

with a normal or equilibrium rate of exchange toward which

actual rates constantly tend, can it be said that there is any

such thing as an equilibrium rate under paper currency

conditions? The answer, for which the elements have

already been suggested, must be rather unsatisfactory to the

person who quite naturally likes to have some at least relatively

fixed and immutable standard in every branch of affairs.

For all we can say is that the equilibrium rate of exchange

is whatever rate brings about stable equilibrium in the

balance of payments, which means in effect that it must

bring the twp related price systems (interpreted in the

broadest sense) into a stable relationship with one another.

Moreover, this equilibrium rate will change whenever

there takes place an alteration in the underlying basic condi-

tions. In other words, it will fluctuate in accord vyith varia-

tions in commoditjy prices, in faetdf prices, in costs transfer,

in the volume of international loans, or in the level or elastic-

ity of demand schedules. The concrete significance of this

conclusion can best be brought out by considering the effects

of disturbances to the balance of payments, that is, the

mechanism of adjustment to disturbances of equilibrium

under paper-currency conditions. To this subject we may
now turn our attention.

THE MECHANISM OF ADJUSTMENT

(1) General Considerations: ' Stable vs. Flexible Exchange Rates .

—

In Chapter IX, stress was laid on the fact that with the

appearance of any form of disturbance of the balance of

payments, the initial stag& of adjustment take the form of

movements of short-term capital and balances which in

effect bring about a transfer of purchasing power, toward

the country which would— in their absence— reCje|,ye,,gQlciv

*TKSc rnovements are possible because of the comparative
^ rigidity of exchange rates under gold-stlandard conditions
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As these near their upper or lower limits (gold export or

golS import points), the risk of further fluctuation in the same

direction becomes smaller and smaller, inducing the specula-

tive purchase of funds on the country whose currency is

falling in terms of others, and vice versa.^Chsmgts in the

relative level oT discc^unt rates resulting from presstire on the

balance of payments stimulate a similar movement of short-

term credits of a financial rather than of a speculative

nature. If an international transfer of purchasing power is

not brought about by these means, it will be effected by a

flow of gold.

('The opinion has been widely held that under paper-cur-

rency conditions, no transfer of purchasing power is possible)

According to this view, the excessive risk of exchange-rate

fluctuations precludes financial or speculative movements of

short-term funds of an adjusting nature.^ Gold being no

different from silver, platinum, or any other precious metal

when it is no longer used as the currency base, transfers

of purchasing power by means of gold shipments are also

ruled out.^ Thus both the principal source of great Elasticity

in the demand and supply of foreign exchange and the limits

on exchange-rate fluctuations are removed when a currency’s

tie with gold is cut. The only result to be expected to follow

an increase in the demand for (or supply of) foreign exchange,

therefore, is a rise (or fall) in rates of exchange considerably

greater in magnitude than could take place under the gold

standard. In place of movements of short-term funds or

of gold'"and the accompanying transfer of purchasing power,

movements of the exchange rave would have to provide, in

some manner, the means of bringing about adjustment, to

disturbances of equilibrium.

' Though not speculative movements of an inflammatory variety. On this

possibility, see pp. 209-214 and Part II, Chapter XI.
^

* There is an important exception to this. Although several currencies may
be divorced from gold, nonetheless the various monetary authorities may con-

tinue to use that metal as an international means of payment, though as one
having a variable price in terms of paper money. This is especially true when *

as in recent years, some currencies are on a paper, some on a ^old basis.
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Under certain conditions, this conclusion with respect to the

possibilities of adjustment wovild be justified. If, of sevbr^

paper currencies, each were totally independent of the others

and if fluctuations in exchange rates were frequent and ^arge,

j

the picture would fit perfectly.// On the other, band, if the

monetary authorities in each country successfuUy-Jmple?

mented a l^licy of stabilising industjdinJLii;iOT and if

other 'sources pf disturbance operated gradually, fluctuations

in exchange rates might well be sq_mod.erate that bankers

would be perfectly willing— on the basis of experience—
to lend 'and^ borrow' abro^ and to accumulate and . draw

upon foreign balances. In these circumstances, the “transfer”

of purchasing power mechanism would again function.

Similarly, if several paper-currency countries adopt the

• principle of an exchange standard, with the central bank or

some other appropriate agency in all but one country (the

reserve country) standing ready to buy or sell the currency

of the reserve country at a fixed price, fluctuations in exchange

rates as between this group of countries would be ruled out.^

There would be every reason, therefore, to expect a ready

mobilisation of short-term credits between these countries.

Again, the transfer of purchasing power would be possible.

Indeed, the very readiness of the central banks to provide

or accept the currency of the reserve country (and thus,

indirectly, the currency of any member of the group) would

furnish a direct means of transferring purchasing power inter-

nationally. (An increased demand for the currency of the

reserve country or of some other member of the group would

be met by increased supplies from the reserve holdings of

the central bank.)

' The terms, “reserve country” and “exchange-standard country,” as used

in this connection, are Haberler’s. Sec his discussion in Prosperity and Depression^

pp. 327-331. Either a central bank or an exchange stabilisation fund operated

by another government agency, though of course in consultation with the

central banking authorities, could perform the function of stabilising the cur-

fancy. Several countries, including Great Britain and the United States,

have for some time been using such stabilisation funds. The so-called sterling

bloc, incidentally, may be cited as an illustration of the use of the exchange

standard.
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(/I/nder either of these two sets of conditions, therefcsfe, A

disturbance to the balance oif payments would cause short*

term items to appeeir, just as under the gold staiidardi and
to p^orm a similar part in the short-run mechanism Of

adjustment.^ where the stability of exchange rates

has resulted, not from deliberate policy, but front the absence

of vitdent disturbances, would it appear necessary to alter

this conclusion, and then only with respect to a sudden lat^e

change in the balance of payments. In the event of a sharp

disturbance of major proportions, a large fluctuation of

exchange rates might be caused, this fluctuation in turn

destroying the foundations for the movement of short-term

items.

If conditions are such that a disturbance of internationzll

equilibrium produces a transfer of purchasing power, the

later stages of adjustment will follow the lines made farrtiliar

in our study of the gold standard. The expansion of the

supply of money in the country experiencing an improvement
in its balance of payments leajis to an increase in its total

income, while monetary contraction abroad effects the

^Haberler holds there is a difference between the gold standard and the

exchange-standard case, in that tendencies to expansion may be communicated
from the reserve country to the exchange-standard countries, but not the other

way around. “If an exchange-standard country expands, the reserve countries

do not experience an increase in their basic money supply. On the other hand,
this expansionary influence still operates in the opposite direction. When
the reserve countries expand, the exchange-standard countries will find them*
selves with an increased money supply and will be tempted to expand also,’*

(Op. ciL, p. 330.) Expressed more broadly, any improvement in the balance
of payments of the reserve country, although it will lead to a decline in that

country’s foreign liabilities, will not— as when inward gold movements augment
a gold standard country’s reserves— result in monetary expansion.

This appears, however, to overlook the fact that the decline in the foreign

liabilities of the reserve country itself provides the basis for credit expansion
in that country. The reserves of the exchange-standard countries may be held
in the form of central bank deposits and / or of commercial bank deposits (id

the reserve country). As their demands for foreign currency increase (the

teverse side of an improvement in the reserve country’s balance of payments),
these holdings will be transferred to the ownership of citizens of the reserve

country. Formerly idle demand deposits now get into the industrial circulation.

While the reserves of commercial banka (in the form of central bank deposits)

Will be incteased, tending to bring about a multiple expansion of loans and
deposits.
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opposite result. As a consequence of the relative change in

incomes, a "" redirection of international e^eaditures is

brought about which in turn leads to a change in the more
flexible items in the balance of payments (chiefly goods and

services) such as to bring them into line with the altered

international conditions (a new level of capital movements,

changed demands, a disruption of the international cost-price

structure). Prices of export, import, and domestic goods

will tend to change relative to one another, the degree of the

price change in the case of any particular commodity depend-

ing upon conditions of demand and supply and upon the

mobility of the agents of production. Underlying the varia-

tions in prices and in commodity movements there goes on

a re-allocation of the productive factors in a direction such

as to establish a new equilibrium in harmony with the changed

international situation.

(2) Flexible Exchange Rates. — We may now proceed with

an analysis of the process of adjustment when exchange

rates are subject to frequent, unpredictable, and rather

considerable movements. We may assume that the risk of

exchange variations is so great as to eliminate altogether

short-term capital movements of an adjusting nature. ^ Under

these circumstances, as we have already seen, a disturbance

in the balance of payments could only result in a rise or fall

of exchange rates; no transfer of purchasing power would

be possible. Since maintenance of equality in both sides

of the balance of payments is essential, and since no other

^ This assumption is unreal, in that short-term capital movements of an
adjusting nature never cease, except temporarily, even between countries with

independent paper currencies. These movements occur owing to the ^act that

exchange rates between countries with such currencies often exhibit remarkable

stability over considerable periods of time. Sometimes, as we shall see later,

this stability is brought about by deliberate intervention.

By making the assumption of extreme risk of exchange fluctuation it is

possible to luring out more clearly the adjustment function of variations in

exchange rates. For the intermediate case of occasional yet not violent fluc-

tuations in exchange rates, together with some movements of short-term capital,

both types of adjustment will be operating at the same time; the effects of

adjustment will then obviously be a mixture of those separately considered in

the text.
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means of attaining this result is available, the variation in

exchange rates must be sufficient to bring it about.

Let us suppose, then, two nations, A and B, with paper

currencies, and with a rate of exchange suph that, in the

existing situation as to factor prices, commodity prices, and

international demands, the movements of goods, services,

long-term capital, and miscellaneous items between the two

countries are just brought into balance. .The introduction

of some force disruptive of this state of balance will set up
a complex series of reactions, the ultimate consequences of

which will vary considerably as a number of relevant circum-

stances differ. Although a full analysis of the adjustment

process must take into account at least the more important

of these possible differences, nonetheless certain general

tendencies can be distinguished. It seems wise to present

first the picture of the more general effects of different kinds

of disturbances, reserving for later consideration the qualifica-

tions necessary in the light of particular circumstances.

(a) Changes in International Demands, — Starting from a

position of equilibrium, let the demand of A for certain of

B’s products increase, not as a result of any expansion of

incomes in A, but rather at the expense of some of A’s domestic

commodities. Activity in the domestic industries thus affected

will decline,
,
Under gold-standard conditions, this slump

in industrial activity could only be corrected by a credit

policy designed to stimulate an offsetting increase in output

and employment in other linesf With independent paper

currencies, the rate of exchange on B will rise; by making

A’s goods cheaper abroad, this will stimulate expansion in

the export industries, thus counteracting the initial decline

in the production of domestic goods. ^

’ The volume of A’s exports will increase provided B’s demand for imports

is in the slightest degree elastic. The extent of the increase ii^ A’s exports

will depend upon the elasticities of B’s demands. There are two reasons

why these may ordinarily be expected to be greater than unity. (1) Since

the prices of A’s factors are becoming lower in B’s money, the rang€ of com-

modities exported by A will increase. (2) The fact that in international trade

there generally exist manv alternative sources of supply of any commodity
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Imports oAer than those for which A’s demand has^ in-

crease will decline, owing to the rise in the price .of B’s

cmrency. This restriction ofA’s demand for foreign currency,

together with the increase in supply furnished hy_a larger

' volume of exports, will retard the rise of the rate of exchange

on B.

Ti^n now to a consideration of the probable price changes

in the two countries. The prices of A’s domestic conunodities

(or at least of those for which the demand has diminished)

will tend to fall, as will likewise the prices of characteristically

domestic factors. Export prices in A (including the prices

of export factors), on the other hand, will tend to rise
; so also

will the prices of her imports.* In B, those export industries

for whose products A’s demand has increased will be stimu-

lated; others will be depressed by the rise in the external

value of B’s currency. Prices of their products will tend to

fall, while imports will be cheaper.

In line with the indications given by price changes, a ^ift

of the factors of production will tend to take pjace. In A,

this means a movement out of the depressed domestic indus-

tries into the expanding export and import-competing fields.

In B, factors will tend to shift from the retarded export and

import-competing industries into those lines of production

benefited by the change in A’s demands.

Depending upon the length of time required for the appro-

priate re-allocation of the productive factors, equilibrium will

eventually be reached, with the exchange rate at a level

reflecting the neVv price structures and the reciprocal demands

of both countries.

serves to make the demand for the exports of any one country elastic. (Since

in this simplified illustration we are assuming a world of only two countries,

the second reason plays no part here. It may be included, however, if wc let

B represent all countries other than A.)
^ The endrf-esult will in each case depend upon cost conditions in the relevant

industries, and upon the strength and elasticity of home and foreign demands.
This applies to price changes in B as well. Different assumptions with regard

to these factors will lead to considerable differences in the outcome. In the

appendix to this chapter we consider the qualifications to the above broad

conclusions necessitated by the introduction of thr^ viariables.
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(b) Changes in Conditions qf Supply,— Consider now a
second situation already analysed in tcnns of the gold stand-

ard: naimely, tectoological backwWness m coiintiy A,

affecting all of her export industries. This will be tantamoiint

to a diminution in the demand for her exports, and will result

in the appearance of smaller supplies of exchange on the

foreign-exchange market. Again, the rate of exchan^ on
^will rtse. Imports will tend to rise in price and to diminish

in volume, thereby furnishing a stiniulus to the expansion

of A’s import-competing industries, „ Export industries, on
the other hand, whose increased costs provided the impetus

to change, will be enabled by the lower external value of

A’s currency to continue in business without m;^nr nhangp;

and withou^ any revision iiL tcCtmique or in the payments,

to the factors of protlyclioH'.

^,^^der gold-standard conditions, it will be remembered,

either a contraction of exports and a shift of the factors to

other industries or a downward revision of costs (payments

to the factors) became necessary. This adjustment was

effected at a cost of lower money and real incotnes, after a

period of unemployment and business stagnationr). Under
a paper-currency regime, on the other hand, it appears that

no pressure on costs is necessary. Thus it is possible to avoid

the tinemployment and depression which ensue when, as is

today generally the case, wages and other cost elements

strongly resist a downward movenfent. ^ It would not be true

to conclude, however, that flexibility of the exchanges instead

of flexibility of factor prices permits adjustment to be achieved

without any cost whatever. The cost of adjustment is to be

seen in a worsening of the barter terms of trade. A’s import

prices are now higher, which means that to acquire a given

volume of imports, a larger volume of exports must be given. ^

(c) Capital Movements. — Let us next examine the effects

of a large and continuing movement of capital from one

' One is obviously led to the question, under which set of currency conditions

is the cost of adjustment to international disturbance least? This and related

considerations are reserved for discussion in Part II, Chapter XI.
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paper-currency country to another. Assume England

'

suddenly begins lending large annual sums to the United

States, the preceding position having been one of equilibrium

with the rate of exchange at $5 to the pound. If the initial

installment is very large and the demand for sterling inelastic

over very short periods, the rate may drop precipitately,

say to $4. There is good reason to expect such an outcome,

for apart from movements of short-term capital, which wg,

have ruled out of the current discussion, the demand for

a foreign currency is very likely to be far more inelastic

over very brief periods of a few days or weeks than over a

somewhat longer interval. The chief source of elasticity

in the demand for foreign exchange (in the absence of short-

term capital movements) is in the demand for imports. * To
make this elasticity effective, the prices of imports must decline

in terms of the importing country’s currency. This will

occur immediately, in the present illustration, only if English

exporters quote prices in sterling. Even then, it will take

some time for American importers to increase their orders,

and still more time will elapse before they enter the exchange

market as buyers of sterling.

The initial large decline in the sterling rate (from $5 to $4)

will, however, set in motion price changes which will call

forth the underlying elasticity in both the demand for and

the supply of sterling. A dollar will in England now be

worth 5 shillings instead of 4. English exporters who have

been quoting prices to American buyers in dollars will receive

a bounty^hich competition will reduce at a pace determined

by the amount of unemployed factors available in the export

industries. If the factors were fully employed at the outset,

the determining elements become the relative size and elas-

ticity of domestic demand for export products and the rate at

which factors of production can be transferred from domestic

and import-competing industries to the export industries.

* To permit us to refer to changes in exchange rates in terms of currencies

with which everyone b familiar, we use the names of actual countries instead

of letters. The original assumptions applying to A ahd B are in no way altered*
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On the other hand, if exporters in England have followed the

practice of quoting prices to American buyers in terms of ster-

ling, they will experience an expansion in the foreign demand
for their products. In the short run, at least, this will tend to

raise costs. Sterling export prices will rise temporarily, which

will mean that the dollar prices of English exports will fall by

less than the 20% depreciation of sterling exchange. As costs

are reduced, both the sterling and the dollar prices of English

exports will decline. Thus the outcome with respect to export

prices is the same whichever method of price quotation is used.

American ‘ exporters, on the other hand, will be severely

penalised by the fall in the value of sterling. To maintain the

same volume of foreign sales, they must lower dollar prices on

their products 20 %. Price maintenance in the United States

will mean higher sterling prices to English importers and an

inevitable decline in their purchases. Whether dollar prices of

exports are reduced or maintained will depend on the competi-

tive nature of American export industries. Those featured by

very imperfect conditions of competition will tend to maintain

prices and contract output. Highly competitive export in-

dustries will be forced to reduce prices, the speed of price

reduction being dependent upon the relative importance of the

home and foreign markets and their elasticities of demand.

In both countries, a shift in the distribution of the productive

factors will be stimulated. The relative prosperity of Eng-

land’s export (and import-competing) industries will draw

factors from her domestic industries. These will tend to suffer

a decline in activity, owing to the export of capital which

might otherwise have been available for home investment.

In the United States, the trend will be in just the opposite

direction. Here the funds provided by the loan from

England furnish the financial resources necessary to absorb

labor and capital released from the depressed “international”

industries (export, and import-competing) or to irifcrease the

employment of factors hitherto idle.^

^ It may appear contradictory to speak of funds provided from an international •

loan, while at the same time assuming that no international transfer of purchasing
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In both countries, again, stability in the gener^ leveij of

iildustrial activity and income is maintained, while under

the gold standard, expansion tends to take place in the capital-

importing cpuntry, contraction in the country exporting

caj)ital.*

Finally, as with both types of disturbance already dis-

cussed, elasticities of demand will chiefly determine the final

position of the rate of exchange. The initial fall in the sterling

rate was large because the increased supply encountered a

power can take place. There is, however, no contradiction. It will be recalled

that the “transfer” of purchasing power effected by short-term capital move-
ments involves, or rather jj, a relative expansion of the supply of money in

the country making the short-term loans. In the case under consideration,

no such transfer of purchasing power is required. Instead, the loan (long-

term) is transmitted in the form of goods. The dollars offered by importers

for sterling are, in effect, turned over to exporters and to Americans who are

borrowing abroad. These latter enter the exchange market with a supply

of sterling bills, thereby driving down the price of sterling. The exchange

rate must fall sufficiently to maintain equality in both sides of the balance of

payments, which means that the available dollars offered by importers for

sterling are divided between exporters and borrowers in proportion to the

supplies of sterling they put on the market. This comes to the same thing as

saying that the excess in the value of imports over exports provides the invest-

ment funds wanted by American borrowers.
^ In his interesting paper, “Domestic Stability and the Mechanism of Trade

Adjustment to International Capital Movements,” Dr. Lauchlin Currie differs

from this conclusion. “If an increase in home investment occurs simultaneously

with the increased availability of capital, the decrease in the demand for goods,

in employment, in business disbursements, and in incomes, consequent upon
the rise of the exchange rate, is offset. Domestic production remains unchanged
but a larger portion is retained at home and/or more imports are secured.”

“The maintenance of stability depends, it will be noted, upon the synchroni-

zation of decreased and increased expenditures— upon immediate shifts of

factors of production with no loss of money income. Such synchronization

appears unlikely to occur. The restrictive repercussions are immediate. The
offsetting repercussions work through the time-consuming interest rate-capital

issue mechanism. Moreover, increased availability of capital is unlikely to

be very effective in stimulating investment when sales are decreasing and foreign

competition is increasing.” (Explorations in Economics^ Part I, Chapter V.)

Against this view it may be urged that the international borrowing would
not have been undertaken unless the prospects for profitable investment were
favorable. The additional supply of foreign exchange, whose appearance on
the market drives down the exchange rate (or up, in Dr. Currie’s sense of the

sterling pric6 of dollars), merely provides the wherewithal for carrying out

investment plans which have already been made. If these plans are not

promptly executed, the “synchronization of decreased and increased expendi-

tures*’ will of course not develop. In that event the borrowing will cease or

at least be appreciably retarded, and the rate of exchange will tend to revert

to its original level.
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temporarily inel^tic demand for exchange. Jf the Amuerican

demand for imports is elastic, then as the prices of English

goods fall, American expenditures on imports will increase.

That is to say, an elastic demand for.sterling appears, tending

to drive up the doUar-sterling rate toward its original level.

The extent to which the exchange rate rises will depend upxDn

the way in which the supply of sterling responds to the new
and more elastic demands. If the supply is yeQr Jnj^l^^

(reflecting an inelastic English demand for imports), the rate

will rise considerably. The more elastic is the English

demand for imports, the more rapidly will the supply of

sterling increase, and therefore the sooner will the rate-raising

influence of an elastic American demand for imports be

checked. Since, for reasons already given, the demand of

any country for the imports of any other country is likely

to be elastic, the rate of exchange will in normal circum-

stances tend to rise only moderately from the initial ^‘impact”

rate.^

Taking a broad view of the results of the proc^es of

adjustment, we see that^^as in the gold standard case, the

loan is transmitted “in the form of goods,” through a relative

expansion in the exports of the lending country. Lending

may continue at a donstant rate, once the adjustments are

worked out, with no further changes in relative prices or

in the rate of exchange. Import prices in the lending country

are relatively higher than formerly, in the borrowing country

lower than before. Changes in particular prices, both, of

commodities and of factors, may also take place in both

countries, owing to two facts: first, that some industries

may encounter increasing, some decreasing, and some con-

stant costs,t and second, that imperfect mobility of the factors

within each country may result in fairly long-^un changes

' This is a statement in general form of the principles worked out in an illus-

tration by Professor Taussig, in which, because he tacitly assumes an inelastic

English demand and an elastic American demand for imports, the rate of

exchange rises from the ‘impact” rate almost to the original equilibrium rate.

HU numerical illustration U well worth consulting. See his International Trade, •

pp. 358-362.
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in relative factor prices.^ ( Therefore we may say that .the

rate of exchange finally established must be one whiclxxeflccts

the reciprocal demands of both countries in relation to any

changes in commodity and factor prices occasioned by the

processes of adjustment}

(d) Monetary Changes,— To study the effects of inflation

or deflation, it is unnecessary to start with the assumption

of full employment in both countries. We need only assume

that whatever is the level of employment in either country,

in one of them there occurs an expansion (or contraction)

of the effective supply of money. That is, we are concerned

with relative inflation, or perhaps better, with the effects of

changes in monetary policy.

Starting, then, with a given level of employment in A and

B, let us assume the successful introduction of a policy of

credit expansion in A. Open-market purchases and a lower-

ing of the discount rate by the Central Bank will inaugurate

an expansion of loans and deposits by the commercial banks.

As business concerns, with these new funds, increase their

output, the national income will rise, while at the same time

its distribution among the various income groups will alter

in favor, probably, of recipients of wages and profits. Of
the increasing national income, doubtless some additional

portion will be spent on imports. .Thus the trade balance

is affected directly.

At the same time, the increased volume of production

will run up against higher unit costs, if only for the reason

that the unemployed factors which are now put to work are

less efficient than those already employed. Since demand is

improving, higher costs will entail higher prices, at least for

domestic commodities. The rise of export prices, on the

’ Some of these complicating circumstances are analysed in the appendix
to this chapter. It should also be noted that in this case, as in all the preceding

ones, a complete account should consider the reactions of changes in the rate

of exchange not only upon merchandise exports and imports but also upon
all the other items in the balance of payments, such as tourists’ expenditures,

services, etc. The general nature of the repercussions would, however, be
the same on other debit and credit items as on exports and imports. For this

reason simplified illustrations have been used throughout!
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other hand, will be checked by the necessity of selling in a

foreign market where incomes and demands have not in-

creased. This checking effect Will be greater, the more impor-

tant is the foreign marliet relative to the domestic market

for export products and the more'elastic are foreign demands.

Thus a second ^irect influence is brought to bear upon the

trade balance. Exports tend to diminish. A similar effect

may be brought about indirectly, through changes in rela-

tive factor prices, though this is unlikely to be of much
importance in the short run.

Larger expenditure on imports will increase the demand
for foreign exchange, while the decline in exports (a decline

in total value, on the probable assumption that foreign

demands are elastic) will bring a diminution in the supply.

The rate of exchange will rise against A. This very move-

ment of the exchange rate, however, sets in motipn self-

limiting forces. By lowering the cost of A’s exports abroad,

it offsets the price-raising tendencies of inflation, thereby

partially restoring her competitive position. By raising the

cost of A’s imports, it forces a reduction in her purchases.

A new equilibrium rate will finally be established at a level *

depending, as in the earlier illustrations, upon the relative

elasticities of the reciprocal international demands and upon

changes in the structure of prices in both A and B.^ j

If we continue the assumption that no movement of short-

term capital and therefore no transfer of purchasing power

can take place, monetary expansion in A will have no tend-

ency to spread to other countries (B). The increase in A’s de-

mand for B’s exports, which in itself might tend to lead to a

general rise in the level of business activity and income, will

be offset by the effects of the rise in the rate of exchange on B.

For whatever the immediate increase in A’s ^expenditures

on B goods, the rate of exchange must rise sufficiently to

maintain equality in the two sides of the balance of payments.

^ If the improved business conditions in A lead to the import of capital

(principally entrepreneur’s capital seeking investment in stocks), the additional

supply of exchange thereby provided will serve still further to check the advance*

of the exchange rate •
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APPENDIX

CERTAIN CONDITIONING ELEMENTS IN THE
MECHANISM OF ADJUSTMENT

In the analysis in the body of this chapter, it was necessary,

partly to conserve space, partly to make the exposition less involved

and more intelligible, to indulge in considerable oversimplification.

In order to provide a more accurate account of the processes of

adjustment, this appendix is written. It attempts to show the

part played by some of the conditioning elements to which only

brief reference has so far been made : namely, varying elasticities of

demand and supply and the relative importance to export industries

of the domestic and the foreign market. For this purpose, we need

consider in detail only one type of disturbance, an international

capital movement. The argument may be applied by the reader,

with whatever changes are necessary, to other varieties of disruption

of balance-of-payments equilibrium.

In the analysis already presented of the adjustment to a large

and continuing international capital movement, it was said that the

foreign prices of the borrowing country’s exports would rise and
the domestic prices of its imports would fall. In reality, although

this is undeniably the tendency, the situation is by no means so

simple. The price changes that occur will depend upon a number
of factors, of which the elasticity of demand and supply for each

commodity, benh at home and abroad, the relative importance of

the country in question as a market and as a source of supply, and
the relative importance to that country’s export industries of the

domestic and of the foreign markets, are the most significant.

Suppose, for example, to make the argument more concrete, that

all countries are on an independent-paper-currency basis and that

the United States begins a prolonged period of lending considerable

sums each year to Mexico. We may suppose the peso price of

the dollar to fall from 3 to '2.50.^ It would seem that the prices

of Mexico’s exports to Americans and others would rise some 21%
(in dollars, etc.), the peso prices of Mexico’s imports fall approxi-

mately 17%. But so far as Mexico is only one of a number of sources

of supply for any commodity, the foreign price of this article can
rise only if the alternative supplies are very inelastic (z.^., produced

under conditions of rapidly increasing cost) or if the demand of

Mexican consumers is both very elastic and sufficiently large

* This is the same as a rise in the dollar price of the peso from 33^^ to 40ff.

(Mexico’s exchange rates on other countries will, because of arbitrage operations,

move in the same direction to a similar degree.
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relative to Mexican production to absorb her entire output at a
modest reduction in the peso price. In the absence of either of

these conditions, the foreign price (as, for example, of p)etroleum)

will tend to remain constant, the peso price will fall and Mexican
output and exports will tend to diminish. On the other hand, so

far as concerns exports of which Mexico is the sole or principal

supplier (e.g,, sisal, chicle), the foreign price would tend to rise, its

increase depending principally upon the elasticity of foreign and
home demands and upon their relative importance. An inelastic

foreign demand together with a large and elastic home demand
would be most favorable to an increase in the foreign price. With-
out this distinctly unusual combination, the price of such articles

would rise by a percentage smaller than the increase in the foreign

value of the peso.

With respect to imports, the prices of all commodities for which
Mexico is a minor outlet would tend to fall (in terms of pesos) by
a percentage equivalent to the reduction in the value of foreign

currencies. Suppliers would continue to maintain the same price

in the major markets in dollars), with the result that Mexico
could now buy these products for a smaller outlay in her own cur-

rency. For articles for which Mexico furnishes an important
market, the situation is more complex. If Mexican demand is

very elastic, so that a constant foreign price (lower Mexican price)

would mean greatly enlarged sales, while foreign supplies are

inelastic, the foreign price will tend to rise, which means that any
fall in the peso price will be less than the decline in the foreign

exchanges.^

Let us now summarise as briefly as possible the results of the

foregoing discussion, Wc can .say that under paper currency condi-

tions, the exports of a borrowing country will tend to decline in

volume, cither because their foreign prices rise, or, if this price

increase is less than the rise in the exchange value of the country’s

^ This analysis applies, mutatis mutandis, to a decline in the foreign value
of a country’s currency. It is particularly relevant to the fall in the inter-

national value of the dollar in 1 933. While the dollar price level of both exports
and imports rose, as was to be expected, the rise, between February, 1933, and
February, 1934, was much less than the rise in the foreign exchanges. (Rise
in index of exchange rates, 46^, ; rise in export-price index, 35^?^; rise in import-
price index, 3K^.) The imp)ortance of this country as a market moderated
the increase in the dollar prices of imports, while the predominance of the

domestic market for many of our exporting industries put a restraint on increases

in the prices of their products. The situation was, of course, complicated by
the recovery and agricultural program in this country and by events abroad.
For a fuller discussion, see my article, “Export, Import, and Domestic Prices*

in the United States, 1931-1936,” Review oj Economic Statistics, November, 1937.
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currency, because their production becomes less profitable. The
volume of its imports will tend to increase because of a tendency of

their prices, in domestic currency, to fall. Both export and import-

edmpeting industries will tend to contract, domestic industries to

expand, the latter drawing mobile factors to them from the other

lines. The demand for domestic products and services is provided

by the proceeds of the loan, as the bills of exchange to which it gives

rise are sold on the foreign-exchange market. There need be no

change in the total income of the community, though a shift in the

distribution of this income among industrial groups would appear

inevitable.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

WE have now completed our survey of the main prin-

ciples of international trade, including under that

head the mechanism of adjustment to various types

of disturbance in the balance of payments. While that

survey by no means covers the field exhaustively, this was

not its object. Its primary purpose was to provide the es-

sential theoretical foundation necessary for an understanding

of international economic relations and for an evaluation of

national policies affecting thoje relations. As the preceding

part of this book has been devoted to acquiring the basis

for understanding, so the remainder will be in large part

concerned with the application of that knowledge to the

problems of national policy in international economic affairs.

By a national policy in the sphere of international economic

relations is meant a course of action by a government directed

toward influencing the movement of goods, services, or factors

of production, or aimed at offsetting the effects of such move-

ments. In the field of international trade in goods, two

broad alternative policies have traditionally been opposed

to one another: namely, free trade and protection.^ This

opposition continues to provide one of the principal fields

of conflict over international economic policy in many coun-

tries, notably the English-speaking nations, the Netherlands,

and the Scandinavian countries, while historically it has

^The advocates of free trade and of protection are not, of course, to be

grouped into two sharply separated poles of opinion. Rather there are various

gradations of opinion, ranging all the way from the ardent free trader at one

pole through those who sponsor protection for limited purp>oses to the rabid •

advocate of national self-sufficiency at the other pole.
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furrifihed a perennial topic of debate. Therefore it is

essential that we consider in some detail the case for free

trade and the case for protection.

Increasingly in recent years, however, a rapid growth of

state intervention in a large number of countries ^ has pushed

the issue of free trade versus protection to one side. Instead,

it has been taken for granted, and in the totalitarian countries,

expressly stated, that it is the function of the state to prescribe

the limits of trade, the methods of trade, and even the parties

to trade. Where authoritarian governments rule, it is no

longer a question of freer or more restricted trade, but of

the right to trade at all. To justify this type of policy, the

doctrine of autarky, or national self-sufficiency, has been

promulgated. Although in its essentials this doctrine is

merely a particularly virulent form of protectionism, its

relations to various non-economic forms of natiqnalism and

its rapid spread in recent years warrant us in giving it separate

consideration.

For a thorough understanding of what may be called the

liberal, the restrictive, and the interventionist policies in

the field of trade, some knowledge of the technique of enforc-

ing these policies is necessary. Therefore several chapters

are devoted to a study of tariffs, v.^rious forms of indirect

protection, commercial treaties, and the more recent forms

of restriction and intervention, such as import quotas, ex-

change control, and clearing agreements.^

Just as governments may follow a course of freedom or of

intervention with respect to the international movement of

goods, so likewise with regard to services and factor move-

ments. Shipping, insurance, and banking may be left to

develop on their own, or their growth may be guided or

^ Notably Gennany, Italy, Russia, Poland, Turkey, and most of the nations

of southeastern Europe.
* The policy of free trade implies, in general, a passive course of action, i.^.,

ahttaining from interference with the movement of trade. To establish freer

trade in a world full of barriers, however, requires positive action. This is

• w^U exemplified in the Trade Agreements program of the United States govern-

ment, to which a section of the text is devoted.
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stimulated. Shipping subsidies, mail contracts, discrimina-

tory port duties, and the regulation of coastal shipping are

called to mind as examples of concrete measures in this field.

The international flow of labor is nowadays almost univer-

sally subjected to drastic restrictions by means of immigration

(and in some countries, of emigration) laws. Capital exports,

and in a few instances even capital imports, have been sub-

jected to close control.

For a complete survey of international economic policy,

its applications to services and to movements of labor and

capital should be studied. Since, however, the rationale of

restrictions in these fields is very similar to the justification

of protection or intervention with respect to trade, we under-

take no separate examination of the case for or against barriers

to immigration or to the movements of capital. Nor was

it thought justifiable to devote to these topics the amount of

space that would be necessary to provide an adequate descrip-

tive account of historical movements of labor or capital.

For the latter in particular there is ample literature for the

interested reader.*

It is quite otherwise with another important phase of

national action affecting international economic transactions:

namely, monetary policy. This is no place, of course, to

undertake a detailed study of this intricate and difficult

subject. To ignore it altogether, however, would be to

overlook entirely one of the most important aspects of inter-

national economic problems. For national monetary policy,

especially in recent years, has exercised a profound influence

upon the course not only of trade but also of capital move-

ments. Therefore an attempt will be made to assay the

external effects of certain types of lAonetary policy and to

arrive at a judgment with regard to their relative merits.

In particular the problems of an international monetary

^ Especially worthy of note arc the following works : Hobson, C. K., The

Migration oj British Capital; Feis, Herbert, Europe: The WorltPs Banker, tSyO-

1914; Southard, F. A., American Industry in Europe, For an interesting discussion

of population movements, with especial reference to Japan, see £. F. Penrose

Population Theories and Their Application,
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standard as opposed to independent managed currencies

will be explored.

Besides free trade, protection, and monetary policy, there

are many other courses of national action which have impor-

tant repercussions upon the outside economic world. Among
these we may mention the control of raw materials, various

schemes of price control {e.g., the Stevenson rubber restriction

plan, the Brazilian coffee valorization experiment), coopera-

tion with the economic work of the League of Nations, the

cartel policy of governments, neutrality policy in time of war,

and the ‘imperialistic’’ expansion of the dominant powers.

These forms of national policy, however, are mostly either of

a very specialised sort or are more closely related to the field

of government than to that of economics. They warrant

either broader treatment or more intensive inquiry than it

is the function of this book to provide. For this reason they

are largely excluded from consideration in these pages.

Aside from a formulation of the rationale of the more im-

portant international economic policies, together with a

description of the technical measures of enforcing them, an

evaluation of these policies in the light of economic principles

must somehow be provided. Can the study of economics

furnish such an evaluation? So far as the economist confines

himself to the role of scientist, he is debarred from making

value judgments. For the tasks of science are the marshalling

and ordering of facts, and the discovery of significant relation-

ships between, of basic principles underlying those facts.

Must it not therefore be left to the social philosopher, whose

primary function as a student of social ethics is to formulate

the ends of social conduct and to criticise rival proposals?

If we were to attempt to judge the validity of the ends or

objectivesof economic policy (e.g., of protection), we could only

agree that in doing so wc should be obliged to take on the

role of social philosopher or statesman. For economic theory

is concerned with the use of scarce means to attain given ends,

. not with ends themselves as such. Human ends are taken

by the economist as part of his data, as is likewise the technique
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of production at any time. He properly devotes himself, as

economist, to answering the question “what is?” and not at all

to answering the question “what ought to be?” ^

Is the economist, therefore, excluded entirely from judging

of the merits of rival economic policies? By no means. For,

given the ends of human conduct, there are various means of

attaining them. So far as these means are economic, it is

entirely within the competence of the economist to render

judgment as to their relative merits. If the ends of national

policy be clearly stated, the science of economics provides

the necessary basis for answering several pertinent questions.

Thus it enables us to tell (1) whether given ends can be

achieved by the economic means provided, (2) which of sev-

eral means is likely to prove the most effective, and (3) whether

the attainment of two or more ends involves means which

are incompatible with one another. The provision of the

answers to such questions, while based on the analysis of

Pure Economics or Economic Theory, is generally regarded

as a separate branch of the subject. This branch, Applied

Economics, will be one of our major concerns in the pages

that follow.

A word as to the nature of the social ends which economics

must accept as given is now in order. The most generally

accepted goal of the economic policies of nations is economic

welfare, which, if the distribution of income is provisionally

ignored, may be interpreted to mean the maximisation of the

national income of goods and services. Since the immediate

object of economic activity is the production of wealth, for

the ultimate purpose of satisfying human wants, and since

this ultimate purpose will be most effectively promoted by

maximisation of national income, it seems reasonable to

accept this as the primary goal of policy. In what follows,

then, it will be assumed that the maximisation of the national

income is the desired objective. Where, however, U particu-

' For a fuller discussion of the scope of economics and the relation of the

subject to ethics, see Lionel Robbins, The Nature and Significance of Economic

Science, Chapters I, II, and VI
; J. N. Keynes, The Scope and Method of Political

Economy, Chapters I and II.
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lar policy has been tirged as promoting some other end, such

as military preparedness, we must, as economists, take this

end as given. It will be within our province only to indicate

the effectiveness of the policy as a means of reaching the pre-

scribed goal and to point out the costs involved.*

^ It may be noted that to call attention to costs is merely one way of saying

that the goal in question conflicts to that degree with the wider goal ofmaximum
national income.
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THE CASE FOR FREE TRADE

T
he case for free trade rests upon the inherent advantages

of specialisation. Everyone in the least acquainted

with the subject matter of economics is familiar with

these advantages, so we need merely state them briefly.

They are: (1) the acquisition of skill, (2) the allocation of

work in accordance with the capacities of the human and

material resources available, (3) the saving of time, and

(4) the facilitation of the invention and use of machinery.

Because of these advantages, which are, indeed, merely dif-

ferent sources of increased output, specialisation brings great

economy in the use of productive resources. With a given

quantity of labor and natural resources, the income of a

community will be much greater if each of its members

specialises in an occupation than if all perform in turn the

manifold tasks necessary to the satisfaction of their wants.

Not only will labor be made more efficient by the time thus

saved, the skills acquired, and the adaptation of jobs to men,

but similar benefits will also accompany the utilisation of non-

human resources. For both land and capital will, so far as

conditions permit, be used to perform only those tasks for

which they are best suited, while this use will be more inten-

sive. Moreover, the fourth aforementioned advantage of

specialisation, the facilitation of invention, will ensure not

only that the forms of capital will be most effectively adapted

to their requirements, but also that the quantity of capital

or aids to labor will be more abundant. Thus it becomes

apparent that the most widely accepted end of economic

activity, the maximisation of income, is greatly furthered by
*

specialisation.
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' But specialisation within a given community is limited in

scope. > While a considerable degree thereof may be achieved,

it cannot be carried to its fullest extent in a single locality.

For complete realisation oft^ benefits of specialisation, it must

be not merely local but interregional in character. Only when
regional or geographic specialisation is permitted can the

differing resources of various localities be most fully adapted

to their tasks and utilised most intensively.

Just as specialisation within a single region necessitates an

exchange of goods and services between the numerous

specialised producers, so likewise must territorial specialisa-

tion be accompanied by interregional and'Tnternational trade.

Therefore, since the income of any community or nation is

large just in proportion to the extent to which it specialises,

the greatest possible freedom of trade is justified.

These are the simple essentials of the case for free trade.

It may with advantage, however, be formulated in terms of costs

and prices, and with special reference to international trade.

. We have seen that a basis for international trade exists when

relative prices differ in different countries. With this condi-

tion present, and with national price systems related through

Uhe foreign exchanges, trade will take place in those commodities

(which each country can produce at the lowest money cost.

The immediate and obvious gain from trade consists in the

purchase of an article for a smaller money outlay than would

have been necessary had it been produced at home. The
fundament^ nature of the gain, howl^ver, is to be found in the

larger realjjnepn^^^^ of gopds and services. If we choose to

make at home an article which can only be produced at a

higher cost than abroad, we must devote to the production

of a given quantity of that commodity^ a more valuable collec-

tion of productive ageuis than would be necessary if we used

^ those agents to produce exports and with these acquired the

same product at the lower foreign price. By trading we are

thus enabled to fre^ some portion of our productive resources

for the satisfaction of other wants. . As ^result our national

income is larger by whatever these relea.^d resources* produce.
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By way of illustration, let us assume that it costs $3 a yard

to produce woollen cloth in the United States, $2 in England.

To acquire a million yards of cloth, three million dollars’

worth of scarce and valuable agents will be required if it is

made here, but only two million dollars’ worth (devoted to the

production of exports) if we buy abroad.^ Under free trade,

we would make our purchases in the cheapest market. The
result in this instance would be that a million dollars’ worth

of productive agents would be freed to enlarge our income in

the production of other commodities.

It is of some interest to note that the argument for free trade

just presented is essentially the same as that advanced by

Adam Smith over a century and a half ago. This great

opponent of Mercantilism then said

:

What is prudence in the conduct of every private family can

scarce be folly in that of a great kingdom. If a foreign country

can supply us with a commodity cheaper than we ourselves can

make it, better buy it of them with some part of the produce of our

own industry employed in a way in which we have some advan-

tage. The general industry of the country, being always in

proportion to the capital which employs it, will not thereby be

diminished, . . . but only left to find out the way in which it can

be employed with the greatest advantage. It is certainly not

employed to the greatest advantage when it is thus directed to-

wards an object which it can buy cheaper than it can make. The
value of its annual produce is certainly more or less diminished

when it is thus turned away from producing commodities evidently

of more value than the commodity which it is directed to produce.

According to the supposition, that commodity could be purchased

from foreign countries cheaper than it can be made at home. It

could therefore have been purchased with a part only of the com-
modities, or, what is the same thing, with a part only of the price

of the commodities, which the industry employed by an equal

capital would have produced at home, had it been left to follow

its natural course.^

In addition to the principal benefit of free trade— the

enhancement of real income — there are certain incidental

^ To be strictly accurate, the illustration should be confined to the marginal

increment, since the relative costs of producing earlier units may be quite different. •

- Adam Smith, Wealth <0/ Natiotis, I, p. 401 (Everyman’s edition),
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advantages as well. One of the most important of thew is

the tendency toward the improvement of industrial technique

that results from the enlargement. jQf the area ofjCQBipetition.

It is generally agreed that, except in naturally, monopolistic

industries, competition is a stimulant of progress,and in^roye-

ment. International competition is no exception to the rule.

Moreover, a second incidental advantage of free trade derives

from this competition; the establishment of a monopoly is

made that much more difficult.

Both the primary and the collateral benefits of free trade

are similar to the effects of a cheapening of the means of

transport and communication, which permits us to take fuller

advantage of the possibilities of geographical specialisation.

An interesting commentary on the situation, showing that

the effects of free trade are ill understood, is to be found in

the fact that the improvements in the nineteenth century in

transportation and communication, which continually lowered

the costs of acquiring want-satisfydng goods and thereby.raised

our standards of living, were accompanied during much
of this period by a simultaneous heightening of our tariff

barriers. It was as if we perversely chose to deny ourselves

the fruits of our expanding railways, our improving shipping,

and our spreading telephones and telegraphs. Yet in spite

of rising tariffs, these improvements together with the in-

creasing demands of growing communities and the continuing

and ever-changing international coSt differences resulted in a

mounting flow of goods between nations, mute but convincing

evidence of the fact that .trade is beneficial.

Indeed, if the objective of the maximisation of national

income be accepted, the basic argument for free trade is

irrefutable, since a policy of free trade is an undeniably

effective means of promoting that end. /, As long as the op-

ponents of freedom admit the importance of economic

welfare, ih the sense of the level of income, they cannot suc-

cesrfully attack the free trade argument directly: for to such

direct attacks it is invulnerable. To establish a rational

caM for intervention or protection, they have two alternatives.
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( On.the onfc hand, they may show that the undraiable j^aiii

of free trade will be more than offset”^ othCT directions

;

that it carries vdth it, in addition to advantages supple-

mentary to the main one, suppleinentary disadyi^tages which

are naore than sufficient to offset all the gains. ^On the other

hand, while admitting the importance of raising the national

income, they may postulate other ends equaUy or more

impqrtant, and attempt to prove that protection is an effective

means of furthering these rival ends.

We shall consider both these types of argument. With

respect to the &st, our judgment must rest upon an analysis

of the reality of the supposed offsetting disadvantages and

upon a weighing of the real disadvantages against the ad-

vantages. With respect to the second kind of argument,

while we cannot as economists challenge the validity of

other ends than economic welfare, we can examine the

efficacy of the proposed means of achieving these rival goals

and point out the cost, in terms of income foregone, of pursu-

ing them.
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APPENDIX

REAL VERSUS MONEY COSTS AS A BASIS
FOR THE CASE FOR FREE TRADE

There is, it must be admitted, some difference of opinion among

economists with respect to the foregoing defense of free trade. This

disagreement relates, not to the reality of the advantages of a free-

trade policy, but fo the formal requirements of a proof of thosit
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advantages. Thus it has been urged that to reach a clear-cut deci-

sion as to the merits of free trade as compared with protection,' it is

not enough to show that real income would be larger under the

former than under the latter policy. The relative real cost of obtain-

ing income under each policy must also be considered. The issue

has been clearly stated by Professor Viner : “It is necessary to show
the comparative returns of income per unit of outgo under the two

policies, and those units of outgo must be measured in terms having

real value significance.*’ ^

The basic soundness of this position is not to be gainsaid. There

is no question that, even though the income obtainable under free

trade can be shown to be larger than that obtainable under protec-

tion, nonetheless the latter policy may be preferable if it cannot also

be shown that the larger income is not procured at a disproportion-

ately greater cost in terms of disutility. The attempt to utilise a

comparison of real costs as well as a comparison of results in terms of

real income in support of a policy of free trade meets, however, the

same logical difficulties as are encountered by the attempt to explain

international prices by real costs. For a quantitative measure of

costs is necessary if we are to make an intelligible comparison, and
the only quantitatively measurable costs are money costs. Unless

we can make the classical assumption that money costs correspond

rather closely to real costs, a demonstration of the benefits of free

trade must be sought along other lines.

Now with respect to any possible correspondence of real and
money costs, two points may be made. P'irst, the immobility of

labor as between certain non-competing groups established a strong

presumption that wages in the higher-paid occupations do not reflect

a disutility of labor greater than exists in the lower-paid groups.

(If anything, the disutility in many highly-paid occupations is less

than in those where the pay is lower.) This means that even if

wages were the sole element in money costs, the prices of commodities

produced by different kinds of labor could not be said to indicate

relative real costs. Second, since the disutility of labor and the

disutility connected with saving are presumably different in kind, and
since no bridge can be built between the two, it is impossible to add
together wage and interest elements of money cost and say they

represent a certain total of real costs. This difficulty could only be
avoided if we could assume labor and capital combined in constant

proportions. We know, however, that these proportions vary con-

siderably from industry to industry.

^ Viner, Jacob, “The Doctrine of Comparative Costs,” tVeltwirtsckaftliches

Afdw. Vol. 36 (1932), p. 401.
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What we are actually confronted with, in attempting to decide as

to the merits of free trade and protection, is the possibility of using a

certain collection of valuable resources to produce a certain quantity

of a given commodity (A) at home or of using those resources to

produce A indirectly, by first producing exports. We know that if

direct domestic production involves higher money costs than obtain

abroad if the industry requires protection), we can procure the

same quantity of A through importation by the use of a smaller col-

lection of valuable resources than would be required under pro-

tection, thereby releasing some portion of our resources for the

production of additional real income (B). We do not know, and

have no means of knowing, whether the outgo (in terms of real cost)

required to produce A under protection is greater or less than the

outgo required to produce A plus B under free trade. The value of

the real resources used in each case is the same, though their com-
position, owing to the fact of variable proportions, will probably differ.

This is a situation frequently encountered in real life*. We are

often called upon to reach decisions on the basis of limited evidence.

Various relevant and important factors may be involved, about

which we can obtain no reliable information. When this is the

case, the normal and intelligent procedure is to act upon the evidence

we do possess, treating those matters about which we lack informa-

tion as irrelevant to our determination of policy— as indeed they

are. A similar procedure would appear to be justified in judging as

to the merits of free trade and protection. To reach a conclusive

decision, completely satisfying from the standpoint of logic, we would

need to know the real costs of each policy, as well as the real income

realised. But we do not and cannot know whether a given number
of dollars’ worth of unskilled labor does or does not represent the

same real cost or disutility as an equal number of dollars’ worth of

skilled labor or of the services of capital. Therefore it is impossible

to compare the real costs in an industry fostered by protection with

the presumably different constellation of real costs in the industries

(export and alternative-product industries) which would exist under

a policy of free trade

' It may be noted that since land is a productive agent of non-human origin,

there is no real cost connected with its employment. Nonetheless the fact

that its use for one purpose precludes its use for another purpose means that

the employment of land docs involve an opportunity cost, that land utilisa-

tion costs something in terms of alternative products foregone.^ So far as

resources used in the free-trade-protection illustration consist of land, the

alternative-product or gains-in-real-income approach is the only one capable

of including land costs as an integral part of the analysis. The comparative

cost justification of free trade is forced to take land into account as a dangling *

addition to the main case^
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Since it is impossible to procure any quantitative evidence as to

the relative magnitude of real costs under the alternative policies

being considered, we are obliged, as in other similar situations, to

treat real costs as a matter of indifference and to decide the issue on

the basis of the available evidence on the side of income. It is still

true that real costs may be significant to those who incur them, and
they probably influence — in a quantitatively indeterminate way,

through influencing the scarcity of the factors— money costs. But

since the policy decision in question must rest on quantitative com-
parisons, for this decision unmeasurable real costs are of no sig-

nificance.

Inasmuch as not all the evidence required for an absolutely con-

clusive judgment is obtainable, the judgment in favor of free trade

must be regarded as probable only, though one having a very high

degree of probability. Moreover, since no inquiry is capable of

showing that real costs are higher under free trade than under pro-

tection or vice versa, and since all the measurable evidence is positively

on the side of free trade, we have as much reason as is frequently

provided in human affairs for accepting a verdict in favor of that

policy.



CHAPTER HI

THE NATURE AND EFFECTS OF TARIFFS

THE NATURE OF TARIFFS

A ^TARIFF is a schedule of duties levied upon the

importation of commodities into a given nation from

abroad. Such import duties, when they are effective,

almost universally raise the prices in the taxing country of the

goods upon which they are imposed. They may be levied

for the purpose of revenue, as part of a general tax^program^

or for the purpose of protection, as a means of encouraging the

domestic production of the article taxed.

^Clearly, every duty imposes a cost. In the case of revenue

duties, it is, like any other tax, simply part of the cost of

maintaining the government. In the case of protective

duties (which are, of course, effective just to the extent to

which they exclude imports) the cost takes the form of the

higher price consumers pay for the protected article. There

are, however, two exceptions to the rule that every duty

involves a cost. One is when the tax is ineffective, that is,

when no imports are excluded by reason of the duty. In

general, import duties on commodities of which the country

imposing the duty is an exporter arc of this nature. The
other exception, of negligible practical importance, is when
the entire duty is paid by the foreign exporter. This situation

can arise only when the duty-levying country completely

dominates the other or^y/hen the exporter has d monopoly
and the new duty is less than the monopoly profit previously

obtained.^

Protective duties are in their very essence discriidinatory.

That is, each such duty picks out for special treatment the

^ On the latter point see C. E. Griffin, Principles of Foreign Tradi, p. 409.
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industry whose products it protects.^ Obviously, special

treatment cannot be accorded everyone
;
hence any attempt

to make protection universal would be self-defeating, for if

all prices were raised by such means to a similar degree, every

producer’s relative position would be the same as before.

Universal “protection” would require, of course, not only

duties of identical proportionate weight on all imports, but

also equivalent bounties on the products of all domestic and

exporting industries. If the policy were limited to the

imposition of duties upon all imports, there would be dis-

crimination in favor of the import-competing industries.

DIRECT EFFECTS OF IMPORT DUTIES^

With the exception noted above, that duties imposed upon

exported commodities are ineffective, it may be said that the

direct effects of import duties depend upon cost conditions

in the industry concerned. That is, their outcome will vary

as the industry is one of constant, of increasing, or of decreasing

costs. In what follows, we shall assume the absence of costs

of transport, which in practice are tantamount to a duty of

equivalent weight. We shall also assume the same type of

cost conditions (constant, increasing, decreasing) to prevail in

both the countries compared, an assumption which might

occasionally not correspond with the facts.

^

(a) Constant Costs, — If the country imposing the duty has

been importing the product, it must have been importing

its entire consumption, since under constant costs, foreign

^ The discriminatory nature of protection is made even clearer if one remem-
bers that a protective import duty is essentially similar in its effects, so far as

the producers of the protected commodity are concerned, to a bounty. In

the one case, producers arc enabled to charge consumers a higher price for

their wares
; in the other, their income is enlarged by a direct payment from

the government.
® In this and the following section, I am heavily indebted to Haberler’s

discussion of the subject (The Theory of International Trade^ Chapters XI,
XII, XV). His analysis of the case of increasing costs is closely followed,

and while he does not consider decreasing costs, his excellent reasons for not

doing so arc reproduced.
® The reasoning presented in these pages could readily be extended to fit

any pair of combinations of different cost conditions, desired.
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costs would have been below domestic costs for anjr^volurgte

of output. If the duty is less than the difference in costs,

imports will be reduced, production abroad will decline, and
the price of the commodity will be raised by the full amount
of the duty. If, on the other hand, the duty is equal to or

greater than the difference in costs, imports will be entirely

excluded and the price will rise by the difference between

foreign and domestic costs.

(b) Increasing Costs. — A duty on a commodity produced at

increasing cost will, unless prohibitive of imports altogether,

lead to a difference between the domestic and the foreign

price equal to the duty. If the difference is more, further

importation will be profitable
;

the flow of imports will bring

down the domestic price. If the difference is less, imports

will be sold at a loss; the consequent reduction in their

volume will permit the domestic price to rise.

To say that after the imposition of the duty the domestic

and the foreign price will differ by the amount of the tax by

no means implies, however, that the price of the protected

commodity in the importing country (domestic price) will

rise by the amount of the duty. Under the assumed condi-

tions of increasing costs, price and cost in the importing coun-

try (I) will rise as output expands; in the exporting country

(E) they will fall as output contracts. When adjustment to a

newly-imposed duty has been achieved, the price of the pro-

tected commodity in I will have risen by as much less than

the duty as the price in E has fallen.

A diagrammatic representation of the situation may serve

to make the nature of the adjustment clear. The figure on the

next page shows the conditions of supply and demand of a

given commodity in two countries between which unrestricted

trade in that article is assumed to exist. The right side of

the diagram relates to the exporting country, with the hori-

zontal scale of quantity produced reading from 0 to the right.

The left side relates to the importing country, with the

horizontal scale of quantity produced reading from 0 to the

left. The vertical price scale is common to both parts of the
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figure. In the absence of trade between the two countries,

the price in I would be quantity produced or supply, q<,

while in E price would be P„ supply q.. With the opening

of trade, output in E, the country with the lower costs, would

expand, with cost gradually increasing. In I the competition

of imports would force a contraction of output, with cost

gradually declining. Equilibrium would be established at a

price P common to both countries (ignoring transport costs),

with the total demand in I (di) satisfied partly by domestic

production (represented by the distance Osi on the horizontal

scale), partly by imports (s.d,). Total output in E would be

Os,, of which Od, would go to domestic consumers, while

d,s, would be exported. Costs of marginal producers would

be equal in both countries at P. (In this diagram, as in all

relating to similar conditions, the P line must be so drawn

that the portion of it included between the demand and

supply curves in E is equal to the portion included between

the comparable curves in I..)

Now let us consider the changes introduced by the imposi-

tion of an import duty in I. A prohibitive tariff, that is, a

duty equal to or greater than the vertical distance between

P. and P<, would simply bring about a reversion to the

situation that existed before the opening of trade. A duty

of less than that amount would work in the same direction

but to a lesser degree. Since such a duty would appear to

producers in £ as a diminution of foreigq demand, or alterna-
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tivejy, as a reduction in the price obtainable in I by the

amount of die duty, its effects naay be shown by lowering

the entire I-section of the diagram by that sum. (See Figure

11.) Thus in I the new curves S'S' and D'D' replace SS and

DD at a level lower by T, the amount of the duty.

A new equilibrium will be established at a price P' such

that the section of the price line P'P' lying between the E
curves (d/s/, exports from E) is equal to the section of it

lying between the I curves (d/s/, — imports into I). The
price in E will thus fall from P to P', a new lower marginal

cost, while the price in I will rise by the amount of the duty T
less the reduction in costs, PP'. (The price in I must now
be measured from the lower horizontal axis starting at O'.)

In E, output contracts from Osa to Os,', with, of course, a

lowering of marginal costs from P to P'. Exports shrink

from d,s« to d.'s*', while domestic consumption expands

from Ode to Od«'. In I, the new higher price O'P' permits

an expansion of output from Os< to 0's<', while total consump«
tion (home production plus imports) declines from Od,- to

O'd/.

Obviously this method has its shortcomings, since it relates

to only one commodity at a time and requires the assumption
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that all other things remain unchanged. It is, however, a

useful method for analysing the effects of a particular duty

if we can ignore the indirect effects, changes in the balance

of payments, in the monetary situation, and consequent

possible shifts in the demand and supply of other commodities.

Often these changes are relatively unimportant, in which

case the foregoing analysis will be substantially correct.

When they cannot be ignored, this method will give us only a

rough first approximation to a solution. A full answer would

require an impossibly complex tracing of a long and intricate

series of reactions. Even in such a situation, however, the

first approximation might be substantially corrected by

taking into account the more important and obvious of the

indirect effects of the duty.

The foregoing discussion shows the nature of the direct

consequences of the imposition of a duty. Attention may
now be called to certain factors which determine the degree

of price change to be expected. The rise in price in I will

vary directly and the fall in price in E inversely with the

volume and elasticity of supply in the exporting country (E).^

Great elasticity of supply in E slow rise in costs as output

is increased) means a rapid contraction of output as the price

received for exports falls. Thus I will be forced to produce

more of her requirements at home, and at higher costs, than

if E restricted her output but little {i,e,^ had an inelastic

supply). This very elasticity of E’s supply will therefore

necessitate but a relatively small decline in her price.

On the other hand, the rise in price in I will vary inversely

and the fall in price in E'directly with the volume and elas-

ticity of home supply in the importing country (I). For an

elastic supply there means that efforts to increase domestic

* That the volume or absolute amount both of supply and of demand is

relevant may be briefly made clear. It is the slope or inclination of the curves

which determine how much, for example, costs will rise in the importing country
as a result of the imfXDsition of a duty. And the slope is determined by both

the elasticity and the amount of the demand or supply. A larger supply (or

demand) will have a more gradual slope than a smaller one with the same

elasticity. See Haberler, op. cit., p. 229, a.
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outjjut in meeting the demand of the protected market will

meet with only slowly rising costs. So far as E is concerned,

she will be more rapidly replaced in her export market by

protected competitors, and thus will be forced to contract

output more (retire to a lower cost margin) than if output in I

could only be increased at rapidly rising costs.

Similarly, the degree of price change will in part be de-

termined by the nature of the demand schedules in both

countries. The larger and more elastic is demand in the

importing country, the less will the price rise there and the

more will it fall in the exporting country. For with an

elastic demand, the quantity taken falls off rapidly as price

rises. This means that in the face of a tariff-induced price

rise, the total quantity both of imports and of domestic

production required will contract sharply. Domestic output

will expand but little, with only a moderate increase of costs,

while production in E will shrink considerably, with equilib-

rium being established at a lower level of marginal costs than

if Ps demand were inelastic.

On the other hand, the larger and more clastic is demand
in the exporting country, the less will the price fall there and

the more will it rise in the importing country. For elasticity

of demand in E means that, as the price falls, upon the con-

traction of output, the market partially lost in I will be

rapidly replaced by the entry of new buyers at home. Total

output will shrink less than it would under conditions of

inelastic demand, but exports will shrink more. In I, a

larger proportion of the total demand will have to be satisfied

by means of domestic production at steadily increasing costs.

(c) Decreasing Costs, — On the assumption that decreasing

costs are to be found in a competitive industry, it is clear that

with trade free, the entire output of a commodity f)roduced

under such conditions of cost would come from that one of two

trading countries whose level of costs was the loweV. For if

the equilibrium price in the absence of trade is lower in one

country than in the other, not only will the opening of trade

bring about a reduction of costs in the exporting country, but
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also it will be impossible for producers in the importing country

to compete in supplying any portion of the home demand.

This can be clezuly seen from the diagram below.

A duty (less than prohibitive) on a commodity produced

under decreasing-cost conditions would raise its price in the

importing country by as much more than the duty as costs

were raised in the exporting country by the contraction of

output. In the latter country, the price would rise by the

increase in costs.*

There is, however, a fundamental objection to this whole

method of approach, for it rests upon the assumption of the

continuance of competition. If decreasing costs, so far at

^Such a situation is illustrated by the following diagram;

Price

Quantity In 1 Quantity in E

Figure III

In isolation, prices in the two countries would be Pc and P» respectively. With
the opening of trade, equilibrium would be established at the price P, with

imports into I of Od* of course equal to exports from E (deSe). The imposition

in 1 of a duty of amount T would, by contracting the demand for E’s exports,

force her producers back to a higher cost level, P', at which exports just matched
I’s effective demand for the commodity at this price. The price of the com-
modity thus rises in E by the increase in costs, PP' ; in I it rises by this sum plus

the duty, or from OP to O'P'.

A further unrealistic assumption should also be indicated at this point.

This is one implicit in the foregoing argument, that the curve of decreasing

costs is reversible, that a reduction of output will raise costs by as much
a$ they are lowered by a corresponding expansion of output over the same
portion of the curve. When the volume of production shrinks, it is highly

unlikely that all of the economics, both internal and external, discovered at

the larger output would be lost to producers. Hence with a decline of produc-

tioili costs would rise less rapidly than they fell with the original expansion.
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least, as they depend on the realisation of internal economies,*

are inconsistent with the maintenance of competition, we
would be confronted with a problem ofmonopoly price. And
it seems highly probable that the existence of continuous

decreasing costs (a steadily declining cost curve) under corn-

petitive conditions is an impossibility. For internal economies

are economies of large-scale production, and if at any time an

increase in the size of the plant will reduce costs, it may be

assumed that competition will lead to the establishment of

plants of this optimum size. It would be to the interest of

every producer to act so as to bring about this result. Thus
in any given indvistry, plants will tend to increase in size until

no further economies are available, when the situation becomes

one of increasing or constant cost, or until the individual firms

become so large relative to the market that the assumptions of

perfect competition no longer hold.

If internal economies be ruled out as a basis for steadily

decreasing costs under competitive conditions, there remain

for consideration those economies external to the individual

plant, which cannot be forecast and thus cannot enter into the

calculations of business men. A distinguishing characteristic

of external economies is their vagueness and uncertainty. No

‘ Both internal and external economies, it will be recalled, arise in the course

of an increase in the output of an entire industry. Internal economies represent

the opportunity afforded of furthering the division of labor or the use of

machinery, or of utilising more fully existing specialised workers and machinery,

within each individual plant. External economies are, as the term implies,

external to the individual plant. They are general developments that accom-
pany expanding industry, such as an enlarged and more readily available

supply of trained labor, or the establishment of a trade journal with its technical

news and information, that tend to lower costs all round without any action

on the part of the entrepreneurs in the industry itself.

Internal economies must, of course, be confined to the adoption of existing

and proved machinery and techniques, to changes in the combination of the

agents of production or in the allocation of tasks which could bel' predicted.

They must exclude the introduction of new inventions and newly-devised tech-

niques
; Such changes are not a cause of decreasing costs, but serve to lower

by a definite amount any type of cost curve, be it increasing, ddbreasing, or

Constant. (On this point, see Garver and Hansen, Principles of EconornkSy

pp. 237-246.) We may also note that each type of cost curve expresses a

functional relationship between output and unit cost without regard to time.

In other words, they represent not a history of costs and output but a technical

connection between the two variables.
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one can count on them beforehand, and, indeed, if they do

turn up, they may, as Haberler suggests, be offset by disecon-

omies (congested freight routes or means of communication,

higher prices for the means of production) or they may
“benefit not only one individual industry, but many industries

simultaneously or possibly manufacturing as a whole relative

to agriculture.” ^ Therefore it does not seem that they pro-

vide a sound or significant foundation for prediction, i,e.^ for

the extrapolation of the (decreasing) cost curve.

If the industry in the country imposing a duty were in the

temporary stage of decreasing costs to which reference has

been made, the analysis already suggested would be appli-

cable. If, however, it had already attained the status of a

monopoly, or were to do so under the stimulus of a duty, such

a duty would create or strengthen the monopoly. Whether

the price would be raised by the full amount of the duty would

depend upon monopolistic considerations as to maximum net

revenue.

INDIRECT EFFECTS OF IMPORT DUTIES

The imposition of an import duty is almost certain to affect

indirectly the demands for other commodities, and therewith

the volume of these goods produced and their prices. The

nature of this indirect effect will depend upon the elasticity of

the demand for the protected commodity. If the demand be

highly elastic, the rise in price resulting from the duty will

release purchasing power to be spent upon other goods; if

inelastic, expenditure upon other products will be reduced.

Only with an elasticity of demand of unity will the total

expenditure upon other commodities remain unchanged

;

even so, its relative distribution among these goods may
be altered. Also to be considered is the way in which the

‘ Haberler, op. cit., p. 208. For a fuller discussion of internal and external

economies from the point of view presented here, which closely follows that

of Haberler, see his book, pp. 198-208. Also see the discussion by

K. L. Anderson, “Tariff Protection and Increasing Returns*’ {Explorations in

Economics^ Gnaptcr XV)
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state spends the revenue received from imports subject to

the duty.

}

It is clear that if demand schedules in the duty-levying

country are significantly changed, an alteration in the struc-

ture of production will be entailed. A similar result will also

be brought about from a different direction. A reduction of

imports means, in the long run, a reduction of exports. Fac-

tors of production will be released from the export industries

and will tend to move into the protected industries and into

industries which may have benefited from the changed

demands of the consumers. To the extent to which the

demand for factors differs in the latter as compared with the

export industries, there will be some adjustment of factor

prices. In the short-run transition period after the intro-

duction (or raising) of a tariff, during which exports may
temporarily continue at the old level, the excess in the supply

of exchange will lead to a fall in the value of foreign currencies.

Under the gold standard, this will tend to bring about gold

imports or at least a relative expansion of credit in the pro-

tecting country, with consequent possible changes in the dif-

ferent categories of prices. Under paper-currency conditions,

the exchange rate will simply fall sufficiently to restore price

equilibrium with the rest of the world.

When the tariff is imposed on raw materials or instruments

of production, the cost of exports embodying these materials

or using these instruments will rise. A decline in the volume

of exports will then be brought about directly, rather than in

the indirect fashion following the imposition of duties on con-

sumers’ goods. This effect may be overcome by a drawback

(a remission of the duty on raw materials, etc., used in the

production of exports). Injury to an industry processing or

finishing raw materials for domestic consumption may be

offset by a compensating duty on the finished product. Thus
manufacturers of woollen textiles whose raw material is subject

to a protective duty will have their position relative to foreign

competitors equalised if duties equivalent to those on the raw

material are imposed on the imported finished fabrics.
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CHAPTER IV

THE CASE FOR PROTECTION

B
efore embarking upon a discussion of the arguments

for protection, it will be well to consider briefly a point

which many protectionists ignore. This is the relation-

ship between exports and imports. When a country increases

its restrictions upon the entry ofgoods from abroad, imports will

decline. But is it certain that, as many writers hold, exports

will fall off by an equivalent amount? There is, of course, no
direct connection between any individual import and export,

for example, between the purchase by an American of several

cases of French wines and the sale abroad by some other

American of an automobile. Each of these transactions is

carried out without relation to the other; each brings into

action the credit machinery of international trade, involving

the purchase of or the sale to a bank of a bill of exchange.

If, however, our earlier analysis of the foreign exchanges and
the balance of payments be recalled, it will be granted that a

considerable change in the value of a country’s total imports is

very likely to produce a similar change in the value of its total

exports. It will be remembered that the chief items in any

balance of payments are goods, services, loans, interest and
dividends, and gold, all of which may appear on both sides of

the accounts, A large reduction in merchandise imports, by
depriving foreigners of an important means of acquiring cur-

rency in the protectionist country, will leave a gap in the bal-

ance of payments which must in some way be filled. Now it

is true that balance may be restored, not only by an equivalent

reduction of exports, but also by a sufficient decline in any
other credit item, as well as by a like increase in any of the <

debit items. For example, the reduced purchasing power of

301
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the foreigners may cause them to buy fewer services from the

restricting nation, or to lend it smaller sums if it has been bor-

rowing abroad. If it has been shipping gold to balance its

international accounts, it will now need to send less by the

amount to which imports have diminished. Interest and

dividends are unlikely to be directly aflFectcd, since they relate

to pre-existing holdings of foreign securities. With respect to

reduced borrowing, since the rate and direction of inter-

national capital movements depend primarily upon differences

in interest rates, what happens will be determined by the

credit policies of the nations concerned. If the protectionist

country reduces discount rates, and/or if discount rates are

raised in the countries whose exports suffer, any movement of

capital into the former will tend to be lessened. Such a change

is, however, by no means certain, particularly in view of the

fact that nowadays central banks direct their activities prima-

rily toward evoking stability of business conditions. Moreover,

any reduction in borrowing is contingent upon the existence

of borrowing by the protectionist country in the first place.

Look now at the possible changes in the debit side (pay-

ments due to foreigners) of the international accounts. A
decrease in imports may be matched by an increase in any of

the other items on this side, llierc is little likelihood that a

restriction of imports will lead nationals of the country taking

such action to purchase additional services (shipping, banking,

insurance) from foreigners, since thc.se services are closely

related to the volume of goods movements. Nor are interest

and dividends likely to be much affected. This leaves loans

and gold for consideration. If the requisite changes in relative

interest rates occur, the volume of foreign lending will tend to

increase.^ Finally, gold may move into the protecting coun-

try in settlement of the credit balance. Neither increased

foreign lending nor inward gold movements can go on in-

' Indeed, the immediate effect of a restriction of imports is an increa.se of

short-term foreign Jending, in the form of larger bank balances in foreign

centers. This will be the re.sult if, a.s is probable, exports and the other credit
* items continue in unreduced volume, thereby creating a temporary excess

in the supply of exchange over the current ordinary d*emands.
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definitely, however, without provoking a cpunterbalancing

movement of merchandise exports or imports. For soon or

late the accumulation of interest charges will exceed current

new loans, unless there is a cumulative expansion in the rate

of lending, while the flow of gold is, for obvious reasons,

essentially a temporary phenomenon. Moreover, as we know,

the movement of gold tends to produce price and income

changes which will lead to a decline of exports and an increase

of imports.^

A process of elimination thus leads to the conclusion that

— in the absence of special circumstances — a tariff-induced

reduction of imports will necessitate a roughly equal shrinkage

of exports. Services, being rather closely related to goods

movements, and interest and dividends, reflecting prior inter-

national lending, must be ruled out of both sides of the account

as potentially important sources of adjustment changes. A
significant decline in an outward gold flow or in foreign bor-

rowing can take place only if gold or securities have previously

been leaving the import-restricting country. Smaller capital

imports, moreover, depend upon appropriate changes in

relative interest rates. An increase in foreign lending requires

this same condition, and is also, together with an inward gold

movement, essentially a temporary stop-gap. Thus while the

immediate effect of a restriction of imports need not be an

equivalent reduction in the value of exports, in the long run

this outcome is to be expected, unless there is a definite reason

for anticipating that the necessary adjustment in the balance

of payments will be brought about in another manner. In

other words, the burden of proof rests upon those who assert

that action which restricts the sales of foreigners will not

equally restrict their purchases.

Let us now titrn to the arguments advanced in support of

protective tariffs. These may be grouped into two main
•

' The foregoing discussion applies lo gold-standard conditions. If the

country introducing the restrictions is on an inconvertible-paper-currency

basis, its action will, by raising the foreign value of its currency^ tend to cause

a much more direct and^inunediate reduction of its exports.
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divisions : those which rest upon popular fallacies and those

which are based upon serious economic reasoning. The'fact

that the case for protection cis commonly presented appeals

primarily to the first type of argument is hzirdly strange, since

economic fallacy often, if not generally, finds wider acceptance

than truth; but it is an interesting commentary on the intellec-

tual strength of protectionism.

ARGUMENTS RESTING UPON POPULAR FALLACIES

/ (a) The Maintenance of Wages, or the Protection of the Standard

of Living.— This is one of the most widely used and certainly

one of the hoariest arguments for protection,, frequently found

in the writings of self-styled ‘^economists.” It insists that a

country with high wages will be undersold by a low-wage,
‘‘pauper-lAbor” country, and that in the ensuing competition,

the wage level of the former must be driven down. Protection

against imports from cheap-labor areas is therefore felt to be

justified as a means of maintaining a high standard of living.

This argument rests upon a complete misconception of the

relation between wages and prices. High wages are the con-

sequence of high productivity of labor. They will never be

the cause of high costs and high prices unless labor is inefficient.

But the combination of high wages with inefficient labor is

most unlikely since employers rarely pay labor more than it is

worth.^^1 Economic theory tells us that any class of labor tends

to receive a wage equal to its marginal productivity. In a

country where labor is generally productive, wages in the

leading lines of industry will be high, as they will likewise

be in less important branches which must compete with the

former for their labor^

According to the theory developed in earlier chapters, we
also know that countries will specialise in the production of

those commodities which require relatively large amounts of

their most.abundant and hence cheapest, factors. Therefore

the possession of plentiful cheap labor of a certain kind will, of

course, constitute an advantage in international competition—
'so far as concerns products which can be efficiently produced
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by ijicthods which require nHjich_qf this.a3!rt oLIabor. Other

countries, with relatively abundant capital, or land, or labor

of another type (technicaf or skilled labor, as contrasted with

semi-skilled or unskilled) will have aprice advanmge in com-

moditics which require primarily these factors in their pro-

duction.

Thus Japan is a formidable competitor in the world’s

markets for tea, silk, chinaware, and certain types of cheap,

mass-production articles, while the United States is no less

formidable where automobiles, typewriters, industrial and

agricultural machinery, cotton, wheat, and petroleum prod-

ucts are in question. In the production of certain goods,

especially of cotton textiles, Japanese competition with the

United States and with other countries, in particular Great

Britain, is very sharp. But such competition is nothing new.

Industries developed in one country often prove to be adapted

to productive conditions elsewhere. Their expansion into

these other regions is to be expected, is indeed inevitable in a

progressive world. The most effective way of meeting it is not

by the erection of a tariff wall, which cuts off export markets

and reduces the national dividend, but by means of improve-

ments in technique, readapting the industry to the productive

conditions (relative factor supply) in the country where the

industry originated. It may of course be that a particular

industry, though developed in one region, turns out later on to

be definitely and incomparably better suited to some other

rejgion. ^Jn that event, the best long-run solution— at least

from the point of view of maximising the national income—
is^o face the necessary readjustment and facilitate, it .by every

means possible.^^

It is not to be denied, of course, that readjustments of this

sort are painful. Moreover, they may be expected to con-

tinue, since many types of manufactures, notably those in

which automatic machinery finds ready applicatidn, tend to

spread widely over the earth’s surface, in particular to coun-

^ For a specially good discussion of the threat of iow^wage competition^ •

see F. W. Taussig, Some Aspects of the Tariff Qwstion^ pp. 42-49,
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tries with plentiful cheap labor. There is no reason, however,

to expect a lowering of wage levels in the older manufacturing

nations. In the long run, according to the basic principles of

international trade, countries such as Japan should increas-

ingly dominate in those industries requiring abundant cheap

labor, while the older manufacturing countries should more

and more specialise in industries in which new techniques,

large capital investment, and skilled and technical labor are of

considerable importance. This is merely the natural path of

development along the lines of international specialisation,

leading in the end to an enlarged volume of world trade and

higher standards of living, rather than lower, for all con-

cerned. The nineteenth century witnessed just such a transi-

tion in the spread of the Industrial Revolution from England

to Germany and the United States. There was then no

lessening of the basis for industrial differentiation, and there

was a great increase in standards of living in each of these

countries and in the volume of mutually beneficial trade.

No reason exists for expecting any different result in the future.

The costs of such a development are essentially of a short-

run, frictional nature. This does not mean, however, that

they are not serious— unemployment, idle equipment, and

business losses are always serious. But their size varies

directly with the rapidity of the change to which adjustment

has to be made. When this change is gradual, as much of it

has been in the past, the tempo of adjustment and its attendant

temporary dislocations are bearable. For this reason, a slow

process is to be desired by all concerned.^

(b) Protection of the Horne Market, — By raising a tariff wall

against imports and thus stimulating the growth of home
industries, it is argued, we thereby develop purchasers for

* The intensity of recent Japanese competition in textiles is a phenomenon
of rapid chan^^e, in particular of changing currency relationships. The excessive

depreciation of the yen on the foreign exchanges has been chiefly responsible

for the difficulties of the British textile industry. ForJapanese wages have always

been low, and the development of Japanese manufacturing industries has

been for years a reasonably steady, predictable phenomenon which could be

counted upon. Not so with exchange depreciation. "
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other domestic producers; a home market for our own
producers is created. This appeal has been directed especi-

ally toward farmers in this country, as a means of winning

their consent to high tariffs for manufacturing industries.

No argument for protection is more completely fallacious

than this one, which overlooks the patent fact that protection

does not create a new market but merely substitutes a domestic

for a foreign one. If we exclude foreign products from our^

markets, we thereby prevent foreigners from acquiring the ‘

means of buying our wares. Our irnports from other coun-

tries, that is, provide them with the purchasing power neces-

sary to buy our exports. Shut out imports, and eventually

(as was demonstrated in the first pages of this chapter) we must

expect to see our exports decline by a similar amqunt. The
only serious alterna^tive means of maintaining the old volume

of exports would be for us to Irad the foreign buyer their pur-

chase price — and ultimately, owing to the accumulation of

interest charges, this policy would necessitate either a rising

volume of imports or cancellation of the loans.

(c) Increased Output, — Closely related to the home-market

argument is the contention that protection, by stimulating the

growth of a new industry, increases by its output the total

production of the country. This sort of statement errs, of

course, in seeing only one aspect of protection and its effects.

It cannot be denied that a tariff may, by excluding imported

products for which there exists an efl'ective demand, call into

being an entire new industry where none existed before. As

examples there may be cited the beet-sugar industry of the

United States and numerous manufacturing industries in the

new succession states of the Austro-Hungarian Empire —
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Jugoslavia.

This effect of protection is obvious and striking. Almost as

obvious, though naturally not emphasised by protectionists, is

the higher price that must be paid by consumers for the prod-

ucts of the protected industries. Less evident but quite as

important is the fact that the creation of the protected indus-

«

tries necessitates the transfer of economic resources from more
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^n^uctiye to less productive fields,of a^ctiyity.^ Land, laljCH:,

and capital which would have been devoted to producing

exports with which to procure the articles granted,.ptotection

will now be transferred to the protected industries. That their

productivity is lower in these lines is proved by the very fact

that protection is necessary. To acquire a given quantity of

the commodities in question, a more valuable collection of the

requisite agents will be needed to produce it at home than to

produce the exports which will buy that same bill of goods

abroad.

j (d) Keeping Money at Home. — The fear of sending money
out of the country in the purchase of imports has at times been

played upon to derive support for protection. This popular

fallacy is wdl expressed in the form of a remark falsely attrib-

uted to Abraham Lincoln: “I do not know much about the

tariff, but I know this much, when we buy manufactured goods

abroad we get the goods and the foreigner gets the money.

When we buy the manufactured goods at home we get both

the goods and the money.” *

Except for its occasional wide currency, this argument

scarcely deserves consideration, for, as Beveridge so pointedly

says of the quoted statement, “it has no merits; the only

sensible words in it are the first eight words.”® The view

represents, of course, the crudest form of mercantilism, with

its emphasis upon money as a form of wealth. It is only

necessary to point out that in international trade goods pay for

goods, and that money (gold) moves only to perform the func-

tion of adjusting disturbances to trade. It must of course be

granted that by the imposition of new tariffs or the raising oi

old ones, we might temporarily acquire additional “money.”

' The above discussion rests on the assumption of full employment of labor

in the country involved. Protection in relation to the problem of unemploy-
ment is treated in a section o^ the following chapter. The well-known argument
of Schuller, though more subtle, is in part similar to the increased output
argument, in part parallel to the argument relating to unemployment. For

a discussion of Schuller’s position, sec Habcrler, The Theory of International

Traelo, pp. 253-259.

* Cited in Beveridge, Tariffs: The Case Examinedy p. 27.

* Ihid.y p. 28.
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A3 to the desirabUity, under normal circumstances (».«., when
a country has adequate gold reserves), of securing money in

place of useful goods for our exports, one has only to re-read

Hume’s caustic comments to be convinced that such an

objective is fatuous. In any event, such a tariff-induced

import ofgold would be a once-for-all affair. After the initial

effect, the movement of gold would again be determined by

changes affecting the international balance of payments.

(e) Tariffsfor Retaliation andfor Bargaining. — It is frequently

argued that tariffs should be imposed or raised as a means of

retaliating against tariff increases on the part of other coun-

tries. Aside from the emotional satisfaction derived from

hitting back, such a course of action has absolutely nothing to

recommend it. For it falsely assumes that the benefits of free

trade exist only when both nations concerned practice it; that

is, when trade is mutually free. A moment’s reflection will

show that a country following a free-trade policy derives the

chief gain itself: by taking advantage of the geographical

division of labor it secures a larger real income. If other

countries progressively restrict trade, the former is of course

injured, since its acquisition of imports is made more difficult.

There is, however, no gain but only additional injury if it in

turn restricts imports. We have a clear case of biting off one’s

nose to spite one’s face. Beveridge puts the whole matter

pithily in the form of a fitting analogy. “If one country has

good harbours while all the rest have bad ones, it will not

realise the advantages of its good harbours so fully as if all the

rest had good ones also. But it will realise some advantage

;

it will be better off than if it, too, sank rocks all round its

coasts.” ^

The argument for tariffs as an instrument of bargaining was

advanced in England prior to her desertion of a policy of

relatively free trade in 1 931 . “We must,” it was urged, “have

some concessions to offer in order to get other countries to

reduce their barriers to our exports. Therefore let us impose

duties as a means of putting us in a strong bargaining posi-

» Ibid., p. no.
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tion.’^ That there is some validity in the position is indicated

by the success of Secretary Hull’s trade-agreement program,

which consists essentially in a swapping of duty reductions.

It is, however, limited in application to a free-trade or very low-

tariff country, which at the outset has nothing to offer in the

way of concessions. Moreover, the bargaining lever created

by newly-imposed duties may be seized by vested interests

which grow up behind ll^m. The lever is then more likely to

be used to pry additional protection out of the home govern-

ment than to extract tariff reductions out of foreign govern-

ments.

(f) Equalisation of Costs of Production. — The argument has

frequently been advanced, especially in the United States,

that a tariff will be truly scientific if it succeeds in equalising

the costs of production of home and foreign producers.

The doctrine has an engaging appearance of fairness. It seems to

say, no favors, no undue rates. Offset the higher expenses of the

American producer, put him in a position to meet the foreign

competitor without being under a disadvantage, and then let the

best man win. Conditions being thus equalized, the competition

will become a fair one. Protected producers will get only the

profit to which they are reasonably entitled, and the domestic

consumers are secured against prices which are unreasonable.^

Thus skillfully and persuasively formulated, the argument
appears eminently fair to both producer and consumer. It

has, indeed, been sufficiently convincing to legislators in

Congress to lead to the embodiment of the principle of equal-

ising costs of production in the ‘‘flexible” provisions of the

Tariff Acts of 1922 and 1930.

Quite aside from the difficulty of discovering the costs of

individual producers and of deciding which producers’ costs

to equalise, this principle is the very opposite of scientific —
it is the most arrant kind of nonsense. Its consistent appli-

cation wotild lead to the adoption of a scale of duties each of

which corresponded to the difference in costs, whether large

^ Taussig, Free Trade^ the Tariff, and Reciprocity, p. 134, in the course of

criticising the argument.
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or small, at home and abroad, endi^^ logically with tb^ com-

plete annihilation of international While presumably

not even enthusiastic proponents of cost equalisation would

care to push consistency this far, the principle itself provides

no rational basis for excluding <!ii^tain products from the

“benefits” of protection. But if its advocates stop short of

all-round equalisation of costs by protective duties,

they have to sa^where they will stop and wKy. They
to find some ground, other than the principle of. equalising

costs, for deciding which industries, unable to meet foreign

competition without a tariff, shall be enabled by a tariff to do

so, and which shall not be so assisted. “ Equalisation of cost

of production,” unless carried to its absurd logical extreme,

will not save them from the risk of deciding this according

to the vigour with which each industry makes its*case or by

counting the votes that it can command.^

A special and restricted form of the equalisation of costs

argument is frequently encountered. This is the plea that a

higher general burden of taxation justifies the imposition of

increased duties. Thus after the War in Great Britain it was K

claimed that her producers were at a distinct disadvantage as

compared with German manufacturers, owing to the heavy

tax burden necessitated by the huge national debt, a burden

which Germans escaped as a result of the virtual repudiation

of their debt through inflation. This handicap was advanced

as a reason for protection.

Ignoring the fact that German taxpayers had to carry the

burden of reparations, there are two serious considerations

against this argument.
^
In the first place, many taxes are not

borne by the produefet; they do nothing to raise his costs.

This is true of income taxes and taxes on profits, provided they

are levied without discrimination between industries. The
/

* To be completely consistent, high-cost foreign producers should be given

a bounty equal to the differences between their costs and the cos\s of efficient

producers in the “equalising” country ;
otherwise, domestic and foreign costs

would be but parti^ly equalised. There is of course little likelihood that

sponsors of the principle would accept in practice this perfectly consistent appli-
^

cation.

* Beveridge, op, «7., p.*48.
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incidence of ' such taxes is on final income (wages, salasies,

dividends) after it has been distributcd-in-lhe. coursC- of pro*

duction. Secondly, so far as teixes on production {e,g., turn-

over taxes, excise taxes) do bear getmdly on all industry more
heavily than elsewhere, any attempt to “equalise” this extra

burden on domestic producers through protection will be

ineffective.

This is obvious so far as concerns neutral markets, where the

exporters of the heavily taxed nation must meet foreign com-

petition. It is equally true, if less obvious, with respect to

competition in the home market. The imposition of an

identical all-round burden (whether it be the result of taxation,

of high interest charges, or of labor inefficiency) does, it is true,

raise the gjeneral level of costs and prices. Thereby all pro-

ducers are, to the extent to which costs have been raised,

rendered less capable of meeting foreign competition. More-

over, some producers, hitherto barely able to meet foreign

competition in the domestic market, will no longer be in a posi-

tion to do so, just as other producers, formerly just capable of

meeting competition in export markets, will now be forced to

withdraw.

All this must be; adnutjed. Any development which raises

costs docs alter the relative competitive position of every

industry so affected (f.^., it changes the scale of comparative

costs by pushing the whole scale upward).
^
But such a general

rise in costs in no way invalidates the general principle: that

specialisation should take pla^e in those lines in which costs

continue to remain low. There will still remain industries

which are capable of producing at costs below tfipse of foreign

competitors, though their numbers will be reduced, and the

same generalisation holds of industries producing for the

domestic market.^ Assuming the community believes the

taxes in question arc socially desirable, what is called for is a

shift of production out of the least productive industries into

^ In the last resort, assuming the level of taxes was so high as to raise the

cent of every single commodity above that of some foreign competitors, the

meebanism of gold flow (or on the paper standard, of exchange rates) would

operate to correct the situation.
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Hnes where the relative prices of the factors, together with the

tax* charges, permit the contmuaijce of efficient production.
^

To prevent this adjustment by the imposition of protective
|

duties is to forcejhe use ,of resources in industries to which, in

view_of the total situation, they are not adapted.

A concrete illustration of the issues involved is to be found

in the present Social Security taxes in the United States.

That portion of the tax levied on payrolls and paid by em-

ployers does, in part at least, lend to be passed on in the form

of higher prices. To this extent the costs of production are

raised, and producers, especially those with relatively large

payrolls, are put at a disadvantage relative to foreign producers

who are not subject to a similar tax. Yet granting that the

aim of the Social Security program is worth while and the

method of raising funds the most satisfactory available, pro-

tection can offset the tax only by artificially stimulating

industries which under the new set-up are unable to stand on

their own feet.

The point at issue is even clearer where a tax burden of long

standing is in question. For here industry generally would

have become adjusted to the situation. Only those lines of

production would have survived which could pay all costs of

production, including taxes. Protection “to equalise the tax

burden” would then obviously lead to a more uneconomic

allocation of resources.

The case is naturally different when a particular line of

production is subject to a differential tax, as for example an

individual excise tax. Haberler expresses the matter con-

cisely as follows: “In that case an equalising duty— a

revenue duty— is justified. The fact that a particular prod-

uct is especially suitable as an object of taxation in no way
alters the advantages of specialising upon its production, and

it would be irrational to prevent specialisation in the direction

indicated by comparative costs by refusing an equalising duty

to offset the tax.”^

^ Haberler> «/». city p. 252, n. In connection with the Social Security taxes •

mentioned above, the principle of an equalising duty might consistently be
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SERIOUS ARGUMENTS FOR PROTECTION
«

The various more dignified arguments for protection may
be grouped, in harmony with the discussion in Part II, Chap-

ter I, according to the end they are presumed to serve. The
larger proportion of them advocate protection as a means su-

perior to freedom of trade of achieving the generally accepted

goal of maximisation of the national income. This group

will be considered first. ^ The remainder may be classified

as serving some alternative end, to be specified in each case.

1. MAXIMISATION OF INCOME ARGUMENTS

(a) Infant-Industry Protection. — Alexander Hamilton stated

this argument with great clarity and persuasiveness in his

famous “lleport on Manufactures” in 1791. Somewhat

later Friedrich List, a German economist who spent many
years in the United States and acquired a strong admiration

for Hamilton, formulated it in greater detail. Basically, pro-

ponents of the infant-industry argument have no quarrel with

free traders so far as concerns the desirability of international

specialisation. In fact, their position rests on the advantage

of widening the area of the geographical division of labor.

,
But they do not believe the ideal degree of specialisation will

be attained under free trade. Potential industries, which

might develop and thrive with the aid of temporary protec-

tion, will never come into being in the face of the competi-

tion of established and powerful rivals. Given a few years of

encouragement by protection, however, and industries shortly

capable of meeting foreign competition unaided may be created.^

After this period of development, the national income will

applied to the products of industries whose labor costs are comparatively large^

since these industries are put at a relative disadvantage. The practical diffi-

culties of such an application of the principle would, however, be great.

^ Certain ones of this class claim the realisation of other secondary ends as

a benefit. Where such double benefits are urged, the subsidiary claims will

be analysed as a subordinate part of the main discussion rather than under a

separate heading.

* Protective duties are not, of course, the only means of facilitating the develop-

ment of infant industries. Hamilton favored bounties as a superior alternative.
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be fnhance^ by the superior production of the new domestic

industry over its foreign competitors.

It should be noted that protection for infant or nascent

industries, as advocated by Hamilton and List, calls for a very

selective application of tariff duties. Only those industries

should be sheltered* which give reasonable promise of even-

tually being able to stand unaided (those intrinsically suited to

the productive facilities of the country in question, or capable

of developing a comparative advantage).. Moreover, such

protection should be granted as a tcmpbrary measure only,

being removed when the industry has grown strong— or when
it fails to prove itself. Finally, infant-industry protection is

suited only to nations which are in the process of developing

their industry and commerce; countries possessing a well-

developed industrial system need adopt no measure of arti-

ficial respiration.^

numbering among their advantages over tariffs the following considerations :

(1 ) They are more positive and direct in their effect*?
; (2) they do not raise

prices, or not so much
; (3) they do not, like protection, produce scarcity

;

(4) they promote export, which protection does not.

' Hamilton's ideas on protection are to be found in his “Report on the

Subject of Manufactures,” reprinted among his Papers on Public Credit, Commerce

and Finance, New York, 1934. The more important sections arc included in

Taussig’s Readings in International Trade and Tariff Problems. List's position is

developed in 7 he National System of Political Economy, a pamphlet swollen to

the size of a book. Again, Taussig's Readings contains the more salient passages.

While List may be called one of the originators of the infant-industry argument,

his reasoning is full of crude protectionist fallacies; he makes much of the cultural

advantages and the political power that he presumes to accompany the develop-

ment of manufactures; and his position is by no means clear on a number of

points. One of the most accurate statements of the case for infant-industry

protection may be found in J. S. Mill, Principles oj Political Economy, p. 922

(Ashley edition). The passage is worth quoting:

“The only case in which, on mere principles of political economy, protecting

duties can be defensible, is when they arc imposed temporarily (especially in

a young and rising nation) in hopes of naturalizing a foreign industry, in itself

perfectly suitable to the circumstances of the country. The sujjcriority of

one country over another in a branch of production often arises only from having

begun it sooner. There may be no inherent advantage on o^e part, or dis-

advantage on the other, but only a present superiority of acquired skill and

experience. A country which has this skill and experience yet to acquire,

may in other respects be better adapted to the production than those which

were earlier in the field : and besides . . . nothing has a greater tendency to

promote improvements in any branch of production than its trial under a new

set of conditions, But U cannot be expected that individuals should, at their
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Economists quite gener^ly accept the infant-industry eurjB^u-

nient in principle. Most of them, however, Would hesitate

;
to recommend the application of this type of protection in any

^’concrete instance because of the extreme difficulty of fitting

the theoretical requirements to the detailed facts of industry.

. In plain English, how is one to decide whether any particular
''

industry is suited to a given country— a country which by

hypothesis must be a young and relatively undeveloped one?

Will the necessary type of labor and kinds pf cajiital be at-

tr^ted to or developed in this country? If so, will costs of

production ultimately fall below the level of foreign costs?

Questions such as these must be answered if infant-industry

protection is to be applied in accord with the requirements of

the argument; yet the information needed to answer them is

rarely if ever available.*

; In addition to the difficulty of deciding which industries,

if any, should be granted temporary nurturing protection,

there is a further consideration weighing heavily against hasty

acceptance of the policy. This is the fact that even when the

infant becomes a powerful giant, he is unwilling to relinquish

his teething ring.

Nearly every industrial tariff was first imposed as an infant-

industry tariff under the promise that in a few years, when the

industry had grown sufficiently to face foreign competition, it

would be removed. But, in fact, this moment never arrives.

The interested parties are never willing to have the duty removed.

own risk, or to their certain loss, introduce a new manufacture, and bear the

burden of carrying it on until the producers have been educated up to the

level of those with whom the processes arc traditional. A protecting duty,

continued for a reasonable time, might sometimes be the least inconvenient

mode in which the nation can tax itself for the support of such an experiment.

But it is essential that the protection should be confined to cases in which there

is ground of assurance that the industry which it fosters will after a time be
able to disi>ense with it ; nor should the domestic producers ever be allowed to

expect that it will be continued to them beyond the time necessary for a fair

trial of what they arc capable of accomplishing.”

‘ The difficulties encountered by Professor Taussig in his attempt to answer
some of these questions with reference to certain American industries, even
aftei^ protection had been in force for many years, and the tentative judgments
his careful study forced him to give, speak volumes on this score. See his

Samt Asptcis of the Tariff Question^ 3d edition, Cambridge, 1931.
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Thus temporary infant-industry duties ape, into

^rpnanent duties to preserve the industries ,,they protect. Even
if a part of the industry does become able to stand upon its ovoi

feet, there will always be in addition less efficient concerns which
have come into existence behind the shelter of the duty and which
would disappear were the duty removed. Moreover, even
industrialists who could survive quite well under Free Trade
strongly oppose the removal of the duty, either because they wish
to continue making monopolistic profits under its protection or

because they feel they may need it if foreign competition becomes
keener. (Hence the fact that an infant-industry duty is not

subsequently removed, as promised, does not prove that it has

not in part fulfilled its purpose.)

'

t There is, indeed, much to be said for the view that protective

duties are not necessary to stimulate the growth of manu*
factures suited to any particular country, that private initia*

live will seek out (possibly after some delay) all opportunities

of profitable investment. The existence of free trade over the

entire continental area of the United States has ppt ppevented

newjndustrles from springing up in the younger sections of the

country in competition with established old ones on the eastern

seaboard. As examples we may cite the boot and shoe in-

dustry of St. Louis, the cotton textile industry of the South, the

coal mines of Illinois, and many other lines of production.

Certainly it can be said that the infant-industry argument

has no applicability to the United States today, or any other

mature industrial nation. Such countries have long since

passed through the “agricultural-conunercial” stage of devel-

opment to which phase alone the argument is relevant, ^y
possible exceptional industries are already provided with the

requisite general environment for their growth, and if they fail

to make their appearance, there is a strong probability that

they are unsuited to the country in question. The use of the

:

argument in these circumstances justifies the suspicion that it

is merely a smoke-screen for the protection of inefficiency.

Finally, even granting the possibility that there are still

exceptional cases in the United States of industries suited to

^ Habcrlcr, op. cit,, pp. 281-282.
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nurturing protection, and that these cases can be unexcep-

tionably identified, Hamilton’s arguments in favor of direct

bounties on production still hold good. If we must subsidise

a particular industry, let us know what we are doing and how
much it costs us.

(b) TIu Risks of Specialised Industries, — Two lines of attack

on free trade are based on a common fear of the risks of a

highly-specialised industrial order. The first of these contends

that the specialisation which occurs under free trade subjects

the economy to the disastrous shocks of fluctuations in eco-

nomic activity in other countries. It therefore urges that an

increased diversification of industry, brought about through

protection, would result not only in a higher average national

income in the long run, but also in the manifold benefits of

/greater stability,
,

. The second argument claims that unre-

stricted specialisation will involve, ultimately, a violent and

costly readjustment as agricultural countries fill up, protect

their own manufacturing industries, and consume their own
agricultural products. When this stage is reached, predomi-

nantly industrial countries will face a sudden loss of markets

and of raw material and food supplies. They will be forced to

undertake a cataclysmic shift in their structure of production,

all of which could be avoided if protection, especially of agri-

culture, were introduced in sufficient time to prevent the

disease of undue specialisation.

With respect to the first line of argument, we must distin-

guish between different types of international disturbance

against which protection is supposed to provide insurance.

Of these, the chief ones are three in number : cyclical fluctu-

ations in business activhy, secular ciianges in international

competitive strength, and wars. So far as cyclical fluctuations

are concerned, there is no evidence to show that these have

been less severe in countries with high protection (Germany,

France, the United States) than in countries with low tariffs

(Great Britain and Holland). Certainly during the recent

depression, even prior to 1931, when both countries were on

the gold standard, Great Britain suffered,much less than did
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the ^United States.
{
Other measures, especially those related

to monetary policy, offer more hope than tariffs as a means of

combatting business cycles.

;

With regard to secular changes in international competition

and in the Igcatipn. of industry, it must be admitted that these

undeniably force readjustnient. But competition is the source

of progress — any calculation of the costs of reducing readjust-

ment to international changes must include some estimate of

the losses from stagnatioti as well as the higher prices resulting

from protection. We may refer again to the discussion of the

protection of the standard of living, where this matter is dealt

with more fully. In any event, the advantage to be gained is

decidedly questionable.

For any nation to become so self-sufficient as to reduce to a

minimum the shock of industrial readjustment which would

become necessary upon the outbreak of a major war would be

so costly in terms of lowered standards of living as to be out of

the question for most countries. The United States, however,

which exports less than 10% of its production and imports a

similar proportion of its total consumption, could undoubtedly

pare down the volume of its imports still farther without serious

hardship, confining them primarily to tropical products and

minerals of which we possess totally inadequate supplies.

The considerable cost of such a policy would have to be

weighed against the possible but uncertain benefits of lessened

readjustment in time of war. But this is only one element in

the situation.^ A much broader problem is also involved:

the whole question of whether it is not better to attempt, as our

trade-agreements program is attempting, to open up the

channels of international trade as a means of reducing national

rivalries and tensions, of improving the economic situation

throughout the world, and thus of lessening the chance of war,

than it is to withdraw into ourselves and thus to add to rather

than subtract from the economic difficulties which confront

other nations. This question, it is clear, is but one aspect

of the general world political problem of abolishing war and

* For a fuller discussion of this topic, see Part II, Chapter XII.
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organising for peace as an alternative to preparing fatalisti-

cally for and thereby making more inevitable another disas-

trous conflict.

We turn now to the second line of argument against unre-

strained specialisation, which foresees a sudden loss of markets

and sources of supplies for industrial cowntties as agricultural

nations themselves fill up and develop industries. This type

of reasoning bulked large in the writings of a number of Ger-

man economists in the nineties and the early years of this

century
;

it is particularly associated with the name of A. Wag-

ner.^ There are many considerations against it. One of the

most important is this: that although the basis for inter-

national specialisation inevitably, changes as the newer coim-

tries develop (i.e., their factor supply alters), a nevy though

different Basis for such specialisation emerges. Thus England,

during the better part of the nineteenth century the producer

par excellence of manufactured articles, though she watched

with anxiety and foreboding the growth of industry in Ger-

many and the United States, did not witness the destruction

of her industries by these rivals. Although competition in

some lines has been intense and shifts in the direction of pro-

duction have been necessary, both these countries have been

among England’s best customers. Plenty of room for special-

isation has continued to exist.

’ Moreover, the adjustment that Wagner feared has proved

in the past and presumably will continue in the future to be

gradual rather than violent. A shortage of exportable

agricultural products will, if it comes, make its appearance

slowly, in the form of ,a progressive rise of prices. As this

happens, the incentive to increased production of the relevant

commodides in the older industrial countries will be provided.

No violent shock such as Wagner had in mind is to be antici-

* Only the economic aspects of Wagner’s argument are given here. It

has also a sociological side to which reference will be made at a later point.

A most effective reply to Wagner was written by Brentano, entitled “The
Terrors of the Predominantly Industrial State,” selections from which arc to

be found in Taussig’s Selected Readings in Internationetl Trade. Some of his argu-

ments are reproduced here.
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pated. In view of this, one may well ask the question f why
incur the costs of transition earlier than necessary?

Finally, the necessity of relying upon home supplies of

various raw,Btaterials and foods, may never arise ^t all. For

there are irLany..SQinpc,tog sQurces from which the imports of

the industrialised nations are drawn, none of which give any

indication of approaching exhaustion. Moreover, as Haber-

ler points out, two recent developments still further reduce the

dangers of industrial specialisation. These are, first, the great

progress in agricultural technique and the accompanying

increase, in output of a worldwide nature," and second, the

slowing down of the rate of population growth in both t^i-

cultural and industrial countries, a movement which appears

likely to spread. Combined, these eliminate or at least

greatly lessen the prospects of a shortage.
’’

(c) Conservation oj Natural Resources. — It is probable that in

some countries the production for export of many irreplaceable

natural resources is going forward at such a rate as seriously

to threaten their early exhaustion. As examples, we may cite

petroleum products and copper in the United States and

Mexico. Protective tariffs, which will reduce exports through

a prior or simultaneous reduction in imports, have been sug-

gested as a means of restricting the excessive exportation of

such resources.^ Though the income of the present genera-

tion would be reduced, that of future generations might be

increased even more by such action.

If there were no other means of meeting the situation, it is

possible that protection might be a suitable measure. But in

fact protection is a clumsy, roundabout, and ineffective way

of furthering the end in view. For there is little probability

let alone certainty, that the exports to be checked would be

the ones aimed at. The most direct way of attacking the

problem would be through the imposition of export duties.

For the United States, this method is blocked by an explicit

^ This argument is stated and criticised by Frank D. Graham in his Protective

Tariffs^ together with a similar argument applying to the “amelioration ol

humzm resources” which.secms even more tenuous.
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constitutional prohibition. Direct conservation measures,

however, such as the regulation of output, are another more

efficient and probably less expensive measure than generalised

protection.

(d) Increasing- vs. Decreasing-Cost Industries. — Occasionally

one meets the suggestion that the national income might be

augmented by permitting the widest possible access to foreign

sources for commodities produced under conditions of in-

creasing cost, while stimulating the growth of industries of

decreasing cost by protective tariffs.^ Thereby the rate of

domestic expansion in some increasing-cost industries might

indirectly be lessened, the output of decreasing-cost industries

directly increased at falling costs, with the possibility of these

declining even below foreign levels.

This argument would be pcrfecdy valid if the assumptions

necessary to it could be granted. Even so, any possible gain

from protection of this type would be highly conjectural and

probably quite impossible of measurement, raising the fre-

quently recurring problem of the desirability of incurring a

certain loss in the hope of securing a very dubious gain. But

one crucial assumption in particular, that of the very existence

of decreasing-cost industries, is open to serious challenge. As

was pointed out earlier (p. 297), internal economies cannot

continue indefinitely under competitive conditions, while net

external economies arise infrequently. Barring conclusive

proof that conditions of decreasing cost actually exist in im-

portant industries and that realisation of their economies is

reasonably to be expected, the argument has nothing to

recommend it.

A very similar but somewhat narrower line of reasoning has

been advanced in England in recent years. Secure the domes-

tic market to domestic producers, it was said, in those lines

where the economies of mass production bulk large, thereby

permitting them to adopt the most economical scale of pro-

duction, ultimately perhaps even lowering costs below those

abroad.

J This argument is also considered by Graham.
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Unless the supposed reduction of the prices of increasing-

cost products be included in this argument, thereby trans-

forming it into the preceding one, it has no merit whatsoever

unless it be assumed that costs will fall below the foreign level,

in which case it becomes merely a special form of the infant-

industry argument. In that event, it is of course subject to all

the objections holding against the latter. In addition, the

industries in question

must be ripe for large-scale production, but with none of the

manufacturers in them prepared to undertake it. The argument

assumes something that looks perilously like lack of initiative on

the part of the home manufacturer. If the circumstances are

such that, after the tariff, one of the home manufacturers by

enlarging his scale of production could bring prices below ihose of

his foreign rivals, it must have been open to him to dQ the same

thing before the tariff.*

Beveridge also calls attention to the possibility that the ex-

pected appearance of large-scale production units may never

occur, that instead there may take place a mere multiplica-

tion of small plants to absorb the domestic market (citing the

British automobile industry to this effect), or that a monopoly

or quasi-monopoly may be established. Again, as with the

infant-industry question, if the conditions seem suited to the

use of some type of stimulus, it would be better given in

the form of a direct bounty, which is above-board, easily

calculable, and more likely than a protective duty to be

temporary.

(References for this chapter will be found at the end of the following

chapter.)

* Beveridge, op. cit., p. 95.



CHAPTER V

THE CASE FOR PROTECTION {Continued)

2. PROTECTION AS A MEANS TO ENDS OTHER THAN
MAXIMUM INCOME

(a) Reduction of Unemployment, — Supporters of protection

as a means of combatting unemployment tacitly assume,

though the issue is rarely formulated clearly, that the employ-

ment of labor is itself a desirable end, to be achieved even

at the cost of a reduction in the national dividend. Now
everyone would agree that it is better to have men working

than idle, even if when idle their essential needs are met by

relief, since unemployment breeds loss of morale and of skill.

A rational person, however, would not agree to this proposition

regardless of the cost. For while employment is undeniably

preferable to unemployment, it is not worth while if it can

only be obtained by a great lowering of the standard of living

of all the population. If there were a strong case for protec-

tion as a remedy for unemployment, this issue of cost would

have to be thrashed out on the basis of some balancing of

i advantages. But the conditions under which protection

I can be expected to relieve unemployment are, contrary to

,

popular opinion, extremely limited.

The naive protectionist sees only the direct and obvious

increase in employment which results from the imposition

or raising of a duty. The usual free-trade answer, that the

newly-employed workers in the protected industry are counter-

balanced* by an equal number of unemployed in the export

industries, also suffers from inadequate analysis, although

it generally is true, as we indicated at the beginning of the

preceding chapter, that the burden of proof rests upon him
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who, asserts that a reduction of imports will not ultimately

be followed by an equivalent reduction of exports.

There are two possible cases for protection to be reckoned

with, depending in the first instance, indeed, upon this very

matter: the way in which exports respond in the face of a
restriction of imports. Let us consider first the prospects of

protection as a remedy for unemployment when exports are

assumed to fall off pari passu with imports.

(i) Exports and Imports Diminish Simultaneously.— As-

sume the new duties are levied on products which are being

produced at home for domestic consumption,^ though in the

face of such stiff competition from imports that unemployment
has arisen. This means that there is present, ready to re-

spond promptly to any opportunity for a profitable increase

in output and employment created by the impbsition of

the duty, the business organisation, equipment, and type of

workers needed. It is clear that an initial increase in em-
ployment is to be exp)ected in this sector of the economy,

the amount thereof depending primarily upon the elasticity

of demand. To avoid unnecessary complications, we shall

assume this to be unity, so that the sum spent on protected

products is identical with that formerly spent on imports.

The increase in employment in the protected industries

is offset, however, by an equivalent decline in employment

in the export trades.
,
It must be admitted that if the newly-

employed protected workers use their entire incomes to

purchase goods formerly exported, unemployment among
export workers will disappear and the new employment in

the import-competing (protected) industries will be a net

addition to the sum total of employment.®^ This case is

obviously rather academic, since in all likelihood only a part

(in the United States, a relatively small part) of any worker’s

income will be spent on the products of export industries.

^'Jt is urged, however, that if there is unemployment fclsewhere

in the economy, expenditure of their incomes by the re-em-

’ Obviously an export industry cannot be helped by protection.

' This case is discussed .by Beveridge, cp. at,, pp. 58-^0
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ployed protected workers will bring about a secondary dinjinu-

tion of unemployment there which will offset the increase in

the export industries.

Clearly, analysis of this problem necessitates consideration

of the initial and induced effects of additional employment-

giving expenditure.^ Equally clearly also, it requires that

attention be given to the direct and indirect consequences of

the decrease in employment which appears in the export trades

simultaneously with the increase in employment in the pro-

tected industries. In order to attack the problem along both

fronts, it is necessary first to acquire some understanding of the

way in which an increase (decrease) in employment tends to

spread through the economy, and of the limits to this spread.

Fortunately the essential effects of and limitations on

employment-creating expenditure can be briefly stated. We
may begin our account of this matter by using a simplified

numerical illustration. Suppose that $1,000,000 formerly

spent on imports is now, as a result of new duties, spent on

^ This is the principle of the “multiplier,” which has been elaborated else-

where by Mr. R. F. Kahn {Economic Journal^ 1931, p. 173) and by
Mr. J. M. Keynes ( The General Theory of Employment^ Interest and Money, Chapter

10). These writers apply the principle to the problem of public works or

investment expenditure. There is no essential difference, however, so far

at least as concerns the short-run problem of employment, between the effects

of an increase in employment generated by an expenditure on public works

and one brought about by the expenditure at home of funds previously spent

abroad.

Professor Haberler calls attention to this fact {op. cit., p. 261), but because

he considers the application of the theory only in a unilateral fashion, excluding

consideration of the secondary effects of unemployment among export workers,

he appears to agree that this argument for protection is valid in principle.

His criticisms of the argun\ent are based on the apparent assumption that

industries for whose products the demand had increased would have to draw
on other industries (among others, the export industries) for part of their labor

supply, and that immobility of this labor would check re-employment. The
validity of this line of attack may be conceded. Yet it does not;' I feel, deal

with the heart of the issue. To bring this out clearly, I shall continue to assume
that, both in the protected industries and in those which benefit from the in-

creased incomes of the protected workers, the reserve of unemployed labor is of

the requisite types— that it is unnecessary to divert labor from other industries

in order to expand output. If on these most favorable grounds protection

can be shown to be a questionable method of relieving unemployment, the

considerations raised by Haberler (pp. 262-263) provide additional reasons of

a pragmatic nature for sk^ticism toward the policy. *
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the products of the protected industries, and that all of this

sum goes to pay wages. ^

Consider the effects of this new wage outlay independently,

for the time being, of what is happening in the export indus-

tries. If the newly-employed protected workers spend all their

incomes on the products of domestic industries in which a

large body of unemployment exists, an additional $1,000,000

worth of employment will result. This will be followed, if

the secondary re-employed workers also spend all their wages,

by a similar volume of re-employmeni elsewhere. If there

is no hold-up in the stream of spending, eventually unemploy-

ment will be totally abolished, and the further effect of the

continued expenditure of this $1,000,000 of additional income

will be to cause an infinite rise of prices.

Merely to state the outcome of increased cxpenditiire under

the given assumptions is sufficient to indicate its unreality

under anything resembling normal conditions. What is

lacking, of course, is provision for “leakages” in the stream of

spending. The most important leak results from the fact

that the average worker will not spend (whether on con-

sumers’ goods or investments) all his new income, but instead

will use some part of it to build up reserves of purchasing

power (hoards). Again, some of the income will be used

to repay debts. If the creditors are ordinary individuals,

probably they will not spend or invest all their receipts. If

the creditors are banks, the funds used to repay the debts are

extinguished. In addition to these leaks in the stream of

spending, some of the additional demand may be met by

sales from stocks on hand, or expenditure in other directions

(notably for unemployment relief) may be reduced, constitut-

ing an offset to the initial increase in incomes. It is on

the basis^of considerations such as these that Mr. Keynes

arrived at his estimate of a multiplier of 2 for the United

States.^ Applied to the foregoing concrete illustrgftion, this

' This last provision is an oversimplification which alters in no essential

manner the nature of the reasoning or the conclusions.

* Economic Journaly September, 1 936.
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loeans in effect that of the initial expenditure of $1,000^000,

half is passed on to other workers in the purchase of . their,

products, half is hoarded or disappears in the repayment of

bank loans, etc., that half of the $500,000 spent is likewise

continued in circulation, half removed, and so on in an

infinite series of transactions. The total of cxpenditvire on

employment is the summation of this series, or twice the initial

outlay.

At the outset of this discussion, attention was called to the

fact that not only the employment-creating effect of an

additional volume of expenditure, but also the employment-

/. destroying effect of reduced paynaents to labor in the export
^ industries must be taken into aecount. It is clear that the

reduction in the outlay on labor by employers in this sector

of the eedinomy will set up a process exactly similar in nature

but opposite in its consequences to that established by the

increase in employment in the protected industries. If there

is a positive action of the multiplier in the one case, there

will be a negative action thereof in the other. If the multiplier

has the same value with respect to the decrease in expenditure

that it has with respect to the increase, and if the decrement

in income is nowhere directly offset by the increment in

income, the net result of the two sets of reactions will be to

cancel one another.

Before considering other possible results, it will be well

to examine more closely the mechanism of a diminution in

expenditure, to see if it really does act in a fashion parallel

to that of an increase. Suppose that the value of exports

is reduced by $1,000,000, and that as a result, employers

contract their wage outlays by a similar amount. If the

unemployed export workers had formerly spent all their

incomes, and now cease their spending entirely, the demand
for goods in other sectors of the economy will decline by a

Uke amount, and we may presume that $1,000,000 worth of

secondary employment is destroyed. The process will con-

tinue until everyone is unemployed. (If the opposite set

of reactions is emanating from the protected industries out-
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war^, the two forces will cancel one another.) For reasons

similar to those given above, however, such a drastic outcome

is very unlikely. Unemployed people must live, and as

long as they have available reserves of purchasing power,

they will draw on these to maintain their expenditures. In

the absence of reserves of their own, they will draw upon those

of friends or relatives. Moreover, producers of goods for

which the demand has declined may not cut down output

proportionately. As a result of these forces tending to

maintain the level of employment, the total reduction therein,

instead of being infinite, will be some finite multiple of the

initial decline. In the absence of evidence to the contrary,

the figure may be estimated to be similar in magnitude to

that which applies to an increase in expenditure. Under
this assumption, the two sequences of events (the one*operating

toward expansion, the other toward contraction) will neutralise

one another, and the net increase in employment will be zero.

But will the two sets of opposing forcer operate independ-

ently of one another? Is it not probable that some of the

expenditure of the newly-employed workers in the protected

and related trades will be directed toward the export indus-

tries, serving to check the growth of unemployment at its

source and thereby to effect a net increase in employment?

Examination of the various possibilities indicates that only

one set of conditions will lead to this result. If all the addi-

tional wages paid in the protected industries eire spent, then

just to the degree to which they are spent on the products of

the export industries, the appearance of unemployment

in the latter sector will be prevented, and to this extent will

there be a net increase in employment. As we noted above,

if all the new incomes are used to buy export products,

workers in these industries will be enabled to continue to main-

tain their expenditures as usual, and no disturbance of equi-

librium will occur.* The total new employment in the pro-

* Under equilibrium conditions, or better, under conditions of steady employ-

ment, the income of any group must be regarded as entirely spent (either on

consumers’ or on producers’ goods) in the interval between successive receipts

of income (».«., with wage-earners, successive pay days). None of this incon»
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tected industries will be a net figure. If only 10% oC the

new incomes is spent on export products, the decline in

employment in the export trades will operate as a 90%
offset to the increase in employment in the protected industries.

Net new employment will be measured by the amount of new
income devoted to sustaining employment among export

workers.

If, on the other hand, not all the new income in the pro-

tected industries is spent, ^ then whether the proportion of

expenditure diverted to the purchase of exports is large or

small, no net increase in employment can result, provided

the tendency to expansion set up by re-employment and the

tendency to contraction set up by unemployment are of equa>

strength the positive and negative multiplier are of equal

magnitude). For whatever is spent in maintaining export

employment is no longer available to generate secondary

re-employment in the home industries, while any unemploy-

ment developing in the export industries reduces employment-

giving expenditure at the same rate that employment-giving

expenditure elsewhere is increasing.

Thus, to take an example which represents what might

reasonably be expected to happen, let us assume as before

that $1,000,000 formerly used to buy imports is used to furnish

employment in certain protected industries, while at the same

will be held up permanently to add to hoards, since these will already have

been established in accordance with the desires of the public in this regard.

This income will circulate through the economy with a speed determined by
the circuit velocity of money. It is only when there is a change in this circuit

velocity (brought about by a change in the attitude of the public toward holding

money) that any tendency toward expansion or contraction will be established,

in the absence of an increase oy decrease in total expenditure (such as might

be brought about by a change in the rate of investment).

Again, under conditions of stable employment, there is no reason to expect

that there will be any net repayment of bank loans. As fast as bank loans arc

repaid, new ones will be made to replace them. If we start with a condition

of general unemployment, however, and assume a net increase in expenditure,

not all of tlv? new incomes generated will be passed on through the economy.

The desire of the formerly unemployed workers to replenish their cash reserves,

and the other sources of leakage described above, will reduce the net effect

of the initial expenditure.
^ I.e., if there is any hold-up in the flow of new income, which in terms of

the multiplier means that the latter is less than infinite.
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time $1,000,000 of employment in the export industries is

extinguished. Suppose, as in our earlier illustration, hall

of the income received at each stage is spent, half is held up
(the opposite being true in the export industries and in the

succeeding stages), and that of the portion spent, 10% goes

to buy export products. The distribution of the successive

outlays resulting from the initial $1,000,000 of increased

income may be illustrated in columnar form as follows

:

Stage

(1)

Expansion

in Income,

Primary and

Induced

(2)

To Hoards,

etc.

(3)

Spent OK Do-

mestic

Products

(4)

Spent on

Exports

(5)

Diminution

in Income,

Primary

and Induced

I $1,000,000 $500,000 $450,000 $50,000 , $909,090
II 450.000 225,000 202,500 22,500 454,545

III 202,500 101,250 91,125 10,125 227,272

IV 91,125 45,562 41,006 4,556 113,636

V 41,006 20,503 18,453 2,050 56,818

VI 18,453 9,226 8,304 923 28,409

$1,818,181 S<)09,090 $818,181 $90,909 $1,818,181

Note: Column (1^ represents the new income received at each staple in the

flow of income; each entry is thus equal to the expenditure on domestic prod-

ucts in the preceding stage. Column (5) represents the extent to which the

income of the community is reduced as a consequence of the shrinkage in ex-

ports ($1,000,000 less $90,909, the sum now spent on exports by newly-em-

ployed protected and other workers). Since half the increment in income at

each stage in column (1) is assumed to be spent to provide employment, we
must assume that the diminution in income at each stage in column (5) is half

the preceding amount (r.r., that those unemployed at each stage continue their

expenditures at half the level attained when they were employed). The total

diminution in income thus equals the total expansion in income.

The total effect of each sequence is shown by the figures at

the bottom of each column. What is spent on exports re-

duces the multiplying effect on employment in the secondary

industries, while at the same lime it reduces the multiple

of unemployment starting in the export industries by an iden-

tical amount. It is clear that the two sets of forces cancel

one another. n
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Thus the diversion of some portion of the new incoiUfS to

expenditure on export goods simply means that the positive

effects of initial new employment are reduced in the same

proportion as are the negative effects of initial unemployment.

Similar results will be reached whatever multiplier one

assumes to operate (provided it is the same in both sectors),

and whatever proportion of the successive outlays one assumes

to be spent on exports.

The following general conclusion may be drawn from the

foregoing argument: Provided exports and imports decline

together, protection can do nothing to relieve unemployment,

except to the extent to which the tendency toward expansion

set up in the protected industries is stronger than the tendency

toward contraction set up in the export industries. In terms

of the employment multiplier, this must be larger in the

former than in the latter industries if any net increase in

employment is to result.

(ii) Imports Diminish, Exports Temporarily Sustained. —
Consider now a situation which appears a priori more favorable

to the relief of unemployment by means of protection : namely,

where although imports decline sharply as a consequence

of new duties, exports are sustained temporarily at their old

level. The supply of foreign exchange will exceed the

demand on commercial account, but we may assume the

banks in the protecting country are willing to buy up this

excess supply of foreign money to add for the time being

to their foreign balances. In this event, there would appear

to be a possibility that the initial decrease in imports will

not be permanent. For although the first effect of the new

duties is to cause the average individual to spend a smaller

proportion of his income on imports, it is probable that with

increased employment and income in the protected and

related industries, total expenditure on imports (other than

those nevvly protected) will be at least partially maintained.^

1 This argument is considered by R. F. Harrod in his International Economics^

pp. 189-199. Mr. Harrod’s conclusion, however, is rather more favorable

than that arrived at below.
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Barring a very considerable recovery, in employment, how-
ever, it is most improbable that imports will be maintained

at their old level. For as we have already indicated, only

a small proportion of any increase in incomes will be spent

on imported goods.* Thus if $1,000,000 of expenditure

formerly devoted to the purchase of imports is diverted to

increasing employment in the protected trades, then with a

multiplier of 2, the total increase in incomes will be $2,000,000.

Therefore if 10% represents the average proportion of income

expended on imports, these will decline in value not by
$1,000,000 but only by $800,000.

Unfortunately for this line of thought, however, it must be

pointed out that just to the extent that expenditure out of

newly-created incomes on home products is diminished, to

that extent likewise is the favorable effect of such expenditure

on employment decreased.** If 10% of this new income is

diverted to the purchase of imports, then although imports

will decline 10% less than might have been expected, the

increase in home employment will also be 10% less.

Let us suppose, however, that this diminution of the multi-

plier has already been taken into account in determining its

magnitude of 2. Then while new income and employment

to the value of $2,000,000 is generated at home, imports

are likewise restored to the extent of $200,000. Nonetheless,

there still remains a decline of $800,000 in the value of imports.

Unless some outside force such as an increase of foreign lending

permits their continuance, exports must also be expected to

shrink by a like amount. As this shrinkage occurs, bringing

in its wake unemployment in both export and home industries,

the consequent extinction of incomes likewise brings about

an extinction of demand for imports in direct proportion to

the percentage (10%) formerly spent on imports. With a

multiplier of 2, the decline of $800,000 in export incomes

means a total decline of incomes of $1,600,000 and thus a

^ This proportion will, of course, vary from country to country, being espe-

cially large in the case of such nations as England, which is to an unusual extent

dependent upon foreign trade.

® On this point, sec J. M. Keynes, op. «/., p. 120.
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reduction of the demand for imports by $160,000. Exports

will still further diminish, forcing an additional decline of

imports, and so on in reciprocal relation, until the initial

restoration of imports effected by the re-employment resulting

from protection is wiped out. When this point is reached,

the unemployment arising in the export and related industries

will cancel the employment created in the protected industries.

Thus the only difference between the present and the

preceding case (where exports were assumed to decline in

step with imports) is a temporary one. For a period of time

determined by the speed with which exports fall off from their

initial sustained level, employment and incomes are increased

by an amount which is at first considerable, but which grad-

ually tapers off to nothing. We are therefore led to the

conclusiori that even in this more favorable set of conditions,

protection is ill-adapted as a remedy for unemployment.

For what appears to be at best a temporary gain, there is

invoked a measure involving a decrease in the standard of

living which, judging from the past history of protective

duties, is almost certain to be permanent.

In all the foregoing discussion, we have assumed that in

addition to the unemployment existing in the industries

granted protection, there has also been a reservoir of unem-

ployed in other industries. If the unemployment were

confined to the newly-protected areas, with relatively full

employment elsewhere, little secondary re-employment could

be anticipated. The expenditure of the newly-employed

workers would tend instead to bring about a general rise of

prices. Recovery of intports would be very limited, and as

a result exports would ' tend after the lapse of some time

to decline sharply, with a consequent growth of unemploy-

ment in the export industries. Therefore in the situation to

which it is most specifically adapted — limited unemploy-

ment consequent upon increasingly intense foreign competi-

tion — a tariff can be expected, even in the short run, to

accomplish little. As with the situation just analysed, only

temporary alleviation of the difficulty can be anticipated.
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AncJ this involves meeting the effects of industrial progress

and change, not by seeking more efficient methods of pro-

duction, or, if this is impossible, by necessary and perhaps

painful internal readjustment, but by constantly rising tariff

barriers which isolate the country affected. To follow this

policy consistently would be perpetually to deny oneself the

benefits of any increase in the international division of labor.

There remains for consideration one further and rather

interesting possibility, a variant of the case analysed in the

first part of this section. There we saw that a temporary

increase in employment was to be expected. If this re-employ-

ment occurs in an environment of widespread cyclical unem-
ployment, and if, moreover, business confidence is not in a

state of complete collapse, it is possible that the expansion of

income started by protection may provide just tfie needed

stimulus to general business recovery. Expansion in the

protected industries, passed on in the form of increased

demands for the products of other industries and evoking

increased incomes there in turn, may— if unaccompanied

by a simultaneous decline of activity among producers of

exports — be just sufficient to restore confidence and bring

about a considerable increase of investment. The renewal of

investment is what is required to overcome the depression.

Thus protection might conceivably fulfill the “pump-prim-

ing” function of setting in motion the forces of recovery.

This outcome is, however, very uncertain, for to cite only

one obstacle, exports may well diminish before the favorable

repercussions of re-employment in the protected trades are

felt.^ Furthermore, there are other measures, as public

works expenditures, which are better suited as “pump-
priming” devices, and which, moreover, do not involve a

permanent fall in the standard of living.

v'(b) Tariffs as a Means of Increasing the Share of Labor in the

National Income. — An interesting though not a very con-

^ Worthy of serious consideration in this connection is the probability that

other nations would retaliate against the increase in duties by imposing additional

trade restrictions of their own. This would, of course, operate to wipe out all

possible benefits of orotection.
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vincing case can be made 'out for protection as a meaM of

increasing the share of labor in the national income. ^ To alter

in its favor the distributive share of any factor it is only

necessary either to increase the demand or to decrease the

supply of the factor in question, relative to the demand or

supply of the other factors. Owing to the fact that the pro-

ductive agents are combined in different proportions in the

various industries, any measure which brings about a shift

in demand toward those industries where labor is used in

relatively large amounts will increase the demand for and

thereby the wages of labor.

In the case of labor-using products the demand for which

is inelastic, a protective duty would appear to be an effective

means of bringing about an increase in the demand for labor.

Funds hifherto devoted to the purchase of the commodity

from foreigners will be spent on a similar article produced

at home. Moreover, if the elasticity of demand is unity or

less, the same or a larger sum than that used to buy imports

will be spent on the protected commodity. Exports will,

of course, tend to decline; but unless they are produced by

industries using an even greater proportion of labor than the

protected trade, the total demand for labor will increase, and

labor will get a larger share of the national income.^

It is necessary to make the foregoing specification with

regard to elasticity of demand, for if it is greater than unity,

the total sum spent on the protected article will be less than

that formerly spent on the foreign product, and the difference

may go to buy the output of predominantly capital- or

land-using industries. So far as it does, the increase in the

* This argument for protection has been ably stated by Professor T. N. Carver

{Principles oj Political ^onomy^ pp. 352-355). As Professor Carver points out,

the tariff could be and in the past has been used to increase the relative return

to other factors than labor, notably that to land.

® It will be recalled that any country tends to export those goods in who'?e

production »elatively large amounts of its most abundant (and therefore cheap-

est) factors are required. From this we may conclude that a country exporting

commodities which are predominandy the products of labor would be ill-

mlv^Acd in adopting protection as a means of raising wages. For there is no
possibility that a net increase in the demand for labor could thereby be brought

about. • •
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deniand for labor is offset. Whether this neutralising effect

is partial or complete whether wages rise, remain sta-

tionary, or fall) will depend upon the degree of elasticity of

demand, the direction taken by that portion which is diverted,

and the relative proportion of labor in the protected industry

and in the other industries whose products are now purchased.

Although it must be admitted that if the requisite conditions

with respect to elasticity of demand and the relative propor-

tions of the factors in the export and the protected industries

are met, this argument for protection has validity, there are

two considerations which seriously impair its value as a

possible guide to policy. First, it is by no means certain

that if the demand for labor is increased, this increase will

be anything more than temporary. For it must be remem-

bered that capital, in the form of labor-saving deVices, is a

substitute for labor. If (money) wages are raised in the first

instance, this may provoke an effective search for new methods

of production, even leading in the end to a net decline in the

demand for labor and to a diminution in its relative share.

If the attempt to find new techniques is unusually successful,

a wide field may be affected. All this means, of course,

increased productivity. Even though the relative share of

labor falls, industry may have become so much more produc-

tive that labor’s absolute (real) income is larger. Which
leads logically to the second consideration against protection

to raise wages: namely, that even though the share of labor

may be increased, its absolute amount may fall. This will

occur if no advance such as that just suggested takes place.

For protection diverts economic resources from more to less

productive uses. Higher costs of production mean a lower

total real income. This decline in total income may more

than offset an increase in labor’s share thereof.

It may be objected that in a free enterprise economy, the

“productive” uses of the factors are merely those Which afe

most profitable, that the factors may be allocated to industries

which are not the most socially desirable or productive in the

sense of creative of utilities.
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It is of course true that private enterprise may avoid certain

lines of activity (as, e.g.^ the provision of lighthouses) because

of the impossibility of exercising control over the disposal

of the output. Or it may undertake the satisfaction of wants

which may under certain conditions be socially disadvan-

tageous liquor, narcotics), or wants may be satisfied

by methods involving socially undesirable consequences {e.g,^

the smoke nuisance, stream pollution). These problems,

however, can be met by government enterprise or by the

regulation of consumption or of production
;

they have little

significant bearing on the question of tariffs.

When, on the other hand, it is urged that protection may
result in a fuller satisfaction of wants (the creation of more

utilities) than is possible under free trade, owing to the fact

that there*' is no complete harmony of interests between the

community and the individuals who control the allocation

of resources,^ something more fundamental is involved. For

under free trade a nation’s productive factors are directed

into those lines in which (money) costs of production are

lowest, and in which, therefore, the return to a given value

of productive agents in terms of goods and services is greatest.

These products are then exchanged for commodities which

other nations can produce cheaper, with the result that

the real income of the community is maximised. The very

essence of protection is that it diverts resources from the

export industries into high-cost lines of production. For a

given value of the productive factors, a smaller quantity of

goods and services is obtained under the shelter of protective

duties than could be obtained were the same valuable collec-

tion of factors used to produce the same goods and services

indirectly, by first producing exports. Real income, it must

be repeated, is unquestionably maximised under conditions

of the freest possible trade. To deny this is to deny the reality

of the berlefits of geographical specialisation.

What appears to be at issue here is a conflict between endsi

If the desired goal is maximisation of income, it is impossible

‘ This argument is advanced by Professor Carver, op, cit., pp. 355-361,
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consistently to advocate protection. If, on the other hand,

it is felt to be more important that, whatever the level of

income, labor’s share should be increased, protection is a

perfectly consistent means to this end. Choice of this goal

and this means, however, necessarily implies that the income

to be redistributed will be smaller than otherwise. Whether

labor’s increased share of a reduced income will be an abso-

lutely larger or smaller aggregate cannot be determined in

advance; it depends on a host of relevant considerations.

It is certain, however, that a protective tariff reduces the total

available for distribution, while its operation as an instrument

for altering the apportionment is highly uncertain, being con-

tingent upon a number of essential conditions. Because of

these considerations, the potential value of protection as a

weapon of social policy to improve the lot of Iabor*cannot be

regarded as very high.

(c) Protection to Prevent Excessive Urbanisation, — This is

another aspect, sociological rather than economic in nature,

of the case against specialisation. Thus Wagner, for example,

viewed askance the great growth in Germany of an urban

population, noting with concern the crowded slums and the

unsatisfactory conditions in industry. He feared in particular

a one-sided development of the nation, with an attendant

loss of cultural values. Wagner reasoned that the main-

tenance and support by protection of a large agricultural

class would conduce to a more wholesome life, more in accord

with “the real economic, social, ethical, cultural and political

interests of the entire community than the feverish activity

of the purely manufacturing state.” ^

This is obviously a type of argument with which the econ-

omist as such is incompetent to deal, since it postulates a

social and cultural goal which is outside the seppe of eco-

nomic analysis. It would be the task of the social philosopher

and statesman (ultimately the voter in democratic com-

munities) to decide whether the ‘‘ balanced ” agricultural-

' Wagner, “The Agrarian State vs, the Manufacturing State,*’ in Taussig’s

Selected Readings in International Trade and Tariff Problems, p. 343.
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manufacturing economy is sufficiently desirable to warrant

incurring the costs of agricultural protection. We must

rest content with pointing out with Brentano that urban

overcrowding and any ill effects of too rapid or “excessive”

industrialisation on the health and lives of the workers can

be more effectively and probably more cheaply counteracted

by housing reform and other types of social legislation than

by such indirect means as protection. If the stimulation of

agriculture is judged to be independently necessary, bounties

are at least as effective as duties and in addition their cost

is definitely known and constantly realised by the tax-paying

public.

(d) Protection of Industries Essential to Military Defense. —
The argument that protection must be employed to maintain

or establfsh industries supplying military necessities has

been widely used, particularly in recent years. It is respon-

sible for the “Key Industries” duties in England, introduced

in the Safeguarding of Industries Act in 1921 on such articles

as optical glass and instruments, scientific instruments,

numerous chemicals, and a long list of other commodities, as

well as for much of the urge toward autarky in Germany.

Again, the relative importance of the national income and

the national defense is a question for the statesman and the

voter, not the economist, to decide. The economist can,

however, indicate the superior advantages of bounties over

tariff duties as a means of providing essential industries,^

as well as other possible alternatives, such as additional

expenditure on naval defenses to keep the sea routes open.

The foregoing are the main serious arguments for protec-

tion. The list is, however, not inclusive. Brief mention

at least should be accorded two others. Of these, one urges

* Indeed, on grounds of justice, the advantage is all with bounties. If the

avowed object of “key industry’* protection is the support of national defense,

the benefits of which accrue to the entire population, the maintenance, e.g.^ of

the motor car industry should be paid for out of general taxation rather than

by the consumers of automobiles.

.For a fuller discussion of the issues involved in building up national defense;

see Chapter XII, Part II, on Economic Nationalism.
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tariffs as a of restoring

international pajrments, the other supports protection to

encourage an importation of the means of production. The
former, espoused by J. M. Keynes, was of special interest in

Great Britain prior to that country’s departure from the gold

standard in 1931. The problem it aimed to solve— con-

tinuing disequilibrium in the international accounts, with

a constant pressure on gold reserves — was dealt with effec-

tively by the abandonment of the gold standard. With
regard to the latter argument, it must be admitted that

protection can undeniably, by establishing opportunities

jfor profit, stimulate the immigration of capital and labor.

But unless the mere acquisition of these factors is to be

regarded as an end in itself, there is no point to the argu-

ment.^ For the national income is reduced by forcing the

transfer of an industry from a more suitable to a less suitable

location.

Of all the protectionist arguments considered, the only one

with much real claim to attention is the infant-industry

argument, and this one applies only under a very limited

set of conditions and to certain specific industries. All the

others rest their case on shaky foundations, offer a com-

paratively clumsy means of attaining their end, or must be

hedged about with qualifications. Moreover, “the advan-

tages ... to be obtained by tariffs are either sectional if they

are certain, or uncertain if they are general; in each case

a strictly temporary gain, if any gain, is far more probable

^ If the imports of capital and labor serve merely to multiply the number of

inefficient industries, this is all that nerds to be said on the subject. If, how-
ever, one goes further, and argues that in a young country the resultant growth

of industry as opposed to farming, mining, etc. leads to rapid improvement in

the means of communication, in provisions for general and technical education

and other requirements of an industrial economy, in other words, that the

inward movement of the factors brings with it various external economies which
serve to lower costs, the argument is on a different footing. It becomes closely

similar to the infant-industry argument, but like it, is applicable only to a young
and undeveloped country.

For a fuller discussion of this argument, see Habcrler, op. cit^ pp. 273-277.

The reader who wishes a detailed account of the tariff as a means oAnfluencing

the international balance of payments should consult Chapter 7 in Beveridge’s

book
; a briefer discussion is to be found in Habcrler, pp. 269-273.
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than a permanent one.”^ When it is used to remedy an

emergency condition, protection involves, because of the

vested interests it creates, the adoption of a permanent

measure to cure a temporary difficulty.

If the case for protection is really so weak, why docs it

continue to find such wide acceptance? Why cannot free

traders, by the very force of their argument, win over to

their side a majority of voters in every land sufficient to

cast aside this irrational delusion once and for all? The
answer to such natural though naive questions runs along

common enough lines. As usual when reason and justice

do not prevail in human affairs, investigation reveals that

they are opposed by the interests of powerful groups, made
palatable and even popular by skillful appeal to prejudice

and to numerous but local selfish interests.

More specifically with regard to protection, there are

three reasons which amply explain its predominance. In

the first place, it is like a cancer: once started, it not only

persists, but also tends to spread. Secondly, the case for

protection, though in general based on fallacious reasoning,

makes a strong popular appeal which the case for free trade

in general lacks. Closely related to this is a third reason

for the predominance of protection: namely, the superior

vividness of sectional interests, served by protection, over

the general interest.

The explanation of why a tariff both persists and spreads is

simple. Originating in each country for different reasons,^

tariff duties are maintained because they cannot be removed

without serious injury to important groups, while the erection

of a shelter over certain industries inaugurates a clamor for

similar shelter for others.

Protection directs production into particular channels, breeds

vested interests, shapes men’s livelihoods. . . . Sudden removal
r

^Beveridge, op. cit.y p. 117.

* Thus it was the need of revenue during the Civil War that started the era

of high protection in the United States, while List’s arguments for infant^

industry protection were a powerful factor in the establishment of the German
Customs Union.
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of a long-established high Protection, such as that of the United
States, would cause dislocation, business losses and unemployment
on a vast scale. . . . Once introduced, on however small a scale,

it tends to grow and get established on a large scale. The benefit

of Protection to the capital and labour engaged in an industry

seeking Protection is immediate, direct and obvious. If Protec-

tion is granted to one industry, it is always difficult and often

impossible to find reasons for refusing Protection to any other

industry. If granted in any one industry, indeed, it tends to make
Protection seem not merely equitable but necessary for others.

There is hardly any product of one industry which dpes not enter,

directly or indirectly, into the productive process of some other

industry as raw material, or instrument of manufacture or trans-

port, or basis of wages
;

if by Protection its price is raised above the

world price, some other industry has its costs of production raised

and gets a convincing special plea for its own Protection ; this in

turn affects other producers. The tariff grows like a^snowball.^

This enduring and cumulative quality of protection, once

begun, in itself would suffice to explain its rapid spread.

Numerous local interests are woven, one after another, into

a far-flung web of organised and vociferous sentiment for

protection. Yet its essential basis is strictly local
;
the general

interest in attaining the highest possible standard of living

still calls for the utmost freedom of trade. Why cannot

citizens everywhere unite against local selfishness, pul it to

rout, and establish a commercial system that more fully

promotes the national welfare? The answer to this question

lies partly in the essential demagogery of the protectionist

appeal and in the contrasting intellectuality of the free-trade

case, partly in the relative vividness and directness of the

sectional as opposed to the general interest.

Consider first the latter factor. The actual or supposed

gain from protection is clear and immediate. Is a duty on

sugar under consideration? Then the producer of sugar

beets, the laborer in his fields, the worker in the refineries,

and the merchants whom these people patronisef can be

shown that without a doubt they will benefit from the im-

position of the duty. And under ordinary circumstances,

‘ Ibid,, pp. 114-115.
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barring national emergencies, it is such direct and personal

appeals that get the votes. Beside them, the argument that

a contrary policy is most favorable to the general welfare

seems unreal and remote. Who cares about the national

interest when his own affairs are directly concerned? More-

over, who in practical politics— again under normal circum-

stances — cares about the national interest? The business

of the politician is to get elected
;

if he can secure more votes

by promising to care for selfish local advantage than by

showing an intelligent understanding of broad national

issues, he is in danger of committing political suicide if he

adopts the cosmopolitan viewpoint. Again, the organisation

of local interests is immensely strong. They have something

at stake; they combine into powerful trade associations; they

raise large sums to disseminate propaganda favorable to their

cause. Who is to sponsor an opposing free-trade organisa-

tion? Consumers (who are notoriously inert), detached and

busy college professors, a few disinterested individuals here

and there. ^ /It has been well said that the general interest

is everybody’s interest, and everybody’s interest is nobody’s

interest^ Finally, when the politicians, each elected primarily

to advance sectional claims, get together in the national

legislature, what should more naturally result than a swapping

of votes, a process of “log-rolling,” to ensure the realisation

of election promises and the consequent predominance all-

round of local selfishness.^

Re-enforcing the directness and immediacy of the protec-

tionist as contrasted with the generality of the free-trade

' Those individuals in the'community who arc actively engaged in or con-

nected with foreign trade— importers, exporters, shippers, international

bankers — will, of course, tend to favor freer trade. In most communities,

however, and particularly in the United States, they are numerically much
weaker than the business interests which favor protection. If and when they

become powerful, we may expect to witness a low-tariff movement of some
vigor.

® An amusing and vivid illustration of this process is given in “Tariff for

Politics Only,” a quotation from Peter Finley Dunne, cited in Problem Economks

by Keezer, Cutler, and Garfield. For a serious discussion of the practice of

tariff-making, see Beveridge, op, cit,. Chapter XV, and T. W. Page, Making the

Tariff in the United States,
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cause is the related demogogic; nature of tlic foroier, the

intellectual character of the latter. It is no accident that

advocates of protective tariffs ordinarily use, in advancing

or defending their position, not their most respectable (and

most narrowly limited) arguments, but those containing
ih? .greatest percentage of fallacy. For these popular fallacies

wg^popular : they are plausible; they are easily understood

by the dullest intellect; they are free from any taint of academic

refinement. Moreover, they appeal to innate ignorance,

to sectional prejudice, to* nationalistic bias. Contrariwise,

the free-trade case is unspectacular, unemotional, primarily

reasonable, and therefore unpopular. To grasp it thoroughly,

let alone understand all its implications, requires a consider-

able degree of economic literacy, a quality possessed by com-
paratively few in any population. Small wonde? then, in

view of this and the foregoing related considerations, that

the cause which has the most to be said for it succumbs to that

for which the most is said and done
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CHAPTER VI

TARIFFS AND ADMINISTRATIVE
PROTECTION

T
he five preceding chapters have dealt with considera-

tions relating to the issue of free trade versus protection,

including a somewhat technical discussion of the

economic effects of customs duties. Their primary concern

has been to weigh the relative merits, from the social point

of view, of these alternative trade policies, and in particular

to appraise a rather wide range of specific arguments advanced

in support of protection. Wc have found that the general

case for free trade is incontrovertible, and that, granting

the desirability of maximising the national income, there

are no valid arguments for a general policy of protection,

but only for its application in certain special and rather

narrowly limited situations.

Having gained some understanding of the social significance

of liberal and restrictive policies, we are now in a position

to examine how a commercial policy, once determined, is

implemented. The next four chapters, therefore, are devoted

to a consideration of the technique of commercial policy.

First, the older devices of protectionism, namely tariffs and

administrative measures, arc reviewed. Next we examine

the methods by which the economic relations of any nation

with other particular countries are regulated. This involves

a study of various types of commercial treaties and certain

methods by which the terms of these treaties are altered.

Finally, in Chapters VIII and IX, some of the more recent

and more drastic forms of restriction and intervention arc

surveyed.
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TARIFFS •

(a) Customs Duties and Customs Areas, — Customs duties

are the raw materials of tariffs. They may be defined as

taxes imposed on goods entering (import duties) or leaving

(export duties) a customs area. Usually, though not always,

a customs area and the territory of a nation are identical.

Thus with the minor exceptions of the Philippine Islands,

the Virgin Islands, Samoa, and Guam, the customs area

of the United States includes not only all the states but also

all the territory under its sovereignty. Likewise Great Britain

and Northern Ireland comprise a unified customs area,

though the little Isle of Man has a separate schedule of duties.

On the other hand, by customs unions or customs annexa-

tions, tw& or more countries may be united for purposes of

customs administration. Thus the separate German states

were joined in a customs union from 1828 until the formation

of the Empire in 1871, as were the component parts of the

Union of South Africa prior to their unification in 1909.

At the present time Luxemburg and Belgium are partners

to a customs union. I'he principality of Monaco exemplifies

a slightly different form of customs unification, that of cus-

toms annexation. Since 1865 it has been annexed to France

for customs purposes, while Liechtenstein was before the

War a part of the Austrian and has since 1923 been a part

of the Swiss customs area.

Of the two types of customs duties, those on imports and

those on exports, export duties are today comparatively unim-

portant. In the past 'they were widely used, especially in

the Middle Ages, when their object was not so much revenue

as the safeguarding of domestic supplies. Today, ^however,

export duties are principally confined to products of which

one or two suppliers have a virtual monopoly (as Spain and

Portugal of cork, Bolivia and the Malay States of tin), when
they may be levied as an effective revenue measure without

serious injury to producers. Occasionally export duties

are protective in purpose. This is the case with the Swedish
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and J^orwegian taxes on exports of forest products, which

aim at encouraging milling and paper manufacture at home.

Switzerland’s export duties on cattle, hides, and skins serve

as a protective measure for her leather industry. Again, taxes

on exports may be used as a mean of controlling the volume

of export sales with a view to maintaining the world price of

the taxed article. A sliding scale of export duties with this

end in view has been part of the rubber restriction scheme

in force in the Malay States and the Dutch East Indies.

A number of illustrations of export duties has been given

and others are available. Nonetheless, as compared with

taxes on imports, the total number of export duties is infinites-

imal. With a few important exceptions, customs duties may
be regarded as consisting of import duties.

Customs duties may have as their object either the provision

of revenue or the protection of home industries; but there

is no clear line of demarcation, since many duties that are

protective in effect are very important as producers of revenue,

while supposedly pure revenue duties may on occasion furnish

some measure of protection. Revenue duties, however, are

usually levied on commodities capable of being produced at

home only with great difficulty (e.g., tea and coffee in Euro-

pean countries), and at a rate which offers little if any stimulus

to domestic production. Protective duties, having as their

main object the restriction of imports, tend to be relatively

high.

Import duties, whether for revenue or for protection, may
be levied according to either of two bases. If they are cal-

culated as a fixed percentage of the price of an imported

article, they arc known as ad valorem;^ if they are levied as

a fixed number of cents or dollars per physical unit (pound,

^Various possibilities exist with respect to the valuation of the imported

article to which an ad valorem duty is to be applied. The import v^lue (value

in the importing country), the export value (value in the exporting country),

or an official value (arbitrary) may be used. Since import values will ordi-

narily be higher than export values, their use will provide a greater measure of

protection. The clamor in this country for the use of “American Valuation”

is merely a thinly disguised effort to secure additional protection.
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gallon, yard, etc.), they are called specific duties. Sometimes

the two are combined in mixed or compound duties. Thus

under the Tariff of 1930, cigars and cigarettes coming into

the United States are dutiable at a rate of $4.50 per lb. plus

25% ad valorem.

Each type of duty offers some advantages and some dis-

advantages. Ad valorem duties fall with equal weight on

the crude and on the finished forms of a particular commodity.

Their burden also remains the same in the face of price

fluctuations.* In addition, they are easy to understand, and

facilitate international comparisons of the height of particular

duties. Their chief disadvantage arises from the necessity

of placing a value upon each commodity subject to duty.

These values are never definite;* they must be determined

by the efistoms officials by methods that are always difficult,

generally uncertain, and that provide a constant temptation

to evasion. The declared value must always be checked

against the price in the exporting or the importing country.

This .price is frequently subject to sudden fluctuations and

often varies with the credit rating of the buyer, the volume

of his purchases, and the quality of the goods.

Specific duties, on the other hand, are much easier to

assess, since it is merely necessary to count, measure, or weigh

the commodity in question. A given duty bears more

heavily, however, on the cheaper grades of any product, while

' Ad valorem duties provide a constant degree of protection, however, only

if changes in the price of the commodity take place at the same rate at home
and abroad. Suppose a commodity selling for $1.00 in the United States

and $0.80 at the port of export is subject to a 30% duty on the export value.

Ignoring transport costs, delivered imports will then cost $1.04. If the price

both at home and abroad falls by 50%, the delivered import price becomes

$0.52, or 4% above the price of the competing American article. If, however,

the American price had fallen by 60% (to $0.40) as against a 50% decline

abroad (to $0.40), the protective margin becomes not 4% but 30%. Con-
versely, were the foreign price decline greater than in the United States, the

degree of protection is lessened. With a 50% drop in the export price but only

a 40% decline here (to $0.60), the delivered import price is 13i% below the

American price.

* Except, of course, where a purely arbitrary ofHcial valuation is used, in

which case an ad valorem duty becomes in effect, relative to the actual import

or export price of a commodity, a specific duty.
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its burden in terms of the value of the good varies inversely

with changes in its price. To avoid the first difficulty, a

minute and elaborate classification according to the different

stages of manufacture must be adopted, a procedure which

enormously lengthens and complicates the schedule of duties.

Moreover, this solution introduces the possibility of dispute

as to the proper classification of any particular import.

The second difficulty, variability of the burden as the price

of the dutiable article changes, can be met only by constant

change of the specific rates of duty. This is a step which

involves endless labor and which throws the whole question

of the tariff into the arena of partisan politics.

In view of the foregoing considerations, it would appear

that a compromise in the use of these two types of duties

offers a means of avoiding some of the disadvantages of both.

Thus standardised articles, such as wheat, cotton, and pig-

iron, which are susceptible to easily identifiable classification,

lend themselves especially well to the imposition of specific

duties, while those having a wide range of constantly changing

qualities, such as manufactured articles, are particularly

suited to ad valorem duties. Many countries, including the

United States, have adopted such a compromise in varying

degree. In general, however, the United States, Great

Brilain and the British Dominions, and some South American

countries rely principally upon ad valorem duties, while

most European nations and some of Latin America make
use predominantly of specific duties.

(b) The Structure of a Tariff. — A customs tariff is a list of

commodities (tariff nomenclature), classified according to

some system, together with a schedule of the rates of duty

charged. Various bases of classification are possible. Thus

commodities may be arranged alphabetically, according to

the class-rate of duty (over 100%, 90% to 100%, etc.),

according to the particular statutes imposing the diities (as

in Great Britain), or according to the attributes of the com-

modities. All these methods are used, though the last-

named is the commonest. Under this type of classification,
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goods may be listed as to their stage of manufacture /raw

materials, semi'inanufactures, finished manufactures), as to

their derivation (animal, vegetable, or mineral products),

or in line with some other technical distinction. Thus the

United States tariff of 1930 possesses sixteen classes or schedules

of different types of commodities, with the articles tmder

each class arranged in many different ways, such as alpha-

betical, according to use, stage of manufacture, etc.*

The number of individual commodities in a tariff (the

tariff nomenclature) is determined by a detailed description

of each commodity, called “specialisation.” This process

of specialisation or enumeration results in the establishment

of a bewildering nomenclature, some of the individual c6m-

modities differing from others only in minute particulars.

Both thtf French and the American tariffs of 1930 contain

some 7,000 separate items. Most tariffs, in addition to the

nomenclature of individually specified articles, contain

catch-all clauses to cover commodities incapable of separate

enumeration.

Because of the wide diversity in the classifications and

nomenclature of the tariffs of different countries, a diversity

which renders international comparison particularly difficult,

the adoption of a uniform procedure in these matters would

be highly desirable. An effort toward this end has been

made by the League of Nations, whose Economic Committee

in 1927 appointed a subcommittee of experts to study the

matter. Its report on Draft Customs Nomenclature, sub-

mitted in 1931, comprised 21 sections covering 2,314 items

in 991 sub-sections. * The recommendation that its more

important provisions be adopted by League members has

so far met with no response.

^ The sixteen schedules of the American tariff are as follows : 1. Cihemicals,

oils, and paints
;

2. Earths, earthenware, and glassware ; 3. Metals, and manu-
factures of; 4. Wood, and manufactures of ; 5. Sugar, molasses, and manu-
factures of; 6. Tobacco, and manufactures of; 7. Agricultural products and
provisions; 8. Spirits, wines, and other beverages; 9. Cotton and manu-
factures thereof; 10. Flax, hemp, and jute, and manufactures of; 11. Wool,

and manufactures of; 12. Silk manufactures; 13. Manufactures of rayon or

other synthetic textiles ; 14. Papers and books ; 15. Sundries; 16. Freelist.
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Accompanying the names and descriptions of dutiable

commodities is the schedule or schedules of duties~ specific,

ad valorem, or mixed— which make up the tariff. The
number and character of these duty schedules determines

the kind of tariff in force, a rather important matter to whose

elucidation we may now proceed.

(c) Kinds of Tariffs, — Tariffs may differ as to the number of

schedules of duties they contain or as to the way in which the

duties are established. When the customs duties are fixed by

legislation and not by agreement with other countries, the tariff

is known as autonomous
;
when they are established by treaty

or agreement with other powers, the resultant tariff is called

conventional. With respect to the number of duty schedules,

there are single tariffs, double tariffs, and multiple tariffs. A
single tariff, as the name implies, consists of a single ^schedule

of duties applicable to all imports regardless of their source.

It is ordinarily used where revenue is the sole object (Great

Britain before the War), or for protection when the country

has no intention of bargaining (recent American tariffs).

Such a tariff may be cither autonomous or conventional.

The double tariff has two important variants. In the

so-called maximum-and-minimum tariff, both schedules of

duties are established autonomously, with the minimum rates

granted totally or in part to specific countries by agreement,

the maximum rates applying to all others. France and

Belgium both possess this type of tariff, with the difference

that France regards the maximum duties as normal, the

minimum duties as especially favorable treatment, while

Belgium treats the minimum duties as normal, reserving

the others as a threat in bargaining or as a penalty for dis-

crimination. In the other type of double tariff, the general

and conventional tariff, the general duties are established

autonomously by domestic legislation; the conventional

duties are arrived at by agreement with other countries.

Any country which has no such agreement is subject to the

general schedule. French tariffs were of this sort prior to

1892, while Germany has used them since that time^
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Both types of double tariff have been popular in European

countries because of their apparent adaptability to bargaining

for concessions. With two countries playing the same game,

however, each with one form or another of the double tariff,

any concessions either might gain would almost certainly be

insubstantial. For the minimum rates in the maximum-
minimum tariff have always been set high enough to give the

desired protection, while the general rates of the general-

conventional tariff have been fixed so high that even after

large reductions have been made in the course of tariff nego-

tiations, the rates remain amply protective.

Multiple tariffs are those containing more than two, usually

three, schedules of duties. The tariffs of Canada, Australia,

and New Zealand are multiple and autonomous, providing

for three rates of duty: British preferential, intermediate,

and general. The preferential rates apply to products of

the British Empire, the intermediate rates to imports from

countries with which agreements have been concluded, the

general rates to all other imports.

(d) The Measurement of the Height of a Tariff. — Attempts

are frequently made to measure the height of a tariff, prin-

cipally for the purpose of making international comparisons.

The task is intrinsically difficult, however, owing to the fact

that a tariff is not, like a wall— even one of varying height —
something whose average height can be simply measured.

The analogy cannot be pushed very far, but since it is fre-

quently used, it would be better to say that a tariff is like a

series of discontinuous walls with important gaps between

them and with some .sections of the separate walls rising so

high as to be immeasurable.

In spite of the difficulty of attaching a clear, specific mean-

ing to the concept, numerous attempts— most of them

fatuous— have been made to compute a measure of tariff

walls. Thus in an effort to belittle the restrictive effect of

American customs duties, protectionist politicians have

frequently cited the fact that some two-thirds of our imports

enter the country free of duty, or, conversely, that about a
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third,of our imports are dutiable. Such statements overlook

completely the fact that the higher a duty schedule rises,

the less will be the volume of dutiable imports. If all our

duties were prohibitive, while some few and unimportant

items were still left on the free list, then 100% of our imports

would be duty-free! Slightly less naive but still subject to

the same objection is the method, frequently used, of calculat-

ing the percentage relationship between total customs receipts

and the total value either of all imports or of dutiable imports.

Again, prohibitive duties are excluded from the reckoning.

Any measure of the “height” of a tariff’ which thus ignores

prohibitive duties is guilty of computing the level of only

the lower portions of the tariff “wall.”

A more defensible method is to convert all duties into

ad valorem figures, then to calculate the average ‘of these

for all dutiable commodities (or for a representative sample

of dutiable commodities, including a due proportion of those

subject to prohibitive duties). Even such a measure, to be

significant, requires that the component figures be weighted

in accord with the relative importance of the different com-

modities, since it is obvious for example that a duty on wheat

is many times more important than a duty on birdseed.^

Moreover, as we saw in an earlier chapter, the prices of all

dutiable commodities except those produced under conditions

of constant costs will be affected by tariffs, even in the export-

ing countries. This means that the real burden may be

greater or less than would appear from an ad valorem figure.

Finally, as Haberler f^oints out,^ there is the question of what

it is the height of which wc are trying to measure. Is it

the degree of protection afforded to domestic industry? But

^ The necessity of including prohibitive duties, if the index is to be repre-

sentative, rules out the possibility of weighting the various duties in^accord with

relative imports, since there are no imports of goods subject to prohibitive

duties. This consideration would force the use of another system of^weighting,

such as the comparative importance of each dutiable commodity in the total

of world trade.

* Op, ciU^ p. 358. For an excellent and more elaborate discussion of the

whole problem of measuring the height of a tariff, Haberler’s book should

be consulted.
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the same ad valorem rate of duty will provide only partial

protection to one country, more than ample to another,

depending upon cost conditions in the two regions. If our

tariff index is to measure the relative degree of obstruction

to imports, it may be necessary, as Haberler suggests, to

construct a separate index for each country from which

goods are imported, since the tariff of any nation may restrict

imports from some countries severely, those from others only

slightly or not at all. About all that we can be sure of

obtaining from even a carefully constructed index, unaccom-

panied by an explanatory statement, is a summary and rather

vague impression of the liberality or illiberality of its trade

policy.

^
ADMINISTRATIVE PROTECTION

A form of protection almost universally used as a supple-

ment to tariffs is indirect or administrative protection. It

is an exceptionally difficult concept to define. In fact, it

is merely a catch-all term designed to cover a wide variety

of practices which are protective in effect. From the negative

point of view, administrative protection may be said to include

all official protective expedients that cannot be otherwise

classified. Thus it consists of all measures other than tariffs,

import quotas and prohibitions, subsidies, and exchange

control. Positively expressed, it comprises a host of specific

protective devices which are characteristically underhanded,

devious, and deceptive in their outward form. More often

than not these are a result of the way in which the law is

enforced by administrative officials, though they may be

established in the law itself. Outstanding among the numer-

ous media of this type of protection are veterinary and

sanitary regulations, marks of origin requirements, arbitrary

and discriminatory tariff nomenclature, oppressive customs

formalities, arbitrary valuations, and preferential railway

rates.

The exact nature of administrative protection may best be

made clear by means of a number of illustrations. As an
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example of the diversion to protective tises of sanitary regular

tions we may cite the Austrian laws for the safeguarding of

consumers against unwholesome food. Their extreme com-
plexity, the variable rigor of their enforcement, and their

frequent alteration combine to render very difficult the

importation of food products into Austria. The mark of

origin requirement has often been enforced with great

arbitrariness in the United States. Thus there is the case

of the far-fetched interpretation of this provision by the

Customs Court with respect to cigarette papers, when it was
insisted that not each package but each single paper was an
individual article and hence to be marked separately with

the name of its country of origin.* The classic example of

the distortion of tariff nomenclature by excessive “specialisa-

tion” is to be found in the reduction in duty grant^ in the

pre-War German tariff to “large dappled mountain cattle or

brown cattle reared at a spot at least 300 metres above sea

level and which have at least one month’s grazing each year

at a spot at least 800 metres above sea level,” ® a provision

obviously designed to confine the duty reduction to imports

of Swiss and Austrian cattle.

Illustrations could be multiplied, but these will suffice.

New forms of administrative protection are constantly crop-

ping up, since under a government which is partial to such a

policy, almost any law affecting commerce can be applied

in such a way as to hinder imports. This makes impossible

the compilation of a complete list of these practices, let alone

the exhaustive definition of the subject.

Administrative protection thus appears as a ready means

by which a group in control of a government can turn an

apparently liberal policy into a protective one, or a protective

policy into a more rigorous one. Commercial
'
policy as

embodied in legislation may be distorted and even nullified

without the necessity of acquiring a popular mandate.

Moreover, owing to the concealed nature of this form of

* This and the preceding example cited by E. M. Winslow.
• Cited in Paranagua, Tariff Policy, p, 84.
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protection, it provides as well a means of discriminating

between different foreign sources of supply. In this respect,

it has to a considerable extent counteracted international

efforts (as embodied in the most-favored-nation policy) to

ensure equality of treatment.

Because the devices of administrative protection lend

themselves to discriminatory use, and because their evasive-

ness, uncertainty, and sometimes downright trickery engenders

ill-will, suspicion, and retaliation, the world would obviously

be better off without them. Until, however, there is a

change of heart among nations in favor of increased liberalisa-

tion of trade, there would appear to be little hope of bringing

about such a good riddance. Because of their very incon-

spicuousness and indirection, measures of administrative

protectioh furnish a most flexible instrument of policy,

requiring for reform a change in inner conviction rather than

an attempt to secure international agreement.

In addition to the administrative acts just described,

another quite different form of indirect protection, one which

might be called informal protection, is to be found in many
countries. This is the popular boycott of foreign products.

Such boycotts, as in the ‘‘Buy British” campaign of recent

years in Great Britain, may be officially sponsored by the

government, or they may develop spontaneously among the

people or certain groups thereof, as the widespread boycott of

Japanese goods in 1937-38 and the anti-Nazi boycott of

German imports in many countries in 1933-34. These

instances also illustrate on the one hand a comparatively mild

pro-national rather than anti-forcign type of propaganda

effort, and on the other, one directed at the goods of a particu-

lar country and accompanied by strong emotion. Such

movements may be extremely effective in restricting imports.

Except where sustained by direct government action, how-

ever, they are apt to be sporadic and short-lived. The
widespread boycott of Japanese products brought about by

Japanese aggression in China appears to be somewhat

unusual in this regard.
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Similar in nature though probably less effective in results

IS a type of activity which has had some vogue in the United

States in recent years— the use of advertising by particular

trade groups, with the object of prejudicing potential cus-

tomers against foreign wares and in favor of their own. As an

example, we may cite the nation-wide advertising campaign

carried on a few years ago by American beet-sugar producers,

stressing the employment provided by the industry and

appealing to patriotic sentiment. During 1937 a campaign

was conducted by Hawaiian cane-sugar growers, attempting

to generate a feeling that the Hawaiian Islands are an in-

tegral part of the United States and thereby to forestall

any attempt to exclude Hawaiian sugar from the free list.

Finally, one should not fail to mention the regular outpour-

ing of protectionist propaganda by the Chemical ‘Founda-

tion, an organisation which has gone to great expense in its

task of flooding the country with misinformation.
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CHAPTER VII

COMMERCIAL TREATIES AND TARIFF
BARGAINING

COMMERCIAL TREATIES

A COMMERCIAL treaty is simply a contract between

two nations with respect to any part of their economic

relations, chiefly commercial.^ While a formal treaty

is usually quite a formidable document, duly ratified accord-

ing to the constitutional practice of the contracting parties,

the same matters may be covered in a less formal agree-

ment or by a mere exchange of notes between the respective

governments. Different treaties and agreements vary widely

both in scope and duration, though in general the more

informal instruments are confined to a narrower range of

topics.

These international contracts may apply to any aspect of

the commercial relations between the two parties in which

either one of them is interested. Broadly speaking, the

numerous matters relating to trade, navigation, taxation,

travel, industry, etc., covered in a treaty may be grouped

into two main categories : the rights granted to citizens and

the treatment accorded to the goods of each contracting

party. Each of these two groups of topics may be handled

in either of two ways : the direct or the indirect. According

to the direct method, the rights of citizens and the treatment

^ There are a few instances of multilateral treaties, signed by more than two

countries. 'These international conventions, as they arc generally called,

have dealt with a rather limited range of topics, such as posts, aviation, sani-

tation, sugar bounties; though in the years immediately following the War,

under the leadership of the League of Nations, conventions were concluded

covering transit trade, customs formalities, and the transmission of electric

power*
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of commodity imports are specified in great detail in the

treaty. Under the indirect mediod, these matta*s are

covered by some general rule. Of the various possible

general rules which have from time to time been invoked,

those most widely used in modern times are national treat-

ment and most-favored-nation treatment.

(a) National Treatment. — As its name implies, this nde of

conduct simply means that each contracting party guarantees

nationals of the other the same treatment it accords to its own
citizens. Naturally, since the very object of tariff and other

forms of trade restrictions is to subject the goods of other

countries to worse treatment than is accorded one’s own
products, the rule applies only to the civil and commercial

rights of individuals. While treaties rarely if ever contain the

words “national treatment,” this term accurately‘sums up
the meaning of the relevant clause.* Exceptions to the rule,

though not numerous, are found in most treaties. Thus the

United States confines to its own citizens the right to engage

in coastwise trade, while other countries apply similar restric-

tions to national fisheries and to certain professions.

National treatment is the rule nowadays between equals,

but when one power is in a position of dominance it may exact

from the weaker power some form of special privilege. Thus

all the important powers except Russia, Austria, and Germany
possess so-called extra-territorial rights in China, which means

that their nationals are subject, not to Chinese laws, but to the

laws of their homeland, and are tried in special courts within

each nation’s separate jurisdiction.

(b) Most-Favored-Nation Treatment. — This term is rather

misleading. The purpose of the most-favored-nation clause

is not to give any nation a most favored position, but to

' “The subjects or citizens of each of the two Contracting Parties shall have
liberty freely to come with their ships and cargoes to all places and ports in the

territories of the other to which subjects or citizens of that Party are,* or may be,

permitted to come and shall enjoy the same rights, privileges, liberties, favors,

immunities, and exemptions, in matters of commerce and navigation, as are

or may be enjoyed by subjects or citizens of that Party.” (Article I of the

Treaty of Commerce and Navigation between Finland and the United Kingdom
of 1923.) Cited in Paranagua, Tariff Policy^ p. 162 n.
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ensure to each contracting party as good treatment .as is

granted to any other country. W. S. Culbertson rightly

suggests that it might better be called the “equally-favored-

nation clause.” Specifically, most-favored-nation treatment

extends the same commercial favors to the nation in question

as are granted to any third country. The clause may cover

all matters relating to commerce, industry, and navigation,

including both the rights of persons and of goods, or it may
confine itself to the treatment of commodities or to customs

duties alone. ^ Frequently national treatment of persons is

combined with most-favored-nation treatment of goods.

Ordinarily, the most-favored-nation clause is bilateral in

its operation; that is, it applies to each of the two contracting

parties. Sometimes, however, a dominant power may insist

upon it^ unilateral application. Thus in the post-War

treaties, Germany, Austria, Hungary, and Bulgaria tem-

porarily granted unilateral most-favored-nation treatment to

the Allies, but themselves received discriminatory treatment.

Two forms of most-favored-nation treatment (bilateral)

must be distinguished : the unconditional and the conditional

Linder the unconditional form, any advantage granted by

either contracting party to a third country accrues auto-

matically and without compensation to the other party.

Thus if a treaty between A and B contains the unconditional

most-favored-nation clause, any reduction of duties, for

example, which may be granted by either A or B to some

third country immediately becomes applicable to the other

party to the treaty.

^ An example of the broadest type of coverage is to be found in the Treaty
of 1911 between Great Britain and Japan : “The High Contracting Parties

agree that, in all that concerns commerce, navigation, and industry, any favor,

privilege, or immunity which either High Contracting Party has actually

granted, or may hereafter grant, to the siiips, subjects or citizens of any other

State shall be extended immediately and unconditionally to the ships or sub-

jects of the* other high Contracting Party, it being their intention that the com-
merce, navigation, and industry of each country shall be placed on the footing

of the most favored nation.” Cited in Paranagu^, Tariff Policy, p 165 n.,

where there also appears a quotation from the Convention of 1904 between
Russia and Germany limiting most-favored-nation treatment to “the products

of the soil or of the industry” of either country.
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Under the conditional form of most-favored-nation treat-

ment, either contracting party must extend to the other party

any favor granted to a third country, provided the same con-

ditions are met. That is, the conditional form distinguishes

between concessions gratuitously made and concessions pur-

chased for a price. Only gratuitous concessions are extended

automatically and without question
;

all others must be paid

for with an equivalent concession.^

European nations have since the middle of the nineteenth

century quite generally adopted the unconditional form of

most-favored-nation treatment. The United States alone,

from the date of its first treaty with France in 1778 down to

1923, consistently adhered to the conditional form. During

the nineteenth century, when our exports consisted chiefly

of staple foods and raw materials, this interpretjition was

believed best suited to success in bargaining for concessions.

With the growing importance of manufactured exports, with

respect to which a guarantee of equah'ty of treatment is

perhaps more important than a grant of special concessions,

and in the face of constant difficulty in applying the con-

ditional interpretation, it gradually became apparent that the

unconditional clause offered many advantages. Suddenly,

in an exchange of notes with Brazil in 1923, the government of

the United Stales abandoned its previous policy and agreed

to accept the unconditional clause. Since that date it has

continued to be a vigorous supporter of this interpretation.

There is little doubt that the unconditional has much to

recommend it over the conditional form of most -favored-

nation treatment. It is perfectly definite; it requires no

1 The Treaty of 191 1 between the United States and Japan provides a typical

example of the conditional interpretation: “Except as otherwise expressly

provided in this Treaty, the High Contracting Parties agree Jhat, in all that

concerns commerce and navigation, any privilege, favor or immunity which

either Contracting Party has actually granted, or may hereafter grant, to the

citizens or subjects of any other State shall be extended to the citizerls or subjects

of the other Contracting Party gratuitously, if the coruession in favor of that other

State shall have been gratuitous, and on the same or equivalent conditions, if the concession

shall have been conditional.'* Cited in W. S. Culbertson, International Economic

Policies, p. 61.
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elaborate diplomatic wrangling for its interpretation; it

generalises equality of treatment in the simplest possible man-

ner and thereby eliminates potential sources of conflict. On
the contrary, the conditional clause is subject to constant

misinterpretation or necessitates frequent negotiation to

determine just what its application should mean. What is

an equivalent concession? If A reduces its duty on wool in

return for a reduction of B’s duty on wines, A must extend

the same reduction in the wool schedule to C provided the

latter makes an equal cut in its wine duties. Is C’s concession

equivalent to B’s, regardless of the possibility that C may be

a negligible importer of wines? Or suppose that wines are

on its free list— what duty reduction is to be regarded as

establishing an equal concession? The solution of such

problems^ while difficult and provocative of friction, is not

impossible. Often, however, each party to a treaty will

make several concessions simultaneously, only the sum total

on each side being regarded as roughly equivalent. Both

the necessity and the difficulties of bargaining with third

powers then become enhanced many fold. Moreover, as

Professor Viner has pointed out, if a given country has

negotiated even one unconditional most-favorcd-nation treaty

with some other nation, this “makes the conditional clause

in other treaties in effect unconditional. For once conces-

sions granted conditionally to some other country have been

extended gratuitously to this one country, they can be claimed

gratuitously by all other countries.” ^ Finally, it should be

clear that the grant of conditional most-favored-nation

treatment, except so far as it generalises gratuitous conces-

sions, virtually promises merely the right to bargain for

equal treatment. The degree of equality attained still re-

mains to be determined in the course of bargaining, where

political and economic power are all-important. Truly

equal treatment, the basic objective of the most-favored-

nation clause, can be achieved only through adherence to the

unconditional interpretation.
,

'

...

^ Cited by Whale, op, cit., p. 216 «. ,
v
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Before leaving the topic of most-favored*nation treatment,

it is necessary to call attention to certain exceptions to its

provisions which are rather generally recognised. Of these

the most common is frontier traffic of a strictiy local character.

Since the boundaries between countries frequently divide

regions which are economically homogeneous, such as the

great plains of eastern Hungary and western Rumania, and

since the interruption of local trade through the application

of uniform customs duties might work serious hardship to

inhabitants along both sides of the frontier, exemption of this

type of traffic from the usual import duties is quite common.
Again, most colonial powers expressly reserve the right to

give special treatment, usually in the form of preferential

duties, to colonies or possessions which are not incorporated

into the customs area of the mother country. * Of such

arrangements, the best known is the system of preferential

duties adopted by Great Britain and her Dominions at the

Ottawa Conference of 1932. Exceptions to most-favored-

nation treatment have also been made with respect to certain

countries which are closely related as to location, race, or

economic ties. Thus the United States and Cuba, in their

treaties with other countries, specifically exclude them from

the enjoyment of certain duty reductions which they have

granted one another in a reciprocity treaty. Similar excep-

tions apply to the trade between some Central and South

American countries, Spain and Portugal, the Scandinavian

countries, the Baltic States, and a few others. Customs

unions may be cited as a special instance of this type of

exception.

Whether the commercial relations between countries are

regulated in the direct manner, with detailed specification of

each individual matter or by the indirect method of invoking

such general rules as national or most-favored-nation treat-

ment, in either case the terms agreed upon must be put down

in black and white in some more or less formal document.

This is necessary because there is no generally recognised

body of international law, other than certain customs of a
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rather indeterminate status, to which nations, like individuals

within each state, can appeal. Indeed, the bulk of what is

known as international law is made up of the very treaties

under discussion (including, of course, those which deal with

other than commercial matters).

Just as the parties to a treaty are themselves the authors

of the law governing their relations, so likewise are they, in

the last resort, the courts which interpret this law and the

officers who enforce it. While tliere exist today many
arbitral bodies, of which the World Court at The Hague is

the outstanding example, which undertake to adjust inter-

national disputes, it is open to any country to refuse to abide

by their decisions. This is bound to be the case whenever

the national interests of any state arc seriously challenged.

Where vittil national interests are not in question, international

commissions and courts may perform a useful work of con-

ciliation and arbitration. It is clear, however, that any

authority they may have rests, not upon a general “consent of

the governed,” but upon a specific voluntary acquiescence

with respect to each separate issue. So long as each nation

claims unlimited sovereignty, this is bound to be true, and the

ultimate agencies of international law enforcement must be

either the consciences of nations, influenced perhaps by

world public opinion — or military force.

Fortunately, however, disputes as to the meaning of treaty

provisions are not ofintolerable frequency. Partly responsible

for this fact, so far as commercial matters are concerned, is

the extent to which the general rules of national treatment

for individuals and mO$t-favored-nation treatment for com-

modities have spread. Their wide acceptance is largely

attributable to their simplicity, their fairness, and their im-

portance. It is far easier to agree to apply well-understood

general rules than to arrive at detailed specification with

respect td every matter of international commercial impor-

tance. The fairness of treating the citizens of other countries

the same as one’s own and the goods of each country the same

as those of any other country is obvious. And generally
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speaking, it is equally if not more important for any one

country to receive equality of treatment with all other nations

than to secure hard-won and often short-lived special con-

cessions.

TARIFF BARGAINING

On first consideration it would seem that the more wide-

spread became the use of the most-favored-nation clause, the

less would be the opportunity or the need for bargaining for

tariff concessions. Equal treatment, however, though non-

discriminatory, may still be very bad treatment, subject to

alleviation by agreement. That the possibility of alleviation

exists, even in the face of universal adoption of the most-

favored-nation rule, will be shown in a moment.

Tariff bargaining is a process of negotiation between two

countries, usually taking place shortly before the expiration

of a previously existing commercial treaty, with the purpose

of establishing their tariff relations on a definite footing.

Sometimes the object is to secure either a unilatercil or a

reciprocal reduction of rates, sometimes merely to establish

equal treatment. The methods used in bargaining, and to

some extent the objectives, vary with the kind of tariff a

country possesses,

A state with a single tariff may seek either special conces-

sions or equality of treatment in one of two ways : by the threat

of penalty duties or by the offer of concessions. The United

States, the chief country to adhere consistently to a single-line

tariff, may be cited as an example. In the tariff acts of 1890

and 1897 it provided for the penalty method of bargaining

with countries producing sugar, molasses, cofiVe, tea, or

hides. These products being at one or both of these dates

on the free list, the President was empowered to impose

duties on those coming from any country whose duties on our

products he deemed to be “reciprocally unequal and un-

reasonable.” While it is true that these freely imported

commodities enjoyed, relative to dutiable articles, particularly

favorable treatment, nonetheless it was to our interest to
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accord them such treatment. Moreover, inasmuch as we
imisted on our inalienable right to set our own duti^ as

high as we pleased, the reservation of the right to judge the

reasonableness of the duties of any other country would seem

to involve considerable effrontery. It is not surprising that

the results of this bargaining provision were negligible.

In the tariff of 1897 there was also included a clause

permitting special reductions on a still more limited range of

products (argols, brandies, sparkling and still wines, and

paintings and statuary) in return for equivalent concessions.

Agreements with nine countries were made under this

proviso, most of them achieving for us not special but merely

most-favored-nation treatment. Both in this and in certain

later tariff acts there was included a section allowing broader

use of the /concessional method (reductions of duties up to 20%
of the regular schedule), but because treaties embodying this

provision had to be ratified by the Senate, thus permitting

the opposition to become organised and extremely vocal, it

came virtually to naught. With respect to this phase of our

attempts at tariff bargaining, Culbertson writes

:

Our experiences under the acts of 1890 and 1897 demonstrate

conclusively the futility of bargaining for special and exclusive

favors. No country could have been in a stronger economic posi-

tion ;
but even so, the results— the actual trade gains— were

small and uncertain. In no sense did they compensate for the

effort put forth, for the mis-understanding arising, and for the

ill-will which they engendered among other peoples.*

Turning from the attempt to secure special concessions.

Congress in 1909 introduced into the tariff a provision aimed

at the elimination of discrimination against and the establish-

ment of equality of treatment for American products, the

method used being the imposition of additional duties (25%)
upon imports from countries found to be discriminating

against American goods. While some success attended this

effort, a more vigorous and flexible provision of a similar

nature introduced in the tariff of 1922 (and retained in the

» Op. eil., pp. 139-140.
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tarifE of 1930) proved more effective as a weapon -gainst

discriminatory treatment. The 1922 act empowered the

President to raise by 50% the duties against any or all products

of a country found to be discriminating against our com-

merce (so as to place it at a disadvantage as compared with

that of any foreign country), and if this was insufficient to

bring about a removal of the discriminations, to enforce a

total prohibition of import.

The shift in our bargaining objectives from special conces-

sions to equality of treatment runs approximately parallel,

it should be noted, with the shift in our interpretation of the

most-favored-nation clause from the conditional to the un-

conditional. After the War, although we followed the illiberal

policy of raising our customs duties in many instances to a

new high point, we consistently adhered— boffi in bargaining

and in treaty interpretation— to the principle of equality of

treatment. More recently, in the trade-agreements program

undertaken by Secretary Hull, we have re-introduced the

concessional method of bargaining, this time, however, in

combination with the principle of equality. Of this program,

more later.

Where the maximum-minimum type of double tariflF is in

force, bargaining may follow either the concessional or the

penalty method, depending upon whether the maximum or

the minimum schedule is regarded as normal. This question

is in this instance largely academic, however, since in any

event the minimum duties are set at the protective level

desired, and the maximum rates made applicable to all

countries with whom no agreement is concluded. The
minimum schedule may be granted in whole or in part in

return simply for most-favored-nation treatment, or its

extension may be made contingent upon certain specific

duty reductions, depending upon what bargaining objectives

are in view.

A country possessing a general-conventional tariff ordinarily

sets its general schedule of duties at a high level, granting

reductions from these to conventional or treaty duties which
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are rarely less than fully protective and only as much hielow

the general schedule as the exigencies of bargaining require.

The conventional duties established as concessions from the

general schedule have commonly, owing to the spread of

unconditional most-favored-nation treatment, been general-

ised. Compatibility between the most-favored-nation clause

and the principle of bargaining has been maintained by

confining duty reductions, in any particular negotiation, to

imports of which the other party is the principal source of

supply. In this way, something is left to bargain about with

other countries. (Where the maximum-minimum tariff is

used, the same result is attained by limiting in each agree-

ment the application of minimum duties to particular com-

modities.)

Tariff bargaining of the past half century can hardly be said

to have enjoyed conspicuous success, except perhaps as a

means of securing equality of treatment. Even here, doubt

is cast upon its efficacy by the fact that Great Britain, until

1916 virtually a free-trade country, has been accorded at

least as good treatment as nations with bargaining tariffs.

As a means of bringing about a lessening of the restrictions

on trade, bargaining has proved totally ineffective, since the

trend of duties ever since the eighteen sixties has been rather

consistently upward. Indeed, it has been the practice, just

prior to the termination of a series of treaties, to raise the

general duties to a “fighting’’ level. This policy, combined

with the well-nigh universal sentiment that duty reductions

are injurious to the country granting them, and the probabil-

ity that owing to the failure of bargaining negotiations some

general duties will remain in force, has been an important

factor in bringing about the general rise of tariff barriers.

THE TRADE-AGREEMENTS PROGRAM OF THE
- UNITED STATES

One of the most hopeful developments in international

relations in many years is the trade-agreements program

inaugurated, under the leadership of Secretary Cordell Hull,
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by the Roosevelt administration. It is hopeful not so much
because it indicates a willingness to bargain but rather

because it represents the introduction into tariff negotiations

of a refreshingly new note. Starting from the postulate that

full recovery from depression requires the elimination of

many of the fetters whose recent growth has so hampered

international trade, Mr. Hull rejects the view that the reduc-

tion of duties is injurious and brings to the conference table

a willingness to bring down the actual effective rates of duty.

Commencing his program at a time (1934) when the tendency

everywhere was toward the multiplication of the restrictions

on trade, he has certainly checked if not entirely reversed

this trend. Such a remarkable policy calls for some elabora-

tion.

Authority to undertake the reciprocal trade-agreements

program was provided in an act of Congress passed in June,

1934.^ This act empowered the President to enter into

reciprocal treaties with foreign countries for the purpose of

establishing mutual trade concessions, permitting him to lower

or raise existing duties by 50^^, but explicitly forbidding the

transfer of dutiable commodities to the free list or vice versa.

Ratification by the Senate of any agreements concluded is not

required; they take effect upon proclamation by the Presi-

dent.

Although the stated purpose of the law is to expand foreign

markets for products of the United States, and while it does not

abandon the principle of “reasonable” protection, it does

recognise the necessity of buying if we would sell as well as the

superior importance of national welfare as contrasted with

special interests. Also implicit in the policy is the realisation

that foreign markets may be more important to the balance of

our economy than protected domestic markets. "

An interesting use of committee procedure has been estab-

lished to put the new policy into effect. Announcement is

first made of the fact that negotiations for a trade agreement

' The act was to remain in force for three years, but in January, 1937, it was

extended for a further period of three years, until June, 1940.
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with a particular country are about to be undertaken and ol

the commodities upon which duty reductions will be con-

sidered and sought. Hearings at which interested parties

may make known their views are then instituted. These hear-

ings are conducted by the Committee on Reciprocity Infor-

mation, a committee consisting of representatives of the various

government departments concerned. The information gath-

ered at these hearings is prepared in mimeographed form for

the consideration of another interdepartmental committee,

the Trade Agreements Committee, whose task it is to deter-

mine what reductions in duties will be requested of the country

with whom negotiations are under way and what duty reduc-

tions the United States is willing to grant. The resultant

tables of concessions sought and concessions requested are

turned over to a Country Committee, which carries out the

actual task of negotiation, in consultation with the President

and the Secretary of State, with frequent reference of dis-

puted items back to the Trade Agreements Committee.

After a period of several weeks, in some cases months, a recip-

rocal trade-agreement embodying various mutual concessions

is made ready.

In all the seventeen agreements so far concluded,^ the un-

conditional form of most-favored-nation treatment has been

rigorously adhered to. The concessions accorded each nation

in turn are generalised to all countries which do not discrim-

inate against our commerce. By this means, any incentive so

to discriminate, which might arise were the conditional form

applied, is effectively checked, while certain existing dis-

criminations have been eliminated. Moreover, while third

countries benefit from each such generalisation, the United

States likewise profits from any duty reductions which parties

to our trade agreements accord to others. The tendency is

thus for triangular as well as bilateral trade to increase with the

‘Written in July, 1938. At that time, agreements had been concluded

with Belgium, The Netherlands, Switzerland, France, Sweden, Finland, Canada,

Cuba, Brazil, Haiti, Colombia, Honduras, Nicaragua, Guatemala, Costa Rica,

£1 Salvador, and Czechoslovakia.
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conclusion of each agreement, the very opposite of what has

occurred where trade has been frozen and strait-jacketed in

bilateral clearing agreements*^

If the sum total of all duty reductions we stood ready to

make were put into any single treaty, the operation of the

most-favored-nation principle would of course destroy all

possibility of further bargaining. This danger, harped upon

by critics of the new policy, is imaginary rather than real. It

can be avoided by the simple procedure ordinarily followed

in the tariff bargaining of European countries, of granting no

concessions to any country except on articles imported chiefly

from that country. How effective this method can be, owing

to the very considerable degree of specialisation of production

in most nations, is indicated by an analysis of our imports by

country of origin. Of all dutiable imports entering the United

States in 1931, on the average 71 % of each import came from

some one country, only 29% from all others.^ Therefore the

limitation of each duty reduction to a commodity of which the

state in question is the principal supplier, a practice consist-

ently adhered to by the Trade Agreements Committee, avoids

the destruction of future possibilities of bargaining, while

general adoption of unconditional most-favored-nation treat-

ment prevents future discrimination and assures us the benefits

of any further removal of trade restrictions.

A further limitation with respect to duty reductions demon-

strates that our new policy, though removing restrictions, is

far from involving an abandonment of protection. The at-

tempt has been made to grant reductions chiefly on articles

which are not directly competitive to a serious extent. Where
competitive products are involved, rate reductions are guarded

to prevent serious disturbance of production and employment.

^ Compare what is said in the chapter on clearing agreements.
® Data taken from an article on “Tariff Bargaining,” by Benjamin B. Wallace,

in Foreign Affairs, Vol. 11, p. 621 (July, 1933). Writing prior to the,commencc-
ment of negotiations under the trade-agreements program, Mr. Wallace pointed

out very clearly the answer to this particular criticism. He also indicated

that so-called gratuitous extensions of concessions to third countries, under the

unconditional most-favored-nation clause, would in reality be non-gratuitous

in nature, since wc would get similar extensions from other countries.
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While it has been necessary to restrict concessions so far as

possible to this relatively ‘‘painless” variety, nonetheless the

inordinate height and irrational complexity of world tariffs,

including our own, has been such that the number of cuts that

can be made, with good effects on trade, is substantial.

Trade of the United States under the
Reciprocal Trade Agreements

(Total Exports; Imports for Consumption. In Thousands of Dollars)

Exports Imports

Per Cent

Increase,

7936 over 1935

1

1935 1936 1935 1936
Ex-

ports

Imr

ports

Trade with nine

agrreement coun-

tries “ . . . . 559,950 685,253 686,045 860,781 14.2 25.5

Trade with all other

countries . . . 1,682,924 1,768,234 1,361,440 1,558,448 5.1 14.5

T otal trade . 2,282,874 2,453,487 2,047,485 2,419,229 7.5 18.2

Exports Imports

1

Per Cent

Increase,

1937 over 1936

1936 1937 1936 1937
Ex-

ports

Im-

ports

Trade with fourteen

agreement coun-

tries *».... 857,606 1,159,161 996,347 1,152,253 35.2 15.6

Trade with all other

countries . 1,598,372 2,185,997 1,422,882 1,860,236 36,8 30.7

Total trade . 2,455,978 3,345,158 2,419,229
I

3,012,487 36.2
1

24.5

“ The countries are: Belgium, Sweden, Switzerland, Canada, Netherlands (and Nether-

lands India), Cuba, Brazil, Honduras, and Haiti.

* The countries to be added to the former list are : France, Finland, Colombia, Guate-

mala, and Nicaragua.

Source: Monthly Survey of Foreign Commerccy December, 1935, 1936, 1937. U. S.

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. The slight discrepancy in

the figures for total exports in 1936 in the two scries results from minor

corrections made before publication of tfip data in 1937.
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The trade-agreements program has also inaugurated at least

a first attack upon another aspect of the strangulation of inter-

national trade. This is embodied in the extension in the

agreements so far concluded of the most-favored-nation prin-

ciple to import quotas and exchange control. As applied to

these forms of restriction, it has been taken to mean the allo-

cation to each country of a proportion of the total imports of

any article equivalent to the proportion in a base period when

controls were not in operation. By thus enforcing an equitable

distribution of the available trade, this provision tends to

combat the recent trend toward bilateral barter arrangements.

Of the seventeen agreements so far negotiated, six were in

effect prior to January 1, 1936, three more went into force

within two months of that date, and five others in the course of

the year. Thus for most of 1936, nine trade agreements were

in full operation; for all of 1937, the figure is fourteen. The

trade data of the United States during these years should throw

some light upon the concrete results of the trade-agreement

program. The table on the opposite page compares the

growth of our trade with agreement countries in 1936 and

1937 over the preceding year with the increase in trade with

all other countries and with total trade.

The increase in both exports to and imports from agreement

countries in 1936 was markedly greater than for non-agree-

ment countries, the percentage increase of exports being nearly

three times and that of imports nearly twice as great for the

former as for the latter group. The more rapid growth of

imports is also noteworthy. During 1936, the evidence seems

to indicate clearly that trade with agreement countries re-

ceived a considerable stimulus.

The figures for 1937 offer a striking contrast. Exports to

trade-agreement countries increased by 35.2% dVer the pre-

ceding year, a remarkable growth, but were exceeded in their

rise by exports to non-agreement countries, which increased by

36.8%. Even more in favor of the latter group are the data

for imports, exhibiting a 30.7% rise in the case of non-agrcc-

ment countries as contrasted with an increase of 15.6% fo»“
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agreement countries. Also worthy of attention is the shift to

exports; imports increased far more rapidly than exports in

1 936, while the reverse was true in 1 937.

Must we conclude that the trade agreements provided a

sharp stimulus to trade in 1936, but that in 1937, with more
nations included in the program, the reduction of tariff barriers

no longer had any effect? Not at all. There is not the slight-

est doubt that both our export and our import trade with

agreement countries was in 1 937, as in 1 936, facilitated by the

existence of the agreements— that trade with these nations

would have been smaller in their absence. The more rapid

increase of our trade with non-agreement countries must be

attributed to special circumstances which are revealed by an

examination of the trade figures for particular countries and

particular commodities. Thus, for example, our exports to

Japan, a nation with whom we have no trade agreement, in-

creased in 1937 by more than 40%. This was largely the

result of the war in China, which made it necessary for Japan
to buy from us large quantities of scrap steel, petroleum, cot-

ton, and other materials of war. Again, imports into the

United States increased most rapidly (from 40 to 100%) from

such raw material-producing countries and regions as the

Argentine, the west coast of South America, the U.S.S.R., the

entire southern portion of Asia from Turkey to the Philippine

Islands, and Oceania and Africa. The raw materials im-

ported from these countries account for over half our total

imports, and were needed for the rapid expansion of business

activity which went on into the summer of 1937. A consider-

able proportion of the- increase in these imports is accounted

for by rising prices, brought about by an over-rapid buying of

stocks for inventory purposes. It is likewise true that our

exports to many of these countries rose more rapidly than

exports to agreement countries, as is only natural in view of the

fact that we were purchasing heavily from them.

Fig^ures for world trade are complex, and require detailed

amdysis if valid conclusions are to be drawn from them. As

the foregoing brief investigation shows, it would be foolhardy
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to conclude that because trade expanded more rapidly with

non-agreement than with agreement countries, therefore trade

agreements depressed rather than stimulated trade. During

the particular period in question (1937), other important

causes than our trade-agreement program promoted increased

trade. It is equally true, of course, that caution must be

employed in drawing conclusions favorable to the program

from the 1936 figures. In this case, however, no other impor-

tant forces were present which tended to bring about a more
rapid expansion of trade with agreement countries.

In conclusion, it may confidently be asserted that the trade-

agreement program of the United States has operated to

increase trade. This is true both with respect to trade with

those countries directly affected by the reductions in tariffs

(including some which profited from most-favor^d-nation

generalisation of the reductions) and with respect to trade with

third countries, through the expansion of triangular trade.

The new treaties arc without doubt accomplishing their pur-

pose of liberalising and stimulating international commerce.

One further word may be said with regard to the shift in the

relative rate of increase of exports and imports in the two years

under examination. Opponents of the American trade pro-

gram regarded the spurt in imports in 1936 as conclusive

evidence that our economy was being put at the mercy of for-

eign producers. The change in the data for 1 937 should make
them happy. In view, however, of our international economic

position as a creditor nation, it is to be hoped and expected

that the future will witness a trend toward a more rapid in-

crease of imports than of exports. A less “favorable” balance

of trade should be welcomed rather than disparaged, unless it

is our deliberate wish to discourage the payment of interest

and dividends on our holdings of foreign securities and the

repayment of the debts owed us.^ Moreover, it should be

^ At the end of 1936, long-term investments by Americans in foreign coun-

tries amounted to approximately 512,486,000,000. (Balance of International

Pt^mefUs of the United States in 1936^ p. 33.) No corresponding figure for

foreign long-term investments in the United States is given for this year. The
figure for the end of 1935, however, was estimated to be $5,035,000,000. (Bal-
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borne in mind that an increased proportion of imports, by

permitting the payment of debt services, will also, by easing the

strain on the exchange of debtor countries, facilitate the

removal of exchange controls and other impediments to trade.

Critics have also alleged that the abolition of the require-

ment of Senate ratification and the committee procedure fol-

lowed have resulted in an autocratic method of tariff-making.

If by this they mean that lobbyists have less chance of making

their narrow views predominate, that the national welfare is

given fuller consideration, they are right. If they mean that

full weight is not accorded to the effects of duty reductions

upon employment and upon capital values, that established

American industries are willfully injured, they are wrong.

There has been no abandonment of our long policy of protec-

tion, but*an intelligent moderation thereof in a world where

economic policy has for some years been directed toward

stifling trade rather than toward increasing it.
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CHAPTER VIII

IMPORT QUOTAS AND EXCHANGE
CONTROL

During and immediately after the War of 1914-18,

the wave of nationalist feeling which swept over most

countries brought with it a violent resurgence of pro-

tectionist sentiment which led to a general heightening of

tariff barriers. The succession states of the Austro-Hungarian

Empire erected totally new and economically inexcusable

tariff walls. The United States in 1922 turned its back on the

relatively low duties of the 1913 tariff and raised the duties on

many imports to record-breaking heights, while even free-

trade Great Britain took a considerable stride toward protec-

tion with the introduction of the McKenna and the Safe-

guarding duties. In almost all countries, a similar process was

under way. Nor was this burst of trade restrictions confined

to tariff increases. The monetary disturbances of the period,

in particular the rapid depreciation of many European cur-

rencies, both re-enforced the demand for higher duties and led

to the establishment of outright prohibitions of imports and

exports, import quotas, and certain forms of exchange control.

During the prosperous years of the twenties, however, the

restoration of international trade and the re-opening of normal

trade channels made possible the gradual abolition of these

excessive War and post-War restrictions.

Not for long, however, was this period of comparative

economic peace to endure. Only a few months after the

onset of the world depression, in June, 1930, President Hoover

signed the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act raising a considerable

number of our duties even above the high levels attained in

the 1922 tariff. Partly in retaliation, partly in response to

379
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depression influences, our action was quickly followed by ijiany

other countries, notably Canada, Cuba, Mexico, France,

Italy, Spain, Australia, and New Zealand. As the severity of

the depression increased, forcing prices ever lower, the move-

ment toward higher tariffs became a steady march and the

march eventually a stampede. It would be merely tedious to

enumerate all the countries and even the more important

commodities involved. Suffice it to say that Great Britain,

long the stronghold of free trade, finally gave way in 1931 and

introduced a general tariff, and that never — with the possible

exception of the Mercantilist period — has the general level

of duties throughout the world been so high as in recent

years.

Moreover, the abnormal restrictions of the War and post-

war peribd, in particular import quotas and exchange con-

trols, have returned with redoubled virulence. Compared

with the effective and expanded instruments they have recently

become, the similar measures of 1914-23 appear crude in-

deed. Although it is true that the extent of their use varies

widely from one country to another, they have been adopted

in some form, in contrast to their earlier more limited applica-

tion, by almost every nation. Also, the range of commodities

and transactions affected is far larger, the number of devices

much greater, and the cleverness of their elaboration more

ingenious. World trade has become enmeshed in so incred-

ibly complex a network of restrictions that it is a wonder so

much remains.

The reasons for this state of affairs are not far to seek. Eco-

nomic nationalism, while it remained dormant during the

twenties, by no means disappeared. It required merely the

pinch of adverse circumstances and the concomitant fear of

foreign competition to awaken it once more to full vigor.

Furthermore, the decline in employment and incomes wrought

by the depression ^ caused such a collapse in demand that the

prices of many commodities, especially of raw materials and

^ The International Labour Office estimated world unemployment at

30,000.000 in early 1933. [World Economic Survey

y

1932-33.)
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foodstuffs, fell m6re than 50%. The pressure of declining

prices and demand, coupled with an almost complete cessation

of international lending, hit debtor countries with particular

severity. During the twenties, these countries had been able

to meet an otherwise adverse balance of payments by means of

a fairly steady flow of funds from the lending nations. Among
the latter, the United States in this period came to occupy a

prominent place. Thus, between 1919 and 1928 our net

export of long-term capital fell below $450 million in only one

year (1923), and most of the time was between $500 and $700

million. In 1929 and 1930, these capital exports fell sharply,

and beginning in 1931 were replaced by a net import of capital

(owing to relatively large repurchases of their own securities by
foreigners).

Not only were countries of the usual debtor typ>e {relatively

undeveloped lands) caught between the millstones of declining

export values and fixed debt charges, but so also were the lead-

ing nations of Europe. Great Britain, France, and Italy, as

well as other countries, owed large sums on account of war

debts to one another but principally to the United States.

Until 1931, they had been able to meet the annual charges on

these borrowings because Germany, in turn, paid them a

roughly equivalent amount in reparations. But Germany’s

ability to pay rested to a conaderable extent on large annual

loans from the United States. When this source of funds dried

up, Germany quickly foimd herself unable to continue repara-

tions payments, which meant the Allies could no longer

maintain the service of their war debts. The Hoover Mora-

torium of 1931, which brought temporary relief, was succeeded

by an unofficial and apparently permanent moratorium on all

reparations and war debt payments.*

Most debtor nations, however, were unable to arrange

moratoria and were unwilling to default, since their debts were

commercial or financial rather than political in nature and

' A few “token” payments were made for a short time after 1931, but now
these too have ceased. Only Finland, whose war debt is comparatively minute,

continues regularly to meet her installments.
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origin. Faced with a heavy fixed burden of debt and,.vdth

both the volume and value of their exports tumbling precipi-

tately, it became essential for these countries to seek every

means of expanding exports and of contracting imports if their

balances of payments were not to become hopelessly unfavor-

able. Failure to take appropriate action meant a heavy loss

of gold and ultimate abandonment of the gold standard, or if

the gold basis had already been deserted, severe depreciation

of the international value of a country’s currency and a result-

ant further increase in the burden of external debt. Small

wonder then that first higher tariffs, then more restrictive

import quotas, and finally rigorous measures ^of exchange

control were widely introduced, one after another.

With some idea of the direction of recent changes in com-

mercial policy and of the reasons for these developments, we
may now proceed to examine in greater detail the nature and

operation of the newly introduced restrictive measures. The
understanding thus gained will provide the basis for a survey

of their consequences and for an estimate of their justification.

IMPORT QUOTAS

Import quotas involve the limitation, usually for a given

period of time, of the quantity or value of the imports of a

commodity. A quota is simply the announced amount of

imports which will be permitted entry. ^ Unlike tariffs, which

restrict trade by raising the price of foreign products but allow

an unlimited volume of imports provided the duty is paid,

import quotas prohibit all trade above a specified quantity.

' The licensing of imports is a similar practice, in that the volume of imports

allowed to enter a country is restricted. Imp)orlcrs are required to secure

licenses from some governmental authority before they are permitted to import.

Licensing systems ditfer from quota systems, however, in that the quantity

of imports permitted entry is not specified in advance, each transaction being

considered on its own merits. Sometimes, as in France, the issue of licenses is

combined with quotas.

Mention should also be made at this point of the tariff quota, which differs

from the true import quota in that a fixed amount of a commodity is permitted

entry at a relatively low rate of duty (as Cuban sugar imports into the United

States under our trade agreement with that country), while unlimited amounts

may be imported at the regular, higher rates of duty.
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They, are a measiire of direct, quantitative restriction, a half-

way house to complete prohibition of trade.

Although common enough in the first half of the nineteenth

century, import quotas were thereafter generally given up,

with certain limited exceptions relating to public security

(the import of arms), health (veterinary and plant regula-

tions), and other non-economic objects. After the War, as

we have already noted, many countries reintroduced these

restrictions temporarily to safeguard “key” industries, to

restrict luxury imports, and to facilitate economic readjust-

ment from a war-time to a peace-time basis. With the inten-

sification of the recent depression, import quotas were resorted

to in wholesale measure, partly because they promised to be a

more effective and flexible weapon of protection than tariffs,

partly because they seemed to offer a means of•guarding

against too adverse a trade balance.

France, more than any other country, has resorted to the use

of import quotas, having by 1934 applied them to about half

of the 7,000-odd items in her tariff list. In many cases, imports

permitted have been considerably less than half the quantities

entering before the depression. These drastic restrictions,

together with the deflationary influence of the depression,

brought about a decline of French imports from 58 billion

francs in 1929 to 23 billion in 1934. Originally introduced in

late 1931 as an emergency method of protecting French indus-

tries against rapidly falling prices and increasing imports,

primarily of agricultural products, quotas were maintained

and extended as exchange depreciation became widespread.

It is noteworthy that with France’s own departure from the

gold standard in September, 1936, she felt it possible to relax

many of her quota restrictions.

The technique of quota administration is of considerable

interest. Ordinarily each quota is fixed by some executive

agency of the government. Thus in France the Mteistry of

Agriculture determines those for agricultural or animal im-

ports, the Ministry of Shipping those for fish, and the Ministry

of Commerce and Industry those for manufactured goods.
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The time period to which quotas apply varies from country to

coimtry, the longest being a year, the shortest a month, with

a three-month interval probably the most widely used. The
voltime of imports permitted is usually calculated as some per-

centage of imports in an earlier base period, and is generally,

of course, considerably less than 100% thereof. Shipments

in excess of a quota cannot always be avoided
;
when they

occur, they are ordinarily charged to the succeeding quota

period, though in some cases entry is permitted upon payment

of a duty higher than the normal tariff rate.

Four leading methods of allocating quotas may be distin-

guished. The simplest of these is to announce a “global”

quota, a fixed world total irrespective of the country of origin,

and to permit imports until this quantity is exhausted. Ac-

cording to this method, no specific restrictions are imposed

upon individual importers (or exporters abroad) — they are

left free to conduct their business within the general limits of

the quota. Quite naturally use of this method has resulted in

a rush to import at the announcement of the volume of impor-

tations to be allowed, and inevitably has tended to favor

neighboring countries to the detriment of those more distant.

Because of these disadvantages, the global quota has generally

given way to the method of allocating a specific proportion of

the tolerated imports to individual countries. Under this

system also, importers and exporters are made responsible for

staying within the quota. Owing to the constant tendency to

exceed allotments, together with the fact that it imposes an

undesirable rigidity as to sources of supply,^ a third type of

administration has been widely adopted. This is the distri-

bution of licenses to importers, these licenses being required for

each specific importation. In France, the licensing system is

administered by a whole series of committees consisting of

representatives of producers and merchants in each trade

concerned. Licenses are distributed within the framework
^ Costs and other aspects of supply conditions are of course constantly chang-

ing. For such change, no allowance is made in this type of quota. As a
result, quotas for some countries would be largely exceeded while those for others

might be but partially used.
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eithq* of a fixed global quota or of specific country allocations,

though where the latter method is combined with licenses,

considerable latitude of action is left to the conunittee. This

kind of quota system provides much closer control over the

volume of imports and avoids many of the objections to the

global and country quotas
;
but it possesses disadvantages of its

own, notably that of requiring an inordinate amount of red

tape in the form of applications, the provision of records of

previous imports, the submission of samples, and administra*

tive action by the committees as well as higher commissions.

A fourth type of quota has also been widely used, particularly

in France, where it is principally applied to imports of

manufactured articles. This is the bilateral quota {contin-

gentement aimable), in which imports are regulated by agreement

with the government of or the exporters in th« country

concerned. Instead of import licenses, certificates to export

are provided by a Chamber of Commerce, an exporters’

organisation, or the central government in the exporting

country.

It will be seen that the allocation of quotas involves two

distinct problems : the apportionment of imports among the

various supplying countries, and their apportionment among
firms directly engaged in foreign commerce. The simple

global quota attempts no solution to either problem. Country

quotas provide a method of meeting the first difficulty, but in

themselves do nothing to resolve the second. A system of

licensing takes care of the allocation of imports to individual

importers. When combined with quotas, the problem of inter-

national distribution is specifically provided for
;
when com-

bined with a global quota, this problem must be worked out

in the course of administration by the appropriate committee.

Bilateral quotas apportion imports to each country individu-

ally and leave their distribution among the trade to be worked

out by the exporting nation.

Where a system of licenses is in use, various methods for

their' allotment may be followed. The one most widely

adopted is to distribute among importers a quota (through
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specific licenses to import) upon the basis of their previous

record of business. Importers are granted licenses upon the

basis of their share of imports in some preceding period. In

this manner, the favors are at least distributed equitably.

The method is essentially static, however, there being no allow-

ance for the appearance of new firms or the disappearance of

old. Where the importers (or exporters, with a bilateral

quota) are members of a trade association or cartel, as is

frequently the case in Germany, the entire quota may be

turned over to the cartel for apportionment among its mem^
bers.

Probably the simplest way of achieving equity in the dis-

tribution of licenses would be, as Haberler suggests, to sell

import licenses to the highest bidders. By this means the

ordinary ^market practice of excluding all but the most willing

buyers would be carried out, while the state rather than private

individuals would derive the chief gain from the artificial profit-

ability of importing ^hich frequently exists. Although license

fees have been used in France to provide some revenue, the full

market value of a license is not exacted. So far as is known,

this method of auctioning the privilege of importing has never

been tried, except possibly in the limited and extra-legal form

of bribery.

Among the various effects of import quotas, their influence

on prices is outstanding. In common with tariffs, quotas—
by restricting the low-cost contributions to domestic supply —
tend to raise the prices of commodities to which they apply.

There is this difference, however. The rise in price induced by

tariffs is limited to the. amount of the duty, less any decline in

price that may take place abroad. There is no such limit to

the effects of a quota, since the restriction of imports is abso-

lute, permitting no adjustment through a reduction of the

price abroad. The extent of the price rise brought about by

a quota will depend upon
: (1) the degree to which the foreign

supply is restricted
; (2) the volume and elasticity of demand

in the importing country; and (3) the elasticity of both

foreign and domestic supply.
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The effect of an import quota upon the price of a commodity
may be shown diagrammatically.^ The first of the following

diagrams shows the situation in a given commodity market

supplied from both domestic and foreign sources. SiSi is the

domestic supply curve, S2S2 the curve for imports^ SuT the

curve of total supply. With a demand of DiDi, a price of

OP for total sales OQ will be established with Oq provided

by imports, qQ by domestic production. (Conditions of in-

creasing cost are assumed. The effect of any tariff may be

regarded as taken into account in drawing S2S2.)
^

The second diagram illustrates the effect of introducing

an import quota under which imports are limited to OW.
The foreign supply curve becomes S2UF. Up to the point

V, the total supply curve remains unchanged; from this point

onward, since additional increments of supply can come only

from domestic sources, VTi must be drawn parallel to SiSi,

the domestic Supply curve. Total supply is now represented

by S2VT1. A new price of OPi will be established, with total

sales of OQi. Imports shrink from Oq to OW, home pro-

duction expands from qQ to WQi.
Under different assumptions than those represented in the

diagrams, the extent of the price rise would be different.

' I am indebted to F. A. Haight, French Import Quotas, for the diagrammatic

Illustration used here, and for part of the analysis. Indeed, the reader of his

book will note a considerable further indebtedness for much of the information

provided in this section, an indebtedness which I take this opportunity of

acknowledging. (Permission to reproduce chart granted by P. S. King &
Son, Ltd.)
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Were the quota (OW) smaller, the significant portion qf the

total supply curve (VTi) would lie farther to the left, inter-

secting the demand curve at a higher point. A more inelasdc

demand curve (drawn through P) would also raise the point

of equilibrium between demand and supply. With a more
elastic foreign supply curve (rising more steeply beyond the

point U), the original curve of total supply (S2VT) would

intersect DiDi at a lower point, so that a quota ofOW, though

establishing the same price (OPi), would raise it from a lower

original base. Finally, a more inelastic domestic supply curve

would, by shifting VTi to the left, also cause the price under a

quota to be higher. For the opposite assumptions in each case,

the ultimate price would be lower.

If importers are able to make purchases abroad at marginal

cost (WU in diagram {b)), the introduction of a quota makes

possible the appearance of excess profits from importing. By
buying at WU per unit and selling at Wi (OPi), an extra

profit of Ui per unit can be made. For all imports, gross

additional profits will be EUiPi.^ Naturally, where such a

situation exists, the pressure to enter the importing business

is great. In France, both before and after the introduction

of bilateral quotas, exporters in other countries established

their own agencies behind the quotas, so to speak, to the

detriment of French importers. Whether the exporter abroad

or the importer at home takes this additional profit, one thing

is certain— the consumer pays it.

Quotas were introduced in France in 1931 principally as a

quick method of providing additional protection, especially

to agricultural products, imports of which had increased

sharply in 1930 and 1931. Regarded as an emergency pro-

tective measure, quotas are more effective than tariffs. They

can be rapidly imposed or altered, and they place an absolute

limit on the volume of imports. Tariffs, on the other hand,

whether autonomous or conventional, can usually be changed

* Net additional profits will probably be less than this, partly because com-

pliance with quotas involves some additional expense, partly because some of

the costs of doing business do not diminish in proportion to the reduction in its

volume.
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only jiftcr considerable delay, since it is necessary to wait for

parliament to debate or for a treaty to expire.

In addition to their use as a protective device, quotas have

also been inaugurated as a means of safeguarding the balance

of trade, or preventing the growth of too adverse a volume of

imports in relation to exports. From this point of view, they

have proved disappointing, for the reason that their sponsors

overlooked their probable effect on the export side of the bal-

ance. There are three ways in which exports may be affected,

all of which have doubtless been realised in practice. First,

foreign exporters, unable to dispose of quotaed articles or

forced to sell them outside the quota country at lower prices,

will provide less purchasing power to buy the latter’s exports.

Second, by maintaining or raising prices, whether of raw
materials or of elements in the cost of living, quotas serve to

keep costs of production in the quota country at an abnormally

high level. On this point there is abundant factual evidence.*

Finally, quotas, even more than tariffs, provoke retaliation.

Within a few months after the inauguration of a quota system

by France in July, 1931, nineteen countries had followed her

example ;
by August, 1934, the total number of imitators was

twenty-seven. While this does not mean that these quotas

were established for the sake of retaliating, it is probable that

had France not set the example, the system might have been

less widely used.

Aside from their efficiency as emergency measures, import

quotas have little to recommend them. Their very restrictive-

ness is, at least from a long-run international point of view,

against them, and this restrictiveness is greatly increased by

the very fact that they are so changeable. Their tendency

to provoke retaliatory action in turn brings about a further

shrinkage of trade. They have the additional disadvantage,

relative to tariffs, that the state loses revenue, a loss which

must be considerable.

We have already seen that import quotas, so far as they

Involve a reduction of supply to a smaller volume than could

^ See especially Haight, op. ct^, Chapter HI, and p. 401 bdow.
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be disposed of at a normal competitive price, tend to set up
an importers’ monopoly, to the serious disadvantage of con-

sumers. The arbitrary allocation of quotas among countries

on the basis of imports in some base period also tends to reduce

competition among foreign suppliers. For under conditions

even of such relatively free trade as obtained prior to 1931, the

proportions of a given import trade enjoyed by any one coun-

try were constantly undergoing change, owing to differing

rates of technical progress, the competition of substitutes, the

appearance of totally new commodities, and short-run dis-

turbances such as crop failures. The allotment of fixed or

comparatively unchanging quota proportions to different

national sources of supply thus freezes the competitive situation

and prevents the importing country from securing the benefits

of changing conditions of supply.

This brief discussion of the effects of quotas by no means

exhausts the subject. It will be more convenient, however,

to reserve for later consideration certain of the broader

consequences of quota systems. For similar results follow

from or are reenforced by the various schemes of exchange

control introduced in recent years. The influence of both

types of trade restriction can be examined simultaneously.

EXCHANGE CONTROL

In the broadest sense, exchange control consists of any

measures taken by a government to influence exchange rates.

According to such a definition, even the adoption of a gold

standard would constitute exchange control, since this would

establish (at least against other gold standard countries)

definite limits to the fluctuation of the exchanges. Likewise

included would be ordinary central bank action to protect

the gold standard, such as raising the discount rate to check

an outfidw of gold, as well as other types of action which

incidentally influence the demand and supply of exchange.

Indeed, complete absence of exchange control could be said

to exist only in the case of a free inconvertible paper currency.
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The accepted meaning of exchange cpntrol, being generally

limited to measures directly aimed at affecting exchange rates

by influencing the demand and supply of exchange, is rather

narrower than this. The actual policies or measures in which

exchange control is concretely embodied are numerous, and

vary widely as to their rigor and effectiveness. They may
be divided into two main groups: intervention, or direct

action in the foreign-exchange market by the monetary

authorities, and exchange restrictions or measures intended

to reduce the demand or increase the supply of foreign ex-

change.^

Intervention, or active participation in foreign-exchange

dealing by the government, may vary from passive support

of the market by standing ready to buy or sell foreign cur-

rencies, to active purchases and sales of exchatige. An
example of passive intervention is furnished by the British

“pegging” of the sterling-dollar rate during the War, when
the British government or iis agents purchased all sterling

offered at a fixed rate. The Exchange Equalisation Account,

a huge fund put at the disposal of the British Treasury in

1932 for exchange control purposes, has been used both

actively and passively. The same may be said of the S2,000,-

000,000 American Exchange Stabilisation Fund.

Nowadays, the story of exchange intervention is largely

the story of the operations of these huge official funds, as

they have been established not only in Great Britain and the

United States but in other countries as well, including France,

Switzerland, and Holland. Their operations are conducted

in the greatest secrecy. This is often desirable, especially

when the resources of the exchange authorities are small

relative to those of the market, although when the government

is in a strong position and is known to be, full publicity might

* These are the convenient terms adopted by Di . Paul Einzig, whose Exchange

Control provides the most comprehensive description of the numerous measures

of control w’ith which I am acquainted. Dr. Einzig lists gold policy as a third

type of exchange control, coordinate with intervention and restriction. On
the grounds that gold policy (including devaluation) is not a continuing measure,

but is more in the nature of a definitive once-for-all step, I prefer to treat it

as a somewhat exceptional type of policy, subordinate to the other two.
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ajjsidt it in its effort b)r causing private dealers tD line Up on

the winning side.^

The other chief type of control, exchsinge restrictions, con-

sists of a wide variety of official pressures on and regulations

Of the exchange market. These measures aim principally

at reducing the demand for foreign currencies, to a lesser

degree at increasing the supply. They may be grouped

into three main categories, according to the source of the

demand or supply of exchange at which they are directed ;
*

namely, measures related to (1) speculative transactions,

(2) capital and capital service items, (3) movements of

goods.

With respect to each of these objectives, the action taken

by a government may vary both as to scope and as to rigol".

Thus uiJder favorable circumstances speculative dealings

may be sufficiently held in check by mere official disapproval

brought to bear on foreign-exchange dealers. Where the

prospective profits from speculation are large, more drastic

steps will be necessary, such as the quantitative limitation of

the exchange made available to speculators, or the absolute

concentration of all exchange dealings in the hands of an

official agency, with foreign currency obtainable only through

license.

Three main types of capital and capital service items may
be distinguished, in relation to which different measures of

control are appropriate. Domestic capital may attempt to

move out of the country into foreign balances and securities,

service on foreign capital invested in the country or repay-

ment of principal may require the transfer of funds abroad,

^ For an excellent discussion of the merits of secrecy versus publicity, see

Einzig, op, cit., pp. 90-95. The fullest treatment to date of the operations of

the British exchange fund is to be found in The Exchange Equalisation Account,

by N. F. Hall.

* £inzig« lists five such groups: namely, restrictions on (1) capital move-

ments, (2) speculation, (3) external debt payments, (4) imports, (5) holdings

of foreign currencies. Op. cit, pp. 13-14. Since capital movements, external

debt payments, and holdings of foreign currencies are each simply one aspect

of eapit^ and capital service payments, simplification is served by so grouping

them.
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and 5nally, residents of the country v^ith exchange controls

may hold or acquire foreign balances and securities.

Unofficial discouragement of the export of dopiestic capital

hau5 seldom proved effective, and has generally given way to

prohibition of the flotation of foreign issues within the country

concerned or to prohibition of the sale of foreign exchange

for the purpose of capital export. Enforcement of the latter

measure may, as in England, successfully be left to the banks,

or it may be established by official supervision, as in the

United States in early 1933,

The commonest measures employed with respect to external

debt payments have been standstill agreements and transfer

moratoria. The former involve agreement on the part of

the creditors to permit temporary freezing {i.e., non-payment)

of their credits; the latter represent simply a refusal of the

nation to allow the purchase of foreign exchange for the

transfer of debt payments. To avoid the stigma of complete

default, nations enforcing traiisfer moratoria generally arrange

that the sums owed on foreign debts shall be paid in national

currency into special accounts (the notorious blocked accounts,

of which more later). Sometimes these blocked funds may
be used freely in the purchase of export products; on other

occasions their disposal is closely restricted. Finally, the

supply of exchange available to the government may be

increased by requiring the surrender by citizens of their

current acquisitions of foreign balances or by extending this

requirement to old balances and foreign securities held

abroad.

With regard to goods movements, all the various forms of

restrictions on imports must be classed as measures of exchange

control when their object is to influence the exchange rates.

Since these restrictions, by reducing the demand for foreign

exchange, are bound in any event to affect exchange rates,

their classification under the heading of exchange control

must depend upon the purpose for which they are introduced.

Some of the high protective duties established during the

depression have probably been designed primarily to diminish
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foreign-exchange requirements rather than to protect domes-

tic industry. The same assertion can be made even more

strongly of the manifold import quotas, although, as we
noted earlier, they have also served as a flexible instrument

of protection. On the side of the supply of exchange, export

bounties and subsidies— used widely in Germany— must

be listed as a means of exchange control.

Closely related to exchange control proper (intervention

and restrictions) are gold policy and currency devaluation,

since both are primarily directed toward altering the inter-

national value of a currency. The chief weapon of gold

policy consists in progressive changes in the buying and selling

price of gold, aiming eventually at definite devaluation.^

This type of action was adopted by the Roosevelt administra-

tion between October, 1933, and January, 1934, when the

buying price for gold was gradually stepped up from $20.67

to $35.00 an ounce. At first, the buying price was effective

only for gold produced in the United States. Since this did

not bring the desired fall in dollar exchange, active purchases

abroad at the declared price were undertaken, with the result

that the dollar depreciated as the gold buying price was

raised. Finally, onJanuary 31, 1934, the dollar was stabilised

at the price of $35.00 an ounce, involving a devaluation of

40.94 per cent. Without similar preliminaries, Belgium

devalued her currency in March, 1935, by 28 per cent,

France, Switzerland, and the Netherlands followed suit a

year and a half later with devaluations of 30, 30, and 20 per

cent respectively.

In actual practice, since exchange control is merely a

miscellany of very different official measures, it exhibits wide

variations from one country to another. Great Britain, for

^ Exchange rates may also be afTcctcd by varying the mint charges and by
paying out less than fine instead of fine gold. Since these measures, however,

generally aim not at an alteration of the exchange rates but at influencing the

flow of gold, they arc not considered here as elements of exchange control.

Mr. Keynes’ suggestion in favor of widening the spread between the buying

and selling price of gold is in a similar category, since it aims at permitting

greater fluctuations in gold rates of exchange rather than at directly influencing

the rates themselves.
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example, has confined exchange control to operations of her

Exchange Equilisation Account (intervention) and to the

enforcement of an embargo on capital exports. Though
the introduction during and after 1931 of protective duties

and a limited range of import quotas has not been unrelated

to the international position of sterling, these measures were

adopted primarily to foster domestic industry rather than to

safeguard the balance of payments. In France, prior to the

devaluation of the franc in September, 1936, import quotas

constituted the chief instrument of preventing the develop-

ment of too adverse a balance of trade, though strong official

pressure was brought to bear against the export of capital

and numerous technical obstacles were set in the way of such

transfers. It is in Germany, Italy, certain Latin American

countries, and the states of central Europe and th^ Balkans

that exchange control has been carried to its most advanced

stage. In Germany the most extreme form of control,

complete suppression of free dealings in ihc exchanges, has

been in effect since 1 9 H. All purchases of foreign currencies

must be made from the Rcichsbank, and all foreign exchange

acquired through exports or other transactions sold to that

institution. Exchange is made available only for jmrposes

approved by the government, principary for the purchase of

essential imports of foods and raw materials, the necessary

exchange being allotted through the issue of permits to

individual importers. Payment of interest on or principal

of foreign debt is subject to transfer moratoria, the sums due

being paid into blocked accounts over which the creditors

have only limited disposal. Declaration and surrender to the

government by German nationals of all foreign security or

currency holdings is required. Violators of this requirement

arc liable to prosecution for “economic treason,’’ ^nd may be

punished by long-term imprisonment and confiscation of

property.

Of course such drastic regulations breed attempts at

avoidance on the part of individuals who stand to profit by

such action, and they are very difficult to enforce.
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There are innumerable ways by which holdings of foreigij assets

can be disguised, and in the absence of any cooperation between

the authorities of various countries it is difficult to trace such

assets and entirely impossible to seize them. In so far as they are

managed by banks abroad the secrets of customers are jealously

safeguarded. Provisions are sometimes made to avoid any
correspondence on the subject of the accounts in question, for

fear that the telegrams or letters might be intercepted. In

certain countries, particularly in Switzerland, the banks specialise

in such secret accounts, which often bear no name but merely a

password so as to safeguard their owners against espionage and
leakage of information. In the circumstances it may be said

that, generally speaking, this type of exchange restriction (com-

pulsory surrender of foreign balances or investments) is the most

ineffective.^

The inevitable accompaniment of the more rigorous forms

of exchange control has been the appearance of “black

markets/’ where illegal transactions in foreign exchange are

carried out, usually at rates considerably below the official

(and artificial) rate. These “black” exchanges have proved

very difficult to suppress, though it has been possible, by

drastic measures of law enforcement, to make transactions

on them very risky and thus to restrict narrowly the scope of

their operations. Gradual repayment of a considerable

proportion of short-term foreign obligations and the conversion

of some part of them into long-term loans, by reducing the

volume of the more pressing transfer claims, has aided the

task of eliminating illegal transactions. Probably the most

effective assistance, however, has come from the device of

the blocked account; a topic of sufficient importance to

warrant further explanation.

The blocked account is itself a type of exchange restriction

designed principally to supplement transfer moratoria.

Though the transfer of funds abroad to pay interest or repay

the prinqjpal of foreign loans may be forbidden, nonetheless

efforts will be made to effect such transfers in an illegal way.

By compelling the payment of sums due foreign lenders into

* Einzig, op. cit., p. 121.
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accoimts at specially designated banks, and by restricting

the use to which these funds may be put, the amoimt of

transfers is brought under direct control. The creditors

may be left free to use these blocked accounts for any purpose

whatever, within the debtor country. By selling these funds

to importers at home or in various foreign markets, they may
be able to recover their money substantially without loss.

Where, as in Germany, the blocked funds can only be used

for long-term investment, for tourists’ expenditures, or for

so-called “additional exports” (exports which would not

normally be marketed abroad), buyers may be very difficult

to find. Since “additional exports” can usually find a

market only at a considerable price reduction, and since the

German exporter is naturally unwilling to sell at a loss, the

full CJerman price in marks is paid for the exporte, but the

foreign importer is permitted to acquire them at a discount.

(In Germany, this discount has run from 20 to 50 per cent on

the various types of blocked marks.) Thus the owner of

blocked accounts may suffer a substantial loss, which may be

preferable, however, to investment in risky long-term securities

in the debtor country or to prolonged freezing of the amounts

due.

CONSEQUENCES OF TRADE RESTRICTIONS

Faced with rising tariff barriers, stringent import quotas,

and rigorous foreign exchange controls, not to mention

constant multiplication of the various annoying devices of

administrative protection, world trade suffered in the early

1930’s what is probably the most severe and sharp decline in

history. The chart on page 398 tells the story vividly,

depicting the value of total world trade between January,

1929, and June, 1933, as a constantly contracting spiral in

which the figure for every single month is considerably less

than for the corresponding month of the preceding year. In

the short period of four years, between Januaiy, 1929, and

January, 1933, the value represented by international com-

merce declined by two-thirds.
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A similar picture is provided in the table on the^ next

page in which are presented index numbers of the physical

volume, of prices, and of the total value of world trade.

Reprinted by permission from World Economic Survey, 1932-33, League of

Nations Publications, II. Economic and Financial, 1933, II. A. 16.

It will be seen that the gold value of trade declined without

interruption until 1934, when it was approximately one-third

of the 19.29 hgure. Since by 1932 more countries were off

the gold standard than were on it, in 1933 being joined by

the United States, values in terms of a relatively stable papei

currency are more significant. For this reason, sterling
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values are also given. These indicate a cessation of the

decline in 1934, with a low point of about one-half the 1929

values reached in 1933.

Indices of Quantum, Prices, and Value of World Trade, 1929-35

(1929 = 100)

Tear Quantum
Gold

Prices

Gold

Value

Sterling

Prices

Sterling

Value

1929 100 100 100 100 100

1930 93 87 81 87 81

1931 86 68 58 73 62

1932 75 53 39 73 54

1933 76 47 3f 69 52

1934 79 43 34 70 55

1935 82 42 35 71 58

Source: Review of World Trade, 1935, p. 10 (League of Nations Puftications, II.

Economic and Financial, 1936. II. A. 14). “Quantum” represents quanti-

ties weighted by prices in the ba.se year. Figures for 1935 exclude Italy

for December quai ter ;
amounts unknown.

It is worthy of note that the physical volume or quantum

of trade fell considerably less than its value, a low of 75 per

cent of the 1929 volume having been attained in 1932. The

dift'erence between the two measures is explained, of course,

by the fact that the reduced quantity of goods traded was

being exchanged at steadily falling prices. The value

figures, especially those for sterling values, are the most

significant, since it is values that determine the profitability

of production as well as the place of commodity trade in the

various balances of payments.^

It would, of course, be unjust to blame increased trade

restrictions for the entire decline in trade that has taken place.

1 Since the value indices cited in the foregoing table apply to total world

exports and imports, they furnish only the most general imjjression of what

has been happening with respect to the balances of payments of particular

countries. For any single country, what is important in this connection is

the relative changes in the value of exports and imports in terms of the national

currency. Naturally, since both price and quantity changes have varied

widely for different commodities, the balances of payments of the various

countries have been affected very differently. Calculations of these changes

for the more important countries arc to be found in recent issues of the World

Economic Survey-
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Even in their absence, both the volume and the value of

international commerce would have shrunk severely in the

face of the world-wide depression. It Seems axiomatic,

however, that the shrinkage of trade has been greatly inten-

sified and its recovery seriously retarded by the network of

obstructions that has arisen.

Closely related to the decline in commodity trade are two

other phenomena of the period. These are the steady

accumulation of stocks, especially of foodstuffs and raw

materials, and a growing disparity of prices between different

countries. As the customary markets were more and more

encircled by manifold restrictions, the disposal of goods be-

came increasingly difficult and led to a piling up of stocks.

World Production, Prices, and Stocks

Note : The price indices of silk, wool, pork, and cotton arc averages of three

quotations
; of wheat, of two quotations. Production and stocks, 1 925-29

average = 100; prices, 1926 = 100.

Sources ; World Production and Prices^ 1925-33 (League of Nations Publications^ II.

Economic and Financial, 1934. II. A. 13).

World Economic Survey, 1932-33 (League of Nations Publications, II. EcO'

nomic and Financial, 1933* II. A. 16).
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This .was particularly noticeable in the mcnre competitive

lines of production (foods and raw materials) where produc-

tion was only very slowly reduced in response to price declines,

even in some instances expanding. The table on the opposite

page tells the story.

While the accumulation of stocks in the face of continuing

production had a disastrous effect upon the prices of agri-

cultural products and crude materials, this effect was by no
means evenly spread. The segregation of markets wrought

by trade restrictions shattered the world interdependence of

prices and brought about the greatest disparity in their move-

ment. Striking evidence of this phenomenon is provided

by the accompanying table, which shows the price of wheat

in various national markets before and during the depression.

Domestic Prices of Wheat in Various Countries,

January, 1929 and January, 1932

In U, S, Cents per Bushel oj 60 lbs.

January

1029

January

1932

Argentine 113 44

Canada 120 51

Great Britain 123 53

United States 121 58

India 158 60

Hungary 158 60

Poland 140 81

Sweden 137 91

Austria 131 120

Czechoslovakia 147 121

Germany 135 147

Italy 192 151

France 164 179

Source: World Economic Survey, 1931-32, p. 137 (League of Nations Publications,

II. Economic and Financial, 1932. 11. A. 18),

«

Although there was a difference of more than 70 per cent

between the lowest and the highest price in 1929 (primarily

due to the high Italian tariff), this is small compared with the
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Evcii in their absence, both the volume and the vakic of

international commerce would have shrunk severely in the

face of the world-wide depression. It seems axiomatic,

however, that the shrinkage of trade has been greatly inten-

sified and its recovery seriously retarded by the network of

Obstructions that has arisen.

Closely related to the decline in commodity trade are two

other phenomena of the period. These are the steady

accumulation of stocks, especially of foodstuffs and raw

materials, and a growing disparity of prices between diffetent

countries. As the customary markets were more and more

encircled by manifold restrictions, the disposal of goods be-

came increasingly difficult and Jed to a piling up of stocks.

World Production, Prices, and Stocks

Production Prices Stocks

1929 1930 1931 1932 1932

Primary com-
modities .

Industrial ac-

106 103 98 95 124 158 183 194

tivity (excl.

U.S.S.R.) no 94 81 69

Coffee, tea.

cocoa . . 120 95 no 102 101 46 149® 243“ 259“ 284“

Rubber . . 132 125 122 108 50 6 129 183 230 262

Silk, raw . . 113 1 no 107 101 86 20 116 174 193 193

Wool . . . 104 101 100 100 116 32

Wood pulp . 117 114 104 98 106 42
1

Pork, etc. 106
1

104 , ni 1 no 78 33

Rye ... 100 107 ' 91 103 118 39

Wheat . . 96 109 104 102 87 32 150 155 167
1

163

Cotton . .

i

100 97 103 1 89 114 35 103 127 151 161

® Coffee only.

Note : The price indices of silk, wool, pork, and cotton arc averages of three

quotations
; of wheat, of two quotations. Production and stocks, 1 925-29

average = 100; prices, 1926 = 100.

SoUrc^ : World Production and Prices, 192^ 33 (League of Nations Publications, II.

Economic and Financial, 1 934. II. A. 1 3).

Wcfld Economic Survey, 1932-33 (League of Nations Publications, II. EcO'

noinic and Financial, 1933. 11. A. 16).
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This .was particularly noticeable in the more competitive

lines of production (foods and raw materials) where produc-

tion was only very slowly reduced in response to price declines,

even in some instances expanding. The table on the opposite

page tells the story.

While the accumulation of stocks in the face of continuing

production had a disastrous effect upon the prices of agri-

cultural products and crude materials, this effect was by no
means evenly spread. The segregation of markets wrought

by trade restrictions shattered the world interdependence of

prices and brought about the greatest disparity in their move-
ment. Striking evidence of this phenomenon is provided

by the accompanying table, which shows the price of wheat

in various national markets before and during the depression.

Domestic Prices of Wheat in Various Countries,
January, 1929 and January, 1932

In U, S. Cents per Bushel of 60 lbs.

January

1929

January
1932

Argentine . . 113 44

Canada .... 120 51

Great Britain . , 123 53

United States . . 121 58

India 158 60

Hungary .... 158 60

Poland .... 140 81

Sweden .... 137 91

Austria .... . 131 120

Czechoslovakia . . 147 121

Germany . . . 135 147

Italy 192 151

France .... 164 179

Source: World Economic Survey^ 1931-32, p. 137 (League of Nations Publications,

II. Economic and Financial, 1932. II, A. 18).

Although there was a difference of more than 70 per cent

between the lowest and the highest price in 1929 (primarily

due to the high Italian tariff), this is small compared with the
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spread of from 200 to 300 per cent in 1932. Conspipuous

also is the actual price rise that took place in Germany and in

France, even in the face of the depression.

Fortunately, since 1932 some progress has been made,

through the absorption of stocks, a reduction in output,

business recovery, and some loosening of the restrictions, so

that these price disequilibria are becoming less severe. Even

in 1937, however, considerable price differentials still existed

in important countries.

v^t is the newer trade restrictions, such as quota systems and

the rationing of foreign exchange, that are primarily respon-

sible for the great disparities in prices-^bf which we have given

some indication. For they impose a direct limitation upon

imports which cannot be avoided by price changes, as is the

case whev there is a tariff to be surmounted. Indeed, the

essence of these restrictions is the replacement of the auto-

matic mechanism of supply and demand by arbitrary quanti-

tative regulations. How far the normal forces of the market

may be pushed aside is well illustrated by the following

extreme case

;

Fantastic examples occur from time to time of the curious trans-

actions rendered possible by the complicated network of export

bounties, quotas and import duties. Thus one calculation which
obtained wide publicity early in 1934 concerned a transaction by
which, utilising the Italian export bounty, and the special prefer-

ential transport rates between Italy and Austria, a merchant was
said to have made a profitable sale of wheat at a negative price,

paying his customer to accept the wheat so that he might have the

documents with which to collect the export premium. Whether
such a transaction actually occurred or not, the calculation

illustrates the degree to which prices have been interfered with by

Government action in neighbouring markets.^

We have already seen how capital embargoes, transfer

moratoria, and blocked accounts have rendered the inter-

national ‘movement of capital exceedingly difficult. The
result has been not only that a large volume of existing debt

^ World Economic Survey, 7933-34, p. 207 (Leairuc of Nations Publications,

IL Economic and Financial, 1934. II. A. 16).
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has Ijeen frozen for some time to come, but also that current

long-term lending, upon which a large volume of trade has

always depended, has been brought almost to a standstill.

Capital cannot move from the countries imposing restrictions,

and because of this, it will not move into them from the

normal lending countries. The flow of capital in recent

years has been almost entirely confined to short-term move-
ments between countries which have not introduced exchange

restrictions and to the purchase by nationals of such countries

of American securities, as a hedge against war and currency

depreciation.

Probably more important from the long-run point of view

than any of the consequences so far listed is a world-wide

shift in the structure of production to which the strangulation

of trade has naturally given rise. Agricultural countries,

faced with great difficulty in disposing of their normal exp>orts

abroad and thus in acquiring needed manufactured articles,

have undertaken — behind obstructions of one sort or

another — to produce these commodities themselves. How
far this tendency has developed in the Argentine, to cite

only one of the numerous possible illustrations, is indicated

by the following extracts from the April, 1936, report of the

Department of Overseas Trade of Great Britain

:

According to official estimates the number of workers engaged

in all kinds of manufacturing activities is nearly twice the number
engaged in agriculture and stockbreeding, representing an increase

since 1914 of 73 per cent, against an increase in farming of 29 per

cent. . . . The number of cotton spindles in the Republic in

1936 is expected to be five times as large as in 1930, producing

some 20 million kilogrammes of yarn. A less rapid development

has occurred in the production of cotton piece goods, but every

effort is being made to increase the 20 per cent share of the total

consumption which is at present locally provided. National mills

supply practically the whole of the cotton knitted wear. . . .

The manufacture of woven silk goods has doubled in thp past five

years. Domestic factories produce nearly one-third of the coun-

try’s requirements of paper and cardboard, output having in-

creased by 50 per cent since 1931 and the total value exceeding

that of either cotton or woollen textiles. Two new cement
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factories are being built in the provinces, although 93 per cent of

the consumption was already provided locally in, 1934 by the

existing factories, working well within their capacity. The de-

velopment of the rubber goods industry is illustrated by the fact

that imports of raw rubber increased nearly eightfold between

1930 and 1934, while the importation of manufactured rubber

articles dropped to less than half. . . . Local production of

manufactured articles has hitherto been limited to supplying home
needs only, but a commencement has been made in the exporta-

tion on a large scale to neighboring countries of shoes, hats, ice

chests and electric motors. . . . The total number of workers

in all the manufacturing and extractive industries was estimated in

1933 at 2,156,000 representing 43 per cent of the total employed,

while 1,137,000 or 23 per cent were engaged in agriculture and

live stock breeding
;
commerce, transport, and other occupations

accounting for the rest.^

Chang& in the opposite direction have been taking place

in the industrial countries of Europe. Unable, because of

restrictive measures in other parts of the world, to market

their manufactured goods and with the proceeds to purchase

needed foodstuflfs and raw materials, they have increasingly

diverted capital and labor into agricultural production.

Barring the planned economy of Soviet Russia, this develop-

ment has doubtless gone farthest in Germany, where every

effort is bent toward increasing the output of every agricul-

tural essential, but particularly of oil-bearing products such

as rape seed and linseed, and where it is even hoped that the

production of a synthetic substitute will soon render the

nation independent of outside supplies of raw rubber (at

many times the cost of the latter).

' By this parallel drive for self-sufficiency in both agricultural

and industrial countries, international specialisation, the

very basis of international commerce, is being, if not utterly

destroyed, at least seriously curtailed. This negation of

international cooperation is certainly the chief factor in the

Explanation of the slow revival of foreign trade relative to

* Cited in a paper by Marcus Nadlcr, “Economic Interdependence, Present

and Future,’’ in the Ammcan Economic Review^ Supplement^ Vol. XXVII, No. 1

(Mar.i 1937), pp. 3-4,
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the recovery in industrial activity in many countries, nic
following tables offer eloquent testimony on this point.

Index of Industrial

Production

(1929 100)

Index of Foreign Trade

( Values in National Currencies: 1 929 =« 100)

Imports Exports

1932 1933 1934 1935 1932 1933 1934 1935 1932 1933 1934 1935

Great Britain . 84 88 99 106 59 56 61 63 50 50 54 58

Germany .
.

|

53 61 80 94 35 31 33 31 45 39 33 34
United States . 54 64 66 76 31 33 38 47 31 32 41 44

Italy .... 67 74 81 92 38 34 35 35 45 39 34 33

Sweden . 90 96 116 127 65 62 73 82 52 60 72 71

Belgium . . 69 71 72 81 46 42 39 48 47 44 43 50

Denmark . . 91
1

105 117 121 64 71 76 74 67 72 73 75

Source: Nadlcr, op. cit.^ p. 5. The 1935 indices of imports an^ exports for

Italy represent only the first nine months. The indices of foreign trade

for Belgium are for Belgium and Luxemburg combined.

Whether this trend toward economic isolation and self-

sufficiency is to continue until international trade is reduced

to an unavoidable minimum, or whether a swing back towards

interdependence will develop, remains to be seen. Certain

recent developments, notably the Trade Agreements program

of the United States, the relaxation of certain quotas and

tariffs by France following devaluation by the gold bloc in

September, 1936, and the defacto currency stabilisation agree-

ment thereafter established between Great Britain, the United

States, and the gold bloc countries (France, Switzerland, and

Holland), offer a check to the spread of economic nationalism.

It is possible that these developments, perhaps followed by

others of a similar character, may actually reverse the current

trend. Against this hope, however, is to be set the continued

fear of war in Europe and the zeal for military preparedness

that it engenders. As long as this fear exists, it would be

unwise to expect too much. People in constant fear of

attack cannot be expected to be good cosmopolitans. When
we add to nationalism bred of the war danger the pressure

of the vested interests that have been create4 and are being
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strengthened by existing trade restrictions, and consider the

fact that many countries are still in a weak financial position,

the outlook is not especially promising for the internationally

minded. It seems safe to conclude with Professor Nadler

that the “economic interdependence of nations in the future

is bound to be on a smaller scale than prior to the depression.’’

At the very least, even assuming no further intensification of

nationalist sentiment, the world economy has been given a

twist which will alter its course of development for a long

time to come.
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CHAPTER IX

CLEARING AGREEMENTS

I
N the intensification of trade and monetary restrictions of

recent years something very like a law of progressive expan-

sion appears to have been at work. Obstacles set up in

one part of the world have led to the erection of similar ob-

structions elsewhere, while the spread of one type of restric-

tion has been followed by the introduction of new and more

drastic forms of governmental interference. Thus various

industrial nations, in the face of rapidly declining agricultural

prices, raised tariffs, established quotas, and took other steps

to check a sudden influx of agricultural imports, both to

protect domestic producers and to safeguard the balance of

payments against adverse change. Such action, by shutting

off the markets of the countries producing foodstuffs and

raw materials and thereby upsetting the equilibrium of their

balances of payments, led them to adopt similar policies

toward imports of manufactures. Each step in the direction

of increasing the barriers to trade brought nearer the stage

when, somewhere, a definite shortage of foreign exchange

would appear. Manufacturing nations, in particular, must

have raw materials. If their ability to sell finished goods

is seriously impaired, then unless they have significant addi-

tional means of acquiring foreign purchasing power, limita-

tions on the disposal of the inadequate amounts available

will eventually become necessary. Thus brought nearer,

exchange control became imperative wherever, as in Germany,

to the normal demand for imports was added the 'pressure

of payments to foreign creditors. The only alternative

would have been the solution (adopted by Great Britain and

a number of other powers) of abandoning the gold standard

407
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and permitting fluctuations in exchange rates to bring about

the needed adjustment in the balance of payments, an alterna-

tive which because of the fear of inflation and of increasing

the burden of the external debt could not be followed by some

countries.

While exchange control provided a solution for the more

pressing problems of the debtor states, once it was introduced

it intensified the difficulties of the creditor nations. Not

only were their exports (principally manufactured com-

modities) severely restricted and existing financial claims

tightly frozen, but also even current commercial claims

rapidly became uncollectible. For the available exchange,

where under control, was allocated to the purchase of essential

requirements
;

inevitably less important imports, if permitted

at all, wpuld have to wait for payment. Faced with the

alternatives of seeing their trade with debtor countries

reduced to the vanishing point or of continuing it only on

the basis of long-term credits, it is not surprising that a new
type of trading relationship that would permit collection of

current claims, as well as some repayment of outstanding

financial obligations, found a vigorous welcome among creditor

nations. First introduced in November, 1931, by Switzerland

and Hungary to serve just these purposes, clearing agreements

rapidly came into widespread use. Though originally

designed to bring some sort of order into the commercial

relations of creditor and debtor countries (or countries with

uncontrolled and with controlled exchanges), the latter group

also entered into clearing agreements with one another.

By 1936 Germany, whose rigoious exchange control predis-

posed her to adopt clearing systems as a means of acquiring

essential imports, handled 60 per cent of her trade through

this mechanism. Let us now examine the nature of this

new form of trade relationship.

A' clearing agreement is essentially a method of divorcing

the exchange markets of two states while yet permitting the

continuance of commercial intercourse. The ordinary method

cf making international payments by the purchase and sale
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at b41s of exchange in the market (or from the Central Bank
in a controlled exchange country) is supplanted by an almost

complete severance of banking relations and the establishment

of a self-contained payment mechanism in each contracting

country. According to the terms of a clearing agreement,

importers in each country pay into a special office (usually

the Central Bank) all sums due for imports. From the funds

thus received, each clearing office pays exporters for goods

shipped to the other country. Provision is also usually made
for the use in the creditor country of part of the in-payments

to liquidate frozen commercial and financial claims against

the other party, since their immobilisation was the immediate

cause of the introduction of clearing agreements. Sometimes,

as in the Swiss-German agreement, payments for tourists’

expenditures are aiso covered, as well as other speoial items.*

In most agreements a definite percentage of balances not

required by the creditor nation to pay for exports is reserved

for the liquidation of blocked claims, while another portion

is put at the free disposal of the debtor.

It is apparent that for a clearing agreement to operate

successfully from the point of view of a creditor country, that

is, for it to permit the liquidation of blocked claims, the creditor

nation must have an adverse balance of trade with the other contracting

party. If its exports exactly equal its imports from the debtor

country, current commercial claims are cancelled, but there

is no basis for wiping out old claims. On the other hand,

if exports are larger than imports, the indebtedness of the

debtor nation increases. Only if imports exceed exports

will payments into the clearing office exceed out-payments

on trading account, leaving a balance available for the

service or settlement of outstanding debts.

Unfortunately, however, the very operation of the clearing

system tends to destroy such an adverse balance. In the first

^ In the agreement cited, payments for imports into Swit2erland of German
coal arc earmarked for the expenditure of German tourists in Switzerland.

EnifUiry into Clearing Agreements, p* 29 «. (League of Nations Publications, II

Economic and Financial, 1935. II. B, 6).
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place, traders in the country with controlled exchanges^ tend

to increase their purchases from the agreement country,

since with respect to imports from that source no foreign-

exchange problem exists. No permits to buy foreign ex-

change are required, each such transaction being settled by

payment in domestic currency to the clearing office. On
the other hand, traders in the creditor country, feeling

relieved of the possibility of seeing their claims become uncol-

lectible, are stimulated to expand their business. Second,

exports from the debtor state may be handicapped. This

will occur when, as is often the case, the official exchange

rate used by the clearing office is set at an artificially high

level for the controlled exchange currency, with the result

that it is overvalued. As we saw in the last chapter, the very

purpose exchange control in countries with weak currencies

is to maintain the foreign value of the currency. Under free

exchange conditions, balance-of-payments equilibrium could

only be established if prices in such countries were deflated

or if their exchange rates fell.^ With high prices and high

exchange rates as well, exports inevitably suffer. Finally, a

creditor’s adverse trade balance also tends to disappear be-

cause of frequent evasion of the clearing system by exporters

in the controllcd-cxchange country. Freely disposable

foreign exchange foreign exchange which may be freely

used in any market) is very difficult to acquire. Yet its

possession is exceedingly desirable because it permits one to

purchase commodities not obtainable through the restricted

channels of trade, also because it enables one to build up

balances or investments abroad which may be subject to less

risk than domestic assets. For this reason exporters in a

country with exchange control will often quote a fictitiously

low value on invoices of goods, stipulating that their customer

abroad pay the difference into a foreign bank, or they may
ship goods on consignment to branches in free-exchange

countries, with payment made to a foreign bank, or they may

* For various examples of stipulations as to exchange rates, see the Enquiry

into Clearing Agreements

,

pp. 31-32.
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extend long-term credit to customers in the hope of improve-

ment in the foreign-exchange situation. All these and

numerous other types of evasion of the clearing system reduce

the volume of in-payments to the clearing office in the creditor

country, and therewith the balance available for the service

or liquidation of debt.

As a partial offset to these forces tending to reduce an

adverse trade balance, there is the realisation by creditor

countries that the discharge of debts by debtor nations depends

on their ability to sell goods and services, that an adverse

balance of trade may actually be advantageous. Apprecia-

tion of this fact has at times acted as a stimulus to imports.

So far as it does, increasing exports are counteracted by increas-

ing imports, with gratifying results to trade. A given adverse

balance may be maintained, however, in the face of expanding

exports, not only by a rise in imports but also by a restriction

of exports. And while the desire for a larger volume of exports

may be strong, the prejudice against an increase of imports

may be even stronger
;
limitation of exports may be the means

chosen to maintain an adverse trade balance.^ This solution

has actually been adopted by a number of countries. France

has imposed artificial restrictions on her exports to Germany
and other nations with rigid exchange controls in order to

retain the advantages of an adverse balance of trade, while

many clearing agreements specify the continuance of a fixed

ratio between exports and imports. Thus under the 1934

agreement between Belgium and Germany exports between

Belgium (and Luxemburg) on the one hand and Germany on

the other are fixed at the ratio of 62.5 : 100.“

From the side of the debtor countries also, various devices

to offset the tendency toward (from their point of view) a

less favorable balance have been introduced. For them, the

prompt payment of commercial claims is the necessary condi-

* It is interesting that the thoroughly anti-Mercantilist conclusion, that an

unfavorable balance of trade is really favorable, should lead to trade restrictions

(on exports) of an equally thorough anti-Mcrcantilist tyoe bccau9e of a lingering

Mercantilist prejudice against imports.

^ Op. cit.^ p. 46 ft.
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tion of continued trade, while the servicing and repayment of

financial obligations is essential to the maintenance of their

credit in the world’s capild markets, To prevent clearing

arrangements as well as steady pressure on their balances of

payments from worsening their weak position, debtor countries

have introduced, in addition to import restrictions, various off-

setting devices. Stimulation of exports by bounties is wide-

spread, As with many other types of intervention, this

measure has been carried farthest in Germany, where in June,

1935, a turnover tax of 2 to 3 per cent was imposed on domestic

sales of industrial products and on the consumption of gas and

electricity, the proceeds (some 700-800 million marks annu-

ally) being turned over to exporters by the Golddiskontbank*

Clearing offices have also in some cases been granted the right

to fix a rfite of exchange below the high official rate. Again,

private (and public) compensation agreements have been

permitted as a supplement to clearing systems. These are

nothing but a refined form of barter, whereby exports as well

as imports are assured. Freedom to determine the rate of

exchange is generally accorded the parties to such an arrange-

ment, who thereby avoid the effects of an overvalued rate.

Thus, the Turkish Ministry of Economy and an Austrian tobacco

company entered into an arrangement on November 17th, 1932,

by which the company agreed to buy, up to the end ofJune 1933,

Turkish tobacco to the value of twenty million French francs,

payable in Austrian merchandise. The Swedish Government
made a similar arrangement with Greece to import Greek tobacco

to the value of $400,000, 20 per cent of which sum was to be

written off the Greek debts in Sweden, the remaining 80 per cent

being paid for in Swedish goods. Other examples are the com-
pensation agreement between Hungary and Czechoslovakia of

December 22nd, 1932, by which 29,000 Hungarian pigs are to be

exchanged for 20,000 wagons of Czechoslovak wood fuel, and
Hungarian eggs and similar products to the value of one-and-a-

half million crowns are to be paid for by facilities accorded to

Hungarian tourists in the Czechoslovak thermal stations. Similar

barter agreements might be cited between European and also

South and North American countries. For example, in August,

1931, the Brazilian Government concluded an agreement with the
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Grain Stabilization Corporation and the Bush Terminal Company
ofNew York for the exchange during eighteen months of 1,275,000

sacks of coffee against 25,000,000 bushels of wheat* In con-

sequence of this agreement, Brazil prohibited the import of wheat
flour for eighteen months.^

We have noted the tendency of clearing agreements to

stimulate increased purchases by a country with controlled

exchanges from the other parties to such agreements. This

is merely one aspect of a still broader tendency: namely, the

promotion of a growing distortion of trade from its normal

channels, in particular, of a trend toward bilateralism in trade

relations. Any balance accruing to one party to an agreement

a debtor country, in particular), even if not blocked for

financial payments, still provides no free exchange which can

be used to make purchases in the markets of third countries,

but must be used in the country where it accumulates. When,
as is often the case, such a country is not the best market in

which to buy, uneconomic purchases may result, simply be-

cause purchasing power is available there, but exceedingly

difficult to come by in the cheaper markets. Thus, for ex-

ample, ‘‘Germany in 1935 paid about 45 per cent above the

world price for an inferior grade of wool imported from Chile

under the existing clearing arrangement between the two

countries.” ^ Moreover, in order to acquire free foreign cur-

^ World Economic Surveyy
1932-33, p. 200 (League of Nations Publications,

II. Economic and Financial, 1933. II. A. 16).

® Nadler, op. cit., p. 6. The following citation is also of great interest in

this connection: “Average prices paid by Germany for raw materiah imported

rose, while the tendency in the world market was to fall. The following figures

show the percentage change between the first and third quarter of 1934 in

the average prices (in terms of gold) paid for raw materials imported by the

United Kingdom, France, Germany and Italy :
*

Percentage Increase (+)
or Decrease (—)

^

United Kingdom — 2.0

France 16.7

Germany +4.0
Italy — 8.9

“ The reduction in the purchase by Germany of oversea raw materials, due

to the diversion of her demand to the countries with which she had concluded

• Basis : Oflarial import price indices, calculated by variable weighting, according to

the quantities of different goods entering into imports.
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rency in countries with which clearing agreements haye not

been concluded, imports from these sources are restricted to

the barest essentials. Such direct restrictions, together with

the diversion of purchases to parties to the clearing system,

have operated greatly to the disadvantage of third countries.

This tendency is illustrated by the following figures for German
trade in the third quarter of 1 933 and 1 934

:

1933 1934
Trade with: Imports Exports Imports Exports

(RM 000,000) (RM 000,000)

I. Twenty-one European coun-

tries with which clearing or

compensation agreements are

concluded 456 831 525 719

II. Other countries 588 399 533 287

Source: Enquiry into Clearing Agreements

j

p. 44.

4

While imports from countries within the clearing system were

15 per cent higher than in 1933, imports from other countries

were 9 per cent lower. Although exports to both groups fell,

the decline in exports to non-clearing countries was relatively

greater, being 28 per cent as against 14 per cent to the first

group of countries.

Triangular trade in particular has been made increasingly

difficult, in the face of the trend toward bilateralism. The
World Economic Survey for 1935-36 presents figures which indi-

cate, for a group of nations conducting some 75 per cent of

world trade, that between 1929 and 1 935, strictly bilateral trade

increased from 71.7 per cent of total trade to 74.2 per cent.’

clearing agreements, naturally contributed to the fall in world market prices

and thus affected adversely the economic situation of the world as a whole.
“ According to the Hungarian reply to the questionnaire sent out, the effect

of her clearing agreements on the internal economic situation has mainly

taken the, form of increasing difficulty in procuring raw materials from countries

with which Hungary has no agreements— a difficulty which has had an unfavor-

able effect on industrial production and on the export of manufactured articles.

“ In the Bulgarian reply, it is pointed out that the necessity of importing from

countries ,with which clearing agreements were concluded checked imports

from other countries.” {Enquiry into Clearing AgreementSy pp. 45“ 46.)

* P. 182. Triangular trade declined from 15.5 per cent to 13.8 per cent.

The remainder of the total is attributed to “Balances of Total Trade.” For

an explanation of the computations, see the reference.

It should be noted that these figures relate to total trade. The reduction
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This development may be attributed principally to clearing

and compensation agreements.

The reduction of triangular trade is serious, not only because

the countries affected lose some of the advantages of inter-

national specialisation, but also because their difficulties in

meeting certain invisible items in their balances of payments

are intensified. In particular, the problem of debtor nations

in meeting capital charges on their borrowings may be made
more serious. In many cases, a borrowing country pays the

interest on its international loans not by direct exports to the

lending nation, but by exports to some third country. If

the introduction of clearing agreements affects adversely the

export trade of this third country, it may be forced to reduce

its purchases from the debtor nation, which will now have less

foreign exchange available for the service of its foreign debt.

The latter country may then be forced to introduce or to

extend trade restrictions, or it may have to establish a clearing

arrangement with its creditor. Either the total volume of

trade will be still further reduced, or the creditor nation

will be obliged to buy goods it really does not want, or which

it could buy cheaper elsewhere, in order to permit the debtor

country to continue interest payments.

A further effect of clearing systems, correlative with the

drift toward bilateral trade relations, is the depressing influ-

ence they exert on world prices.

Their restrictive effect on trade limits possibilities of sale and,

faced with the partial or complete closing of their outlets, the

countries which are not parties to clearing agreements are gradu-

ally led to reduce the prices of their goods in order to sell them.

These agreements thus reduce the volume of trade and the prices

at which trade is conducted
;

they reduce the ability of debtor

countries to meet those very financial obligations wh^ch gave rise

to exchange control and subsequently to the introduction of

clearing agreements.^

in multilateral trade was far greater in countries with comprehensive quota

systems. “ In Switzerland, for instance, the relative importance of multilateral

trade has fallen to one sixth of its former figure.” (Report of Professor Ohlin,

n International Economic Reconstruction, p. 96.)

^ Enquiry into Clearing Agreements, pp. 16-1 7.
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Before attempting to arrive at a judgment as to the relative

merits and demerits of clearing agreements, it will be well,

since most of the evidence so far introduced has been unfavor*

able, to consider the arguments advanced by one of their

staunchest advocates. Dr. Paul Einzig lists the advantages of

the clearing system as follows

:

(1) It enables financially weak debtor countries to buy from each

other and from financially strong countries.

(2) It enables weak and strong countries alike to sell to weak
countries and to collect the purchase price.

(3) It tends to reduce obstacles to foreign trade, such as exchange

restrictions, quotas, prohibitive tariffs, and import embargoes,

(4) It tends to increase foreign trade by balancing imports and
exports between two countries in an upward direction.

(5) It tends to reduce dumping by making it desirable for the

exporting country to import something in return for its sales

abroad.

(6) It tends to discourage exchange dumping through a depreci-

ation race, by making it evident that the country with a

depreciating currency has to export more to pay for the same
amount of imports.

(7) It facilitates the payment of old external debts in the form of

exports to the creditor countries.

(8) Above all, it creates a more conciliatory spirit between Gov-
ernments in their international commercial relations.^

The first two points must, in part, be granted. Some,

though by no means all, of the trade that takes place under

clearing agreements could not, in the circumstances of recent

years, have been carried on without their aid. By making it

unnecessary for traders in financially weak countries to buy

foreign exchange, it has been possible for them to increase their

imports from countries within the clearing system. At the

same time, however, as the evidence indicates, purchases from

third countries have tended to decline. Moreover, even in

the absence of clearing agreements, some of the trade which

occurred under these arrangements would still have been per-

mitted. Certainly, however, it is true that the problem of

collecting commercial claims has been rendered easier.

* Einzig, op. nV., pp. 140-141,
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That the clearing system tends to reduce obstacles to inter-

national trade is a contention that cannot be established. So

far as concerns the parties to a clearing agreement, exchange

control is rendered unnecessary simply because the clearing

system itself totally abolishes the foreign exchanges. It is,

indeed, quite as drastic a form of intervention as the most

rigorous exchange control. Instances can be cited of relaxa-

tions of import quotas between clearing partners, but these arc

few in number, hardly sufficient to establish a definite tend-

ency, With respect to third countries, Dr. Einzig argues

that clearing should permit a liberalisation of trade policy by
financially weak countries.

For an increase of imports from a country with Exchange Clearing

Agreements does not cause any additional pressure on the ex-

change of the importing country. On the contrary, in so far as

these imports take the place of those from other countries, for

which the purchase of foreign currencies would have been neces-

sary, the pressure on the exchange is relieved. Thus, if the ex-

change of a country is safeguarded by a number of Exchange
Clearing Agreements, its Government can afford to be more
liberal also towards the imports from countries with which it has

no Exchange Clearing.^

This argument overlooks the fact that, even though trade

with a clearing partner may increase, the available imports

may not be the kind most needed. In part, these may be

obtained from the clearing partner, who first imports them

from their source. In such case, they are secured at a high

price and also probably in insufficient quantity. Since the

need for them still remains, and since clearing arrangements

do nothing to provide free exchange which can be used in

third countries, exchange controls and import restrictions must

still continue, so that the available exchange may be used for

the most essential purposes. The figures cited on page 413

are relevant to this point.

Whether clearing agreements operate to balance imports

and exports between the clearing partners in an upward

- Ibid,, pp. 141-142.
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direction depends in each case upon surrounding circum*

stances. This outcome is by no means a general rule. If the

official exchange rate is not set too high, if each party is equally

willing to see its imports as well as its exports increase, and if a

wide range of desirable commodities is available in each mar-

ket, an upward balancing of imports and exports may occur.

When these necessary conditions are absent, no such result is

to be expected. In any event, an increase in trade between

clearing partners may be offset (as in the cases cited) by a

decrease in trade with third countries, with the net result that

total trade is negligibly or even adversely affected. The fact

that the share of world trade of the sterling group of countries

increased in 1935, while that of gold-standard countries (in-

cluding Germany) declined, points to the removal of restric-

tions an(;J artificial trading methods as an effective means of

stimulating international commerce. For the sterling coun-

tries have introduced comparatively fewer restrictions and

clearing agreements than the other group. ^

The statements with respect to dumping and exchange

dumping are extremely dubious. If, as is true of many of the

clearing agreements covering the trade between financially

weak countries Germany and the states of southeastern

Europe), these arrangements are entered into for the express

purpose of permitting an increase of imports, it is not apparent

why dumping or other artificial means of increasing exports

should be discouraged. Indeed, the spread of the clearing

system has probably tended to stimulate such measures, as a

method of providing the wherewithal to pay for the increased

imports. There has been a tendency toward the lowering of

^ The relative increase in the trade of the sterling group (chiefly Great
Britain, her Dominions, and the Scandinavian countries) is not to be attributed

to currency depreciation, since their exchanges were comparatively stable

during 1935. “In view of the exchange stability of those countries among
themselves and ins-d-vis the gold-standard countries in 1935, it seems probable

that their advantage now consists mainly in their freedom from extraordinary

trade restrictions.” World Economic Survey^ 1935-36^ p. 179 (League of N? >

tions Publications, II. Economic and Financial, 1936. II. A. 15). See the

interesting chart accompanying this citation, which furnished the basis for

the position taken here.
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the official exchange rates on the more seriously overvalued

currencies, and toward a wider use of compensation arrange-

ments, where the parties concerned determine the exchange

rate to be used.

It cannot be denied that the seventh advantage claimed by

Dr. Einzig, the facilitation of the payment of old external

debts, has been realised in practice. This advantage was,

indeed, one of the chief reasons for the introduction of clearing

agreements. With regard to the last claim, that a more con-

ciliatory spirit is introduced into the commercial relations of

governments, there is a considerable element of truth. Trade

under clearing arrangements is preferable to no trade at all, or

to a more restricted trade
;
so far as the commerce of each pair

of clearing countries is facilitated, doubtless a better spirit will

rule. It is still necessary to bear in mind, however, thp adverse

impact of the clearing system upon third countries
;

certainly

relations with these countries are in no way improved.

On the basis of the available evidence, it seems safe to con-

clude that the clearing system has provided an emergency

method of meeting the acute situation established by the

multifarious trade restrictions and exchange controls. As

such an emergency remedy, it has permitted the continuance

and perhaps under specially favorable conditions the growth

of trade between certain selected countries, and has made
possible the collection by creditor nations of otherwise unre-

coverable claims. The very nature of clearing arrangements,

however, is such as to strangle triangular trade and to produce

a steady trend toward bilateralism, while in practice they have

operated to reduce the volume of trade between clearing and

non-clearing countries.^

' As a means of counteracting the tendency to decrease triangular trade,

triangular clearing agreements, whereby clearing balances may be transferred

to third countries, have been suggested. Such arrangements have even been
tried out on a few occasions. With respect to the possibility of triangular

clearing, the present writer concurs with the judgment expressed elsewhere:

“All such special arrangements, however, not only demand a particular com-
bination of circumstances, but require prolonged and difficult negotiations.

The tendency for Governments to regulate trade and, in regulating it, to nego-

tiate particular bargains with other Governments, is at best a cumbrous and
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Certainly, in view of all the relevant considerations, it

would be premature tp agree with Dr. Einzig that ‘‘Taking a

long view, there can be no doubt that Exchange Clearing is

the system of the future/’ ^ It would seem saner to conclude

that clearing agreements are at once a symptom and a result

of serious world economic derangements rather than a satis-

factory permanent solution for those difficulties. This, in-

deed, is the view of those most intimately concerned, the

nations which have entered into clearing arrangements.

“In their replies (to a questionnaire sent out by the League of

Nations Joint Committee on Clearing Agreements), most of

the Governments have stated that they consider this system

to be a necessary evil and that they ask nothing better than to

revert as soon as possible to the normal methods of inter-

national, trade.” ^ Some of the reasons for this stand have

already been elaborated. They are vividly summarised by

another writer as follows

:

Bilateral balancing of trade strikes at many important economic

advantages arising from international specialisation and coopera-

tion. For the flexible and effective organisation of world-wide

trade by private enterprise, it substitutes a much more rigid and
narrower series of bilateral national bargains. Efficiency is

lowered as the scope for specialisation is limited.

Finally, and more than is commonly recognised, the economic

welfare and stability of the modern world has, until recently, been

dependent upon the trading mechanism by which the whole body

of international economic and financial relations was linked in one

continuous chain of trading transactions. Not only were com-

modities exchanged, but national price-levels were adjusted, and

production and investment regulated, by a worldwide trading

system with manifold ramifications and interconnections. The
breaking of essential links in the chains of transactions has been a

major cause of the unprecedented fluctuations of prices, the dis-

organisation of production, default on financial obligations, and
piling up of stocks that have been characteristic of the recent years

unsatisfactory substitute for the restless ingenuity by which, in former times,

the private trader, unhampered by minute regulations and controls, sought

out profitable opportunities for the exchange of commodities in world markets.*’

World Economic Survey, 1933-34, p. 208.

1 Op. cit., p. 195. ^ Enquiry into Clearing Agreements, p. 17.
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of 4^pre$ision. Attempts to form new trading connections and to

dispose of stocks of surplus production in new areas have led, and
are still leading to fresh disturbances o^ international economic
lelations. The whole world was organised as a series of closely

connected and interdependent markets, the smoothness of whose
adjustment led perhaps to an underestimate of their value. The
substitution of more rigidly planned and directed systems of

independent and closely regulated, if not closed, markets has

not eliminated but exaggerated the fluctuations of prices and
production, and at the same time has destroyed a large part of

the specialised international cooperation by which the rapid

advance of living standards has in the past been made possible.^

We may add to this statement the testimony of the man who,

in his capacity as President of the Reichsbank and Economic

Adviser to the German Government, has probably more direct

knowledge of the operation of clearing agreements than any

person living.

Dr. Schacht has, against his wishes, found himself obliged to

“substitute the normal p^ay of exchange and credit with a terrible

bureaucracy,” adding— in an interview— that “it is barbaric

to be forced to barter machines for cereals or radio apparatus for

tobacco, like a negro, who exchanges his ivory for glassware or his

rubber for cotton goods.” ^

Since exchange control and trade restrictions are responsible

for the present state of affairs, which contrasts so unfavorably

with the preceding condition of relatively free trading relation-

ships, it is these obstacles that must be directly attacked. The
Trade Agreements program is a step in the right direction

which has been productive of substantial if not spectacular

results. Devaluation of currencies to a level which equili-

brates domestic and foreign prices can perhaps do more than

any other measure to remove fear of excessive imports and the

pressure, especially in debtor countries, on the balance of

payments.® Devaluation by the gold bloc, as we have already

^ J. B. CondlifFe, in the World Economic Survey^ 1935-36, pp. 183-184 (League of

Nations Publications, II. Economic and Financial, 1936. II. A. 15).

* Professor Ohlin’s report in International Economic Reconstruction, p. 94.

* Such action must, however, be coupled with effective safeguards against

hiflation, else new price disequilibria will arise, leading to the reitnposition of

restrictions. This subject will be more fully developed in a later chapter.
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noted, has relieved tension in those countries and per^tted

some relaxation of trade barriers. Another example worthy

of citation is that of Austria,

which by a gradual process of removing restrictions was able

during 1934 and the early part of 1935 to achieve devaluation,

repay short-term blocked accounts, and take long strides toward

the abandonment of her exchange control, leaving the exchanges

free at the new devalued rates.

^

By a gradual and sustained attempt to eliminate currency

overvaluation, to reduce tariffs bit by bit, and to liberalise and

where possible to abolish import quotas, the restoration of a

large measure of the freedom to trade that existed before the

depression may be accomplished.

The most oppressive obstacle to such a program is the un-

reasoning devotion to the ideal of national self-sufficiency to be

found in many countries today, especially in the European dic-

tatorships. Reenforcing this is the chronic fear of war, which

tends to make of economic nationalism a contagious disease.

The fundamental requirement of a lasting solution of pressing

international economic problems is thus to be found in the

destruction of the war bogey. Whether that is to be accom-

plished by a slow rebuilding of the machinery of collective

security, by a powerful union of the more peaceably disposed

nations, or by the economic collapse of the militaristic coun-

tries, or whether it can be accomplished at all under existing

political and economic institutions, is a problem the considera-

tion of which is beyond the scope of this book. It may be

confidently said, however, that unless and until reasonable

security against war is established, only a limited and partial

success can attend efforts to restore an effective international

system. On the other hand, if by some means peace is as-

sured, the chief incentive toward national self-sufficiency will

be removed, and with it the leading obstacle to the recon-

struction of a more workable and efficient international

economic order.

' World Economic Survey
j
1934-35, p. 186 (League of Natiom Publications,

II. Economic and Financial, 1935. II. A. 14).
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CHAPTER X

MONOPOLY AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE

INTRODUCTION

Tie analysis of international trade presented in earlier

chapters has proceeded principally upon the assump-

tion of perfect competition. Yet the general theory of

value, as presented in text-books, uniformly takes some account

of monopoly, while in recent years, increasing attention has

been accorded the problem of imperfect competition. These

extensions of the theory of value merely represent a recognition

of the facts of industrial life. Although a large proportion of

the production and trade of any country is still conducted

under conditions approaching those of perfect competition,

the increased use of capital and the spread of mass-production

methods have led to the growth of large producing units,

eventuating in many countries in the consolidation of produc-

tion in the hands of a relatively small number of producers,

if not in complete monopoly. This trend has been most

conspicuous in the production of raw materials and basic

manufactures, less so in the more refined manufactures where

differences in the quality of product are greater. Differenti-

ation of the product, however, whether actual or merely exag-

gerated in the 'minds of buyers by means of high-pressure

advertising and salesmanship, has tended to produce increas-

ingly imperfect competition even if it has made it more difficult

to attain a complete monopoly.

Although a larger proportion of international than of

national trade is subject to the vigorous competition of rival

buyers and sellers, if only because the sources of the demand
and supply of internationally-traded commodities arc gener-

ally more numerous than those of goods whose markets are

424
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principally national in scope, nonetheless the influence of

monopoly and of restrictions on competition have also become

increasingly important in the international field. Oxur study

of international trade requires that some attention be paid to

these phenomena, in particular with respect to their influence

upon prices and their relation to tariff policy.

The existence of national monopolies or quasi-monopolies

has influenced international trade in two ways. As produc-

tion and trade in any article, within the bounds of single

nations, has come under the control of a single producer or a

small group of producers, competition in the free markets of

the world has frequently become intensified. Moreover,

strong national groups have on numerous occasions been

tempted to invade one another’s territory. The resultant

instability of prices and profits has had the natural»outcome

of stimulating the creation of international combinations with

a view to the maintenance of prices in domestic markets and

the sharing of neutral markets. Furthermore, even in the

absence of an international combination, the existence of a

strong national monopoly may permit the appearance of

dumping, a trade phenomenon of considerable theoretical and

practical importance. Before considering either of these

topics, however, a brief resume of the relevant aspects of price

theory is in order.

IMPERFECT COMPETITION AND MONOPOLY

It is important, for purposes of price theory, to distinguish

between two broad but distinct groups of commodities : those

of which all units are perfectly standardized (like the different

grades of wheat and cotton), each unit of any grade being

perfectly interchangeable with any other unit, and those of

which the output of individual producers are capable of being

differentiated from one another (like highly fabricated arti-

cles). Differentiation of the product of any individual pro-

ducer may rest on the basis of technical qualities, design,

packaging, service, or any characteristic which serves to dis-

tinguish it from units of the same commodity produced by
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competing firms. This product differentiation has the effect

of splitting up what might otherwise be a freely competitive

market into closely related yet distinct segments, between

which competition is very imperfect. The consequences of

this market imperfection are highly important for price theory,

and will be briefly examined at this point. ^

(a) Perfect Competition, — In order to understand the price

situation which exists under imperfect competition, it is neces-

sary to contrast the position of the individual producer whose

product may successfully be differentiated from those of his

competitors with that of the producer of a standardized article

in a perfectly competitive market. The generally accepted

theory of price tells us that in the latter type of market, a price

will be established which equalises supply and demand at a

figure equal to the minimum average unit cost of the marginal

producer.

This outcome may be illustrated diagrammatically as fol-

lows : The total demand for a given commodity is represented,

in Figure VI (^), by DD', the cost curve for the entire industry

(assuming constant costs) by CC'. Price will settle at AP,

with output of OA. Corresponding to this diagram for the

entire industry, we may construct another, VI (6), which

represents the situation confronting the individual producer.

(The vertical scale will be the same ; the horizontal scale will be

much smaller, of Figure VI (a) if there are 1,000

sellers.) The curve of average unit costs, including a competi-

tive profit, for the marginal producer {i,e,, the representative or

bulk-line firm) is represented by cc', that of a sub-marginal

producer by Cic/.

We assume a perfectly competitive market, which means

that (1) buyers choose between sellers only on the basis of price,

' Considerations of space severely limit the scope of our discussion, which
is confined to the broadest conclusions. For a more extended yet clear analysis^

the reader should consult E. Chamberlin, The Theory oj Monopolistic Competition^

especially Chapter V. An excellent discussion of price determination under both

perfect and imperfect competition is also to be found in Albert L. Myer’s
Elements of Modern Economics (New York, Prentice-Hall, 1937) and in Introduction

to Economic Analysis, by A, M. Mclsaac & J. G, Smith.
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i.e., thpre is no product diflcrcntiation; (2) the nxunbcr of

sellers is sufficiently great so that changes in the output of any

one will be negligible with respect to the market as a whole.

Under these conditions, the demand for any single producer’s

output may be indicated by a horizontal line (infinite elas-

ticity) drawn at the height of the prevailing market price.

This means that any reduction in his price below that ruling

in the market will lead buyers to desert his competitors and

buy from him, while any advance in his price will lose him all

his customers. It is obvious that the marginal producer will

maximise his profits by establishing that rate of output (oa) for

which his average unit cost is a minimum (ap). For any

smaller or larger output, average unit cost is higher than the

prevailing price, and losses would be entailed. Sub-marginal

producers must (in the long run) be eliminated from the field,

since for them, even minimum unit cost is above the market

price. Superior prcxduccrs would expand output somewhat

beyond their point of minimum average unit cost.*

We may conclude this portion of the discussion by noting

that no other price than AP (Fig. (a)) can prevail. Were it

higher than this, each producer in an eftcM-t to maximise his

^ They would produce up to the point where marginal unit cost was equal

to the prevailing price. This would be somewhat higher than as^rage unit

cost for that volume of output, since the curve of marginal costs intersects the

average cost curve at its lowest point, lying above it to the right and below it

to the left of that point. Thus, for the marginal producer, average unit cost

and marginal unit cost arc, in conditions of equilibrium, identical.
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profit would expand output, while new firms would also enter

the field. Although the contribution of each single firm’s

addition to output would be negligible, that of all taken to-

gether would be considerable, forcing down the market price

until stable equilibrium was established, with price equal to

the minimum average unit cost of the marginal producer.

For opposite reasons, no price lower than AP could long pre-

vail.

(b) Monopoly. — Consider now the principles underlying

the determination of price when the market, instead of being

subject to unlimited competition, is completely dominated by

a single seller. The motive guiding his actions will be the

same as that which leads the marginal producer in a com-

petitive industry to establish that volume of output for which

average qnit cost is a minimum : namely, the desire to maxi-

mise profits. Since the surrounding conditions are very dif-

ferent, however, the outcome will likewise be different.

Inasmuch as the monopolist controls the entire output of an

industry, he can assume a demand of something less than

infinite elasticity. The degree of elasticity in the demand for

his product will largely depend upon the nature of the article

he sells (necessity, luxury, etc.) and upon the number of com-

modities which are reasonably satisfactory substitutes for it.

Given these conditions, the demand may be taken for granted.

The monopolist will then maximise his profits by establishing

that rate of output for which total receipts (price times quan-

tity sold) less total costs is a maximum. The price corre-

sponding to this rate of output is the monopoly price. ^

The monopoly price and maximum profit are established

when output is such that any increase thereof would add more

to costs than it would add to receipts, or any decrease would

subtract more from receipts than it would subtract from cos|s.

In technical language, this point is reached when marginal

* The monopolist may fix the price and accept the volume of sales consumers

will take at this price, or he may establish any rate of output he desireir and
aceept the price at which he can dispose of this output. He cannot, of course,

fix both the price and the output independently.
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costs .equal niiarginal revenue. This conclusion may be illus>

trated diagranunatically, but first the concept of marginal

revenue must be clarified.

In the following illustrative table are listed the sales in units,

the price at which each volume of sales is assumed to be pos-

sible (average revenue), the total revenue (price times sales),

and the marginal revenue. The latter is derived from the

total revenue column; it represents the addition to total

revenue made by each unit increase in sales. Marginal

revenue falls faster than average revenue or price since from

the amount added to revenue by additional sales there must be

subtracted the reduction in the sum received for all the earlier

Sales

Price

(Average

Revenue)

Total

Revenue

Marginal

Revenue

10 $1.00 $10.00

11 .95 10 45 .45

12 .90 10.80 .35

13 .85 11.05 .25

14 .80 11.20 .15

15 .75 11.25 .05

16 .70 11.20 - .05

17 .65 11.05 - .15

units. Thus the 1 5lh unit sold adds 75fS to total receipts ; but

since the 1 4 units which could have been sold at (yielding

a total of $11.20) must now sell, together with the 15th unit,

at these units will yield only $10.50, or 70^5 less than they

would bring in were but 14 units put on the market. The
net increase in revenue (the marginal revenue) from the sale

of 15 units is thus 5^. For 16 units the marginal revenue is

negative, owing to the fact that while the 16th unit adds 70>!

to total revenue, only $10.50 instead of $1 1 .25 is obtained from

the other 15 units.

We may now illustrate the determination of monopoly price

diagrammatically. In Figure VII the demand for the

monopolist’s product is represented by DD', while DR is the

marginal revenue curve derived from this particular curve.
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Marginal costs are represented by me, which declines stpadily

to the point of diminishing marginal returns, then rises there-

after. Clearly monopoly price will be MP, since this is the

price corresponding to the output (OM) at which marginal

cost equals marginal revenue (MT). Total revenue is indi-

cated by either of two areas

:

that formed by price times

quantity sold (OMPS), or that

lying under the marginal rev-

enue curve (OMTD). For any

smaller output than OM (or

higher price than OP), an in-

crease in output would add more

to receipts than it would add to

costs, since to the left of OM
the marginal revenue curve is

always above the marginal cost curve. For any greater

output than OM (or lower price than OP), a decrease in

output would increase profits, since to the right of OM the

marginal revenue curve is below the marginal cost curve.

(c) Imperfect Competition: Differentiation of Product. — Im-

perfect competition differs from monopoly in that there arc

several sellers rather than just one. The action of each may
influence and be influenced by the actions of others in the

same industry. Therefore there is not only the problem of

equilibrium for the individual seller, but also the problem of

equilibrium for the group.

Imperfect competition resembles monopoly rather than

perfect competition, on the other hand, in that the demand for

the output of each producer is less than infinitely elastic. The
reason why the demand for the output of an individual pro-

ducer may be to some degree inelastic is to be found in the fact

of product differentiation.

The distinction between standardised and differentiated

products has already been drawn, and attention directed to the

way in which successful differentiation of the products of

Individual competitors (Camels, Lucky Strikes, etc.) in a
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given^ industry (cigarette manufacture) splits up the market

into distinct yet related segments. This product differentia-

tion means that because each competitor’s product is in some

way distinguished from that of other producers, any single

firm will not lose all its trade if its price is slightly higher than

that of its competitors, nor will it gain customers without limit

if its price is slightly lower. In other words, the demand curve

for the output of an individual producer, instead of being a

horizontal line (of infinite elasticity) is sloping (has an elas-

ticity somewhere between zero and infinity). The less success-

ful is any producer in differentiating his product (the more
readily can the output of

competitors be substituted

for his), the more elastic

will his individual demand
curve be, and vice versa.

Consider now the situa-

tion confronting an Indi-

vidual producer in such

an imperfectly competitive

industry. He will be in

a position very similar to

that of a true monopolist.

Indeed, his status will differ from that of a monopolist only in

degree. Because direct substitutes of competing producers arc

available, the demand for his output will be considerably more

elastic than were he alone in the field. His guiding considera-

tion, the maximisation of profit, will be the same as that of the

monopolist, and like him, he will attempt to establish that

volume of output at which marginal cost and marginal revenue

are equal. In the diagram (Figure VIII), this will be at output

OA, with a price of AP. Since average cost (shown by the

curve aci) for this volume of output is AG, the producer will

make monopoly profits equal to FGPB.

If this condition, so far assumed to apply to a single pro-

ducer, is typical of all producers, and if entry into the field is

unrestricted, new firms will undertake production (also differ-
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entiating their products in some way). Each of the old, firms

will lose some of its customers to the new units, and the de-

mand curve for our typical producer’s output will shift to the

left. Equilibrium will be established when the new individual

denaand curves are tangent to the individual cost curves.

When this result has been attained, monopoly profits will no

longer exist, since the unit cost and the selling price of each

producer will be equal. The ruling price (if the cost and

demand curves for each producer be assumed to be of identical

shape) will inevitably be higher than it would be under perfect

competition, although profits are no higher, and the volume

of output of each producer and of the industry as a whole will

be smaller.^

Up to this point, wc have proceeded on the assumption that

the number of sellers was sufficiently large to permit us to ig-

nore changes in the output or price policy of any single one.

That is, the only change introduced has been that with respect

to product differentiation. Suppose we now assume that there

are only a few producers (say a half dozen) in the industry in

question, and that new producers are restrained from entering

the field because of the necessity for a very large initial invest-

ment in fixed equipment. Just as an increase in the number
of producers led to a downward shift in the demand curve for

the individual producer’s output, so a reduction in the number
of competitors will raise it. So long as differentiation of the

products of the separate producers is successfully maintained,

their smaller number will now permit them to charge a higher

price.*

If we may assume the demand for the product of any one

producer to be represented by the original demand curve

(DD') in Figure VIII, each producer will maintain an output

> There would be no essential difference in the argument if it were assumed
that both cost and demand curves varied in shape from producer to producer.

The only difference would be that equilibrium would be consistent not with a

uniform price, but with a definite constellation of different prices.

* As the number of producers becomes smaller, the individual demand curves

tend to become more inelastic, since the elimination of producers at the same
time reduces the number of closely related substitute products.
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corresponding to OA, selling at a price corresponding to AP,
Profits will thereby be maximised for each producer. De-
pending upon the degree to which entry of new producers into

the field is restricted, this price situation will be stable.

(d) Oligopoly {Small Number oj Sellers). — The preceding

paragraph introduced into a market already imperfect because

of differentiation of the product a second cause of imperfection:

namely, a limitation in the number of sellers. Let us now
consider briefly the effect upon price determination of this

element alone, the product being assumed to be perfectly

standardised. Suppose the number of sellers to be so small

that changes in the output of any one have a significant effect

upon price, and suppose further that each seller is aware not.

only of the direct effects of his policy, but also of its indirect

effects, i.e,, the certainty that a price cut on his part will meet

with retaliation on the part of his competitors. Even though

the sellers are independent with respect to their actions, their

fortunes are not independent. Realisation of this fact will

lead to the establishment of a total rate of output equal to that

which would be maintained were the industry in the hands of

a monopolist. The monopoly price will rule, with profits for

the sellers taken collectively at a maximum, each one sharing

in these profits in proportion to his output. No incentive to

price cutting will exist, since any departure by a single seller

from the monopoly price will “bring disaster upon himself as

well as upon his rival.” *

If, in spite of the realisation by any single seller that his policy

will affect that of his competitors, there is uncertainty as to their

intelligence, as to the extent to which a price cut on his part

will reduce the volume of his competitors’ sales, or as to the

length of time which will elapse between his action and theirs,

the individual seller will be undecided as to whether to lower his

price or to maintain it, and the situation will be indeterminate.®

* Chamberlin, op. cit., p. 47. For a more elaborate proof of thb conclusion,

as well as a discussion of price determination under oligopedy when mutual

dependence is rut recognised, see Chapter HI of Chamberlin’s book.

* Chamberlin, op. cit., pp. 51-53.
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Under such conditions of realised but uncertain interdei>en-

dence, variations in output and price are likely to be frequent,

causing a high degree of instability in the industry.

INTERNATIONAL COMBINATIONS

(a) General Considerations. — Having gained some under-

standing of the principles underlying the determination of

prices where imperfect competition, oligopoly, or monopoly

rule, we may now consider the place occupied and the effects

exerted by industrial combinations of various sorts in the

international field.

It is noteworthy that international trade differs significantly

from domestic trade in that it is composed to a much greater

extent of^staple articles capable of accurate description and

therefore of separation into standardised grades. Many of

these commodities (notably wheat, cotton, wool, coffee, sugar)

are produced over a wide area by comparatively small-scale

producers. Both the standardisation of these products and

the large numbers of individual producers are conducive to

conditions of intense competition. Where staple undiffer-

entiated commodities are produced on a large scale, with

relatively few producers, so that the policy of any single firm

has a significant effect on the market, the conditions are those

typical of oligopoly. Depending upon the extent to which

each producer takes account of the probable effects of his

action on the attitude of his competitors, as well as the cer-

tainty attaching to his conclusions, the price ruling in any
such industry, even in the absence of outright combination or

tacit agreement, will tend toward the monopoly limit. Where
great uncertainty exists as to the effects and surrounding con-

ditions of production and price policy, however, the price is

apt to be unstable and competition extremely disruptive —
simply because of the small number of large-scale producers.

Under such circumstances, the natural tendency of profit-

seeking organisations is to get together and form a monopoly,

or partial monopoly, probably first on a national, later on an
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inteiTjational scale. In those lines of production, on the other

hand, where differentiation of the product is the rule (chiefly

in the field of highly-fabricated articles), both the national

and the international markets are subject neither to free com-

petition nor to monopoly, but to highly imperfect or monopo-
listic competition. As examples, we may cite automobiles,

typewriters, agricultural machinery, radios, etc., industries

which are not dominated by monopoly but which also do not

compete effectively on a price basis. Markets are divided

between rival brands, each with its circle of more or less loyal

customers gained and kept by means of real or imaginary

differences in the individual product and by extensive selling

and advertising efforts.

Our general conclusions with respect to the scope and limits

of international monopoly are likewise confirmed b^the facts.

With relatively few' exceptions electrical products) inter-

national combines deal, or have dealt, so far, chiefly with raw
materials and basic manufactures, such as nitrate, potash, raw
steel, steel tubes, and rails; that is to say, with those branches of

industry whose products are supplied in bulk or in a few' recog-

nised grades,^

It should be added that those commodities are not only stand-

ardised but also, as contrasted with such articles as wheat or

cotton, prockiced on a large scale, usually by a small number of

individual firms. Monopolistic combinations of producers of

standardised articles whose product is nonetheless widely

scattered among small-scale “plants” are chiefly, if not en-

tirely, to be found, as in the case of coffee and crude rubber,

where active government intervention has been practised.

Of this, more later.

(b) Forms of hiternational Combination, — The particular

forms of organization adopted by international combinations

differ in no way from those utilised within a single country.

“Gentlemen’s agreements,” cartels of widely varying looseness

^ Plummer, Alfred, International Combines in Modern Industry (Sir Isaac

Pitman & Sons, Ltd., London, 1934), p. 10. I am indebted to Mr. Plummer's

book for most of the information provided in the following sections.
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or strength, holding companies, and outright mergers axe all

to be found in one industry or another. It appears, however,

that cartels are rather more widely used in the formation of

international than of purely national combinations, especially

in the United States. Hence a few words of description may
not be amiss.

A cartel is an association of independent undertakings,

usually created for the purpose of influencing the conditions of

sale in the interests of its constituent members. Ordinarily,

production quotas are established for each producer, with a

penalty for any output in excess of the quota and a premium

for any deficiency. The stronger cartels generally establish

a common sales office, but even such organizations leave

matters of finance, production, and labor policy, etc., to be

determine by the individual members.

Some of the more outstanding examples of international

cartels may be cited by way of illustration. In the steel in-

dustry, cartellisation has a long history. The latest agreement

was signed in May, 1933, by the producers of Germany,

France, Belgium, Luxemburg, and the Saar, to be in effect for

five years. Production for export is subject to quota, but

since the domestic markets arc (subject to certain special pro-

visions) reserved to the different national members, production

for domestic consumption is not subject to the control of the

International Steel Cartel.

Practically the entire aluminum-producing industry of the

world (with the exception of the monopolistic Aluminum
Company of America) ^ has since 1 928 been joined in a strong

cartel, combining ‘‘all the important producers of Germany,

Switzerland, France, Great Britain, Italy, Austria, and

Canada, as well as certain Norwegian producers.”^ It not

only controls sales through quotas but also fixes standard

prices.

^ Our anti-trust laws make it difficult for American firms to adhere explicitly

and openly to international conventions and agreements of a monopolistic

nature.
* Plummer, op. cit.f p. 69.
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For most of the period since 1903, European incandescent

lamp manufacturers have, under a series of agreements, been

united in a cartel which after 1924 practised delimitation of

sales areas and thereby, indirectly, production control. At
the latter date, manufacturers in all countries except Canada
and the United States were included in the agreement.

Without exhausting the list, international cartels in the

potash, cement, dye stuffs, nitrate, steel rail, steel tube, mer-

cury, and tin industries may be mentioned.^

To stronger and more closely-knit forms of international

combination than cartels, the term “concerns” has been

widely applied. While a cartel is an alliance or association of

undertakings which are independent save for agreed produc-

tion quotas, and occasionally measures of price control, a

concern may be likened to a close federation of the individual

units, with unified financial control and varying degrees of

centralised authority over production technique, commercial

policy, and other matters of common interest. Many devices

have been used in the creation of such international concerns,

such as an exchange of shares between the constituent firms,

the erection of a holding company structure, or outright

merger.

In the comparatively new artificial silk (or rayon) industry we
have a remarkable example of a world-wide international com-

bination of national units and combines. It is a good deal more
than a gigantic international cartel. It is a vast and intricate

network of interlacing interests, both financial and industrial,

constructed mainly by means of various exchanges of shares, and

agreements for interchange and pooling of technical knowledge,

and it is moving, in all probability, towards a still closer and more
comprehensive form of international combination.^

/

This concern closely unites the three largest rayon producers

in the world, Courtauld’s, Ltd. of Great Britain, Vereinigte

Glanzstoff Fabriken of Germany, and Snia Viscosa of Italy, as

' For a detailed discussion of these cartels, as well as other fonxia of inter-

national combination, the reader should consult Plummer.
^ Plummer, op, pp- 28-29.
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well as other manufacturers in the Netherlands, France^ and

other countries. One or another of the members of the com-

bine control the bulk of rayon manufacture in the United

States.

The vast Unilever organisation of Great Britain and Hol-

land, producing soap, candles, glycerine, margarine, vege-

table oils, dairy products, and many other articles, with its

own retail outlets, is a good example of a huge holding com-

pany structure. The British and the Dutch interests of the

combine arc controlled in the first instance by a top holding

company in each country, these in turn being dominated by

“the interlocking directorates of two private companies, each

of which controls 50 per cent of the voting power in Unilever

Ltd. and Unilever N. V., so that the British and Dutch inter-

ests jointl;^^ control both.”^

The European linoleum industry is united through a Swiss

holding company, the Continental Linoleum Union. By

ownership of shares in German, Swiss, Swedish, Lithuanian,

and Norwegian companies, and through agreements with

manufacturers in Holland, France, and Great Britain, the

combine exerts a strongly monopolistic influence over prices

of its products in Europe. Many other illustrations could be

cited
;

it will suffice to mention the huge match concern built

up by the notorious Ivar Kreuger (which in 1932 controlled

some 150 factories in 28 countries), the Internationa) Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company of the United States, and

Imperial Chemical Industries of Great Britain, both the latter

also having wide international ramifications.

(c) Circumstances Surrounding the Formation of International

Combinations, — The reasons for the formation of combinations

are no different for international than for national organisa-

tions of the sort. Chief among these is the desire for higher

and more stable profits, to be achieved by the direct raising or

maintenance of prices, by the control of production, or by

the division of markets. This drive toward combination is

intensified if competition has been especially severe, as it fre-

1 Plummer, op, cit,^ p. 36.
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quentiy is in mass-production industries whose output consists

of standardised, comparatively crude articles. Other incen-

tives to consolidation may be the economies to be derived from

concentrating production in the most efficient plants, the

exchange of patents and technical information, more eco-

nomical purchasing, and the reduction of selling expenses,

though these are generally of decidedly subordinate impor-

tance.

Except where direct governmental intervention is practised,

international (or national) combinations rarely come into

existence when the producing units are small and numerous.

Thus a first requirement for the creation of an international

combine is that the industry in question shall be one using

mass-production methods, which in turn implies that the

number of individual producers is small. Consolidation on

an international scale is greatly facilitated, of course, if the

firms in different countries are already united in national com-

binations, because of the greater ease of securing agreement

between the constituent units of the combine and the greater

certainty that the agreement can and will be enforced. Some
authorities, indeed, go so far as to maintain that international

combinations require a previous monopolistic organisation

of the national market.^ If the term “monopolistic organisa-

tion” be interpreted loosely to mean a combination of national

producers comprising a considerable proportion of domestic

production, this position would appear to be justified. Of all

the international agreements cited, none unites scattered

individual firms
;

eaclv represents rather an extension of

previous local consolidation into the international field.

’ Notably MacGregor, D. H., International Cartels, Publications of the League
of Nations, II. Economic and Financial, 1927. II. 16. In support of this

view, mention may be made of the fact that lack of national organisation in

certain European countries, notably Great Britain, has been the chief obstacle

to the formation of an international coal cartel. The spread of large-scale

organisation and the habit of working together on a national sc^le help to

smooth the road toward combination. The increasing importance, in the

U. S., of powerful trade associations, greatly accelerated under NRA, and

the concentration of industrial control in the fascist states, have given a strong

impetus to the centralisation of industrial poliev formation which may havj5

Important consequences in the international sphere
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Natttral scarcity of a basic raw material, especially when the

sources of its supply are concentrated in a small number of

regions, also provides a fertile ground for the organisation of

an international combine. This feature is prominent in the

case of aluminulh, tin, mercury, quebracho, boneglue, and

petroleum. Finally, the cooperation of governments, or at

least a benevolent attitude on their part, greatly increases the

ease of establishing a firm international organisation. Gov-

ernmental aid has been an important factor in creating and

maintaining the Franco-German potash cartel, the Emopean
steel cartel, and the tin combine. The hostile attitude of the

United States government toward monopolistic organisation,

as embodied in our anti-trust legislation, has made it difficult

for American producers to adhere, at least explicitly, to inter-

national agreements, though it has not blocked international

financial interlacing through the exchange or purchase of

corporate stocks, as in the rayon, electrical, and chemical

industries. The Webb-Pomerene Act of 1919, however,

permits American firms to combine with foreign organisa-

tions for purposes of export. The activity of governments,

however, is particularly interesting in connection with a num-
ber of international combinations, which could never have

existed without official support. A brief mention of these is

in order at this point.

Direct government intervention to establish, in the interest

of profitable domestic production, a measure of control over

the world’s markets has been conspicuous in the case of coffee,

rubber, sugar, .and tin. The Brazilian government, dur-

ing most of the years since the War, has attempted to main-

tain the price of coffee by means of compulsory restriction of

production and even destruction, at times, of a large propor-

tion of the crop. Despite the fact that Brazil has during this

period produced approximately 70% of the world’s coffee

supplies,* the “valorisation” schemes of the Brazilian govern-

ment cannot be said to have met with conspicuous success.

Restriction of Brazilian output was offset by increased pro-

duction in other countries, illustrating the fact that to exercise
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effective influence over the price of a commodity produced in

more than one country, outside supplies must be brought

under control. It is just the absence of outside supplies that

made the Japanese camphor monopoly so sucpessful. In

recent years, the production of synthetic camphor has greatly

weeikened Japan’s hold on the market. Again, the govern-

ment-fostered Chilean nitrate monopoly was extremely effec-

tive so long as Chile was the only important source of nitrate

supplies. With the phenomenal growth since the War in

the production of synthetic nitrogen products, however, the

Chilean monopoly has been completely broken. By 1931,

Chile’s share of world consumption of nitrates amounted to

less than 10%. Attempts in recent years to form an inter-

national cartel ended in failure.

The Stevenson plan of restriction of the output of crude

rubber in the Malay States, introduced in 1 922 by the British

government, broke down on the rod: of outside competition.

Reduction of British supplies met with increased production

by Dutch East Indian plantations. Only with the inclusion

of the latter grotip and of producers in Siam and French Indo-

China in a revised program of international restriction did the

plan become effective.

Sugar likewise provides an interesting illustration of gov-

ernment intervention. Faced with unprofitable prices after

the War, as a direct result of expanded production to meet war

demands, the Cuban government in 1926 introduced measures

limiting the output of cane sugar and establishing quotas for

sales in different markets. Cooperation of European beet-

sugar growers was secured in 1928, but increased production

on the part of Java brought the agreement to naught. With

the outbreak of the depression, however, the Javanese pro-

ducers were induced to enter the “Chadbourne Plan,” which

imposed restriction of output and export quotas. Never

covering more than 40% of total world production, the Chad-

bourne agreement became by 1933, as a result of expanding

‘ Only in Cuba and Hungary did the government talcc an active part in its

enforcement.
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output in countries not adhering to its terms, of negligible

importance.^

(d) International Combinations and Tariffs. — It might be ex-

pected that combinations on an international scale would

lead to the emergence of a cosmopolitan viewpoint in the

formation of industrial policy. Any taint of cosmopolitanism,

however, is confined to the sharing of neutral markets, and

even here, cooperation is based on jockeying for advantage by

each national group. With respect to national markets, which

almost all agreements specifically reserve for exploitation by

the component national units, international combinations

generally reflect a strongly protectionist outlook.

By thus affording the same relief from foreign competition

that is provided by protection, acting indeed as a substitute for

protectioij., it might appear that the formation of international

combinations would be a prelude to the lowering of tariff

barriers. Yet this outcome has seldom been realised. The
reasons are numerous. International agreements are formu-

lated on the basis of existing tariffs, which are thus taken into

account in the very nature of the agreement arrived at. High

duties make necessary less stringent safeguards with respect to

national markets. Moreover, a combination may not elim-

inate all competition
;

a lowering of duties might greatly

strengthen the position of outsiders. Impermanence of some

international combinations— which are often explicitly given

a limited term of life — makes the continuance of protection

important when the question of a renewal of an agreement

comes up. Maintenance of protective duties also provides an

anchor to windward in case the combination should collapse.

Nor is any industry likely to give up a potentially useful de-

fensive weapon which it is much easier to retain than to regain.

Finally, the position of the industries directly concerned is

reenforced by the attitude of governments. For them, any

reduction of imports consequent upon international agree-

1 For an excellent discussion within a brief compass of the various restriction

schemes, see J. W. F. Rowe, Markets and Men (The Macmillan Co., New York,

1936).
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mcntf among producers means a loss of revenue, which would
be still further reduced were duties lowered. Moreover,

countries with bilateral tariff schedules establish their con-

ventional or minimum duties as the result of a process of bar-

gaining, and are unlikely to be willing to weaken an apparently

strong bargaining position by the voluntary reduction of

duties. The considerations with respect to policy, as well as

the available evidence, lead inescapably to the conclusion that

international combinations are not and arc unlikely to become
supporters of a low-tariff program.

(e) Effects and Tendencies. — We may now explore briefly ,

some of the more general effects and tendencies of international

combinations, in particular their effect upon prices and upon
the volume of trade.

Since the chief goal of international combines is tl^e elimina-

tion of competition and the raising of the level of profits,

achieved either through limitation of output, division of

markets, or direct control over price quotations, there can be

no doubt that they exert a strong tendency toward increasing

the prices of the commodities they influence. It may be

claimed on their behalf, however, that

they reduce the numbers of middlemen and the burden of their

charges
;

that cross-freights and unnecessary payments of import

taxes are eliminated
;
that they abolish dumping

;
that they make

possible many ‘‘internal economies” such as follow from the reduc-

tion of the numbers of redundant patterns and varieties, and the

exchange of technical and commercial information; that sales

propaganda costs less and is more effective, since all overlapping

and purely competitive advertising is eliminated; that limited

supplies of raw materials can be fairly divided so that high costs of

raw materials are avoided. International agreements for inter-

change of patents and research results, if duly honoured in the

observance, make for greater productive efficiency, and the rapid

improvement of the quality of goods available to consumers.

Also it is true that simultaneous, unco-ordinated comii\encement

of new agricultural and mining enterprises, the building of
^

factories and furnaces by many independent producers in different

countries, and the consequent glut due to over-rapid expansion of

world productive capacity can be avoided where producers act in
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concert under international agreements. This plea is especially

strong in view of the tendency for productive capacity to expand
very rapidly in almost every major industry.^

It is extremely doubtful, however, whether much weight

should be accorded such considerations. Even in the nar-

rower sphere of national combinations, it is the opinion of most

authorities that the economies of combination as distinct from

the economies of large-scale production are of minor if not

of negligible importance. If this judgment be correct, how
much more unlikely that yet larger combinations, or combina-

tions of combinations, still more remote from the principal

sources of production economies, will result in a significant

lowering of the cost curve of an industry. It seems far more

probable that the price-raising tendencies of monopolistic

organisation will prove dominant. Indeed, experience indi-

cates that with few exceptions (and those mostly the result of

depression conditions) the formation of international com-

binations has led to higher prices.

The price set for its product by an international combine

need not be, and probably rarely is, the theoretical pure

monopoly price. For in the first place, very few combines

have a complete monopoly of the world market, or rather, of

all the world’s markets. The price charged in any of these

will be tempered by the extent of outside competition. Fur-

ther, even where the control of production is inclusive, the

competition of substitutes, the possibility that producers may
find it to their interest to break away from the combine, fear

of potential new competition or of government intervention,

may restrain the monopoly in its price policy. We may safely

conclude, however, that to an indeterminable degree the price

charged by an international combine will, in all probability,

be higher than the level which would be established by com-

petition. The same conclusion likewise holds for commodities

^ Plummer, op. cit., pp. 141-142. Dr. Plummer concludes, however, that

“there may be no guarantee that the consumers and wage-earners will not be

worse off after these economies and advantages have been realized by an inter-

national combine,”
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sufeject to differentiation of product, produced and marketed
under conditions of.imperfect competition.

With higher prices, totad sales and the toted volume of inter-

national trade will be smaller.* It is possible, of course, that

producers in a monopolistic or an imperfectly competitive

industry may by large expenditure on advertising and selling

maintain the demand for their product at such a level that

output and sales will be quite as large as if free competition

ruled. The addition to demand so engineered, however, will

be at the expense of other goods. Unless these are purely

domestic commodities, the conclusion, that international trade

will be reduced, still holds.

As we have seen in an earlier chapter, price changes may be

and generally are an important factor in the mechanism of

adjustment to disturbances in the international j^alance of

payments. Since prices set under conditions of monopoly or

imperfect competition are, for the same reasons that they tend

to be higher than the competitive level, likely to be more re-

sistant to downward pressure, this means that when disequi-

librium in the balance of payments exists, adjustment is more

difficult. The burden of adjustment through price changes is

thrown upon the competitive commodities, while adjustment

in the non-competitive fields is effected by shifts in demand
schedules and by correspondingly greater changes in the vol-

ume of output and employment.*

DUMPING

(a) Nature of Dumping. — Dumping is a special aspect of the

activity in the international field of a national' monopoly.

Viner defines it as the “sale for export at prices lower than

those charged to domestic buyers.”®

‘ Trade will also be reduced indirectly, through the effect of higher prices

of raw materials upon the prices of more highly fabricated articles^

* On this and related points, see W. Edwards Beach, “Some Aspects of

International Trade under Monopolistic Competition,” in Explorations in

Economics,

* J. Viner, article on “Dumping” in Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences. A
broader definition., also given by Viner, characterises dumping as “price dis-
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In applying this definition to concrete cases, it is impprtant

that certain vital implications be borne in mind. The domes-

tic and export price compared must be for a commodity which

is identical in all respects. This means that both prices must

be taken f.o.b. a common shipping point, at the same time,

and subject to the same terms and conditions as to the time of

payment, deductions for quantity purchases, packaging re-

quirements, etc. Failure to observe these qualifications may
mean and in actual cases has frequently meant illicit identifica-

tion of the practice of dumping,^ or failure to identify it when
it exists.

Clearly, dumping does not mean foreign sales in a given

market at a price below the costs of some or all of the domestic

producers. Such a situation is merely an indication of a

condition^of keen foreign competition. Again, characterisa-

tion of dumping as sales abroad below cost of production, if

by cost is meant average unit cost, is inadequate, since in times

of depression both foreign and domestic sales arc often made at

such a price. Nor is so-called ^‘exchange dumping,” which

covers sales abroad by a country whose exchanges are depreci-

ating more rapidly than internal prices are rising, true dump-
ing, since the f.o.b. price for exports may be the same as for

domestic sales.

(b) Kinds of Dumping; Conditions Necessary for Dumping. —
Dumping may be divided into two principal classes, depending

upon the duration of the price discrimination. Sporadic (or

intermittent, or short-period) dumping exists when from time

to time, over short periods, the producer sells abroad at a price

lower than he charges domestic customers. This type of

dumping may be undertaken for a number of reasons: to

reduce surplus stocks without spoiling the home market, to

crimination between two markets.” This would include dumping in a domestic

as well as in a foreign market, “reverse” dumping and dumping between two
foreign markets. Since our concern here is principally with the more common
type of discrimination between the domestic and a foreign market, wc shall

use the definition given in the text above.
' Interesting illustrations of “spurious dumping” arc provided in Plant, A.,

“The South African Anti-Dumping Tariff,” Appendix to Beveridge’s Tariffs:

The Case Examined.
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maintfiin connections in a temporarily depressed foreign

market, to introduce a product to foreign buyers, to eliminate

competition abroad, or in retaliation against dumping in the

home market by a foreign competitor.^ Systematic (or long-

period) dumping, on the other hand, means the maintenance

year in and year out of a differential between the domestic and
the foreign price. Clearly, systematic dumping could take

place under competitive conditions only if the state granted an

export bounty, since without it competing producers would
(assuming the foreign price to be lower than the domestic)

confine their selling efforts to the higher-price home market

;

no exporting would take place until the foreign price was

higher than the domestic by the additional costs of transport.

In the absence of a bounty, systematic dumping requires the

existence of a monopoly, when the domestic price may be

maintained, exports dumped abroad to secure the benefits of

more complete utilisation of plant. Dumped exports will not

be sold below marginal cost, since this would involve selling at

a loss.

Monopoly of the home market is one requirement for sys-

tematic dumping. In addition, cither the round-trip costs of

transport must equal the differential between the domestic and

the foreign price, or a protective duty sufficient to make up

this difference must be available. In the case of bulky articles,

costs of transport may be sufficient to provide the necessary

shelter against the re-import of dumped exports. For com-

modities on which shipping charges are but a small proportion

of their cost, the establishment of a protective duty is essential

if systematic dumping is to take place.

(c) The Theory of Dumping Price^ under Conditions of Systematic

Dumping, — In the case of a national monopoly, the domestic

price will be that which maximises profits, i,e,, that price at

which marginal revenue and marginal cost are equal. If the

foreign price is equal to or higher than this monopoly price in

' Sporadic dumping might be undertaken by competing producers for any

of the first three reasons given. The last two types, however, would seem to imply

the presence of a monopoly at home.
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the domestic market, dumping will be unnecessary.^ The
monopoly will simply expand output up to the point where

marginal cost is equal to the price he can get in the foreign

market,^ If, however, the foreign price is lower than that

ruling at home, dumping— by definition— will have to take

place if the monopoly wishes to sell abroad. The dumping
price will clearly depend upon two sets of circumstances:

(a) the nature of the monopolist’s marginal costs— whether

they are decreasing or increasing over the relevant scales of

output ;
and (b) the volume and elasticity of the foreign de-

mand for the monopolist’s output, which in turn will depend

upon the strength of foreign consumers’ desires for his product

and upon the intensity of competition in the foreign market.

Let us assume first that the monopolist’s marginal costs

decline for a considerable volume of output beyond that sold

at the monopoly price on the home market, and that his prod-

uct is in some ways distinct from those of his competitors

abroad. (That is, conditions abroad are those of imperfect

competition.) The foreign demand curve for his output will

then be sloping rather than horizontal, as in the case of perfect

competition. Expansion of output to take advantage of the

foreign market will occur, proceeding to the point where

marginal cost equals foreign marginal revenue. Now, how-

ever, marginal cost (which applies to all output) is below the

level at which production for the home market ceased (below

the domestic marginal revenue curve), so it becomes profitable

to expand output for domestic consumption up to a new point

where marginal cost again equals marginal revenue. This in

turn permits a further increase in output for foreign sale at

falling marginal cost, and so on.^ This reciprocal influence

^ The effect of this expansion of output upon the home price will be similar

to what happens in the case of dumping, which is analysed in the following

passages.

*The analysis presented here attempts to reformulate somewhat more
brieSy Haberler’s treatment of the subject. The diagram on page 449 is a

reproduction of the one he uses to illustrate his argument. It applies to the

preceding paragraph of the text.

For a fuller discussion, sec Haberler, Thi Theory of International Trade, pp. 307-

313,
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of increaiied output for one market upon the costs and maxi*

mum profit point of the other market continues in constantly

diminishing magnitude until a position of equilibrium is

reached, at which marginal cost, marginal revenue at home,

and marginal revenue abroad are all equal. While in the end

the foreign price is lower than the home price, the latter is also

(because of diminishing marginal costs) lower than it would

be in the absence of dumping.

Figure IX

Now change our assumptions with respect to costs. With

increasing marginal costs, dumping will still be profitable, up

to the point where marginal cost and marginal revenue at

home and abroad are all equal. But since the additional

dumped output raises marginal cost, the identity of domestic

marginal revenue and marginal cost, to which the monopoly

price corresponds, is at a higher point, and entails a smaller

volume of output for the home market. The output no longer

sold at home must find a market abroad. Hence the portion

of the marginal cost curve applying to the foreign market will

be lengthened, with a decline in the marginal cost correspond-

ing to both home and foreign marginal revenue. Equilibrium

will be established at a foreign price somewhat lower, a domes-

tic price somewhat higher, than those indicated at the outset.

Suppose now that with decreasing marginal costs, the for-

eign market had been perfectly competitive. The foreign

demand curve for the monopolist’s output would then be
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perfectly horizontal, with the curve of marginal revenue coin-

ciding with the demand curve. If we could assume the

monopolist’s curve of marginal cost to decline indefinitely,

his attempt to maximise profit on foreign sales by expanding

output would then lead to the establishment of such a low

level of marginal cost that he would end by driving all com-

petitors out of business. Theoretically, a world monopoly

would result, which could be maintained so long as the foreign

monopoly price remained below the former competitive price.

Long before this situation developed, however, the expansion

of the monopolist’s output would in all probability lead to the

appearance of increasing marginal costs, cither because of

diseconomies of excessively large-scale production or because

of rising prices of the factors of production. It would, there-

fore, seem that under conditions likely to be met in practice,

some expansion of output for foreign consumption might take

place, but that equilibrium would be established at some level

of marginal costs higher than that ruling when dumping com-

menced (and therefore with the demand price also somewhat

higher than at the outset).

Had we assumed, as in the preceding paragraph, the mo-
* nopolist producing a commodity in no way distinguishable

from that of his foreign competitors, but with the number of

competitors very small, the price situation in the foreign mar-

ket would depend upon the extent to which each competitor

took account of the indirect as well as the direct effects of his

policy of the probable reaction of his competitors) and

upon the degree of certainty attaching to his expectations.

In the event of ifull realization of these indirect effects and of

certainty as to all relevant conditions, a sharing of the foreign

market at the full monopoly price (which might be higher or

lower than the home monopoly price) would occur. With

a large element of uncertainty, the situation would be most

unstable, conducive to the formation of an international com-

bination.

(d) Effects of Dumping. — In estimating the advantages and

j disadvantages of dumping, it is necessary to distinguish be-
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tween the sporadic and the systematic varieties. Sporadic

dumping, for whatever purposes undertaken, is generally ob-

jectionable from the point of view of the importing country.

This is because the very intermittent nature of the dumping is

productive of instability, causing painful shifts in production

or in demand, adjustment to which is purely temporary, being

reversed when the dumping ceases.^

With respect to systematic or continuous dumping, however,

the common objection of producers in the importing country

carries no more weight than if the imports came in because

costs were lower abroad. The effect is the same so long as the

dumping continues. Cheapness of imports is the only valid

economic reason for trade, whatever its causes.

From the point of view of the exporting nation, the effects of

dumping are beneficial or the opposite, depending, in the first

instance at least, upon whether the home price is lowered or

raised. If the former, consumers are benefited and there is

no counterbalancing disadvantage to be considered. If, on

the other hand, the domestic price rises, the consumer is in-

jured, and it is very questionable whether the profits of the

monopolist will be sufficiently higher to compensate for this

loss. A higher domestic price (coupled with a higher mar-

ginal cost) may yield smaller monopoly profits on the home
sales, depending upon the elasticity of demand and the shape

of the marginal cost curve. If profits at home are diminished,

this reduction may or may not be offset by the additional

profits on the foreign sales, depending upon the degree of com-

petition in the foreign market and thus the extent to which

this element of total gain partakes of a monopolistic character.

Moreover, even though total profits of the monopolist were

increased in an amount equal to the loss in consumers’ surplus,

the resultant situation might be undesirable from the point of

view of public policy, on the grounds of increased inequality

in the distribution of income.

^ A possible exception is dumping to maintain connections in a temporarily

depressed market, when the dumping price may be no lower than that charged

bv competitive producers in the importing country.
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Mention has earlier been made of the depressing influence

upon exports of finished manufactures exerted by a ntonopoly

price for the raw materials of industry. Where dumping is

practised, this effect is intensified by the fact that foreign com-

petitors of the finishing industries can buy their raw materials

at the abnormally low dumping price. A case in point is

the German dumping of iron and steel, sold abroad (for example,

to Holland and formerly to England) at a price often 50 per cent,

below the German price. ... It is well known that the Dutch
ship-building industry lives directly upon the German dumped
exports. . . . Another example often quoted is the encourage-

ment of the English jam and other sugar-using industries by the

Continental sugar-dumping before the Brussels Sugar Convention

of 1902.1

Equitable treatment of the domestic manufacturing industry

would c&ll for a reduction of price by the monopoly on mate-

rials to be used in the production of goods for export.

The foregoing discussion of the advantages and disadvan-

tages of dumping has proceeded on the assumption that the

monopoly in question was unavoidable. If, however, the

monopjoly is supported by legislation, or if it could be effec-

tively destroyed by state action, the pursuit of an anti-

monopoly policy would result in a more economic allocation

of the factors of production. It is the effects of monopoly on

the home market that are bad. Dumping, as we have seen,

may or may not be injurious, though as Haberler notes,

the current Protectionist outlook means that dumping leads, on

the one hand^ to equalising duties for the finishing industries and,

on the other hand, to retaliatory measures by the other countries,

not to mention the frequency with which dumping is (wrongly)

used as a reason for Protectionist interventions.^

(e) Anti-Dumping Duties, — The natural resentment of

producers in a dumping market against the competition of

low-price, dumped commodities has led to a widespread de-

mand for protective legislation. Beginning with Canada in

1904, anti-dumping measures have since been adopted by the

* Haberler^ op. cit.^ p. 315. * Ibid.^ p- 316.
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Union, of South Africa, the Utiited States, Great Britain,

Australia, New Zealand, Newfoundland, Japan, Germany,
and Roumania. Most of this remedial legislation authorises

administrative increases in tariff duties whenever a domestic

industry is threatened by “abnormal or unreasonable competi*

tion.” Viner feels that the consistent application of these

measures in Canada, South Africa, Australia, and the United

States has been successful in checking serious and systematic

dumping.* It is to be noted, however, that this is just the type

of dumping that is not injurious. Sporadic dumping, on the

other hand, which is harmful, is more difficult to halt. Bev-

eridge calls attention to a number of serious difficulties in the

administration of anti-dumping duties in the face of short-

lived price-discrimination. (1) The time element interposes

an obstacle hard to overcome. If notice must be^ given of

duty increases, the goods are almost certain to be shipped in

advance of their application. On the other hand, if no notice

is given, importing is rendered uncertain, for “it is by no

means easy for an importer to know beforehand whether any

particular transaction will be treated as dumping.”® (2) It

is far from easy to determine whether dumping is actually

taking place. What domestic price, of those quoted by a num-
ber of competing producers, is to be taken as the basis of com-

parison? Further, how make certain that all the relevant

circumstances are identical with respect to both home and

foreign sales? In addition to these difficulties of administra-

tion, there is a tendency for the general interest in low prices

to be sacrificed to the special interest of a small number of

producers in the elimination of keen competition, as well as

for supposedly temporary anti-dumping duties to become

permanent.

As for ordinary permanent protective duties as a remedy for

sporadic dumping, it should be clear that these are useless un-

less they are prohibitive. For dumping over a tariff wall that

permits some imports at all times is no more difficult than

^ Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences, Vol. 5, p. 277.

* Beveridge, Tariffs: The Case Examined^ p. 129.
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clumping into a free-trade country, since the price in the pro-

tected market is higher to begin with by the amount of the

duty.

It would seem that any form of protection is an unsatis-

factory weapon with which to combat sporadic dumping.

Perhaps a better device would be that suggested by Beveridge

— an international convention with two main provisions

:

(1) ‘^the inclusion in the tariff of each country of a clause

allowing re-importation duty free of goods originally made
in that country,” and (2) ‘'a recognition of the right of each

State absolutely to prohibit imports, when their price had been

artificially cheapened by subsidies from another State, sub-

ject to appeal to some international tribunal.” ^
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CHAPTER XI

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY PROBLEMS

INTRODUCTION

I
T is no exaggeration to say that of all the economic prob-

lems with which the governments of the world have been

confronted during most of the period since the War,
none has been more pressing than the monetarv problem.

For several years immediately thereafter, the currencies of

many nations were in a chaotic condition, while even in

countries which suffered less severely from this trouble mone-

tary expansion had gone so far as to bring about serious

instability. Even after 1926, when a considerable amount
of reorganisation had restored some degree of order, questions

of a monetary nature remained in the forefront of discussion

and continued as an important factor influencing the deci-

sions of governmental authorities. But with the rapid spread

of world-wide depression after 1929, credit crisis succeeded

credit crisis, and the air was filled with the sound of crashing

gold standards. Contraction of the supply of money bred

unemployment and industrial stagnation, which in turn

reenforced the spiral of deflation. International trade and

investment in particular were more severely depressed than

domestic activity. Moreover, a preponderance of the reme-

dies suggested and a large proportion of those tried either

were of a distinctly monetary character or involved positive

action by the banking authorities. As a result, the whole

world has become money conscious to a degree probably

never attained before.

Because of the importance of recent and current monetary

problems, no broad analysis of any large segment of economic

life would be complete without considering in some detail

the impact of monetary changes. This statement applies with

455
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esp>ecial force to a study of international economic relations,

for such a study attempts to investigate all fields of economic

activity in their international aspects. Therefore, this chapter

will be devoted to an analysis of those phases of monetary

policy and problems which have an international bearing.

To clarify the scope of this discussion, it may be well to

distinguish at least in a general way between the primarily

domestic and the primarily international aspects of monetary

problems. There is, of course, no sharp dividing line between

them. Nonetheless, the emphasis and interests of a student

of monetary theory and policy proper will be different from

those of a student primarily concerned with the relations

between different national economies.

From the domestic point of view, the chief problems requir-

ing analysis are the monetary causes of instability and the

appropriate measures of control with which to reduce it.

While this is not the place to enlarge upon these topics,

it may be remarked that most countries are now determined

to use every weapon at their command to lessen the violence

of industrial fluctuations, and that among the measures

available for this purpose, monetary policy is regarded

as one of the most important. We may add that in recent

discussions, two types of policy have been given special prom-

inence: that of neutral money and that of price stabilisation.

The first would limit the effective volume of money in such

a way as to stabilise per capita money incomes, while the

second would attempt to stabilise some critical part of the

price structure. The 'advocates of both policies aim at bring-

ing about and maintaining a condition of equilibrium, so far

as this may be achieved by monetary measures. The less doc-

trinaire among the various antagonists are not so far apart as

might seem, being willing to supplement the pursuit of their

major criteria by attention to other indicators ofdisequilibrium.

With' this exceedingly .sketchy survey of the problems

cemfronting the monetary theorist, we may now proceed to

indicate those aspects of the field with which, sls students

of international economics, we shall be principally concerned.
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So £ar as nations engage in economic transactions with

one another, buying and selling, rendering and receiving

services, lending and borrowing, their economies are related

and interdependent. Except where political considerations

dominate, this interdependence is chiefly one of price.

Through changes in international demands, in conditions

of supply and cost of product, through movements of factors,

the price system of each country is linked to those Of the

rest of the world. This interrelationship of national price

systems is brought to a focus in the foreign exchanges, which es>

tablish the necessary connection between the currencies of dif-

ferent countries. It is in the foreign exchange markets that the

first impact of changed economic relationships is felt. Reac-

tions to such variations are transmitted first through the foreign

exchanges to the banking systems of the different countries,

later to their commercial and industrial structures. These re-

actions are discussed in Part I (see especially Chapters IX to

XI), and will be further elaborated in the course of this chapter.

As we have seen, there are two chief types of adjustment

to economic change (e.g., in lending, in international demands,

in cost-price relationships), depending on whether exchange

rates between the countries concerned are fixed or free to

fluctuate. Both types of adjustment serve to bring about,

in different ways, changes in relative prices, to the end that

equilibrivun in the balance of payments is restored. The
gold standard is the prototype of the fixed exchange system,

independent paper currencies of the free exchange system.

Just as the nature of the adjustment in the two cases differs,

so also do the effects produced upon monetary systems.

The primary concern of this chapter will be to analyse

the international adjustment mechanism from the point of

view of the desirability of general adherence to a common
international gold standard or of adopting— as has a large

segment of the world already— separate managed paper

currencies. That is, the principal question with which we

shall be concerned is: Should the international gold stand-

ard be reestablished? The desirability of a common inter-
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of exchange on- L toward the gold import point. As this

rate is approached, the risk of exchange fluctuations becomes

vii'tuaUy nil, and banks in B (or its Central Bank) are likely

to increase their balances in L, particularly if the discount

rate rises there. If now credit is permitted to expand in B,

bn the' basis of additional foreign-exchange reserves, incomes

will expand, expenditure on imports and exports will increase,

and the balance of trade will tend to change in such a way
that the loan can be transmitted in the form of goods. The
increased purchasing power made available by the loan and

by the expansion of credit, being principally directed to the

purchase of domestic commodities, will tend to drive up then-

prices and those of the factors used in their production.

There will also be a tendency for export prices , to rise, so

far as prices of factors common to both domestic and export

industries increase. To the extent that export prices do rise,

the value of exports will— in the face of elastic demands—
be directly diminished, a change in harmony with the require-

ments of adjustment.

In the lending country, the initial diminudon of purchasing

power resulting from the transfer of the loan (taking the form

of a transfer df balances to foreign ownership) will have

opposite effects. Expenditures of all types will tend to be

reduced, but principally expenditures on domestic goods

and services (because expenditures of this kind are in all

countries larger than purchases of foreign commodities).

A relative decline in the prices of these articles and of the

factors used in their production will tend to take place, pos-

sibly spreading to the export industries. Credit restriction

may be induced because of increased liabilities to foreigners (or

actual loss of gold), and will reenforce the decline in income,

expenditures, and prices, thereby facilitating adjustment.

/'In the series Of reactions described above, the smooth

transmission of the loan installments requires an expansion

(^ incomes in the borrowing country relative to those in the

leiitting country sufficient to bring about such a shift in the

intenrational' demands as to permit the continuous transfer
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ot.thR,J^an in the fom q{ goQdjs. This requisite change in

relative incomes will be reduced, and the loan transfer

facilitated, by a rise in the . costs of production of B’s exports

and a decline in those of L’s exports. It is apparent that

if the secondary expansion of credit in B (or contraction in L)

is prevented by offsetting action of the Central Banks, the

entire btirden of adjustment will be placed on the initial

shifts in demand provoked by the direct international transfer

of purchasing power. This means that unless the entire

proceeds of each loan installment are spent on international

goods, gold must soon flow from L to B, and continue so to

move as long as loans are being made. Ultimately the lend-

ing country will be faced with the necessity either of making

effective a severe deflationary policy, of imposing restrictions

on the export of capital, or of abandoning the gold standard.

In other words, an essential of smooth adjustment is* a liberal

credit policy in B and/or a restrictive credit policy in -L.

Thus if domestic conditions in the borrowing country

(i.e., fear of generating a boom) prevent its Central Bank

from inaugurating an expansion of credit, or if disinclination

to provoke deflation rules in the lending country, autonomy

of central bank action may prove an effective obstacle under

gold-standard conditions to adjustment to this type of dis-

turbance in the balance of payments.* Similarly obstructive

would be the imposition, in B, of higher tariff duties, since

by reducing the demand for imports the transmission of the

loan in the form of goods would be impeded.

That this discussion is not divorced from reality may be

readily indicated. In the decade of the ’20’s, the payment

of war debts to the United States (and of reparations by

Germany to the Allies) was rendered more difficult on the

one hand by the increase in our tariff barriers that took place

* Similar reasoning holds of lasting changes in international demands.

See p. 229 If. We have already indicated (pp. 236-239) the way in wlfick pursuit

of a monetary policy directed toward the maintenance of business stability

may, in the case of a country suffering firom technological backwardness, be

incompatible with the requirements of international adjustment under '.gold

standard conditions. A monetary policy which encouraged .expansion in
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in 1921 and 1922, and on the other hand by our failure to

permit the large inflow of gold from Europe to bring about a

multi-proportional expansion of credit. Indeed, our restric-

tive credit policy of 1928-29, inaugurated for reasons wholly

connected with the domestic situation, forced a similar policy

up>on our debtors, thereby reenforcing the deflationary ten-

dencies already apparent abroad. But for our large volume

of foreign lending in these post-War years, the difficulties in-

iierent in the transfer of war debts and reparations under the

conditions cited would have come to light much sooner.

The problems connected with a disparity of international

costs are well illustrated by the case of England after her

return to the gold standard in 1925. The selection of the

pre-War gold parity by that country left her exporters in a

serious predicament, since their costs were still 10% or more

above the level of those of their competitors in other gold

standard countries, while unemployment in the exporting

industries was already large. Balance of payments equi-

librium was preserved by an outflow of gold and a gradual

accumulation of short-term foreign funds in London, but the

extreme resistance of trade unions to a reduction of wages

(supported by the presence of the dole) as well as stickiness

of other costs effectively prevented the attainment of full

international equilibrium. Instead, England was forced

to maintain a restrictive discount policy, to carry a large

volume of ‘‘dead-weight” unemployment, and to see her ex-

port industries lose ground relative to those of other nations.

Even the maintenahee of equality in her balance of payments

was dependent upon the precarious item of short-term inter-

national lending, of which more presently.

(b) Obstacles to Adjustment, — Since the restoration of full

equilibrium, after the introduction of a serious disturbance,

depends upon a process of adjustment through changes in

relative incomes and prices, anything which interferes with

doni|Q|tic industries, thereby permitting absorption of unemployed export

workerii, would be best calculated to maintain stable industrial conditions,

l^t it would also tend to aggravate the disequilibrium in the balance of payments.
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this process will prevent the reestablishment of equilibrium.

Even though a large outward flow of gold may be obviated

by the movement of short-term credits, the underlying situa-

tion will continue unstable and even dangerous. The fore-

going discussion has brought to light three types of obstrucr-.

tions to the necessary adjustment, obstructions which have

seriously hampered the working of the gold standard since

the War. These are: (1) autonomous central banking

policies, (2) changes in tariffs, unrelated to the requirement^

of the balance of payments, and (3) price rigidities. Whether
justifiable or not, the idea of employing credit policy in the

interests of national stability has enjoyed an increasing vogue.

Indeed, it is doubtful if a single country can be found today

whose monetary authorities would be willing to subscribe

to the doctrine that their credit policy should be determined

by gold movements and the state of the foreign Achanges.

And while protective tariffs were, with two or three excep-

tions, universally employed before the War, the tariff policy

of nations was relatively stable, directed toward the settled

goal of providing “adequate” protection for domestic industry.

Frequent upward revisions of duties were not undertaken,

nor were tariffs used to cope with difficulties arising from

disturbances to the balance of payments.

Now there is little or no indication that these inharmonious

factors will become less prominent in the future. Certainly,

unless there is an unforeseeable reversal in the attitude of

governments and peoples, national independence with respect

to credit and tariff policy may be postulated as a given datum

for some time to come. Moreover, the continued spread of

labor organisations, of various forms of unemployment insur-

ance and relief, and the growth of large-gcale industrial

establishments cannot but lead one to believe that the area

of flexible prices is more likely to diminish than to increase.

If these conclusions be valid, the difficulties with wjiich the

gold standard has had to contend in the last two decades will

continue to plague it, and must be taken into consideration

in arriving at a judgment with regard to what international
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monetary arrangements are likely to be most suited ,to the

fiiture.

While the three aforementioned factors have provided

almost constant opposition to smooth functioning of the

gold standard, furnishing it with an ill-suited economic

environment, the political atmosphere of recent years has

been equally unfavorable. The spread of dictatorships with

an unpredictable but ominous foreign policy, the chronic

/ear of war which has hung over Europe, the frequent internal

dissensions between Left and Right in many countries— all

have bred a general political situation of unparalleled insta-

bility. Though itself in considerable degree a consequence

of economic disequilibrium, this political uncertainty has in

turn exerted a seriously adverse influence upon the economic

sphere. Long-term investment has been severely depressed,

people almost everywhere preferring to invest their funds

primarily in assets of the most liquid type. Foreign invest-

ment in particular has sufiered, the large volume of inter-

national lending of pre-War days and of the prosperous ’20’s

having almost completely vanished. What has remained

has beeii principally of a short-term character.

I This leads us to a consideration of the role of short-term
' international loans. In normal times, these respond to

financial and commercial needs and to speculative opportuni-

ties, and furnish, as we have seen, an important adjustment

item in the international accounts. When, owing to a

disturbance in a country’s balance of payments, its exchanges

are depressed and its bank rate is raised, short-term capital

tends to move toward this country, reducing the necessity

for an outflow of gold and serving to fill the gap in the balance

of payments and to support the exchange rate. (Normal

movements of short-term credits are thus, like gol^ move-

ments, adjusting in nature. It is quite otherwise in times

political and economic unsettlement) Then, the prospect

ol?a change of government, of a possible currency devaluation,

or of an aggressive act provocative of international tensiefft,

'||Bay quifckly generate panic fears which operate in a fashion
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analogous to a run on a bank to produce a run on ^ouptry, ^

stripping it at once of its short-term borrowings and of its,

gold. Against such a situation^ a rise in the discount xate

is impotent. The run may be stopped by direct intervention,

as in the German standstill agreement of 1931, or it may lead

to absuidonment of the gold standard, as with Englatud

shortly after the German debacle. Only when the country’s

gold reserves are very large can it be permitted to go on
unchecked. The point to be emphasised is that in unsettle<^

times, instead of performing an adjustment function, short-
;

term credits themselves may easily become a further disturbing

factor. Their mere presence in a country then oonstitute:s

a source of potential danger.

The difficulties in the way of a smooth functioning of the >

gold standard, under present and probably under future con- ,

ditions, are formidable. Whether they are so great as to be

insurmountable, we shall attempt to estimate in considering

the monetary prospects of the future. ^ At this point, however,

' Brief mention should be accorded one further obstacle to the smooth opera-

tion of the international gold standard : namely, the extremely uneven distri-

bution of the world’s monetary gold supplies. While even in 1929 the inequality

in national holdings was noteworthy, by 1937 it had become extremely striking,

as the accompanying table shows:

Distribution of the World’s MoiiETARy Gold Reserves

{In Millions of Dollars) (In Percentage of Total)

1913 1920 1928 1937 1913 1920 1928 1937

United States . . . 1,290 2,451 3,746 12,741 26.6 33.9 37.4 53.4

France 679 686 1,254 2,428 14.0 9.5 12.5 10.2

England 165 754 748 2,689“ 34 10.4 7.5 11.3

Russia 786 — 92 — 16.2 — .9 —
Germany 279 260 650 28 5.7 3.6 6.5 .1

Italy 267 206 266 208 5.5 2,8 2.6 .9

Japan 65 556 541 261 1.3 . 7.7 5.4 1.1

Other countries . . . 1,326 2,326 2,731 5,496 27.3 32.1 27.2 23 0

Total 4,857 7,239 10,028 23,851 < 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: for 1913, 1920, and 1928, Federal Reserve Bulletin, 1933, pp. 368-371; fig-

ures being for the end of December; for 1937, Federal Reserve Bulletin, 1937, p. 1362,

figures being for the end of September.

^ Figures for the holdings of the British Exchange Equalisation Account are not included;

on March 31, 1937, the first official announcement made reported these holdings to be

$943,000,000. . {Footnote continued at bottom of next page.)

• V
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exports to shrink, with the result that exchange ratjM ^11
go against the high-cost nation. This will in genial check

imports and restore exports. Equilibrium will be attamed

when the rate of exchange brings the two price systems

into stable relationship with one another. The price of

its attainment, instead of a deflation of internal costs

together with an adverse movement of the barter terms of

trade, will be the latter combined with some realignment as

between industries.

/The absence of any need for general inflation or deflation

as part of the adjustment mechanism is an outstanding charac-

teristic of paper currencies in their international aspects. ' It is

this feature which has won much of the increasing support

observable in recent years for managed paper currencies and

free exchanges. For the process of deflation necessary for ad-

justment to certain situations under gold standard conditions is

painful and long drawn out.^ Cbmpared with it, fluctuations

in exchange rates efiect the requisite adjustment comparatively

‘ Relative inflation, in the sense of an increase in total income, is only neces-

sary to accomplish adjustment (e.g.y to a loan transfer) to the extent that there

is an offsetting movement of short-term credits. Such movements, by supporting

the rate of exchange, prevent it from functioning so fully as a means of producing

adjustment. Thus if the entire supply of exchange furnished by current long-

term borrowings is wanted by banks in the borrowing country to build up
foreign balances or to lend abroad on short-term, no change in exchange rates

will occur. New bank dep>osits equal to the sum borrowed will be created.

These, when spent, will constitute a net addition to income. The situation would
then be essentially similar to that under gold-standard conditions, requiring a

further secondary expansion of income to effect adjustment— unless, as would
doubtless be the case, further borrowings were not matched by an increased

desire for foreign balances, but led to a drop in the exchanges. (Sec pages

254-258.)
* Notably was this true in the case of the return of Great Britain to an over*

valued pound in 1925, and in the case of many agricultural countries during

the depression. The high level of costs in the former country compelled a

more or less continuous deflationary policy by the Bank of England, which

was to a considerable extent responsible for the lai^ge volume of chronic unem-
ployment in England, even during the relatively prosperous years of the late

Agricultural countries, faced during the depression with a rapid decline

te the prices of their exports, the demand for which was relatively inelastic,

and with large fixed items on the debit side of their balances of payments

intervit on former borrowings), lost gold heavily. According to the theory

of the gold standard, this should have deflated incomes and prices sufficiently

to reestablish equiliMum in their balances of payments. The required adjust
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rapidjy and with less general internal disturbance. It is not

to be denied, however, that such fluctuations themselves entail

price changes (especially in the export and import categories).

These are, indeed, inevitable and uncomfortable. Accommo-
dation to change is always disturbing. The question at issue

is merely under what monetary conditions the consequences

are likely to be least unpleasant, and on this score the ad-

vantage seems to lie with paper currencies and firee ex-

changes rather than with gold and fixed exchanges. Whether
free exchanges involve additional disadvantages which more
than offset this primary advantage will be considered pres-

ently.

(b) Fluctuations in Exchange Rates. — (i) General Considera-

tions. A common charge levied by supporter of the gold

standard against the establishment of a world of paper cur-

rencies is that fluctuations in exchange rates would be so fre-

quent and so large as to be themselves a source of disturbance,

uncertainty, and disequilibrium. Without going into this

question fully at this point, we may indicate that violently

fluctuating exchange rates, of the sort implied in this charge,

are accompaniments of equally unsettled economic conditions,

such as immediately followed the World War. During that

period, not only were movements of exchange rates frequent

and of large dimensions, but they were also— partly because

of widespread speculation— self-inflammatory or disequili-

brating rather than stabilising in nature. But in view of the

immense budgetary difficulties of those years, which were a

direct consequence of the War and which made all semblance

of currency stability impossible in many countries, the results

were not surprising. To base our criticisms of managed paper

currencies upon evidence drawn from a period when effective

control W21S impossible, as many appear to do, is obviously

grossly unfair.

In the face of the severe troubles of recent years, which

ment was so harsh) however, that these countries without exception preferred

to abandon the gold standard and to introduce, as well, exchange control to

prevent the full impact of exchange depreciation from being felt.
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wrecked the gold standard, countries with paper currencies

have fared relatively well, and while fluctuations in rates

of exchange have naturally been much greater than would

be possible under the gold standard, they have been neither

violent nor seriously disequilibrating. With three or four

notable exceptions, explainable in terms of threatened de-

valuation or political uncertainty, the movements of sterling

exchange against the currencies of the continental gold bloc

were confined, during 1935 and 1936, within a range of close

to 10 per cent. The rates of exchange between the currencies

of the sterling (paper) bloc have been remarkably steady.

Under reasonably stable conditions, exchange rate movements

may be expected to be of an equilibrating nature, correcting

existing maladjustments in a manner more rapid and probably

less disturbing to the economy as a whole than the process of

income and price changes that must take place nnder the gold

standard.

(ii) The Operation of Exchange Stabilisation Funds. The
assumption, implicit in many criticisms of a system of free

exchanges, that exchange rates would be at the mercy of every

slightest disturbing breeze, overlooks the recent development

of exchange stabilisation funds, which have been and will

undoubtedly continue to be used to prevent such temporary

and therefore undeniably disturbing movements. Stabilisa-

tion funds arc now employed by Great Britain, France, the

United States, Switzerland, the Netherlands, and many other

countries. Essentially they arc exactly what their name im-

plies — resources put at the command of governments or

central banks to be employed in ironing out transient fluctua-

tions in exchange rales, in particular those resulting from

movements of short-term capital. It is not intended, and it

would be impossibly costly if it were the purpose, to employ

the funds to prevent movements in exchange rates which

are necessary to effect lasting adjustment to international

change.

In describing the operation of exchange stabilisation funds,

a distinction must be drawn between what Kindleberger has
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called, the credit and the gold type.* The Exchange Equalisa*

tion Account of Great Britain is the only true representative of

the former, while the stabilisation funds of the United States,

France, Switzerland, and other countries are of the gold type.

Since it offers the greatest interest for the future, we may
concentrate our attention upon the credit type in use in Great

Britain.

When the international value of sterling is rising under the

pressure of an inward movement of short-term capital, the

Exchange Equalisation Account sells Treasury bills (a pre-

determined amount of which are in its possession) * to com-
mercial banks or to the money market generally and acquires

sterling balances. This sterling is then used to purchase

foreign exchange and gold. In effect. Treasury bills are

exchanged for foreign assets. Thus the inflow of foreign funds

is offset by the current acquisition of foreign balances or gold,

which can be sold against a later withdrawal of the foreign-

owned sterling balances. In this manner both the money
market and the exchange rates are protected from fortuitous

influence on the part of short-term capital movements, which

are simply canceled as they flow into or out of the country.

Indeed, although the original purpose of the British fund was

to stabilise sterling exchange rates, when it became apparent

that operations to this end also automatically served to insulate

the London money market from the effects of short-term capi-

tal movements, money-market stabilisation also became a

direct objective of the use of the fund.

^ C. P. Kindlcberger, International Short-Term Capital Movements, Chapter XIII.

For an excellent account of stabilisation funds and their operation, the reader

is referred to this source. For a more elaborate discussion of the history and

principles of the British fund, sec N. F. Hall, The Exchange Equalisation Account,

Macoiillan & Co., London, 1935. "

^ The British Exchange Equalisation Account was established in the spring

of 1932, being provided at that time with £150 millions of Treasury bills which

it could sell in the London money market to acquire sterling funds. In the

budget of 1933, this figure was increased to £350 millions. Th<; American

Exchange Stabilisation Fund was set up as a Treasury agency on the occasion

of the devaluation of the dollar in January, 1934, when $2,000,000,000 of the

government’s profit from devaluation was turned over to it for exchange stabilisa-

tion operations. Originally given a life of two years, the fund has since been

continued by Presidential proclamation.
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It is with respect to the effects of stabilisation fund vpera*

tions upon the money market that the chief reason fm* drawing
a distinction between credit and gold- funds is seen. For the

latter, since their resources consist either of central bank de-

posits or of gold (which is converted into central bank deposits

in the course of using the fund), cannot be brought into action

without affecting the reserve position of commercial
,
banks.

Thus when the American stabilisation fund is used to support

a weak foreign currency, say the franc, gold certificates are

de{x>sited with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and
checks are drawn against this deposit to purchase franc bal-

ances. Thereby Federal Reserve funds are put at the disposal

of the banking system.

It is this defect of our fund, indeed, which forced the Treas-

ury to adopt a procedure very similar to that followed by the

British Exchange Equalisation Account. During 1935 and
1936, the inflow of gold from abroad was of such magnitude

that by September of the latter year, excess reserves ofmember
banks topped three billion dollars. To prevent further gold

inflows from nullifying the effects of the increased reserve

requirements which were put into effect by the Federal

Reserve Board, the Treasury in December, 1 936, adopted the

practice of selling government securities to commercial banks

and of using the demand deposits so acquired to buy up the

inward-moving gold.

Thus it appears that stabilisation funds of the gold type are

of use only in providing specific resources for the purchase and
sale of foreign currencies with a view of moderating fluctua-

tions in exchange rates. Since operations of this nature could

equally well be undertaken by a central bank, the only advan-

tage of a separate stabilisation fund would ap[>ear to arise from
the secrecy with which it can operate, a secrecy denied to

central banks because of the necessity of publishii^ frequent

rt^iorts. •

It is possible only for the credit type of fund to insulate its

money market from the disturbance of inward movements of

short-term foreign capital. Such funds can immobilise bal-
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axu:e8^ acquired by foreigners by providing, in the form of

Treasury bills, assets in which these balances can be invested.

When foreigners wish to withdraw their loans, the foreign

assets previously acquired by the stabilisation fund can in

effect be turned over to them in exchange for the Treasmy
bills earlier issued.. Gold funds, on the other hand, are help-

less to prevent an inward movement of short-term foreign

capital from easing the money market, for they purchase the

foreign exchange offered with reserve balances. When capital

moves out, foreign assets are sold against reserve balances and
the money market is tightened.

As we have already noted, exchange stabilisation funds can

scarcely be used to prevent movements in exchange rates of

paper currencies which represent a response to basic changes

in the balance of payments. To do so would require almost

unlimited resources. They can, however, ease ancf moderate

the transition to a new level of exchange rates. Thus in the

case of an international movement of long-term capital, the

borrowing country’s currency will tend to rise against other

currencies. This rise may be slowed down by the purchase by

the stabilisation fund of part of the offerings of the lending

country’s currency. Similarly, the stabilisation fimd of the

lending country could moderate the decline in its currency’s

international value by the sale of foreign assets in its possession.

.
(c) Supposed Dangers of Paper Currencies. — One of the chief

defects charged against paper currencies is that without the

check provided under the gold standard of a strictly limited

gold reserve, violent inflation is inevitable. This possibility

has been amusingly stated by D, H. Robertson in the following

parable

:

It is said that there was once a mine manager in Johannesburg

who had a glass eye. When business called him away he would

take his eye out and leave it in a prominent place
; and while the

master’s eye was on them the workmen continued to ‘work like

blacks,. as indeed they were. But one day one of the workmen,

more daring than the rest, stealthily approached the all-seeing

orb and covered it up with an inverted cigarette tin : whereupon
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he and all his fellows promptly went away and got drunk. Which
is a parable of what might happen if all semblance of a gold

standard were obliterated.^

While it is possible that the replacement of gold by paper

currencies might be conducive to pronounced inflation, there

are two reasons for believing this view involves exaggeration.

In the first place, even monetary systems based on gold are

nowadays managed currencies, with plenty of slack to permit

sufficient inflation to engender a disastrous boom, followed by

depression. The post-War boom of 1919-20 in the United

States, when the wholesale price level reached a point 150%
above the 1913 level, occurred while the United Stales was on

the gold standard, as did many earlier industrial fluctuations

in this and in other countries. The period 1922-29 in the

United States, often characterised (whether justly or unjustly

is irrelevant to the present discussion) as an “orgy of credit

inflation,” was also one during which the gold standard was

in force. Paper-currency systems, it appears, arc not the only

ones which permit serious inflation to occur. The limit im-

posed by gold reserves is apt to be one — particularly in the

United States, with its immense reserves— which only be-

comes effective when it is too late.

The second ground for believing the danger of inflation

under paper to be exaggerated is that there is just as much
reason, no more and no less, for desiring effective monetary

management under paper- as under gold-standard conditions.

The consequences of poor management are identical under

both sets of circumstances. Being equally serious, they arc

equally to be avoided. Therefore it is reasonable to assume

that the monetary authorities will make just as serious an

effort at effective management where the standard is paper as

where it is gold.^ It is easier for a car to skid on wet roads

* D. H. Robertson, Money, pp. 147-148.

®This aigument, it is true, is less valid with respect to backward countries,

where even fairly intelligent monetary management is not to be expected at

present. In those regions, where, as with the “blacks” in Mr. Robertson’s

parable, self-restraint is uncommon, the gold standard might provide a needed

check. If paper standards were universally adopted, these countries migh^
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than pn dry; this fact does not increase the carelessness of'

drivers, but rather makes them more conscious of danger.^

Recent experience with paper currencies in Great Britain,

Sweden, and other countries indicates that management
may be equally if not more effective than when the gold

standard rules, while many of the difficulties of the latter can

be avoided. Where the goal of management in the interests

of industrial stability is accepted, as it is in the leading nations

of the world today, the assumption that the nature of the

standard will determine adherence to or abandonment of the

goal and of the rules of appropriate monetary behaviour is

certainly unwarranted.

Finally, it remains to point out that in the past, truly violent

inflations, more serious than cyclical booms, have with few

exceptions been the consequence of wars. Against the infla-

tionary forces engendered by a major war, the gold standard

or any other currency system yet devised can offer little

resistance.

Closely allied to the belief that paper currencies are provoc-

ative of inflation is the fear that their existence tends to bring

on currency warfare, by which is meant a competitive depre-

ciation of the foreign-exchange value of currencies with the

object of stimulating exports. Such depreciation requires that

the foreign value of a currency be forced below its internal

value so that prices within the country are low in terms of

foreign currencies. Now under conditions of free exchanges,

this result can be attained if the monetary authorities offer

additional supplies of domestic currency against foreign cur-

rencies {e,g.y dollars against francs). It is to be noted, how-

ever, that in a world of free exchanges, this procedure involves

have to learn decent monetary behaviour from experience. It is to be doubted,

however, if even there the gold standard is as effective a restraining influence

as is supposed, in view first of the fact that these countries frequently abandon

that money base, and second, as Professor Whittlesey has suggested, that

monetary reform in such countries may be more in the nature of misleading

advertising for the benefit of foreign investors than anything else. (See

Whittlesey, C. R., International Monetary Issues^ pp. 165-166.)

* Approximately 75% of both fatal and non-fatal motoring accidents in thf

United States during 1937 occurred on dry streets or hijsrhways.
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grave risks. For two can play at this game, and the nation

which buys foreign money may lose heavily on its holdings if

the other country or countries retaliate, as they are likely to do.

The very prospect of competition in depreciation, then, tends to

hold it in check, much as price competition between large

industrial units is restrained by similar fear of the conse*

quences. This check does not operate in a world of mixed

currencies, some on gold and some off, for then the currencies

of gold-standard countries can be bought with the assurance

that relative to them, the international value of the depreciating

currency will fall. Moreover, the risk that is present where all

countries have abandoned the gold standard is much reduced,

since the purchase of gold-standard currencies amounts to

investment in an asset which, so long as the connection with

gold is maintained, is most unlikely to depreciate seriously in

terms of paper currencies. Thus a mixed system of currencies

is most favorable to exchange depreciation, universal paper

currencies least favorable. ‘

The two chief counts lodged against paper currencies and

free exchanges have to do with their consequences with respect

to international trade and investment. Let us first examine

the relation between fluctuating exchanges and foreign trade.

It is alleged that if the exchanges are free to vary, movements

in exchange rates will act as a severe deterrent to international

trade, greatly reducing its volume and therewith the degree of

international specialisation. If this were true, standards of

living would inevitably suffer. The basis for this view is that

the possibility or probability of exchange-rate fluctuations

introduces an additional large element of risk in international

trading which cannot but prove deterrent. An American

exporter of cotton, for example, may on a certain date quote a

price to a British importer of £10 for a 500 lb. bale, on the

basis of a current exchange rate of $5 to the pound. On the

^ Aft Professor Whittlesey points out, undervaluation of a currency can be
maintained for some time under the gold standard, provided prices in a country

are low relative to prices abroad and the resultant imports of gold are sterilised*

The argiUnent of the above paragraph is based on Wlnttlcbcy’s discussion of the

point, op, cit,y pp. 35-42.
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asiumption that the competitive price of cotton in New York
is lOji a lb., this sterling quotation will yield $50 for each bale,

an amount equal to what could be realised in the New York
market. If, however, the cotton is not to be shipped and a bill

of exchange drawn until a month later, the American exporter

stands to lose if the dollar price of sterling falls in the mean-
time, or he may gain if it rises. In any event, there is a risk of

possible loss as well as a chance of gain to be added to the

ordinary risks of commerce, a risk which, if it could not be

avoided, would in all probability serve to confine international

trade to the more speculative dealers.*

Traders have available, however, a simple means of avoiding

the possibility of loss (and of gain) from exchange-rate fluctua-

tions, for it is open to them to hedge by purchases or sales of

forward exchange. In the foregoing illustration, the Ameri-

can exporter of cotton will quote a price in sterling based upon
the existing forward rate for bills of the duration in question,

say 90 days. If this rate is also $5, the quoted price will be

' In his discussion of this point, Professor Whittlesey (op. at., pp. 81-B5)

conceives the risk to depend upon whether the transaction is carried out on
a cash or credit basis. In his view, no exchange risk exists in the case of a cash

transaction ; it is only present when payment is deferred. This would be

true only if, in terms of the illustration given, the bill were always drawn at

the same time that the price is quoted. In that event, whether the price were

quoted in £ or in $, the American exporter would bear no risk, since he would

dispose of his bill immediately at the current rate of exchange for either sight

or long bills. On any sterling bill (payable in £), the British importer would
also be subject to no exchange risk, which would appear to be borne by the

American banker who bought the bill, since he would only acquire a sterling

balance after the few days it takes to send the bill to London. His willingness

to purchase long as compared with sight bills, however, would depend upon
the relation between the discount rates in the two markets and the forward

rate of exchange, and would be reflected in the price he offered for long sterling

bills. Thus where the quotation of a price and the drawing of a bill arc simul-

taneous, the exchange market allows for the risk in the spot rate for long bills.

Had the arrangement been that the British importer was to pay by purchasing

a dollar draft, he would naturally not do so until the arrival of the goods.

Hence in this situation he would be subject to a risk of a rise in the sterling

price of dollars, exactly parallel to the risk borne by the American exporter

in the text above. Thus it appears that so far as exchange risks (uncertainty

as to the price one will get for foreign currency) arc borne by traders, whether

the transaction is for cash or on time is irrelevant— what is important is the

possibility of exchange fluctuation between the time the contract is entered

upon and the exchange is sold or bought.
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the same, £10 a bale. If forward sterling is at a premium
(above $5), he will quote a slightly lower price; the opposite

will be true if forward sterling is at a discount. Having made
his price for a shipment of cotton, to be dispatched say 30 days

later, he will then enter into a contract with a foreign-exchange

dealer to deliver at that time the specified quantity of 90-day

sterling, at the existing forward rate of $5. When the 30 days

are up, he simply turns over to the dealer his bill on the British

importer and is paid at the agreed rate. Thus the trader

avoids all risk from exchange fluctuations, transferring it to a

dealer who specialises in such matters and who by matching

purchases with sales, reduces his possible risks to a minimum.

The leading money markets at present quote forward rates on

all the more important currencies, thus providing for the bulk

of world trade the means of hedging against movements in the

exchanged In those countries upon which no forward quota-

tions arc available, they could be provided at relatively small

expense by the central banks.

We may now turn to a consideration of the relation of fluc-

tuating exchanges to foreign investment.^ The opinion is

widespread that stable exchanges and in particular the gold

standard are essential to free international movements of

capital. This view is based upon the conviction that varia-

tions in exchange rates, by introducing an additional possi-

bility of loss on both interest and principal of international

loans, will seriously deter lenders from advancing funds to

foreigners. Less emphasised is (he prospect that fluctuating

exchanges may also increase (he difficulties of transfer for the

borrowing nation, thereby reducing the incentive to borrow.

Both these aspects must be considered.

With free exchanges the external value of the currency of

either borrower or lender may appreciate or depreciate in

terms of the currencies of o(her countries. For a complete

‘ The discussion in the following paragraphs is based principally upon that

of Professor Whittlesey, which is the most thorough and up to-date available,

to my knowledge. His analysis is naturally fuller and more detailed, and should

be consulted by the interested reader. Sec his International Morutary Issues

^

Chapter VII.
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analyst of the problem of international investment under a

regime of paper currencies, there are these four possibilities

which must be taken into account. Let us begin with varia-

tions in the international value of the lending country’s cur-

rency. This approach is in accord with actual practice, since

most international loans are made payable in the lender’s

money. Where this is true, it is cleeur that fluctuations in the

external value of the lender’s currency, whether upward or

downward, will be of no more moment to the lender than in

the case of a loan to a domestic borrower, since in either event

he is assured of payment of interest and repayment of principal

in the same monetary unit.

The borrowing country, on the other hand, which must meet

the service on its debt in the long run by the sale of its exports,

will find this more difficult if the lender’s currency appreciates,

less difficult if it depreciates relative to other currencies, in-

cluding the debtor’s. For a rise in the external value of the

lender’s currency increases the cost of acquiring it, and this

increases proportionately the burden (in terms of its own
money) of the borrower’s debt service, without at the same

lime increasing to a like degree the value of its exports. This

is true because the debt requirements are stated in the cred-

itor’s money, which is assumed to have appreciated relative

to other currencies, while ordinarily the debtor’s exports are

sold in world markets. So far as the creditor is a buyer of these

goods, its demand for them will tend to expand, the degree of

this expansion depending upon the elasticity of demand, the

elasticity of competing supplies in the creditor country, and

the trend of total income in that country. (Since appreciation

in the foreign value of the creditor’s currency is likely to be-

token deflation, the movement of its total inco'me is apt to be

unfavorable to an expansion of imports.) There is no a priori

reason, however, to expect purchases from the debtor by the

creditor to rise or imports from the creditor to the debtor to

fall sufficiently to counterbalance entirely the increase in the

debt charges, though some partial compensation may come

from this source. The debtor country, therefore, will be
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faced with an adverse chahge in its balance of payments, whidi

will tend to cause a depreciation of its currency vis d vis those

of all other countries. Similar reasoning leads to the con-

clusion that a depreciation of the ciarrency of the lender will

tend to bring about an appreciation in the exchange value

the borrower’s monetary unit.

Unless, however, it is assumed that very considerable varia-

tions in exchange rates (particularly of creditor countries) are

to be expected, the secondary or induced appreciation or

depreciation of the currency of a debtor country is unlikely

to be ofa serious magnitude. For the change in the cost of the

debt service is a change in only a part of all the debit items in

its balance of payments, while the ensuing alteration in the

external value of its currency is general, affecting all items on

both sides of the balance (including, of course, the service of

debt itself). Hence a given percentage change in the ex-

change rates on the creditor country would be provocative of

a much smaller percentage change in the external value of the

debtor’s currency, the degree of its smallness or largeness de-

pending on the relative importance of the debt payments.

Except in times of extraordinary disturbance, therefore, in-

duced variations in the exchange value of a debtor’s cur-

rency should not prove serious, since the initial fluctuations

in the exchange rates on the lending country are unlikely to be

large, while the debt service is only a fraction of the total sums

owed by the debtor. Moreover, these fluctuations produce

some compensating effects on the borrower’s imports and

exports.

Consider now the effects on the borrower’s position Of

changes in the external value of its own currency. Still assum-

ing the debt is expressed in the lender’s money, exchange de-

preciation in the debtor country will increase the cost, in terms

of its own currency, of the debt service. At the same time,

however, since the rate of exchange on all other currencies has

risen, the domestic prices of both imports and exports will risc.^

*Ak we have seen, there will be certain exceptions to this rule; see pp.

270-872.
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With relatively elastic demands, the usual case, the total

value of imports into the debtor nation will decline, the

total value of its exports increase. In this way the foreign

exchange necessary to meet the payments on the debt will be

provided.

By a similar but opposite process, adjustment would be

made to an appreciation of the borrower’s currency. This,

however, is apt to be of much less practical significance, for

appreciation of its currency on the exchanges, by retarding

exports and stimulating imports, will have a net deflationary

influence, which is almost certain, in these days of managed
currencies and popular opposition to deflation, to be counter-

acted by internal monetary expansion.

From the strictly economic point of view, if variations in the

external value of the borrower’s money do not increase its

difficulties in meeting its debt payments and thu:^ raise the

likelihood of default, then with the debt expressed in its own
currency, freedom of the exchanges should give the lending

country no concern. The willingness of lenders to lend should

be in no way affected. It must be recognized, however, that

a thorough understanding of the relationship of free exchanges

to foreign lending is not widespread. Here, as in other fields,

the purely economic consequences of a given set of facts, the

only ones which are logically relevant, may not govern the

actions of men who are not completely rational. Instesul,

prejudice or misunderstanding may determine their convic-

tions and their acts. The influence of deep-rooted though

unreasonable beliefs is of particular importance where, as in

the case of foreign lending, confidence is at stake. If potential

lenders are suspicious of paper currencies but strongly predis-

posed in favor of the gold standard, then ev^n though their

suspicions may be based entirely on evidence from periods

of abnormal disturbance and their confidence in the gold

standard on a failure to recognize the drastically changed

and unfavorable conditions under which it must op)erate

in the future, nonetheless their irrational prejudice will be

decisive with respect to their willingness to lend to countries
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not on the gold standard.^ As one writer has expressed the

matter :

Bankers are notoriously conservative, and they are reluctant to

change their view regarding the necessity of having a gold

standard. If they have convinced themselves that the gold

standard is essential to foreign lending, then so long as this con-

viction prevails, the gold standard is essential, whether there is

any other reason for its being necessary or not. But at a time

such as the years 1931-36, when a half-dozen factors existed

that would make capitalists unwilling to lend abroad, one

obstacle more or less made very little difference. The per-

manence of this barrier to foreign investment may well be doubted.

The present attitude of British and Scandinavian bankers and
businessmen indicates that even bankers can change their views

and become enthusiastic for a nongold currency. When business

leaders in Sweden were asked whether they desired any change

in Sweden’s managed currency policy, all answered in the nega-

tive anci indicated their reliance upon the Bank of Sweden to

prevent any decline in the general price level. ^

One further word. In all the foregoing discussions it has

been tacitly assumed that free exchanges mean fluctuating

exchanges. The possibility that with a universal system of

paper currencies day-to-day variations in exchange rates

would be little if any greater than under the gold standard,

with infrequent and gradual changes taking place in the rela-

tive values of different currencies as major sources of malad-

justment arose and had to be worked out, is a prospect which

has frequently been overlooked. That this might in fact be

the actual result of such a system is, however, a strong likeli-

hood. Recent experience on the part of the sterling bloc is

significant on this score. Of course, given a major upheaval

such as the recent depression, exchange fluctuations would be

^ Most of the opposition to paper currencies appears to rest upon evidence

drawn from periods such as those immediately following the War, when fluctua-

tions in exchange rates were frequent and extreme, while familiarity with the

gold standard bred from habit, together with a naive view of the simplicity

and automatic nature of its operation, is probably the chief reason for its popu-

larity. On this point, sec Whittlesey, op. «<., Chapter II and pp. 162-166.
* Whittlesey, op. cit,^ pp. 163-164. (The last sentence is a footnote in the

original.)
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bound to be more serious. It may well be asked, however, if

such fluctuations would not be more endurable than a recur-

rent collapse of the gold standard (under modern conditions

essentially a fair-weather standard), this collapse being pre-

ceded and accompanied by a resort to commercial policies of

extreme protectionism and economic isolation.

THE PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE

In judging of both the ideal and the probable international

monetary relations of the future, it is useful to consider the

choice as falling somewhere along a scale bounded by two

extremes. At one end of the scale would be the “automatic”

gold standard, in which no control whatever would be exer-

cised, gold movements responding to changes in the balance of

payments, those gold movements in turn leading td propor-

tional changes in the volume of credit. At the other extreme

would be an equally “automatic” paper standard, the volume

of currency and credit within each country varying not in

accordance with any predetermined policy but following

instead the fluctuating demands of business. Under such a

system, variations in exchange rates, presumably frequent and

probably considerable, would “adjust” the various national

economies to one another. The one extreme would thus

imply in the largest possible degree adjustment of the internal

economy (through income and price changes) to changes in

the balance of payments, while the other extreme would adjust

balances of payments to changes in the various related econ-

omics, internal readjustments being of a much more limited

character.

It goes without saying that neither of these two extremes

would be acceptable. The absence in each of any internal

monetary control would be rejected by all nations, while fre-

quent movements of exchange rates are desired by no one.

The essential problem in the field of international monetary

relations is to reconcile so far as possible autonomy of domestic

credit policy with reasonable stability of the exchanges.
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Starting at the gold standard or fixed exchanges end of the

scale, it is certain that any reorganisation of the gold standard

to be acceptable must permit the retention of central banks

and of their usual irntruments of internal creditjcoBtrol, in-

cluding the use of these instruments as a device for offsetting

the effects on the reserves and deposits of commercial banks

of inward and outward movements of gold and short-term

credits.* Moreover, it is probable that the purchase of gold

inflows with the proceeds of the sales in the open market of

newly-issued Treasury bills, and the sale of gold holdings so

acquired against outstanding Treasury bills, must also be in-

cluded as a requirement of a reestablished gold standard.

This practice was followed by the United States Treasury from

December, 1936, until August, 1937; it comprises as well

part of the operations of the British Exchange Equalisation

Account? It is a means supplementary to open-market

operations of the central bank of sterilising gold movements

produced by sudden shifts of short-term capital, and permits

conservation of the open-market resources of the central bank

for the more appropriate task of controlling the intern2il credit

situation.

All these amendments of the pure or automatic gold stand-

ard, however, presuppose the maintenance of exchange rates

fixed within narrow limits by the establishment in each country

ofa constant statutory price ofgold . While the use of stabilisa-

tion funds to sterilise gold and short-term capital movements

may effectively isolate domestic money markets from their

disturbing effects, in particular guarding against the danger of

a sudden withdrawal of short-term international funds, the

other obstacles which have arisen to hamper the mechanism of

adjustment under the gold standard are neither eliminated nor

in any way tempered. Indeed, the very offsetting acticm of

* The device of a scale of alternatives has been used efTectively in the clarifi-

cation of this problem by Professor John H. Williams, in his paper, “The
Adequacy of Existing Mechanisms under Varying Circumstances,’* American

Economic Review

j

VoL XXVII, Supplement (1937), p. 151. His discussion^ to

which my indebtedness will be obvious to the reader, should be consulted for

a penetrating and judicious account of the problems of an international standard.
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the provisions for gold sterilisatkai, by increasing, the autma-

omy of national monetary systems, also enhance the pos-

sibility— in the absence of close international collaboration—
of a disparate movement of costs and prices in different coun-

tries. Although each national monetary authority would
certainly attempt to avoid severe inflation or deflation, it is at

least doubtful whether central bankers yet possess the knowl-

edge or technique requisite to stabilise the economy against

serious industrial fluctuations. Failure of monetary policy

in any single important country to check a boom or to prevent

depression must then inevitably subject other economies to

inflationary or deflationary pressure. Continued adherence

on their part to measures of credit control felt to be best suited

to domestic needs might lead to movements of gold too large,

if inward, to be handled by the available technique of sterilisa-

tion, or if outward, to permit continued adherence to the gold

standard. Also to be reckoned with is the prospect of varia-

tions in national commercial policy which, as we have already

seen, may greatly increase the difficulties of international ad-

justment.

It should be apparent that the very nature of the compro-

mise attempted, in the foregoing qualifications of the gold

standard (between national autonomy with respect to credit

jxjlicy and the basic principles of the gold standard) is funda-

mentally inconsistent. For national autonomy means inde-

pendence from outside influences, while if the gold standard

means anything, it is that fixed exchange rates are purchased

by the prompt response of any given country to conditions in

the outside world. It is highly probable if not entirely certain

that the restoration of an international gold sttmdard on such

lines as those suggested, even were gold parities so skillfully

chosen as to avoid the over- or undervaluation of any single

currency,^ would lead to the accumulation of numerous sources

of maladjustment which on the first occasion of marked strain

* In view of the discmsion in Part I, Chapter XI, over- or undervaluation

must be regarded as relative to the equilibrium rate of exchange, and not as

deviations from purchasing power par.
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would force a widespread collapse of the international mone-

tary system.

This opinion is shared by many, if not most, of the leading

monetary authorities, and has led them to advocate flexible or

tentative stabilisation on gold, in a manner not dissimilar to

the solution embodied in the “gentlemen’s agreement” be-

tween Great Britain, the United States, and France. That is,

instead of decreeing once and for all (?) a fixed price of gold,

each nation (or some at least of the more important nations)

would agree to maintain a price fixed within certain limits.

This gold price would be varied only within those limits, and

then only after consultation with the other parties to the agree-

ment. Valid reasons for making a change in the gold value of

a country’s currency might be (1) clear evidence that it was

becoming over- or undervalued to such a degree as otherwise

to requife internal inflation or deflation as a corrective, or

(2) the appearance of international movements of capital

(brought about by a disparity of business conditions between

countries or by fear arising from political or economic condi-

tions) so large as to endanger internal monetary control.

Some such flexible provision, it is felt, would retain for con-

siderable periods the advantages of fixed exchanges while

permitting the fullest degree of national credit autonomy.^

Variation in the exchanges, with its complex effects upon all

nations, would be used only as a last resort.

Having reached a possible solution of the question of an

international monetary standard by considering what altera-

tions might be made in the gold standard to reconcile mone-

tary autonomy with reasonably stable exchange rates, let us

now approach the problem from the point of view of modifi-

;cations in the paper standard.

‘ Most of the supposed advantages of fixed exchanges are, as we have seen,

exaggerated. It is possible, however, that the comparative fixity of exchange

rates derivable from tentative stabilisation would be sufficiently important

as a support to confidence to warrant a preference for this system, as against

any without anchored exchanges. Perhaps more important is the fact that

with the price of gold fixed for relatively long periods, the settlement of inter-

national balances would be both more certain and less complex than under

any cunency arrangements permitting the exchanges to varv.
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Starting at the extreme of a world of unmanaged or *‘auto-

matic^’ paper standards, internal monetary, control may be

added as a sine qua non of any acceptable system of paper cur-

rencies. Internally controlled paper standards without any

intervention in the exchange markets would without doubt also

be unacceptable, if for no other reason than that no one delib-

erately wants fluctuating exchange rates. Moreover, as we
have seen, although under a system of free exchanges adjust-

ment to international change is effected principally through

alterations in the balance of payments rather than through

variations in internal incomes and prices, nonetheless fluctua-

tions in exchange rates are by no means without serious effects

on the internal economy. For those fluctuations alter either

the prices or the demands for exports and imports, or both, and

thereby influence the relative level of activity, employment,

and incomes in the various industries within a 'country.

Again, variations in the exchange rates of a single nation

affect not itself alone, but also all other, countries with which

it has trading or financial relationships. Depreciation of the

currency of an important nation, in particular, has in the past

exerted and may be expected in the future to exert a defla-

tionary pressure on prices in other countries, tending thereby

to provoke a retaliatory depreciation of their currencies.

While in a paper-standard world, currency depreciation might

be less likely as a deliberate policy than in a system of mixed

paper and gold currencies or than in a system of gold standards

under severe strain, nonetheless actual depreciatiom.m4y (or

will) occur unless all nations not only pursue a common mone-

tary policy but also execute it in step with one another. Thus

an approach to the problem from this angle leads to the con-

clusion that in addition to internal credit autonomy, some

means of guaranteeing a fair degree of exchange stability must

also be provided. Just as rigorously fixed exchanges are in-

compatible with the desire for independence in the sphere of

central banking policy, so likewise too great freedom of the

exchanges is inconsistent with a highly complex and closely

related world economy.
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To the management of paper currencies would have to .be

^ded, therefore, some form of exchange stabilisation. It is

entirely possible that international cooperation in the use of

exchange stabilisation funds might furnish, over considerable

periods of time, a degree of stability in exchange rates sufficient

to meet the charge of critics that a system of currencies not

tied to gold would fail to provide the necessary basis for confi-

dence in international economic affairs. To achieve stability

of exchange rates over considerable periods and within a rather

narrow range would require the use of the exchange stabilisa-

tion funds for much the same purposes they (together with

central bank reserves) would perform under a flexible or

tentative gold-standard plan. Their use could not be con-

fined simply to offsetting short-term capital movements, but

would also have to be extended to counteracting other sources

of intern&tional maladjustment (changing demand and supply

conditions, the effects of divergent national credit or com-

mercial policies, etc.) until it appeared that only by permit-

ting exchange rates to be varied could serious internal inflation

or deflation be prevented. To attempt much less than this

would probably be to allow rather frequent movements in

rates of exchange, which, although they have less serious

effects on foreign trade and investment than has been widely

held, nonetheless introduce instability of prices and therewith

of activity and employment directly in the international in-

dustries and indirectly in other fields.

F

j^l^th effective exchange stabilisation under a paper currency

regirne and flexible stabilisation on a gold base are very close

' togethery Indeed, the only difference between the two is the

place allocated to gold. In the one it need have no official

position nor fixed price, though it might be used in the settle-

ment of international accounts at a price which varied only

occasionally. In the other it would have the accepted func-

tion of .an international medium of payment, and its price

wpifld be fixed, perhaps only within limits and with reserva-

tions* yet for considerable periods of time. The modified

gold standard would be simpler to operate in that it would
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require less discretionary management of the exchange stabili-

satim hinds than where these are continualiy used to prevent

pinKantcd exchange movements. Exchange rates would

automatically remain stable. Gold flows would continue as in

the past, but could and would be ofiset so far as seemed neces-

sary to preserve internal monetary stability. When these

gold movements were in harmony with domestic monetary

requirements, as in the ceise of an outflow during a boom or

vice versa, they could be allowed to go on unchecked, since

they would then merely reenforce the central bank’s deliberate

policy. On balance, because it is simpler to operate and

because it fits in with established habit and prejudice, a.gold

standm'd with reservations as to fixity seems preferable to

managed paper currencies plus exchange stabilisatioiy Prac-

tically speaking, it is also what we seem to be getting. The
gold-standard countries of Europe have no inclination to

abandon all ties with gold, nor is there any strong sentiment

for such a step in the United States. Great Britain and the

countries whose currencies are linked to sterling, on the other

hand, may be expected, barring war or the reappearance of

serious depression, to return to the gold-standard fold on

flexible terms after a period of trial stabilisation imder the

“gentlemen’s agreement.”

It is of course true, as one writer has put it, that a com-

promise gold standard such as that described here “is an

attempt to secure the best of two worlds, the fixed exchange

rates of gold standards and freedom of price level adjustment

of paper standards.”* The same charge, however, may with

equal justice be levied against any paper-currency system

which aims at preventing fluctuations in exchange rates until

it becomes apparent that these are required (in lieu of internal

price and income changes) to bring about adjustment. B<3th

systems strive, on the one hand to isolate the national economy

from the shocks of external disturbance, on the other hand, if

not to avoid necessary adjustment to external change alto-

gether, at least to make it as painless as possible. In attempt-

^ Whittlesey, op, ctt.y p. 211.
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ing to arrive at a resolution of these essentially antagonistic

aims, the two approaches, from the gold-standard and from

the paper-currency angle, are forced to compromise in a

fashion which leaves them not very far apart,
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CHAPTER XII

AUTARKY, OR NATIONAL SELF-SUFFICIENCY

INTRODUCTION

F
or some twenty years prior to the World War, the

tariff barriers of the world, while not actually declining,

were at least stable. Importers and exporters could

rely on a continuance of existing conditions and conduct their

business accordingly. As a consequence, in spite ofwidespread

protective tariffs, the volume of world trade continued to

mount about as fast as the volume of production. With the

inauguration in (he United States in 1913 of the Uitderwood

Tariff, whose rates were notably lower than those of earlier

schedules, there was even the possibility of a general movement
toward more unrestricted trade.

All this was changed by the War, which violently disturbed

all channels of international intercourse. In the first place,

the outbreak of hostilities annihilated the large volume of trade

between the belligerents, forcing each side cither to do without

goods formerly secured from the adversary, or to seek new

sources of supply. Secondly, ihe tremendous demand for

munitions and other military necessities stimulated the expan-

sion or the development 61 industries devoted to their produc-

tion. A wholesale reorientation of industry became necessary

in the belligerent countries, and to a lesser extent in non-

belligerent countries as well, to meet the new war demands.

Finally, as a consequence of their preoccupation with the

production of military requirements, the nations at war were

forced to allow many of their export markets to go by default.

Their exports were supplanted either by the expansion of

exports on the part of non-belligerent powers and of the

United States and Japan, or by the development of domestic

production in their foi*mer markets.
491
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One might conclude that with the cessation of hostilities,

everything would revert to the pre-War status. This, how-
ever, would be to ignore the lasting effects of the nationalistic

^ temper born of the conflict and of the industrial developments

/that had taken place. Military nationalism gave way to

‘economic nationalism; This phenomenon was particularly

conspicuous in the new and therefore excessively self-conscious

states which took the place of the former Austro-Hungarian

Empire, each of which surrounded itself by a high wall of

duties. Even the United States, though a late-comer in the

War and therefore relatively little affected, shared the pre-

vailing nationalistic spirit and, in the Tariff Act of 1 922, joined

the procession toward higher protection. Industries
.

pro-

ducing war-time essentials everywhere received especially

solicitous treatment. Again, those industries which had

sprung up in the newer countries, as in the Argentine and

Australia, to replace vanished imports clamored for and had

little difficulty in getting ample protection. Reenforcing the

effects of patriotic sentiment and industrial realignment was

the disruption >yrought by the extreme instability of many
currencies in the immediate post-War years. Thus the early

twenties saw tariff barriers rising to new heights, in company

with the appearance of more directly restrictive devices such

as import quotas, export prohibitions, and exchange restric-

tions.,

There ensued, roughly between 1922 and 1925, a gradual

return to normality, characterised by the gradual stabilisation

of currencies' and by the disappearance of the morS violent

forms of interference with trade. Few if any of the high

post-War duties were reduced, however. By 1 927 it became

apparent to, many that if prosperity were to be maintainecl, ^n
- unshackling o/ wprld trade was essential. This opinion was

vigorously expressed by the members of the World Economic

Conference which met at Geneva in that year. Nothing came

’of their pronouncements, unfortunately, since the conferees

were neither the responsible heads of governments nor tjie

representatives of interests sufficiently powerful to bring, effect
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tive pressure to bear upon their governments. Therefore the

prosperous decade of the twenties drew to a close still burdened
with the unfortunate legacy of a high level of protective duties

left over from the War and post-War years.

Early in the depression, inJune, 1930, the prospect for world

trade was seriously worsened as a consequence of the passage

by the United States Congress of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff

Act, increasing duties on many articles, and of the subsequent

tariff increases inaugurated by many nations. With the

intensification of the depression, as we have already seen, the

situation rapidly became worse. On top of rising tariff bar-

riers were piled manifold import quotas and exchange restric-

tions, accompanied by an increased use of the devices of

administrative protectionism.

Perhaps even more important than the actual meeisures

adopted was the spirit ‘in which these various steps toward
^

greater protectionism were taken, and to which in turn they

provided support. For during the darkest days of the depres-

sion, between 1931 and 1934, the world was swept by a wave

of isolationist sentiment which has rarely if ever been exceeded

in intensity, and which has only lately shown some signs of

receding moderately. As we have already seen, beside its

manifestations, the protectionist measures of pre-War days

seem comparatively mild. This same comparison holds true

of the atmosphere in which, in the earlier and the later period,

the concrete measures of policy were carried out. Before the

War, the fundamental desirability of international trade was

rarely, if ever, challenged. Each campaign for higher pro-

tection was waged by some group of special interests on the

basis of an appeal to one or another of a varied assortment of

arguments. Under the spell of recent events, however, there

has been a strong movement toward the goal of national self-

sufficiency, involving a rejection of the values of international >

specialisation. Something more seems to be at stake here than

tfie usual case for protection, based as it is on arguments of

distinctly limited applicability. Supporters of the movement

feel that modern developments have driven us to the point
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where salvation is to be achieved by a retreat from inter-

nationalism and a resort to autarky or national economic

independence. Thus the eminent British economist, John
Maynard Keynes, who, at least in 1933, was a convert to the

cause, expressed his position in the following words

:

But I am not persuaded that the economic advantages of the

international division of labor today are at all comparable with

what they were. I must not be understood to carry my argu-

ment beyond a certain point. A considerable degree of inter-

national specialisation is necessary in a rational world in all

cases where it is dictated by wide differences of climate, natural

resources, native aptitudes, level of culture and density of popula-

tion. But over an increasingly wide range of industrial products,

and perhaps of agricultural products also, I have become doubtful

whether the economic loss of national self-sufficiency is great

enough to outweigh the other advantages of gradually bringing

the prgduct and the consumer within the ambit of the same
national, economic, and financial organisation. Experience ac-

cumulates to prove that most modern processes of mass pro-

duction can be performed in most countries and climates with

almost equal efficiency. Moreover, with greater wealth, both

primary and manufactured products play a smaller relative part

in the national economy compared with houses, personal services,

and local amenities, which are not equally available for inter-

national exchange; with the result that a moderate increase in

the real cost of primary and manufactured products consequent

on greater national self-sufficieticy may cease to be of serious

consequence when weighed in the balance against advantages of

;a different kind. National self-sufficiency, in short, tho it costs

isomething, may be becoming a luxury which we can afford, if

we happen to want it.^

And Mr. Keynes did want it, even though his desire was

accompanied by some misgivings.

In view of the fact that the arguments on which advocates of

economic nationalism rest their case appear somewhat differ-

ent from, and broader than, the common protectionist argu-

ments, it seems worth while to devote some space to a separate

^ John Maynard Keynes, ‘‘National Self-Sufficiency.” Reprinted from tb*=*

Summer, 1933, Tale Review^ copyright Yale University Press, by permission ol

the Editors.
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coniideration of this subject. Such a study may also throw

some Jight on the reasons why countries like Germany and
Italy have not only introduced a whole host of measures

restricting international commerce, but also have attempted

to force, through subsidies and otherwise, the development of

industries capable of producing substitutes for essential im-

ports. We shall consider the reasons advanced in support of

national self-sufficiency, the causes which explain its recent

appearance, some of the difficulties with which a nation

attempting to become self-sufficient is confronted, and the

possible alternatives to such a policy. Let us begin with the

rationale of the movement.

THE RATIONALE OF NATIONAL SELF-SUFFICIENCY

There are four main reasons why national economic inde-

pendence or self-sufficiency is felt to be desirable. Two of

these arc related to the danger of war. In the first place, those

who regard war as inevitable reason that the best way to

ensure success in the struggle is to become as independent as

possible of outside sources of supplies. That nation is strong-

est, it is held, which can produce within its own borders not

only its own munitions and armaments but also all those neces-

sities of life which the civilian population as well as the army

must have if a long struggle is to be endured. Advocates of

this position, though they may realise the cost of carrying out

a program of self-sufficiency, count it as unimportant in com-

parison with the attainment of the more vital goal of national

power. The economic well-being of the people is a secondary

consideration
;

it is important only so far as it enhances the

nation’s strength.

This argument has carried the most weight and been pro-

ductive of the most striking results in Germany. In that

country a combination of high protective duties,^ import

quotas, and exchange control has limited imports drastically,

the bulk of those remaining consisting of raw materials es-

sential to the furtherance of the government’s armament pro-
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gram. Exclusion of foreign products has been accompanied

by practically war-time economy in the use of domestic re-

sources.

Thus, on November 24th, 1936, an instruction was issued that

potatoes were to be pared as finely as possible and the parings

were to be exchanged for firewood. Ten days later, the Hitler

Youth were instructed to devote two days to collecting beech-

nuts, from which a good table oil can be extracted. In January,

an order was issued to organise the collection of food scraps, rags,

scrap metal, skins, bones, etc. Many orders might be cited

concerning economy in the use of scarce materials and the

admixture of substitute materials. Thus from September 16th,

men’s clothing and uniforms were to contain 15% to 25% of

artificial or regenerated wool, together with a certain percentage

of local wool. On September 29th, it was ordered that, for the

last quarter of 1936, cheese, with the exception of some special

kinds, was not to contain more than 20% of cream. In October,

the usebf copper, zinc, nickel, lead and their alloys was forbidden

for most building uses. On November 2nd, it was ordered that

textile fabrics destined for the public service must contain up to

50% of artificial fibre. On January 1st, 1937, restaurant-keepers

were instructed to replace lettuce and tomatoes by parsley,

cucumbers and sugarbeet in the decoration of dishes. On the

following day, shop-keepers were forbidden to advertise butter,

margarine and lard, but ordered to reserve their advertisement

for products such as sugar, marmalade, fish, potatoes, etc., the

consumption of which is in the national interest.^

Again, by a whole scries of measures directed at the reorgan-

ization of agricultural production, Germany increased the

proportion of foodstuffs locally produced from 65% in 1927

to 84% in 1936. Under the Four-year Plan RM 1,000 million

is to be spent to increase the area of cultivated land by

I,200,000 hectares and to drain and irrigate land already

under cultivation.^

Italy has also made vigorous efforts to become self-sufficient,

in particular through land reclamation, the production of

low-grade coal and coal substitutes, and the development of

^ World Economic Survey^ 1936-37, p. 150 (League of Nations Publications.

II. Economic and Financial, 1937. II. A. 13).
’ *0ata from World Economic Survey, 1936-37, pp. 151-152.
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petroleum resources. According to Mussolini, complete
automony with respect to petrol and lubricants will be
achieved during 1938. Both Italy and Germany have
pushed ahead rapidly in the production of synthetic rubber,

whose cost, incidentally, is many times that of the natural

product.

The appeal of self-sufficiency, however, is not limited to

nations dominated by military ideology. The fear of war
makes economic independence seem desirable to many in

countries where pacifist Sentiment is strong. This is notably

true of the United States, where natiopgUigoladon, is.^orged as

th^mqst elective means of avoiding foreign entanglements

which might lead us into war. Supporters of this viewpoint

state their case somewhat along the following lines : At the

present time a large foreign trade is essential to the prosperity

of many of our most impo’'tant industries. In the»event of

another world conflict, as in the War of 1914-1918, the main-

tenance of prosperity in our export industries will necessitate

the extension of large credits to one or another of the belliger-

ent powers, who will be too preoccupied with the production

of military necessities to send goods in exchange for our ex-

ports. Inevitably, because of blockades, interference with

neutral shipping, oi domination of the leading sea routes, we

will find ourselves lending support to one side in the conflict.

Private loans will be succeeded by government loans, and

government loans by direct participation in military ojjera-

tions. A “cash-and-carry" policy with respect to exports

would, it is insisted, soon break down, since the “cash"

available (foreign deposits in American banks, foreign-owned

American securities, and gold) would be adeejuate for only a

brief period. When these resources had been exhausted, the

pressure from export interests and from many other sources

for permission to extend credit, and later for government

support for these credits, would — in view of the danger of

industrial stagnation— become irresistible.

The only alternative to facing this sequence of events, it is

urged, is to turn toward national self-sufficiency. We must
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redirect our national energies into domestic channels, elim-

inating from our imports everything that can be produced at

home and undertaking the production of these articles or sub-

stitutes for them ourselves. This policy could be accompanied

by the building up, through government-financed purchases,

of stocks of essential raw materials not available in this, country,

so that imports could be dispensed with when war breaks out.

With respect to our military establishment, adherence to a

p>olicy of isolation would permit us to withdraw from the

armament race and to frame a program suited to the require-

ments of national defense.^

In addition to these two arguments for national self-

sufficiency based on the danger of war, two others of a more

definitely economic nature have bulked large in recent years.

One of these is an old acquaintance, the dangers of specialisa-

tion, made somewhat more imposing by vigorous restatement

arid by emphasis upon the threat to dornestic stability of

dependence on international trade. One of the leading

American spokesmen for economic nationalism has stated the

argument in the following manner

:

The maintenance of society is a problem of social equilibrium.

In the absence of compensating controls anything that seriously

affects one element in the social equation may have repercussions

everywhere. Difficulties arising out of our own international

policies and out of European troubles pyramided on defects and

unsound policies in our domestic affairs and caused unnecessary

troubles here. We should have managed domestic difficulties

in ways which minimized the impact of world conditions. Inter-

national troubles were always beyond any possibility of our con-

trol. Our only defense was to insulate ourselves against them.

This we failed to do.*-^

Since we cannot control external sources of disturbance, let us

seek internal stability by withdrawing into ourselves. So

^ For an especially vigorous and readable statement of the r ase for isolation

as a means of avoiding war, with a lull realization of its implications, the reader

should consult Quincy Howe, Enirland Expects Every American to Do His Duty

(Simon & Schuster, New York, 1937).
* Wallace B, Donham, “National Ideals and Internationalist Idols,’* Harvard

Business Review

y

Vol. 11 (1933), p. 389.
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runs this argument, which has had a wide vogue in the United

States, England, and many other countries.

Closely related to it is a fourth reason frequently advanced

in favor of national self-sufficiency by those who believe that

the society of the future must be a planned order. Since

planning of economic activity must replace laissez-faire, these

people argue, and since planning means control, it is obvious

that an important segment of industry cannot be left subject

to the uncertainties of international commerce. Exports and
imports must be reduced to the barest minimum and brought

under control if the plan is to be made workable.

Conversely, it may be and has been maintained that the

pursuit of anything approaching national self-sufficiency neces-

sitates planning. A passage by a well-known writer sheds

considerable light on the relation between these two goals

;

Economic nationalism is Indeed unthinkable unless it he controlled.

It must be planned, and planned by the Federal government,

even if the degree of self-sufficiency planned for is distinctly

short of that indicated above (complete isolation) — as will

undoubtedly be the case. To introduce it in a society of laissez-

faire is economic suicide. It can only be undertaken when
governments take power and speculative profit away from

business men and bankers. Vast and delicate problems of

adjustment are entailed, which cannot be left to the clumsy hands

of high finance. New industries must be set up
;

old industries

liquidated; industrial research for substitute commodities en-

couraged on a large scale; millions of potential unemployed

steered to new jobs; colossal capital shrinkages adjusted in some

fashion;' such foreign trade as remains, rigidly budgeted by

central authority. National planning and economic nationalism

must go together or not at all.^

Finally, one further argument for autarky which has come

to prominence in the totalitarian states may be briefly stated.

This is to the effect that self-sufficiency has a super-economic

value of its own
; ^

an economically independent nation is

somehow superior to one which depends upon imports from

abroad. As one writer puts it, ‘‘To eat home-grown rhubarb

1 Stuart Chase, “Autarchy — Is It the Economic Road of the Future?”

Scribners Magazine^ Vol. 94 (1933), p. 145.
,
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has been: held to be more virtuous than the consumption ol

the foreign lemon.”'

All of these varied argupients are, of course, reenforced by
the widespread conviction expressed in the quotation from
|Mr. Keynes, that the benefits of international trade are less

Jnow than fornaerly and that the costs of repudiating interna-

vjtionai interdependence are correspondingly reduced. We
! shall consider the merits of this point later.

CAUSES OF THE SPREAD OF ECONOMIC NATIONALISM

The causes for the rapid spread in recent years of sentiment

favorable to economic nationalism should be rather obvious,

since they are closely related to the reasons advanced for such

a policy. Of outstanding importance, of course, is the con-

stant threa^f of war. The belief is well-nigh universal that

another world conflict is unavoidable, that it is merely a ques-

tion as to when it will break out. We are, indeed, rapidly

becoming conditioned to regard war somewhere as a p)er-

manent state of affairs. Since 1931 two undeclared wars have

been brought to a conclusion : the Japanese conquest of Man-
churia and the Italian conquest of Ethiopia. At the moment
of writing, Japan is carrying on an undeclared and ruthless

war in China, while for over two years the Loyalist Govern-

ment of Spain has been fighting the combined forces of Spanish

reaction and Italian and German Fascism. The aggressive

foreign policy of the Fascist and quasi-Fascist nations, the

formation of the “Rome-Bcrlin axis,” the conflict of interests

of the “have” and the “have-not” nations, and the world

armament race, all point strongly toward the probability of a

major struggle as soon as the vital interests of a leading power
are seriously threatened.

In such an atmosphere, it is hardly surprising to find senti-

ment in favor of a policy of national isolation appealing to

many people in a country such as the United States, where the

‘ Lionel Robbins, “Memorandum on the Fundamental Reasons for Increased
Protectionism,” in The Jmpr^wment of Commercial Relations between Nations, Carnegie
Endowment : International Chamber of Commerce, Paris, 1936.
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economic basis for such a policy is probably more favorable

than in any other nation. The drive for self-sufficiency in

Soviet Russia, though traceable originally to a desire to build

a planned socialist order, has in recent years been strongly

intensified by the war danger. A similtu: result has been pro-

duced in Great Britain, where both war industries and agricul-

ture have been the special object of governmental attendon.

Germany and Italy have been impelled by the threat of war
to seek to become as independent of outside sources of supplies

as possible. In these countries, however, it can be fairly

charged that the deliberate disseminadon of an authoritarian

polidcal philosophy, with its worship of the powerful state, is

chiefly responsible for the direction of national energies toward

self-sufficiency and military preparedness. Both nations make
no attempt to conceal their imperialistic ambitions, which are,

indeed, in large part responsible for the growth of’^rmaments

and the spirit of nationalism elsewhere. The same holds true

also ofJapan, where, as is well known, the military clique is in

virtuEd control of the government.

It is not solely to the war danger or the warlike spirit,

hotvever, that the growth of economic nadonalism is to be

attributed. Economic causes must likewise bear a large share

of responsibility. Chief among these are the recent difficuldes

of the depression, in pardculzu" the disastrous fall in the prices

of agricultural products, the difficulties experienced by many
countries regarding their balances of payments, and the re-

sultant actual or threatened instability of currencies. As we
have seen, the price collapstf^ led many agriculturtd coun-

tries to raise tariffs and to introduce exchange restrictions,

while the loss of markets ensuing from such action and from

the world-wide decline of purchasing power provided various

other nations (e-g-, Austria, Germany, Italy) with the excuse

for similar steps. The widespread abandonment of the gold

standard caused France and other countries of the^gold bloc

to resort to higher tariffs and the wholesale use of import

quotas. Again, the introduction of the gold-purchase policy

by the United States in the summer of 1933, followed by
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valuation early in 1 934, was in the nature of a declaration of

monetary independence. The effect of all these separatist

measures was to increase the isolation of the various national

economies and to intensify the depression. Nonetheless,

since each nation was injured by the independent action of

others over which it had no control, the movement toward

restriction simply fortified the position of those who preached

isolation as the cure for an unstable interdependence.

Finally, so far as national self-sufficiency has been urged as

the necessary complement of economic planning, responsibility

must be laid at the door of the growing distrust of laissez-faire,

which, in turn, is the result of certain important trends ob-

servable in the modern economy. With the spread of monop-
oly and imperfect competition, the appearance of strong trade

unions, the introduction of unemployment insurance, and the

regulation bf public utility rates, the area within which com-
petitive price adjustments operate to maintain equilibrium in

the economic system has greatly diminished. At the same
time, that system has become more complex and intricate,

making effective and prompt adjustment more than ever

necessary. This increased complexity has also made errors

of judgment by business men, whose decisions determine the

direction and level of economic activity, both more inevitable

and more serious in their consequences. All these develop-

ments together render the capitalist economy increasingly

unstable, thereby strengthening the case for planning the

operation of the economic system. And it cannot be denied

that a planned society will have to establish control over its

foreign trade, even though this control stop short of complete

self-sufficiency.

LIMITATIONS AND DIFFICULTIES OF A POLICY OF
NATIONAL SELF-SUFFICIENCY

Whatever the degree of national self-sufficiency its advocates

are willing to insist upon,^ it is essential to a consideration of

* As a matter of fact, they arc usually very indefinite about this. Thus
Dean Donham, in the article cited (p. 394), says : “The assertion is frequently
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the merits of their case that some account be taken of the limi-

tations and difficulties of such a policy. Therefore this section

will be devoted to a brief examination of the chief problems

confronting a nation bent on the attainment of a high degree

of economic independence. This task will, of course, be very

different for an advanced industrial nation and a country with

a relatively primitive economy. Here our concern will be

exclusively with the former type,

A basic limitation on the achievement of national self-

sufficiency by any modern industrial nation has been firmly

established by nature. Industrial nations, by the very charac-

ter and requirements of their economies, are dependent upon

a multitude of varied r^w materials. Very few of these needed

supplies are distributed evenly throughout the world, but

instead arc concentrated in certain favored localities. There-

fore, any country can hope for economic independ«nce only to

the extent to which it can establish control oyer siifficient

sources of the necessary raw materials.^

The situation of the Great Powers with respect to the essen-

tial industrial raw materials is indicated in the chart on

page 504, reproduced from Dr. Brooks Emeny’s study, The

Strategy of Raw Materials, This shows, for each state, the

percentage of domestic consumption provided from domestic

production and from imports. The data on which the"

chart is based are the averages for the period 1925—29,

with the exception of Russia, for which, unless otherwise

noted, 1929-32 averages are used. As far as possible, Dr.

Emeny has arranged the items ‘‘in order of relative im-

portance in time of war, those to the left of the center being

made, that international trade is a necessary corollary of industrialism. Tr

a limited extent of course this is true. No one wants to stop essential foreign

trade. From our own standpoint, as the most self-contained of nations, the

mihimum of imports required to obtain essential raw materials is a necessary

corollary of industrialization, but this can readily be secured in excl^ngc for

those hbme products which must he exported.
'''

(I have italicized certain words

which surely require detailed interpretation.) And Mr. Key^ \^shes to

work “towards greater national self-sufficiency and econoinic isolation . .

in so far as it can be accomplished without excessive cost/’ {Op. at.)

^ We postpone for later consideration the possibility of producing substitutes

for the natural raw materials.
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of outstanding value.” ^ Although the situation has in some
respects changed since the period from which the data were
derived, notably as regards the production of coal and
petroleum in Italy and of the latter product in Germany, the

chart still gives a substantially accurate picture.

It becomes abundantly clear that no single power can rely

upon its own resources for even half of these twenty-two im-
portant products. The United States and Russia come closest

to self-sufficiency, being capable of supplying 80% or more of

dpmestic requirements in the case of ten and twelve of these

commodities respectively. Even the United States, however,

is largely or completely dependent upon imports for its supplies

of rubber, the four steel alloys (manganese, nickel, chromite,

and tungsten), antimony, tin, and mercury, while Russia must

secure outside her borders more than half her requirements of

lead, nitrates, aluminum, rubber, nickel, tungsten^ antimony,

and tin. The five other powers must look abroad for adequate

provisions of all but a few of these essential raw materials, the

lack of the most important products (coal to rubber, on the

chart) being most conspicuous in the case of Great Britain and

Germany.

Clearly, no nation can, under normal peace-time conditions,
{

dispense with international trade altogether, .but tnus^ sup^/^

plement her domestic resources with substantial imports. It,

is this fact, together with her intense desire for economic inde-

pendence, which is to a large extent responsible for Germany’s

wish to dominate Central and Southeastern Europe, If she

could accomplish this, she could assure herself of ample sup-

plies of petroleum from Roumania, aluminum from Hungary,

and chromite from Yugoslavia, not to mention the foodstuffs

(chiefly grains, eggs, and meat) which would also become

available.

The relative strategic position of the seven Great Powers is

changed somewhat, but not substantially, if to the normal

domestic production of each country there is added that

obtainable from “increased domestic output under the streSjS.of

^ op. cit.f p. 20 .
'
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war’’ and from the production of “colonies and regions of

Qontrol.’’^ A second chart, also reproduced from Dr.

Emeny’s book, shows the potential war-time self-sufficiency

of each of the seven countries with respect to the commodities

in question by imposing dark areas upon the original import

bars. / This chart does not take into account the possibility of

the production of substitutes, the piling up of stocks, or of

secondary recovery reclamation of used rubber). War-

time as opposed to peace-time self-sufficiency thus appears

possible, with respect to all but a small number of essential

raw materials, for the United States, the British Empire, and

Russia. The situation of France is much improved by the

inclusion of colonial and potential war-time production, that

of Germany, Italy, and Japan is little altered.

In the picture presented by this chart we see the basic reason

for the strernuous efforts of Germany and Italy to encourage

the production of substitute commodities and to limit the use

of available foreign exchange to the purchase of the most

essential raw materials. Although reliable data are not avail-

able, it is known that Germany has gone far with the produc-

tion of benzol (a gasoline substitute) from coal, of oils from

nuts, linseed, rapeseed, and other agricultural products, of

artificial wool from milk, and of synthetic rubber. Glass is

being used wherever possible in place of metals, as in tubes for

paste, in cans, and in curtain rods. In addition to benzol,

alcohol produced from wood is being used as a motor fuel.

Similar efforts with respect to foodstuffs have rendered Italy

self-sufficient, Germany nearly so.-

^ Emeny, op. cit., p. 171. Dr. Emcny assumes as the area of control for the

United States “the larger part of the regions of Latin America, as well as

Canada.” For other countries, apparently only colonics arc included.
2 Only recently the following item appeared in Time (January 24, 1938):

Because German bakers use 800,000,000 eggs a year in making their rich

pastries, the Nazi Government was delighted to find a substitute by which it

hopes to save 400,000,000 eggs a year. Out of 32 pounds of cheap fish is made
a pound of Extract which is supposed to be an adequate substitute for 160 hens*

eggs. To make this extract palatable to Germans who had more than a bellyful

of Ersatz (substitutes) during the War, and have been fed up with it again as

a result of Nazi isolation policies, the Government hit upon an artful device;

The new Ersatz will be called “Viking Eggs.”
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For a country which wishes to attain at least war-time self-

sufficiency yet which has inadequate sources of supply of

strategically necessary raw materials, there are only two alter-

natives: the production of substitutes or the piling up of

stocks. Either choice, however, is costly, the latter because

abnormal purchases of the commodities in question force up
their prices (as in late 1936 and early 1937, when several

countries were pursuing this policy), the production of sub-

stitutes because they can rarely be produced as economically

as the natural articles they replace.' Thus, particularly in

the resort to substitutes, an increasing proportion of the

nation’s resources must be devoted to preparation for war, a

diminishing proportion to the satisfaction of the normal wants

of the population. The inevitable result is a declining stand-

ard of living, which if serious may result in undernourishment,

disaffection with the government, and military weakness,

MERITS OF THE CASE FOR NATIONAL SELF-

SUFFICIENCY

A nation which, for political or military reasons, is deter-

mined to pursue a policy of self-sufficiency, will reckon the

^ Some idea of the costs of the Gerthan program of self-sufficiency may be

gained from the following quotation :
“ The campaign for greater self-sufficiency

has exacted burdensome sacrifices from the German people. To increase

agricultural output, subventions have been granted to producers of hemp,
flax and wool, and prices averaging twice as high as world market levels have

been guaranteed for soy beans, rapeseed, linseed and other oil seeds of domestic

origin. German consumers have had to bear a shortage of many foodstuffs

and attendant high prices. Although accurate data are lacking, the cost of

most synthetic industrial materials is far above that of the natural imported

products and the quality is often inferior. The price of synthetic benzine is

said to be three and a half times the cost of imported gasoline, and the price

of buna at least six times as high as that of natural rubber. Cloth woven from

a mixture of cotton and cell wool is reported to cost 30 to 40 per cent more than

pure cotton cloth. While prices of many of these products may ultimately

become ‘competitive’ just as those of artificial silk and synthetic nitrates, the

German people must meanwhile shoulder the burden. Moreover, the manu-
facture of synthetic materials has required the investment of an enormous

amount of ):apital at a time when capital resources are slim. The benzine

plants of the Dye Trust and the lignite combine alone are said to have cost half

a billion marks. To carry out the Four-Year Plan, at least several billion more
will b^ necessary.” {Foreign Policy Reports, March 15, 1937. “The German
Economic Dilemma,” by John C. deWilde.)
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costs outlined in the preceding paragraph as a minor obi»tap.l<».

Strategic considerations will be predominant. Even from the

point of view of such a country, however, it might be wiser to

rely more upon the building up of stocks than upon a complete v

reorientation of the entire economy. For then it would be
possible to maintain a higher standard of living and thus to

avoid the danger of weakening the productivity amd the morale
of the people in advance of the outbreak of war. The depri-

vations of a closed economy are, it should be noted, permanent
and cumulative. A strain which could perfectly well be borne
for two, three, or four years may become intolerable if no
relief is in sight.

Basically, to the argument that autarky is essential to mili-

,

tary efficiency, the economist has no adequate reply. For this
*

argument presupposes that the chief objective of the state isi

national power ; economic welfare is but a secondary matter.

The decision as to ends subordinates economic to political

considerations.

It is rather different with the argument that avoidance of

war makes imperative a policy of self-sufficiency. For here,

even though the goal— the maintenance of neutrality— takes

precedence over economic welfare, it is possible to indicate

less costly ways of attaining this objective. Moreover, a strong

case can be made against isolation as a means of avoiding war.

In the first place, it should be noted that only the United

States, the British Empire, and Russia are in a position at all

favorable to the enforcement of a policy of national self-

sufficiency. These nations alone possess adequate food and

raw-material resources or control areas in which they are to

be found to permit them to sustain an industrial civilisation at

a relatively high standard of living. For other countries, such

as France, Sweden, Switzerland, or the Netherlands, the

material basis for a policy of isolation is absent ; to avoid war,

they must find some other approach.

Although the three powers favored by nature might achieve

virtual independence of trade with potential belligerents, it is

imperative to point out that even they could do so only at
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terrific cost.^ If the United States, for example, were to

attempt to become nationally self-sufficient, a wholesale re-

direction of our industrial forces would become necessEiry.

For although our total exports are normally less than 10% of

our total domestic production, certain important industries are

vitally dependent upon the foreign market. The following

table illustrates the degree of this dependence for a number of

industries

:

f

Percentage of Total Production Exported

Refined copper 67

Gum rosin 51

Cotton 50

Phosphate rock 50

Dried fruits 40

Gum turpentine 39

Aircraft engines and parts 37

Leaf tobacco 36

Lubricating greases 36

Crude sulphur 31

Tractors 30

Lubricating oil 30

Canned fruits 21

Lard 17

Radio apparatus 14

Industrial machinery 10

Source: Summary of United States Trade with Worlds 1935y Department of Com-
merce, Trade Information Bulletin No. 831. The figures arc for one or the

other of the years 1933, 1934, or 1935.

The elimination or drastic reduction of our foreign trade

could only be brought about, without disaster to industries

such as these, through the introduction of a large degree of

deliberate and careful* economic planning. Moreover, once

the new industrial orientation had been effected, it would have

to be permanent
;
a later reversal would be almost impossible.

Therefore, in addition to the costs of transferring workers, of

erecting new industrial plants, and of absorbing losses on use-

less plants, we should have to reckon the permanent cost of a

lower standard of living involved in producing synthetic rub-

^ This is less true of Russia than of the other two powers, since Russia’s

industrialisation is very recent and has from the beginning been given a national-

istic orientation. Likewise, for some twenty years, the Russian economy has

been planned.
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her, substitutes for silk, tea, and other products, and in manu-
facturing numerous commodities for which this country is

less well-equipped than others.

If, for the sake of argument, we agree with the isolationists

that peace at any price should be our major objective, and that

this is attainable only by cutting ourselves off from inter-

national intercourse, there is another form of isolation open to

us. Permit foreign trade to continue on a cash-and-carry

basis as long as the resources (cash and securities) of buyers

last. For a short war, these purchases would suffice to main-

tain our export industries at a high level of activity. When
they were exhausted, the inevitable slump could be offset by

policies similar to those followed in the recent depression. By
means of public works and work relief, the volume of employ-

ment could be supported, while direct relief to unemployed

labor and bounties to export industries for output^restriction

(similar to measures worked out under the A.A.A. program)

would in part at least compensate those injured by our pacific

policy. So far as imports were concerned, we might have to

practise great economy in the use of some products, but most

of what we needed could be obtained from increased domestic

production or from areas under our control. And what trade

with the belligerents continued to exist could be concentrated

on essentials such as rubber, obtainable elsewhere only in

insufficient quantities.

Such a policy of temporary isolation would in all probability

involve lower immediate costs than one of permanent self-

sufficiency, while it would avoid altogether the long-run

sacrifices of denying ourselves the benefits of international

specialisation.

There are very definite inherent defects, however, in any

attempt to avoid war by insulating ourselves against its

economic consequences. In the first place, national isolation,

whether temporary or permanent, means turning our backs on

the rest of the world, refusing to accept any responsibility as

a member of the community of nations. To many this will

appear as both cowardly and selfish, inconsistent with our
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posidon as a great power. Secondly, there is at least a serious

possibility that even isolation of the most rigorous sort would

not keep us out of war. Advocates of this policy tacitly assume

that the primary cause of our entry into the last war was the

desire to protect the profits of our swollen war trade with the

Allies- Without examining closely the merits of this position,

it may at least be pointed out that indignation over the inva-

sion of Belgium, the sinking of the Lusitania, and the unre-

stricted German submarine campaign, together with fear as

to the consequences of a German victory, were of inestimable

importance in building up the moral fervor necessary to lead

us to abandon our policy of neutrality. Is there any reason

to believe that public opinion might not be similarly stirred

on another occasion?

If the next war finds the democracies of France and Britain pitted

against Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy and militaristic Japan, the

cry of keeping the world safe for democracy will again make itself

heard. The American belief in democracy and the hatred of

fascism in many circles may give rise to a strong demand in favor

of entering a war on the side of the democratic powers if they

should be in danger of being overwhelmed by Fascist opponents.

Should Paris and London be destroyed by bombing planes and
poison gas, and the civilisation of European democracies be

threatened by totalitarian states, would it be possible to “quaran-

tine” American opinion so that it will remain completely “neu-

tral”?*

This is no place to discuss at length the primarily political

problems of foreign policy; yet we may indicate at least one

hopeful alternative to isolation for which considerable popular

support exists. This is to cooperate with the democratic

powers in resistance to aggression, in the form, on our part, of

support to economic sanctions. If the European democracies,

through pacts of mutual assistance and with our economic

backing, make it clear that any act of aggression will mean
war, and- further, if they combine with this attitude a willing-

ness to remedy the more serious grievances of the “have-not”

* Raymond Leslie Buell, Chaos or Reconstruction? Foreign Policy Pamphlets,

January^ 1937, p. 35.
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powers, the danger of war might be indefinitely postponed.

There is at least a reasonable possibility that the return of the

German colonies, the undertaking of certain political and ter-

ritorial adjustments in Europe, and the advancement of eco-

nomic assistance to permit currency rehabilitation by Italy and
Germany might appear more attractive than the uncertainties

of war. By such measures, a reduction of armaments and a

return to peaceful international progressmight bemade feasible

This alternative is, of course, only a possibility. It may be

that nothing short of a wholesale surrender to the dictatorships

will restrain their belligerence. If this be the case, war is

inevitable, and it is difficult to believe that the United States

could, under any conditions, long maintain her neutrality.

We turn now to a consideration of the argument that na-

tional self-sufficiency is desirable because it will promote

greater internal stability, or at least permit independent ac-

tion to combat instability. With respect to this point, little

need be added to what has already been said in the chapter

on Protection.*

So far as disturbances are caused by changes in the relative

efficiency of industry in different countries, they must be

recognised as the price of international progress. Measures

to moderate the rapidity of change would appear to be pref-

erable to the avoidance of both change and progress. With

regard to cyclical disturbances of business activity, the evi-

dence indicates that those economies that are comparatively

isolated are subject to just as serious fluctuations as those that

are highly interdependent. It may be added that, short of

complete planning, ample independence of action may be

provided by a reasonable degree of monetary independence

along the lines suggested in the preceding chapter. Since

monetary and fiscal measures are the most hopeful weapons

with which to attack the problem of the business cycle, resort

to complete isolation should be unnecessary.

If, however, a planned economy is the only answer to our

increasingly difficult economic problems, rigorous control of

‘Seepp. 318-321.
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foreign trade, though not complete self-sufficiency, will be

essential. The merits and drawbacks of planning, however,

are beyond the scope of our discussion.

THE FUTURE OF SPECIALISATION AND OF
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

In the foregoing discussion we have indicated some of the

difficulties inherent in the pursuit of national self-sufficiency

and called attention to the sacrifices involved in rejecting the

benefits of international specialisation. Nowhere have we as

yet met the challenge enunciated by Mr. Keynes and others,

to the effect that these benefits are diminishing appreciably in

magnitude — that, in Mr. Keynes’ words, “national self-

sufficiency may be becoming a luxury which we can afford.”

If this position be correct, then — given a nationalistic world

— there is every probability that in the future, international

trade will undergo a significant decline. In order to appraise

the future of world trade, it is essential to consider this chal-

lenge in some detail.

Those who accept the foregoing position commonly assert

that the spread of mqd^ern tcchnijgues greatly reduces the need

for and the advantages of specialisation. This contention

raises an issue which is fundamental. For if it be true, then

the very basis of international trade is in the process of being

destroyed. Quite apart from restrictive measures emanating

from nationalistic sentiment, we may expect to witness a steady

shrinkage, at least relative and possibly absolute, in the vol-

ume of world commerce.

Consideration of this problem may begin with a counter-

assertion, the truth of which is obvious. Since the benefits of

international trade rest upon cost differences^ the spread of technical

knowledge will reduce the need for and the advantages of specialisation

only sofar as it tends to equalise costs ofproduction everywhere. Un-
less costs are equalised, the basis for profitable specialisation

and trade remains. Unless cost differences are reduced, th'*

benefits of trade are as great as ever
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Reflection indicates that the diffusion of modern techniques

may or may not lead to a complete or partial equalisadon of

costs. As a matter of fact, any one of a number of different

results may ensue. Let us consider the various alternatives

in turn.

One important possibility is a change in the localisation of

industry. This will tend to be the outcome when the new
methods are more suited to the factor equipment and other

relevant conditions governing the localisation of industry in

the newer countries than to these underlying conditions in the

country where the new techniques originated. If this be the

case, specialisation and trade will continue, though with ajr+ew

source of supplies. Thus the development of modern methods

of manufacturing textiles originated in England, and this

country became the great producer of both woollen and cotton

fabrics. The acquisition of these modern methods Ijy Japan,

with a supply of the productive factors which appears to be

even more suited to low-cost production under the new tech-

nical conditions, is leading to a transfer of at least large por-

tions of the cotton textile industry to that country. It may be

thatJapan is peculiarly suited, because of her abundant supply

of cheap labor, to the production of many types of cotton

fabrics, as well as other commodities for which labor dost is a

large proportion of total cost. In this event, she will doubt-

less become the chief supplier of these articles. The basis fof

international trade, though it has shifted its position geographi-

ically, still remains.

On the other hand, it is possible that the techniques orig-

inally developed in one locality may be so especially suited to

the factor equipment, the transport facilities, and the social

conditions of production of their place of origin that the in-

dustry or industries which depend upon them may show little

or no sign ofchanging their localisation. This seems to be to a

large extent true of the international banking business devel-

oped in London, of the automobile industry of the United

States, and of the woollen industry of England. Even though

other countries may possess the requisite technical knowledge.
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thdf acquisition of such industries is prevented by the pr^Mshce

of adverse economic randitions which govern the applicathm

jDf the techniques in question. In this event, costt are not

^equalised, nor does it appear likely that po»esSion of die

technical knowledge will permit any signiheamt reduction

cost differentials.

In indicating that the spread of new tech^niques to indusbi-

ally young countries might result in a movement of certain

industries to these areas, we were concerned only with the

direct effects of this phenomenon. » It is also possible that an

indirect^^ect may be to decrease the profitability of develop-

ing other industries. For instance, the spread of the Industrial

Revolution to the United States in the nineteenth century

made it more profitable for us to produce many types ofmanu-

factures and relatively less profitable to engage in the produc-

tion of many agricultural commodities, notably wool, mutton,

hides, and beef. Similarly, the development of the chemical,

dye, and electrical equipment industries in Germany in the

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries offered such

large possibilities of profit that an increasing proportion of her

resources were turned into those lines of endeavor, a dt^cUiung

proportion into textiles (especially woollen), ceramics, other

manufactures, and agriculture. Likewise, the rapid progress

of the cotton textile industry in Japan may make it less rather

than more profitable to produce automobiles there even

though some technical advances in the production of auto-

mobiles have spread to Japan.

Finally, it must be admitted that the diffusion of technical

knowledge may, under certain conditions, bring about a

parallel diffusion of industry. This will be the outcomejvhen

the particular_tcchniques in question are suited to a fairly

wide variety of conditions of faeuw supply.* Some types of

modern technique appear to 1^ of this widely adaptable

^ AU the other comiderations governing the localisation of industry under

any given state of industrial technique, such as transport facilities, both internal

and external, and that collection of relevant conditions summed up in the

phrase “social conditions df production,” must also be taken into account.
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When this is the case, the industries endiodying these

particular techniques will not be concentrated in a relatively

small area, but will spread into a number of countries,

where costs of woduction w^ll differ . by less than the of

intcrnatiqnid hansfer. So far as this diffusion of industry

does occur, it is of course true that the volume of

tra^e in the particular comnJ^ties involved will be reduced.

Our survey of the various possibilities indicates that the

mere spread of technical knowledge in itself .pioves nothuig
with respect to the advantages of specialisation, vlt may Igad

to a movement of certain industries from one country to

aiiother;'' while at the s2une time making the deyelppnjent of

other industries in the newer areas Unprofitable. It.may
cauie ho change in the location of industry. Or it may bring

about a wide diffusion of some types of production. Ccv-

respondingly, cost differences may ^ increased, altered little

or not at all, or largely eliminated. Any a priori generalisation

as to what will always happen is unwairranted. The outcome '

of the spread of any particular kind of technical knowledge

depends in each instance upon how well or ill the new methods

are suited to the factor equipment, the transport facilities,

and the social conditions of production in the different coun> '

tries concerned.

Up to this point we have been concerned solely wUh the

pHDssible consequences of the spread to industrially young

countries of techniques developed in the older countries, and

in particular with the question as to whether this implies a

likelihood of a considerable diminution in the basis for and

the volvime of international trade. Fears on this score we have

seen to have a limited foundation. 'But it has also appe^ed <

that one important possibility of the spread oi technipal|

' The cotton textile industry has frequently been cited as one which falls

into this category. To some extent this conclusion may be true. Since it

is based, however, upon the observed spread of this industry into many.countries,

most if not all of which have imposed protective duties on its products, it would

be necessary to know how far similarity of basic conditions and how far these

artificial barriers have been responsible for this development. Only a careful

comparison of costs could provide a satisfactory answer.
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knowledge is the loss by the older countriejs to the younger of

certain of their established industries. This fact of industrial

migration has led many people to voice another fear: namely,

that the older nations are finished as industrial powers, that they

must reconcile themselves to accepting a position of steadily

declining importance.^ This view is widely held, and deserves

serious consideration. Is this fear justified, or is it also based

upon a partial and limited view of the relevant circumstances?

As a first line of attack upon this problem, we may apply

two of the conclusions drawn from the foregoing argument.

As we have seen, some advances in technique have occurred in

industries which, even under the new technical arrangements,

continue to be better adapted to the underlying conditions of

factor supply, etc., in the older countries. Just as individuals

differing in their capacities will be differently affected by

industrial change, some favored, some handicapped, so with

nations. Again, we observed that a probable indirect con-

sequence of the diffusion of modern technical methods was to

reduce the profitability of developing certain industries in the

newer countries at the same time and for the very reason that

the development of other industries was becoming more

profitable. It is to be expected that the latter class of indus-

tries would expand in the older countries.

A further consideration bearing upon the fear that such

nations as England, Germany, and the United States must

reconcile themselves to industrial decline has to do, not with

the spread of technical knowledge already acquired, but with

the continued progress of science and of its industrial appli-

cations. For even though all established techniques were

adopted by those nations, like Japan, whose industries are in a

stage of rapid expansion, further advances and discoveries

would still continue to be made in the more mature industrial

regions. No nation has a monopoly of progress and invention,

as the .records of national patent offices and of industrial

development show. As new methods and new products are

* See above, p. 320, where the bearing of protection upon this question is

analysed.
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discovered in the older (as well as in the newer) countries, the

gains from specialisation will shift to different commodities.

, The idea that technical knowledge has now spread fairly evenly

all over the world and has equalized the technical standards may
cause us to lose sight of the fact that technical progress is still

continuing. It is possible for any country to forge ahead of

others, but only in a limited number of branches oj industrial activity.

Hence, it is only by concentration and national specialisation

that technical progress can be maintained and the most up-to-date

technique be utilized. In other words, specialisation leads to

more rapid technical progress and the more thorough utilisation

of new technical methods.'

From what has been said above, moreover, it is clearly

unnecessary to grant the implication of the ‘‘idea” formulated

in the first sentence of this statement.^ An equalisation of

technical standards has indeed occurred, in the gpnse that

scientific knowledge and modern industrial methods have

become the common property of many nations, instead of

remaining, as in the early phases of the Industrial Revolution,

a monopoly of one country. But this involves no equalisation

in the sense of an elimination of industrial differences and

therewith of the basis for specialisation and trade. An
increasing number of countries are becoming industrially

mature, or more similar in their general characteristics. But

important differences in detail, which provide the foundation

for a profitable exchange of goods, will inevitably persist.

Just as in the latter half of the nineteenth century Germany
and the United States followed in England’s industrial foot-

steps without bringing about any decline, either relative or

absolute, in their jtrade with that country, so now other nations

are pursuing a similar development with what we have every

reason to believe will be identical results.^

* Bertil Ohlin, International Economic Reconstruction^ p. 64 (italics mine).

® An idea expressly repudiated by Professor Ohlin in the context from which

this statement is taken.
*

*The growth of world trade (except in recent years) appears, in spite off

tariff barriers and other obstacles, to have taken place at approximately thcl

same rate as the growth of world production. On this point, sec recent issues^

of the World Economic Survey,
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Indeed, there is ample concrete evidence of the fact that the

mutual exchange of goods continues to be highly advapi'

tageous. For in spite of high tariffs and other impediments

to trade, a large volume of goods moves internation2illy, both

between the raw-material*producing countries and the manu-

facturing nations, and within the latter group as well. This

flow of commodities in spite of tariffs is proof that gain would

ensue with a general reduction of these barriers, that the loss

of retaining them is heavy, and that that loss would be furth^

increased by raising them.

Although basic considerations with respect to the probable

continuance of international trade are favorable, it is more

immediate factors, primarily of a political nature, which are

likely to exercise a more direct effect upon the course ofJtrade

in the near future. Any attempt to predict the outcome of

these fortes would be rash. We can only indicate in what

direction they operate, and hope.

Chief among the favorable factors are the Tripartite

Monetary Agreement and the Reciproctil Trade Agreements

program of the United States government. The former has

removed, at least for the time being, fears of monetary insta-

bility, and together with the American trade policy, has

resulted in some moderate gains in the direction of freer trade.

Further progress with the Trade Agreements program, par-

ticularly if a satisfactory bargain is concluded between Great

Britain and the United States, will be beneficial to commerce.

The signing of such an agreement might well be the prelude

to further covenants between the United States and the

various British Dominions. Because of the embodiment in

these treaties of the most-favored-nation clause, the improve-

ment of trade in which they result will not be confined to

the signatories; both the exports and the imports of third

countries will also increase. So far as these factors are con-

cerned, -the outlook is at least hopeful for a gradual reduction

of barriers and stimulation of commerce over a large area.

Most other relevant considerations, however, are unfavor-

able. There is no sign of relaxation, on the part of the diO
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tatorahips Central Europe, in their pursuit of. the goal of

autarky. If this trend continues, it means that any expansion

of trade will be largely confined to the democratic nations.

This may be unfortunate for all concerned, but it in no way
reduces the desirability to the latter countries of past or futme

reductions of trade barriers.

Then there is the general uncertainty in the international

political sphere and the concomitant fear of war, for which

the aggressive policies of the Fascist and semi-Fascist powers

are at least immediately responsible. This atmosphere of

uncertainty and fear has generated an armament race of

unprecedented magnitude and is largely to be blamed for the

spread of economic nationalism. Unless and until some
settlement of international political issues is achieved which

will remove the constant threat of aggression, military and

economic disarmament will remain an impossibility. Thus

it is with developments in the field of international politics

that the outlook for international trade in the near future

primarily rests.
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